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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

" Blessed
prophecy."
is

is

he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this

Such are the words

commended

in

which

mysteries above our comprehension,

pass over them, but

difficulty

this last

may

book of the Bible

However exalted

and study.

to our attention

we dare not because

its

of their

confidently expect to be richly

rewarded by the frequent contemplation even of those portions of

book whose solution we cannot even feebly conjecture

the
life.

It is

in this

perfectly consistent with the utmost simplicity in the

preaching of the Gospel, and with the avoidance of curious speculations so

much

to

be condemned, for the Christian pastor to aid the

reading of his hearers by the exposition of such lines of divine

thought in this book as in his private studies he can clearly trace.

This volume

offered as a help to such study.

is

Dr. Fr. Diisterdieck,
still

is

well

known

Its author.

as a writer on Apologetics, and

continues to publish exegetical papers in Luthardt's Zeitsclirift

fiir kirchliche

He

Wissenschaften and elsewhere.

has furnished us

with perhaps the most important commentary on this book which
thus far possess.

His

spirit is reverent

and devout,

his

we

judgment

generally calm and discriminating, his investigations wide and exhaustive.

Although we concede so much, we are by no means

ready to indorse his opinions on
several of

his long discussions

all

the subjects presented, and in

we regard

ordinarily trustworthy, as seriously at fault.

his

judgment, which

is

In revulsion from the

assumptions of the Tiibingen school, which conceded the apostolic
origin of

the

Book of Revelation, and then from

deavored to prove, because of dissimilarity of

that basis en-

style, etc., the

non-
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iv

Johannean origin of the Gospel ascribed to

St.

John, our author

has taken the directly opposite position, and denied the apostolic
origin of Revelation,

Compelled

— with

in translation to

what success, the reader must judge.
examine the argument very

closely,

it

has seemed to us at every step unsatisfactory, forced, and unworthy
of the high character of this work.

It

ever, that, in denying that the Apostle

denies

its

inspiration

this

;

which many of our readers
pp. 84 sqq.

must not be

inferred,

how-

John wrote the book, he

also

he maintains, although with limitations
will doubtless regret, as

The author belongs

may be

seen on

to the praeterist class of interpreters,

and argues that the time of composition was prior to the destruction
of Jerusalem.

In the notes, we have frequently given the arguments

on an opposite

side,

ties.
its

mostly from some of the later standard authori-

This commentary

is itself

of high value, especially because of

compact summary of the interpretations of

all

the more prominent

expositors, and in connection with what has been added,

convinced,

may

we

are

be most safely and profitably employed.

The work of

translation has often been extremely difficult, be-

cause of the long and involved sentences, frequently consisting of a

mosaic of quotations
in the

;

but we trust that the reader

form which we have

may be

able,

given, to follow the author intelligently.

HENRY
Theological Seminary of the Ev. Lutheran Church,
Philadelphia, Dec. 11, 1886.

E.

JACOBS.
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by Bleek, Stud.

review of
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SEC.

— CONTENTS,

I.

u.

Krit, 1854,

ed.,

Bonn,

1848, 1852.

u.

Also the

p. 959; 1855, p. 159.

AND FORM OF THE

PLAN, UNITY,

APOCALYPSE.
As

1.

to contents, the

Apocalypse

falls into three

manifestly distinct chief

For, with the most closely cohering series of visions, complete

divisions. 1

in themselves, of ch. iv. 1-xxii. 5, which form the chief theme, as the fulness
of the Apocalyptic subjects are

all

here brought into contemplation, the

three chapters are related in several
sqq.

ii.

;

1 sqq.), as the introduction;

ways

(cf .

i.

1-3

;

4 sqq.

ver.

;

first

ver. 9

while the section xxii. 6-21, expressly

indicating a concluding retrospect of

what precedes

(ver.

6),

forms the

epilogue.

Note.
three

— Even though the book be divided according to

main

theme

is

divisions, but of different compass, still result.

(all

"the words of the prophecy of

which the prophet

(title
iii.

formal organism,^

For then the chief

manifestly the entire recital of the visions imparted to John, from

to xxii. 17

preface

its

(i.

1-8)

in describing

and conclusion

and introduction,

i.

them

book,"

this

xxii. 18; cf.

i.

to the churches accompanies with his

(xxii. 18-21).

iv.

9

3),

own

Ewald's division into four parts

1-8; the briefer vision with the seven epistles,

22; the long series of connected visions,

i.

i.

9-

1-xxii. 5; conclusion, xxii. 6-21)

depends upon a confusion of the material and formal principles of division.

Hence the separation of

chs.

iii.

and

iv.

seems as groundless as the grouping

together of xxii. 6-21.

»

Beng., Liicke,

De Wette,

etc.

«

Cf. Vitringa.

1

THE REVELATION OF

2

A
its

ST.

JOHN.

survey of the contents in detail must here be given, so far as not only

methodical design, but also

The

which the book

preface, properly so called, in

ing to

unity, is thereby perceptible.

its

Introduction (chs. i.-iii.) contains, in the first place

its

nature and contents;

is

designated

1-3), the

(i.

2) accord-

(i. 1,

a prophetical writing, which

viz., as

is

to

present a revelation of God, through Jesus Christ, concerning events that
are to occur in the near future, and

Then

(ver. 3).

follows the preface

churches of Asia Minor

(cf.

i.

is

therefore most urgently

.of

John,

11, ch.

ii.

its

writer

3), as

(i.

the

commended

4-8), to the seven

first

readers of the

prophetical book; a preface which not only presents a salutation in accord

with the entire contents of the book
of the ancient prophets

— expresses

(i.

4-6), but also

— after

the

at the very outstart, in short

manner
and sen-

tentious phrases (vv. 7, 8), the fundamental idea, and to a certain extent

But

the theme, of the whole book.

a divine revelation, already in

now

churches, so he

reports

(i.

— and, therefore,

John, as the prophetic deliverer of

w. 4-8 addresses particular
how on a Lord's Day the Lord had
the express command that what he saw

9-20)

himself appeared to him, and given
(vv. 11,19),

if

1-3 and

i.

not only this manifestation of the Lord in

calling him, but also the entire anomXvxljic (revelation)

chapter, — he

the fourth

With
22)

;

this,

he intrusts to John special

letters to all those

1) described

named

7 sq.

;

cf.

1,

i.

The proper

3)

sum
is

from

in ver. 11.

churches

in which, according to the various conditions, necessities,

of each church, the
i.

(i.

should write to the churches

(ii. 1-iii.

and dangers

of the entire revelation (discernible already

from

elaborated and applied for their consolation.

chief subject of the prophetic

book

then intro-

(iv. 1-xxii. 5)

duces the report committed to writing by John, in compliance with the com-

mand

(i.

11, 19),

concerning a series of visions, in which there

is

given to the

prophet beholding them the revelation concerning things to come (a
yeviadai, iv. 1

;

cf.

i.

1),

which he

is

del

John, in

to testify to the churches.

compliance with a heavenly voice, taken up into the opened heaven, beholds

God

(the Father)

upon

his throne, surrounded

likewise sit upon thrones.

beings

who

About the throne

God

the Almighty, eternal Lord, which was, and
i.

elders,

who

of God, there are also four

These beings, whose song of praise

are described as cherubim.

the elders adoringly continue, worship

ver. 8 with

by twenty-four

enthroned, as the thrice holy,
is,

and

is

to

come

(ch. iv.

;

cf.

4, 8).

In the right hand of him that

sits

on the throne, John now

written within and without, and sealed with seven seals (v. 1).

cry of a strong angel, "
seals thereof?"

Who

is

sees a

book

At the loud

worthy to open the book, and to loose the

no one able to do

this is

found in the entire

circuit of

INTRODUCTION.

V

Yet John, who weeps over

creation.

this, as

B

he has learned that the book

contains the future things which he was to behold,

who

the elders,

points

Then John

(v. 2-5).

a

elders,

seven eyes

This

encouraged by one of

worthy

is

sees in the midst of the throne

Lamb

(v. 6).

is

who has

to the Lion of the tribe of Judah,

Son of David, as the one who

vailed, to the

and the

him

standing as

Lamb

it

had been

pre-

open the book

to

and of the four beings
with seven horns and

slain,

takes the book out of the right hand of

that sits upon the throne (ver. 7)

;

him

upon which the four beings and the

twenty-four elders celebrate his worthiness to open the book, and offer as
the reason

Lamb was

already ver. 5) the fact that the

(cf.

accomplished the work of redemption (vv. 8-10).
tures,

and

now unite

Upon

this the

Lamb

begins

(cf. i- 1, iarj/xavEv,

significative

(vi. 2),

A

He

a rider upon a flaming red horse.

men

A voice which is heard in
He

receives a great sword

should

When

who have been

souls of those

God from under

of God, cry to

the ffth seal

given, and

these martyrs a white robe

is

number

must

of their brethren

to

(vi.

upon the

earth, the

removed from

upon earth

testify

be

first

heaven

their places,

what

is

called

by the sword

9-11)

is

opened,

slain because of the

it

is

said to

killed.

is

them that a

to

of

certain

After the opening of the

rent asunder,

and the

word

how long he would delay
upon the earth. To each

12-17), a mighty earthquake occurs, the sun

(vi.

islands are

is

the third

the altar, as to

avenge their shed blood upon those who dwell

ers

whose rider

to bring death to the fourth part of the earth,

is

fall

he

the midst of the four beings proclaims famine.

and hunger and other plagues.

the stars

:

brings

he

:

From

one another.

kill

John hears how the

sixth seal

(vi. 3 sq.)

(cf.

upon

him

given to

second seal

fourth seal (vi. 7 sq.) brings a pale, livid horse,

Death.

is

rider

comes a black horse, whose rider holds a pair of balances.

seal (vi. 5 sq.)

The

forms and events as

John beholds a

crown

The

a conqueror, and goes forth to conquer.

take peace from the earth, that

and John

;

be signified) of what was to happen

a white horse, and with a bow in his hand.
is

upon the throne,

unseal the book of fate

(vi. 1) to

After the opening of the^rs^ seal

iv. 1).

sits

(vv. 11-14).

beholds not words written in the book, but
representations

and has
all crea-

him who

in the ascription of praise to

Lamb

to the

slain,

All angels, yea

cries of

also the fearful signs

all

is

darkened,

mountains and

alarm by the dwell-

make known;

viz.,

that

the great day of God's wrathful judgment has come.

This

now

final

judgment, as the end of what

in the last

or seventh seal.

is to

happen,

But the complete

is

to

final

be expected

development

proceeds from this last seal only through a long series of further visions.

Before

it is

opened, another event occurs in ch.

vii.

John beholds four

THE REVELATION OF

4
angels,

who

stand upon the four corners of the earth, and hold there the

four winds of the earth, in order that they

God

cries out, the servants of

with this seal

God must

first

The number

1-3).

(vii.

may

who

For, as another angel

injury.

inflict

But hereupon he

4-8).

(vii.

not yet break forth and

holds the seals of the living

be marked on their foreheads

John hears:

sealed out of Israel,

they are one hundred and forty-four thousand

thousand

JOHN.

ST.

;

out of every tribe, twelve

sees an innumerable multitude of all

nations and tongues, standing before the throne of

God and before

the

Lamb,

clothed with white robes, and with palms in their hands, raising songs of
praise in which the angels unite.

These are they, as one of the elders

which came out of great tribulation, and have entered into the glory

says,

of heaven (vv. 9-17).

After this episode, the seventh seal

is

opened by the

Lamb

(viii. 1).

Silence in heaven for about a half hour follows, during which the seven

angels receive seven trumpets

Another angel comes, and places

(viii. 2).

himself by the altar, with a golden censer in his hand, because he

up incense with the prayers
(v.

3 sq.).

As a testimony

of the saints,

and thus

make them

is

with

fire

from the

altar,

and

casts it

follow, interrupting the silence

upon the earth.

At

gled with blood,

who

upon the earth

;

The second trumpet

consumed.

aflame with

the blast of the Jirst trumpet

fall

fire,

and the third
(viii.

prepare to sound them

(viii. 7),

hail

and

of all that

makes

At

8 sq.) brings a great mountain,

At the

third

trumpet

(viii.

bitter (its

name

the fourth trumpet

is

"

Wormwood

(viii. 12),

is

"), so

that

many men

die thereby.

the third of the sun and of the

still

moon and

remaining sound their trumpets, John hears

an eagle, flying in the zenith, proclaim a threefold woe upon those

who dwell

earth, because of the three blasts of the trumpets that are yet to

(viii. 13).

locusts,

10 sq.), a

deprived of the light of stars.

Before the three angels

come

it

living

darkened, and accordingly a third of the day, while a

is

third of the night

upon the

all

upon the third of the streams and springs, whose waters

falls

of all the stars

min-

which, on being cast into the sea, changes one-third of

creatures in the sea, and of all ships.

it

fire,

grows upon

into blood, and causes the death and destruction of the third of

burning star

his censer

fills

Threatening signs

which has hitherto prevailed, and giving the

signal to the seven angels with the trumpets,
(ver. 5 sq.).

to offer

is

acceptable

that the prayers are heard, and that what fol-

a consequence of the hearing of the prayer, the angel

lows

it is

to

which for

men who were

ThQ

fifth

five

months were

trumpet

not sealed (cf

follow (ix. 12).

At the

(ix.

1-11) brings from hell an army of

to fearfully torment,

vii. 1 sq.).

This

is

but not to

kill,

the

the first woe: two others

blast of the sixth trumpet (ix. 13-21), the

command
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from the horns of the

given, through a voice

altar, to the sixth

angel

having a trumpet, to loose the four angels which are bound in the Euphrates,
but are ready to rush upon the earth with an immense demoniacal army
of horsemen,

and

to slay a third part of

This happens, and yet the

men.

survivors do not repent.

The plague announced by
second woe

viii.

(cf.

13),

the sixth trumpet belongs, of course, to the

but

not yet fulfilled

is

the seventh trumpet does not immediately sound

xi.

(cf.

chap. X., a significant digression, to which the part of the second
still

remains

A

1-13)

(xi.

is

which are

his feet,

little

book

comes from heaven,

in his hand,

upon the

sea,

and

Seven thunders answer his loud

call

like pillars of fire, the right

the left upon the earth (x. 1 sq.).

with their voices, which John understands, but

The angel how swears

(ver. 3 sq.).

in

woe that

added.

mighty angel, having a

and puts

Hence

14).

and there follows next,

;

not to write, but to seal

is

that forthwith, viz., in the days of the

seventh trumpet, the blessed and glorious end will come, when the mystery
of God, as

He

the

little

said, as

it

to the prophets, will

be finished

command

of a heavenly voice,

John takes

himself has proclaimed

Thereupon, at the

(vv. 5-7).

book from the angel's hand, and swallows

the angel

It is, as

it.

sweet to him in the mouth as honey, but bitter in his belly.

heavenly voice interprets this eating of the book
before peoples and tongues and

many

with those

is

to

who worship

A

reed

given to the seer,

is

in the temple, in order to separate
city,

the heathen (xi.

which for forty-two months

1 sq.).

A

to prophesy again

measure the temple at Jerusalem, and the

from the court and the

down by

is

kings (vv. 8-11).

This new prophecy immediately begins.
with which he

John

:

During

this time,

altar,

what

is

together

measured

to be trodden

is

two witnesses of

Christ,

furnished with divine power to work miracles, are to preach repentance.

But the beast out

of the pit will kill them,

unburied in the streets of the great

and Egypt, where
three days

and

their corpses are to lie

which spiritually

Lord of those witnesses was

Yet

called

Sodom

half, to the joy of the godless inhabitants of the earth

after three days

before the eyes of their terrified enemies (ver. 11 sq.).

a great earthquake destroys a tenth of the
inhabitants,
this

is

crucified (ver. 8), for

and a half — so John further reports his
— the two witnesses are again awakened by God, and raised to heaven

(vv. 3-10).

vision

and a

also the

city,

whereby the

rest are

city,

and

At
kills

the

same time,

seven thousand

brought to repentance (ver. 13).

judgment upon Jerusalem, the second woe

is

finished.

The

With
third

follows quickly (xi. 14).

The

seventh

trumpet also now sounds

(xi. 15),

whereupon various songs
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of praise arise in heaven, which celebrate the fulfilment of the mystery of

God

— to be expected, according to

from the seventh trumpet

x. 7,

— as hav-

ing already occurred, and the day of wrathful judgment upon the heathen as

having already come

The temple

(vv. 15-18).

God

of

so that the ark of the covenant contained therein

threatening signs occur like those in

But the third woe

in its actual

viii.

in heaven is opened,
is

visible

and other

;

5 (xi. 19).

coming

not yet seen

is still

heavenly songs of praise and thanksgiving

and

;

ous end as already come, this can be only a prolepsis, which has
application in this, that the seventh trumpet

the more

correct

fulfilment, regard this as

ing the days of the seventh trumpet, which in fact

new

its

now sounded, and is partly
when the seventh

is

Yet a further revelation to John

having already occurred.

a

the

the inhabitants of heaven who,

fitting, as it is

sound of the trumpet has given the signal of the

in

if

15-18) celebrate the glori-

(xi.

follows, concern-

impend

still

(cf. x. 7),

through which future things, as they actually

series of visions,

belong to the fulfilment of the mystery of God, are represented.

This

blessed end (xxi. 1 sqq.), to which the divine gospel in the prophets points

promissively
that

all

is

(cf. x. 7),

ungodly

can come only through the complete judgment upon

Yet the description of

(chs. xvii. sqq.).

this

judgment

can be satisfactorily explained only by a description of that which
godly in
latter
is

its

is

inmost nature and most peculiar forms of appearance.

forms the chief scope of chs. xii.-xvi.

un-

The

Nevertheless, even here there

no lack of elements pointing forward and giving assurance of systematic

progress.

John beholds
her
is

feet,

in

woman

heaven a

and upon her head a crown

about to give birth

clothed with the sun, the

dragon, with seven heads, ten horns, and seven crowns.
third of the stars of heaven,
self before the travailing

and

casts

woman,

them upon the

The woman bears a son who

with a rod of iron.

The

The woman

flees

is

conflict

now

and the dragon

arises in
(i.e.,

God and

earth.

tail

He

sweeps a
puts him-

is

to rule all the nations

into the wilderness, where she has a place prepared for

the earth (vv. 7-9).
praising

His

caught up unto God, and God's throne.

her, that she should be fed there twelve

A

moon under

wdth child, and

in order, after the birth, to devour the

child (xii, 3 sqq.).

child

is

There appears a great flaming-red

1 sq.).

(xii.

She

of twelve stars.

hundred and sixty days

(xii. 5 sq.).

heaven between Michael, together with his angels,

the devil) and his angels

This victory

his Christ

;

is

;

and the

latter are cast to

celebrated by a loud voice in heaven,

but at the same time proclaiming wrath upon

the earth and the sea, because the devil, cast

great wrath during the brief period allowed

down
him

thereto,

would exert

(vv. 10-12).

his

The dragon
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but she receives two wings of an eagle, in order to

;

In vain the dragon casts

into the wilderness to her place (ver. 13 sq.).

woman

after the

a stream of water, which the earth swallows up, so that he

departs to contend with the rest of the seed of the

woman

(vv. 13-17).

the shore of the sea (vv. 11, 18), from which a

The dragon goes upon

beast rises with ten horns, seven heads, ten crowns, and names of blasphemy

upon

mouth

It is like

heads.

its

of a lion

One

1 sq.).

healed

of

its

The
and

heads

is

from the dragon

wounded unto

power and throne

its

death, but the deadly

(xiii.

wound

is

whole earth wonders at the beast, and worships the

beast dares to speak blasphemies, and to contend victoriously

with the saints.
(ver. 5),

a leopard, but has the feet of a bear, and the

receives

The

(xiii. 3).

dragon.

it

;

It

has power over the whole earth for forty-two months

worshipped by

is

all

who do

not belong to the

Lamb

(vv. 4-8),

— a fearful prophecy which John commits to writing, not without adding an
intimation concerning the judgment upon this ungodly being, and admon-

Upon

ishing the saints to patience and faith (ver. 9 sq.).

this,

John

sees

another beast rise from the earth, with two horns like a lamb, and speaking
like a

dragon

By

(xiii. 11).

seduction, miracles,

and force

(ver. 17), this

beast causes the dwellers upon earth to worship the former beast

The number

12-17).

to explain

name

its

(xiii.

to one having understanding is

666 (ver. 18).

Another vision follows essentially in the sense of the intercalated para-

On Mount

cletic section of xiii. 9 sq.

Zion stands the Lamb, with a hun-

dred and forty-four thousand of his people, while heavenly voices sing before
God's throne a

new song which

zenith,

of

demands conversion

judgment has come

to the true

all

God, while he

punishment of the worshippers of the beast

to write that they

John

who

(ver. 12)

die in the

testifies

that the hour

Another angel proclaims the

(xiv. 6 sq.).

;

angel,

dwellers upon earth, flying in the

great Babylon as having already occurred (ver. 8)

paracletic digression of

An

only the redeemed can learn.

with the everlasting gospel intended for

;

and a

(vv. 9-11).

There

also a heavenly voice

Lord are blessed

fall of

third, the eternal
is

next a

commands him
Then

(ver. 13).

the

course of the development towards the end^ whose next goal ver. 8 already
proleptically marks, again continues.

Upon

a white cloud appears one like

the Son of man, with a golden crown upon his head, and a sharp sickle in
his hand.

upon the
come.

From

the temple comes another angel,

who

calls to

cloud, to begin with the sickle the harvest, for

The

(vv. 14-16).

latter then thrusts his sickle into the earth,
Still

him who

sits

which the time has
which

is

harvested

another angel comes forth out of the heavenly temple,

likewise holding a sharp sickle, which,

by the order

of an angel

coming
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harvested, and the wine-press
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of the earth

trodden outside of the city

is

which proceeds therefrom extends to the horses'

the blood

;

hundred

bridles, sixteen

furlongs (17-20).

A new, astonishing sign

in

heaven appears to the seer

having the seven last plagues
After a

(xv. 1).

hymn

them

for in

;

is

:

the seven angels

the wrath of

by

to be worshipped

fulfilled

of the victors over the beast, who, in the song of

Moses and the Lamb, proclaim the righteousness of God and
is

God

all

his glory,

which

the nations (vv. 2-4), those seven angels

come

from God's temple, and receive from one of the four beings seven

forth

golden vials

temple

filled

God

with the wrath of the everlasting

The

(vv. 5-7).

with smoke from the glory and power of God, so that no

is filled

one can enter therein until the seven plagues of the seven angels are
filled (ver. 8).

A voice

pour their

upon the earth

vials

(xvi.

1).

The

earth (xvi. 2), brings a severe ulcer upon the

and worship

beast,

the sea, changes

The

sea dies.

it

ful-

from the temple now commands the seven angels

The

his image.

changes them into blood.

men who

to

poured out upon the
bear the

mark

of the

second vial (ver. 3), poured out upon

into blood as of a dead

man

;

every thing living in the

poured out upon the rivers and springs,

third vial (ver. 4),

The angel

ness of the divine judgments;

frst

vial,

of the waters glorifies the righteous-

the angel of the altar (vv. 5-7).

so, too,

The

fourth vial (ver. 8 sq.), poured out upon the sun, causes a heat that scorches

But

men.

all

these plagues

work no repentance.

The Jifih

poured out upon the throne of the beast, causes darkness
but only new blasphemies on the part of those
vial (vv. 12-16) is

may

who
Out

in his

is

kingdom,

The

are afiiicted.

poured upon the Euphrates, which

be prepared for the kings of the East.

vial (ver. 10 sq.),

dried, that the

of the

sixth

way

mouths of the

dragon, the beast, and the false prophet, come three unclean

spirits, like

which gather the kings for the struggle of that great day

— " Behold,

frogs,

the Lord cometh quickly: blessed

is

he that watcheth "

too, to

the place called in Hebrew, Armageddon.

17-21)

is

Amidst
occurs,

poured out into the

voices,

lightnings,

the nations.

hail falls.

heavenly voice

— and that,

seventh vial

cries,

"It

is

(vv.

done."

and thunders, an unprecedented earthquake

which divides the great

cities of

A

air.

(ver. 15)

The

city into three parts,

Islands and mountains vanish

Yet men continue

their blasphemies.

and overthrows the

(cf. vi. 14).

One

A great

of the seven angels

having the vials now comes to John, and wishes to show him the judgment
of the great harlot, with
in general
spirit, into

whom

the kings

have committed fornication
the wilderness.

There

sits

and the inhabitants

(xvii. 1 sq.).

upon a

He

of the earth

carries the seer, in

scarlet-colored beast, covered
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with names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns, a wanton

woman, having

in her

hand a cup

full of

abominations, and upon her fore-

head a name written which designates her as Babylon, the mother of harlots

and abominations of the

To

(vv. 2-6).

woman and

She

earth.

is

Another angel proclaims the

the beast (xvii. 7-18).

great Babylon as having already occurred
sins are the cause of the
first

commands

drunken with the blood of saints

the astonished John, the angel explains the mystery of the

judgment

the servants of

(cf. xiv. 8),

Another voice from heaven

(xviii. 1-3).

God

to

go forth out of Babylon, in order to

share neither her sins nor her plagues (ver. 4)
establish the

burden of her

fall of

and declares that her

sins, describes

;

and then,

more firmly

to

her complete ruin (xviii. 5-20),

which another angel portrays by casting a great millstone into the

sea,

thus

describing the destruction of the godless city, stained by the blood of mar-

Thus the

tyrs (vv. 21-24).

fulfilled

judgment upon the great harlot

brated in heaven with songs of praises (xix. 1-8).

is

cele-

Before, however, the

other ungodly powers are judged, there follows, in a brief digression (xix.
9 sq.), an allusion to the blessed fulfilment of the mystery of
at the marriage-supper of the
is

Lamb

;

accomplished, whereby that glorious end will be attained.

tion of the other acts of

God

for already a chief act of the

judgment continues

(cf. x.

7)

judgment

The

descrip-

directly afterward (xix. 11).

Christ himself, with his followers, goes forth from the opened heaven (xix.
11-16),

— while

an angel, standing in the sun, with a loud voice

calls

together the birds to eat the flesh of the inhabitants of the earth (ver. 17
sq.),

— against the beast, which with his army awaits

The beast and the

are slain with the sword

which proceeds from the mouth of

the birds are filled with their flesh (v. 20 sq.).

bound

for a

the abyss,
(xx. 1-3).

the conflict (ver.

false pro^Dhet are cast alive into the lake of fire

;

19).

the rest

and

all

Then Satan himself

is

Christ,

thousand years by an angel coming out of heaven, and cast into

whence he

is

to be loosed again for a short time after that period

During the thousand

years, those reign with Christ

who

for his

sake have been slain, and have not served the beast, after they have been
raised

from the dead,

— the

first

resurrection (vv. 4-6).

After the expiration

of the thousand years, Satan loosed goes forth to deceive the nations in

the four ends of the earth,
for battle.

the

camp

They

also rise

Gog and Magog, and
up over the surface

of the saints, the beloved city; but fire

finally,

in

the

judgment of the world,

and surround

from heaven consumes

them, and they are cast to eternal torments in the lake of

Then

them together

to bring

of the earth,

in

which

fire (xx.

all

7-10).

the dead

appear before the gloriously enthroned Judge (the second resurrection;
cf.

ver. 5), all those

whose names are not found written in the book of
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together with death and hell, are cast out.

life,

This

the second death

is

(XX. 11-15).

The

entire

judgment of every thing ungodly

thus completed.

is

follows, finally (xxi. 1-xxii. 5), the presentation of the blessed

God, in

new

John beholds a new heaven and a

actual fulfilment (cf. x. 7).

its

There

mystery of

and the new Jerusalem descending from heaven as an adorned

earth,

bride (xxi. 1 sq.); at which not only a voice from heaven proclaims the
eternal blessedness of those dwelling with God, but also he that sitteth on

the throne himself testifies that the eternal fulfilment

is

accomplished, both

in the glorification of the believing victors, and in the condemnation of

the godless (vv. 3-8).
to

show John the Lamb's bride more
high mountain (ver. 9

in spirit to a

all

But one of the seven angels having the vials wishes

salem in the glory of God, as

it is

closely

sq.),

therefore he brings the seer

;

whence he beholds the new Jeru-

Thus has the

described, xxi. 11-xxii. 5.

and exhausted

revelation,

begun

subject;

has disclosed, up to the eternal accomplishment, that which was

to

it

come

18-21),

in ch. iv., attained its highest goal,

The

to pass (cf. iv. 1-i. 1).
still

tw^o parts of the epilogue (vv. 6-17,

following, conclude in a twofold respect all that precedes.

the one hand, the visions

by means of wliich there

revelation concerning future things (ver.

6,

a

is

del yeviadai ev rdxet)

John has

seen,

On

imparted to John the
are closed,

name, speaks with John, confirms the

since an angel, who, in Christ's

tainty and importance of that which

its

and

is

cer-

to publish in his

prophetical writing, and repeatedly testifies to the fundamental truth that

the Lord

is

coming

On

(vv. 6-17).

the other hand, the prophet himself

command

completes his writing, in which, according to the

communicated the revelation given
divine punishment of those

who

hira,

received, he has

with the solemn testimony of the

will either

add any thing

to,

or subtract any

But, as the Lord

thing from, the prophecies in this his book (ver. 18 sq.).

promises his speedy coming, the prophet answers with a cry of longing for
this

coming

(ver. 20).

With a benediction upon

to the introductory greeting (cf.
2.

The leading

i.

4 sqq.), the whole

features of the plan, according to

ment

;

but a more minute account not only

of the critical view of the complete

book, but also gives the most certain

proceeds from the context

itself.

central chief division of the
6

is

book

norm

versy

among

expositors as there

this

summary

is

of the

necessary for the establish-

is

of the present

for the entire exposition, since
is

(iv. 1-xxii. 5)

is

finished (ver. 21).

and original unity

The question

to be regarded as the conclusion,

is

which the Apocalypse

from

skilfully designed, are clearly manifest already

contents

the reader, corresponding

;

it

especially concerning the
for the section

upon which there

is

from

xxii.

as little contro-

concerning the introductory design of
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1-xxii. 5),

is

Yet

variously comprehended.

depends upon the view of

this

John himself

the development and disposition of the central chief subject.
testifies (i.

day.i

10) that he has written the visions of his prophetic book on one

never declared that in the course of the revelation of the future

It is

he has ever actually abandoned

-

the standpoint to which he was raised

at its beginning (iv. 1),^ while it is self-evident that in his never-interrupted

from

ecstatic condition,

iv.

1-xxii.

must even be

seer in his trance

the report of the visions in no

5,

he yet can be conscious of a change of

10; and especially xi. 1 sqq., where the

(cf. x. 1, xvii. 3, xxi.

standpoint

active)

and

;

way admits

as,

even externally regarded,

the meaning that the individual

parts of the revelation are immediately recorded the one after the other,

John has received them through sight and hearing

*

so the revelation

described in ch. iv., in its inner formation, is controlled

from the begin-

after

:

ning on by a development having unity, and directly tending towards a
goal.

neath

For the book of

fate, at the

throne of

seven seals just that which

its

be prophetically published by him;
to pass " (cf. iv. 1-i. 1).

must come
seals, the

God

to be revealed to Jobn,

is

If

opens the

seals, so

But

(cf.

now appear

which describe to him the future things.

entire

to the seer,

fundamental idea of the book of

Christ, the

that significant visions

Mediator of revelation

1),

to

which

no one be found able to open the

future also remains concealed from John (v. 4).
i.

and then

a 6d yeviadai, "the things

viz.,

final

(chap, v.), contains be-

fate, there is to

If,

in this

be sense and order,

neither can that which proceeds from the sixth seal already be regarded as
the complete representation of the actual final judgment,
seal, all revelation to its very

end be once for

all

any thing concerning the future be revealed, which

book

of fate,

and

to be interpreted as proceeding

—

i.e.,

exhausted,^
is

with the sixth

— neither

can

not included in the

from the

seals. ^

The

occa-

sion for misunderstanding this formal fundamental law, controlling the entire

composition of the Apocalypse,

lies in this,

not immediately followed by the seventh
seal does not bring, after the

definite

1

and

the

visions

by

who

i.

Against

*

But not

20.

De Wette,
i.

is

with which, then, the revelation proceed-

-wish

different

times.
2

is

and that even the seventh

analogy of that which precedes, a vision that

in itself intelligible,

Against Grotius and others,
distinguish

to

that the sixth seal (vi. 12-17)

(viii. 1),

etc.

10-18, as Klief. proposes; cf. on

*

Against Bengel, Erkldrte

Offenb. Joh.y

Stuitg., 1740, p. 296 sq.
5

As

^

Against Hengstenberg, Ebrard, and, in

with Hofmann.

general, against the entire theory of a recapitulatio.

(See author's note below.)
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to end, but rather, in another

form (the

series of visions, or rather evolves

them

f I'om itself.

The same
opens, as

it

however, with which John at the

art,

new

were, a

conclusion of the

path, which in

first (viz., in

its

the seven seals,

the seventh seal

crisis of

beginning

based upon the

is

viii. 1),

meets us again at

the similar second crisis; namely, where, after the close of the vision of the
six trumpets (ix. 21), the seventh trumpet,

and with

it

the end of the entire

As, between the sixth and the seventh seals,

revelation, is to be expected.

a digression of essentially progressive significance enters (ch.

between the sixth and seventh trumpets
first crisis,
is all

many an

And

(ch. x.).

if

vii.), so also

already, at that

expositor loses the course of the argument, this danger

the more imminent at the second

peculiar digression of ch.

x.,

where John

not only externally the

crisis, as
is

provided with

new

prophecies,

from the sixth trumpet

enters as a distinct revelation, not proceeding

(xi.

1-14), but also that which is directly represented after the blast of the sev-

enth trumpet

ch. xii.

may

(xi. 15-19),

of the complete

end

appear at

from which, then,

;

sight as the actual description

would follow, that what succeeds

forms an entirely new beginning, completely independent of the

original plan of a series of seals

obviated in a twofold

the fourth and

fifth

There would consequently

and trumpets.

be a complete break between chs.
is

first

it

way by

xi.

and

But

xii.

trumpets, three woes are proclaimed as

of which the first

two occur before the seventh trumpet

the digression, x.

7,

kings

(cf.

new prophecy

pointing to a

X. 11), it is expressly said that the

xi. 15-19,

xii.

two

first in

;

viz.,

between

impending,

and, secondly, in

and many

seventh trumpet will bring

But neither does the

we

find the

11 satisfied.

On

demands

of the prediction given

the contrary, the entire section,

1-xxii. 5, contains all that according to viii. 13, x. 7,

to be expected

first,

contain the account of the fulfilment of the mystery

of God, nor within xi. 1-14 do
to the prophet at x.

;

:

still

to all nations

the glorious fulfilment of the blessed mystery of God.

small section,

misunderstanding

this

the formal organism itself

not only the third woe, which

is

and

x. 11, is still

truly analogous to the

seven vials of wrath, and with the same the detailed account of

the final judgment of

all

that

is

ungodly, especially the definite prophecy

concerning the kings and nations in the service of the beast which comes

from the abyss

already xi.

(cf.

7,

where the reach of the second woe extends

across into that of the third), but also the description of the final glory in

which the mystery of God

is

to be fulfilled.

If,

therefore, that

which suc-

ceeds ch. xii. does not result from the seven trumpets in the same express

form in which the

series of the seven

trumpets issues from the seven seals

INTRODUCTION.
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especially the remarks to ch. xii., in the exposition), yet not only is

(cf.

the inner connection with that original design maintained, but the external

conformity

to be recognized besides in this, that, in clear analogy with

is

the seven vials and the seven trumpets, the third

Thus

seven vials.

may

it

woe appears

in the

form of

be well said, in accordance with the original

design of the Apocalypse (but, of course, without regard to the manner in

which that original design

to

modified by chap,

is

that the seventh

xii.),

through the seven trumpets which also proceed therefrom, extends

seal,

xxii.

John, then, has seen

5.

all that is to

happen; and the secret

contents of the book of fate, sealed with the seven seals, are completely
disclosed.

Note.
more

— This statement follows the course already indicated by Bengel, and,
and without

safely

Wette.

It is

his false side-look,

by Liicke, Bleek, Ewald, and De

opposed to the ancient and modern views which proceed from the

This theory, which has been and

theory of the Becapitulatio.

influential in the exposition of the Apocalypse,

owes
Dei,

importance to Augustine,

its
I.

XX.,

c.

who

in his

still

is

even to the most minute

highly
details,

renowned work, the De CUitate

7-17, elaborately discusses the eschatological expressions in Rev.

who wrote a much" To recapitulate " is the oppoAugustine (I.e., c. 14) " He speaks by recapit-

XX., xxi., especially with reference to the Donatist Tichonius,

read but lost commentary on the Apocalypse. i
site of

" observing the order."

That

therefore,

is,

what

I

:

which he had omitted, or rather had

ulating, as returning to that

have

that which he had passed over.
recapitulate, then, is

when any

to actual chronological order

book.

By

this exegetical

remove the chief

difficulty

it

But now he has observed the order,"
thing

is

which he

finds in the Apocalypse.

and there are

in it a

few things from whose manifestation the

riously traced, especially since

pitulation

is

.

etc.

To

should be described in a former, part of the

things are said obscurely to exercise the

it

so repeats the

now

in this way,

"And

mind
rest

in this

of the reader,

may be

labo-

same things in many ways, that

thing and then another, although

ing the very same things

.

canon of "recapitulation," Augustine attempts to

many

now one

.

described at a later, while according

book, indeed,

seems to speak

deferred.

by recapitulating he has retm-ned to

said, that

it is

and again in that "

it

discovered speak-

(I.e., c. 17).

Eeca-

not identical with repetition, although the Latin word repetere can

be used also in the sense of recapitulare

(I.e., c.

both belong together, so that he

course in accordance with which this

fixes the

14); but already in

Augustine

entire theory has been so elaborated, that, by the apparent rule of recapitulation

1

Concerning the relation of the exposition

under the name of Tichonius on the Apoc. of
St.
iii.,

John (Augustine's works,
App.,

ed. Bened., vol.

p. 13), to the original

work from

which Beda especially {Explic. Apoc. 0pp.
Col.

the
995.

Agripp., 1688, vol.

VU.

v. p. 761)

Rules of Tichonius,

cf.

has taken
Liicke, p.

;
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and

repetition, in fact the

may

be

This

justified.

JOHN.

ST.

most immoderate and arbitrary freaks

of exegesis

manifest already in Beda, since, mistaking the plan of

is

the Apocalypse as a whole, because of a mismiderstanding of the mutually
interpenetrative construction of the seals and trumpets, he writes {Prolog. ^
761)

13.

:

" Where, according to the custom of this book,

to the sixth

it

number, and, omitting the seventh, recapitulates, and,

as

if

sometimes

it

be understood according to the passages.

itself is to

recapitulates from the origin of the suffering, sometimes

middle of the time, sometimes concerning the very
will not

speak of what

is

much

before."

If,

up

having

But even

followed the order, concludes the two narratives with the seventh.
the recapitulation

I.e.,

observes the order

For

from the

latest persecution alone, or

therefore, according to this view

of the plan of the Apocalypse, the last seals could refer to things anterior to

those of the preceding seals, or
seals,

and the

vials

tion of things

if,

in the book, the trumpets succeeding the

succeeding the trumpets, could be stated to be a recapitula-

which in

reality

belong under the

a true regularity of plan

seals,

could not be acknowledged in these references which intersect one another.

But the theory

How

if

the

and repetition was, in

of recapitulation

first

trumpet and the

first vial

thing that had been referred to by the

and

first seal,

ism would be shown between the seven

this respect, very skilful.

by recapitulating referred
if

to the

trumpets, and vials

seals,

Even

?

this extreme was the recapitulation theory carried by Nicholas Collado,i
w^as followed
seals,

and

By

by David Parens ^ and others.

trumpets, and

vials, says Nic. Coll.,

to

who

the three forms of visions, viz.,

the same thing

that, too, so that while the seals contain

same

thus a regular parallel-

is

always described,

only a brief oKiaypafca (sketch),

the trumpets and seals always afford the more detailed images, to which then it
" Not what
is added, entirely in the sense of the ancient recapitulation theoiy
:

will be before or after

among

signs they were indicated to John."

correspond thus, each in
seal,

its

place, to

The

of all things.

one another, so that
vial in like

seals,

finally the

manner concur

In the results of this theory, Nic.
fact, that

not allow himself to be deceived concerning the
allel

of discourses

and

individual seals, trumpets, and vials

the seventh trumpet, and the seventh

traying the end

what order

these seven, but in

seventh
in por-

Coll.

does

the individual par-

trumpets, and vials, although represented as declaring the same

thing with increasing clearness, yet occasionally express what, according to his

own

explanation,

is

figure of the locusts

and the
of

1

from

fifth vial, finally,

Rome.

But there

Methodus facillima

is

ad

hell,

;

fifth seal, e.g.,

but the

fifth

the Romish clergy, the mendicant monks,

only this yet wanting,

explicationem

Marg., 1584.

speaks of the

trumpet presents, in the

portrays a divine wrathful judgment

sacrosanctae Apocalypseos Joannis theologi,
ex ipso libro desumpta.

The

directly the opposite.

martyrs sacrificed by the Komish Church

2

viz., to

Comment, in

0pp.

ed.,

etc.

upon the Pope

place under this law of

divin. Apoc.

Genev., T. 11.

Heidel., 1618.
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the recapitulating parallels, the seven epistles of chs.
historical relation has long ago already

mere foiP

to

what

is,

done, not only by

and

ii.

iii.,

whose
Yet

properly speaking, the prophetic contents.

Ludw.

this is

Hofmann,^ and Coccejus,^ who

Crocius,^ Matth.

accordingly assign seven periods to the entire N. T. time, but also by

pegius Vitringa,^ the latter of

whom

close

been explained by most expositors as a

Cam-

pre-eminently distinguished for his

is

advocacy of the theory of the recapitulating parallelism in the plan of the
Apocalypse, since, on the one hand, he represents this theory in

its

most remote

consequences by including also the seven epistles in this parallelism, but, on the
other hand, sees the necessity of being cautious in the application of the principle

which he urges to an extreme.

letters, seals,

Vitringa does not say that

all

the seven

trumpets, and vials each in every particular place correspond with

one another; since such a complete correspondence in the formal arrangement
not supported by the prophetic contents, as Vitringa discovered by his exposi-

is

tion:

on the contrary, he frankly modifies

his

formably to the contents of the individual

judgment concerning'this, con-

epistles, seals,

trumpets, and

vials,

in the actual application of this principle of the recapitulating parallelism.

Thus he frames a scheme

of the book,

which by

combination of the most

its

accurate regularity, derived from the law of recapitulating parallelism urged to

the extreme, and of the most confused irregularity, growing out of the interpretation of details that enter into the sphere of history, appears truly labyrinthine.

According to Yitringa, the three

actually parallel.

Then

The fourth

has

epistle

first epistles, seals,

The

of the sixth trumpet have as their parallels, the

has

seventh epistle stands alone.

and

finally the

seventh

its parallel

The

and the sixth trumpet,

in the fourth seal

its parallel

the close of which the vials are inserted.

vials ; the sixth epistle

and trumpets are

the fourth and fifth trumpets alone extend farther.

second, third, and fourth

Then

in the fifth and sixth vials.

and seventh

sixth seal

seal, parallel

first,

at

and end

fifth epistle, fifth seal,

vial

the

belong together;

with the seventh trumpet, completes the

whole.

In this way

is

confusion introduced under one rule.

And

yet

— to be silent
—

concerning the older adherents of the system of Vitringa, as Joachim Lange ^

Hofmann,'^ Hengstenberg, and Ebrard have turned back into this course, even

though they very

clearly differ in

many

places from Vitringa.

Concerning

Hengstenberg, who, in his theory of the groups of visions standing one beside
the other, repeats the old recapitulation theory; and concerning Ebrard,
^

[i.e.,

something of another kind, to

set off

something else to advantage.]
*

Syntagma

*

Chronotas apocal., 0pp. theol., 1674.

*

Cogitationes

1701,

T.

VI.

theoL, 1635.

de Apoc.
Cf.

also

mentary on the Song of Solomon,
T.

6 'Ai/axpicri?

the

SynopsU

et

medulla prophetiae Cantici, aud the Com-

6

i.

0pp.

Apokalypsios Joannis Apostoli,
Amstel., 1719.

Apokalyptisches Licht and Recht.

1730.
^

1.

II.

Franeq. 1705.

0pp. Amstel.,

who not

TFeiss. w. £'r/u^/., II., p.

SOOsqq.

Halle,
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ST.

only parallelizes the prophetic range of the epistles with that of the following

and partly synchro-

visions (since the epistles interpreted as partly consecutive
nistic, i.e., describing conditions of

nologically,

the Church partly following each other chro-

and partly co-existing simultaneously, are regarded as extending to

the very end), but also places the ultimate end at
of visions

1-xxii. 5),

(iv.

ular expositions of chs.

already judge

xi.

15 sqq., within the series

— we will speak at greater length on the basis of particii.,

iii., viii.

how Ilofmann's view

15 sqq.

xi.

1,

of the plan

Meanwhile we must here

and of what

is

therewith, viz., of the prophetic relation of the Apocalypse,

closely connected

is,

notwithstanding

Hofm.,

peculiar modifications, essentially like the ancient recapitulation theory.

whom A.
(ii.

Christiani

1-xxii. 5) into five sections:

IV., xii.-xiv.

xi. 19;

first part, viz.,

iv. 1-viii.

1

what

follows, divides

^

I.,

chs.

is

properly the

Book

of Revelation

II., iv. 1-viii. 1;

ii., iii.;

III., viii.

2-

The

V., xv. 1-xxii. 5 (xv. 1-xvi. 18, xvi. 18-xxii. 5).

;

the seven epistles, refers^ to the circumstances of the present:

proceeds to "the entire future," as there

is

here portrayed "all

that belongs thereto, in order to bring about the divine mystery of our salva-

The

tion."

three remaining sections

the distinction that

viii.

(viii.

2-xxii. 5) refer

" God's

2-xi. 19 contains

"to the end," with
repentance be-

final calls to

fore the judgment; " chs. xii.-xiv., " the final struggle against the

flesh;" and, finally, the section from xv.

1,

be inconceivable

how he

in the

To one not more fully acquainted

the world, and the deliverance of the Church."

with the peculiar view of

Church

on "the judgment of wrath upon

Hofmann concerning

the nature of prophecy,

it

must

could at one time say that the seven epistles refer to

the present, but likewise ^ that "corresponding to the seven pictures presented
alongside of one another in the epistles, there will be in like

forms of Christian congregational

Church

history,

when

life

the Lord sends the final trial

world, in order then himself to come," etc.

concerning the seven epistles just as

manner seven

belonging together, until the end of

But

Hofmann

if

upon

we

his

Church and the

receive the statement

presents

it,

the recapitulatory

character of his view of the plan of the Apocalypse comes into view at once.

Just this view, which in our opinion harmonizes neither in general with the
true conception of prophecy, nor in particular with the context of chs.
viz.,

declares that
things.

Hofm.

already, at the beginning of the book, finds the end of all

The second

section

(iv. 1-viii. 1),

by recapitulating,

starts again

the beginning, and brings us to the end, at which Hofm., in

second time.

For the third time we reach the end in

has occurred for the second time from

beginning with

xii. 1,

we come

to the

viii.

mann

2;

and

xi. 19, after

viii. 1,

from

stands a

a recapitulation

after the third recapitulation,

end for the fourth time.

cient to indicate the misunderstanding

1

ii., iii.,

that the epistles continue to prophesy until " the end of Church history,''^

from which

It will

this modification

be

suflS-

by Hof-

of the ancient recapitulation theory suffers, only with respect to the chief

Uebersichtl. Darst. des Inhalts der Apok., Dorpat, 1861.

2

p. 375,

s

p. 324 gq.
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last seal to
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where there

viz.,

is

a transition

This misunderstanding depends upon two

the trumpets.

hypotheses, which only with great difficulty can be regarded consistent with the
context: (1)

which

Hofmann

regards the sealed book of v.

John by the

represented to

is

as not containing that

1,

from the opened

visions proceeding

seals,

but that in the book something was written which could be known only after
the opening of the seven seals, and must be realized by the events portrayed in
the history of the seals

;

that the proper contents of the book are nothing else

than "the new condition of things to which God

leading through the occur-

is

John, therefore, has reason to weep

rences of the present world."

(v. 4); for,

the seals had remained unopened, " the blessed mystery of the future world,

if

eternal

life,

would not have been attained."

tion of the seals to the

book

is

But

i

in this explanation the rela-

not stated in accordance with the text.

For,

if it

be not those very things that stand written in the book as the divine decree,

which are made manifest by the account of the
very

difficult to

comprehend how, from the

only as comprehending the sphere of what

seals, it will,

on the one hand, be

which then could be designated

seals

God has

reserved, the mystery of

written in the book, such rich contents as the visions of the seals

is

proceed; and, on the other,

it

must

also be

somewhere

book that stands written which Hofm. wishes

what

show could

indicated, that in the

to find in distinction

from the

Hofm., however, not only has

revelation of the seals actually presented to us.

his conjectures concerning the contents of the book, but also errs in deciding the

by making the fruition or fulfilnew world professedly described in the book

relation of the seals to the professed contents,

ment

of the glorious condition of t4ie

dependent upon the opening of the
that the mystery of
(cf. X. 7)

God

of all that the visions of the seals

For in

v. 4,

John weeps, not because,

if

itself correct to

say

only with the consummation

show

altogether the aspect under which the book with

its

course in

It is of

seals.

will attain its fulfilment

to be future; but this

its

seven seals

no one can open the

is

is

not

represented.

seals of the book,

contents must remain unfulfilled, but manifestly because then they must

remain unknoivn.

(2)

But even granting that Hofm. has

correctly divined the

contents of the book, and correctly defined the relation of the seals, yet

it

would

not follow that the seven trumpets proceeding from the seventh seal do not
introduce a
end.

new

series of visions,

and that at

viii. 1

we

Especially according to Hofm.'s arrangement

Christiani),

is

such a conception extremely

difficult.

what

already stand at the real
(cf.

Hofm.

also

Hengstb. and

finds already in the

sixth seal

(vi.

12-17) the description of

world.

we

leave out of view the fact that he forces into this connection

If

also of ch. vii.,2

and

if

is

we ask only concerning

»

Cf. Christiani.

is

2

Where,

in the Judgment, in contrast with

then

Church

dead

the alarmed world the well-concealed

properly the judgment of the
all

the contents of the seventh seal

described, viz., both the believing
still

alive (vii. 1-8),

(ver. 9

who

are

and also the blessed

sqOi concerning which we are not
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from the professed contents of the book, Hofm. answers,

as distinguished

"Thus

JOHN.

ST.

the seventh seal can be opened; the last which

up

of the book,

for

John

He

to see.

make up

the

i.e.,

new

world, can receive

hinders the rolling-

still

This

beginning.

its

for this vision:

There was silence in heaven.' "

'

In

fact, the

seal thus has

no contents whatever;

tents of the

book may be seen or heard, but that thereby John,

shall

happen has been revealed in

seals,

may

be

by the ensuing

attain,

without his seeing

fulfilled

it

was not

only receives at »the opening one impression, which

to

only opened, not in order that the con-

definite visions

through

"an impression"

silence,

it,

than the blessed goal both of his

it is

is

seventh

all

other prophecies

an outline ^ of course urgently demands a completion, which

whom
which

is

nothing

is

(cf. x. 7).

is

what

the preceding

of that

and which, notwithstanding,

own and

to

all

to

less

Such

to be effected

by

'Recapitulating.^'

The

recapitulation theory

et critique

is

applied by H. Kienlen {Commentaire Mstorique

sur V Apocal, Paris, 1870.

Cf.

my notice

in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit.t

1871, p. 566), with the modification that essentially there

from

tion, viz.,

the

full end.

after the close of chap.

vii. 1,

independence of

it.

He

14 sqq.)

found by the Lord
has as

is

The

mine the meaning

part of the Apocalypse
to the parousia

is

to follow the pro-

the last of the seven

;

to represent the condition of the churches as they will be

coming; while the second part, beginning with

at his

final

The way

events far in the future.

of particular passages corresponds to this

tion proposed by Kliefoth.

only has

first

Church up

proper subject the

its

time reached

maintain entire

thinks that the pctroi/sia has been brought to contem-

gressive development of the
(iii.

first

Ivliefoth utterly rejects the theory, yet does not

plation already in xiv. 14.

epistles

but one recapitula-

is

has for the

vi.

He

iv. 1,

to deter-

form of recapitula-

rejects the arbitrariness of allegorizing, yet not

many allegorizing interpretations, but even presents concrete declaraway that may be called schematizing. Cf., e.g., xi. 8, xx. 9, where

tions in a

there will be found a description of the city of Jerusalem

mind
B.

The methodical
seven,

There are seven

epistles, seals,

of the

seven.

and the numbers

three

is

further conditioned

and four

as its components.

trumpets, vials.

Thus the fundamental plan

book may almost be said to be projected according to the number

But

in this similarity there enters a diversity,

seven into three and four.
the last four

b}''

The

first

;

by the resolution of

three epistles are distinguished from

the construction of the conclusion.

ber four precedes, and three follows

to

but in this he has in

disposition of the Apocalypse

by the number

first

;

the metropolis of Christianity at the end of time.

In the

seals, the

num-

for every time after the opening of the

four seals, one of the four beings, by whose introduction the scene

make

the mistake that the world, whose

destruction

is

described in the sixth seal,

now

appears as
^

p. 12.

still (vii 1)

existing,

is
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very significatively animated,

the seer to

come

near.

The

first

four trumpets, also, are distinguished from the three last: the latter are
Finally, in the vials, the first three are

expressly proclaimed as three woes.

separated from the last four by voices which cease to be heard after the
pouring-forth of the third

Note

— It

1.

is

vial.

when

incorrect,

the book, to introduce

treating of the art displayed in the plan of

other numeral standards, which do not control the

still

composition of Apocalyptic scripture, but belong only to

The

prophetic contents.

its

ten of the dragon's horns, the seven of his heads, the two of Christ's wit-

and

nesses, etc.,

fore in

all

chronological numbers, as three and a half,

no way belong

This

here.

W.

there-

F. Rinck,^

Apocalypse according to the

to represent the entire course of the

who 3 wished

five, etc.,

contrary to Liicke,i and to

is

standard of a great jubilee period, but, in order to introduce the analogy of the

seven periods of seven,* prior to the great Hallelujah, xix.
to arrange the

most heterogeneous subjects

in a series

1 sqq., is

compelled

The Seven

I.

:

Epistles.

The Seven Seals. 3. The Seven Trumpets. 4. The Seven Vials of Wrath.
6. The
5. Babylon upon the Seven Hills and with the Seven Emperors (xvii. 9).
Beast with Seven Heads (xiii., xix.). 7. The Devil as the Dragon with Seven
2.

Heads

numbers

Numbers

xx.).

(xii.,

5-7, however, in

— Ewald has recently,^ in an

2.

ingenious way, sought to trace in the

Apocalypse a plan founded upon an extremely

first

is

as follows:

end, the

the entire
also

still

which

is

series of

fall of

The development
Rome, and

Roman Empire,

to the

two other stages
and of

ch. xix.,

(iv.

1-7, 17

—

is

viii.

;

Previous to these

prophetic writing.

The

five series of

fixed numerical standards.
first

two

series of seven.

1-11, 14

tory visions

(iv.

and

first

viii.

;

xv.

(i.

is,

is

as

1-20) forms the

Teatamenta Siegel.

Anleitung zu ihrem

Zur., 1853.

MAPAN A0A. Daa

viz.,

way

in the

two introduc-

2-6), besides three central visions,

1,

Buch von der

already Herder,

and the whole

in the simplest

p. 407 sqq.

.

15-xiv. 20

seven visions are constructed according to

Apokalyptische Forachungen; odeViGrund-

Cf

xi.

half

-

3

this,

the close, of the history and the

1

Veratandnisa.

which

ch. xx.)

seven each, there

have here three small groups,

1-11, v. 1-14,

riss der Offenb. Joh. u.

;

ii., iii.);

These present themselves

We

the destruction of

but even up to

five series of

(xxii. 6-21)

not only to the

revealed to the prophet in five

were, framed by a seventh series of seven, whose

and whose second half

(viz.,

His

numbers.

viz.,

heathendom,

all

a sixth series of seven in the seven epistles (chs.

introduction,

—

last divine end,

the fulfilment in the proper sense

seven visions each

skilful relation of

of the entire future

belong to the beginning of the

1-xviii. 24; xix. 1-xxii. 5).

it

with

line

1-4.

Note
view

no way stand in one

Zukiinft dea fferm, dea

Neuen

Riga, 1779, p. 247 sqq.

Wochenjahre " should be Jahrwochen.

»

•'

^

Die Johann. Schriften,

1862, p. 38 eq.

vol.

ii.

Gotting.,

;;
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showing the real progress of future things
Seal;
ix.

vi. 12-17,

ST.

(vi.

JOHN.

1-8, Seals 1-4

Seal 6 ; andviii. 7-13, Trumpets 1-4;

13-21, Sixth Trumpet),

X. 1-11, xi. 1-14).

always four parts

In the
(seals,

and

finally

first

two concluding visions

vi.

;

ix. 1-12,

9-11, Fifth

Fifth Trumpet

and

1-8, 9-17,

(vii.

of the three chief visions, there are, moreover,

trumpets)

we enumerate

if

:

ten parts for each of the two series of seven.

these singly, the result

This numerical standard

the basis, also, of each of the three other series of seven

(xi. 15-xxii. 5),

lies

is

at

but in

such a manner that these three series of seven unite with the two preceding

Taking into consideration the individual

as one great series of seven.

we

find in the series xi. 15-xiv. 20,

first,

two heavenly introductories

1-17); secondly, three central visions

xii.

and,

two supplementarv visions

finally,

in the fourth series,

and in the

fifth series,

We must,

9-xxii. 5).

15-19,

like

manner,

(xv. 1-4, xv. 5-xvi. 1), three cen-

and two supplementary

two introductory visions

central (xix. 17-xx. 6, xx. 7-10, xx. 11-15),

series,

11-18, xiv. 1-5);

In

/xiv. 6-13. xiv. 14-20).

two introductory visions

tral (xvi. 2-9, xvi. 10 sq., xvi. 12-21),

1-24);

(xii. 18-xiii. 10, xiii.

(xi.

(xvii. 1-18, xviii.

(xix. 1-10, 11-16), three

two concluding visions

however, regard the entire group of the

of seven as one triple enlarged series of seven.

If the question

(xxi. 1-8, xxi.

last three series

here were chiefly

concerning a mere repetition of the scheme lying at the foundation of the two
preceding

series,

the result would be, that just

as,

by a juncture {Knotenpunkt)

in the seventh seal, the second series (the trumpets) are connected with the

so also, by

means

seventh simple series of seven (the vials) follows.
phetic views which are

must be

now

short

:

it is

indicated, that even

it

rapidly,

first,

of a juncture lying in the seventh trumpet, the addition of a

At the same

trebled.

But for the proportion

to be mastered, such a simple

if

of pro-

form would be too

time, therefore, in the expanded form

the course of the earthly development proceeds

and the beginning of the end (the

fall of

Rome) impends

at a brief

space, yet the true divine end itself appears as always postponed to a greater
distance.

Corresponding to

of the original scheme.

another expansion of the proportions

this, also, is

For, as

we found

in the

first

two

of the five series,

that in the seven there are at the same, time ten sections, so also

wise recognize in the third series ten smaller sections, since the

we can
first

like-

contains

the succeeding, or side, visions (xiv. 6-13), and the second, two sections (xiv.
14-20); while the following series

is

so

expanded as to embrace sixteen sections

(for the first of the central visions (xvi. 2-9) contains four; the third (xvi. 12-21),

two; and the

last,

and the sixth

— the supplementary vision

series

sections (for the

extends so far that

first

it

(xviii. 1-24),

— six small sections)

likewise comprises seventeen small

of the central visions (xix. 17-xx. 6) contains four,

the latter of the two concluding visions, though a small series (xxi. 9-xxii.

5),

and
has

seven separate sections).

But such determination
error that

is

of

its skilful

numerical construction contains one

so critical as to unsettle the entire structure.

Ewald

errs

when he

INTRODUCTION.
thinks

that seventeen sections are to be obtained in the last series of seven

1

two introductories, four sections contained

there are but sixteen; viz.,
first

of the central visions, the

two following central

and the seven sections comprised in the

sum

thus given be accepted, then the

found in the

seven

five series of

fourth, sixteen;

would

and in the

be, not sixty-three,^

(viz.

the standard of seven

^

number

If the sixteen sections

of all the small sections
in the

first

X

7);

and

which should be

three series, ten each

But

if

i.e.,

this

no longer applicable

is

visions, the first final vision,

last final vision.

but only sixty-two;

scheme of construction.

received

,

to

sum can

the

means nothing

what

Ewald

be referred no

to obtain the

is

than that

less

erroneously

he actually does in his

division of the translation, separate the final vision into eight sections;

work

of art

is

laid aside,

and exchanged

for

is

just

i.e.,

which appears to be the crown of

standard of distribution into sevens, according to which the whole
planned,

in the

;

properly the chief part

is

of seven small sections, he must, as

in that very part of the

for

:

in the

as stated, seventeen, but in fact only sixteen)

fifth,

longer to a proportion of seven (9

of the

21

the

all,

said to be

an entirely different distribution into

eights.

The

entire

scheme traced by Ewald in

this

way only

reaches the result that

the laws determining the regular art of the composer of the Apocalypse are
applied with an arbitrary exaggeration to the very extreme of artificiality.
division

and

seven, which

the text.

The

classification of the small sections according to the standard of

Ewald undertakes,

Why should

we,

e.g.,

in

many

way supported by
new Jerusalem, enumerate

passages are in no

in the vision of the

seven (or eight) small sections, while such visions as chap,

chap.

xii.,

xiii.

1-10

(where in vv. 8-10 a discussion of an entirely different character occurs), and
chap, xvii., are each regarded as one small section?
festly violates the order

15-19 with

xii. 1-7,

and meaning

of the text,

Ewald, moreover, mani-

by connecting the section

xi.

and regarding both as one introductory

vision, inserted,

new

series of seven.

according to a regular plan, in the very beginning of a
"With entire justice,

Ewald indeed

says that in the last seal and the last

trumpet the points of transition for the fuller development are found; but
this does not justify the complete separation, in the plan of the book, of the

seventh seal and the seven trumpets from the

first six,

and the insertion of

the seventh seal as an introductory vision into the series of trumpets

(viii. 1),

or the consideration of the final trumpet as only the opening of the following
series.

The

section xi. 15-19

is

hereby put in a false light; for this section

has just as obviously a definitive signification, already illustrative of the end
of things, as the following

sq.) points

(xii. 1

us forward, by communicating

here certain knowledge necessarily presupposed in the understanding of the
succeeding visions.

In

xi. 15-19,

a true introductory vision.

»

p. 47.

It

we have
is

»

doubly

p. 48.

a real closing vision; in
false

when Ewald
8

p. 47 eqq.

xii. 1 sq.,

separates the
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ST.

JOHN.

from what precedes, and reckons

section xi. 15 sq.

similar contradiction to the drift of the text occurs,
finds the

two concluding visions of the

in chap.

vii.

throughout

it

in chap.

of seven.

first series

What

what

directed to

Contrary to the text,
which, following Baur,

is

but

the distribution proposed by G. Yolkmar,i

is

based essentially upon the hypothesis that the procla-

mation from a distance, of the judgment of Heaven, contained in the
(i.

recorded

seals,

to follow.

is

also,

Ewald

vii.
is

has nothing whatever to do with the preceding six

is

A

with what follows.

when

first

part

9-ix. 21), is described in the second part (x. 1-xxii. 5) in its earthly fulfilment.

3.

The

unity of this book,

and

that, too, its original unity, is

proved by the

methodical organism, in which the entire contents are harmoniously pre-

The

sented from the beginning to the end.

A

fount.

entire Apocalypse

is

from one

law of formal composition penetrates the whole ;2 a fundamental

thought, an essential goal of the entire prophecy everywhere,

The promises

prominent.^

in the seven epistles (chs.

ii.,

iii.)

is

likewise

are full of

Their

references to the description of the blessed fruition (xxi. 1 sqq.).

superscriptions mention the Lord of his congregations, not only in the
in

which he appears

to

John from

i.

The

in he reveals himself in all the visions.

mental scene,

ch. iv., particular subjects

individual parts of the funda-

and personal beings, constantly

recur in the course of the visions, even to their end

:

a very marked being,

belonging to the so-called second part of the Apocalypse (ch.
expressly mentioned already in the

Note.

— Grotius was the

first

to

first

which throughout

xii. sqq.), is

part (xi. 7).

suppose that the visions of the Apocalypse

were seen and committed to writing at different times and
for this view,

way

12 on, but also in the same sense where-

places.

The occasion

neither clear nor expressed in consistent con-

is

nection, he derived from the twofold tradition concerning the place and time of

the composition of the Apocalypse.
that "

John received and wrote the

Emperor Claudius," and

again,

As he found testimony on

revelation at

the one hand

Patmos during the times

"This happened

at

of the

Rome under Domitian," he

regarded both testimonies as correct, and then referred the former statement to

what was
first

states that all

says that
xix.

and the

first,

and what those

1,

it

last

latter to

what was

last,

seen.*

which succeeds happened and was written

was during the time

remarks,

"At

But what the things

seen are, he has nowhere stated clearly.

On

xv. 1 he

at Ephesus, but then

Emperor Vespasian; and on xvii. 1,
That the whole was " reduced to unity"

of the

another time."

by one hand, Grotius acknowledged, and expressly mentioned the Apostle John
as this writer (on
1

Comment,

*

Cf.

i.

iv. 1).

ziir Off.

1 with

i.

Joh., ZUrich, 1862.

11, iv. 1, xxii. 6.

»

Cf.

i.

xxii. 6 eq.

7, 8,

with

iv. 8, vi. 10, x.
*

xi.

7,

Annot. on

i.

9.

17,
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Yogel 1 sought more through inner criticism to distinguish four parts - in the
Apocalypse, and to establish different authors; referring to the author of from

whom

xii. 1 sq.,

he regards as apparently the presbyter John, the business of

editing the whole.

Vogel's hypothesis was attacked by Bleek,^

who

expressed the view that the second part of the Apocalypse (ch.

not written until after the destruction of Jerusalem, while the
iv.-xi.)

was written

In support of

pr?'or to that event.*

in turn

xii. sq.)

was

part (chs.

first

he appealed not

this,

only to the dissimilar historico-chronological references in the Apocalypse, but

want of connection between

also to the

and

chs. xi.

xii.,

which he attempts

to

explain by regarding the proper close to be expected after the second woe,^

which must

also

have contained the quickly approaching third woe, as cut away

and replaced by the now

withdrawn

characterize the literary

and that,

second part.

But Bleek has himself expressly

made

only recently that the attempt has been

It is

4.

ill-fitting

this opinion.^

form of the Apoc. by a

too, in opposition to Eichhorn,^

'^

scientifically to

definite technical term,

wig,^° wished the Apoc. to be regarded as a dramatic

distinguishes in the proper f/rawa (iv. 1-xxii. 5

;

to

work

which

of art.

Eichhorn

chs. i.-iii.

form the

prologue, and xxii. 6 sq. the epilogue), /rsf, a /jroZusw (prelude)
in

which the theatre

as follows

come by

Act

:

I. (viii.

6-xii. 17),

Christianity.

Act

Jerusalem

II. (xii.

is

18-xx.

Act

is

endure eternally

to

subjects of history (viz.,

thenism.

4.

1.

The kingdom

The kingdom

is

Eichhorn

described.

The

*

heaven-

Beitrag

ii.,

siir

und Deutung der

Of-

the Berlin Theol. Zeitachr.,

The kingdom

">

Cf. especially Liicke, p. 874 sqq.

8

Comment, in Apoc. Joann., Gotting.,

Cf. also the Finl. in

Leipz., 1811, of the
" I.e.,

p. 31 eq.

:

das

iV^.

T., vol.

w

*

Cf. Beitrdge znr Evangelien Kritik, Berl.,

Studien

2,

same author.

Drama

propheticicm sen

Apologie der Apok. tcider falsches Lob

und falschen Tadel, Chenn., 1781

Vorles. iiber d.

1791.
ii.

coeleste.

14.

1846, p. 81.

2.

destruction of hea-

cities (the earthly

1822, p. 240 sqq.

Cf. chap. xi.

The

John had but three

Kritik

etc., in

3.

life

that the five chief

have required for

1-8, i.9-iil. 22, chs. iv.-xi., chs. xii.-xxii.

B xi.

«

conquered, or

of Christ prevailing on earth arising therefrom.

Commentationes VII. de Apoc. Joann.^

fenb. Joh.,
vol,

is

of the blessed) would, properly speaking,

Erlang., 1811-16.
2 i.

says,^'^

destruction of Judaism.

their presentation five acts, but that as

8

Rome

III. (xx. 11-xxii. 5), the

of Christ in its feebleness arising therefrom.

1

conquered, or Judaism over10),

Jerusalem descends from heaven, or the blessedness of the future

which

5.

(iv. 1-viii. 5),

for the dramatic action is prepared, ^^ then three acts

heathenism overcome by Christianity.
ly

—

who, as Pareus^ before him, and Hart-

u. Kritik., 1855, p. 220 eq.

Apok., herausgeg. von

Hossbach, Berlin, 1862, p. 116 sqq.

Th.

sqq.

" " Scena adomatur."
**

Einl., p. 369.

sq.,

iil.

p. 283

.
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ST.

Jerusalem, Rome, the heavenly Jerusalem) which were available as symbols,

he had
of the

there

to restrict his

drama

This view of the dramatic nature

to three acts.

Apoc, Eichhorn bases on the assumption that everywhere
and these

is action,

of exhibition. 1

in the

same

acts following one another are seen in definite places

But hereby Eichhorn

establishes as his fundamental view,

since the entire elaboration into details depends thereon, especially this
viz.,

that

John saw

posed by the seer in which he gives a report of the scene
only question, therefore,

with respect to

its literary

what

as to

is

^

drama

Even

as his predecessors for theirs.
entirely dependent

the

Apoc.

"a

is

reports far exceeds

as the interpretation of the

the designation of the artistic

is

form as dramatic, and the entire distribution into

Hence Eichhorn has found

;

Apoc. belongs

Eichhorn can therefore em-

and

;

prophetic contents given by Eichhorn, so also

truly frivolous.

dramatic

in self-correction, that the

But even what the Apoc.

the precise artistic form of an actual

is

class of writings the

character and form.

phatically assert, as he himself says
description of a seen drama."

:

drama, but in no way that the book com-

his vision as a

acts, scenes,

and exodes,

as little approbation for his view,

Heinrichs,^

upon Eichhorn, controverts ^

conception of the Apoc. as a drama lies in this

who

:

in other respects

The

it.

is

correct point in the

that the lifelike change of

the visional occurrences and language, written in the book, has such clearness
as to correspond to the idea of

Hence

also,

what

form

in artistic

is

properly the drama.

no one can deny that a certain dramatic virtuosity in the

form of the Apoc. must be acknowledged

and in so

;

far

artistic

we may speak

of

particular scenes, etc., in the book.

Older theologians
lary greeting

^

have regarded the Apoc. as a

and wishes found

in the introduction

(i.

letter.

But the

episto-

4sqq.) and at the close

(xxii. 21) just as little establish the true epistolary character of the entire

writing, as, conversely,
that, e.g., 1

John

is

we could conclude from the absence

not an actual

letter,

of such formula,

but only a brief discussion.

Lticke styles the literary form of Apoc. " Old Testamental," and that, too,
" prophetic," and

more definitely

*'

apocalyptic "
;

^

and resembles the Ezekielian and Danielian form.

particularly, that

it

follows

This statement of Lticke

unsatisfactory in proportion as an answer to the question concerning the

is

artistic

form of the Apoc.

rhetoric

and

poetics.

is

Yet

expected in terminology derived from unbiblical
just that

which

nation that the literary form of the Apoc.
1 a. a.

O.

S., p.

*

Apocal. 27dv. Test, grace perpetua annota-

tione illustr.

Ed. Koppianae,

unsatisfactory in the explaapocalyptic, is instructive

Gotting., 1818, 1821.

334 eq.

2 p. S36.
8

is

is

vol. x. pp. l,2j

1.

c, p. 1; Proleg., p. 84 sq.

^

Qt. LUcke, p. 376.

»

p. 377 eq.

and
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forms by which the works

artistic

of art of unbiblical rhetoric and poetics are appropriately designated apply to
the biblical books only in inexact analogy

which of course

present,

is

is

since the biblical artistic form,

;

the organic moulding of matters which in virtue

from the subjects of

of divine inspiration are fundamentally different

unbiblical artistic language.

who regards every thing

Eichhorn,

all

presented in

the Apoc. as nothing else than pure fictions of a merely poetic genius, could,

without any thing further, apply to the artistic work of the Apoc. the canons
of classical poetics.

But the more thoroughly the fundamental

between biblical and

classical literature is recognized,

Thus

appear inapplicable.

classical art

the subject

as he will not yield in " devotion " to the

Since, however, the
as a

Apoc,

Apoc may

of

therefore also be defined by

Even Liicke

literary science.

Apoc, and the poem

of

its

own

human

and poets

way

art,

edy,"

2

the literary form of

;

of analogy,

from general

has suggested a comparison- between the

^

Dante which the poet himself called a "comedy,"

who has compared

has taken no occasion to

the

Book

make

we

passing references to the
in

many

Apoc

;

for

respects be applied here.

had the same terminology of rhetoric and poetics as Dante, we

still

would designate the Apoc as a sublime form of comedy.
self declares ^ that

beginning

a pity

It is

Job with Dante's " Divine Com-

of

what he has ingeniously elaborated might
If

O. T.,

has an analogy

while he celebrates the world to come by the prefix "divine."
that G. Baur,

form,

its artistic

nature.

like the prophetical scriptures of the

work composed not without the exercise

to the works of art of unbiblical rhetoricians

the

treated in Liicke, who,

is

Apoc, designates

not according to classical poetics, but according to

distinction

must the standard of

is

horrible

perous, desirable,
of speaking

is

humble mode
tio vulgaris,

and repulsive, because

and pleasing, because

gentle and humble,

it is

of speaking, " viz

etc), the designation

,

it is

Hell

;

and in the end

Paradise."

is

Besides, " the

pros-

mode

— the common talk in which even women

In the sense wherein Dante

converse."

For Dante him-

he called his poem comedy, since the subject " from the

calls his

because
is

it is

powerful

trio "

a gentle and

the ordinary vernacular (locu-

applicable also to the Apoc.

;

so likewise

as to the subject of the book, the development through the terrors of the

plagues and the judgment of wrath, to the eternal peace of the
lem.

Accordingly the

Apoc

is

form, a real (divine) comedy.*
ascribes the

poem

But

of Dante, relating

^

p. 391.

2

Stud. u. Eritik., 1856,

8

Quoted by Baur,

if

a. a.

O.

586 sq.

S., 618.

modern

poetics

what he saw in
*

3, p.

new

Jerusa-

in the sense of Dante, as to contents

hell,

more

and

correctly

purgatory, and

Thus even Joh. Gerhard designates the

history of Christ's suffering as a
five acts,

comedy

because from a wonderfully

in

brilliant.

;
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paradise, to the epic class, in like

be designated as epic

manner may

a character which

;

ST.

JOHN.

the artistic form of the Apoc.

not impaired by particular lyrical

is

parts of the book,i but only heightened thereby, since, according to

Wette's excellent remark, " the parts exhibit in a well-executed
idea of the divine peace "

movemenu

An

They form the pauses

Way the

De

great

in the epic course

and

of the whole.

unfavorable estimate of the Apoc. as a work of art has been

made

by E. Reuss.2

IL— THE FUNDAMENTAL THOUGHT, THE PARACLETIC
TENDENCY, THE PROPHETIC — ESPECIALLY THE APOCALYPTIC—CHARACTER, OF THE BOOK.

SEC.

The more

1.

difficult

respects actually

is

the understanding of the Apoc. appears, and in

both as a whole and in

obtain from the writing

itself,

more necessary

detail, the

to

with the utmost clearness and definiteness, the

fundamental thoughts sustaining and conditioning the whole and the
in contents

many

is it

details

These fundamental thoughts John has himself

and form.

traced with such strong, broad lines, that they are visible even in the most

In this way, the prophet has him-

intricate parts of the entire description.

given for the exposition of his book, not only the most inviolable norm,

self

but also the most correct key, so that the hope for an agreement and essen-

harmony between the

tial
is

interpreters

who

cross

and contradict one another,

based upon the extent that agreement in the recognition of the funda-

mental thought
If,

is

possible.

according to

i.

1,

iv.

1,

xxii. 6,

John beheld

a

del yeveodai

(h

rdxei)

"the things which must come to pass (shortly)," which therefore forms the
subject of the prophecy contained in his writing, such varied contents seem

thereby indicated, that a fixed fundamental thought reducing
ticulars to unity apparently

has been maintained by numerous expositors, who,

all

the par-

This impossibility

cannot possibly be present.
as, e.g.,

Nicolaus de Lyra,

have found the particular facts of ecclesiastical and secular history prophesied,

by treating the Apoc.

this book,

you

as, e.g.,

Aretius

beginning a blessed and joyful result follows
viz.,

the resurrection.

Christ's suffering

To

the Pharisees, etc.,

was a tragedy.

Cf. Erkld-

rung der Historie des Leiden und Sterbens
unsers Herrn
p.

Christi

The hymns,

t/csif,

Berlin, ed. 1868,

*

declares

" If

you look well into

Gesch. der heil. Schrift. N. T., Braunschw.,

1860,

Apoc,

p. 146.
cf.

On

the artistic ideas of the

F. Piper, Einleit. in die Mo7iumen-

tale Theologie,
s

:

whole Church portrayed as on a

Gotha, 1867, p. 17 sqq.

Comment, in omiies Epistolas

in Apoc. Joann., Morg., 1583.

ii.

1

^

will see the fortune of the

etc.

— itemque

;
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running through
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from
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way be

the details can in any
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been

seen, there has

devised the art of allegorical exposition, from which alone the entire fulness
of the

most special predictions was to be derived.

berg, Ebrard, Auberlen,^ etc., allegorizing

Hence, even to Hengsten-

a necessity, because even these

is

them the fundamental thought of the Apoc.

expositors, although to

hidden as to the older expositors, yet misunderstand

members

individual

and likewise

of the entire prophecy,

proportion of particular predictions concerning which
that the modern

not so

find in the Apoc. a

it is

not amiss to say

wish to regard the particular events

allegorists

is

true relation to the

its

^

foretold,

not in the light of ecclesiastical or secular history, but in that of the history

and hence that their mode of exposition should be designated the

of empires,

But the

imperial-historicid.^

entire

mass of future things (a

6ei yeveadai),

apparently lacking a fixed limitation and organic unity, not only receives by
the addition

h rdxei

(shortly)

a more specific determination, but

^

it is

also

undeniable that the entire prophecy tends towards a definite and more than
once expressly designated goal.

must be added the undoubted

this

rela-

As

and the analogy of N. T. prophecy in general.

especially Matt, xxiv.,

now

To

and the eschatological discourses of our Lord,

tionship between the Apoc.

the Lord himself presents his personal return as the fixed goal for the

hopes of believers, and this his parousia forms the fundamental thought of
all his

prophetic discourses unto the end

the two angels

^

"^

;

the hour of his ascension,

as, in

proclaimed to the disciples the Lord's return

and

;

as the

deepest and most essential feature of the entire hope and prophecy of the

N. T. pertains to this personal parousia of the Lord, and
judgment,

logical questions, as, e.g., resurrection,
centre,^

— so

etc.,

also the entire prophecy of the Apoc. rests

mental thought of the personal return of

the

from the very beginning

^'^
;

and where

of the entire revelation is once

ecclesiae (on
2

A formal

i.

depictam fortunam

Joh. Jonston

*

(ffist.

civ.

et

was written by

eccles.

1678.

See below, note to paragraph

'

Cf
at

^

xii.

.

i.

3

6

:

yap x*'P°5

Matt. xxiv. sq., xxvi.

40;

John

^

Acts

Cf. 1 Pet. iv. 5

4

1

German

"

3.
fo*"

^^6 time

These,

i.

29, 64;

Luke

v. 26 sqq.

»

2d ed. Basle, 1857.

^yy^'>t

Cf.

Der Prophet Daniel und

die Offenb. Joh.,

re-

hand."

tory he gave according to Daniel.
8

it is

etc.

^

is

ab orbe

Secular his-

of

announced

explicitly

the migration of nations, the

e.g.,

Empire,

9).

2655, Francof.

is

in the epilogue the deepest relation

Bynopeis of Church history, ap-

plied to Apocalyptic prophecy,

cowcf. aci a.

totius

this

upon the funda-

more summarily presented, there

Si probe inspicias hunc libnim, videbis

quasi in tabella

other eschato-

As the proper theme

Lord.

the entire book, this prophetic fundamental thought

1

all

depend upon

11.

iv.

;

1 Cor.

i.

John

il.

14 sq. ; 1

7 sq., xv. 22 sq.
28.

lo i. 8.
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peated in the words ^pxofxairaxv ("I come quickly
other hand, the entire answer of

book

in the prophetical

for the Lord's return

Note.

is

all

come

("

— Kliefoth's exception (on

rations for the parowsia and

").2

i.

its effects,

that the prophecy refers to the prepa-

7),

and hence that the parowsia

be designated as the fundamental thought, seems to

me

concerning the parousia

ecy, but incorrectly,

cannot

itself

entirely inapplicable,

because, in connection with those very preparations and effects, the
is

on the

believers to the divine revelation given

compressed into one word expressing the longing

kijxov

:

"),i as also then,

main question

Hilgenf correctly recognizes the goal of proph-

itself.

.

and without foundation

in the text, determines the goal of

Even

the parousia to be " the erection of an earthly kingdom of the Messiah."
the thousand years reign of the Apoc.

is

genf. concurs with

two other misunderstandings prevalent

that the account of

Nero redimmis

is

The

not purely earthly.

the key to the Apoc.

error in Hil-

in Baur's school,

and that the book

;

an expression of a decided anti-Pauline Judaeo-Christianity.

But

is

in the last

respect Hilgenf. does not go as far as Volkmar.

If the

prophet thus himself presents the leading fundamental thought

of his entire prophecy,

it is

scarcely necessary yet to indicate the particular

passages in which this fixed basis becomes manifest.
threats which the

and

Lord causes to be written

The

suppose that he will come.^
designation as
his

coming

to

6 Trpwrof Kal 6

All the prophecies

to the seven churches pre-

entire manifestation of the Lord,** his

eaxarog ("the

judgment, which also

is

and the

first

last"), is the pledge of

indicated in this

:

that

God

is called,

already in the introductory greeting,^ and in the divine declaration
the principal theme

("which

fiEvog

is,

"^

whose announcement precedes,

and which was, and which

is

relation of the entire prophecy to the future

to

6

come

wv Kal
").8

6

t]v

sealing

^

koX 6 kpx6-

The

definite

coming of the Lord

is

also

established in the very beginning, where the revelation properly speaking
begins,
first

—

viz., at

the opening of the

form which John beholds

and again

at the close, it is the

subdue his enemies.
2.

From

this

is

first seal,^

— by the

fact that the very

the Lord himself going forth to victory;

Lord himself who goes forth from heaven

to

^*^

fundamental thought of the personal return of the Lord,

whose further elaboration

is

to be

more minutely traced under No.

3,

pro-

iexerai (" Behold, he cometh ").

1

xxii. 7, 12, 20.

' i. 7,

2

xxii. 17, 20.

8 iv.

3

Cf. especially

*

1.

12 sq.

brated, although proleptically as having already

6

i.

4.

occurred.

6

i.

8.

ii.

16,

iii.

311, 20.

is

8; cf. also xi. 17,

where the

lacking because the coming

^ vi. 2.

1"

is

6 epx6fx€vo<;

there cele-

xix. 11 sq.
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A

ceeds the paracletic force and purpose of the Apoc.
peculiar paracletic office of the Apoc.

delicate sense of this

expressed in several ecclesiastical

is

statements concei-ning the use of the book in divine worship.
the so-called Comes, a pericope taken from the Apoc. ^
ii.

13 sq. appointed for the festival of Holy Innocents, as the

and

for Christ,^

is

more

Still

characteristic

is

Pentecostal season in
fasting

an arrangement which

;

its

For not only when a Church

festival

upon

Day,"^ so also

From

Pentecost.

it

on the Lord's

to celebrate the eternal glory

was

itself

their murderers,

given to the seer

the sanction of this Christian day of

becomes the text-book for every Sunday of the entire

it

the very nature of the case, the paracletic element in the

much

presented not so

is

it rests

and therefore

;

as rarely then as

is

does the Apoc. have a judicial tone;^ but as

peace and joy, and

Sunday

between

The entire

in force.*

and divine vengeance upon

of the martyrs of Jesus Christ,

on a Lord's

is still

joyful character resembled

and praying on bended knees occurred

Days. 5

martyrs

the ordinance of the fourth

of Toledo, in the year 633, that the Apoc. should be read

Easter and Whitsun-day

Apoc.

first

retained by the Catholic, the Anglican, and other evan-

gelical churches.^

Synod

Already in

addition to Matt,

is in

in the great series of visions, iv. 1-xxii. 5,

as rather in the introductory part (chs. i.-iii.)

and the

close (xxii. 6 sqq.)

;

but while here the paracletic force of the prophetic fundamental thought
expressly and intentionally unfolded and applied, yet this

is

what

perceptible also in

When

is,

makes

the prophet at the very beginning addresses his brethren as

panion

and

in tribulation

itself

properly speaking, the main part of the book.

in the

"a com-

kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ,"^ he

expressly renders the paracletic contents of his prophecy prominent.

This

prophetic consolation appears formally elaborated in the seven epistles
(chs
all

whose admonitions, reproofs, warnings,

ii., iii.),

threats,

and promises

proceed from the fundamental thought of the impending coming of the

Lord.

In the

d?uipig

(tribulation)

^

sure to happen, and even already present,

which Satan in his exasperation excites through the dwellers upon earth,

1

xiv. 1 sq.

2

Cf. E.

as the Lord's

Ranke, 2)as kirehl. Perikopenays-

Appendix Monum.

tern, Berl. lSi7.
3

.

1848.

Tab.

I.

A.

Cf. Liicke, p. 640 sq.

6

Cf. the fragment

ji

oil

pa T^s

t. ircfToucoo-T^s

K\ivofi€v ydvu, eneiSr) LaoSvvafjifl
*tupta<>j?,

Ire-

rrj rifie-

" on Pentecost at which we do

not bend the knee, since

it

has the same force

ed. Stieren.,

"

:

On

We

rejoice in the

Qf. xix. 2,

'

i.

we

same

^ j. 9,
" ii. 9, iii.

10.

De

regard sacri-

privilege

and similar passages.

10.

I.,

OUo.

Terlullian,

Easter to Pentecost."
6

T.

the Lord's Day, fasting or

adore with bended knees

lege.

from the writings of

Opp.

Cf. Justini, Opp.ed.

III. p. 2, Jen., 1850, p. 180.

cor. mil., c. 3
to

*

naeus concerning thepassover:
€V

T.

p. Iv,

Cf Daniel, Codex, Liturg. eccl. Luth., Lip.

Day."

Leipz., 18o3, p. 829.

from
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Jews and heathen, and
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will continue to excite with ever-increasing rage

against believers,^ they are with patience

and watchful

^

fidelity to persevere

unto the end, to firmly maintain the words and commandments of their
heavenly Lord, not to deny his name,^ to be faithful even to the end

^

;

be-

cause they know, and are assured most confidently by the present prophecy,
that the Lord,

who

is

the

King

and the victor over

of all kings,^

enemies

all

who by redemption has made

both of himself and his people,^ and

his

people also kings,' will in the end personally return, to execute just ven-

geance upon

all

enemies,^ and after their conflicts and victories to reward his

faithful servants.^

John, therefore, has good reason for so urgently com-

mending

^°

to readers

What

3.

which

his prophetic book,

mental thoughts brings with

it

in its

most

essential funda-

such important comfort.

has thus been said concerning the fundamental thoughts per-

may be

vading the entire Apoc, and the consolation derived therefrom,
claimed to be recognized by every impartial expositor.

For even though,

in an individual passage cited, the particular exposition

may be

contradictory, yet the result, as a whole, abides sure, since

said concerning the Apoc. stands as though written on

some great name, Eichhorn

to mention

the book otherwise, he thereby

testifies,

states the

when we proceed

the

Apoc,

of the

to

very front

;

and

fundamental tlioughts of

more accurately

We

enter, however, a battle-

state the concrete elaboration, in

fundamental thought of the Lord's personal return-

this lies the special apocalyptic character of the prophetical

the special source of the controversy concferning the
criticism as well as exegesis.

book

Apoc, with

John himself expressly

;

In

here

as he writes, he employs a true

'^'^

entitles his

book

He

{prophesying).^'^

npo(p'i]revEiv

is

respect to

;

prophetic

if,

not to the ambiguity of the subject,

but only to his own rationalistic prejudice.
field,

its

urged as

what has been

himself also indicates with what right his book can claim true prophetic
authority, so that

it is

essentially

tures of the O. T. prophets, as

on the same

John

level

with the Holy Scrip-

also teaches nothing else than that the

According to the

contents of his prophecy agree with those of the O. T.^^
biblical,

and

that, too, not

merely the O. T. fundamental view, a prophet

one in whose mouth God puts his words, through
»

Cf. xii. 12, 17, XX. 7 sqq.

8

i.

»

chs.

9, iii. 10, xiii. 10, xvi. 15.

ii.

"

*

ii.

^' i.

6

xix. 16.

6

Cf.

'

i.

vi. 2, xiv. 1 sqq.,

xix. 11 sqq.

i.

3, vii.
3, xxii.

13 sqq., xi. 18, xxii. 12, etc.
18 sq.

3: t. Aoyovs t^?

7rpo</>i7T6ias,

of this prophecy."

Cf. xxii.

A6y. t^?

toO

Trpo<|)TjTeca5

7,

/Si^At'ou

•'

the

words

10, 18, 19

3 sqq., xi. 18,

xiii. 10,

xix. 2.

"

Cf. x. 11.

"

:

t.

tov'tov, " the

sayings of the prophecy of this book."

6, V. 9.

8 vi. 10, viii.

is

himself speaks

Cf. all the closing promises in the Epistles,

» iii. 8, 10, xxii. 7, 14.

10; cf. vi. 10 sq.

whom God

Cf. x.

7.

—
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were the mouth of God.^

This conception

of the prophetic character, corresponding to the biblical conception of God,

that in which the Apoc. presents itself most definitely and expressly.

is

For, what he writes in the book, John has not derived from himself

only the witness,^ who, in obedience to a divine
express divine

writes

call,

what has been

first

:

command, according

what has been divinely presented

he
to

is

an

to his view,

This John urges

on God's part revealed to him.

repeatedly in attestation of the truly prophetic character of his book,^ and

For what are here

also expressed in the entire plan of the Apoc.

is

it

proclaimed are future things (a

which have been previously

del yevicdai)

ordained by the eternal, all-governing God, the Alpha and the Omega, just

judgments, ways and works of his holiness, might, and glory, which, on

must of course come

the one hand,

But, as

seven-times sealed book.^

he

to pass, because

Omega,^ but, on the other hand, are

when God

in

enclosed in the

^

former times revealed his

mystery to the ancient prophets, he proclaimed the

God gave

his mystery in a joyful message,"' so also

the Alpha and the

is

mystery

also a divine

final glorious goal of

to

John a

revelation

^

concerning future things, which he was himself to prophetically proclaim,

by opening the

sees in the spirit,i°
Still

more

book of

seals of the

fate

^

and furnishing him with the true

definitely

marked

not only the form of the Apoc

,

the

gift of

but as

its

^^

^^^

in that

personal communicator,

and afterwards an angel,

of all Christ himself,

"prophesying."

John dependent thereon,

vision^

who

between the apocalypse of the

relation

is this

divine mystery, and the prophesying of

first

before the gaze of the prophet

is

introduced. ^^

With

respect to the vision as the form of the revelation and the mediating service
of angels,

John stands

in a parallel with the later prophets of the O. T.,

and Daniel, the book of the

especially with Zechariah

sometimes called the O. T. Apocalypse
the revelation through Christ,, there
Cf.

1

18;
2

Exod.

John
1.

iv.

15 sq., with vii. 1

xi. 51; 1

Pet.

i.

Deut.

;

10 sq.; 2 Pet.

i.

is

xviii.

21.

sqq.,

xxii. 6 eq,;

cf. iv. 1,

x. 8 sqq.,

6

^

—

8; cf. xi. 15 sqq., xix. 1 sqq.

Cf. X.

6 V.

Toi/s

:

TO

toG 6eou w? evrjyyiXicre

" the mystery as he

hath

promised the glad tidings to the prophets."

Note the

Dan.

Ka\ i7r6Kpv(}>a,

i.

1.

Cf.

Dan.

ii.

19

:

ii.

••

in

a night

22: avrb^ anoKakv^Tet ^aOea

He revealeth

the deep and se-

tw \av.

j

Qor. xiv. 29 sq

\a\eLTiDaav

Tpeis
k.t.K.

...

lo i. 10, iv. 1

sqq.

sqq.

X. 8 sq.

:

if

i' i.

correlative conceptions.

* a;roKaAui;>i9,

between John

" The secret was revealed to Daniel

12 (;f .

npo<i>ii)Ta<;,

being even

of imparting

iv opo-ixaTi t^^i/uktos to ixva-rripiov arreKa\v(})0r},

"

fj.varripi.oi'

latter

mode

essential distinction

» vi. 1

7.

1 sqq.

X. 7

also, in the

cret things."

xiv. 13, xix. 9 sq., xxi. 5 sq., 9, xxii. 1.
* 1.

no

and

vision."

2.

3 i. 1

;

— eav

:

6e

Upo^rjTat Se Svo

aWto

t}

a.nQKa\v<f>0ri

" Let the prophets speak, two or three

any thing be revealed
1,

12 sqq., vi. 1 sqq.,

1 sqq., xxi. 9, xxii. 1, 6

sqq.

to another."
x. 1 sqq., xvii.
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and the ancient prophets.
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For, as they already pointed to Christ as the

we must judge

proper goal of their prophecy, ^ so from the N. T. standpoint
also that the Spirit of Christ

wrought in them that revelation from which

their prophecy proceeded. ^

In the fullest and clearest way, this

to the Christian prophets,

whose fellowship of faith with Christ ^

is

applicable

Lord's Day,

made

it is

and sends him

to John.*

On

book of

seals of the

fate,

make

a

Christ himself appears to the prophet,

as his servant^ to his congregations to

the Lord and Saviour, will

the

is

fundamental pre-supposition for the reception of revelation.

first

this revelation. ^

whose contents

which he himself, as

Christ himself opens the

even in that which essen-

refer,

tially pertains to himself, to his return.

Accordingly, in calling his writing an

uttokuXv^ic; 'Iricov Xptorov,''

not mean to indicate what we have ip mind when we apply to

There the word

term apocalyptic.

cal

sense

;

and

^

is

it

John expresses nothing
he refers

its

The word

and the genitive

else

'l7]a.

is

occurs in the corresponding verb

entirely foreign to all scriptural usage.

yet,

;

even in

its

general sense,

In the sense of the N. T.,

(ivaTTjpiov.^^

uTTOKuTivtpir 'luuvvov,

N.

him through Christ

^^

a technical designation of a particular species of pro-

noun

religious sense

in the

than the projDhetic character of his book, when

phetical books,
unoKuTivxptg

taken

is

it

Xp. as an objective genitive.^

mysterious contents to the revelation given

unoKulvipic, as

John does

the techni-

has no special emphatic

unoKukvipL^

undoubtedly an exegetical error when

sense of -apovaia, enKpuvvia,

it

it

In the O. T., the

but not in a

unoKa/ivTZTeiv,^^

appears as a correlative of

an

also impossible to speak of

it is

as the oldest title of our

book reads; yet even

in the

T., already, occasion is given for the later application of the technical

Paul presents

expression.

a special kind of divine operation

unoKulvxpLg as

^^

alongside of

rrpocprjTeia,

and

which forms the fundamental thought in the prophetic book

just that

of John,

is

»

Acts

2

1 Pet.

3 i. 1

:

T(Z

of that

17.

6ov\<o avTov 'Itadwn,

Cf.

1.

V. 9: crvyKoip.

inofjiovy ev

book treating

11; cf. Rev. xix. 10.

vant John."

us;"

Rev. x.

X. 43; cf.
i.

'Irjcr.,

5

:

ay.

17/ixa?,

ev t. S\.

" to his

ser-

" hath washed

i.

Cf.

Cf. 2 Thess.

i.

Against

a. a.

O.

1 Cor.

7;

Ileinr.,

i.

e.,

;

Thus
of the

S., 81.

i.

7;

LUcke

1 Pet.

i.

Eph.

Cf.

11

Dan.

ii,

iii,

3; Gal.

i.

12.

19 sq.

12 Sir. xxii.

22;

cf xli. 23,
.

xi. 27.

A

special use of the term is presented in 1

very

Kings

XX. 30.
13 1

1.

6i. lleqq.

T i. 1.

7,

also (p. 23)

not clear.

" companion in tribulation

10.
i.

Against Auberlen,

e

13, iv. 13.
is

revelation,

8

10

^ao-tAeto

Christ."

e

impending

k.

k.

and in the kingdom and patience of Jesus

*

{prophecy, doctrine, tongues), etc.

called in the apostolic writings the unoKakvxpig tov Kvplov^^

occurred, that the

it

dti^axv^

y'ko)oaa

"

Cor. xiv.

2 Thess.

i.

6, 26.

7; 1 Cor.

i.

7; 1 Pet.

i. 7,

13.
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revelation communicated by the Lord himself,

the

title uttokuIv^lq,

meaning

title

:

it,

a

the title k-nondlvtlKg 'luuwov, in no
*

way corresponding

and, in conformity with this ecclesiastical use of the

;

who wrote an apocryphal

term, the pseudo-John,

employ

e.,

which then the name of the writer could be attached.

to

Thus then originated
to John's

i.

designated absolutely by

is

Apocalypse, was able to

when, without reflecting upon his bungling work, he fixed his

As

evayyeXiOTOv '\cjdvvov tov Oeoloyov.^

'ATZOKuTiVxpig tov ayiov uttogtoXov koI

a literary, technical expression, Justin

^

does not yet use the term

u~0Ku7iviJHg

;

but the fragment of Muratori already speaks of an Apoc. of Peter beside

one of John; and Irenaeus quotes with the formula: "John in the Apoc.
says,"

8

although he

adoption of the

inxoKdlvipig as

gous with the use of
less is
etc.

;

can speak of ''heholdlng" the

still

word

chayyeTuov,

designated than a book,

as, e. g.,

but the ancient traditional

nal meaning, than does the

But when the question

whereby

titles

title uttok.

is

^

and unjust

is

analo-

N. T. confessedly nothing

in the

we speak

of a " Gospel of

correspond

much more

Matthew,"

to the origi-

'luuwov.

concerning the comprehensive statement of the

must be manifestly

special apocalyptical character of biblical prophecy, it

unhistorical

The

revelation.'*

a technical literary expression

to proceed

from apocryphal apocalyptical

by including with the Jewish products of that

literature,

class the canonical

Book

of

Daniel as the O. T. Apocalypse,^ and with the Christian writings of that
class the canonical

acter seeking the

Apoc. of John, and thus for writings of a different char-

same

Even Liicke

so-called apocalyptic standard.

ceeds essentially in this way.

More

correct

is

Auberlen's

^

pro-

'

view, above all

things, to establish the pure conception of biblical apocalyptics

;

but he pro-

ceeds from Daniel, and according to that attempts to determine both what

the same and what

is

is

different in the

N. T. Apocalypse.

But the history

of the origin of the idea of apocalyptics itself points in the opposite direction.

It is

from the Johannean Apoc. that the name and idea of what

Book

apocalyptic originate, and have been transferred to the

of Daniel

is

and

the entire apocryphal apocalyptic literature which stands in most obvious

That

dependence upon these two apocalypses in the canon.

(" Apocalypse

1

evangelist,
2

of the holy apostle and

John, the divine.")

iv a:TOKakv\l/eL yevofjievji

avTu

—

7rpo€(f)rjTev<re

("prophesied by a revelation made to him"),
c.

3

619.

C. Haer.,

iv. 14, 18.

Ed. Stieren, pp.

600,

called apoca-

v. 30, p. 803.

*

I.e.,

*

tvayy. Kara M.

6

Cf Hilgenfeld
.

(Gospel according
.*

to

M.)

Die judlsche Apocalyptik

in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwickelung, Jena,
1857.

Trijpho, eh. 81.

is

O.

S.,

">

a. a.

8

p. 79 eq.

34 sqq.
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which appears

lyptic

uTTOKulvipLQ '\t]oov

Xp.

the book which

to be like

the

:

Johannean Apoc.

which the conception of what

to

the canon,

Note.

JOHN.

ST.

is,

designates itself as an

therefore, the

norm according

is

apocalyptic, both within

to

compare

and without

must be determined.

— It

is

instructive

first

this

with definitions found in

Lucre, who properly, and in conformity with the fundamental
thought of the Johannean Apoc, emphasizes the eschatological element in the
Apoc. prophecy,^ reckons further among its characteristics the circle of visions
another way.

pertaining to universal history, the combination of prophecy and history, and
that, too, of the past

and present not

added, not only that

it is

than the future

less

not always clearly seen what

to

:

which

or future to the Apoc. prophets, and that in a pseudepigraphic

men

prophecy was ascribed to some ancient
but

(as

it is

besides

actually past, present,

is

way

the entire

Enoch, Moses, Daniel,

etc.),

even according to the ideal truth of the symbol, there are actual

also, that,

and even chronological particulars prophesied;

as, e. g.,

the symbol appears as

the peculiar form of representation, corresponding to the vision as the prevalent

On

form of revelation.

the other hand, Ililgenfeld justly observes that

this entire definition lacks unity in the determination of principles,

the Johannean Apoc.
is

his purpose

'2

is

and that

neither universal-historical nor pseudepigraphical.

What he

to characterize only the Judaic apocalyptics.

It

indicates

concerning the nature of apocalyptics in general, he does not expressly apply

Johannean Apoc.

to the

be discerned.

national prophecy:

prophecy,

mode

it

;

yet his opinion in this respect also can, to an extent,

Apocalyptics, he says, presupposes the conclusion of the ancient,
it

is

a sequel and imitation of the

latter.

From

ancient

derives the form, the prophetic garb (so that the pseudepigraphic

becomes almost a

of composition

and

necessity),

contents; only with the distinction, that

"the subject

also the
is

most essential

no longer,

as before,

concerning the transient contact of Judaism with a great heathen power, but
rather concerning

its

relation to

an eventful and manifold worldly dominion
Jewish apocalyptics attempts to

passing from one heathen nation to another."

answer the question

"how and when

the dominion of the world, possessed so

long by heathen nations, will finally be delivered to the people of God."

According to Hilgenfeld's view, therefore, what
phetic

;

is

apocalyptic

is

^

not truly pro-

the canonical prototype of Daniel, and the apocryphal imitations, he

places in the

same category; both kinds

national prophecy.

According to

of apoc. writings are only copies of the

this,

an essentially apocalyptic element,

belonging also to the true prophets, cannot be affirmed.*

But even what has

been said concerning the apocalyptic fundamental thoughts

is

1

'•

The

eschatological

Apoc. has

chiefly to

2 a. a.

O.

n gq.

do with the future of the divine kiugdom"

^

p.

(p. 34).

*

Cf. X. 7.

S., 10 sqq.

incorrect.

Daniel
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does not prophesy the transition of the dominion of the world from the heathen

God

to the people of

;

and just as inapplicable

this

is

Johannean

to the

Apocalypse.

He

In opposition to Liicke, as well as to Hilgenfeld, stands Auberlen.

also

regards apocalyptics chiefly with reference to the silence of prophecy in gene-

but he does not, like Hilgenfeld,

ral;

make

him

apocalyptics

is

an imitation

apocalyptics

cient prophecy developed from times wherein there was no

of an-

But with

revelation.

regarded as the very highest summit of true prophecy

*'the Apocalypses are to serve the

Church

of

God

:

as prophetic lights for the

times without revelation, in which the Church has been given over to the hands
of the Gentiles. "1
for this, the

Church

of

Book

The

O. T. time of the Gentiles

of Daniel

is

The N.

intended.

history, the entire period until the

Thus

nean Apoc. has been given.

it

Connected with

has but one Apoc.

is

the post-exilic period;

T. time of the Gentiles

end of days

;

for this, the

is

that

Johan-

becomes accountable how each testament
this,

however, are the

facts, that

not only

the apocryphal imitations of prophecy appearing in the times destitute of revelation, chiefly took the Apocalypses as models,2 but also that criticism and exegesis, in the

absence of spiritual understanding, can most easily do injustice to

the Apocalypses as the most wonderful products of the Spirit of revelation.

As

to the peculiar character of the Apocalypses, the result of their special application to the times of the Gentiles without revelation,

is

that they are, on the

one hand, more universal in their sweep, and, on the other, more special in

What Auberlen ^

their description of details,^ than other prophecy.*

says con-

cerning the distinction between the O. T. and the N. T. Apocalyptics, does not
allude to the nature of the conception. More important is the chapter on " The

Nature of Apocalyptics," in which the dream and vision are explained as
its subjective,

len,

and symbolism as

its

therefore,

where the object

is

not so

temporaries, but a communication to

God

The prophet,

objective form.^

speaks only in the Spirit;^ but the apocalyptist

is in

much an immediate
all

says Auber-

the Spirit.^
influence

coming generations, man

is

"Here,

upon conalone with

revealing himself, and perceives only that which has been disclosed to

from above."

But the form

of

have to do especially with the second appearing of Christ for judging,

1

Katpol ievCiv,

2

"The

Luke

revelation,

nevertheless retained the influence of

which
its still

tion.
* a. a.

O.

S., pp. 79-85.
s

pp. 89-101.

8

Rev.i. 10,

^

pp. 85-S9.

to turn to that

^

i

part of sacred literature which had revelation

»

Which, besides disclosing

fresh impression, in their efforts of imitation
naturally preferred the

more

for its subject, as here the

most wonderful

and exalted form of the then painfully missed
revelation
8 i.e., in

"how

secular history, and chronological determiua-

xxi. 24.

times without

him

symbolism ^ shows in the Apocalypses, which

was found."
foretelling particular facts, even in

Cor.

xii. 3.

the same time

is

intended for a relative veiling,

so that even to the wise
is offered

its

only gradually in

filment (p. 95).

iv. 2.

to the wise, at

true significance

its

progressive ful-
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JOHN.

ST.

every thing natural must die, in order that the glory of the essential spiritual

may emerge."

life

^

This entire discussion of Auberlen rests upon a conception of inspiration and

prophecy which seems to us as unbiblical as the criticism and exegesis conditioned thereby are erroneous; yet our exceptions here concern only particulars.
1.

It is neither correct to say that the distinction

prophecy

lyptic

lies

between ordinary and apoca-

in this, that the apocalyptist is in the Spirit,

speaks in the Spirit, nor that the apocalyptic form of revelation
derful and exalted.

lyptist as

testifies

one being in the

Spirit,

concerning himself, ^ not that he

but that he

is

a prophet like

particular form of revelation, viz., the ecstatic vision

symbolical form also of prophetic discourse

and that symbolism does not

himself,

— but

— above
2.

:

^

all others,

if it

ware the

is

which are not of an

its

designation more

No

special portrayal of details, the facts

and chronological

have weight only with coming generations, and would gradually become
by

its

gradual fulfilment.

circle of churches,

But John WTites

ically

his

;

rela-

would
intelli-

Apocalypse for a definite

with the express purpose to edify not

but the contemporary congregations

doubt,

by a universal survey, and at the

tions of the history of the world, the church, or empires, such prophecy

gible

not

manner, the

what Auberlen says con-

circle present to the prophet.

office of apocalyptics to foretell

same time by the

in like

an apocalyptic form occur without

Closely connected with this,

coming generations than for a

all

The
is

the apocalyptic discourses of the Lord

cerning the peculiar contents of apocalyptic prophecy, and
for

an apoca-

inferior to the non-symbolical;

is

also that there are symbolical discourses

apocalyptic nature.

is

the rest.

essentially belong to apocalyptics, follows not only

fact that prophetic discourses of

the symbolical form,

all

and the dream,

the summit, but only the lowest grade, of divine revelation

from the

the most won-

All prophets can speak in the Spirit, only by being in the

John, therefore,

Spirit:

and the prophet
is

coming generations,

all

and, on the other hand,

it is

to be

emphat-

denied that the Johannean Apocalypse intends to give either a universal or

The mode

a special survey of history until the coming of Christ.

advanced by Auberlen can derive either from the
allegorizing.

The pretended

designation for

all

that the seven churches must be understood, in

text, only

of exposition

by the most arbitrary

coming generations presupposes

some sense or other,

allegorically,

— and

even the geographical names of the

preted,

— yet these universal or special predictions, in the sense of Auberlen and

many

cities

have been allegorically

inter-

ancient and modern expositors, are to be obtained only by interpreting

allegorically the visions,

which in no respect indicate their

and by accommodating the

allegorical character,

historical circle of visions of the prophet,

and the

consequent definiteness and limitation of prophecy, by an allegorizing violation
of the context.

The former

trumpets; the

latter, in

*

2

p. 97.

i.

occurs especially in the accounts of the seals and

the following chapters.

10; cf.

i.

1 eqq.

a

Num.

xii.

6 eqq.

;

cf. 1

Cor. xiv, 2 sqq.
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name

of

what

apocalyptic are

is

derived from the Johannean Apocalypse (which professes to be nothing else

than a prophetical book), with historical justice
prophetical and apocalyptic which

only that to be regarded

is

peculiar to this book, and yet has

is

essential similarity with the prophetical writings of the

Old Testament

the fundamental thought of the personal return of Christ,

and eternal

glorious

fruition of the

kingdom

prophecy, on the one hand, can grow in

Xew-Testament

soil,

the completion of the

and purest form, only from

since the actual manifestation of

work

,

This apocalyptic

of God.

its fullest

viz

;

and the consequent

God

and

in the flesh,

of redemption, constitute of themselves the actual

pledge of his final manifestation for judgment, and the eternal fruition of

kingdom

his

man

;

^

and, on this account, the prophetic discourses of the Son of

himself are in a model

way

and

apocalyptic,^

all

New-Testament

the

Scriptures are no less permeated by apocalyptic prophetic thoughts.^

on the other

side, as

The protevangelium (Gen.

native to even Old-Testament prophecy.

is

germ

already contains the living

image of the Redeemer

to

of the entire biblical apocalyptics

come

in the flesh is the

more

the apocalyptic prophecy of the eternal fruition of his

the more definitely expressed.

This

true,

is

15)

clearly presented,

is

work and kingdom

even though the apocalyptic

predictions of those ancient prophets, since the

first

appearing of the Son of

not yet occurred, with moral necessity bear the limitation of not

distinguishing with New-Testament clearness between the

coming of

But

iii.

but just

;

development of Old-Testament prophecy, the

in the proportion as, in the

man had

But

Rev. x. 7 profoundly indicates, the apocalyptic element

first

and second

Christ.

this essential apocalyptic

prophecy receives a more definite form by

the relation in which the coming of Christ, and the fruition of his kingdom,
are placed to the antichristian powers.

This reference in general

is,

accord-

ing to the nature of the subject, necessary, because the coming of Christ can-

not be thought of* without his work of judgment, by which the victorious
fruition of his

kingdom

is

^

conditioned: but, in biblical apocalyptics, this

reference to the anti-theocratic and antichristian powers appears also in

more concrete embodiment, and

that, too, in

as well in Old-Testament as in

New-Testament apocalyptics,

1

Cf. Rev.

2

Cf. Malt. xxiv. 8q., \\\. 22 8q.;

i.

5, 18, iii. 21, v. 5,

that this reference,

John

vi.

*

Cf., as

an example for

Rom.viii.20 8qq.,

1.

ii.

xiii.

9 sqq.,

11;
iii.

1

Cor.

is

this

acteristic of all apocalyptic

XV, 54 8qq.; Phil.

Heb.

way

to

forms of

teetimonies concerning Christian hope.

9 sq.

39 sq.
3

such a

iii.

13, v. 5,

20 sq.; Tit.

ii.

13;

10 sqq., iv. 9 sqq. Cf. especially all the

1 sqq.; Isa. xi.

xxv. Slsqq.;
^

1

common

char-

prophecy, Ps ex.

4 sqq., Ixvi. 24; Matt.

Cor. xv. 25 eq.

cf. Rev. vi. 2, xix. 11 sqq.

vii. 22,

^
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ungodly world-powers historically presented

Testament prophecy

in general

— as

above that of John.

New

that which

but in

;

New-

not only does

this,

Testament, the apocalyptic proph-

truly complete

is

— has

pre-eminence

In Daniel's view, the anti-theocratic world-power

concentrated in Antiochus Epiphanes

is

on him and his blasphemous reign,

:

Daniel's Apocalypse, the final judgment comes.

therefore, according to

When

JOHN.

have peculiar pre-eminence above that of the

Old Testament, but, even within the
ecy of the Lord

ST.

the Lord himself speaks of his return to judgment, he applies the

threat in his apocalyptics to Jerusalem

He

rejected him.
will be

and the Jewish nation, which had

does not say, however, that the destruction of Jerusalem

contemporaneous with the actual end of the world, and that immedi-

ately after that event his

kingdom

will be completely established

;

but he

renders prominent the real connection between that particular historical act
of

judgment and the

He

judgment of the world.

final

eschatological import, which the treading-down of the

expresses the

Holy City by the

Gentiles has, more than any other event of history, to the parousia.
the

Johannean Apocalypse, we

On

identical.

find

what

the one hand, John's historical horizon

embrace not only antichristian Judaism, but

Rome drunk

which, in the form of

^

dation of what

is

also the

intentionally

so extended as to

But, on the other hand, John's apoca-

and completely

of antichrist

is

also antichristian heathenism,

with the blood of the Christian martyrs,

stands before the eyes of the prophet.
lyptic prophecy

among

discloses the demoniacal foun-

the inhabitants of the earth, so that

judgment upon those demoniacal powers forms an

The synagogue

tant subject of prophecy.

especially impor-

of Satan are the Jews,

who with

blasphemy and deeds of violence prepare for believers the Lord's
lation

;

3

and

will be killed

1

eq.,

If
4-1

we suppose

by the beast from the abyss

that in

sq., vii. 9-14),

Dan.

vii.

26

(il.

34

the judgment of Rev.

:

^

two witnesses

Roman

secular power,

but the

others, in ch.
ch.

viii.

;

tribu-

crucified, his

vii.,

but conceded by them in

the parallelism of the individual

Book of Daniel decides, how-

is

described in

prophecies in the

from that of Rev. xx.

11 eq. (Matt.

ever, against Auberlen.

xix. 11-21 (Matt. xxiv. 29 sqq.)

distinction

where Christ was

in Jerusalem,

In

similar, although not precisely

is

The acknowledgment

XXV. 31 sqq.), according to Auberlen, p. 369,

required by the text, that the apocalyptic ex-

then Daniel's Apocalypse would say, that,

pectation

with the judgment upon Antiochus, the one

horizon, coheres with the conception likewise

thousand years reign begins.

But

it is

arbi-

trary to introduce into the prophecy of Daniel,

pretation, that
2

the one thousand years reign, and of the two

sqq.

Antiochus

is

questioned

The

allusion to

by Auberlen

and

greatly limited by the historical

obtruded upon the book throughout

from the Johannean Apocalypse, the ideas of

acts of the final judgment.

is

cf also
.

it is

2 Thess.

^ ii.

9, iii. 9.

* xi.

7 sqq.

its inter-

pseudepigraphic.
ii.

3 sqq.

;

1

John

ii.

18
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deceived by the satanic false prophet, and worshipping the antichristic

image of the

ment

for his rage against the congregation of saints.^

judgment proceeds,

final

way

a

and

beast, stands entirely in the service of Satan,

that

first

i.e.,

down,

heathen Rome,^

^

in such

judged;

is

demoniacal powers themselves, which were active in that

after that, the

human embodiment of
and the

after Jerusalem has been trodden

the great harlot Babylon,

the instru-

is

Accordingly the

antichrist, chiefly the beast

false prophet,^

and then

worshipped by the heathen

The judgment

also Satan himself. ^

of all

the dead forms the full completion of the entire eschatological catastrophe,
at

which death

Two

itself

and

hell are cast into the lake of fire.^

remarks are especially called for concerning

this Apocalyptic con-

templation of the antichristian powers, and the judgment upon them.

judgment upon Jerusalem

is

inner connection with the proper final judgment.
of the three woes, of the second of which

the other hand, this judgment

from the

judgment

final

itself

1.

The

presented, on the one hand, according to its

it

It belongs in the series

forms the

upon Jerusalem

which succeeds.

is

But, on

latter half ."^

expressly distinguished

In general, the entire proph-

ecy referring to the future treading-down of the Holy City by the heathen

not so

much

interweaves

predicts the future fact of
it,

development. s

2.

The

its

Roman

not only in the general description of ch.

such an extent that he already mentions

^^

is

by John's

is

— The

is

expressed

historical horizon to

Roman

to be visited by the

kings,

who

judgment.

the present one; the seventh will remain only a short

time; the eighth, the personification of the beast, will be the

Note.

rather

17 sqq., but also in the most

the last of the

impending advent of the Lord ^

sixth king

it

eschatological

secular power, w^hich

siii.

definite individual features,^ appears limited

The

its

concrete view of the heathen secular power under the

form, present to the prophet, of the

in the near

overthrow as such, as

way, into the chain of

in a peculiarly ideal

last.12

proof for the above presentation can be given only by the

exposition of the details from the text

itself;

yet so

much

concerning the nature of inspiration and prophecy, as

is

should here be said
requisite,

on the one

hand, for the foregoing conclusion, and, on the other, for outlining the

still

deeper antitheses consequent upon methods and results of the criticism and
exegesis of the Apoc. that are mutually contradictory.
1

Ch.

2 xi.

xii.

sqq.

8

1-14.

Cf. the Exposition

9 xiii. 18, xvii.

from

xi. 1-14.

9 sqq.

3

xvii. 1 Bqq.

Jo

Just as in Dan.

*

xix. 11 sqq.

"

iv Tttxei, raxv, "shortly," "quickly,"

6

XX.

6

XX. 11 sq.

1 sqq., 7

sqq.

1, 3, xxii. 7, 12, 20.
7 xi. 14.

"

xvii. 10 sq.

vii. 26.
i.
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Auberlen^ distinguishes, according to exegetical

results,

40

of

expositions."

"three main groups

The Ecclesiastical-Historical, of which, in Germany,

1.

Bengel was the most prominent advocate, "considers the Revelation of John
as a prophetic

compendium

of

Church history."

De

adopted by Herder, Ewald,

Wette, Liicke,

2.

The Chronologico-Historical,

Ziillig,

Baur,

"proceeds from

etc.,

a conception of prophecy which excludes an actual, divinely-wrought contemplation of the future,"

Home.

and

refers the contents of the

Apoc. to Jerusalem and

The Governmental-Historical,'^ adhered to by Hofmann, Hengstenb.,

3.

Ebrard, and Aub. himself, "rests, as to

its

principle,

upon the same

the ecclesiastical-historical over against the chronologico-historical.
in actual prophecy.

does not deny the possibility of special prophecy,

It also

but only that the N. T. Apoc, so far as actually presented,

But against

detailed history of the future."

under No.

intended as a

is

this classification,

views the most divergent, and separates, under No.

2,

basis as

It believes

which

unites,

those which

1,

may be urged. The
De Wette, and Liicke

are most closely allied, the most weighty objection
defect

is

this

The

:

exposition adopted by Bleek,

chief
is,

on

the one hand, directly contrary to the chronological-historical conception of the

Apoc,

as found in Grot., Eich., Heinrichs, etc

;

and, on the other hand, has

kingdom

correctly grasped the idea, in conformity with the text, of the
Christ,

and

Apoc

yet

:

fruition at his return, as the chief thought of the

its

what

of

Johannean

really distinguishes the so-called governmental-historical inter-

preters 2 in respect to the Apocalyptic fundamental thought of the fruition of
Christ's

kingdom, from Liicke,

the ecclesiastical-historical;

etc., is

viz.,

nothing

else

than what belongs also to

the pretended historical detail, which both

governmental-historical and ecclesiastical-historical expositors derive only by

vying

in arbitrariness of allegorizing

expositors,* against

which Bleek,

with some of the chronologico-historical

and De Wette constantly contend.

Liicke,

Naturally, the critical and exegetical conceptions of the Apoc. are distinguished

according to the attitude which they take to the peculiar prophetic character

which the book claims, and to the Apocalyptic fundamental thought which
throughout pervades

1.

it.

By

the rationalistic conception of inspiration and

prophecy, the prophetical character which the Apoc. claims for
denied, and

that he was in the Spirit, this

p. 411 sq.

s

Cf., against this view,

geschichtl. Auffassung der

*

is

Among whom

,

1855;

it is

Baur, Die reichs-

Apok. Theol.Jahr-

2, p.

reckon Hof-

raann,6incehevirtua!ly refers the whole

John

Apoc,

not to the course of history unto the end, but

For

ia principle

it

is

the same,

whether the antichrist of the Apoc. be
garded as Nero returned,

— which Aub.

interpretation most properly so called,

Antiochus Epiphanes returned.

— or as

345.)

one special

*

Grot., Eich., Herder, Heinrichs, etc.

^

Eich. on

itself;

and also

in

re-

pro-

(Hofm.,

point agrees with the chronologico-historical

only to the end

says

poses as probably the chronologico-historical

283 sqq.

difficult to

If

grata fraus^ (a pleasing delusion). All the pro-

expositors.

1

biicher, xiv., Tlib

itself is directly

fundamental thought entirely explained away.

its

iv. 1.

ii.
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fessed visions are, in fact, nothing but fictions of a poetic genius; for by all those

"a

symbolical pictures the author represents

future event, towards which

all

Christians looked forward with confidence; viz., the victory of Christianity over

When it is said in the Apoc, that Christ will be
metonymy common "even in prosaic discourse," which
the same way of " Christianity," as Jerusalem and Rome,

Judaism and heathenism."
victorious, this
is

is

i

only a

to be understood in

by metonymy or symbolically, indicate Judaism and heathenism.'-

Upon

this

purely rationalistic standpoint, Grot, already stood, who, therefore, in the expo-

way with

particulars, often agrees in a surprising

sition of

Eich.^

Auberlen

calls

There are found

and even chronological, predictions, which are

from the

predictions are derived

we

find

the course of

special,

time,

all

allegorical interpretation, these

John's present.

allegorical interpretation to

N. de Lyra, and after him chiefly the old Prot-

estant expositors, with their applications to the

Turks and the Pope;* then

Bengel, with his Apocalyptic chronology; and in

Ebrard, Auberlen, and

Apoc. the most

text, as, conversely, the historical allusions of

accommodated by an

standpoint

this

in the

fulfilled in

By

from John's present even to the parousia.

Upon

whom

the ecclesiastical-historical and governmental-historical inter-

preters, give their exposition.

the Apoc. are

It is

2.

according to a magical conception of inspiration and prophecy, that those

Hofmann: and

modern

times, Hengstenb.,

these, as a class, substitute general

if

conceptions (powers, potencies, tendencies, etc.) for the definite forms invented

by the older interpreters of the same

made

the Turks and the

ethical

^

Pope the

class, yet recently

H.

J.

Graber^ has again

chief subjects of the book.

It is

3.

from an

conception of inspiration, that the present attempt at an exposition of

De Wette, and

the Apoc. will proceed, in connection with the labors of Bleek,

In the most decided opposition to the above

especially of Liicke.

rationalistic

denial of actual inspiration, the true prophetical character of the Apoc. will be

here acknowledged, although understood otherwise than in the magical sense.

1

Eich., Ein., p. 338.

8

Cf.,

e. g.,

on

adversus

tempestate

Romanos, " He

will

2 a.

7.:

i.

iii.

12

:

Sensus

O.

incredulos Judaeos et

est,

great tem-

Jews and Romans."

eos qui in persecutione

Keroniana constantes fuerint, visuros Spiritu
prophetico,

manist quod praecipuum

in the

("

The

sense

est
is,

et

Ro-

Apocalypseos
that they

who

Neronian persecution have been stead-

fast will see,

by the prophetic

Spirit,

how God,

ment of the Apocalypse

").

is

the chief argu-

c, p. 32

1.

:

Totum

dam

tyrannidem spiritualem Romani papa-

tits et

totius cleri ejus

('•

That

this entire

book

directed chiefly to the description of the

is

spiritual

tyranny of the Pope of

Rome and

of

his clergy ").

all
^

Vers,

einer

historischen Erkl. der Of.

des Joh., Heidelb. 1857.

Cf. also Ch. Paulas,

Blicke in die Weissagung der Of. des Joh.,
Btuttg. 1857.

dem

aus

J. Ph. Sabel,

Zusammeiihange

Die

Offenh. Joh,

der

messian.-

Reichsgeschichte, Heidelb., 1861.

according to his promises, will triumph over

Jews and Romans, which

Cf., e. g., Nic. Collado,

hunc librum spectare praecipue ad describeu'

quomodo Deus secundum sua

promissa triumphaturus sit de Judaeis

argumentum

<

S., 332.

cum magna

come with a

pest against unbelieving

On

a.

Aderit

6

cf.

Vet.
i.,

my

treatise

:

De Rei propheticae

in

Test.— naturaethica,Apologet.Beitrdg^

Gott., 1365.
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If

Bengel

^

ST.

JOHN.

can decide that particular expressions of prophetic language, as

mean sometimes one

angels, heaven, sun, etc., like "counters,"

another,^ this

is

here denied just as decidedly

could have written the

name

as, e. g.,

of the beast by the

himself have been acquainted with

thing and again

the possibility that John^

number

666, but could not

These examples mark the distinction

it.*

between a magical and an ethical conception of revelation.

According to the

former, what the prophet beholds

him

object

:

declare

is

presented externally to

as a foreign

he can behold every thing that the divine revelation will show him, and

what he has beheld.

According to the ethical view of the subject, the

prophetic vision which appears by means of divine inspiration in the spirit of
the prophet

is

prophet writes

human

conditioned by the entire subjectivity of the man; what the
is

not a pure *'copy" of a heavenly book,^ but a divinely

product of his activity supported by the inspiring Spirit of God, in which

the prophetic writer acts also in accordance with his

human knowledge

of art.

According to a magical conception of revelation, the question why the

book eaten by John was

may

in his

be answered,^ " that the

mouth

mouth

sweet, but in his belly

of the seer

was consecrated

On

but his belly belonged to the earthly world."

became

little

bitter,^

to his calling,

the other hand, in an ethical

way, inspiration appears to be such as to sanctify and guide equally the entire
indivisible personality of

man

in all his powers, the will as well as the intellect,

the reason as well as the conscience and imagination, speech as well as writing

and

acting.

received for

Accordingly, the particular visions which John describes must be

what he himself gives them

the visions are not mere fabrications.^
usual,

is

assumed a form according
John,

of the prophet.

;

he has actually seen every thing, and

But the

subjects contemplated have, as

to the standard of the

in ch. iv., beholds,

e. g.,

human

and therefore

subjectivity

describes, the

cherubim in no other way than Ezekiel, but in their subjective truth; while but
one of the two prophets could speak without error when the question was
cerning objective

reality.

If,

also,

con-^

John has beheld the

the visions in which

individual plagues preceding the parousia of the Lord, have undoubtedly pre-

sented themselves, just as he

testifies,

to his spirit enlightened by God,

it

would

only be a consequence therefrom, that every individual vision would contain a
definite prophecy, to

be actually

unless the fantasy of a prophet be

fulfilled;

not touched by the inspiring Spirit of God, just as well as every other faculty of
his inner

man, and there would not therefore be a poesy produced and

1

a. a.

O.

2

The

earth

on

S., 89.

(Beng.), "the

is

made

Jews"

signify

to

"Asia"

viii. 10),

(Alcasar), "the godly"

s

Rev.

(Aretius), "the Christian part of the earth"

*

Hofm.,

(Vitr.),

"Europe"

world " (Stern),

etc.

(Launoi),

The

the

viii. 2),

iot\i,

a. a.

O.

II., p. 312.

" sov-

Likewise Klie-

Theol. Zeitschr.,\m2,^.SZ.

6

Bengel,

12),

"

x. 9 sq.

" bishops " (Stern

'

Hofra.,

vi.

vi. 12),

etc.

xiii. 18.

"the

stars signify

teachers of the church" (Aretius on

" heretics " (Bede on

"godly

" Jews " (Bohraer on

ereigns" (Hengstb.)>

sancti-

a. a.

ii.

O.

Christiani.

S., 319.

p. 342.

8

Eich., Ewald, etc.
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God, which lends to the proclaimed truth the elevated

Spirit of

The poesy

beauty of a truly suitable form.

of the writer of the Apocalypse

stands in the same living relation to the subject of his prophecy as the rhetoric
of a

Paul or a John to the contents of their evangelical message and consoling
Connected with

discourse.
lypse,

by

this, also, is

the fact that the writer of the Apoca-

without injury to his actual character as prophet,

A true prophet does not

his historical horizon.

of herself:

customarily limited

is

assume what the Sibyl boasts

—
Ol6a kyu

xpufifiuv t' apidfioi)^ Kai fierpa daXaaarig,

uarpuv Kat devdpea koL nooa

did' apidfioig

Hence John does not prophesy what many

(l>v22/2,

expositors, in spite of the express

warning of the Lord, have tried to decipher from the Apoc.

But he

the hour of the establishment of his kingdom. 2

form of the

Roman Empire

present to

him

K.r.Ti.^-

;

the day and

viz.,

errs in regarding the

as the last of its kind, because of

the speedily approaching manifestation of the Lord himself to subdue

nected with this error

man

sunders

all.

Con-

the truth of a morally understood inspiration, since this

not from the natural fundamental condition of his individual

personality; but
ridiculed

is

what we dare not expect from a prophet

is, e. g.,

the delusion

by cultivated heathen, that the deceased Emperor Nero,^ or Antiochus

Epiphanes,* shall return as antichrist.

The

anti-Pauline Judaeo-Christian tendency of the Apocalypse, emphasized

by the school of Baur for

critical

expressions of the epistles

number

of the apostles

is

(ii.

2, 6, 14, etc.).

against heretical manifestations, however

any

14),

The

manifest even in Paul

troversial interpretation, are not, in

from the pre-

interests, is derived neither

supposed number of the twelve apostles (xxi.

(1

we may

nor from the polemical

objectively firmly established

Cor. xv.

.5).

The

expressions

decide concerning their con-

case, to be turned to account for the

purpose of the school of Baur, because the free evangelical view of Paul concerning the
tines of the

(payelv elduXod.

has ethical limitations, of which the heretical

liber-

Apocalypse wanted to know nothing, while in respect to the nopvevoai

the Apostle Paul speaks as decidedly as the author of the Apocalypse.

In no

respect did Paul declare izopvela permissible (against Hilgenf.'s mutilated presentation, Einl., p. 415).

That the Judaic Christianity of the Apocalypse

anti-Pauline and anti-evangelical,

*

is

manifest from the fact that the

("I know the numbers of the sands, and
the measures of the sea,
I

1.

viii.

know the numbers of the stars, and how
many trees and leaves.")
p. 749.

Sibylline Oracles, Op. et Stud.

Servatii Gallaei,
'

The

Amst.

artificialness

1689.

with which an investiga-

tor

of

Bengel

Scripture

is

not

new Jeru-

otherwise so excellent as

{Ordo temporum,

Stuttg., 1741,

p.

303 sq.) seeks to weaken the clearest Scripture

passages (Mark

xiii.

32; Acts

a parallel.
3

Ewald, LUcke, De Wette.

*

Hofmann.

i.

7) is

without
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salem appears without a temple

Der Antichrist, Ger.

ed.,

III.

As

1.

— ORIGINAL

also contrary to E.

is

Leipzig and Paris, 1873

breathes dreadful hatred towards Paul,"

SEC.

This

(xxi. 22).

JOHN.

ST.

(p. xxvii,

"The

Kenan,

Apocalypse

etc.).

INTENTION AND ORIGIN OF THE
APOCALYPSE.

to the original destination of the Apocalypse,

stand not only the circle of readers according to

its

— by which we under-

external local limitations,

but also the purpose of the book, occasioned by these concrete circumstances

and events,
destination,

— we need especially speak only in a few words, since this original
which can be gathered with greater evidence from the context,

of importance in the examination of the difficult

concerning

The

its origin,

and especially

circle of readers in

itself

;

1

Asia Minor

its

is

author and the time of composition.

expressly mentioned in the Apocalypse

though the number seven of the congregations should have a

for even

and correspond

definite typical significance,

to the relation to the universal.

Church, peculiar to the Apocalypse by virtue of

by

well as asserted
text

itself, ^

its

fundamental thought, as

yet the simple geographical destination in the

the less to be explained

is

is

and controverted questions

away by any

sort of allegorizing theory, as

that typical reference to the universal Church

is

undoubtedly based

^

upon

the firm foundation of fixed historical relations.*

The
text

inner purpose of the Apoc.

The

itself.

is

also to be clearly recognized

paracletic elaboration of the

from the

fundamental thought concern-

ing the impending return of the Lord, discussed in Sec.

2, 2, serves

the pur-

pose expressed already in the introduction and conclusion, and occasionally

and strengthening

in other passages,^ partly of encouraging

the hope of the Lord's return, the seven churches, and

still

in fidelity,

by

further the entire

Church, in the distress already present and yet to be expected from the unchristian w^orld (Jews

1 i. 4,

3

See on

*

Hengstb.

i.

what

entire

ii.

3, xxii. 7,

Cf.

that

"

11; chs.

2

1.

is

and heathen), and

iii.

not only presupposes that John had our canon
of epistles, but also obtrudes upon the same

83),

said in

an entirely senseless allusion to a simple and

who
i.

also errs in stating

4 sqq. refers not to the

Apoc, but only

When John

and reform

16 sqq.

and

4, 11, 20.
(i.

partly, also,^ to reprove

to chs.

ii.

and

iii.,

says,

wrote to the seven churches,

double enumeration of seven of those
is

letters)

so great that Liicke (p. 421) not even once

correctly understands Hengstb. 's real meaning.

Cf.,

on the other hand, Bleek, Studien

The fragment

he had already before his eyes the model of

u. Kritiken, 1855, p. 168.

the seven catholic and the fourteen Pauline

Muratori thinks that Paul followed John, as

epistles, including the Epistle to the

Hebrews,

which, though even not altogether directly, yet

proceeded from Paul as

its

bitrariness in this critical

source."

The

ar-

judgment (which

the former also wrote

his

letters

of

to seven

different churches.
^

Cf.

10 sqq.

i.

3, 9,

chs,

ii.

^

and

iii,

xvi. 15, xxii. 7,

Cf. the seven epistles.
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the inner evils of the churches themselves, to guard and establish their good

circumstances, and in general so to teach and guide those redeemed by
Christ, that they

The end

come.i

may

receive the blessed reward with which the Lord

of the Apoc.

is

therefore, even apart

is

to

from the special inner

relations of the seven churches, in so far a peculiar one, as the tribulation

already suffered, and

still

impending,

is

the immediate occasion to which the

rich fundamental thoughts concerning the personal advent of the
so emphatically applied in consolatory

Lord are

hope and earnest warning, that the

prophetic comfort contained in the entire book refers to that end;
the other hand, no N. T. consolatory work

^

but,

on

conceivable which does not

is

serve, at least indirectly, to lead believers to the

coming Lord,

to

whom

they

belong, and that, too, as must necessarily occur from the nature of the opposition

between the kingdom of Christ and the world, through the very midst

Thus the Apoc,

of unavoidable trouble.

and immediately which

in its end, has that exclusively

N. T. literature appears as an indis-

in all other

pensable, special (apocalyptic) item.^

The question concerning the

2.

back to the
concerning

circle in
viz.,

author, and the time and place of

its

author of the

original destination of the Apoc. leads

question concerning the origin of the book,

final critical

Apoc*

its

belongs, as to his station in

which are his

first

readers,

and

life,

who announces

or not,

— a question

himself as the author,

for

whose answer

i.e.,

As

the

to the geographical

this circle belongs to a definite time,

the apostolic-Johannean, the question arises of

John,

composition.

it

itself,

as to whether

to be regarded as the apostle

is

highly important to determine,

is

as far as possible, the time of the composition of the book, in its relation to

John labored

the time^ during which the Apostle

Criticism

is

in Asia Minor.

here occupied with the testimony of the book concerning

and the testimonies

book concerning

of ecclesiastical tradition.

itself

itself,

Every expression^ of the

appears doubtful, in the degree that the exposition,

both as a whole and in particulars,

is

a matter of controversy, while the tes-

timonies of tradition are in complete agreement neither with one another,

nor with the statements of the book
book's

own testimony

is

the critical investigation will be the

1

xxii. 12.

2 i.e., it is

3

of an Apocalyptic nature.

Cf. 1 Cor.

i.

xi. 2; Pliil. ill.
i.

il-

8;

2 Cor. iv. 14 eqq., v. 10,

20 eq.; 2 Tim.

ii.

If

now, in the

latter case, the

more

difficult in

*

Cf.

6

in

«

i.

proportion as the wit-

9.

itself,

indeed, likewise uncertain.

In their discussion

we

can and must dis-

9 sqq.; 1 Pet.

tinguish what refers to the time and place of

IJohn

composition, from those referring to the per-

18 sqq., iv. 12 sqq.; Jas. v. 7 sqq.;
23.

itself.

to be unconditionally preferred to that of tradition,

son of the composer.
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ness contradicting the book
tant,

and the origin of

is,

stone

JOHN.

perhaps because of his age, the more impor-

his error can be less readily traced.

such exegetical and historical

by reason

ST.

In addition to

Apoc,

the consideration that the

difficulties, is

of its peculiar prophetical character, manifestly serves as a touch-

by which

and exegetes,

to test the entire theological culture of critics

and, even apart from scientific elaboration, contains rich material as certainly
for the pure hope of the Christian faith, as

fanatical abuse

which the

which

is

employed upon

scientific investigation of this

does apparently for a curiosity

it

Thus

that hankers after disclosures of the future.

book

is

is

explained not only the

but also the animosity by

this book,

disturbed more than that of

any other in the Bible, — the O. T. Apoc. perhaps excepted.

The most

can-

did and courageous judgment in regard to this has been excellently stated

by Hengstenb.:^ " The position which every one takes, with respect

to the con-

tents of the book, is decisive concerning his blessedness or condemnation."

The book's

a.

testimony concerning

position, is (a) direct;

i.e.,

as to the place

itself,

2

and time of com-

there are in the Apoc. express declarations from

which the time (and place) of composition can be learned, without requiring, as in the indirect testimonies, the interposition of a

combination of

rela-

tions occurring in other places.

As John's Apocalytic prophecy
Lord's return, in such a

way

looks towards

that there

proper goal,

its

viz.,

the

presented within the historical

is

horizon of the prophet, not only unbelieving Judaism, but also antichristian

heathenism, and that, too, under the concrete form of
so in these

two

Rome ruling the world; ^

respects the Apoc. contains direct chronological testimonies,

viz., ch. xi. 1-14,

and

chronologically, this

chs. xiii.

is

and

If the

xvii.

two testimonies harmonize

the more important as the contents of the former

are in other respects dissimilar from those of the latter.

Whether

xi.

1-14

^

be a prophecy concerning the impending destruction

of Jerusalem as such, or not,

may

here be left entirely undecided.

sufficient for chronological interest, that that

supposition that the destruction of the

is

prophecy depends upon the pre-

Holy City had

not yet occurred.

derived with the greatest evidence from the text, since

the Holy City,

It

it is said,

down by the

This

is

ver. 2, that

This

Jerusalem,^

is

to be trodden

testimony of the Apoc, which

is

completely indubitable to an unprejudiced

1 ii.

372.

8

Cf

4

Why

,

i.e.,

2

xxii. 18, 19.

assigns the Apoc. to the time of the destruction of Jerusalem.

§ 2, 3.

E. Bohmer (Ueber Verfasser und

Ab/assungffseit der johannischen Apok.^ etc.,
Halle, 1855, p. 23) has not taken into considera,tion si. 1 sqq., is inconceivable.

Gentiles.^

Besides, he

^ Cf.,
s

,

„

„

besides, v. 8.
r.

Trar/jo-oucrt.

iBveaiv. koX tijv tt6\iv

Cf.

Luke

xxi. 23

earat TraToujueV/j vito kOvoiv,

:

tijv

ayiav

/cat 'lepouaaArj/ut
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be misunderstood only with great

difficulty,^

by accompany-

acceptance with the avowal that so eminent an interpreter as Irenaeus

its

made an erroneous statement concerning
The

the time of

its

composition.

chronological results of xi. 1 sqq. are confirmed by wjhat

chs. xiii.

and

Even here a completely

xvii.

vidual difficulties

is

is

said in

certain explanation of all indi-

not advanced, but only the recognition of certain funda-

mental lines of exposition

:

viz.,

that the beast rising from the sea with his

ten horns, seven heads, and ten crowns (ch. xiii.), essentially signifies noth-

ing else than the beast with seven heads and ten horns carrying the great
harlot

in other words, that as certainly as the

;

indicated in

mysterious

xiii. 8,

name Babylon,

xvii. 5, refers

does xvii. 9 refer to the seven

name

of the beast (AaTelvog)^

Roman secular empire, so also the
and also that not only
to Rome

can apply only to the

;

hills of the seven-hilled city,

but also that the

seven kings mentioned in xvii. 10, w^ho are represented by the seven horns,
are to be understood not of dynasties or governments, but of personal sovereigns,

and therefore of the

Roman

emperors.

be correct, then xvii.

If that

18 contradicts the statement of Irenaeus, that the Apoc. was beheld under

Domitian; for

if five

of the heads,

emperors, have fallen, then the one

i.e.,

no case be

at that time present, the sixth, can in

We

than Vespasian.

later

reach him by beginning with Augustus, and passing over the three kings

between Xero and Vespasian (Galba, Otho, Vitellius), regarding their short
reign as an interregnum.^

10 w^th

After

this,

the result of the combination of xvii.

1-14 would be, that the Apoc. was written in that part of the

xi.

reign of Vespasian which was prior to the destruction of Jerusalem,

between the close of December,

Day

of

day

after

i.

John beheld the

i.e.,

the Lord's

him

as Nero's

immediate successor,

In a chronological respect, the distinction

Galba reigned only from June,

68, to January, 69.

and

nological results respectively rests.

Hofmaan,

a. a.

O, U., p. SOI. Ilengstcab.,

xvii.,

Cf. Suetonius, Yeapaa.
et

1

:

Rebellioxe

caede incertcm; diu

et

gwasi VAGUM IMPERIUM suscepit Jirmavitque

tandem gens Flavia.

" The Flavian gens at

is

w^ould

— but

insignificant, as

More important

upon which each

is

the

of these chro-

According to our view, the account in

length received and established the imperial

power which by the

6tc.

trium principum

it

others regard the sixth emperor present to John, not as Ves-

diversity of exposition in chs. xiii.

2

if

revelation on Easter of the year 70.

since they do not reckon

as Galba.

.1

And

which Sundays were designated as Lord's Days, then

Ewald and

—

of 70.

10 were to be regarded not as a Sunday, but as that particular

follow 3 that

pasian,

and the spring

69,

rebellion

and slaughter of

the three princes had been long uncertain and
as

it

3

were

i?i

Bohmer,

transition."
p. 29.

;
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Otho and

ch. xiii. presupposes that not only Galba, but also

whom Ewald

latter of

comparison with ch.

which one

time

ten

Augustus

;

2,

Vitellius

ers

death, and yet healed,

— but

horns and ten crowns, he means on the one hand

whose actual reign

persons,

Tiberius

is

;

;

4,

10, Titus)

:

Claudius
but,

;

Nero

5,

;

6,

same

at the

ten kings,^ i.e.,

symbolized by ten horns and crowns

Caligula

3,

Vespasian

9,

;

;

while the

;

time Vespasian had

sqq.) ascribes to the beast seven heads,

(xiii. 1

wounded unto

is

Vitellius, the

to the past

xvii. yields the result that at that

For when John

the throne.

— of

8,

no way considers, belong

in

Galba

;

(viz.,
7,

1,

Otho

on the other hand, the three usurp-

between Nero and Vespasian could not have the same position with

the other emperors as " heads " of the beast

which rendered "the imperial power uncertain

lion of the three princes"

fore,

to the

head of the
He, there-

in transition," gave the mortal

appears as the

family,

head of the beast

sixth

;

he

the

is

but from ch.

is

xvii.

is

saints, sitting

even the beast

is

Roman Em-

drunk with the blood of

upon that beast, describes the world's metropolis, Rome,

the concrete embodiment of the

The

xiii.,

not throughout the same.

a beast appears as the symbol of the antichristian

xiii.,

pire; while ch. xvii., under the figure of the harlot

there

But whether

learned not from ch.

Yet, notwithstanding the substantially identical signifi-

cance in the whole, the presentation of details

way.

of the Flavian

first

which has again established the tottering government.

the sixth or the seventh head was then ruling,

In ch.

wound

which was healed only when Vespasian seized the power.

and as though
beast,

on the other hand, " the rebel-

;

itself is

seven heads,

Roman dominion

as

But

over the world. ^

depicted and understood in a somewhat different

i.e.,

emperors, are alike; but from the seven crowns

no speech, but only from the ten horns, which, however, do not
in a parallel with the seven heads, but describe

^ still

stand, as in ch.

xiii.,

future kings.

These ten horns have therefore nothing whatever to do

with the reckoning and interpretation of the seven heads, as

from

ch. xiii.

and

xvii.

The seven heads

10.

are,

as

Emperors Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero
fallen (xvii. 10)

other which

The

eighth,

;

to come,

and when come

to

xiii.,

the

five

are

— these
;

and Titus, the

remain only a short time.

symbolized by no special head on the beast, since he himself will

be regarded the personification of the whole beast
tian, the

established

in ch.

the sixth, which was then the present one

is still

is

whom

it is

("He

John considers not only

as the individual personification of the

1

Cf. xvii. 10.

«

Cf

.

xvii. 18, ^ TTo'Ais

of the seven ").4

8 xvii. 12.
;

v. 9, opij

kmi.

*

Cf Exposition.
.

there-

This eighth emperor

fore B^id, EK rCyv ETTTa hoTLv

is

Domi-

(xvii. 11), is, then,

second son of Vespasian, the brother of Titus, of

Roman

^
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Roman dominion

last possessor of the

as in his person this finds its complete fulfilment, with

;

over the

him

also

it

perishes. 1

In respect to the chronological interest, there

only one point of the

is still

account in xvii. 8 sqq., to be kept in view, which serves to more accurately

The

determine the declaration in xvii. 10.

and

beast, says John,'-^ was,

Here not only the ^iXku

shall ascend out of the abyss.

healed mortal wound,^ can remain undiscussed.
is

is not,
r.

but also the relation of the entire conception to that of the

ajivoaov (v. 8),

the beast

and

uval3aiveiv ek

not^

and yet

is

It results only in this: viz.,

This can have the mean-

the sixth of his heads.

ing only that the then present emperor (Vespasian), symbolized by the sixth

way

head, has the dominion in such

that, while in

one respect he must be

regarded a real head of the beast, yet in another respect
that the dominion over the world, signified by the beast,

prophetic enigma appears therefore to point to the time

is

it

As Vespasian

be said

This

when Vespasian was

proclaimed emperor by his Oriental legions, while Vitellius
the head of his Germanic army.

may

not there.

stood at

still

had, in fact, already

won

the

— for there was no doubt as to what would be the result of the war
with Vitellius, — Vespasian was already the head of the beast; and yet his
empire,

imperial power was not unquestioned and undivided, and the

Roman

minion over the world lay neither in his hand nor in that of Vitellius.
far,

says John, the beast

is

This condition of things, which created

not.

commotion in Egypt,

violent

do-

In so

Syria

(Palestine),

and Asia,* where the

legions swore allegiance to Vespasian, occurred in the beginning of the year

At

70.

this time, therefore,

composition of the Apoc.

;

upon the
and

basis of xvii. 8 sqq.,

we must put

the

we

that, too, with the greater certainty, as

have already been taught from

ch. xi.

1

sqq., that

it

was

at all events

completed before the destruction of Jerusalem.
(p)
origin,

The

indirect self-witness of

which

is

in

its

the Apoc. concerning the time of

very nature more indefinite and doubtful,®

relation of Christians to

Jews and heathen, and

lies in

in the intimations given of

What appears in both respects,
so much in fixed historical form,

the inner circumstances of congregations.
the

Apoc, appears on

hand not

the one

rather in the garb of a prophetic description

by no means so

1 xvii. 8,

*

11 sqq.

s

.

It is

but, on the other hand,

2

xvii, 8, 11.

horn, to

fix

ii.

78 sqq.

;

Sueto-

as, e.g., in

Eich-

are

mentioned

78.

Cf ., on the cou-

trary, already Heinrichs.
«

5.

improper, therefore,

we

in

as

the composition of the Apocalypse

between the years 71 and

Cf Tacitus, Histories,

nius, Vespasian,

;

fully instructed concerning the historical relations

3 xiii. 3, 4.

its

the

Cf.

LUcke, p. 433 sqq.,

Heagstenb.,

i.

p. 9 sqq.

820

sqq.,

with
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elsewhere, as with confidence to recognize

Apoc, by accounts given

in the

JOHN.

ST.

the temporal relations reflected in particular allusions of the book.

How

great was the hostility of the Jews to the Christians, cannot be

clearly learned from

ii.

ing the entire apostolic

9 sq.,

Defamations on their part occur dur-

9.^

iii.

and post-apostolic

also

know

already,

of Acts, that in the beginning the Jews instigated the civil

from the Book

At

authorities against the Christians.

common

heathen made

did not dare with their

the

martyrdom

Jews and

of Polycarp,

Under the Roman government, the Jews

cause. ^

own hands

to do

them

at the time of the revolt against the

Roman

This was true in

violence.

Yet

the time of Paul, as well as in that of Justin.^

showed

We

periods.

happened, especially

it

government, that the Jews also

May

their hatred to the Christians by deeds of violence.*

it

then, be supposed that the hostility of the Jews, indicated in the Apoc.,^

not,

was

not content with mere " blasi^heming," but brought upon Christians other

the

Romans

not consistent with

is it

Jews was

the fanaticism of the

what

tion with

And

^

sufferings also ?

is

said in xi. 3 sqq., the

Lord's brother suffered at Jerusalem

appears

this,

up

stirred

Perhaps in connec-

remembrance

may

war with

that by the
?

of

what James the

The

be recalled.'

conjecture

nearer, that the promise to the church at Philadelphia

still

without reference to the impending destruction of Jerusalem.

put together the facts that

is

it

If,

^

not

is

now, we

David's key which the Lord has, and with

which he has opened to the Church a door which no man can shut

;

that

hitherto have blasphemed are to acknowledge the Redeemer,

the Jews

who

and turn

to the

bring the 7iew

Church for aid

Jerusalem, —

;

that the speedy return of the Lord

we

all this is indicated, if

^

will

find herein traces in

general of definite historical relations, not to the time of Domitian, whose

heavy hand oppressed the Jews no

By

destruction of Jerusalem.

less

than the Christians, but to that of the

that impending judgment, the Lord would
vvv

1

Cf. also xi. 3 eqq.

t<Z

2

Mart. Poly.,

— Xpio-riaroiis

8

Cf. Justin, Dial.

IJ.€V0L

10 sqq.

Tryph.,

C.

iv Tali avvayiayal^

enl TOP XpLCTTou.
pes yevea0ai.
6<ra/cis
('*

C.

6e

Ov yap

ripioiv

vp-iiiv

C.

16: Karapoj-

Tov^ niaTevovTa<;

i^ov<TLav ix^re auroxei-

Sid tows vvv euLKpaTovvTag'

av eSvv^9rjT€,

Koi

toOto

eirpd^aTe

Cursing in your synagogues those

lieved in Christ.

power
those

to lay

who

be-

For you do not have the

hands upon us, on account of

who now have

the mastery.

But

as

often as you could, you did so").
*

Justin, Apol.,

Ad^ovres

^i*ds

i.

31:

'Avatpouvres xai ko-

ojroTav hvvv>vTa.\.

— Kal

yap kv

ye-yevrj/u.eVo) iouSai/coj

apvolvro

noKiixw Bap>[co>(e/3as

tJ^ovov; ei? TLix(apia<: Setvas, €t

'Irja-ovv

top Xpiarhv koI

("They

eKe\evev aTrdyecrdaL

slay

us whenever they are able. For,

war which

lately

/xjj

^\a(r<})r)fj.olev,

and punish
in the

Jewish

raged, Barchochebas gave

orders that Christians alone should be led to
cruel punishments, unless they

would deny

Jesus Christ, and utter blasphemy ").
^ ii.

9 sq.,

iii.

9.

^ 0aZi//is, iTdcr\eLv, ii.

9 sq.

''In the year 69.

Cf. Gieaeler, ICirchen-

gescldchle,
^ iii. 9.

I.

i.

p. 125.
^ iii- 11*
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he had loved the Church, ^ but

that upon that unbelieving people his blood would justly be avenged.

was

just this

judgment upon Jerusalem which would open

their eyes

It

one

;

indeed of fearful violence, but yet like a door opened by the key of David,

whereby believers in Philadelphia could introduce those Jews who would
hear and

More
Empire

fellowship with the eternal

see, into

and could

them

establish

and

fruitful

in the

King upon the throne of David,

hope of the new Jerusalem.

Roman

Apoc. to the

definite are the allusions of the

in its relation to the Christians

but, even in this respect, the pro-

;

phetic-poetical coloring, wherein necessarily the historical facts

must be taken into consideration.

sented,

are pre-

by neglecting

It is

that

this,

Hengstenb., with seeming confidence, reaches the solution that the Apoc.
could have been written at no other time than that of Domitian.

emperor was the

him

is

what

first,

he says, to have himself deified

said in

is

xiii. 4, 8, 12,

and

This

only, therefore, to

:

But

xviii. 18, applicable.

in ch.

xiii., it is

no particular sovereign (no particular head), but the entire beast,

which, in

its

as such,

is

godless nature,

is

To

described.

Roman

the

attributed the self-deifying pride, confiding in

unlimited authority.

If,

in his prophetic description,^

special objects, they could be only such as,
different possessors of the

Roman

by recurring in a similar way in

power, characterize

entire antichristian

its

the erection of altars which already pleased Augustus
Caligula,

who put

the head of his

and had himself saluted

himself, with special priests

concerning the

xiii.,

Roman

to the city as the concrete

world.®

"Every passage

own

statue

upon one

and

embodiment

points to

Cf. Isa. xxxvi. 18 sqq.

3

Suetonius, Cues., 88.

tropius, Ui8t.,

of the

tamen provincia
recepit.

theless, in

name

Cf. on Claudius

said in ch.

is

applied in xviii. 18

is

as little as to

Rome.

over the

any other

as, e.g., it

Besides,

displays

what the

Eu-

nisi
'•

52

:

Templa

in

nulla

commuui suo Romaeque

He

allowed temples, never-

no province unless in the common

of himself and

in

it

his statue in the

Emperor
form of

the Olympian Zeus, besides the image of

Hera

brought from Argos, representing Rome.

Octav.,

Rome." Herod

already had erected, in a city so well

^

Olympian

Roman dominion

Domitian"'

Augustus, and

vii. 13.

Suetonius,

nomine

of the

Caesarea, a temple in honor of the

9.

iii-

2

;

the madness of

^

But what

sacrifices, ^ etc.

imperial power as such,

the altars consecrated in the city of

^

*

;

as Jupiter Latiaris, erecting a temple to

emperor; but John has in view the blasphemous pride,
itself in

own seemingly

John had thought of

There belong the apotheosis, conferred already upon Julius Caesar

nature.

Jupiter,

imperial power,

its

eephus, £. Jud.,
trdge, Gotha, 1869.

i.

21, 7.

.

See especially the chapter

Kaisercultus in L. Preller's liomische Mythologie.

the Great

\ Suetonius, Caligula,

known

^ (jf.

as

Jo-

Cf Wieseler, Bei-

dj. ^vii.

21
6

Hengstenb.
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Apoc. says concerning the violence

Roman

of the

upon Christians on the part

inflicted

world-power, John thinks also pertains only to the time of

That the book was written

Domitian.

JOHN.

ST.

in the midst of the oppression of the

Neronian persecution,^ dare not be inferred, since that persecution was confined to the city of

Rome, and

to the infliction of capital

the Apoc. presupposes that the persecution
ity,2

punishment

was co-extensive with

;

while

Christian-

and was accompanied not only by executions, but by banishment

and imprisonment.^

desert islands,^

world-power
izes the

is

But

beheld in the more definite form of the harlot
appears drunk with the blood of the martyrs

city,5 it

who symbol;

just in the

degree in which the description of the world-power, ch. xvii. sqq.,
concrete than in ch.

xiii.,

is

more

the leading feature in the picture of the hatred of

has a coloring that

anticlirist

to

where the antichristian

since,

is

more

historical,

although the entire descrip-

tion always remains of so very a prophetical-poetic character, that the city,
as the proper centre of the entire empire, appears stained with the blood of

But

the martyrs shed not only in the empire, but in the whole world. ^

that already, in the times before Domitian, Christians were cast into prison,"^

and had otherwise
heathen,^

is

in their daily life to

bear the scorn and hatred of the

Nero himself

self-evident, especially after

had

in the capital

given the example by surrendering the Christians to the already long-existBut, even without definite testimonies,

ing hatred of the heathen.

it

must

be accepted, that, especially in the East, during the war against the rebellious Jews, the Christians, as the

from Jews, had

The

to

endure

all

allusions of the

Domitian than

Romans

took no pains to distinguish them

kinds of oppression and persecution.

Apoc,

no more to the times of

therefore, refer

But

to those of Vespasian.

we combine

if

the passages

already discussed, with the direct testimony derived from xvii. 10

with what

is

said in

vi.

10

that the Apoc. was written

new confirmation
under Vespasian. The question of
there will be a

sq.,

the martyrs, iuc noTc, k.tX,^ presupposes that since their

time already had transpired.

Had

Nero

:

at

but the reference

Rome

;

for, in

which Peter perished,
»
2

July of the year
after,

i.

* xiii.

xiii. 7

:

naaav

4>v\i^v

—

10.

its

application to those

as

is

64, that persecution

"

desig-

e^j/o?.

by

broke out in

highly probable, Paul had been slain

Ch.

x\'ii.

Bqq.

« xviii. 24.
'

2 Cor. x., xiii. 10.

8 xiii. 16.

9.

the souls of

martyrdom some

especially to be ascribed to those executed

De Wette, Lucke, Ewald, Bleek.
Which Hengetenb. (i. p. 24) finds

nated also in
3

is

and

the Apoc. been seen in the beginning of

the year 70, this would have harmonized with

martyrs

sq.,

of the view

» vl. 10.

—
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at

Rome

this chronological reference is

the times of

to

rendered impossible by the

For, in a short time,^ the longing of the martyrs for revenge

answer. 2

satisfied

;

only a certain

martyrdom appointed them
quickly,^ to destroy

This

Empire,

beast, will

complete, whereupon then the entire

first suffer

the

the Lord comes, yea, he comes
to be determined

is

Domitian, the eighth,

Roman

antichristian

must

of believers

Then

drunken Rome.

eign of the antichristian
of the

number

also.

rately according to xvii. 10 sq.

tion

course, in itself, the question eug

would be with complete propriety applicable

Domitian; but

wuU be

Of

a few months previously.^

TTOTE, K.T'X,
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is

more accu-

the last sover-

i.e.,

the one who, as the personifica-

make

the

Roman

number

of the martyrs

sovereignty over the world

will fall in ruins.

Finally, the inner circumstances of the Asiatic churches
sideration,

and especially the moral

faults

and

come

false doctrines

into con-

condemned

in

Apocalyptic picture of any church be compared

the seven epistles^

If the

with such, eg., as

presented in the Pauline Epistles to the Ephesians and

is

becomes manifest, which must then be chronologi-

Colossians, a contrast
cally estimated.

Hengstenb. thinks that the space between the work of the

Apostle Paul in the Asiatic churches, and the time of composition assigned

by

Liicke, to be too brief to account for such facts as that the first love should

already have so greatly cooled, such peculiar errors have arisen, and, in general,

the entire condition of the churches become so unsatisfactory as repre-

Apoc, and that the time

sented in the

wherein this

is

Domitian

of

is

the very earliest

But, on the one hand, the departure of the

conceivable.

Apostle Paul had withdrawn a firm support from the young congregations,

— and

even the Epistles to the Colossians and Galatians show

how soon

them room,

— and, on

strong errors entered

when

the other hand,

highly improbable that the condition of those seven

it is

the apostle's absence gave

churches would not have been better than the Apoc. indicates,

if

it

had

been actually written only towards the end of Domitian's reign, and therefore after the Apostle

John had personally labored

in those congregations as his

own

for almost a generation

peculiar district.*

But

if

we

consider

that between the close of Paul's activity in Asia,'^ and the beginning of the
reign of Vespasian,

—

*

Cf.

Wieseler's

Chronologie

Zeitalters, Gott. 1848, p. 541 aqq.
2 vi. 11.

8

xpovov fXLKpov.

* iv

the time of the composition of the Apoc,

i.e.,

over twelve years intervene

rdxei, Ta\v, 6 (catpos iyyvi.

;

and that since the composition of the Epistle

des

apoat.

and

^

Chs.

«

Hengstenb.

'He

ii.

left

iii.
i.

54.

Asia after a stay of almost three

years, about Pentecost of the year 57. Wieseler, a. a.

O.

S., 118.
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to the Ephesians,^ perhaps eight years have passed

and, further, that the

;

begiiinmg of the more speculative and more practical errors which are
reproved in the Apocalyptic epistles
the times of Paul,

reasons,

had manifested themselves already

^

of the Asiatic churches, presupposed

in

by

will not appear inconceivable at the time at which, for other

Apoc,

the

— the condition

we must

composition of the book.

fix the

Concerning the place where the Apoc. occurred, the author himself gives
a definite testimony, inasmuch as he expressly states that on the Island of
in the

Patmos he received the divine revelation written
on that island

entire abode of the prophet

But

tion without any foundation.
also

composed

his

book on that

it

is

island.

book

for,^

;

only imaginary,^

is

is

that the

an

asser-

a further question, whether John

To

Bengel, Hengstenb.,

etc., this is

a matter of course, since they assume that the literary composition of the
Apoc. was completed on the very same day on which the prophetic vision

But

oocurred.

^ it is

not only inconceivable, according to the nature of the

case, that the ecstatic condition of the seer soon yields to the more tranquil

self-consciousness required for literary composition,
recurs,

and then again soon

and thus the vision interrupted by the act of writing every time

returns to

its

original connection

;

but also the preterite

was committed

contradicts the view that the Apoc.
Besides, the book

the place of

its

nowhere

But

if

expressly

any direct expression concerning

else contains

composition.

e-yevofiijv ^

to writing at Patmos.

John

"^

went

to

Patmos

in order, in the

quiet of that island, to receive the divine revelation to his spirit, and
further, the Apocalyptic writing

was intended

Minor, the opinion

that

is justified

if,

for the seven churches of Asia

John was

at

home among

that circle

of congregations, and that after his return from Patmos he wrote consecutively the revelation received for the seven churches.

was the dwelling-place of John, and therefore the place

Perhaps Ephesus
of composition;

for the conjecture readily arises, that the prophet passed over to

from one of the

cities

the nearest, and

first

SEC. IV.
h.

1

and

its

The former

Cf Welseler,
.

p. 455.

24.

Eich., EinL, a. a. O. S., 366 sqq.

p. 63.

is

OF THE APOCALYPSE.

author, also, the book itself
consists of

;

Volkmar,

gives testimony, both

such expressions as of

6

Bleek, Lticke, etc.

«

i.

M.

3 i. 9.
*

Patmos

But Ephesus

mentioned.^

indirectly.

In the year 61 or 62.

2 ii, 14, 20,

bordering closely upon the coast.

—THE AUTHOR

Concerning

directly

^

9, 10.

9 sq.

«

Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos.

9

i.

11,

ii.

1.

;
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make known

themselves

the author

of the Apoc. with the Gospel
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the latter results from the comparison

:

and Epistles of the Apostle John.

(a)

The

As

the author calls himself John,i

direct self-witness of the Apoc. to its author.

the question arises, whether

first of all

or not he wished to be regarded as the apostle of that name.
this the case, criticism

would have

Apoc,

the writer of the

to be regarded as the Apostle John, be actually

A result

justified or not.

would follow only

prejudicial to the canonical authority of the

book

in case criticism could with confidence decide that the

name

author had falsely assumed the

of the Apostle

may

donymity, in a purely literary work,

John

;

for,

while pseu-

moral respect be a matter of

in a

where not only the treatment

indifference, yet

Even were

whether the claim of

to ask further,

directed to the edification

is

of Christian churches, but also w^here the attaching of a

name

thereto

must

serve to guarantee the truly prophetic authority of a writer, such absence of

a delicate sense of regard for truth would be presupposed as would disFor, to a writer of such

qualify a Christian writer for full canonical credit.

kind, the possible literary custom of the time, according to which pseudo-

nymity

not regarded as properly

is

times,

and those which are

upon divine

to follow,

inspiration.

canonical authority of the

author

is

false,

would afford no adequate excuse

must stand

since in his moral character he

he

far above his times,

if

to these

to give an actual norm, dependent

is

But, without any difficulty with respect to the

Apoc,

it

is

the decision of criticism that the

to be regarded not the Apostle John, for the very reason that

he

does not claim to be such.

The mere mention
serve so

much

to

make

of his

own name, on

the part of the author, does not

us acquainted with the person

as, rather, to

present

the critical question, according to whose different answers the critics fall
into two chief classes, as the author of the Apoc.

The former

Apostle John.

The one group
the

Apoc, but

belong

all

class falls, again, into

consists of critics
also the Gospel

who

and the three

Epistles.
;

^

edition of the N. T.,^

2

Cf.

Hug,

Einl.,

§ 176.

C. Stern,

Kom-

G. K. Mayer, Die Aechtheii dea

John not only

To

this first

group

Apoc was

—

attacked in

and by a likewise anony-

Critical,

Emngeliums nach
il.

mentar uber die Ofenbar. dea Apostels Joh.,
Schaffh. 1854.

and

" Discourse, Historical

1 1. 1, 4, 9, xxii. 8.

not regarded the

the old Protestants; and

after the Apostolic-Johannean authenticity of the

mously published

is

ascribe to the Apostle

the Catholic expositors and critics

England by an anonymous

or

is

two very dissimilar groups.

on the Revelation
Joh.,

Schaffh.

1854, p.

139 sqq., 222 sqq.
»

The New Testament

etc.,

London,

1729.

in

Greek and English,
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ascribed to St.

" (Lond., 1730),

John

the school of Semler^
tel,5

JOHN.

ST.

by F. Abauzit,^ and

— men like Leonh. Twells,^ J. F.

Bengel, J. B. Liiderwald,® G. C.

W.

J. F. Kleuker,8 Haenlein,^ E.

Germany by

in

Reuss,* F. A. Knit-

Hartwig, Herder, Eichhorn,

Storr,'^

Dannemann " and

Kolthoff,io E.

;

recently

Hengstenberg, Ebrard, A. Niermeyer,^^ Eiliot,i3 Auberlen, E. Bohmer, Geb-

On

hardt, Kliefoth, etc.

of the school of Baur,^^

the other hand, the second group

composed

is

which ascribes the composition of the Apocalypse

to the Apostle John, while

denies his authorship of the Gospel and the

it

three Epistles. ^^

The

second

critics of the

Apoc. by the Apostle John,

the older rationalistic standpoint regard

ing

1'^
;

work written

French (Abauzit,

originally in

CEuvres diverses,

t.

London,

1.,

1770),

cf.

Oeder, Freie Uhters. iiber die sogennante

Off.

Joh. mil Aninerk, von Semler, Halle, 1769.

Abhandl.

Semler,

Kanon,

von freier

nebst Antwort

auf

des

Unters.

die Tubing. Ver-

Semler,

theidigung der Apok., Halle, 1771.

A

examination of the

critical

Text and Version of the N. T.
English,

London,

Philolog. et Crit.

.

.

,

in

Cf.

1732.

New

late

Greek and

Wolf,

Curae

Hamb.

in Apoc,

1735,

Dissert, theol. de auctore Apocal., Tiib.
Cf. his

1767.

gegen
6

Vertheidigung der

— Semler, Frankf

.

Joh.

Off.

6

Beitrage zur Kritik iiber Joh. Offenba-

Bemiihungen zur grundlichen Beurthei-

und Erkenntniss der

Offenb.

Joh.,

Offenb. Joh., Tiib. 1783.

Zweck der evangel. Gesch.

u. der

Briefe Joh,,

Uher den Ursprung und Zweck der

Joh.,
8

Hamburg,

10

i.,

Off.

1800.

Handbuch der Einleit. in

If. T., vol.

die Schriflen des

Eri. 1801, p. 220 sqq.

Apocalypsis Joanni Ap. vindicata, Hafn.

1834.

Off.

Joh.,

Hannov.

Verhandeling over de Echtheid der joSchriften,

G-ravenhage,

1852.

Cf. Lechler, Stud. u. Krit., 1856, p. 867 sqq.
13

Horae Apocalypticae, or a Commentary

on the Apocal., cHtical and historical,

London,
1*

iv. ed.,

1851.

Cf. Baur, Krit. Untersuchungen iiber die

Christenthum und die

Das

Kirche der drei

christl.

ersten Jahrhunderte, Tiib. 1853.
15

Volkmar

from these as

deviates so far

an

anti-Paulist.

genf.,

16

to

Apoc. was composed not by the

assert that the

Cf.,

spirit

by

on the other hand, Hil-

Der Kanon und der Kritik des N.

T.,

Einl., p. 681.

Abauzit, Oeder, Semler, etc

Aufkldrung

keiten der Aloger

,

M. Merkel,

iiber die Streitig-

— als Beitrag zum zuerlassi-

gen Beweise, dass die Apok. ein undcht Buch
sei,

Neue Apologie der

Tiib. 1786, p. 70 sq.
8

12

Uistorisch-krit.

Helmst. 1777-78.
t

der Verf. der

Halle, 1863, p. 236.

1772.

rung., Braunschweig and Hildeeh. 1773.

lung

ist

Apostle John himself, but only in his

p. 387 sqq.
*

Wer

11

1841.

kanonischen Evangelien, Tiib. 1847.

Neue. Unters. iiber Apok., Halle, 1776.
8

who occupy

the Apoc. as a supposititious writ-

hanneischen

Liicke, p. 496 sq.
2

^^

the composition of the

groups, as some

while the later, more scientific criticism, which controverts the compo-

Concerning the remarkable history of this

1

who deny

class, also,

fall into different

Umstdndlicher

Frank, and Leipz. 1782.

Beiceis, dass die

Apok. ein untergeschobenes

Frank, and Leipz. 1785.

Buch

sei,

rodi,

Krit.

Gesch.

des

H. Cor-

Chiliasmus,

Ziir.

sec. 12 sqq.

Versuch einer

Beleuchtung der Gesch. des

jiid. u. christl.

1781 sqq., vol.

ii.

Bibelkanons, Halle, 1792,

vol.

ii.

p. 301 sqq.,

etc.

"

Oeder

(cf. also

Corrodi,

ii.

332) again ad-

vanced the idea already expressed in ancient
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sition of the Apoc.

and

by the Apostle John

more or

Epistles),

(i.e.,

57
by the author of the Gospel
Apoc.

less definitely asserts that the writer of the

did not wish to be regarded the Apostle John, and, therefore, that the book
is

not supposititious, although

it

cannot be ascertained with certainty whether

the writer be possibly the presbyter John,i or another of the same name,^

perhaps the evangelist John

From

the fact

the writer of the Apoc. calls himself John,

tliat

—

jNIark.^
it

does not

immediately follow that he must be regarded the apostle of that name, but
only that to the

of readers of the

first circle

prophet must have been

made, not only to

book that self-designation of the

Quite a different representation has been

sufficient.

but already in ancient times, by the tradition that the

us,

Apostle John composed the revelation to which that
the question

whether the book

is,

avT.,

kfiaprvpijGEv,

ascribed improperly to John's apostolic

1,

i.

i.

attached.*

But

ofl&ce

nor in the

;

which no more contains any allusion to a former written

2,

declaration of John,

i.e.,

found any to the fact

from

is

There are none such in the expression, tu

concerning the composer.
dov?i(f)

name

contains any further intimations

itself

^

to his Gospel, than in the baa eldev there

that John

was an eye and ear witness

^

;

to

is

be

nor also

9 sqq., for the ancient tradition of the banishment of the apostle to

i.

the Island of

Patmos

does not speak in any

arises

from a misunderstanding of

way concerning

witness of the Apoc. concerning the
of negative character, as

it

John whom

known

only makes

[See Note

which

this passage,

The immediate

a banishment.'^

mentions as

self-

author

is

that the writer of the Apoc.

is

No

it

its

not the Apostle

John.

shows

the relation of the writer of the Apoc. to the churches to and

for

itself in

whom

he writes.

I.,

p 87.]

John writes only

trace of apostolic authority

as a brother

and companion,^ without

asserting that paternal attitude to his little children

takes in his

first Epistle,

which the Apostle John

without detracting from his fraternal fellowship,

and of which some indications or other must have been found
this

if

life,

had actually been written by the Apostle John, and

after

writes not

many

gin

(cf. § 5),

that the

Apoc. derived

its ori-

from Cerinthus.

1

Bleek, Ewald,

Heinrichs, Ewald,

him by

en, Ziir. 1843.

the Lord.

Cf.,

*

See above, sec.

6

Kliefoth.

ander, " History of the Planting and Train-

6

Acts xxi. sqq.

">

See Exposition, and

ii.

Hamburg,

The

on the other

Wette, Liicke; Ne-

'

of the Apoc.

p. 778 sqq.

'

Ing," etc.,

end of his

from apostolic sovereignty, but from an especial revelation

the seven epistles were expressly dictated to

times

The author

years' service in those churches.

Apoc.

in the

at the

66.

De

1841, vol.

ii.

p. 540 sq.

Hitzig, tiber Johannes Markua u.

s.

Schri/t-

s

Rev.

i.

9.

5.

cf. sec. 5,

;

even

apostle

side,

LUcke,
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hardly needed the complete and emphatic attestation to which the prophet
Possibly

refers in his special appeal.^

where, neither in the introduction

^

close, is there

the least trace

Lord and the Apostle John.

of the confidential relation between the

A peculiar testimony

more important that^ no-

it is still

nor at the

to the fact that the author is not one of the apostles,

he himseK gives in the way in which he portrays their prominent position in
In the twelve foundations which support the walls of the

the Church.

Jerusalem, are the names of the twelve apostles

twenty-four elders

who stand

^

;

before the throne of God, are probably to be

The

reckoned the twelve apostles, regarded as the patriarchs of the N.T.^
point here

^ is

of modesty

much

not so

that such a representation would be a violation

the author of the Apoc. were himself one of the twelve

if

on the other hand,

apostles,'^ as,

New

in the second half of the

has to do with the complete objectivity

it

with which the twelve apostles are presented to the author of the Apoc.
This has been

felt

even by Hengstenb., only with the result that he has not

inferred that the author of the Apoc.

must stand outside

twelve, but simply that the Apoc. could have been

end of the apostolic period."

Yet

writer of the Apoc. seeing himself

name

this does not

among

in the twelve foundations of the

to Eph.

ii.

mouth

passage the gen. tuv

of an apostle.

airoGTo'kLiv

is

remove the

New

Even

Jerusalem.
is

While we concede that

mode

the

own

the appeal

said in Rev. xxi. 14 incon-

an appositive gen. to the

therefore, that, according to a different

at the

difficulty of

the elders in heaven, and his

20 does not serve to render what

ceivable in the

of that apostolic

composed " only

of conception

former

in the

t(j

from

dtfieXiu,

1 Cor.

and

iii.

11,

the apostles and prophets are themselves considered the foundation of which
Christ

the corner-stone

is

;

^

yet

we do not conclude ^

that only a pvpil of the

apostles could have written thus concerning the apostles, as

Eph.

20, but

ii.

John

the apostles,io

belong to the twelve.
(/3)

The

it is

written in

believe that only Paul, not one of the twelve, could have

Just, therefore, as Paul (Eph.

thus written.

from

we

^^

ii.

20) distinguishes himself

evidently presupposes that he himself does not

[See Note

II., p. 87.]

indirect self-witness of the

Apoc. to

its

author

lies in the relation

occupied by the Apoc. to the writings of the Apostle John.

In the entire

mode

many

of conception

and statement,

in type of doctrine,

9 sq.

1

i.

2

Cf.

Ewald, Jahrbiicher der

iensch. V. 1853, p. 179 sqq.
8

Cf especially

*

xxi. 14.

.

6 iv. 4, 10.

i.

9-20.

bibl.

Wis-

and

6

Cf. also xviii. 20.

">

Ewald.

8

Cf.,

»

Cf.,

in

linguis-

on the contrary, Hengstenb.

on the contrary, Meyer.

De Wette.

10

Cf., especially, also 1 Cor. xv. 5, 7, 11.

"

Rev.

iv. 4, xxi. 14.
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the author of the Apoc.

tic peculiarities,

is

John

;

all

rigid proof cannot be deduced.

from the

i.e.,

must be acknowledged at the very beginning,

self- witness of the Apoc. on

from

clearly to be distinguished

the author of the Gospel and the Epistles of
It
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that,

apostle.

from the indirect

the sides above mentioned, a completely

For as the Apoc. belongs

to

an entirely

different class of writings from the Gospel and the Epistles of John, as even

the Apoc. epistles could not have the
epistles of the apostle, it

Holy Scriptures,

tivated in the

same

literary character as the three

depends ultimately upon the tact of the

critic cul-

as to whether he will decide that the differ-

ences between the Apoc. and the writings of the Apostle John, denied by no

thoughtful person, have their ultimate foundation in the difference of subjects,

And

or the personal diversity of authors.

this decision is in

no way

conditioned alone by critical observations as such, but rests fundamentally

which in the

function

may be

upon certain theological

principles,

said to be transparent.

For, just to the degree in which the visions de-

critical

scribed in the Revelation are in their genesis to be regarded independent
of the individuality of the prophet,

and the composition of the book

only a relation of images previously objectively formed,
ception and composition conditioned

must the

by the

it

may

be asserted that

position of the Apoc. and the other

temporaneous

From

it is

this

inconceivable that the com-

Johannean writings should have been con-

yea, the substantial ignoring of the difference between the

2

;

Apoc. and the Gospel with the Epistles, in connection with which there
perhaps an allusion
jects, is

for

still

made

is

to the difference in the character of the sub-

from that standpoint much more correct than when

by the statement,

Apoc,

be

subjectivity of the prophet,^

critical significance of the differences indicated vanish.

standpoint, therefore,

to

and not as a con-

it is

accounted

between the composition of the Gospel and the

that,

there lies almost the life of a generation, in which time the apostle

could have developed from the author of the Apoc. to that of the Gospel.

Even though
and other

this

development be not regarded a retrogression, as by Eichhorn

rationalists,

age, an unfitness of

which agrees

ill

who

John

find in the Gospel

and the Epistles traces

to be the author of the Apoc. is

with the idea of his apostolic

office,

and

of old

thus assumed

that, too, apart

from

the fact that then the testimony of Irenaeus, according to which the Apoc.
originates with the Apostle

must be abandoned
from

John and towards the end

at least as to its latter half.

his standpoint, correct throughout,

Cf. sec. 2.

2

is

therefore,

when, holding fast to the testimony

of Irenaeus even in a chronological respect,

1

of Domitian's reign,

Hengstenb.

^a,

e.g.,

he denies that the differences

the Catholic Mayer.
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ST.

JOHN.

between the Apoc. and the other Johannean writings are such as to justify
the inference of different authors, and proceeds, on the other hand, to trace

For

the peculiarities of the Evangelist also in the writer of the Apocalypse.

then the defence rests with

emphasis upon the assumption that John, as

" in the Spirit,"

Apoc, was

writer of the

all

which as Evangelist he was

Besides, not only does Hengstenb. see in the declaration,

that which " convicts of falsehood

"

^

the critics

kytvb\iriv ev

who wish

the

not.^

nvevfian

human

^

genius

of the writer of the Apoc. to be recognized, in distinction from that of the

Evangelist

;

but he regards

it

a priori self-evident that so great a prophecy as

that of the Apoc. " could proceed " only from the circle of the apostles, yea,

only from one

who among

the apostles himself had one of the

This Apocalyptic prophecy, he says, "
"highest apostolic gift
that he

first assert

is

and who

;"

an apostle."

summit

which

is

presented in the

Book

This
;

is

not meant as though the Apoc.

^

but in the sense in which Auber-

of all biblical prophecy is the apocalyptic,

mode

But

and the Revelation of John.'

of Daniel

just as certainly as the allegorical

Auberlen,

places."*

" has this in the highest degree need not

^

element belonged only to N. T. prophecy
len also asserts that the

first

the N. T. prophecy absolutely," the

is

of exposition,

by which Hengstenb.,

the Apoc. the most special and comprehensive circum-

etc., find in

stances, is incorrect, is it without proper foundation to accord to the writer

of the Apoc. the highest honor of prophetic character.
getical superstition,
tial

mode

entire

Johannean writings.

of

The

essential distinction

this

O.

1 a. a.

II.,

mode

(s. o. sec. 2),

gin.

which obtain

the critics and exegetes of the Apoc.

how

the estimation of the

goes hand in hand with the
its

critical

book

judgment

apostolic or non-apostolic ori-

Hengstenb., Auberlen,

etc.,

regard the

book as written by the Apostle John, because
it

directly

his school regard the

its

presupposes the greatest fulness of apostolic

Wette,

etc.,

beneath the line of

them

it

appears far inferior to the

it

Cf De Wette,
.

shell after

stands

p. 6

:

"A

intel-

Johannean writings,
book, of which

lay aside an entire chapter as an

juice."

De

full apostolic dignity, espe-

lectual elevation of the

must

Luclje,

regard the book as not written by

the Apostle John, because to

cially as

viz.,

production

whither the strongest

tradition points, is conceivable.

theological fundamental views

concerning

Baur and

in the apostolic times,

O.

It is characteristic of the three different

among

and

of contemplation appealing to the

Jewish-Christian, culture, that

6 s. o. sec. 2.
7

briefly

standing on so low a stage of Christian,

'

p. 39.

" a. a.

— to speak

book as written by the Apostle John, because

'

O,, Ist ed. p. 170.

lies

inspiration.

pp. 425, 431.

10.

3 a. a.
* i.

that in the former a

:

between the

contemplation, and accordingly of statement also, of the

writer of the Apoc. and the Apostle John,

— in
i.

kind of exe-

comparison, of the difference between the Apoc. and the apostolic and

especially the

2

It is a

which prevents the recognition, by means of an impar-

we

empty

having pressed out a few drops of

Cf also Luther in his Pre/ace of 1523.
.
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In the writer of the

expressed.

is

while in the apostle there

is

pure thought, in

When

and gracious life-power.

free truth, speculative depth,

its

the writer of

the Apoc. introduces, prior to the actual advent of the Lord, long series of

purely earthly and cosmic plagues, or of such as are produced by infernal

and ignivomous

creatures, e.g., scorpion-like grasshoppers

mode

ful

of contemplation

is

horses, such fanci-

as foreign to the Evangelist as

the statement

is

of the writer of the Apoc. concerning the nearness of the advent, since the

only regards the then existing

latter not

Roman Empire

coming of the Lord

is

to be overthrown and perish.

be justified,

tors are to

who

^

Besides,

if

who by

the

such exposi-

hold, concerning this, that the writer of the

Apoc. considers Nero returned from the dead as the eighth and
of course comprehensible if the incorrectness of such

it is

form

as the last

of antichristian heathenism, but designates a definite emperor,

last

emperor,

an exposition

becomes, to the criticism of the school of BaUr, a proof against the origin

from the Apostle John

of the Apoc.

;

but one who acknowledges the N. T.

conception of apostolic endowments and authority, 2. and finds the Gospel

with the Epistles of John corresponding thereto, should need no proof that
the apostle could not have written such a fable of a Nero redivivus.
If particular

Apoc, who

the

— in contrast with the pneu— to estimate what peculiar to the writer of

examples be required, in order

matical character of the apostle

is

loves to display everything in concrete, plastic forms, in fixed

and defined mass and numbers, we need only
the description of the throne of

angels,^ the angel of the waters,^ etc.

numbers and places

own

presentation,

®

belong here.

it is

recall the seven Spirits of

God and

the

new Jerusalem,

even general tabular statements of

;

If the

easily understood

Apoc. be received according to

how through

;

'

its

this peculiar character

of concrete, external visibility, the poetic beauty of the

conditioned

God,^

the seven

book

is

essentially

but at the same time such a species of poetic genius makes

itself perceptible as is entirely different

from the personality of the Apostle

John, devoted entirely to introspection, and most delicately organized for
purely spiritual objects and relations.

The

characteristic distinction of the

mode

of presentation (style)

whole, chiefly only the necessary reflection of the underlying

templation

1

;

yet certain elements and

Ae even Niermeyer, who

1876.

my treatise on

^

i.

^

xvi. 5.

"

Cf. on ix, 14.

the Apostle Peter, Hann.

^

In connection with which, there
blunder of

as a

into

* viii. 2.

4, v. 6.

artistic

is,

of con-

come

Apoc. by the

Apostle John,
Cf.

of presentation also

yet "wishes to

assert the compoBition of the

*

means

mode

viii. 12.

is

also the

;
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consideration, which have their natural source outside of the personality of

the author, but just on this account afford a fulcrum for the science of

by giving the means

cism,

for judging as to

criti-

whether the Evangelist John

has appropriated the items conditioning the mode of presentation in the

same way

as has the writer of the Apocalypse.

It

mode

manifest in the

teristic of the deliberation

in general, a charac-

is,

of thought of the Apostle

John, that the statement has something on which

it

lingers, giving oppor-

tunity for calm contemplation, and presenting

its

various sides in what

on

it

might be called a circular movement about a subject which
close at hand.i

United with this

how

understands, also,

to use

is

Apocalypse throughout does not harmonize.
of the Apocalypse cannot speak in the

these two works

manner

key

result, that just as the distinction in

mode

the historical writing of the apostle, in no

of the First Epistle of

This

is

John

;

way

but

would nevertheless

of statement in the Epistles,

and

conceals the essential simi-

apocalyptic and an epistolary or historical style, must

mind

it

based upon the subject-matter between an

But that

underlying identity of authorship.
lypse, another

of the

It is self-evident that the writer

came from the same composer,

larity, so, also, the distinction

kept

still

mild speech as a means to reach the heart.

But, with this keynote of the Apostle John's discourse, the

if

is

that gracious and gentle love which

is

still

manifest a deeply

In the Apoca-

not the case.

and another mouth speaks.

thinks, another heart beats,

not said in the least to the discredit of the writer of the Apocalypse

for there

must be in the kingdom of God many men, even many

and yet not every one

But

breast.

is

to speak like the one

this voice of the disciple

who

we cannot
Even

language of the writer of the Apocalypse.

teachers,

leaned on the Lord's

recognize again in the
the Apocalyptic epistles,

that to Ephesus not excepted, are written in the lapidary style of brief sen-

The

tences of the sharpest precision.
trovertible

ol6a,

introductions rode

the incisive reproofs, peremptory

direct threats, even the accredited sentences

;

but throughout, there

is

icrX, the incon-

of repentance,

and rich promises,

most pregnant way, the majestic sublimity which
book

"MysL,

demands

peculiar to the entire

is

so little of the subtile

mildness, which expresses itself in the gentle

harmony

magic of the

on the other hand, even in the minutest

details, the structure of
is

which by

its

disdain of

inner consecutiveness of thought,^
'

Cf.

Coram, on

1

John

i.,

p. xxix. sqq.

from

ch.

on, almost all the sentences begin with

/cai,

2 It

iv.

my

is

has been observed,

e.g., that,

apostle's

of a flexible style, that

sentences of the writer of the Apocalypse
his language,

words and

such as to render rough and

all polish,

yea almost of

just as truly the
while chs.

i.-iii.

and

possess, in the

mode

all

stiff

signs of

of expression

are mostly without any ex-

press connective; and that the Apocalyptic
style is

remote from that circumstantiality

:

INTRODUCTION.
corresponding to his peculiar

The mode

mode

of contemplation, as

and epistolary writer John.

to the Evangelist

of contemplation

appears foreign

it

[See Note

III., p. 87.]

and expression of the Apocalypse has been

called Old-Testamental and Judaeo-Christian
it
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yea, there has been

;

found

in

even a strong leaning towards rabbinical and cabalistic representations

while the Apostle John stands at the summit of the New-Testament stand-

and

point,

mode

his entire

most remarkable

and speech

of contemplation

In this point,

Hellenistic.

Herder,

irregularities.

e.g.,

from the Apostle John, and his judgment
from which I can explain, in

is

Gentile-heathen,

the criticism of the Apocalypse displays the

also,

its place,

holds to the origin of the book

"The whole — the

is:

design,

every thing, to every manifestation,

every angel, every sign, almost, I might say, every word

—

is

the vision of

Christ in the beginning of the book, clothed in the brilliancy of the Sephiroth."'^

To Baur^

the Judaic narrowness of the book (as he regards, e.g., Rev. xxi. 14,

as excluding Paul

from the number of the

apostles,

be an attack upon Paul and Pauline Christianity
its

Ewald, who finds

origin from the Apostle John.

more that

is

rabbinical than do Liicke, Bleek, and

son denies that

it is

the apostle's

and

;

from the Old Testament, and trying

14

sq., to

historical trace of

in the

Apocalypse far

De Wette,*

while Hengstenb.,

rabbinical and cabalistic, explaining what

ii. 2, vi. 9,

an

3) is

for this rea-

deny every thing

etc.,^

seemingly so immediately

is

to trace the

same

in the Evangelist, in

order to ascribe the Apocalypse to the Apostle John.

In order, therefore, to establish that the distinction between the Apocalypse

and the other Johanneau writings

authors, there

is

is

accountable by the diversity of

no need of proof that the A230calyptic modes of conception

and expression are

so greatly interpenetrated

by

rabbinical-cabalistic ele-

ments, as Herder even expressly asserts, or that they stand upon so low a
standpoint of Judaic bias as the school of Baur believes that
the one

as incorrect as

is

are at hand,

the other, — but

and scarcely need

results

discerns,

— for

from two sources that

citation; viz., the relation of the Apocalypse

Old Testament, and, even

to the

it

it

if all

other numerical statements be omitted,

the application, according to no Old-Testament type, of the art of gematria^
which the apostle delights

to present in the

parallelism of positive and negative sentences.

An

appeal to disprove this

to Rev.

ii.

9,

is

xx. 6 (Nierm.).

improperly made
Besides,

two

in-

dividual examples would not prove linguistic
character; but compare these sentences with
the
1

apostle's

John

ii.

1 a. a.

mode

4 sq., v. 10.

O., p. 334.

of

expression,

e.g.,

in

2

jjnters.

iiber

die

kanon.

Evang., pp.

345 eq., 368.
3 /^/.^ § 2,

Anmerk.

*

Cf. especially Liicke, p. 688 sqq.

^

Cf.

Havernick,

De

Kabbalistica,

Apocalypsi inesse dicitur, forma

et

quae

indole,

Rost. 1834.
e [i. e.,

the numerical indication of names.

See Farrar'e Early Days of Christianity, p.

;
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as possible.

Long ago

it

was

noted,^

that the Apocalypse does not contain a single express citation,^ but also that

through and through with allusions

it is filled

No book

Old Testament.

of the

New

is

heard nowhere

But the

John.

describes in

resort to an

is

letters, in their

is

Similar
the

I

H,

;

but what

number 318

is

the designation of the

name

number 888;^ and the prophecy

made

is

is

numerical valuation,

John do

similar occurs in the

of Jesus, while the 300,
to redemption.

to point

of Jesus, in the sibylline books,

that

Rome

^

applied so that 18 desig-

name

the initial letters of the

written with the cruciform T,

is

of the Apocalypse

of such nature, that the writings of the Apostle

Epistle of Barnabas, where the

which

the

than in the Gospel and Epistles of

less

not offer even the most remote similarity

nates the letters

of,

in tone, so completely

is,

enigma whereby the writer

numbers a name whose

sum,

yield that

and reminiscences

the Apocalypse; but, on the other hand, the Old-

Old-Testamental as

Testamental tone

is

to,

Testament

will stand as

many

by

years

[See Note IV.,

as the numerical value of the letters declares, viz., 948.^
p. 88.]

The

differences occurring in type of doctrine

Apoc. and the Apostle John

by

diversity in their

mode

are, in general, to

between the writer of the

such an extent conditioned

of conception, that the particular examples per-

taining thereto, concur partly with those above cited.
to the presentation of only a

as even

among

critics

few that are especially

We

confine ourselves

more

clear;

especially,

who, because of the diversity in doctrinal views, dis-

tinguish the writer of the Apoc. from the Apostle John,

it

is

not firmly

— and, from the nature of the case, cannot many cases be
firmly established to
— wherein and how far a diversity of individuality

established

it

in

all

in the composer

is

proved, and

how much perhaps must be

sity in the literary class of composition to

most decided significance

is

ascribed to diver-

which the books belong.^

the one, that the Apoc. teaches a

first

second resurrection, of which the writings of the Apostle John
little

Of

and a

know

as

as they do of the one thousand years reign, which the Apoc. places

468 sqq.

;

and

article

binical Exegesis, in

by same author, on RabThe Expositor for

1877,

Ist series, vol. v. 7.]
1

Cf. Bengel's

«

Even not

(?nomon on

i. 7,

i.

3.

with which John xix. 37

is

3

xiii. 18.

<

Sibyll. Or., ed. Gall.,

^

Id., vii. p. 715 sqq.

«

Cf.

707 sqq.

i.

Ewald, Comment.,
;

p. 176.

p.

apt to be compared. But the evangelist quotes

On

the other side, Hengstenb.,

the writer of the Apoc. does not; and not only

cf.

also

the wording, but also the relation of the two

Apok., Gotha, 1873.

passages,

1878.]

is

essentially different.

74;

Liicke, p.

Bleek, Stud. u. Krit., 1855, p. 500 sqq.
ii.

p. 444 sqq.;

H. Gebhardt, Der Lehrbegriff der
[English,

Edinburgh,
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But

resurrection. ^

this distinction in the

type of doctrine appears especially conspicuous in that the Evangelist also

way

speaks in his

of a twofold resurrection, but properly understands only

the second to be expected at the Lord's advent

;

quickening in faith, the passing from death to

while he places the spiritual
life,^

with the bodily resurrection at the

tion, parallel

2

as a spiritual resurrec-

[See Note V.,

last day.'*

p. 88.]

No less
and

important

is

the dissimilarity in the representation of antichrist,

and his kingdom.

his hostility to Christ

antichrist

,

a

e.,

i.

human

The

knows

apostle

of one

personality

who

We

believe, as does Bleek,^ that John, in

an instrument of Satan. ^

do not

will appear in a notable

way

as

mentions antichrist as an individual personality, in order to

his first Epistle,

and to change

correct this idea,

into that of the

it

many

antichrists

but,

:

on the one hand, the apostle gives no complete and precise description of
antichrist

and on the

;

other, because of the inner connection

many

one antichrist and the already present

from the Christian Church, and now disturb

God has come

that the Son of

not one

who

heathen, but

who

it

All this
occurs,"^

denying

false doctrine

Jews and

with diabolical deceit by undermindifferent in the Apoc.

is

there

and

;

just

in fact the greatest difference.

is

the antichrist, the beast from the sea,^ or the two-horned beast,

is

the false prophet?®

Each, of course, in

human personality ^^ but in
whom the Roman dominion over the

a definite

a beast,

by the

he appears to the apostle to be

in the flesh,

internally agitates

where an apparent similarity

in

it

between the

who have proceeded

attacks Christianity externally through the hatred of

ing the foundation of faith.

What

antichrists,

;

concentrated and expressed.

is

its

manifestation, appears once in

the person of the

Roman

emperor,

world, displayed under the image of

Even

the false prophet has

imme-

diate reference, not with respect to an opposition to divine fundamental
truth,

but only as regards the

Epistles

first

beast,

whose blasphemous worship he

Such an idea of antichrist as the Apostle John indicates in

requires.

^1 is

foreign to the Apoc.

It not only presents other

antichrist exists, but has an entirely different tendency
this concurs the circumstance that the
6 avTixpioTog, to

1

XX. 4 sqq.

8 1
*

which

John

iii.

2 V.

V. 25 sq.

tacked to

Apoc. does not contain the

25 sqq.

established exposition of

by Lucke, Meyer,

Cf.

my Commentary

c

p. 203; cf. also

">

xvii. 11.

on

Ewald,

1

ii.

John

1 sqq., xvii. 3 sqq., xx. 10.

no purpose by Hengstenb., who

* xiii.

11 sqq., xx. 10.

10 xvii. 11.

ii.

18.

364 sqq.

8 xiii.

it.

name

not found in

is

etc., is at-

spiritualizes

With

and meaning.

cannot be objected that the word

14.

The thoroughly

John

it

his

forms in which

"

2

John

7.
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For the Evangelist has no occasion

the Gospel of John.

to

speak of anti-

but the writer of the Apoc. could not leave antichrist unmentioned,
because it is his express purpose to fully portray the judgment of the Lord

christ

;

upon the antichristian principle whose particular manifestations
[See Note VI., p. 88.]
are actually presented.

A deeply

penetrating difference in an apparent similarity

also at xix. 13,

where Christ

is

designated by the

name

6

in the Apoc.

displayed

is

Myogrov

ready the gen. tov deov shows something of a departure from the

contemplation of the Apostle John

how

us,

the apostle

who wrote John

under any other form whatever.

1 sqq.

i.

If,

mode

of

however, utterly inconceivable to

it is,

:

Al-

deov.

could have described the Logos

against this,

accomplishment of the incarnation of the

Word

we

are reminded that the

presupposed by the de-

is

scription in Rev. xix. 11 sqq., the distinctive character of the doctrinal view

of the Apostle

John

is

presented on only one side

course, teaches that the

for the apostle, who, of

;

AVord (of God) has become man, nevertheless no-

where designates the divinely-human person of the Lord, even not in

Word

heavenly state of exaltation, as the

mode

xix. 13 seems to us to testify to a theological

indirect testimony to the fact that the Apoc.

the Evangelist John

is

We believe

iarities.'^

given, finally,

that

and grammatical

prieties

selves in the Apoc.

mode

it is

by many

was not composed by

all the syntactical

which at

first

of expression are utilized to

acter of the Apocalyptic

mode

of the subject,

which expresses
gelist

itself in

the

distinction

If the question

a whole, and the char-

of statement expressing itself in the whole

structure of the language, which

we need only

style, as

is

in its nature conditioned

refer to the fact

mode

^

that the

of statement

is

by the nature

mode

of thought

foreign to the Evan-

but then the simplicity and ruggedness, yea, even the grammatical

;

incorrectness, besides the Hebraic tone of the Apocalyptic language,

appears to disdain the rules according to which man's discourse

because

more

it

to be

made prominent

in the sense that the

Gospel and Epistles of John

the peculiar Apocalyptic
1

On

Cf.

is

which

directed,

has to reveal the immutable glory of divine mysteries,^ are no

particular improprieties of construction in the
in the

impro-

sight present them-

show the

between the style of the Apostle John and that of the Apoc.
be concerning the coloring of Apocalyptic

which

particular grammatical pecul-

going too far when

irregularities

of thought

(See Note VII., p. 88.)

remarkably deviates from that of the Apostle John.

An

his

Hence Rev.

(Logos) of God.

Ewald,

p. 66 sqq.

;

mode

;

answer depends upon

Apoc, which have no analogy

but these irregularities indicate only

of statement to which they

Liicke, p. 662 sqq.

the other side, Hengstenb., p. 423 sqq.

«

See above.

^

Cf., e.g.,

i. 4.

owe

their origin.
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a rhetorical respect, significant,

us, in

when

the writer of the Apoc. does not use such customary expressions in the

writings of the Apostle

John

as are well adapted to the Apocalyptic style,

or when, on the contrary, he has favorite expressions of his own, not current

with the Evangelist John, and yet such as do not belong within the special

The most important consideration, finally,

sphere of apocalyptic literature.

are understood and fashioned

when the same expressions

is

of the Apoc. in a different

way than by

by the writer

In this last respect,

the apostle.

most significant to us appears to be the manner which the idea of the Lord

Lamb of

as the

God, derived from

Isa.

liii.,

and become the common property

The

of the Christian Church, ^ is expressed by each.
gelist, 6 aiMvbg Tov deov, is

apocalyptic rd upvlov

When

Epistles.

common

nowhere found

{to koipayfiivov)

expression of the Evan:

on the other hand, the

nowhere found in John's Gospel or

is

Hengstenb.,^ however, says that even the word apvlov

to the Evangelist

xxi. 15, even

Apoc.

in the

though

it

and

the writer of the

Apoc, and appeals

to

is

John

be conceded that this passage was written by the

Evangelist himself, the more significant becomes the constant distinction

made
term

in the designation of

ceivable

same writer

the

if

For,

Christ.

in the

the evangelist had used the

if

the lambs of Christ's flock,

upviov of

would be the more incon-

it

Apoc. would constantly have used that

expression of the Lord himself, but by an exception in his Gospel would

have selected, in order to express this idea of the Lord, the term
[See Note VIII.,

deov).

his believers,

Apoc.

;

p. 89.]

common both

is

Note IX.,

the latter,

The

p. 89.]

'lepoaoXvfia,

in the

No

Idoi}

the Evangelist and the writer of the

less

it

a definite object

writer of the Apoc. thinks and writes

enumeration of

in the

(tov

{rdv

The former

xpEvaTrjg.^

[See

^pevdfjg; ^

writes

the

'lepovaakijij.:,

although the writer of the Apoc, in the formula

follows the Greek mode.
of the

u/llvoc

with respect to Christ and

the latter, as a rule,^ uses the word absolutely.^

Evangelist thinks and writes

i2,

to

vlkuv,

but, while the former constantly adds to

Koa/iov, TOV novTjpov),

and

The word

Apoc,

and

xiii. 18,

many

in

Here belongs,

[See Note X., p. 89.]
in distinction

from the

Ide

A

particular expressions,
also,

the use

by the Evangelist.

important than these linguistic variations, and partially con-

nected therewith,

is

the circumstance that the entire series of expressions

with which the Apostle John designates his peculiar fundamental conception
of Christianity

»

Acts

* i.

viii.

and

32; 1 Pet.

i.

its life,

and which

19.

mouth, therefore, have such a

in his

1

John

ii.

B ii. 2,

p. 204.

'

Nevertheless,

*

Cf Rev.

V. 5,

cf. xi. 7, xii. 11, xiii. 7.
iii.

21,

with John xvi. 33;

e

John

13, v. 4 sq.

xxi. 8.
viii. 44,

iv. 20, v. 10.

55; 1

John

i.

10,

ii.

4, 22,
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characteristic tone, since there sounds in

ST.

JOHN.

them the

true

and

clear mysticism

of a profound spiritual realism, is far distant from the Apocalypse.

and expressions

like

t]

d7\,T]dELa,

noielv r^v akrjd., elvat

6 novTjpdc, 6 upxcjv tov koo/iov tovtov,

Tu T£Kva TOV
'nal)()nala}

XL,

6ia(36?iOv,

and

oKoria

and

if

Tzal!)f)T}Oia

fiapTvpia

and

'Itjo.,

a?iTid.,

of

and

ka tov deov elvai

of his own, not used

iitto/xov^,

Ideas

^u^ aiuviog, 6

connected with which

Koa/xog,

yewijdrj'uaL,

that of

is

[See Note

by the Apostle

where the apostle would be ex-

Expressions like y

x^P^-

oUovfievT}, ol KaTOLKovvreg kid

applied to Christ, 7 apxv

6 fiuprvg

irpuTOTOKog Tuv vEKpuv, ctc,

The

deoii,

r^f

others, the writer of the Apocalypse does not have.

The Apocalypse speaks

pected to use
TTjg yfjg^

rtKva tov

But he has a phraseology

p. 90.]

John.

tu,

^wf, closely

e/c

ttjq

KTcoeug tov deov, 6

[See Note XII., p. 90.]

the apostle does not use.

force of all that has thus been said concerning the indirect self-

witness of the Apocalypse as to
observations, but

its

author does not depend upon particular

upon the impression of the book

as a whole.

If,

then, to an

unprejudiced mind, especially to one not biassed by any testimony of
dition, this impression is

apostle,

the author of the Gospel and Epistle3 of John,

i.e.,

tra-

such that the composition of the Apocalypse by the
is,

at least, in

the highest degree improbable, this indirect self-witness of the book

is

supported by just as decided 'direct testimony, as over against that of tradition, so far as it contradicts the indirect.

SEC. v.
(/?)

As

— THE

The testimony

AUTHOR (DIRECT TESTIMONY).

of tradition concerning the origin of the Apocalypse.

the most ancient witness for the authorship of the Apocalypse by the

Apostle John, his pupil Polycarp dare not be cited.

Ilengstenb.,

who

finds

both in the Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians, and in the encyclical
letter of the

"

church at Smyrna concerning the martyrdom of their bishop,

numerous and,

in part, very clear traces " of the Apocalypse, especially

makes prominent a passage
gentler hints;"
<l)6(3ov

viz.,

which

vi.

among

the

Oiirug ovv dovlevauiiEv avru

ixetu.

us in regarding

justifies
:

Koi ndaijc Ev2a.(3eiac Kaddg avTog EVETei'XaTo, koI ol ei^ayyE'KicdftEVOL

KOX ol -KpOfpffTai, ol
TTEpl

"

Ep. to the Phil., ch.

Td Ka2.bv,

k.tX

commanded, and

("

npOKTjpv^aVTEg

TTjV

eTuVGLV tov KVpioV

Let us thus serve him with fear and

as the apostles

who preached

is

Lord himself and the
belong to the

The

good," etc.).

New

apostles,

tj

Cf. 1

named

But they are not personally
ii.

28, iv. 17.

l^rjXuTal

Let us be zealous con-

prophets, says Hengstenb.,

John

dnoaroXoi^

IJ.C)V'

reverence, as he

and prophesying of the coming

Testament.
1

rifxag

the gospel to us, and the

prophets who proclaimed before the coming of the Lord.

cerning what

all

it

after the

of the Lord,

different

from

;
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on the contrary, prophecy reached

of the apostolate,

representative of the prophets.^

But

in the bearers

Apocalypse as the

in the

come

since here the prophets could

known and acknowledged

into consideration only through a generally
sentative, and, with the exception of

summit

its

and even John himself appears

repre-

John in the Apocalypse, such an one

we must, according to the words of Polycarp, regard the
Apostle and Prophet John the author of this book. But upon the basis of
not present,

is

Hengstenb.'s conception of the expression
result

ol Trpof^rai,

would be a direct testimony to the contrary.

much more

a

meant

New

Testa-

by Polycai'p, who are mentioned after the apostles, be of the
ment, they must be distinguished from the apostles

;

writer of the Apocalypse, also belonged to their number,
ral

oi 'Kpo<pf]TaL,

— since

we know

natural

If the prophets

perhaps John, the

— observe the plu-

that there were several prophetic writings

which referred to the coming of the Lord, circulated in very ancient times,
and, as the so-called Apocalypse of Peter, and the Shepherd of Hermas, not

without ecclesiastical authority.

But we

are rather of the opinion

Polycarp had in mind not Christian, but Old-Testament, prophets.
they are mentioned after the apostles,

with the Lord himself, to

whom

is

2

that

That

necessary, because Polycarp begins

What

his apostles are added.

the apostle

has said concerning the coming of the Lord belongs to their evayy£?uoaadai
but the ancient prophets had already before proclaimed

Lord

will appear for

judgment.

Upon

{npoKTjpv^)

that the

this Old- Testament prophecy, Poly-

carp bases his earnest admonition, like Clement of Rome.^
Papias,^ Hengstenb. claims as a witness to the composition of the Apocalypse

by the Apostle John with the greater emphasis, as he regards him an

immediate pupil of the

apostle.

The

latter point is especially to

be kept in

— even
— concerning the

view, as well because of the testimony which Papias actually gives

though according to the documents offered only mediately

origin of the Apocalypse, as also because of the highly characteristic

way

which that assumed relation of Papias to the Apostle John

by

eral

Church Fathers

to be a

is

stated

It is established

by a testimony of Irenaeus,

preserved by Eusebius,^ that Papias composed only one writing
title of

sev-

very important part of the ecclesiastical tradition

concerning the Apocalypse.

books under the

in

Aoyluv KvptanCjv

;

viz., five

In a fragment of this work,®

k^riyrjaig.

expressing his predilection for oral tradition to be acknowledged trust-

worthy, he says

:

ti

6e ttov kol napTjKoXovdvKug

1, xxii. 6, 9, 16.

1

i.

2

"With Liicke, p. 520 sqq.; Bleek, Stud. u.

<

»

Ep. to the Corinthians,

Cf.

i.,

c. 23.

toi^ npeajSvTepoic e^doc, roiic tu)v

Weiffenbach, Das Papiasfragment,

Giessen, 1874.

Das

Krit., 1855, p. 181 sq.

tic;

On

the other side, Leimbach,

Papiai^fragment, Gotha, 1875.

6 ff.

E.,

iii.

39.

«

In Eusebius, as cited.
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rcpea^vTEpuv avtKptvov "koyovq
'laKujiog

tl ^Icjuvvijc

tj

tj

•

Avdpmc

tl

M.aTdaloq

irpEop-vTEpog 'lodvvrjg,

ol

n

rj

Eerpof

eIttev

tl (^t?it7rnog

t]

ETEpoq tcjv tov Kvpiov fiadrjTuv, a te

tlq

?}

JOHN.

ST.

tov Kvpiov fiadr/Tal XiyovaLv

("If then

fj

Qufiag

tl

Aptanuv

anyone

hav-

ing attended upon the elders came, I asked minutely after their sayings,

what Andrew

Thomas

or Peter or Philip or

or any other of the Lord's disciples said

;

or

From

who

named

is

in the

rank with Andrew, Peter, Matthew,

designated by the special

title

6 irpEaBvTEpog,

who

the Pres-

these words, Eusebius

two persons of the name John

infers that Papias mentions

;

viz.,

etc.,

the apostle

and the John

of course with Aristion

belonged, as well as the apostles mentioned, to the disciples of the Lord,
to his

i.e.,

immediate ear and eye witnesses, but yet in the most express manner
In the second place, from these words

distinguished from the twelve.

is

—

James or John or Matthew

which things Aristion and

byter John, the disciple of the Lord, say").

ij

koc 6

Eusebius
quoted

infers,

viz.,

;

what he confirms by other passages

that Papias was an immediate

of Papias not further

pupil, not of the Apostle, but of

Neither of the facts presented by Eusebius, from the

the Presbyter John.i

quoted words of Papias, is recognized by Hengstenb. when he ventures to assert
that those words, just as they sound, could be understood otherwise than

Eusebius has interpreted, and that therefore in them no distinction

We

is to

be

the Apostle and the Presbyter John, as two separate persons.

made between

maintain, on the other hand, that there

is

no need of opposing any

thing further than a reference to the text, which seems so unambiguous that

we regard any

What deceives

superfluous.

meaning

reference to the exegetical discussion cited from Eusebius as

Hengstb., so that he misunderstands the correct

of the words of Papias,

is

not only the fear of losing the testimony

of Papias to the composition of the Apocalypse

by the Apostle John, but

also the dread of ascribing to Irenaeus a significant error in the

When,

e.g.,

Irenaeus writes, TavTa

de kui

Uancag

Sk EToipog ysyovug, apxalog uvrjp^ Eyypu(pcjg e-KCixapTvpsl K.Tjk.

pias,

Apostle

John

:

"),2

in the

("

To

these things Pa-

he undoubtedly designates Papias as a hearer of the

mouth

of Irenaeus, the

to no other person, especially since, in

Han. TOV?

Twf auToIg

ixev Tuiv atrofrroXoiv

Xoyous Trapa

'luuvvov uk.

it is

can refer

expressly said of

sayings of the apostles from those

who accom-

panied them, and he further asserts that he

pecr^vr ipov

heard in person Aristion and the Presbyter

y^viaOaC

John. Therefore, frequently mentioning them

tou

it

'luiivvov av T rJK 00 V eavTov
6i/oju,acrTi yoOi'

TToAXaKis avTuv

4>r]<^<-

fi.vr)fjiovev(Ta^

ev

rots avTOv (rvyypo-ixacn. TLOrjtnv aincov jrapaSo('•

mere name

what precedes,

TTaprjKoKovOrjKOTuiv bixoKoyel napeiKr)-

<^€Vai, 'Apia-TLOivo? Sk Koi

o-eis

respect.

a hearer of John and a companion of Polycarp, an ancient man, bears

witness in writing

1

same

'Icjdvvov {iev ukovcttjc, liolvnup-Kov

Papias affirms that he received the

by name, he gives

their traditions in his writ-

ings").
2

g. v., xxxiii.

4.
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Quemadmodum

the Apostle John,

viderunty audisse se ah eo,

Dominus

dicehat ("

As the

Joannem

preshjteri meminerunt, qui

lum Domini
et
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quemadmodum de

illis

discipu-

temporibus docebat

who saw John, the disciple of the Lord,
how the Lord used to teach concernThen follows the well-known story of the

elders

related that they had heard from him

ing those times

and say

^

").

But with the same

mythical vines. ^

which we refuse credit to

justice with

upon the ground of what we know of our Lord's

this report of Irenaeus,

courses through the Apostle

John

in his Gospel,

must we

also,

dis-

on the ground

when he makes

of the testimony of Papias, charge Irenaeus with an error

Papias a pupil of the Apostle John,^ although he announces himself as a
pupil of the Presbyter John.

The

We

question

now

is.

What

did Papias testify concerning the Apoc.

have three data whereby this question

may be

answered.

1.

the end of the fifth century, Andreas writes, in the introduction to his

mentary on the Apoc, that there was no need

?

Towards

Com-

to speak at length concerning

the inspiration of the book,* since not only Gregory and Cyril, but also the

more ancient

and Hippolytus,

writers, Papias, Irenaeus, Methodius,

testified

Passages from these writers were also quoted in his

to its trustworthiness. 5

That Papias, in express words, stated that the Apoc. was

commentary.

what way he established

" trustworthy," or in

this,

Andreas does not

say.

Papias scarcely could have had already occasion to defend the Apoc. against
attacks

;

but

it is,

on the contrary, highly probable that Andreas derived

book from the circumstance

his testimony for the trustworthiness of the

that Papias and the other

Holy

as

'A^LomaTov (trustworthy)

Scripture.

deonvevGTog (inspired).

1

By

of the

men mentioned quoted

At any

rate, the

"those times" are meant "the times

kingdom when the

just, rising

from the

"

The days

shall

come

in

which vines

shall

grow, each having ten thousand branches, and
in

each branch ten thousand twigs, and in each

in

the Apoc. in their writings

Andreas the correlate for

important fact

is

established, that

secondly, that Papias and Polycarp had been

regarded as pupils of the Apostle John
Aucher.

dead, shall reign."
2

is

ii.

"Joannem

69:

(ed.

apost. usque ad

Trajani tempora permansisse Irenaeus tradit.

Post

quem ejusdem

auditores agnoscehantur

Papias Hieropolitanus et Polycarpus,"

etc.

true twig ten thousand shoots, and in each one

" Irenaeus teaches that the Apostle John

of the shoots ten thousand clusters, and on

mained

until the

time of Trajan, after

re-

whom

every one of the clusters ten thousand grapes,

Papias of Hieropolis and Polycarp were ac-

and every grape when pressed will give

knowledged as

and twenty metretes of wine,"

five

when he regards

this

as also the former opinion of Eusebius.

In

3

Hengstenb.

is in

error

his Chronikon, there is related with historical
fidelity, first,

what Irenaeus

the length of the

life

states concerning

of the Apostle

his hearers").

Hence

it

does

not follow that Polycarp was properly regarded

etc.

John

;

and,

such, and that Papias

was

actually a pupil of

the Apostle John.
*

wepl toG eeonyeva-rov

o tujc

apxai.oTipuiv

Trj? ^t'^Aou.

Uamriov

liapTvpovvruiv to alioTrio-Toi/.

— TavTj]

npoa-
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ST.

Papias used the Apoc. as an inspired writing.

JOHN.

But Hengstenb. very

precipi-

tately infers from this, that Papias therefore testifies to the composition of

the Apoc.
this,

Andreas

by the Apostle John.

also has apparently presupposed

but with the same want of foundation, and undoubtedly influenced

wise by the (erroneous) testimony of Irenaeus,

like-

mentioned together

is

That Papias has not expressly mentioned the Apostle John

with Papias.

Apoc, must

the author of the
this highly

on

who

also

important subject, although the term a^comaTov of the Apoc.

in the sense of Papias

is

perfectly justified in case he understands, as the

whom

composer of the book, that John
Presbyter John

he

calls the presbyter;

with Aristion, Papias regards

also, together

for this

addition

as, in

on

to the apostles, a source of the pure doctrinal tradition, since he stood

an equality with them by being an immediate disciple of the Lord.
the words of Papias, which Andreas quotes on Rev. xii.

It is

7,

Andreas, in explaining what
that the angels to

From

even in the highest degree doubtful, whether that

from the writing of Papias had any direct reference

tion

2.

nothing can be

what John, Papias regards the author

inferred concerning the question as to
of the Apoc.

as

be inferred from the silence of Eusebius

is

to

Rev.

cita-

xii. 7.^

said in Rev. xii. 7, according to the doctrine

whom God had

intrusted a certain sovereignty over the

world, had fallen from their estate because of pride and envy,^ quotes verbatim,^ for the
avTuv,

two points of

ruv Tzakai deiuv ayyeXcdv, kol

drjladr)

("But

some

to

two passages of Papias

"Kept ttjv

of them,

hioLg de
'

koX

rd^iv

rfjv

God both

the divine angels of old,

i.e.,

:

y^v diaKOOfiTjOEu^ eSuKev upxeiv

Koi e^fjg fTjat' eig ov deov {6e) ovvejSr) TslevTTjaat

KaTiMg upxeiv Trapriyyvrjae.

avTuv

this doctrine,

gave to rule over the arrangement of the earth, and he commissioned them

And

to rule well.

the

first

immediately after this

but Andreas notes

;

to his purpose to support

of Rev. xii. 7,

Td^tg,^

there

deov,

is

it

But

:

According to

by a

special

its

it

happened that

original meaning,

of Papias immediately fol-

form of quotation, because

by the authority of Papias

his

own

exposition

according to the two sides of the doctrinal view on which this

Of a "battle-array"

rests.

oi)

says,

must mean that the second declaration

e^rjg

lows the
it is

he

arrangement came to nothing").

their

of angels, as Hengstenb. translates the

no mention in Papias

as the older

MS.

of

;

even though the reading were not

for,

Andreas has

word

it,^

but

the rd^Lg of the angels

ovdev,

could be regarded in no other sense than that in which Andreas shortly
before has spoken of the

*

Cf Lucke, with
.

against

Hengs

2 irpwTTj

—

whom

rf/g

also Bleek agrees,

^nb.

ex. rcio-ei

« cttI Ae'^eojs.

e/cTrrwcrif

t^s ayyekiKTis Ta|€ws.

uyyeTuKriq rd^euq

;

and just

^

in reference

*

Cf. Rev. xii. 7

^

Liicke, p. 358 sq.

^

Liicke has well compared with this

Justin

M.

:

iroKe txr^aai.

writes in his Apology t

ii. c.

5

what
:

tjjv

.
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the high station given
i.e.,

Rev.
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he already teacnes that the rank of angels,

them by God, has changed

that the angels have fallen.

tion in Andreas,

it is

which

is

possible that he gave his

is

i.e.,

not right,

now Papias had even

In case

7 to the doctrine of the angels, which

xii.

to that

applied

not clear from the quota-

judgment

in connection with

we

But, in this case, nothing further would result than what

that passage.

have already heard from Andreas;
he acknowledged

its

that Papias used the Apoc. because

viz.,

trustworthiness.

Besides,

3.

from what Eusebius

reports concerning the chiliastic expressions of Papias,

it

by no means

fol-

lows that the latter used the Apoc. as a writing of the Apostle John.^
Eusebius,^ after citing some fabulous narratives concerning Papias, pretend-

edly taken from tradition, ^ says

uyod(pov

Eig

6i6aaKa?itag avTov, kol Tiva
(xETo.

him from

uXka

kol

uXka /ivOtKurepa

EK VEKpuv avaaraoLV, aufiavLKug

TTjv

vKoarijooiuvTig ("

among

unwritten tradition:

'

61 6 avrdg

XpiOTOv (SamXEcag

down

set

these,

And

yap

Eusebius decides: a

roi oficKpdg,

imagined, as

of a

Tfjg

yrjg

in-

more fabulous nature.

kqI rjyoviiai

will be established on this

rag

aTzocTokindg TrapEKdE^dfievov

if

uv tov vovv

authorized by

—

Elpr}(iEva.

the apostolic narratives^

that he was very limited in comprehension ").

Papias derived his chiliasm, not from the
tion),* as

ovvEupaKora

fir/

("which things I think that he

<})aiveTai

not seeing at the same

time the things mystically spoken in addition in the types

;

for

it

narratives)

;

but

evident

-KapadoaLg uypacpog (unwu'itten tradi-

sources, viz.,

from the

at uTtoaToAiKal dt7}yT]ceig

since, if the apostolic narratives be

(the apostolic

understood as manu-

"they could be regarded only especially as the Apoc,"

prove the Apoc. to be an apostolic book.
(liv TOiv avOpuTToiv (cal tS)v

foiav dYYe'Aois, ous

cttI

vno rov ovpavov

irpo-

toutoc; CTaf e, Trape&(t)Kev.

Oi 5e d-yyeAoi napa^dvTe<; TrjvSe

tt/v rd^LV, k.t.\.

Committed the care of men and of the things

beneath the heaven to the angels
pointed over them.

But

whom he

ap-

the angels transgress-

ing this appointment," etc.)
Cf. Liicke, p. 532 sqq., against Hengstenb.,

p. 385 sqq.

is

Hengstenb. assumes that

Papias himself asserts, according to the report of Eusebius, but

from manuscript

1

TavTTjal

ettl

Koi

aurfipog

iruv eaeodai

some strange parables and

and some other things

diTjyfiOEig vnoXafiElv, Tu EV vnodEtyfiaat npbg avTuv fxya-LKug

("

tov

(pTjcscv

these he says that there will be a millennium after the resurrection

earth.")

script,

ek irapadoaeug

other things as coming to

from the dead, when the bodily reign of Christ

a<l>66pa

uouv

napafSolug

rivag

ev olg Kai ;^£Aia(Ja rivd

Tijg

The same person has

structions of the Saviour,

Among

:

avTov tjkovtu napaTedecrai, ^ivag re

this

would

In order to destroy the plausibility
2 j, g.

3

irapaSo^a riva iaropel Kai

TrapaSdcrews ei? avrou i\96vTa ("

aWa

ojaav

some other miraculous deeds as comiug
from tradition
*

the

€k

He relates, also,
to

him

").

Since this doctrine has

its

source solely in

Apoc, and is found nowhere independently

of this book.

:
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of this argument, there

not shun

but

;

it is

JOHN.

ST.

scarcely need of the minuteness

is

suflBcient

which Liicke does

who

simply to indicate that Papias himself,

does not mention a word of any apostolic narratives, justifies his chiliasm
alone by the appeal to unwritten tradition

opinion

(Tjyovfiai)

although Eusebius expresses his

;

that Papias derived his chiliasm by a misunderstanding of

the narratives which Eusebius acknowledges as apostolic.

has counted the

Apoc. among

If thereby, as is probable,

assert.

But that Euseb.

the apostolic narratives, Ilengstenb. does not

he understood

evangelical literature,

all

he has judged concerning Papias from a sound historical basis
M.,1 and

more Irenaeus,^ who himself appeals

still

to Papias,

;

for Justin

and

whom

Eusebius mentions after the indorsement given chiliasm by Papias, develop
their chiliastic opinions in

from passages

no way from the Apoc.

in the old prophets

alone, but just as assuredly

and the Gospels.

Papias, therefore, the

pupil of the Apostle John, did not say that the Apoc. was composed by the

Apostle John

but he

;

the most ancient witness concerning the book, as

is

he used that which he regarded a writing of divine authority.
of Papias, the a^ioTnarov of the Apoc. concurs well with

the Presbyter

John

;

its

In the sense

composition by

and Papias could not have said what must have then

led Eusebius into error, under the supposition that this Presbyter

John

actually wrote the Apoc.

The most

ancient, and, because of his age,

origin of the Apoc.

from the Apostle John,

is

most important witness to the
Justin Martyr.

In the Dia-

logue with Trypho, written between the years 139 and 161, he says,^ after he

has treated of the one thousand years reign according to an O. T. passage,*
Ka^ eTzena koI

reap' f//uv avrjp rig, (L ovofia 'luavvjjg, ela

airoKOAv^pei yevofievy avTcj

TciaTEvaavTag npoecp^Tevae,

;^i/lia

k. t. 1.

hij not^aecv kv

("

And

rCbv

airoaToKuv rov XptOTOv, kv

'l£povGalf][j.

tovc tu

TifisTspc)

XptOTu)

then there was also with us a

man

whose name was John, who prophesied by a revelation that was made
him, that those

who

Jerusalem

Eusebius

").

'ludvvov anoKaXvrpeug,

to

believed in our Christ would spend a thousand years in
^

aa(f)cJc

already has said of these words
tov aiTOCT62,ov avTTjv elvat \iyuv ("

the Apocalypse of John, clearly saying that

it is

:

6e koI ryg

fiefivrjTat

He mentions

the Apostle's ").

inconceivable that Justin M^ould have designated the Apostle to the

Trypho, just as the words run

;

it

is

also manifest

also

It is utterly

Jew

from the nature and

design of the writings of Justin, as also from the peculiar character of the

Apoc,

that

we

find in other places only a

few allusions

to

it,

and especially

that in no other passage does he refer to the Apostle John as
there

is

its

consequently no reason for denying that the words dq tuv

1

Dialog, with Trypho, ch.

2

L. V.

c, 33, 34.

81.

» c. 81.
6

s. E.,

*

iv. 18.

author

aiToaToXo)v

Ps. xc. 4.
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of

gloss that has entered the

Besides, the very brevity of

Eusebius.^

words makes the impression that he expresses what, according

knowledge,

is

the view concerning the composition of the Apoc. uni-

Whether he knew

versally held in the Church.

are not informed

any other tradition, we

of

he certainly spoke according to a tradition indubitable

:

Nevertheless, the objective certainty of this tradition repre-

to himself.

sented by Justin does not depend upon the fact that

Trypho was held

and

at Ephesus,

'^

the dialogue with

that, too, scarcely a half-century subse-

For even

quent to the composition of the Apoc.^

we

if

ignore for the present

the contrary testimony given by the Apoc. itself concerning

its

and

author,

was written towards the

its

time of composition, the tradition that

of

Domitian's reign rests upon no word of Justin; and, even though

it

close
it

should be conceded as at least highly probable that the confusion of the
Apostle with the Presbyter John
represented by Justin,

where the

it is

in

lies

at the foundation of the tradition

no wise inconceivable, that also in Ephesus,

remembrance

activity of the apostle for years forced the

of the

presbyter into the background, a tradition gained entrance which ascribed
to the apostle a

book whose esteem by the Church was constantly increasing.

The importance

of Justin's testimony is increased

by that of Irenaeus, who

follows the tradition of the former concerning the composition of the Apocalypse

by the Apostle John, but

composition.

only quotes

who

Irenaeus,

many passages

also adds

something concerning the time of

in his youth

had seen and heard Polycarp,* not

of the Apocalypse as a

but also writes,^ in defence of the reading

x^^'

'nuGL Tolg OTZovdaioig nal upxalotg uvTiypucpotg tov aptdfJ-ov

work

of the Apostle John,

(666) of Rev.

tovtov Keifievov,

(" This

ical

xiii.

18:

ev

fxaprvpovvruv

number being

avTcJv EKELvuv

Tuv Kav'

found in

approved and ancient copies, and those who had seen John face

all

oipLv

to face testifying ").

vdv 'ludvvrjv kupaKOTuv, K.T.X.

After he has treated of the doubtful meaning of that

enigmatical number, he continues that
that the

meaning should

KTjpvTTeadai Tovvo/xa avTOv,

yap

'Kpb TToX/Mv

AofiETtavoi)

6i'

("For

if it

:

kl

yap

edst ava(pavdbv

km

Tfjg fifj.eTEpac

yevEug, Ttpbg tu

the apocalyptic vision

it
;

3

Hengetenb.

*

Ed. ad Florin., in Euseb.,

2

Cf. Euseb.,

1.

c.

ov6e
r^f
dis-

was seen no very long time

Against Rettig: tJberdas ericeislichdltesie

1829; cf. Liicke, p. 549 sqq.

teTiei

would have been announced by him

for that

Zeugnisa fiir die Aechtheit der Apok., L.eipz.

*

seer

ru vvv Katpu

were necessary that his name should be

tinctly revealed in the present time,

who beheld

was not the intention of the

ekeIvov av e^^eOtj tov kol t^v atroKukvipiv tupaKOTog.

xpovov Eupddrj, uTild ax^iov

dpxv^

it

at once be discerned

Iren,, 0pp.,
e L.

V.

c.

i.

p. 822.

30; Euseb., v. 8.

II.

E., v. 20;
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naeus

JOHN.

towards the end of Domitian's reign " ).

since, but almost in our day,

as " a true Catholic

ST.

Churchman, in

whom

dogmatical and ethical traditions are concentrated,"

^ is

as he establishes the existence of the traditions which

and whereof there are

Justin,

and

andrians, Clement

found in

If

we add

further that the Alex-

and Origen, and that TertuUian and Cyprian, without

used the Apocalypse as a writing of the Apostle John, and

reflection

that even Dionysius of Alexandria,

argues against

upon a

first

without having the opportunity to consider a contrary tradition

that, too,

itself

of high importance,

we have

other traces from the second century,^

still

concerning the origin of the Apocalypse.

much

Ire-

the Oriental and Occidental

who from

the testimony of the book

composition by the Apostle John,^ does not depend

its

examination of the favorable tradition, Irenaeus appears as

critical

the most important witness of a very extensive and indubitably received

Hengstb. also finds the strongest proof of the historical truth of

account.

this tradition in the

We

testimony of those who had seen John.

that the napTvpovvreg cited

by Irenaeus, which

is

of the reading in Rev. xiii. 18, in the sense of Irenaeus,

must be taken

a testimony for the composition of the book by the apostle

same

that, according to the

we must

sense,

But

which he represents.

as

and further,

;

decide whether the self-witness

and the

of the Apocalypse be not directly contrary to that of Irenaeus
dition

concede

decisive as to the correctness

tra-

just because of this self-witness of the

Apocalypse, we deny that the men who themselves actually saw John, and
who were competent witnesses concerning the true reading of the Apoca-

what Irenaeus undoubtedly presupposes, and Heng-

lypse, actually testified

stenb. asserts; viz., that the Apostle
as to whether

is

1

Lucke,

'

The fragment

O.;

cf. J.

we

are in any

way

of Murato-i (Wieseler, a. a.

Gilse, Disputatio de antiquis-

shno libronim sacrorum K. Foed. catalago,
qui vulgo frag.
1852) quotes, at

Murat. appellatur, Amst.

any

even though the text
to

Ewald {Jahrb.

Schriften,

ii.

is

uncertain.

1853, v. p.

According

185;

cf.

Joh.

p. 349 sqq.). the fragmentist re-

work

John, but remarks that

it is

bases

Apoc. of John,

rate, the

gards the Apoc. as a

knowledged.

But

of the Apostle

not generally ac-

the latter statement

upon the improbable conjecture

Petri tantum recipimus,
legi

in

quam

ecclesia

also,

we

only

which some of ours are unwilling

should be read in the church"), instead of the
last

word nolunt,

it

should read volunt {wish,

Like the fragmentist,

mte&di ot are unwilling)

.

undoubtedly, the

who used " the Apoc.

rest,

of John," thought of the Apostle John.
Melito,

who

(according to Euseb.,

ZT.

^.,

iv.

So
26)

wrote Concerning the Devil, and the Apoc. of

John;

'Po]y crates (id.); the

and Vienna, who

churches of Lyons

in their letter (in Euseb., v.

i.)

employ the term Apoc, without designating

that in

the author; Theophilus,

[quasPJ quidam

nolunt"

receive,

Ire-

Ewald

the sentence, "Apocalypses etiara Joannis et

ex nostris

misunderstanding of

Apocalypses of John and Peter

p. 573.

Van

The question

John composed the book.
to explain the

("The

who "

from John's Apoc." (Euseb.,
lonius, of

report.

whom Euseb.
s

(v. 18)

in Euseb..

uses proofs

iv. 24),

and Apol-

makes the same

//.

^., vii. 25.
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must have occurred as certainly as the Apocalypse

tradicts this chief witness, as well as

itself

con-

whether we perhaps can find traces of

another tradition deviating from Justin and Irenaeus, but not harmonizing

with the declarations of this book.

That those

fiaprvpovvrtg

gave their testimony orally to Irenaeus himself,

is

not only not said, but the present form fiaprvpCvvTuv permits us, on the contrary, to think of witnesses still at hand, as well as those otherwise considered

men

accessible, as, e.g., such

John, and

especially xiii.

considers as

*'

18,

men

like Papias,

whom

Irenaeus erroneously

having seen John face to face," and others who actually

might have seen the
of 2

as in their writings mention the Revelation of

and 3 John

In like manner, as from the superscription

apostle.

(6 npeatSirepoc)

,

the tradition arose that these Epistles

were written by the Presbyter, and not by the Apostle John,i the tradition

by the Apostle John was the more

of the composition of the Apocalypse

name whereby he

readily attached to the

remembrance

generally calls himself,

more and more,

less

as, in

the

must naturally have become,

of the Church, the presbyter

prominent when compared with the apostle.

The

cir-

cumstance that both were active in the same neighborhood of Asia Minor,
perhaps simultaneously, might have supported the mistake.

weak point

in the otherwise so strong a

advanced by such a man as Irenaeus,

bulwark of
its

Here

lies

the

ecclesiastical tradition,

leading representative.

chargeable with two closely connected misunderstandings

:

He

is

he has made

Papias a pupil of the Apostle John, and, without doubt chiefly upon the

who

apparent authority of this man,

is

regarded the apostle

placed by Andreas

is

witnesses concerning the Apocalypse,

John the author

of

among

the oldest

the Apocalypse

while, in both cases, the self-witness of Papias

;

and

of the writer of the Apocalypse contradict the statement of ecclesiastical
tradition.
It

would be

strange, if in Christian antiquity there

were no trace of a

correct understanding of the declarations of the Apocalypse itself concerning
its

author, in opposition to the prevalent tradition, which, from a misunder-

standing of the
its

name

of

John

in the Apocalypse, designates the apostle as

author, just as Euseb. expressly contradicts the statement (of Irenaeus)

that Papias was an immediate pupil of the apostle, upon the ground of the

very words of Papias.

Such a trace

is

found not only

in the rejection of the

Apocalypse on the part of the Alogi, due to an antichristian mode of thought,
nor only the judgment of the

Roman

presbyter Caius, resting upon the

same grounds, that the Apocalypse was composed by Cerinthus and supposi-

1

Cf.

my Commentary,

vol.

ii.

p. 460 aqq.
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From

titiously ascribed to the Apostle John.^

herd of Hernias, the Apocalypse

JOHN.

ST.

the fact, that,

m

the Shep-

not used,^ no conclusion dare be drawn

is

concerning any opinion of Hermas as to the non-apostolic origin of the
book, 3 especially

as,

on the other hand,

ing, because of

its

apocalyptic nature, originated from the model of the

it is

probable that his entire writ-

Johannean Apocalypse, so that the Shepherd
even without

it

itself directly

confirms what

stands fast; viz., that the Apocalypse, which Papias already

regarded inspired, at the time of Hermas and in his circle enjoyed

The

astical authority.

silence of 2 Peter,

explained in the same way.
before the Apocalypse
century,^

tioned

5

it

is

;

but

For,
if it

if

emphasized by LUcke,

the Epistle be genuine,

it

ecclesi-

to be

is

was written

were written in the beginning of the second

very readily conceivable that the blasphemers expressly men-

asked their unbelieving question because they saw the prophecies of

coming

the Apocalypse concerning the Lord's

But why

unfulfilled.

is

the

Apocalypse, together with the four general Epistles (2 and 3 John, 2 Peter,

and Jude) wanting

in the Syriac translation, the Peschito, originating at the

time of Irenaeus, about the year 200?
viz., that,

The

conjecture at least

Apoc. was no more received than that of 2 and 3 John
times, after the introduction of montanistic chiliasm,

nomenon explained, that the Apoc.
and

is

at hand,

in the most ancient Syrian tradition, the apostolic origin of the

inspired,

is

:

for only in later

the strange phe-

is

received as a work of the Apostle John

and yet classed "among the apocrypha,"

£v aTro/cpii^o^f

;

^ i.e.,

regarded inappropriate for public ecclesiastical use, yea, even such as should

be expressly excluded from the ecclesiastical
its

More

being misunderstood and abused.

of Dionysius of Alexandria,

canon,'^

because of the fear of

explicit in proof, are the verdicts

The

and Eusebius.

fact that Dionysius, the

pupil and successor of Origen, reached his criticism of the book in his controversy against

its chiliastic

1

makes the calm,

InEu8eb.,^.X,iii.28: K^pivdosoSt'ttTTOfca-

Aui/zetof (OS vTTo aTToerToXou

TepaTo\oyia<;

vas

abuse,

upon the nature

his criticism, based

rjiJilv (os fit'

fxeyaXov yeypafifievuiv

aYyeAwi' auT<u SeSeiyfie-

\//ev56/u.evo9 inei^ayei, keyiov, ixera Triv

raatv eniyeiov elvai to
icai TraAii' €7ri0v/uiiais

aapKa

/SacriAeiov

avda-

tou Xpiarov,

aal ijBovali ev

'lepov<Ta\r}fji.

SovXeveiv,

of the

clear thoughtfulness of

Apoc, the more praiseworthy

-would be an earthly kingdom of Christ, and
that

the

flesh,

again

would be subject
^

inhabiting

to desires

Cf. Liicke, p. 546, against

tempts to find a use of

it

Jerusalem,

and pleasures ")•

Stem, who

sages.

Against Llicke.

k.t.X.

^

revelations

*

As Huther

which he pretended were written by a great

^

2 Pet.

wonderful

^

Gregor. Nyss., in Liicke, p. 629.

were shown him by angels,

^

Cf. Cyril of Jerusalem,

rrjv

no\iTevoiJievr)v

("But Cerinthus, by means of
apostle, also falsely pretended to

things, as if they

asserting

that

after

the

resurrection

there

at-

in particular pas-

ii.

thinks,

3.

anz., in Liicke, pp. 630, 632.

Gregory of Nazi-
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anti-chiliastic arbitrary decision of

Dionys.^ stands entirely upon the basis of inner criticism

a Caius.

the testimony of the Apoc.

from

:

he infers that the author could not be

itself,

regarded as the Apostle John; and a comparison with the indubitable writings of the apostle he uses as a further proof of the view that the author of
the Apoc. could not have been the well-known apostle.

no way

Dionys. in
the

name

conflict

of John.^

the

same time,

manifest that Dionysius knows that his view

It is

is

in

with the ecclesiastical tradition, which also his predecessors, Clement

and Origen, follow; he
himself

At

denies that the author was a holy and inspired man, of

also

is

acquainted with no tradition favorable to

his opposition, therefore, contains a testimony to the prevalence of

:

the tradition concerning the composition of the Apoc. by the Apostle John.

Yet hereby the importance which
not diminished

is

man

scientific criticism

main point

concerning

siastical tradition

nysius a

for the

;

its

is, if

must attach

to Dionys.

we otherwise may ask

the eccle-

foundation in truth, that we have in Dio-

just as churchly disposed as he

is scientifically

cultured,

whom

the ecclesiastical tradition did not hinder from understanding correctly the

testimony of the Apoc. concerning

itself,

and from combining with the exe-

getical opposition to the chiliastic exegesis represented

by Justin and

Ire-

naeus, a critical opposition to the tradition concerning the composition of

the Apoc. by the Apostle John, going hand in hand with that exegesis.^

Important already
itself,

is

the fact that Dionysius, upon the ground of the Apoc.

He

protested against the tradition which misunderstood the book.

supplemented by Eusebius the historian, since
testimony of Papias

— only understood

the sense of Papias himself
tradition.

Eusebius^

among

bjxoloyovfxeva

the

— against

differently than

or the voda.

III. c. 39, especially the

Cf. Euseb.,

2

KaAeiadai

H. E.,

/nev

What

s

vii. 24, 25.
/cal eij/at

ovk avrepia' ayiov

fi.r)v

yap elvai Tivos Kat Oeonvevarov avvaivia, ov

|ir)v

paStto?

av

(rvv0oifjir}v

causes his vacillation

may be

testimony of Papias

ovv avTov 'IwawTji/,

TT)v Ypa<^rjv 'Icodfvov ravTTjv,

by Irenaeus,

i.e.,

in

received ecclesiastical

uncertain whether the Apoc. should be enumerated

is

subjective criticism of Dionysius, but, as

1

commonly

the

is

this writer also applies the

toOtov elyai tov

air6<T-

;

is

not the

learned also from Book

for in connection with his

In the exegetico-critical treatment by Dio-

nysius, the theological tendency is already to

be recognized, against which

men

of the pres-

ent day, like Hengstenb. and Auberlen,

Hence a deeply rooted

resistance.

make

principle

do not deny, therefore, that

comes

to the surface in

he was called John, and that this was the

in that

Hengstenb. disparages Dionysius just in

writing of a John

the degree that Liicke gives

ToAov,

work
I

/c.T.A.

also of

(" I

;

and

I agree that it

was the

some holy and inspired man. But

would not readily agree that

apostle," etc.).

this

was the

recognition.
*

II.

E.,

iii.

25.

a characteristic way,

him

the most just
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ST.

JOHN.

contradiction of the report (of Irenaeus) that Papias himself had heard the

— although Papias
himself a pupil of the Presbyter
— Eusebius expresses the conjecture that John, the writer of the Apoc,

Apostle John,

John,

calls

The testimony,

might be identical with the Presbyter John.^

therefore, that

the Apostle John wrote the Apoc, Eusebius can find nowhere in Papias.

Papias has mentioned one called John as the author of the book

;

but he

has nowhere expressly designated him as his teacher, for otherwise Eusebius

would more confidently express
its

Yet for

author.

us,

testimony of the Apoc.

his conjecture that the presbyter is actually

who with

the conjecture of Eusebius

is

Dionysius, and in accordance with the

deny that the Apostle John

itself,

apocalyptic John presents himself as a personality well
in the circle of churches in Asia

Minor

;

is

its

author,

For, on the one hand, the

the only one tenable.

known and esteemed

and, on the other hand, Papias, in

speaking of the Apocalypse of " the John," points to an author by whose personality the trustworthiness of the book

was

assured.

Of John Mark, whom

name Mark, we cannot think we know
If we cannot
also, through Papias, of only two men by the name of John.
regard the apostle the author of the Apoc, we must abide by the probable
Papias designates by the uniform

:

(See Note XIII., p. 90.)

conjecture of the Presbyter John.

What

the ecclesiastical tradition says concerning the lime and place of

Apoc

the composition of the

which

lies at

of such a nature that thereby the error

is

the foundation of the traditional statement concerning the

person of the author

only presented on another side.

is

and place

ecclesiastical tradition concerning the time

All statements of
of composition are

inseparably connected with that concerning the banishment of the Apostle

John

Patmos;

to the Island of

standing of Rev.
position of the

i.

in like

9,

i.

they proceed from an utter misunder-

e.,

manner

book by the apostle

is

as the tradition concerning the

com-

based upon the name of the author

The first to speak of a martyrdom of the Apostle John is
who ^ writes In 6e koL 'luuvvTjg 6 em to aTTjdog tov Kvpcov uvaneGuv —
and mar(" John also, who rested on the bosom of the Lord

of the Apoc.
Polycrates,

—

Kal fj.upTvg

tyr").

:

Undoubtedly he had in view Rev.

that the apostle wrote the Apoc.

Irenaeus

i.

is

9,

the

and follows the tradition
first to

make a statement

concerning the time of origin of the Apoc, and that, too, in such a

way

to designate manifestly, besides, the time of the apostle's banishment.

as

In

the passage already cited, he says the Apoc. was beheld already at the end

1

eiKos

npoiTov,

yap
TTjj'

(XTro/caAvi/^tv

Toi'

Sevrepov,

el

fjirj

T15 e^e'Aot toj'

en' ovd/xaros <^epo/xevi}v 'luiavvov

ewpa/cevai (" It

in the second, unless

is

proper to regard

some one would prefer

in

the

first class,

John
2

the Apoc. called by the

").

in Euseb.,

ff.

^.,

iii.

31, v. 24.

name

of

.
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That

of Domitian's reign.

view of Wetstein,'*
to

John himself,^

between

this is the

meaning

whom Bohmer » follows,

ttjv unoKuTivipiv

and

eupaKorog

itjpuOTj,

John

reports that the Apostle

and that the

of the words,^

viz.,

that eupddn

from the

incorrect, follows partly

is

81

to

is

be referred

clear correspondence

and partly from the

fact that

The

lived in the time of Trajan.

Irenaeus

^

meaning

of Irenaeus in presenting in contemporaneous connection the be-

holding of the revelation and the end of Domitian's reign, we can explain

by the words of the perhaps contemporary Clement of Alexandria
yup Tov Tvpavvov TeXevTTjaavTog

km

vrjoov (lETfi'kdev

There can be no doubt that the tyrant of

representation of Eusebius,

is

portrayed

Like Origen, Eusebius

of Nero.^

enetdTj

whom Clement

^

The

banishment to Patmos.

hatred of God, the successor

as, in

also reports a tradition concerning the

existence of such a tradition

sition of the

Apoc. by the Apostle John

the former tradition

is still

more

from the fact

report of any

Eusebius,

'^^

is

The

For

of the Apostle John.

who ^^ from Hegesippus

entire tradition

of itself in the highest degree doubt-

that Hegesippus says nothing of

martyrdom

He

it.

it is

has given no

inconceivable that

gives an account of the Christian martyrs

under Domitian, should have made no mention whatever of
in case he

had found

just

but the unhistorical character of

;

clearly established.

of the banishment of the apostle

is

compo-

as certain as that of the tradition connected with it concerning the

ful,

^

:

rfjv 'Ecpeaov,

Domitian, the persecutor of Christians, who, according to the

is

apostle's

rz/f

was dead, he came from the Island of Patmos

K.T.I. (" After the tyrant

to Ephesus")."^

speaks

UuTfiov

uitd T;)f

this apostle,

Hegesippus any notice of his banishment; besides,

in

even the way in which Eusebius, at the close of ch. xx., mentions the

banishment of the
nothing of

1

it.^^

\^ connection with this silence of Hegesipp.,

Cf. already Euseb.,

R. E.,

iii.

18.

iwi/ /SatrtAev?, a>s

2 2f. T., ii. 746.

O.

3

a. a.

*

Eum

•

S., 30.

Joamies

id,

quod non

postea saltern dixisset,

sei'cit,

editum

librum

fuerit

scrip-

cum diu

superstes.

post

Wetst.

" That he was seen at the close of Domitian's
reign.

"WTiat

he did not write, John, at

least,

afterwards said, since he was a survivor long
after the
6

L.

iii.

23)

book was published."

II. c. 22;

L. Ill,

c.

In Euseb.,

'

Cf. Origen on Matt. xx. 22 sqq.

iii.

^ TrapciSocns 6i5ao-»cei, KareSt-

UaTfiov

et?

Roman

But the

ttji/

emperor,

Sia

toi'

vrjcrov,

as

tradition

teaches, banished John, bearing witness

the
8

word

of truth, to the island of

Eusebius,

iii.

BeoexOpia^ re koI
Karea-TijcraTo

17

:

reXevTon/

Oeofj.axioL';

("At length

tt)?

k.t.K.

by

Patmos").
rij?

Nepwvo?

SidSoxov eavrhy

established himself

as the successor of Nero's hatred

and war with

God ").

3 (Euseb., J7. E.,

«

("

\6yov

the two-

is

tov 'liodvvyjv naprvpovvTa

aATjfleio?

sub exitum imperii Domitiani con-

spectum fuisse.

iirjo-e

knew

that Hegesippus

apostle, affords positive proof

23.
:

6 Se'Pio/uLa-

»

20; cf. c. 18.

iii.

10

Cf Bleek, Beitr.,

"

//.

12

t^t^

.

E.,
g;,

iii.

p. 199

;

Varies., p. 158 sq.

20.

Q{,y

^^l rov anoa-Tokof 'luxivfTjv

anb
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fold circumstance that the tradition itself, as definitely presented since Ire-

naeus, not only betrays by

the uncertainty of
Rev.

i.

its

constant growth, as well as by

its

words of the Apoc, it has originated.

The end

it

was composed before the

tradition, of

and the beholding

Clement of Alexandria ^ reports

further,

death of Domitian, the apostle returned to Ephesus,

— under

of the revelation, in the year 95.

Nerva, as the tradition

ment

fall of

which Eusebius gives a report in his

Chronicle,! therefore puts the banishment of the Apostle,

that, after the

of those

of Domitian's reign occurred in the year 96, in which

The

Nerva followed.

reference to

Domitian," notwithstanding the fact

that the book itself clearly states that

Jerusalem.

discordancy,

Already Irenaeus says that the Apoc.

" at the close of the reign of

was seen

its
its

by the misunderstanding

indicates the source whence,

9,

but also by

historical foundation;

is

explained in Eusebius

;

^

for just as the banish-

whom

of the apostle is placed under Domitian, of

it

known

is

that

he manifested his hatred of Christians by sentences of banishment, so also
the return of the apostle

known

by Domitian.'*

But

time, with Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian mentions a
apostle previous to the banishment to

insulam relegatur " ("
fered nothing

He

Patmos

:

^

"

You have Rome,

when plunged

into boiling

at the

martyrdom

Romam

Habes

posteaquam in oleum igneum demersus

tolus Joannes,

whom

placed under Nerva, concerning

is

that he recalled those banished

it is

same

of the

ubi Apos-

nihil passus est, in

where, after the Apostle John sufoil,

he

is

banished to an island

").

does not need, therefore, the chronological relation between the "in
" in

oleum igneum demersus," and the
this the
tion,

more accurately.

and

But how

further elaborated

still

insulam relegatur," in order to mark

tradition received Tertullian's intima-

it,

to be seen in Jerome, who,^ with

is

express reference to Tertullian, nevertheless reports what the latter did not

say

:

" Refert

dolium purior

autem TertuUianus, quod a Nerone missus in
et vegetior exiverit, etc." ("Tertullian

being cast hy Nero into a vessel of boiling

Like

vigorous").

Irenaeus,'^

oil,

Trj<;

Kara

Trjv

v^aov

<j>vyri(;

7rapa5i5a)(7t

Cf also

he puts the banishment of the apostle to Pat-

ttjv inl rrj? 'E4>e<T0v

at

iitx.lv

apxa-^iov

" It was then

H. E.,

*

Euseb., cited above.

iii.

20.

5

j)e Praesert. Haeret., c. 36.

Adv. Jovinian,

Patmos, and took up his abode

^

Cf. also Victorinus, d. 303,

livers it to us."

*

^

cannot be said

^

.

c. 18.

John returned from

at Ephesus, as the account of the ancients de-

1 i.

It

his

\6yoa.

also that the Apostle

banishment

relates, that,

he came forth purer and more

mos, and the composition of the Apoc, under Domitian.^

itarpi/Srjv a.iTeikri<^ivai, 6 Tdar Trap'

ferventis olei

moreover

p. 80.

Cited above.

Commentary on
demned

to the

i.

26.

the

mines."

Paris, T. I. p. 569.
8

j)e vir. illustr., c. 9.

who,

Apoc, adds
Bibl,

:

in his

" Con-

max. Patrum,

;
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that Tertullian, Victorinus,

and Jerome contradict the

by Clement of Alexandria and others
mation

Epiphanius, however,

visible.

by

tradition,!

83

;

they only
testifies to

tradition represented

make

growth and

its

for-

a manifestly contradictory

banishment to Patmos, and^ the beholding of

putting- the

we

the revelation, in the time of the Emperor Claudius.^

If

whence the tradition

we can

of the apostle's exile originated,

ask, finally,

derive the

answer from the fact that Origen,* after stating, upon the foundation

Roman Emperor had

of tradition, that the

banished the apostle to Pat-

mos, in order to confirm this tradition appeals to Rev.
tle's

own words

:

6i6daKEC de

KaTEdiKrjae, <puaKcjv kv

t?)

to,

i.

nepl rov fzaprvpiov eavTOv 'iudvvTjg,

anoKalv-ipcL ravra

("

John teaches the

as the apos-

9,

"kiyuv rig avrbv

fitj

facts concerning

his martyrdom, not saying who sentenced him, relating in the Apoc. as

— then comes the citation —

lows ")

and he seems

vai ("

The

to

Kal Iolke ttjv dnoKa?iv^}fLv kv ry vr^ao) TedeuprjKi-

have beheld the Apoc. on the island

").

ecclesiastical tradition, in its prevalent form, contains three insepa-

rable points

that the Apostle

:

John

is

the author of the Apoc.

held the revelation on the Island of Patmos

Against

Domitian.

all

and

of a

more

Hence

itself.

it

and that

But there

of the

Apoc, must be

identical with the presbyter of that

;

while, at the

name.

[See

p. 91.]

same truly normative character

extent that

it

must have

its

were written by an
it w^ere

Apoc

of the

appears deficient, yet not to such

place outside of the ecclesiastical canon

canonical authority, but nothing less, belongs to
It

if it

through divine inspiration

as the other undoubtedly genuine writings of

In both respects the

the apostle.

:

deutero-

it.

does not profess to be the work of an apostle, either truly or falsely

it

was

still

written in the immediately apostolic times, before the
traces of the uncertainty of the tradition.

Haer., H. 12.

2 c. 33.
3

this

the right and duty of criticism to assert that

Full canonical authority belongs to the Apoc. only

1

which

correct understanding of the expressions of the

is

apostle, and, if because of its origin

•

of

VI.— THE CANONICAL AUTHORITY AND ECCLESIASTICAL
USE OF THE APOCALYPSE.

SEC.

but

under

can express only the probable conjecture that John, the author

it

Note XIY.,

that he be-

are also traces of a different

the Apoc. was not written by the Apostle and Evangelist John

same time,

;

this occurred

Apoc, from the misunderstanding

prevalent tradition has developed.
tradition,

;

three points, even against the second,^ stands the

decisive self-witness of the

Apoc.

fol-

Cf. Liicke, p. 806 eqq.,

who

cites still other

*

Above

s

Cf. on Rev.

cited.
i.

9.
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by a man who, according

destruction of Jerusalem, and that, too,

most ancient

throughout credible testimonies of the

seen and heard the Lord, and who, when he wrote

had

his book, filled a promi-

In the degree that the ancient Church established

nent place in the Church.
the opinion that

itself in

to the

tradition, himself

John the author

John the Apostle and Evangelist,

was

of the Apoc.

identical with

yielded to an error which already in

it

ancient times contradicted ecclesiastical witnesses, and even at present has

almost completely suppressed a gift of

Church

necessary and sufficient for

critical science

But beneath the

in ever-increasing fulness.

bestowed upon the

error lies the truth,

deutero-canonical authority, that

its

it

was com-

posed by an apostolic man.

Yet the book would not have been received

had not found that

makes

it

it

respect, that

this

in

resting on a divine revelation

is

certainly

Church

the Church

if

The claim which

something truly prophetic and

reported, has been acknowledged by the

ancient Church as well established
trolling the

into the canon

was trustworthy and inspired.

;

and the self-witnessing

in theological science

and Christian

life,

Spirit, con-

has constantly

confirmed, in essentials, this ancient judgment, but at the same time modified it

with increasing clearness and confidence.

The more

the holy art of

the exposition of Scripture has attained an insight into the structure of the

Apoc, and

meaning

the

of particular expressions, the less can the

Church

incur the temptation of regarding the book as a collection of predictions,^

and the

less will the

judgment of those who pronounce the Apocalyptic

prophecy the most glorious fruit of apostolic endowment, and the inspiration
of the author of the Apoc. the richest

indorsed by the Church.

the more certainly that God's Spirit,
as in the author of the Apocalypse,

in the latter

i.e.,

;

and purest work of God's

Christian science and

while the Apoc.

who spake

life

in the Apostle

John

found in the former a nobler
is

canonical,

it

Spirit,

be

will always experience

is,

as well

vessel than

nevertheless, deutero-

canonical.

The proof

for this lies partly in

in the exposition of details.

what has already been

There

cited,^

and partly

are especially three points to be

empha-

sized, as of the highest importance for the ecclesiastical use of the Apoc.
1.

If the explanation given

below of

xiv. 4 be correct, the writer presents

a view of marriage not consistent with scriptural ethics.

1

This

is

the inheritance of unchurchly and

Only a fanatic could say

unscientific sects.

that Bengel derived

the limitation of
1036 years.

from an inner revelation

the non-chro7ius (x. 7) to

Cf Prilfung der apokalypt.
.

Zeit-

rechnung., Stuttg.

He

is,

1840, p. 74.

of course,

The author

confidently expects, iu the year 1950, the parousia, for

which Bengel had ddbignated the

year 1836.
2

Cf. especially sec. 2.

;

INTRODUCTION.
removed from the

far

heretical prohibition of marriage

the Apoc. errs by regarding

but, in his Chris-

The author

abstain entirely therefrom a prominent place

saints.

His conception of the one thousand years' reign has no

2.

The N. T.

support in the analogy of Scripture.

doctrine,

will occur at the parousia,^ but at the

that catastrophe; viz.,

first,

wards the resurrection of
judgment, occur

h

judgment,

final

same time distinguishes

several acts in

the resurrection of the righteous,* and after-

Both resurrections, together with the

all others.

But

ry Trapovaia avroii.

distinction

between the several acts in the

rated, that

between the

first

sufficient

on the one hand,

mentions that the general resurrection of the dead, and the

final

of

sexual intercourse impure, and therefore in

all

who

assigning those believers

^

;

from the Apostle Paul.^

tian advice, he speaks differently

above the other

85

to the author of the

Apoc. the

final catastrophe appears so elabo-

and the second resurrection there

lies

a period

comprised within an earthly limit (one thousand years), wherein there occurs

an earthly rule of believers no more earthly,
the dead

i.e.,

those

who have

arisen

from

and, at the end thereof, the saints, no longer earthly nor to be

;

touched by any enemy, are attacked in the earthly Jerusalem by diabolic

and human enemies, who then

we deny

These expressions,

fall into eternal ruin.

their ideal, poetical nature, are self-contradictory,

But even what

the analogy of Scripture.

meaning

presentation as the very

is

and opposed

if

to

at least contained in his poetical

of the author of the Apoc.

—

the ad-

viz.,

mission of a diabolical activity against the kingdom of God, immediately
before the second resurrection

— extends

beyond the limits of Christian

thought given by the analogy of Scripture.
3.

That the author of the Apoc.

Roman Empire,

in the

error that this

sees the antichristian

a natural limitation

is

embodiment

:

power embodied

this is the occasion for the

But the

will be the last before the parousiaJ'

chronological designation in xvii. 10 sq. not only has proved to be incorrect,

but

is

with

difficulty to

tially of the

be reconciled with the Lord's warning.^

same nature

1

1

* 1

This

Tim.

iv. 3.

Cor.

vii. 38.

last point,

Matt. XXV. 36 sqq.

Luke xiv. 14;

1

:

oi

rov Xpto-roG

those actually belonging to Christ, and

acknowledged by him as
the contrary.

his

own.

Meyer

to

will

the proper centre of the Apocalyptic

Cf TertuUian,
.

Ad

impeiio,

tamdiu enim

Cor. xv. 23

Roman Empire

the Flavians, the

lies in

b

*
i.e.,

which

Romano

3

essen-

as the expectation expressed a few years later, in

4th Esdras, that, with the last of
perish."

It is

Scap.,

c.

2:

««

Cum

quosque seculum

stabit."

" With the entire

toto

Btabit,

Roman

empire, as long as the world will stand, /or
icill

stand so long."

«

Acts

^

Cf.

i.

7.

Ewald, Gesch. d. V.

Israel., vii. 74.

it
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prophecy, albne determines already the deutero-canonical authority of the
book, even though the two other points could be obviated.

might be possible that the idea
final

is

Yea, in

moment

that Satan, in the last

itself it

before his

sinking into condemnation, undertakes yet once more an outward, as

mad, attack against the kingdom

well as a

The

of Christ.

the Apoc. can only aim at communicating to

ecclesiastical use of

congregations the sure results of the learned exegesis already existing in the

Church.

False,

and serving a deceptive

edification,^ is every ecclesiastical

exposition and application having any contents that are exegetically in-

The

correct. ^

ecclesiastical exposition should rather,

on

its part,

be opposed

to the widely spread, superstitious abuse of the book.

The question

for us

now

is

not with respect to the general foundation of

N. T. doctrine upon which the Apoc. stands, but concerning what
to the book.

and of the

.The Apoc.

fidelity, patience,

is

peculiar

the most eloquent record of Christian hope,

is

and joy springing from hope.

Since the Lord

has risen from the dead, and ascended into heaven, he will also return to

awaken and judge the dead.

Christian hope, bestowed with faith in the

The prophecy

Lord, holds with inner necessity to his parousia.
parousia

is,

therefore, not only every prophecy concerning Christ,^ but also

the point towards which the preaching of
peculiar

theme of the Apoc,

the gospel

;

and the Apoc.

ecclesiastical explanation

thought.

of this

The

Christ infallibly tends.

The

grows from the living fulness of

therefore,

offers splendid models,* clearly defined, for the

and application of every prophetical, fundamental

patient hope of congregations will also be exercised and

strengthened by the holy art with which the Apocalyptic prophet represents
the signs and preparations for the parousia.

It is incorrect to directly yefer

the particular visions of seals, trumpets, and vials, to particular events in
secular, ecclesiastical, or

governmental history

;

but

correct to regard

it is

the entire course of temporal things as tending, according to God's order, to

an eternal fulfilment
that

;

and

also correct are the beautiful

we should read the Apoc.

words of Bengel,^

" as candidates for eternity."

The long

series

of preparations, always beginning anew, contains in itself the corrective to

the author's chronological error that the Lord's parousia

1

To speak with

Calvin on 1 Cor.

viii. 10,

a

2

Hence the " vow concerning the

treatment of the

Apoc," by A.

at hand.

(Stuttgart, 1867), is entirely useless.
s

Rev. x.

7.

homiletical

*

Chs.

and

F. Schmidt

^

Ordo

ruinosa edificatio.

was

ii.

iii.

te7n., p. 326.
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Notes on the Introduction.
p. 57.

I.,

On

the other hand, Davidson {Introduction to

not take the

apostle,

title

authority and dignity,

was foreign

it

call

He

in

name

does not even take the

John

of

And, that the

as their author.

priate here than apostle,

is

T.,

iii.

559):

title

them, but reveals himself in other

servant of Jesus Christ

whom Jesus loved,
Son of man appearing

book Christ

of a servant; but in the present

the honor of his

all

The resplendent

glory.

that he

fell at

office,

inference of our author

heavenly city as

it

i.

86):

given

why

had such an
it

James sought

his servant,

it

become the

effect

upon the

seer,

was, therefore, natural for

him

in both cases unnecessary.

Apocalyptic writer

to him.

Lamb.

in tribulation.^*

On

is

Cf. Alford {Pro-

simply describing the

the foundations are the names of

Now, we may fairly

ask,

what reason can be

the beloved apostle should not have related this ?

his brother
likely to

is

"The

was shown

the twelve apostles of the

is

58.

II., p.

The

form

glorified

to designate himself the servant of Jesus Christ,

and companion of the faithful

leg., vol. iv. c. viii. §

in the

he

and be abased before the Lord of

vision of the Saviour

and

In

for then

announced as the

Well, therefore, did

the Saviour's feet as dead; and

to be clothed with humility,
the brother

is

should come quickly to judgment, and John

intrusted with the secrets of his house.

writer to forget

more appro-

is

obvious from the nature of the communication.

stood in an intimate relation to Christ as the

who

does

himself by that high appellation.

the Gospel he speaks of himself as the disciple

Redeemer,

"He

Neither in his

to his natural modesty.

Gospel nor in any of his Epistles does he

ways

N.

because, carrying with itself an idea of official

for the highest place of

Was

he,

who with

honor in the future kingdom,

have depreciated the apostolic dignity just because he himself was one

of the twelve ? and,

on the other hand, was he whose personal modesty was

as notable as his apostolic zeal, likely, in relating such high

honor done to the

twelve, to insert a notice providing against the possible mistake being
of not counting himself

made

among them?"

III., p. 63.

Diversities of subjects

of style

and tone.

who WTOte

By

and experience could readily account

a similar argument,

the charming letter to his

heaven, could not be the same
Articles.

The Homeric

who

little

it

for the diversities

might be shown that the Luther

boy Hans, concerning the children's

flung defiance at the

Pope

in the

Smalcald

controversy ought to furnish a warning concerning the

dangers of pressing diversities to an extreme, where learned

critics, after

agree-
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number

ing that those writings come from a

of distinct hands, fall at once into

when, on the ground

irreconcilable confusion,

JOHN.

ST.

of internal evidence, they en-

deavor to assign the various parts to their several supposed authors.

John

ness of

in the Gospel

and Epistles does not conceal the

one of the Boanerges (Mark
fiery disposition, so

17;

iii.

cf.

Luke

54,

ix.

Mark

All the mild-

was

fact that l^e

Even the

ix. 38).

tempered with mildness, as exhibited in the Gospel, could be

employed in the service of the Redeemer, when the hour came for a change of
contemplation from the Saviour in his humiliation, and the very beginning

on

of his glorified life as exhibited

things in heaven.

earth, to the beatific vision of unspeakable

The sympathetic nature

the change in his Lord,

who

the tribe of Judah, the

is

of the apostle immediately reflects

Man

no longer the

Lamb, indeed

of sorrows, but the Lion of

now

but

slain,

seen worshipped by the

heavenly hosts.
IV., p. 64.

Schultze (Zockler's Theol. Uandbuch,

423 sq.):

i.

have been made conspicuous, the Hebraizing
ardent, imaginative
its cabalistic

mode

"The

style of the

distinctions that

Apoc,

numerical symbolism,

—

so far as

all this,

it is

its

mode

of expression, its strikingly sensitive

vivacious,

of thought,

established,

is

ex-

plained by the entirely different character necessarily distinguishing a propheticapocalyptic from an historical statement.

which

exists

.

.

.

The

distinction

is

similar to that

between the historical and prophetical sections in Isaiah, Daniel,

and Zechariah."
v., p. 65.

Gebhardt {The Doctrine of the Apocalypse,
the

first

p. 402) finds

resurrection, the resurrection of the just;

"in John

and in John

v.

v. 28, 29,

25
the

general resurrection to judgment," by regarding the resurrection from spiritual

death "now," as potentially, or germinally, the

first

resurrection.

The one "is

the completion;" the other, " the beginning, or the germ."

YL,
But
it

if

p. 66.

such inconsistency as the author here maintains could be established,

would have a

result

diversity of writers.

more far-reaching than the simple establishment
If

there

is

no

real

of the

antagonism between books that are

equally the product of divine revelation, no failure to reconcile seeming contradictions

is

valid in this connection as

an argument.

VIL,
Davidson [Introduction,
is

designated

6 Xoyo^ T^g Cf^^g,

iii.

555):

which

is

p. 66.

"Yet,

in the First Epistle of

nearly synonymous with

John, Christ

6 Tioyog tov deov.^'

INTRODUCTION.
Alford

supra,

{et

whether

T

110):

"I may

leave

any fair-judging reader to decide,

to

it

89

be not a far greater argument for identity, that the remarkable

it

designation 6

used, than for diversity, that, on the solemn occasion

Tioyog is

described in the

Apoc, the

hitherto unheard adjunct tov deov

VIIL,
Alford {Prolejomena,

IT

114)

added."

p. 67.

" The word

:

is

apvlov,

which designates our Lord

twenty-nine times in the Apoc, only elsewhere occurs in John xxi.
reference to him.

But

where he

by the name of a lamb; the word

is

called

it is

ence, doubtless, to Isa.

liii.

compared to a lamb

Pet.

(1

remarkable that John

7 (Acts

15,

ufivog

not with

only places

29, 36, are the

being used, in refer-

as in one other place, where he

vii. 32),

The Apocalyptic

19).

i.

i.

probably chooses the diminutive, and attaches to

it

is

writer, as Liicke observes,

the epithet

ka(l)ayiihov,

for

the purpose of contrast to the majesty and power which he has to predicate of
Christ; but

is it

not to be taken into account, that this personal name, the

Lamb, whether unvbg or upvlov, whether with or without tov deov, is common only
Cremer {Lexicon, on apviov): "In the Apocalypse, it is
to the two books ?"
the designation of Christ, and, indeed, of the exalted Christ;
v. 6,

where the term,

selected, primarily, for the sake of the contrast

with ver.

the lion, which has overcome, presents himself as a lamb,
victory in that form."

writer

So Gebhardt

It

may

it,

adds:

5.

is
''

•

it,

in Rev.

have been

The reason why

that he gained his

Possibly because the

he continues

for reasons of authorship

he preferred

be, also, that

who

(p. 112),

had once introduced Christ by

its use.

first,

especially in the diminutive form, appears to

because he desired continually to

bring into prominence the contrast between the appearance of Christ and his
real importance."

IX., p. 67.

Alford (T 112): " But surely this

The

is

under notice while the

strife is

victory

one

is all

— these

proceeding, or

than the bare act; but when the end

who

the very thing which

vcKov TOV Koofio-^ TOV novTipov, avTovc, etc.,

is

when

spoken

that remains in view, nothing can be

alone spoke of viKdv tov
to designate the victor

by

the object

of,

we might

are the details,

and the

expect.

and come

of

more import

final

and general

is

more natural than that

kog/iov, tov novrjpov, avTovc,

he,

should also be the only

6 vi/cwv."

X., p. 67.

Yet both forms are used by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Paul.
it

occurs but three times, and in this form

is

In the Apoc.

better adapted to poetry.

—
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XL,
Of these expressions, the

abstract

ST.

JOHN.

p. 68.

ukijOcLa

ij

of the Gospel naturally

is

replaced

by the concrete of the Apoc, as the very change in the character of subject
suggests;

noulv t^v ulrjdELav occurs but once in the Gospel, and once in the

Epistle; elvai ek
First Epistle

occurs but once in the Gospel, though twice in the

ulTjd.

rr/g

and

;

e/c

deov yevvrjdr/vai,

but once in the Gospel, though frequently

in the First Epistle.

XIL,

p. 68.

Peculiarities of diction are to be expected, yet
7f

o'cKovfi^vij:

"Denoting, as

was not suited

appears to do, the

Davidson

the representation of

as

(p.

On

"It

vnofiov^:

is

sq.

)

in the

notes on

Apoc,

acknowledged writings.

72r\-

it

It

and, in consequence of

the peculiarly Hebraistic character of the Apocalyptic diction,

book before us."

578

Roman Empire

to the topics discussed in John's

LXX.

occurs in the

it

not surprising to see

it is
it

found in the

in the

Apoc,

because the leading object of the writer was to inculcate patient endurance of
afflictions

and persecutions, and

The Gospel and

Epistles of

to comfort his readers with the

John

are occupied with topics

hope of

release.

which did not require

or admit the term," etc.

XIIL,

The

weakness.
son,

argument of Diisterdieck on the external evidence

entire

and

tory,

its

p. 80.

no other

careful study can have

effect

is

unsatisfac-

than to demonstrate

and Stuart, as

also in briefer

compass in Lange and Farrar {Early Years

of Christianity, p. 405).

Cf. also Gebhardt, 1-4.

up by Schultze

Handbuch)

(Zockler's

testify that this

:

"The most

John was the Apostle;

The whole

is

well

summed

ancient historical witnesses

as Polycarp, according to Irenaeus,

Papias appealed, in support of his chiliasm, to the apostolical

V. 20.

its

See the elaborate arguments on the other side in Alford, David-

dL-nyrjaeig

;

Melito of Sardis wrote an explanation; Theophilus, Apollonius, Polycrates,
witnesses from Asia Minor, whither the book was sent,

all

— acknowledge

it

as

Johannean, without specially emphasizing that the apostle was the composer,

The most important

since at that time (as DUst. concedes) this was undoubted.

witness
the

is

many

Justin {c.Tr., 81),
ancient

apostolic origin.
at Lyons.

wrote

*Some
it

who

lived long in Asia Minor.

MSS. which would not have existed

Many

references occur to

Contemporaneously with

letters to the

it

if

Iren. (v.) speaks of

the book had not an

also in the Epistle to the church

this, the

Can. Mur. says that the apostle

seven churches; in connection, indeed, with the remark,

of us are unwilling that they be read in church.'

was translated in the Peschito.

But the

called into question; for, concerning this,

For similar reasons,

apostolic origin

was not thereby

Clemens Alex., Origen, Tertullian,

Cyprian, Hippolytus in Ephr. Syr., speak with one voice.

Previous to Euse-

INTRODUCTION.
bius, the apost. origin of the

(which

signifies little),

91

Apoc. was rejected only by Marcion, the Alogi

and the presbyter Caius; the

maintaining that Cerinthus had forged

In like manner, Dionysius of Alexandria doubted
is

He

designated as unreasonable.

contents and style,

Johns,

it

it is

latter only, as

as though

it

it,

an

anti-chiliast,

coming from the
because

much

apostle.

book

in the

holds, therefore, that since also, both in

distinguished from the Gospel, and as there were two

might have been written by the other John; in entire opposition,

Even apart from the obscurity concerning
way cleared up, this view of Dionysius is not tradiThe Tiibingen critics are entirely right in maintain-

therefore, to his teacher Origen.

the Presbyter John, in no
tion,

but only conjecture.

ing that the apostolical origin of no book

so well attested, throughout all

is

antiquity, as that of this."

XI Y.,
Trench {On
will hardly be

p. 83.

the Epistles to the Seven Churches):

persuaded that

St.

John

"The

unprejudiced reader

sets himself forth here as

the word of God, and for the testimony of Jesus Christ.'
interpreters

who

find in these

words no reference

truth's sake, but only a statement
of

Patmos

on the

any other than

who had been banished

such a constrained dweller at Patmos; one

to

word

'

for

any such suffering for the

writer's part, that

for the sake of preaching the

thither

Those modern

he was in the

Isle

of God, or, as others, for the

sake of receiving a communication of the word of God, refuse the obvious

meaning
to

me

of the words,

xx.
— which, moreover, a comparison with
seems
— for one which,
in them,
also may possibly
vi. 9,

to render imperative,

has nothing but this bare possibility in

its

favor.

4,

lie

if it

It is difficult

not to think

that these interpreters have been unconsciously influenced by a desire to get rid
of the strong testimony for St. John's authorship of the book,

which

about him

;

in

lies

the consent of this declaration with that which early ecclesiastical history

tells

namely, that for his steadfastness in the faith of Christ, he was by

Domitian banished to Patmos, and only released
Gebhardt

(p. 10)

that the author

at the accession of

*'I decide for the interpretation, justified

:

came

to

Patmos

as a martyr;

Nerva."

by Rev. xx.

probably as one banished, which was in accordance with the practice of
in Domitian's time,

whether as a

— and

fugitive,

which

also agrees with

which another tradition

decided from the tribulation of

i.

9,

10,

whether as a captive, or more

Rome

one form of tradition,

asserts,

— or

cannot with certainty be

and the leading into captivity
'

of

'

xiii. 10,

or from the general contents of the book."

Schultze:
lished
to

''

With

respect to time and place, the historical tradition

by the book; according to

Ir. v. 30,

is

Patmos, under Domitian: so also Clement of Alexandria, in Euseb.

Origen on Matt. xx.
since

its

;

Jerome, Cat.

9.

estab-

during the banishment of the apostle

Most involved in controversy

is

iii.

23;

the time,

determination depends upon the interpretation of the entire book.

.

.
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ST.

JOHN.

The

Sure indications in the Epistles point rather to the time of Domitian.
state of the churches

head

(uyyeAof,

is

one inwardly more thoroughly established; one

= angel).

not

The erroneous

teachers (xvi. 13) are like those

in the Epistle of Jude; only with the distinction that they have

not only for the

first

at the

is

come forward,

time, but for a long time already have pursued their course.

There were actually Nicolaitanes (not a symbolical designation and translation
of Balaam), but not in the time of Paul.

with Sodom, because, like the

In

Isa. xi. 8,

Jerusalem

has been destroyed; and in

latter, it

compared

is

xi. 1, it is

the temple at Jerusalem, but the sanctuary at the end of time, that
.

.

After the destruction of the earthly Jerusalem, the

.

last of

is

not

meant.

the apostles,

as absolutely the last pillar of the church at Jerusalem, beholds, with the eyes

of his spirit opened by the invisible

heavenly Jerusalem, and, with

and

its

So

and

faith over the world

also

Davidson:

this,

"We

all

Head

persecuting powers."

therefore assume A. D. 96, as the most probable

date of John's residence in Patmos."

and prove

all things,

quite unable to

come

of the Church, the future of the

the victory of the Church of Jesus Christ,

and ground

faith

Alford:

"With

to Liicke's conclusions, or to those of

tainers of the Neronic or

any of the

earlier dates.

The book

me, refuses the assignment of such times of writing.

which

it

to place

makes
it

every desire to search

upon things thus proved,

of long-standing

The

and general persecution

in the very first persecution,

and that only a

I

itself,

when

makes us suspect those

am

I

itself, it

seems to

evident assumption
(ch. vi. 9) forbids

partial one.

doubted transference of Jewish temple emblems to a Christian sense
of

own

any of the main-

us

The un(ch.

i.

20),

who maintain the literal sense
The analogy of the prophecies of

interpreters

the city and temple are mentioned.

Daniel forbids us to limit to individual kings the interpretation of the symbolic

heads of the beast.

imagining that

its

The whole

character and tone of the writing precludes our

original reference

ters of secondary import.

was ever intended

to be to

These things being then considered,

mere
I

local

mat-

have no hesi-

tancy in believing, with the ancient Fathers and most competent witnesses, that
the Apoc. was written npoc to
or 97."

riXei ttjc

Aofienavov apxvQ,

i.

e.,

about the year 96

Lange, Stuart, and Farrar maintain the Neronian period.

in Encyclopcedia Britannica,

suggests that "the Apoc.

Harnack,

was written under

Galba, but afterwards underwent revisions under Vespasian, about 75-79, and

perhaps in Domitian' s reign of

terror, 93-96."

'AttokclAvi/'is

'loidwov.

according to the evidence (C. 2, al. b. Wetst. ; also i< [T., Tr.,
it is derived simply from Rev. i. 1, 4, 9, the oldest.
Further statements concerning the author run: unoK. 'luuvvov tov deoXoyov (Elz.),

This

W. and

title is

H.]), and, since

Kal evayyekiOTOv

—

i]v

—

kv YluTfLO) tg) vtjgu edeuoaTO

ij

uttok. tov uyiov 'luiivvov r. dsoX.

— unoK. TOV uylov tvdo^oTUTOv unoaToTiov kol tvayye?uaTov ixapdhov
'luavvov

deo/io-yov (of.

CHAPTER
[Ver.

1,

rjyanjjidvov kixLOTTjOiov

Wetst., Griesb., Matthai),

X* W. and

H.,

lo)uvei.]

— Yer.2.

1.

The

re after oaa (Elz.,

properly deleted already by Griesbach, after A, B, C, min.

The

Ewald)

is

particle does not

Apoc, for xxi. 12 undoubtedly is found improperly in the
Bee; and even though xix. 18 after tXevd. has good evidence (J<), yet it is absent
in A, and is not found in the parallel xiii. 16.
At the close of the verse it is

generally occur in the

added: Kal \oaa ^K0vae'\ kol uTcva elcn Kal a XPV ytviodat /ictu Taxna (min. edd., b.
Mill, Wetst.; cf. ver. 19.
Yer. 3. 6 avaytvuGKuv k. at uKovovTcg. Thus the preponderating evidence. The singular and plural also are found in both words.
Modification of the correct lectio media (Beng.).
The additions of TcvTovg to
Tioyovg (C), and of TavTTjg (min., Vulg.2, Syr., Ar., Primas), should be here noted.
The reading tov Tioyov t. irp. in B, N, Tisch. IX., also deserves consideration.
Ver. 4.1 The too before 6 tjv, k.tX (Elz.), in opposition to A, C, $«, min., is, like
the deov (B, min.), an attempted interpretation.
In the same way, the og
(Erasm. 1) before ^v, instead of the correct 6.
Instead of "Kvevji. a ectlv (Elz.),
not -KVEfj.. Tuv (Lach., sm. ed. according to A; so also N), but "nvevfi,. a (B, C, al.,
Matthai, Lach., Tisch., Liicke). The variations seem to originate with Andreas
and Arethas.
Ver. 5. The e/c (Elz.) is, according to A, B, C, J<, min., Vulg.,
etc., to be deleted (Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], etc.; cf. Col. i. 18).—
Instead of ayairrjaavTi (Elz.), according to A, C, $5, min., with Beng., Griesb.,
Lach., Tisch., read uyaTrdvTL. The reading lovaavTi r/iida and tuv ajuapnuv r/fiuv

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Even Lach. and

Tisch. have vacillated in their edd.

For lovaavrt
and Vulg.; but for XvoavTt
(Mill, Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]) are A, C, }<, G, 7, 28, Primas. The t/c which
suits better XvaavTi is well supported by A, C, X, 12.
No decision is afforded by
the remark of Andreas tu
uyunric tuv dia/iuv tov Oavarov Xvaavn Tjixug kol tuv tt/c
uncertain.

is

(Beng., Matth., Ew., Treg.,

:

diiapTcag Kr/Xiduv TiovaavTi.

De Wette,

B

(5i'

Arethas says expressly, in repeating both conceptions:

In reference to w. 4-10 of the critical text
Lachraann and Tischendorf, cf. Liicke,
Einl., p. 488 sqq. For criticism of text, cf. es*

of

Tisch.) are

peciaUy F. HelilzBch, Hand schriftliche Funde,
Heft I. Die erasmischen Entstellungen, etc.,
Leipzig, 1861,

ii.

1862.
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6tTToypa<j)elTai tovto

So

npdc 6iu(popov evvoiav.

raphy of uonoc and

onoTTog,

of

which the

Ewald unjustly suspects Xvaavn

JOHN.

ST.

ii. 2, he trifles with a dittoghas no value in a critical respect.

also, in

latter

Perhaps Tiovaavn has

as the easier reading.

entered the text, because probably with a reference to vii. 14 written on the
margin. Andr. and Areth. place "kvaavrt first, so that the lovaavri may appear
as

an interpretation.

Ivaavn.

— The

v[iC)v

large ed., Tisch.

The

idea following, in the context (ver.

omitted in A,
Undoubtedly in the

after unapr.

— Ver.

6.

is

12, 16,

6), suits

better

but stands in C, K, Lach.

rec. reading, eTzolrja.

ijiiug (SaaiXelg

k.tX, the (SaaiMg is incorrect, against A, C, «, 2, 4, 6, etc., which offer
ISaatMav, and that, too, without the succeeding Kal-, cf. v. 10. The more difficult
reading, V"f with (3aaiMav (Tisch., Ew. 2) is well attested by B, J{ (cf., on the
other hand, Liicke, p. 471), and deserves, perhaps, the preference to ^/iiv (A,
Syr., Ar., Lach. small ed.) and nixijv (C, Lach.), because both forms could
serve as an interpretation. At any rate, the testimony of Cod. C, here confirmed
by the Vulg., is more important than that of A; cf. Beng., Fund. cris. Apoc,
Ver. 7. For /xera (A, >?, Vulg. edd.), C has em from Matt. xxiv. 30,
sec. viii.
The discredited addition apxn koX reXoc is an interpretation.
etc.
Ver. 8.
Instead of 6 Kvptog (Elz. ), the reading according to all the testimonies is Kvpiog 6
6e6g (Beng,, Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Ver. 9. After vno/xov^, do not
read 'Itjcov Xpiarov (Elz.), but iv "Itjaov (C, ^, Vulg., Copt., Orig., Treg., Lach.,
Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Cod. A has ev XpccTu; several minusc. (according to
Wetst.), tv XptarC) Irja. (Tisch., 1854).
Ver. 11. The addition after Tieyovajjc,
'Eyu eijit to A kuc to i2, 6 rrpuTog koI 6 eaxarog Ka2 (Elz.), is without attestation.
Ver. 13. Instead of iiaaTolg (B, t?, C, Elz., Tisch. [W. and H.]), it is more proper
Possibly, however, the
to write [la^olg (A, 10, 17, 18, And., Areth., Lach.).
;^:pv(7dv; so Lach.,
author of the Ap. wrote iiacT, contrary to the general usage.
Tisch., ver. 12, according to A, C, X. Tisch., in 1854, had received the form
Xpvofjv (Elz.).
Ver. 15. Tzenvpufiivri. To this reading, the meaningless clerical
error in A, C, points; viz., Trenvpu/iEvr/c (originating from N, H, I), which form
Lach. has received. The modified neitvpcoiievoi (B, Elz., Tisch.) is without suffiTreTrvpufiivy, perhaps neKvpufj.ivu (Mill, Prol., 371, 507; Beng.,
cient attestation.
Gnorn., in loco), is supported by the in camino ardenti of the Vulg. (cf. Syr.).
The Mas. (X, Tisch. IX.) would belong to the xc^^/^oX., but incorrectly; see
tjv; incorrect, and opposed to A, C, J<,
dvg, Elz., Tisch.
exposition.
Ver. 20.
Bengel already, like Lach., Tisch. IX., has ovg.
8, and the usage of the Apoc.
km Tf/g 6. (I. Elz., Tisch., after C, J?, ev ry 6. fi. occurs (A, Lach.) because of
Kal,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

ver. 16.

Vv. 1-3. Title and commendation of the book.^ But it is not the words
'\r]g. Xp. that declare the title
but in vv. 1, 2, the prophetic character
and chief contents are given, ^ and in ver. 3 follows its corresponding commendation to Christians.
'Atto/coA.

;

Ver.

1.

'ATTo/caAvi/^if,

concealed as

revelation, unveiling of things

i.e.,

divine mysteries, which are presented to the prophetic view of John, and
interpreted to him.^

1

Suidas

:

Heinrichs incorrectly

m^^o? Kvptoj? enl di/Spbs

— Kara-

XP'7<TTt/c(i)9

6e Koi eirl yvvaiKo^, ixaa9o<; Kal

TO? Kupi'to?

eirl

yuvai/co?, k.t.X. [" jU-a^b?,

fj.a<T-

:

who

unoK.

has

etill

=

rrapotala or cTnfdveia, viz.,

more

authorities.

Calov., Beng.

properly

2

woman.

3

Prov.

/xatr06sand/xdcrTos,ofawoman"]. Cf Wetetein,

<

Cf. Introduction, sec.

of a man, but by catachresis also of a
.

Luke

xxiii. 29,

in Cod. C, has against this usage, fxa^oi.

1.

1

sqq.

;

Jer.

i.

1
2.

;

Isa.

i.

1.

CHAP.

I.
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1.

—

'Irjaov Xp. in no way an objective,^ but a subjective genibut not the possessive * or the genitive of reception * but by the context
Jesus Christ is designated as the author and the communicating witness.^

of Jesus Christ.
tive,2

;

yv iSuKev avr. 6

Q.

To

the clause which has been concluded, since

as its object, the next clause del^ai

— raxti is

tftuKev

has

rjv

connected, as the infinitive 6u^(u

marks the purpose of the i]v iduKev ® and the words d del ysv. Iv rax., are combined as the object of deliai. On the contrary, Heinr. rjv
del^at, so that
eduKEv is combined with del^ai in the sense of permitted, and then this infini-

—

:

regarded as repeated with the object d

tive is

ception

7JV

eduKsv, cf . especially v. 7,

11, xii. 49, xvii.

7 sqq.

itself incorrect, is

human

to his

Matt.

;

xi.

and

;

Acts

7

i.

;

With
John

In conflict with the

27.

the remark of Calov.

nature

h rax.

del yev.

in general

" It

:

was given

" still more, that of C. a Lap.

the con18,

i.

text,

and

iii

in

to Christ according

and Tirin

:

" Christ

received the revelation from the Father in his conception and incarnation."'

The

from the Father, not
mediator between

revelation described in this book, Christ received

in the flesh, but

God and man,^

when exalted and

glorified, ^ the perpetual

communicate

by his testimony to the prophetic
Xot so far as he is man, but so
far as he is the Son, does the Father give to him."
[See Xote XV., p. 121.]
According to the constant usage of the Apoc.,^^ and the context in
del^ai.
which the expressions dnoKuTivipic and aijfiaivEcv occur,^^ to which dd^ac, k.tX,
are correlate, this word can be understood not only in general, as Matt. xvi.
21, by " to point out, to give to know," ^^ but must have also the additional
reference to the prophetic vision. ^^ But it does not follow hence, that by the
Tolg doi'Xoig avTov, the prophets are specially meant, of whom John would here
appear as the representative. ^^ The particular idea shadowed in this conception of the del^ai is justified, inasmuch as it is immediately explained that
seer,i<^

it is

in order to

and thus besides

it

to all his servants.

through the service of the prophet beholding Christ, that future things
as we find
r. dov7\.. air., viz., not God's" but Jesus Christ's

are proclaimed.

—

;

directly afterwards,

t.

ayy. avrov

and

r.

dovX. avrov}^

The

parallel, xxii. 6, can-

not be decisive as to the reference of the pronoun to us, as Jesus Christ

is

not

mentioned there as the one who communicates. By the " servants of Jesus
Christ," believers in general are to be understood (cf. xxii. 9, where the
angel calls himself the fellow-servant not only of the prophets, but also of
those TTjpovvTeg r. Xoy. r. (SijiTi. tovt.).
So Ebrard against Hengst. Cf. besides

*

Heinr.

2

As

's

Ebrard.

*

Kliefoth,

Gal.

through the Logos hypoBtatically uuited with
him."

12; 2 Cor. xii. 1.

i.

who even compares

it

with Luke

32.

ii.

Cf. v. 5 sqq,;

»

Cf. Acts

ii.

John xvii.
Eph. iv.

5.

7 sqq.;

33;

10

25.

6

Ver.

6

John

5, cf.

"
"

ver. 3, xix. 10.

V. 26, vi. 52;

Matt, xxvii. 34.

Cf.

Winer,

p. 298 sqq. Passages like vi. 4, vii. 2,
should also be compared. Instead of the
construction of the inf. attached to the passive
iS66r), that with iva, as, e.g., in ix. 5, appears.
" The knowledge of the
7 Cf., besides, Stern
etc.,

the Father to the

man

is

'3

ver.

Cf. also

Cf.

John

vii.

xxi. 9, xxii. 1.

Cf. also the txaprvp
2,

Heb.

Cf. xix. 10.

v. 26.

iv. 1, xvii. 1,

'Irj<r.

and besides the koy,

Xp., the ocra elSe,

t. Trpo^Tjreias,

ver.

3.

De

"Wette, Ebrard.

^^

Cf.

Am.

imparted by

lo

Christ Jesus,

"

Hengstenb.
Ebrard.

:

future events of the Church

God

s

^*

vii. 1,

4;

Ew.

Cf. Vitringa.

"

Cf.

ii.

20.

So also Klief.

—

^
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more correct reading.
yeveadai. kv raxn. The
a
and therefore, according to the connection with the first part
of the sentence, forming the chief contents of the anoKulvipig as written in
Cf. ver. 19, where there is fuller mention made, besides
the present book.
The del ^ depends upon the (not fatalthe future, also of present things.
The
istic) idea of " the divine ordination which could not be frustrated. "2

xxii. 16, according to the

object of

del^at,

—

idea of Divine Providence

But when

is

the essential presupposition of

prophecy belonging to the sphere of
reason

is

all

prophecy.

way as though thereby the facts of
human freedom were excluded, the

Klief. presses the del in such a

entirely unbiblical,

and inapplicable

for interposing a false inter-

—h

pretation derived from ecclesiastical or secular history.
ruxsi. designates
neither figuratively the " certainty " of the future,^ nor the swiftness of the

course of things, without reference to the proximity or remoteness of time
in

So Ebrard, who appeals in vain to Rom. xvi.
not only those passages, particularly Luke xviii.

which they were to occur.

20 and Luke

xviii. 8, since

8 /where the subject

not the concrete future, but a constant rule), are

is

by the kyyvc,^ ver. 3, it is decided
happen is meant. When in addition
to this idea reference is made on the one hand explicitly,^ and on the other
by the very organism and contents of the book, to the patient waiting, it
dissimilar to ours, but especially because

that the speedy coming of what

is

to

we dare not understand the ^^ quickly" in its strict
but that the prophet himself distinguishes the beginning of future
things, as the beginning of the ultimate completion,^ from that distant comdoes not follow that

sense,'^

pletion itself.
to the divine

The evasion that the ev ruxn is to be understood " according
method of computation," as in 2 Pet. iii. 8,^ is contrary to the

— With the words

context. '°

G7]/LiaLvetv

not

T7JV a-KOKukvxpLv^'^^

but the one

who

is

but d

6el yev. is

way

dsl^ai,

because of which

to be regarded the object,!^ so not 6 Oeog}^

peculiar to

significative figures. i^

As

the construction changes.

to show, viz., Jesus Christ, is the subject of

dd^aL occurs in the

meant by

koL earjfiavev, k.tX,

corresponds in meaning to the preceding

the

GTjfxalveiv, i.e.,

uTroa-elXag

too without supplying "this prophecy,"

kaijiiavev.

the indication of

belongs to

di'

uyyilov,

The

what is
and that

on the contrary, the ukogt. did
is absolute,!^ and to be understood according to the analogy of the Hebr.
T^ niti'.iT Thus Ew. and Ebrard. Hengstenb., whom Klief. follows, tries to
combine the dt' uyy. with tarin., because in the N. T. the dnoaTsi'kai: is regarded
^^ etc.:

as requiring the accusative of the person. is

the more correct reading, i^
»

Dan.

2

Nic. de Lyra.

'

Cf.

*

Eich.

ii.

Am.

29; Matt. xxiv. 6.

lo

Acts xv.

12

18.

13

Cf.

6

Cf. ver. 9,

5, 16, iii. 11, xxii. 7, 10, 12, 20.
xiii. 10, xiv. 12.

8

A

Hengstenb.

Cf.

C. a Lap., Tirin, Ew.,

etc.

(Beck).

Klief., etc.
» Vitr.,

Wolf,

xi. 2,

according to
xxii. 6, the

cf. in general EinL, sec. 2.

Ebrard.

Hengstenb.,
Calov.

" An

Ew.

2,

Bleek.

example. Acts xxi.

11.

Cf., besides,

Isa. xx. 2 sqq., viii. 1 sqq.

DeWette.
confused conception, according to which two unlike views remain unadjusted with one another.
">

But Matt.

by the parallel passage,
n Ew.,

7;

iii.

6

ii.

is nEfi\})a^ 6td\

Cf. also Grot,

is
'^^

C. a Lap., Tirin,

Ziill.,

Stern,

= hinsehend.

" Ezek. iv. 13.
" Matt. ii. 16; Mark

vi. 17; Acts
Gen. xxxi. 4, xli. 8, etc.
la Lachm., Tisch.
[W. and H.].

vii. 14.

Cf.

—
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2.

I.

with 6^ ayy. is maintained, while it is also to be noticed,
analogy of all the examples cited by Hengstb., u-noaruAof must stand before karjfi.f and that thereby the inner connection with kaTjfx.
anoar.

that, according to the

is

no way obscured.

in

tov ayyelov

di^

"Learn

Grot, incorrectly:

avrov.

hence that even when God or Christ is said to have appeared, it ought to be
understood of the angel of God or Christ, acting in his name, and representing his attributes." But God and Christ appear everywhere separated from
angels.

all

angel

who

—A
is

difficulty lies in the fact that it is

xvii. 1, 7, xix. 9, xxi. 5, 9, xxii. 1, 6,

mentioned in
sented,

is

all

and besides

i.

10 sqq.,

iv. 1 sqq., vi.

Hence Ewald thinks that the angel

13 sqq., x. 8 sqq.

vii.

not everywhere the same

the interpreter, as might be expected from our position. i

1,

and

the visions, even where not named, and where another

to be regarded as the attendant of the Apostle

fore this superfluous attendance

That the angel

interpreting?

of ver.

if

John.

is

also

pre-

But where-

a third one undertakes the showing and

has no more to do than to transport

^

Cf.

8 sqq.,

John

into a state of ecstasy,8is an arbitrary conception directly contrary to ver. 10

John

sqq., because there

John the

is

already in the Spirit

The explanation

the angel.

De

of

chief subject of the entire revelation,

as all that precedes

when he hears the voice of
is meant who shows
the judgment ujDon Rome,*

Wette,^ that the angel

only preparatory thereto, has against

is

it, first,

that also

shown and interpreted to the proj^het, and,
1-xxii. 6, the same angel does not always

the important preparations are
secondly, that even in xvii.

appear as interpreter
xxi. 9,

who

for

;

it is difficult

to regard the angel coming forth at

continues from that time to remain with the seer, identical with

the one speaking already in xxi. 5.®

Klief. refers to our position,

and

ascribes to the angel mentioned again in xxii. 8 the office of bringing the

which

full revelation

difficulty vanishes,

is still

if,

avTov be genericalhj conceived

^

This appears at xxii. 6 doubly supported by
of the angel speaking at that place. ^
The

thus understood can apply to

the different visions have the

XYI.,

p. 122.]

Tcj doi'Tiu

all

the individual angels

avTov 'luavvri.

The

own name ^^

who

in

[See Note

office of significative declaration.^*^

seer designates himself as the

The

servant of Jesus Christ in respect to his prophetic service. ^^
his

All

mouth

the TOV uyyelov avTov in the
6 uyye?u)g avrov

uncertain to angels otherwise occupied.

as is undoubtedly grammatical,'^ the 6ta tov ayyilov

addition of

contains, according to the old prophetic custom, an attesta-

tion of the prophecy.

Ver.
elde),

What

2.

K. T. flap. 'li]g.

1

Christ showed the seer, and

that he has testified

Cf. Zech.

i.

Xp.

;

9, 13,

cf

ii.

.

3;

where Gabriel appears as

^^

Dan.

viii. 16, ix. 21,

e

cf. xvii. 1,

which
be our posi-

^

Cf.

8

Cf. Matt.

»

Cf. also xxii. 16.

interpreter,

lion.
2

3
*

6 xvii. 1, 7, 15.

16.

what the

Cf. xix. 9, xxi. 9, xxii.

latter beheld {baa

God through

ver. 1) in this book, in order that it

without ground, fancies to
Cf. also Ebrard, Stern.
Ver. 1, xxii. 6.
Hengstb. Cf. also Ebrard.
Cf. Eich., Bleek, Stern.

Ziill.,

as a revelation of

" Thus

xiii.

(r, Xoy. r. d.

may be

read and

xix. 9.

7, 15,

Winer, p.

Christ

101.

44:

tcS ayp., xvlii. 17.

even Ewald

now

maintains

(ii.

the theory of angels relieving one another.

1, 6,

"

xxii. 9.

Cf.

12

Cf. vv. 4

and

13

In writing, ver.

Am.
9.
3.

ill.

7; Isa. xlix. 5.

31)

:
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According to the connection borne by the clear correspondence of

kept.i

the individual parts, the entire ver. 2 belongs to no other than the present

But not a few expositors have referred the entire

book. 2

Others understand

pel of John. 8

Xp. to the Epistles of

fiapT.'lija.

r.

To

present revelation.*

r.

loy.

t. d.

ver. 2 to the Gos-

as referring to the Gospel,

John; and,

the former, then, the

and

finally, the boa (re) elde to the
elde is

understood in the sense

immediate eye-witness of the apostle who
had seen the miracles, death, resurrection, and ascension of Christ. With
this false view of the whole are connected particular errors viz., that r. /xapr.
of 1

John

i.

as referring to the

r,

;

'iTjg.

Xp. is explained as " the testimony concerning Christ,"

correct recognition of the subjective genitive

mony,^ and

loy.

T.

T.

0.

is

^

when

or

applied to a special

is

the

testi-

The

understood ' of the hypostatic Logos. ^

casion for referring ver. 2 not, or not exclusively, to the present book,

oc-

lies in

So formerly by Ewald
the aor. efiaprvp. and the false reading baa re elde.
" who professed the Christian religion, and declared the visions which he

He must

saw."

thus regard the

order to be able to refer the baa
revelation

repeated by a species of zeugma, in

according to ver.

19, to the

present

while he must interpret the preceding words, as he cannot prop-

;

erly refer to the

Fourth Evangelist,^ in an entirely general sense.

connection between vv.
kfiapTvp. is

e/xapr.

(re) elde,

1,

2,

3, is

But the

decisive against Ebrard, while the aor.

very easily explained by the fact that John pictures his readers

to himself. 1^

Besides, that the revelation of Jesus Christ

who

^^

'^^

belongs to the

it,^^ is necessary, from the fact that John by his
them this occurs in the present book,!^ whose contents he therefore charges them to hear and keep.
Against Ebrard and
Klief, who acknowledge the correct reading, baa elde, testimony is given
especially by the indubitable significance of the expression in ver. 19, and
all other passages in which John designates his reception of the vision of
the revelation by eldov. But if the baa elde belongs to the visions here described, and yet cannot designate the position of the writer as an apostolic
eye-and-ear witness,!^ and if the re is false, then these words must form a
suitable apposition to r. Aoy. r. 0. k, t. fiapr. 'Irja. Xp. These two expressions are,
however, perfectly clear already from ver. 1. The entire revelation, as here

Christians

are to hear

testimony!* brings

to

it

;

published in writing

^"^

was

by God ^^ it is further a fiaprvpla 'Irja. Xp., since Christ,
" shows " it.^i Discrepant with this is Ewald, ii. " The

originally given

the faithful witness,^°

in various loyoi

De Wette, LUclje (^m/.,p. 510
Ewald, ii.
3 Arabrosiast., Beda, Nic. de Lyra, Aretius,
Grot., Wolf., Eichh., Ebrard (who at the same
jF?/.,

ii.

308),

sqq.), Stern,

time refers to " the apostolic activity " of John
" in other respects "), Klief.
*

Coccej., Vltr.

fi

N. de Lyra.

npocp.,^^ is

a

2,6yoa r. deov,

Cf., besides,

Hengstb.

9

<«

Who

and defend the Christian religion."
lo

Cf. ver. 3.

" "Because, when

the

^c

Ver.
Ver.
Ver.
Ver.
Acts

"

Cf. xxi.

12

"
1*

is

1.

3.

Cf. ver. 11.

2.

3.
i.

21 sqq.

Klief.

5, xxii. 10.

John

is

Ver.

Ribera, Ebrard.

is

Cf. xxii.

6.

8

Cf. xix. 13.

20

Ver.

Cf. xxii. 20.

in

Wolf.

book was read

Asia, he already had written it" (Beug.).

c

Oeder

it

did not blush to publicly confess

7

xviii. 37.

because

:

Ver. 3.
2 So Andr., Areth., C. a Lap., Beza, Bang.,
Ziill., Bleek {Beitr., p. 192), Hofmann {Weiss.
1

2«.

r.

;

3, xxii. 18.

5.

21

Ver.

1.

in

.
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I. 3,

the truth of this word." The tfiapTvpTjm, accordcan be said as well of the Prophet John ^ as of
the angel, 2 who in like manner interprets to the gazing prophet the revela-

testimony of Jesus Christ

ing to
tion

meaning,

its

made

in the visions, as the latter interprets

Christ, as the

Ver.
it,

—

communicator of the

Commendation

3.

may be

to

finally

it

Even

to Christians. ^

to

revelation, is the (lapTvpdv to be ascribed.

of the book, which, to those

who

receive

and keep

a source of blessedness in the near impending and decisive time.

Ma/cupiO(7 refers

alone

^

kingdom

to the participation in the

of glory, which

follows the conflict and tribulation of the preceding judgments, but not at

the same time,® that the godly are to be preserved amid these judgments.

—

These are not, in spite of the change of
singular and plural, to be regarded the same subject;^ but by the 6 avaytv.
the public reader, and by the ol uKovov-ea the hearing congregations, are
designated."'
This exposition is not "more tasteless," but is far more
natural, than that according to which unovetv ^ means, not simply "to hear,"
r. Aoy. r. npo^.
but " to lend the ear of understanding."
By this John names
this book,^ because what he is to publish in the same in WTiting (m yeyp. iv
avTfj) is a divine revelation, of which he as a prophet is the interpreter. i*^
By the mere hearing, of course, nothing is accomplished hence John adds
to what is said elsewhere only in xxii. 7
Kal TTjpovvno, k.tX The Trjpdv is
properly explained in conformity with its meaning by supplying mentally,
6

avayivuGKuv koI

ol

k.tX

uKovoviea,

—

—

:

:

" in their hearts "
;

^^

only, still further, that so far as

book contains, directly or
etc.,

indirectly, the

what

commandments

the additional relation which prevails in the combination

results. ^3

—

which has

just

been expressed

is

at

hand

^^

:

the time

6 xp^voa,

;

and

is

how

he who takes to heart the

in xi. 18, xxii. 10, cf. xii. 12, 14,

i.e., the fixed, expected point of time
while
time in general, according to the conception of
^'^
otherwise more external and chronological.

is

used,

on the other hand,

duration,

rug ev-oTmc'^^

w^hich will bring blessedness to

^^

blessed, therefore,

instruction here offered.^^ Notice here

the expression 6 Kaipoa

rrip.

Foundation for the commendation of the book

5 y(2p KuLpda h/yvg.

the faithful

written in the

is

of fidelity, patience,

;

is

Vv. 4-8 contain the epistolary dedication of the entire book to the seven
congregations of Asia,!^ yv. 4-G, and its fundamental thought, vv. 7, 8. Thus
the reference of vv. 4-8 to the whole of the book has been correctly expressed
in essentials by Beng.^^ So, also, Klief, who, however, separates vv. 7, 8, from
vv. 4-6, and tries to refer vv. 7-20a to the fundamental vision.
The opinion
1

Against Ebrard.

lo

Cf. Introduction, sec. 2.

2

xxii. 16.

11

Pricaus, Grot., Ewald,

3

Cf. xix. 10.

12

Cf. xiv. 12.

"

Cf. in general

According to xix. 9, xx. 6, xxii. 14. Cf.
witb ii. 7, 11, 17, 26, iii. 5, 12, 21 (xiv. 15).
6 Hengstb., Ebrard.
6 "Wolf, Ebrard.
The comparison of ver. 7,
TTa? o<i>9. and Kal otTifes, is inapplicable, since
*

in the very conception Tras a plurality is pre-

supposed.
7 Beng., Ew.,
Stern [Beck]
8

Cf. xxii. IS.

ii.

De

'Wette, etc.

my commentary

on

1

John

3.

"

xi. 18.

i^

Cf. ver.

"

Cf, 1 Pet.

i^

vi.ll,x.

1, eV Tix^i..
iv. 7,

6,

17;

xx.3. Cf.

Rom. xiii. 11.
LUuemann on 1 These.

V. 1,

De Wette,

Hengstb., Bleek,

" Mentioned
i9

Idem.

in ver. 11.

Cf Herder, Ew., Lucke,
.

Ebrard.

De Wette, ILinck,
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of Hengstenberg,! that vv. 4-6 have reference only " to the group of the

seven epistles," since everywhere, from i. 4 to iii. 22, the treatment is concerning the wide province of the entire Church, and there is no special refer-

ence to the seven churches, is incorrect, for the reasons that not the contents
of the seven epistles, but only those of the entire book, satisfy the announce-

ment of vv. 7 and 19 and that, in a formal respect, the correspondence
between the introduction, i. 1 sqq., and the conclusion, xxii. 6 sqq.,^ makes
manifest as a whole all that intervenes.
;

The

epistolary introductory greeting, vv.

form, 8 but, in

its

similar to the Pauline

4, 5, is

book which follows, with sigJohn ^ writes to the seven churches

contents, corresponds to the

nificative references to

which

it is filled.

—

'kaia^ is Proconsular Asia, consisting of the provinces of Phrygia,

in Asia,

Mysia, Caria, Lydia, Ionia, and iEolis. Ephesus ® was regarded the metropIn this Asia, Paul had planted the gospel; also, the First Epistle of
In the greeting, x^P^^ and dprjvr] are comPeter had its first readers there.''

olis.

—

bined, as in

2 John

3,

the Pauline Epistles except 1 and 2 Timothy, where, as in

all

Faeo^ is inserted,

x^pi-^

fundamental condition whence
ceeds

;

the

elpr/vri,

always stands in the foreground as the

all salvation, all

Christian

way

the head of the book which treats in an especial
Falsely, N. de Lyra:

believers.

future, for there

;^:afp«v,

alone pro-

the effect of divine grace, has an important significance at

human

^^

of the conflicts of

grace in the present life; peace in the

Eather

appetite will be altogether quieted."

is

the

peace which believers already have, through grace, of such nature that
they maintain it through patience and victorious perseverance in all tribulations.''

—

u-nb 6 uv,

name

Description of the divine

K.T.K

mri',^ but not

under the cabalistic presupposition, that in that name itself, in a mystical
way, the three tenses are indicated. i<^ As to the form of the expression,
neither is the manifestly intentional combination of the nom. 6 uv, k.t.a., with
uTTo to be impaired by the insertion of toi),^^ or by supplying tov Aeyofiivov 6 uv,
K.T.X., TOV bg 6 L)v, K.T.X., TOV deov og 6 uv, k.t.2,., etc. ;^2 ^or is the irregularity,
that, in the absence of a necessary preterite participle in the formula 6 tjv,
the finite tense is treated as a participle, to be accounted for by the false
conception that 6 stood for og ^^ nor, finally, is 6 epxofievog to be taken as precisely equivalent to 6 koojievog ^^ by an accommodation of the use of N|n,
perhaps with an allusion to Mark x. 30, John iv. 21, v. 25, xvi. 25, 31 but,
;

:

^

Cf., against

him, Liicke, p. 420, Ebrard, aud

Ri"ck.
2

Cf. especially xxii. 16 with

Rora.i.lsqq.; 1 Cor.
Wette, Hengstb.
3

*

Cf. ver. 2.

6

17

iSt'to?

Cf.

i.

4.

c

Cf. ver. 11.

7

1 Pet.

8

Cf. ver. 9,

(Asia properly so

Winer, Iieallex.,in

Cf. Introduction, sec. 3.

i. 1.

iii.

Pom.

10 sqq.;

v. 1 sqq.;

xvi. 33.

Cf.

.

Exod.

iii.

14.

is

:

*'

Incomparable and won-

name

the composilioa of the

from >r\\ he shall

loc.

»

Cf yet Bengel

be,

and HIH,

T^^T^''

beiiig,

and

Isqq. Cf.Ew.,De

i.

KaXovfj-iv-q 'Atria

called), Ptolem., v. 2.

John

'^

derful

LXX.

:

eyci ei/xi 6

wv,

•71'7'

^^ "^"^•"

Exod.

iii.

to the

14

:

"

world."

^^- Jet^usalem

Who was,

is,

and

Targum on
will be, spake

[Etheridge's translation,

"He who

1.

p.

spake to the world, Be, and it
was; aud who will speak to it, Be, and it will
be."]
Targ. Jon. on Dcut. xxxii. 39. Wetst.
" Erasmus.
12 Cf. Wolf.
450:

" Schottgen.
" Ewald, De

Wette, Ebrard.
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name,i there is something mysterian intimation of the immutability of the eternal God [see Note
1:22], who, as is shown also by the idea itself of eternity, and espe-

in that inflexible firmness of the divine

ous;^

viz.,

XVII., p.
by the

6 ipxo/xevog,^ rules

cially

the destinies of his people, as well as of the

hostile world, brings his prophecy to fulfilment,

and especially holds in his
development of the judgment. Accordingly, John writes
not 6 kaufievog, but with living reference to the fundamental thoughts of the
book,4 6 ipxo/xevog, as also ver. 8, iv. 8. [See Note XVIII., p. 122.] The question whether, by the formula 6 uv k. 6 ijv k. 6 kpx6/j.evo^, the triune God, or only
God the Father, be designated, can be answered only in connection with the
two following members of the sentence. The enTu nvev/xaTa, k.tX, are, at all
firm

hand the

entire

events, to be regarded not as angels, neither

who

angelorum),

(univei'sitas

seven archangels

^

^

as

"the entire body of angels

"

are the ministers of our salvation,^ nor'^ as the

found again in

viii.

2

;

^

against this, the expression,!^

its

and the circumstance that from the fTrra TrvevjuaTa,
as well as from 6 uv, k.t.I and from 'Irja. Xp., grace and peace are to proceed. ^i
The seven spirits are, according to iv. 5, where they appear " before the
throne of God," " spirits of God " himself according to ver. 6, they are " the
sent upon the whole earth," and peculiar to the Lamb, as the seven eyes
occurrence before

'Ir/aov

Xp.,
,

;

thereof.

Christ ^^hath" the seven spirits. i'^

Christ himself in a

way

Thus they belong

to

God and

other than can be conceived of any creature.

But

they cannot be regarded mere attributes or manifestations, " the (seven ^^)
virtues of God's providence," ^^ " the seven members, as it were, of Divine
Providence," ^^ " the most perfect nature of Jehovah," ^^ " the virtues, or what
proclaimed, of the Supreme Divinity,"

is

" — which

is

neither clear in

itself,

nor consistent with John's concrete mode of view nor can the cabalistic personifications of the divine glory, nor the ten Sephiroth, be here thought of.^^
Essentially, by the seven spirits before the throne of God, nothing else can
be understood than " the Spirit " who speaks to the churches,!^ and the Spirit
;

of Christ
this

who makes men

20

one Spirit

1

anb

2

Valla.

6 tav, k.t.A.

is

prophets. ^i

Nevertheless, the sevenfoldness oi

not to be explained, and, least of

Cf. ver.

"

5.

Cf. L. Cappell., Pric, Grot., C. a

Lap., Beng., Stern, Hengstenb., Winer, p. 66,
etc.

all,

by an appeal

to

Cf. already Vitr., etc.

12 hj. 1.
i3 Alcasar enumerates the seven virtues
of
God, or endowments of Providence, thus:

3

See below.

«'

*

Cf. Introduction, sec. 2.

6

With X. de Lyra.

6

Cf. on ver. 4

This exposition
C. a Lap. tries to combine with that received
by most of the ancient Catholic interpreters, by

whole
T

class is

:

"By

the

number

seven, the

understood."

stating that

With

Arelh., Ribera, Viegas, C. a Lap.,
Bossuet, Drusius, J. Mede, etc. In the year

"
"
"

Ama-

^1

said to have been revealed to a certain

man eminent

deus, a

for holiness, miracles,

and prophecies. Cf. C. a Lap., Tir.
8 Cf. Tob. xii. 15.
9
10

Ew.
Cf.

viii. 2,

is

"

ayyeAot.

it is

by means

of angels that these

Pareus.
Grot.
Eichh.
Heinrichs.
Herder,
ii. 7,

11, 29.

20 iii. 1, V.
21

ii.

fortitude, beneficence, justice, pa-

virtues are exercised.

names (Michael, Gabriel, Raphael,
Sealthiel, Jehudiel, and Barachiel) were

1460, their

Uriel,

Wisdom,

tience, threatening, severity."

6; cf. xix. 10.

Cf. also xiv. 13, xxii. IT
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Isa.

xi. 2, of

type

is

Zech.

JOHN.

ST.

the assumed " seven energies " of the Spirit
iii.

The

9, iv. 6, 10.

^

;

but

2

John's

Spirit cannot be beheld in his essential

besides,
is before God's throne, or as sent forth into all lands
need of a concrete presentation, ^ which occurs according to the holy
number of seven, representing the divine perfection thus the one Spirit,
who, as in Zechariah, is the treasure of the Church,^ appears as seven eyes,
lamps, or even as seven spirits.
This view of " the seven spirits before the throne of God " gives the
answer to the question whether b uv k. b rjv k. b kpx. be God the Father,^ or
the triune God « The question itself is properly more of a dogmatical than
of an exegetical character, because nothing is more distant from John than
the dogmatic reflection whence that question originates. Yet the answer

unity as he
there

;

is

;

must be given, on the one hand, that the expression

name mn% designates
manner is represented

tion of the

and

in like

and

treat of the seven spirits

the

God who

to be distinct

of Christ

;

6 uv, k.t.'K., as

a descrip-

in ver. 1 is called 6

from

deb^,''

Christ, as vv. 4, 5,

and, on the other, that the threeness

and of Jesus Christ, not only
has " an analogy with the Trinity," » but actually includes, in itself and in
the doctrinal connection of the entire book,^ the fundamental idea of the
Trinity, which, if developed and dogmatically expressed, yields the result
that the designation of the divine nature (6 uv, k.tX) is confined to the

"him who

of

is," etc.,

of the seven spirits,

[See Note XIX., p. 122.]

representation of the Father.

Ver.

5.

As from

the seven spirits of God, as the Spirit of

God and

of

beheld in living concretion, comforting, warning, strengthening
so also, finally
believers, but judging the world, grace and peace are wished
(w. 5, 6), from Jesus Christ, since he is 6 /luprvg b -KLOTog, k.tX The construction with the genitive is not abandoned in order to indicate " the im-

the

Lamb

;

mutability of the testimony,"

neither

1°

is

it

aided by supplying

oq

ianv

^^
:

but the importance of the ideas breaks through the limitations of regular
form; the abrupt mode of speech makes prominent the intense independence
of all three predicates, j Compare the energetic change of construction in
All three predicates of Jesus Christ
the sentences immediately following.
stand in pragmatic connection with the contents of the entire unoKulvfig
communicated through him, but not^^ in correspondence with the three

themes of the ascription of praise, r. ayanCjvTt, Ivaavn, and hoLTjoev rj/x. (3aoi2,.,
Inconsistent with the conception and reference of the three predik.tI.

them Christ

cates, is also the opinion that in

"

characterized according to

is

the consecutive series of his works, and therefore according to his threefold
Christ exalted to his majesty is first 6 (idprvg b Tnarbc, i.e., the trustoffice." 1^

—

worthy
1

14

witness,

Andreas;

cf.

and not because

Victorin.,

Primas.,

in his earthly life

Beda,

Reviue, Zeger, Wolf, etc.
2 Cf. Ew., De WeUe, Hengstenb., Ebr.
3

Cf. Matt.

4

Hengstenb.;

iii.

16; Acts
cf.

ii.

with Zech.

iv. 6, also

xvi. 8.
5

Alcasar, Calov., Hengstenb., Ebrard.

6

Ribera, C. a Lap.

John

testified, in general,

7

Cf. especially ver. 8.

s

Cf.

iii. 1,

*" G-rot.,

2 sqq.

he

8

De Wette.

v. 6, 12 sqq.

Stern.

" Er. Schraid, Schottg.
" According to Ebrard.
" Ebrard. Cf. also Coccej., Vitr,, Calov.
" Because true. Cf. iii. 14, xix. 11, xxi.
xxii. 6.

6,
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I. 5.

and maintained it even unto death ^ nor because what
he has threatened and promised in the flesh ^ he will execute but also, not
alone because of the attestation to apocalyptic truth,^ which reference, of
course, must not be omitted, but absolutely as the very one through whom
each and every divine reyelation occurs, who communicates predictions not
to the divine truth, ^

;

:

prophets in general,^ as at present to the writer of the Apoc.,^

oilly to the

but also

testifies to

the truth'

by reproving, admonishing, and comforting the

That, just on this account, Christ was the faithful witness in the

churches.

—

but lies here beyond the sphere of the visions.
h npioToThis figurative expression ^ agrees, as to its essential mean-

flesh, is self-evident,

TOKOQ Tuv veKpuv.

ing, with the figure, uTrapxv tuv

The

1 Cor. xv. 20.^

K£KotfiT]fi£i>cjv,

figure is

without any thing further, be received like apxvj
the first. 11 Grot, already justly remarks, "The resurrection is a birth." 12
Yet the view according to which the resurrection to a new life ^^ appears as a
obliterated

birth

irpuTOTOKo;,'^^

be maintained in

to

is

if

its

himself as in ver.

18,

the

with Ebrard, to be
he may represent

not, as

Trpwror.

r.

vcKp.,

;

Kal b upxcjv TUV 0aoi?ieo)v

p. 123.]

is

and that applies to him as returning, which
8
fundamental thought of the book. [See Note XX.,

ii.

ver. 7 represents as the

and

simplicity,

further portrayed. i"* But, since Christ

Tf]g

yiig.

— to

This, Christ

whom,

as the

Messiah, and that too as one dead and risen again, the dominion over
things belongs

^^

all

— will prove himself to be, in the judgment, at his advent.

^^

If the three predicates of Christ just mentioned are presented without
formal opposition, because in this way the unconditional objectivity of the

ideas

is

more

the

expressions,

forcibly

r. aya-r:. r/fiu^,

made

marked, the subjective references
^va.

rjfiac

e/c r.

d/mpr.

rjficJv, iirotTjG.

in the following

7]fiuv (Saaik.,

require

form of a doxology. The new clause, rw uyanuvn
Tjjx., looks from the very beginning to the close {uvtC)) tj 66^a, k.tX; the avru
restoring the original form of the sentence after it had been interrupted,
after a Hebraistic manner, by the finite tense, kqI knoirjaev.^'^
The present, r.
.a/cTTwvn, is neither to be accounted for by the false reading dyan^aavrt., nor to
'Ibe explained in the sense of an imperfect participle
but, on the contrary,
that they be

in the

—

;

*the certainty that Christ continues to love his people is just as significant

1

John

Cf.

Areth.,

iii.

1 Tira. vi. 13;

11;

Par., Coccej., Vitr.,

Grot.,

Andr.,
Calov.,

Eichh., Zull.

Ebrard.

8

Ewald compares John vii. 7; Hengstenb., in
John iii. 11 also John xvi. 3.3, etc.
Ver. 2, De Wette cf Heinr., Ew. ii.

addition to

;

;

.

5 xix. 10.
6

Ver.

2, xxii. 20, 16.

' iii- 14.
8

Cf Col.

9

Where

.

i.

18, TrpojTOTOKo? eK T. ve/cp.

also the partitive genitive denotes

the mass to

which Christ belongs.
" Cf. also Col. i. 15, where Christ as the firstborn is distinguished from that created by him.

" Hengstenb.
12 Cf also Ew.
.

"

Cf. the

LXX. of Ps. xviii. 5 (cf. ver. 6), but that
Peter actually spake of the " bands " of death,
is inferred from the fact that it is said that
Christ could not have been held by it, viz., by
death. That " the birth-pangs of death " could
the

2

*

" That the expression wSrve?, Acts ii. 24,
properly has not been derived by Luke from

€^ri<T€y, ii. 8.

not have held Christ, that Christ forced his
way through "these birth-pangs of death,"
and therefore is to be understood as the first

who

**

opened the womb,"

is

the inference of

xiil. .33;

Ps. ex., Ixxii. 10

Ebrard.
is

sqq.,

Ps.

ii.;

cf.

Acts

Ixxxix. 28; Isa. Hi. 13 sqq.;

Matt, xxviil. 18.

" Cf. vi. \3, xvii.
" De Wette, etc.

14, xix. 16.

Phil.

ii.

9;

^
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in the connection of the

The

—

bride

is

Kal IvaavTt

book as that of

JOHN.

ST.

his being the faithful witness^

comforted, and rejoices in the coming of
ri(idg

en tuv ufiapr.

rjii.,

The

k.t.I.

Him whom

she loves.

loosing which Christ has accom-

3 by means of his blood ^ [see Note XXL, p. 124] represents our sins
power enchaining us.^ For the thought, cf. the similar conception of

plished
as a

The reading

ayopu^eLv, V. 9.^

same

essentially the

from their power

liberation

lovaavTL

'

idea, in both of

yields, according to another figure,^

which

the forgiveness of sins and

^

are comprised.

^^

As

respect, the reading Ivaavn is preferable.

Yet, even in an exegetical
in v. 9 the allied idea of the

tj/i. is followed by the declaration which, in
bondage of the sins from which we are deus a royal dominion and holy priesthood with God.

uyopu^av, SO also here the ?^vaavri

most

forcible opposition to the

livered, ascribes to

Ver.

6.

In the reading

whom,
ilfiu^

Tjfiuv

therefore, v. 10, a 3aoi?ievetv

which

(SaoiMaVf

well as the variation

jSaaildav, as

undoubtedly the royal sovereignty of

^aatXeta designated is

is

Were

directly ascribed. ^^

jj/itv,

the reading

certainly that of v. 10, to be received here,

is

the

believers,^! to

upon

grammatical considerations, the words could not signify that the redeemed
" in the sense of " a'people of kings," as lepurevfia ^^ is " a

kingdom

are a "

idea

or " a royal power opposed to the world."

i^

people of priests,"

to be reached,

is

we must read

either

7]fj.lv,

i^

(jf this

with

or,^^ in conflict

all

the

testimonies, with the Rec, ^^af (SaoiMg)
but only that the redeemed are
the " kingdom " of God, the subjects, and, of course, also the blessed sharers
;

kingdom.

in God's

apposition to

ijiiCjv

apposition with a

1"^

—

lepelc tC)

(^aaiTiElav.
ijfidg

These words stand in

6eu kqI Trarpi avrov.

The formal inconsequence

supplied from the

tjijluv

that the

points shows with especial force and independence.

— The

in

lepelg is

each of the two

[SaaiXelav,^^

belongs noti

avroii

but to the entire conception rw deu ml naTpl, as also Rom.
XV. 6.20 In the first case, the article must be repeated before the Trarpi. But,!
on the other hand, John could not write as Ebrard, according to the analogy!
only to the

of

narpl,^^

vi. 11, ix. 21,

two

John

12, expects,

ii.

different subjects

rep deep

avrov Kal

would be presented

viz.,

;

Christ, and, secondly, the Father of Jesus Christ. ^i

r.

narpl avr., because thusl

first,

the

God

of Jesus

— "Priests unto God"

are the redeemed of Christ, and invested with the kingdom, in no

the reason that they help to complete the sufferings of Christ

;

way

22 for,

22

for

while

the suffering of believers must be considered the suffering of witnesses or

1

Cf.

2

xxii. 17; cf. also Rora. viii. 37 sqq.

8

In regard to the meaning of the aor.
knoiricrtv cf. v. 10; Heb. vii. 27;

iii.

19.

kvaavri and
Gal. ii. 20.
*

6

cf.
«

concerning this meaning of the

Cf.,

Winer,

,

ei/.vi.

8;

p. 363.

XX.

7,

where

also the €k, ix. 14, 15, xx. 3;

ICor.
1.

Gal.

vi. 20;

18;

Eph.

i.

iii.

Cf. the KaQapL^eiv of 1

Ver.

cf.

also

13;

Acts xx. 28;

7; Matt. xx. 18.

9, xvii.l2, 17,

Dan.

18;

vii. 22, 27.

gee Exposition^ in loco.

is

Exod

"

Heugstenb.

ic

Klief.

'^

Keil on Exod. xix.

i8

xix. 16; 1 Pet.

Cf. v. 5.

is

De Wette, Ebrard.

20

Cf. Gal.i.4; 1 Thess.

8

Ps.

Rev. vii. 14.
Cf., on the other hand, De Wette.

21

Cf., in general,

22

Col.

9

i.

16, 18;

9.

6.

Cf. Critical Notes.
4; Isa.

ii.

Wette, Ebrard.

7

Ii.

John i. 7.
Luke i. 33, xix.l5;

^^

" De

Matt. xvi. 19, xviii. 18.

1 Pet.

10
11

i.

iii.

John xx.

24; Ebrard.

7;
17.

Winer,

p. 121.

I
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I. 7, 8.

the idea of the suffering of a priest, which belongs

is

High

But the priesthood of all
come immediately to God, offer to him
and further give themselves peculiarly to him in holy obedi-

absohitely only to one

Priest,^ surrendered.

the redeemed'^ lies in this, that they
their prayers,

ence and spiritual service. ^ A similar idea occurs, when, in xxi. 22, the
new Jerusalem appears without a temple. [See Note XXII., p. 124.] avrcj;
ayanijvn

viz., rCi

rjfiuc, K.T.Ti,.,

To

therefore Jesus Christ.

^ do^a,

K.r.'k.^

eoriv is

understood.*

Vv.

who

in this also

passage ver.
of the

Amos

by a forcible expression, concentrates the
head so here the writer of the Apoc,
follows the mode of the ancient prophets, by adding to the

Just as

7, 8.

book

chief contents of his

containing the

7,

name

(i.

2),

at the very

sum

;

of his entire prophecy,^ the full authority

whose message he

of God, of

incorrectly denies that the parousia

is

prophecy, and therefore combines vv.

the prophet, ver. 8.^

is

Klief.

the proper theme of the Apocalyptic
7, 8,

not with vv. 4-6, but with ver.

9 sqq.

Already the

—

He

EpX£Tai.

Idov is

an indication that something important

(Christ) conieth

;

^

this is the

theme

is presented."'

of the Apoc.,^

expressed here not in indefinite generality, but directly afterwards

tile

Jews

its

is

chief

For the coming

points, as they are further unfolded in the book, are stated.

of the personal Christ

which

a coming to Judgment,^^ and indeed not only for hos-

is

(oiTLveg avrbv k^EKEVTriaav),

but also for the heathen

{koI Korp. Truani. al

The fj.era'^'^ designates the
coming one as accompanied by clouds; whether we are to regard these as
beneath ^^ or about him,i3 is not expressed. The kpx. fitra tuv vecpeTubv does not
(pvlaX T?/g y^ig).

Christ cometh ''with the clouds."

form an apposition to " arising out of the sea," and
ing from heaven, !•* for the conception,
the stereotyped idea in our passage

"down from heaven."
God coming to Judgment

;

xiii. 1, is

^^ also,

the

is

not simply a descend-

too unique to correspond to
red. is

too significant for

mode

of representation,

fierd. r.

But, according to the O. T.

appears surrounded by clouds. ^^ [See Note XXHI.,
he comes, absolutely all (ttuc b(f)dal(i6g) will see him not only
his believers, who have remained steadfast to him, and whom he, their Judge,

When

p. 124.]

;

their Deliverer, will introduce into his glory,i^ but also

clared by the words

o'Ltlve^

—

be especially mentioned are

mar and Hilgenf .^^
1

Heb.

2

Cf. Dan.

Tfjg yf/g,

— unbelievers.

{jxliia-Tov is

" Dan.
where

3

Cf.

*

De Wette, Hengstenb.

5

Cf. Joel

lo the 017101? toO

xii. 1.

Cf. 1 Pet. iv. 11.

Cf., especially,

Am.

8

Cf. concerning the present, "Winer, p. 249.

9

Introduction, sec.

Matt. xvi. 27.

vii.

Mark

13;

J2

Matt. xxvi. 64.

is

Cf. Ps. xcvii. 2.

"

Ebrard.

is

Among

mann) ^22V

iv. 13.

manner, the same
fundamental thought of the book suddenly
enters with surprising force.

"

first

to

Volk-

xiv; 62.

the later Jews, the Messiah is ex" the cloud-man " (Wolken-

pressly called

iv. 16.

Cf. xvi. 15, where, in like

T

the

incorrectly think here chiefly of the heathen, since heathen

ascribed the ^aai^eia.

Rom.

expressly de-

is

the Jew^s.

kuI octlvec avrov k^EKEVTrjaav, i.e.,

vii. 27, x. 14.

vii. 18, 27,

— as

Among these,

i«

Hengstb.
i.

o^'

Ps. xcvii.
;

cf.

.

;

cf.

10 sqq.

Ewald.
;

Nah.

i.

3, Grot.,

Knobel, Prophetismus d.

Ilebr.,

p. .361 sqq.

"

Cf. xix. 1 sqq., xx. 11 sqq., xxi .1 sqq.;

Matt. xxv. 31 sqq

2.

"^^

'^^J

2, xviii.

is

;

1

Thess.

Introduction, p. 12.

iv.

16 sqq.
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ST.

JOHN.

hands directed the plunge of the lance into the Crucified. [Note XXIV.,
p. 124.] But decisive against this is not only the relation to the subject, but
Here, as in John xix. 37, the
also the expression, k. Korp.
nug al <pv?,. r. y^f.
prophecy, Zech. xii. 10, forms the foundation, where the words ^'^p'^"'^^'^ r\Vi

—

"Sx

are rendered

^£3'3n]

by the LXX.,

kuI emf^XexpovTat npdg

fie,

uvd"

uv narup-

According to Zechariah, the converted people are to look towards
their God, whom they had wounded by their infidelity and disobedience,
i.e., as the LXX. correctly explain, had despised; but in this passage the
"seeing," i.e., the actual beholding of the coming Christ, is understood in
the sense that then, at the commencement of the judgment, repentance is
no longer possible, and only terror remains concerning sins that have then
undoubtedly occurred. Against the pragmatism of this passage, Ebrard
wishes here to find the meaning " When he cometh, Israel shall be conXrjaavTo.

:

and the nations of the earth shall certainly lament,^ as those who
have fallen away." Bengel falls into the same error, when he remarks of
the KorpovTai in the second member, " Undoubtedly with hostile, or even, on
the part of some, with penitential, terror."
How John xix. 37 is in this
verted,^

respect related to this passage,

the

e^eKevTTjaav, i.e.,

John

and

xix. 37

the death

is

— "the

ix. 54,

2 Mace. xii.

is

since there only the fact of

;

The

stated.

emphasized

slaying"^

As

proof of hostile unbelief.

Judg.

is

difference

between

this lies in the fact that there (elg dv £^£kevt.) the special

point of the thrust of the lance
subject

not manifest

is

the thrust of the lance,

— in

while here {avrbv

;

h^sKevT.)

the

most manifest

general, as the

Num.

to EKHEVTelv in this sense, cf.

xxii. 29,

Partly because of this difference, and also partly

6.

because Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion translate the word Ipl, Zech.

by

xii. 10,

sKKevTelv,*

writer of the Apoc.

expression
it

is

we

—

dare not infer the identity of the Evangelist and the

kol Koipovrai

kTz'

avrbv Tcaaai at <pvXal

Although this

rf/g yrjg.

may

comprise also the Jews, yet, according to the connection,
to be limited to the anti-theocratic and antichristian heathen.
The

KOTpovTac^ obtains,

ness, such as

is

by the construction with km and the

acc.,^

a graphic clear-

peculiar to the entire style of the writer of the

representing the mourning, not according to

its

—

Apoc, by

inner reason (kn avTu), but

—

according to its external direction,
Not only
towards the coming Judge.'
by the twofold assurance in both Greek and Hebrew,^ at the close of ver. 7,
but still more completely and solemnly by the entire ver. 8,^ is the main
sentence, ver.

7,

sealed.

This verse contains a significant unfolding of the
DX^.
For the Eternal, who is at the same time

old prophetic formula niH"

Lord of
Td

d)

11

all,

is,

1

Zech.

3

Cf. vv.

*

But

will execute his prophecy, ver. 7.^°

according to

xii. 10.

2

its

— The

Matt. xxiv. 30.

9, 12, etc.

«

Cf. xviii.

1

Cf. 2 Cor.

ii.

3;

«

IpT by eKKevrelu, not by KaTopxela9ai, we must

^

Cf. exposition of

not infer, with Ewald, that Zech. xii. 10 also
may have been originally, with the LXX., efe-

^o

that the

c

connection with the circumstance

LXX. at other places translate the word

KivTy)(Tav.

to

uk^a koI

.

Cf. Zech. xii. 10; Matt. xxiv. 30.

also,

Matt, xxvii. 42, 43.

^1

XXi. 6.

12

Cf.

i.

name
17,

ii.

Bee,

Wette.

w.

7, 8.

Observe here again, as

tion of the

upxjj

9.

De Wette.
Erasmus, De

in

formula

meaning,!^ correctly explained by the gloss

in ver. 4, the rela-

6 ep^o/u-ei/os.

«, xxii. 13.

CHAP.
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9.

I.

where the

13,

iv.

command from

receives in a vision the

the revelations communicated to him, and to send

churches of Asia

This

9-20).

(i.

to be

is

LXX.

done

for

it

Christ to write

them

to the seven

way

that to each

such a

in

have

one of these churches, in a special letter (ii. 1-iii. 22), the contents of the
revelation are to be applied for encouragement, consolation, and warning.
Vv. 9-20. As the ancient prophets report their call,^ in order to prove the
divine authority of their declarations,^ so
the commission given

him by Christ

may be acknowledged

as that

Ver.

9.

which

it

The name

'Eycj 'luuvvrjg.

John

presents, in the beginning,

himself, in order that the entire book
directly professes itself to be in ver. 1.

as in ver.

[See Notes on Introduc-

3.

The combination of the eyu with the name * is after the
manner of Daniel.^ In the same way, the authors of 4 Ezra ^ and the Book
The formula must not be regarded
of Enoch conform to Daniel's model.

tion, pp.

.]

"^

by the intention of the composer to distinguish himself from
John not only calls himself the brother of the
readers, in the sense justified by the communicative style of vv. 5, 6,^ but
especially emphasizes what is supposed in the relation of a brother Kal
as determined

the speaker in ver. 8.^

—

cvyKoivuvdg ev t^

k.tX

:

ship

11

The inner combination

of

this

idea with

from the fact of the non-repetition of the
etc., as the sphere in which the fellowoccurs, in distinction from the objective conception of the customary

6 ddcApof vfiuv is

article.

e'klypEL,

The

iv i°

to be inferred

designates the

h

So, too, the

genitive.

dTu-^ig,

stands in the iv

'Irjaov,

belonging to

all three

terms,

and vttOjU., whereby the Lord and Saviour represents himself as
the personal ground of the tribulation and kingdom and patience of all those
A comparison has here been incorrectly made
to whom vv. 5 and 6 pertain.
^aatk.,

dTuyp.,

with the dissimilar ideas of Col.
Phil.

ii. 1,

" for the

izapaKXijaig iv XpLCTTL).

name

of Christ,"

i*

24, 2 Cor.

i.

— The

15. ^'^

i.

on the other hand,

Cf.,

dTuxpig {ev 'lijaov) is

the affliction, ^^ which,

has been infallibly prepared for believers, on the

part of the hating and persecuting world. ^^ But, as this suffering, so also does

the royal glory possessed already by believers, and yet hoped for^^ in

its full

"in Jesus" himself. Hence, e.g., iii. 21, the promise in
the mouth of Christ.
Finally John adds yet the vno/2ovf/ (ev'lTjaov), as the
item ordinarily mediating between the two preceding,^'' which, therefore, is
an important subject of the prophetic exhortation. ^^ There is no hendiadys,
manifestation,

lie

—

either in the first or the last of the
1

Cf. Jalkiit Rub., fol. 147

greased

Wolf.
2

;

"

Adam
{<

trans-

to r>." in

Wetst.

Ezek. i.-iii.
14 sqq. Exod. iii.

Isa. vi.;

i.;

also,

Eph.

12

j)q

»

jj.

i.

Rom.

7;

Wette, Hengstenb.,

Matt. xxiv. 9;

16

John

xvi. 33;

Acts

"

Cf. 2

Tim.

12;

c ii.

vii.

;

42.

Ewaid.

T

xii. 3,

8

Cf. xix. 10.

xxiv.

x. 2, xii. 5.

7, xcii. 3, ev. 15.

Cf. Malt, xxiii.30; Gal.vi.6; Acts

xxvi. IS.

Respecting the expression avyKoiv.,

cf.

etc.

ii.

cf. xiii. 21.

xiv. 22.

Rom.

viii.

17; Acts xiv.

22.
i^

viii. 21,

17; 1 Cor. ix. 23;

9, 10, vii. 14.

Dan.

vii. 15, viii. 1, ix. 2,

xi.

iii. 6.

xxii. 8.

Cf.

6

11

xviii. 4; Phil.

^*

*

10

Am.

:

whole law, from

cf. also

Cf. Jer.

8

8

the

two conceptions. i®

So that the juxtaposition of these terms

not entirely without order (De Wette).
18

Cf.

i9

Against Heiur.

ii.

2, 3, iii. 10, xiii. 10, xiv. 12.

is

;
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In connegtion with the self-designation of the composer as

—

6 udeTicpdg vfxuv,

whose fundamental universality is
marked by the three terms dllipig, QaaiMa, and vTrofxovf/, cannot be decisive as
fiaprvpiav 'Irjaov having definite reference to the OMipic
to the words kyevo/irju
just mentioned, and therefore being understood necessarily of the banishment
of John, whether of the apostle ^ or another John. 2 The incorrect emphasizing and specializing of the dTilipig likewise leads N, de Lyra to think of
As
the legend according to which the apostle was cast into seething oil.
most plausible for the traditional explanation, the usage of the dla, vi. 9,
the entire expression kuI

avyKotv.

'Itjo.,

—

XX.

4, is

cited: but in these passages

we

find the determinative expressions

and a comparison may also be made with Matt. xiii. 21,
But the exposition proposed by Bleek, Liicke, and
xxiv. 9; John xv. 21.
De Wette, according to which the 6ia indicates that John was in Patmos
i.e., to receive
because of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus,
is decided to be correct by:
the same [see Notes on Introduction, p. 91],
(2) The circumstance
(1) The in any case near parallelism of vv. 1, 2.
that
fiaprvpia 'Irjaov, according to the usage of the composer of the Apoc,
cannot in any way be "the testimony concerning Jesus :"3 for what Wolf
remarks on 1, 2, is entirely wrong; viz., "As often as the word fiaprvpia occurs in the Apoc, so often does it signify the testimony concerning Christ
given by others." But the genitive with ^apTvpia is always subjective; so
that the expression fiapr. 'Itjoov signifies regularly * that given by Jesus (the
faithful witness, ver. 5), and the napr. avruv the testimony given by the avroi,^
This firm
in which latter case the contents of the fiaprvpia are synonymous.
The testimony proceeding from Jesus,
rule, vi. 9 ^ by no means invalidates.
according to Volkmar, only an
because of which John was in Patmos,'
item in the account,
is, thus, that which he was to receive « in the Spirit.*
Thus, even in an exegetical way, the opinion ^^ is incorrect, that John had
gone to Patmos in order to preach, which even in itself would be highly
ko<l>payii.,TTem7itKLciJ..;

—

—

7]

—

—

improbable on account of the character of the small, sparsely inhabited
island.
John himself intimates that the island is insignificant, by writing
h Tij vf](j(f) TTj Kalovfj.evri.'^^ Patmos, to-day called Patino or Palmosa, belongs to
^- found on it only a small town
there is pointed
sarcophagus with John's remains, the grotto in which the
apostle is said to have received the Apoc.^^ 3y the aorist form eyevof/ijv,^'^ it
is clearly implied,!^ that when John ivrote the Revelation he was no longer on

the Sporades.

Tournefort

;

out, besides a

Patmos.
1

To make

the

command

Hengstenb., Ebrard, Hilgenf.
Gebhaidt, p. 11, etc.

(ver. 11) conflict

Introduc-

tion, p. 409;
2

Ewald.

3

Ebrard,

*

i.

2, xii. 17,

xix. 10, xx. 4.

6 xi. 7, xii. 11.

See on passage.
^ Kiief., who is compelled to understand the
juapT. 'Irjo-. in the above sense, but in other
respects rejects the corresponding opposition
as " violence occasioned by critical interests,"
advances the idea that John was conveyed to
6

FatmoB "because, by his

testimo7iy, he

was

sponsible for God's saving word, and the

mony
etc.

with this conception, ^^

Cf. vv.

^

Cf. immediately afterwards, ver. 10.

^i

'^

1, 2.

Hartwig, Apol. d. Offenb.,
Beng., Heinr., Hengsteub.
jn Wolf.

ii.

55.

'3

Cf., also, "Winer, Reallex., in loco.

"

Cf. ver. 10.

^^
^^

re-

testi-

concerning the same, given by Jesus."

8

1°

is

Ewald, etc.
Ebrard.

—
CHAP.

I.
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10.

as the revelation came to an end, the book also was
Regard for the readers ^ cannot explain ^ the aor. eyiv6/j.7]v, because in this word there is no reference to writing.
Ver. 10. With eyev6/u7}v ev rrvevfiaTL we dare not immediately combine h rfi
," i.e.,
KvptaKi} vfiepa, in the sense: "I saw in the Spirit the day of judgment

only to say,^ that,

'*

finished."

h\ contradiction with this ^ are, the fact that
complete, the expression
KvpiaiiT/ Tjixepa, and the circumstance that the contents of the book are not
The ev Trvev/xaTt^ designates essentially
limited to the day of judgment.
nothing else than the ev eKardasL of Acts xxii. 18, xi. 5. Yet by ttvcv^o,' the
Divine Spirit, in his objectivity,^ cannot be understood,^ but the Trveifia must
foresaw

''I

represented."*

it

the presentation of

h

-ylveoOat

nvevfiaTc is in itself

Tj

by all means be interpreted subject! vely.^*^ The antithesis is ytv. kv iavrij,^'^ or,
according to 1 Cor. xiv. 14 sqq., h tC) voL^'^ The iv TTvevfian is understood in
one way, Rom. viii. 9, and in another also in Matt. xxii. 43; Mark xii. 36,

where the subjective nvEvfj.a is designated as sanctified or prophetically illumined by the objective Spirit of God; while in the present passage, as w^ell
as in iv. 2, and especially xxi. 10, the reference to the efficacy of the Holy
Ghost is in no way removed, but by Trvev/ua is understood only the higher,
spiritual nature of man,^^ in virtue of which he is capable of receiving a reveThe Kvpian^ i/fiEpa'^^ is the first
lation, having visions, and being kv eKOTucei.
day of the week, the Sunday, which was celebrated as the day of the Lord's
resurrection. 15 On the holy day, John was especially well prepared to receive
the divine revelation. [See Note XXV., p. 125.] But there is no foundation

—

for understanding the

Sunday

KvpiaKt]

^/z.

of an Easter Day,^^ or for assigning to that

the fulfilment of the expectation, attested by Jerome, that Christ

^"^

bmau

on Easter Day.^^

will return

of the invisible

God

fxov

refers not to the fact that a revelation

presented,!^ nor that

is

John must

first

be prepared by

hearing for the impending sight, as no one can see God without dying.
Against both these views, is the fact that John not only actually sees Christ,

'^"^

'

we

If

whiat

is

116)

i*

Cf. 1 Cor. xi. 20.

inconceivable and irreconcilable with

"

i Cor. xvi. 2;

Hengstenb.

receive with

(p.

2

As

3

Hengstenb., to

in efiaprvprjae, ver. 2.

whom

Liicke (p. 814) con-

Wetst.

Apocalypt

cf.,

;

p. 77 sqq.

,

6

Cf., also,

«

Cf

.

V.
;

d.

Honert, Dissert.

W^iuer, p. 173;

Ziiil.

De Wette, Hengstenb.

iv. 2, xxi. 10.

Cf.

TTvevfjia

LXX., Judg.

xi.

29

:

eyevero inl 'U4>ede

;

Klief.,

— say

other expositors

more

clearly

who appear

than

to be of the

day

Cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 2, 14, 31.

"

Acts

12

Cf., also, 2 Cor. xii. 2 sqq.

"

Cf.

xii. 11.

Rom.

viii. 16.

ex.

ayiav

dyoiJ.evTr)vr]fj.epa.v

ev(i)po<Tvvr\v, eu

to gladness,

Dionys. Cor.

Kvpta/crji/

keep the holy Lord's

vsKpuv, k.t.\. ("

10

Eichh.

i^

Beug.

" On

f]

Kal 6

'Irjo-oO;

We devote the eighth

on which also Jesus rose from

Matt. xxv. 24,

•'

The

apostolic tradition

time of the Easter vigils, it will not
be allowed to dismiss the people before raidnight, expecting the coming of Christ " (" Traut in die vigiliarum
ditionem apostolicum
paschaeante noctis dimidium populos dimittere

many
same

—

non

opinion.
10

ivea-TY)

—

that, at the

Kvp. (Xura. xxiv. 2).

9 As €rrolius, who compares Mark i. 23, v. 5;
and Ebrard, who compares Acts iv. 8 sqq. and

also

We

7; cf.

rrjv

the dead "), etc.

' Cf., especially, xxi. 10.
8

23:

day"). B3irnabaa,Ep.,c.lb:
rr^v bySorjv ei?

also,

Acts xx.
iv.

Stdyo/aei/ ("

r]ixepav

cedes too much.
*

H. E.,

in Euseb.,

ver. 10: iyevofjiriv iv nuevfjiaTt..

liceat,

expectantes adventum Christi ").

"

C. a Lap.

*"

Exod.

Hengstenb.

xxxiii. 20 sqq.;

Isa. vi. 5;

Ewald,
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but also experiences the complete effect thereof. ^ It is also not to be said
that " here clearly the awakening to ecstatic consciousness is described," as

though John at first had seen nothing, " at least, nothing remarkable," but
only first heard ^ for " the awakening to ecstatic consciousness," ^ which
is not everywhere represented, has already occurred, since John hears or
;

sees,^ viz., in the Spirit.

the divine voice that

made with Ezek.

iii.

is

12,

It is

only the unexpected, surprising utterance of
A comparison may, at all events, be

here stated. ^

where, however, the presentation seems to be condi-

tioned by the development of the scene

sound of a trumpet.

like the

itself.

— The mighty, loud

In connection with the use of the

(be;

®

voice

is

calinyyog '

purely as a comparison, the remark is not applicable that the assembling of
congregations, and the appearances or revelations of God and Christ, are

—

The voice which imparts the comannounced with the sound of a trumpet.^
mand, ver. 11,9 belongs not to " an angel speaking in the person of Christ," i°
nor to the angel mentioned in ver. 1,^1 nor to God speaking in distinction
from Christ, who speaks in ver. 15. ^^ It has been thought that the voice
proceeds from him whom John, ver. 12 sqq., sees, and therefore from Christ
It is therefore,
himself ^^ but on account of iv. 1, this cannot be admitted.
This
as in iv. 1, x. 4, 8, entirely undecided as to whom this voice belongs.
also agrees very well with the bmou ftov.
Ver. 11. 6 (STiETtetc. The present is neither to be changed into the future,^*
nor to be explained by the fact, that, with the hearing (ver. 10), the seeing,
in the wider sense, has already begun; ^^ but is without relation to time, i.e.,
it is not formally noted that the visions upon which the presentation depends 1^ are yet to follow. There is a similar use of dTroartAAcj, Matt, xxiii. 34.
The book into which John, according to the command, wrote what he had
The ne/jxpov in no way necessitates
seen,^'^ is the entire Revelation before us.^^
the conception, conflicting with the double kyEvofxrjv,^^ that the book was written
on Patmos ^^ but rather the sending of the book is explained in accordance
;

—

;

ver. 4 sqq., even if one of the seven cities
be regarded the author's place of abode, from
It is,
the preponderating consideration shown it above the other cities.
of course, in itself improbable that John wrote long after the reception of
the revelation, but he rather wrote "while the ev TrvevfiaTi still continued in

with the epistolary superscription,

— perhaps

Ephesus

:

effective operation
1

As

2

Ebrard.

On

—

"

7nust

^i

but

it

»

in Isa. vi. 5.

ch. iv. (p. 215)

oniau) fiov very preposterously as
:

1°

Cf., also. Stern,

to Isa. XXX. 21.
6 fj.eyd\r}, V.
'

Cf. V. 15.

8

Num.

but

who

incorrectly refers

See Knobel on this passage.

2; cf. Matt. xxiv. 31, xxvii. 46, 50.

X. 2, 10;

Joel

ii.

1,

15;

19; Matt. xxiv. 31; 1 Thess. iv. 16;

Hengstenb.,

AeyouVrj? is to be construed with o-aAn-.

by

for

etc.

Exod.

De

N. de Lyra.

" Ebrard;

cf.

on

v. 1.

^^

c. a Lap.

is

Alcas., Ew., Hengstenb.
Ew., De Wette.
Hengstenb.
Winer, p. 249 sqq.

"
*°

* iv. 1.
6

to

^2

attraction.

Ebrard interprets the
"standing
upon earth." Volkraar As the external world
lies extended before man's face, so what is
concealed is back of the world's view.
3

him

would have been impossible

i^
^^

Cf. v. 3.

"
"

Against Hengstenb.

xix.

20

Wette,

21

"

;

cf.

on

v. 4.

See above.
Hengstenb., Ebrard, Klief.
Lucke, p. 814.
cf. Ebrard himself vs. Hengstenb-

CHAP.

Ill

12, 13.

I.

write while in the condition which he designates by

iyev. ev irvevfian

;

for

an

essential element of this condition is the cessation of the activity of the vovg,

upon which nothing less than every thing pertaining to the literary form
The seven cities named are
and character of the book throughout depends.

—

According to

clearly introduced according to their geographical situation.

the adjustment of vision from the standpoint of one directing the sending

—

— not of

the one writing,
two lines moderately direct appear
which the cities lie. In the first line, from south to north,
are Ephesus, Smyrna, and Pergamos in the second lii^e, which extends
since Thyatira, which is in the neighborhood of
from north to south,
lie Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and
Pergamos, naturally stands first,
(See on ver. 20.)
Laodicea.
of the book,

from Patmos,

in

;

—

Ver. 12.

backwards,^

—

KoX eneoTpEfa.

— in

John

turns,^

This

order to see.

—

is

viz.,

according to the connection,

correctly explained according to its

meaning, as " the one who uttered the voice "
;

^

the

has

(SXineLv

its

founda-

tion in the liveliness and directness of the presentation, which immediately

penetrates from the perception of the voice to the speaker himself, just as in
iv. 1 Tieyuv

is

seven golden candlesticks,

— and, in the midst of

with seven branches,^
[See Note

XXVI., p. 125.]
The entire appearance
of him in vv. 5, 6,^ and

Ver. 13.

been said

only
— John now
— but in no way a candlestick

written, while the subject speaking

sees, after turning,

is

*

them, Christ himself (ver. 13).

of Christ expresses essentially
is

here presented,

and support

who

"by a sketch

what has

likewise as highly significant as that

Hence each

declaration, as to the entire contents of the book.
epistles is introduced

(puvri.

of the seven

of his form,""^ as the majesty of Christ

holds his people in his hand,^

the real foundation

is

of the apocalyptic hope.^

Christ appears in the midst of the seven candlesticks, not walking,^" but

any thing dare be imagined, standing. He is not named, but is
by the dfioiov vlij avOptJ-novM The o/noiov is incorurged by those who wish to infer thence that not Christ, the Son of

rather, if

infallibly designated already

rectly

man

himself, but

"an angel representing

pression the dogmatic thought

is

Christ,"

^"^

is

meant.

not present, that Christ

is

In this ex-

essentially

more

than a mere son of man;!^ but John had to write o/llolov, which does not correspond to the simple 2, Dan. vii. 13 (LXX.,wf),^^ as the type of the form of
the Son of

man was

manifestation. 15

to be recognized in the divine

majesty of the entire

— The Lord, who makes his people priests and kings

(ver. 5),

appears clad in the sublime splendor of the high priest and of kings. He
wears the robe of the high priest, reaching down to his feet,^^ which, accord1

Acts

2

Cf. Matt. xxiv. 18;

9

ix. 40.

Mark

xiii.

16;

Luke

lo

Tim. i. 1 1 Thess. i.
Ebrard, according to

1

;

»

N. de Lyra, Beng.,

*

Cf. the interpretation, ver. 20.

etc.

i^
^-

Cf. vv. 17, 18.

"
"

7

Herder.

is

«

Cf

i« woS/jpjj?, sc. \>.T<av.

ver. 20.

1;

of.

on that

Dan. vii. 13; cf. x. 16, 18.
N. de Lyra, Bossuet, Grot., Marek.
De Wette, Hengsteub.

«

.

ii.

passage.

xvii. 31.

Grot., etc.

3.

Ebrard.
Cf.

xiii. 2.

:
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was a symbol of the world

xviii. 24,^

appears, as he
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ST.

yet

;

God

himself also

To

royally enthroned, in a similar long robe.^

is

this is

added the entirely golden girdle. ^ The girdle of the high priest was only
adorned with gold.* That Christ wears the girdle npdg toIc f^a^olg,^ not about
the loins,^ is in no way to be urged in the sense of Ebrard " The twofold
nature of the unglorified body, in the nobly endowed upjDer part of the body,
and in the lower part of the body serving the purposes of reproduction, nourishment, and discharge, vanishes in that higher girding, as it is first correctly
marked by the girding above the loins." For, is Dan. x. 5 to be understood
of an unglorified body? Cf., besides, Josephus, Antiqq., iii. 7, 2, as to why
:

the priests bind their girdles

Ver. 14.

To

/card aripvov.

the general conception

properly pertains to the description

avrov,

Kecpal^

61

rj

the part which

attached by the more accurately de-

is

Thus there is a dependence on the de Ke<l>a?.7j avrov, correKal.^
sponding to which are the special particulars, each of which is designated
with the addition of aiiTov viz., oL 6(^6. avrov, oi 7rof5. avrov, and n (fxjv, avrov, while

termining

tj

;

the

Kat at rpcx. is

De Wette

as

The

without the avrov.^

proposes,

first

face and beard belong,

order of thought

not, therefore,

is

concerning the whole of the head, to which also

and then especially

— The

to the hair of the head.

whiteness of the hair signifies neither the freedom from sin of Christ's
earthly

life,^

nor in general the holiness peculiar to him

same divine

Christian prophet in the

1°

;

nor does

it

desig-

Christ rather appears here to the

nate merely the heavenly light-nature. ^^

which Daniel i- beheld

brilliancy in

not the Son of man, but the Ancient of days, whose eternity is designated by
This interpretation ^^ is justified not only by
the whiteness of his hair.
the type in Daniel, but also by the fact that Christ represents himself as the

Eternal One, like the Father, vv.
manifestation, vv. 17, 18

cf.

;

ii.

4, 8,

8.

in his words, corresponding to his
eyes, " as a flame of fire,"

The

^^

are,

as all the other features, not without significant reference to the revelation

By

itself. ^°

ii.

presented not of omniscience in

18, xix. 12,^6 the idea is

general," also not of punitive justice,!^ or of holiness consuming

1

Grimm

1

Cf.

2

Isa. vi, 1.

"

on the passage.

3 Not " girdle-buckle," which, according to
Mace. X. 89, was peculiar to kings Hengstenb.
* Exod. xxviii. 8, xxxix. 5.
;

5 Cf.
6

XV.

Dan.

6.

X. 5.

Hengstenb., Ebrard.
8 In Dan. vii. 9, according to the LXX.,
there stands, on the other hand, Kai Y] Opi^ Ti]s
''

Cf., also, Bengel,

K€(})a\rj<;

9

Hengstenb., who, however, understands
at the same time, " the majesty of glory."

Cf., also, C. a Lap., Calov., Vitr., Storr.,

Velthusen,

etc., iv.

439

loc.
;

cf.

Virg., Aen., v.

"Divitii sigua decoris ardeutesque

—

tuj 6e oi oo-cre

Aa/a7recr0rjv cLcrei re

("

The eyes shone

On

'=

of

Trupb;

creAa?

like the brightness of fire").

the other hand,

aggeration

the

De Wette: "An

ex-

glance

of

spirited,

fiery

eyes, to the penetrating,

consuming

as the Greeks also ascribe to their gods,

the Son of

;

Commeiitatt. ed.

Stern, etc.

God

has

Cf. Ps. xviii,

Heb.

Apoc, quaed.

x. 6;

is

oculos
qui voltus vocisque souus"
("Note the marks of divine beauty and the
glowing eyes; what is the countenance, and
sound of the voice "). Hom., IL, xix. 365 sqq.

^c

Wette.

12 vii. 9.
13

Dan.

that

gaze of such eyes as belong to celestial beings,

Areth., Coccej., Vieg.

Diss, in

:

notate

human

avrov.

10

" De

xix. 12;

647 sqq.

all

9,

and as

an unparalleled way."
xcvii. 3; Deut, iv. 24, ix. 3;
it

in

xii. 29.

"

Vitr., Calov., Beug., Stern.

i^

Hengsteub.;

cf.

Ribera, C. a Lap.
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15, 16.

impure ^ without regard to omuiscience, but of omniscience combined with
holy wrath directed against all that is unholy.

To such

Ver. 15.

eyes of flame,^ belong feet

ug kv Ka/uvu

ofiotoi xa^iioXi,3uvo)

which tread down unholy enemies. ^ Do Wette is wrong in finding in this feature no other meaning than that of the splendor.
The word
XalKo7diiavog,* which the Vulg. renders by orichalcum,^ and Luther by Messing,
is of doubtfid derivation and meaning.
Ewald follows an ancient testimony ^
which says that one of the three kinds of incense is so called."' As the entire
picture has to do with more than color,^ and as the type of Dan. x. G^ leads
to the idea of brass,^" incense can in no way l)e thought of.
This is also,
within the comparison itself, highly unnatural.
The feet appear like brass,
but at the same time, as the second member,ii ug h Ka^i. izsixvpufiivij, says, " as
TTETTvpufiivri,

—

fire," and therefore like the feet of the angel, x. 2,
But whether the word ^^ be a hybrid terra composed
and therefore mean glowing white ^^ or " brass from Leba-

in a furnace

glowing with

which are uq

otvXol izvpog.

of

and

;(;aA\of

non;"
uous

1^

jpS,

;

or be taken as an intentionally mysterious designation of the ambig-

which denotes an

T/lsK-pov,

alloy,!^

and

and therefore

also amber,!^

corre-

sponds in some degree to the former as well as to the second part of ;t:aA/cocannot be certainly decided. The intentional mysteriousness is
?.ii3avog,^''

—

—

improbable; even though the idea were possible, that
of course, only in
the provincialism of Asia ]Minor
the word were popularly formed and
used in the sense received by ZUllig. Wetzel,is by recurring to the root Ai,e,

—

running, flowing, reaches the explanation of molten metal {Erzf.uss)
perfectly adapted to the meaning, but without sufficient justification in the
language.
koL tj <i>uv^ avr., k.tX
Cf. Dan. x. 6; Ezek. xliii. 2, i. 24.
The
i.e.,

;

—

force of the voice

the peaceful

Ver. 16.

of the sea

(cf. ver. 10),

^^ is

but the majesty peculiar to

not to be thought

of.

Xot for Kai elxe, k.tX ^o but the participle occurs
syntax, while John wdtb a few strong touches of his pencil ^i
k.tX

Kal excjv,

in violation of

1

represented

is

murmur

;

E braid.

®

hhp niynj

lxx.,

••

2 V. 14, ii. 18.
3

Ps. Ix. 14;

vrhcre, also,

Isa.

Ixiii.

arms which

6;

cast

cf.

Dan.

down

are

x. 6,

men-

s

De

Of.,

iii.

23, 12;

Horace, Ars

6

In Salmas, ^cZ/S'o/in.,p. 810; alsoin Wetst.

7

6 Ai^at/og

e'xei.

ovoixd^erai

rpia. €i5tj 5evSpu>i>,

x*^'<o^t^ci''o?,

TTvppos riyovv ^av66i ("

Ai^ai'o?, like the sun,

reddish-yellow of

Kal b

rjAioeiSrj?

iJ.ev

/cat

Lebanon has three kinds

of trees, and one that is strong

is

called xaAKo-

and that is
Against

fire ").

to eay, the

the
notice in Suidas: xaA/coAi'^a»'o»', ei5o9 rjKiKTpov
this, is

Ti^tuirepoi' xpvo-oO, eari. &e to rj\eKTpov
xpy"''-'"' fJ-^ixiytxivov i/eAw

aAAoTu-

Kal \L9eCa ("xaA/c.

of the appearance of rjXeKrpov,

more valuable
than gold: and ^Ack. is gold of another kind
mingled with glass and stone").
8

7,

Against Ewald,

De Wette.

LXX.,

i.4, 27, viii. 2,

particle of

the o/aotot renders
is

Cf.

comparison parallel with
^he reading

-ewvpajij.ev(x>.

possible in a critical respect, belong-

Very

haiines
^^

<TTi\fiu>v.

^aA/c.

7!piyn: LXX., ^AcKxpor.

ing to x^^^o^'iS- (cf.
exegelical reasons.
1-

x«^«05

i^aarpdiTTuiv

De Wette.

which

Poet., 202.

nov

i.

n The

Suidas.

Cf. Cic,

dpprji/

Ezek.
lo

tioned.
* -01',

Ezek.

iii.

18), inadvisable for

arbitrarily translated

Marc,

p. 6S),

by Hitzig

(Jo-

" Ofenerz."

Grotius, Bochart, Hieroz.,

iii.

p. 900; ed.

Lips., Vitr., Hengstb.

"

Syr., Aeth., Arelh., Vatabl., Ebr.

'5

Suidas,

^^

Ew.

s. o.

ii.

'^ Ziillig.
'^

Zeitschr.

fur

die

gesnmmte

Theol. u. Kirche, Leipzig, 1869,

"
20

Ebrard.
Eichh.

21

i.

lutherisclte
p. 94.

De

Wette.
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Christ appears, having seven stars

portrays the sublime manifestation. ^

The

JOHN.

ST.

^

be changed ihto precious stones
which shine like stars, and to be sought in a ring, or seven rings, on Christ's
fingers,^ nor is it to be said that " the stars soar so easily, freely, and steadily,
on or over iiis right hand, that he might confidently place them ^ upon John's
in his right hand.^

To

head."^

ask at

all

stars are neither to

stars in ver. 17 must be regarded, is a
That Christ has the stars in his right

where these

question both paltry and unpoetic.

hand, shows that they are his property.

This

is

presented for the consola-

tion of believers,' but not in the sense as though the

power of Christ over

the churches, from which no one can deliver, should he wish to punish,^ were

This

portrayed.

is

entirely foreign to the present passage,

who

1 sqq. is conceivable only as Christ,

ii.

and even

in

graciously rules and defensively

walks in the midst of the candlesticks, can cast a faithless church from its
aal eic tov arofiaroc
Again,
kuTzopEvoiievT].
a new feature of the sublime picture is stated in an asyntactical way. "Who
can portray this form ? And yet it has occurred, alas a thousand times,
and the form of the God-man is represented as the most miserable cripple."
Thus Herder; while Eichh.,^^ just in the present feature of the description,

candlestick,^ or even reject a star.

—

—

!

would find an offence against the laws of painting.
sword which proceeds from the mouth of the Lord

The sharp two-edged
in a way similar to

is,

the feet like brass, a plastic representation of the divine power of Christ,

which he
word
of God, preached by Christ's ministers, striking the conscience and otherin complete accordance with the

image

of the vision according to

"slays the godless with the rod of his mouth."

wise divinely
is

efficacious,^"^

his

there

is

the

enemies both within i* and without
whom he holds in his hands

for those

countenance,!'^ as

utpig is

pearance in general.

used in John

The

of the

The entire description
mouth ^^ of Christ is directed against

nothing said here.

The sword from

purely personal.

Of the power

^^

description

^^
!

the Church. ^^

—

koX

tj

bypig

44 but not in

xi.

What

a consolation

avrov designates not the
vii. 24,

but

^^

the ap-

not concluded by a single feature,

is

but so that the entire form appears as surrounded with the brilliancy of the
sun.

We

are forbidden to take

son of X.

1,

where

uipig

* Cf. xix. 12, xxi. 12;
where, as here, the
turning aside from the original construction is

facilitated

by the preceding features of the de-

Cf. V. 20.

Holding them,

4

Eichh., Heinr.

6

Ebrard.

•?

Cf.

ii.

1.
e y. 17.

John X. 28 sq. Herder, Ebrard.
Hengstenb.; also Ew. ii.
;

De

Wette.

It-

Cf., also,

11

Isa. xi. 4; cf. xlix. 2; "Wis. xviii. 15 sqq.;
ii.

besides, Ps.

idea lying at the foundation
Iv. 22,

Ivii. 5,

frequently expressed in the

lix. 8, etc.)

"Moses removed him with

:

lips.

— Dathan

said to him,

is

Pirke

rabbins.

sword
Do you

the
'

seek to slay me with the sword which is in thy
mouth? " Wetst., Schottg., also on 2 Thess.
'

11. S.

» ii. 5.

12

The graphic

of his

2

3

2 Thess.

'^

(cf.,

Elies.

ficriptiou.

8

by the comparifound in the Apoc.,!^ is regularly

in the sense of npoawKov

this word, frequently

8.

Eph.

Heb. iv. 12;
17; Tichon., Primas.,
Arethas, Vltr., Calov., Stern; of., also, De
Wette, etc.
vi.

"

ii.

i"

xix. 15, 21.

16

Ebrard.

"

Vulg., Luth., Calov., Herd., Hengstenb.,

12, 16.

Ebrard,

De Wette.

is

Valla, Erasm., Eichh., Ew., Zull.

i9

Cf. iv.

11.

7,

ix. 7, xxii. 4, vi. 16, xii. 14, xx.

—

:

CHAP.
used

also Dan. x.

;

where

6,

of the detailed description,

115

17.

I.

and that, too, in the beginning
throughout against Hengstenberg's opinion.

Trpoounov occurs,
is

In like manner, in the description, Dan. x.

form of the Lord

entire

is

to be regarded

additional designation,^ of course,

noonday

"when

of the sun, but

^

brilliancy

its

is

light is at the strongest."

neither mist nor clouds intercept

Ver. 17.
alive before

for, since

death

Yet John

God.^

is

is

6, rd aibna

uq 6

avrov uaei dapaig, the

h

rjXiog (paivei

t/}

The

SwdfisL.

not necessarily to be referred to the

is

correctly paraphrased

by De Wette

^

The sun

strength

shines in

its

when

its rays.^

The impression made by

mortal terror;

:

the appearance of the Lord

the wages of sin, no sinful

supported by

Him who

man

^ is

that of

can stand

not only absolutely

is

the living, but also, since he himself has passed into death,' and has over-

come

it,

has redeemed his people therefrom, as he has the keys of death and
seer beholds all

— De Wette finds a contradiction in the fact that "the

liell.

and so represents things as though he had stood opposite to
human powers
of conception and feeling: cf. v. 4, xvii. 6, xix. 10, xxii. 8; Dan. vii. 15."
But by the h TTvevuan (ver. 10), his being in the body is not removed. Just
as the feeling of those who dream is also customarily expressed in a bodily
way, e.g., by actual weeping, it may readily be thought that while John
this in spirit,

these appearances in his bodily form, and with his ordinary

actually sees ey

—

-Kveviiari

i.e.,

in prophetic ecstasy

of the Lord, he bodily sinks down.^

"like one dead."
cles of healingjio

The

— w^

veKpog is

— the

actual appearance

not "like one dying,"

laying-on of the right hand

is,

^

but

like in Christ's mira-

an accompanying friendly sign of the aid peculiarly offered
The Lord begins his words just as heavenly beings

through the Word.

—

have ordinarily to address men:

fifi

Cf.

<j}o0ov.

Luke

i.

13, 30,

ii

10;

Mark

This, as also in general ver. 17 sqq., suits the opin-

xvi. 6 (Matt. xvii. 7).

John was not merely an

ion of Ebrard, that the falling-down of

effect of

eyu el/ut 6 npibTog, k.t.X. Incorrectly, Wetst.,
but "an act of love."
the most
Grot., etc., from dogmatic prejudice: "the highest in dignity
as. Matt,
Three times after elfic, Eichh. mis-points '*I am,"
despised."
xiv. 27; John vi. 20, which is entirely inapplicable here; and then, 6 irp. k. 6
sax. = " the only one in his class," Kal 6 ^uv = " with respect to life, among
terror,

—
—

the living"!

Christ

is,

as the Father (ver. 8), the First

A and the

i2;ii

and the

Last,

i.e.,

which is epexegetically 12 added, that he is absolutely the Living One,^^ ^j^q, just on that account,
can also give life. This reference of the conception 6 ^uv,^'^ which is in itself
already necessary, since the personal Eternal One must have his eternity
as an energetic attribute, is yet specially emphasized by ver. 18; and that,
too, in such way that what is said in both halves of the verse, even though
he

1

is

personally the

Cf. Judg. V. 31

;

LXX.

:

w? t^oSo?

and in

rjkiov ev

ivva/ict avTov,
2

Eichh., Ileiur.

8

Against Ebrard.
Hengstenb.

5

Isa. vi. 4;

Dan.
8

viii.

Exod.

this lies that

eyej/.

^

Cf. Acts ix. 4.

o

Eichh.
Beng., Hengstenb.

lo

xxxiii. 20;

17 sqq., x. 7 sqq.

Cf., especially, Isa. vi. 4.

Ezek.

i.

23;

vexpos.

^

^'

xxii. 13.

12

Kai.

'3 (jf,

" Xot

John

i.

1 sqq., v. 26.

equal to ^wo-otoji-. Grot.
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JOHN.

ST.

not according to form, yet according to meaning, is related as foundation
For, just because Christ
{Kal eyev.
aicjvcjv) and consequence (/cat e;t;tj,/c.T.A.).
who suffered death, i after having risen,^ henceforth does not die,^ but is liv-

—

ing to eternity,* he has the keys of death and of hell, i.e., power over them,
so that he can preserve and deliver therefrom, but also can cast therein.^

must not be regarded a personifihand also, both can be
regarded only as a place, when it is said that " both designate one and the
same idea." « Yet the ddvarog, after which the adr}^, vi. 8, appears, is, more
accurately speaking, to be distinguished from the latter.^ To think of Odva-

The

figurative presentation of the keys

cation of the edvaTog

Tog as

a,

place,

is

and the

ddrjc

;

The

inadmissible.

^

but, on the other

'

i°

gates of death

Zion

sition to the gates of the daughter of

;

are spoken of in oppo-

here death

^^

is

personified,

and

The place of death, which
regarded as a possessor or lord of the gates.
appears closed in with gates, is adrjg.'^^ In this double and not completely
symmetrical delineation of the idea, according to which "gates" are ascribed
to personal death as well as to local hell, the Klelg must here be understood.

—

The

intention of this entire detailed address

is

so far in advance of merely

John from his terrors of death, as John is the prophet, who himself
must experience and understand the majesty of the Lord, whose coming he

freeing

to proclaixii, in order that

is

Thus

concerning the same.^^
Ver. 19.

It is

he

may

impossible for the

serve only to recall the

bring to the churches full testimony

ver. 19 suitably concludes.

command,

ovi',

without reference to

w.

17, 18, to

Hengstenb. better combines the

ver. 11.^*

reference to ver. 11 with that to vv. 17, 18:

"When,

therefore, this fear is

removed, do what I have bidden thee." But, apart from the fact that it
is very doubtful whether, ver. 11, Christ himself has spoken, this reference
to vv. 17, 18, which even does not correspond to the meaning of these verses,
Grotius seems with greater correctness to remark,
is highly unsatisfactory.
" Because you see that I am so powerful." The Lord, therefore, bases upon
the revelation of his

command

own majesty (vv.

17, 18)

communicated

to the prophet, the

churches (ver.

to write, i.e., to give written witness to the

1 sqq.)

;

communicated, is essentially nothing else than the full unfolding of what has been beheld by the
prophet (ver. 12 sqq.), and the majesty of Christ disclosed by the Lord himFor the Living One will come; who
self in significant words (vv. 17, 18).
since the contents of this revelation,

was dead

(ver. 18),

Concerning the

1

eyev. veKp.

2

Cf. the es^o-ev,

3

Cf.

Rom.

whom

which

is

to be

aor., cf.

rain."

of

ii. 8.

more,

Still

9; Acts xiii. 34.

vi. 8;

«

De Wette.

^

xx. 13, 14.

This has an entirely different

^^

^10,

meaning from when Acacus, the porter of the
lower world, is called ^AetaSoOxos. Cf. H. L.
Ahrens, Dus Amt der Schlussel, Hannover,

"

?«• ix. 14; cf.

conception
e

Cf.

1864, p.

iii.

vi.

(C.T.A.,

^uiv.
7.

—

LXX.

" h)H\i/, Isa.
LXX. aSr;?, Job

"

6.

6ix. l,xx.l. Cf. rargr.Jb??,. on Deut. xxviii.
12 " Four keys are in the hand of the Lord,
a key of life and of tombs, and of food and
:

mode

alive in
given

in

Zull.

xx. 11.

^

elfjii,

the

is

Wetst.

ii. 8.

a Strong emphasis of the

* ^wi/

who

they have pierced (ver. 7), but

Cf.

Exod.

"Against
marks, "
against

Odyaro?.
xxxviii. 17.
cf.

the iHIDlV,

xxxviii. 11.

iii.

;

Isa. vi.

;

Acts

ix.

who immediately reinjures the memory " also

Aretius,

exo-Tacrcs

De

Job

xxxviii. 10;

"Wette.

;

^

CHAP.

whom John

eternity,

I.
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20.

by the Coming One

beheld, and was commissioned

himself to proclaim his advent.

— This

is also

given by the sense of the

following words, which more accurately designate the subjects to be written
of u eldtg, k.tX There can be no doubt that the eUeq refers to the vision above
:

The koX a dolv, moreover, after its reference to u eld., or to k. a fielX,
means either "and what it is," i.e., signifies ;i or, "and what
The latter is far more natural, especially as
is," i.e., the present relations. ^
the antithesis between a elalv and a /icAZet yev. is marked particularly by the
Yet it must not be said that
retrospection of the fxeTu ravra to the a elalv.
narrated.
K.tX,

d

the

fixed,

is

in ch.

£t(Jef

prised

i.,

a elalv in chs.

ii.

and

and

iii.,

u

^itll., k.t.Tl.,

but, rather, the epistles already contain the future,

;

are com-

and the

suc-

ceeding chapters the present; yea, the entire book bears the true prophetic
stamp in this, that what is future is also prophesied of the present.^ That
in ver.

20 a point of the vision, ver. 12

sqq., is actually indicated,*

decided concerning the meaning of the d
entire vision, ver. 12 sqq

Ver. 20.

upon

is

the

This idea

d~0Ku7iv<pLQ

less,

as

by the u

can be

eldi^

be regarded as dependent

already correctly explained by N. de Lyra

is

the

meant.

to hvgttjplov tuv enTu uarepuv, k.t.1., is to

ypuipov.

sacrament of the

and

,

eldec;

sacred secret signified by them."

stars, i.e., the

are correlate ideas

;

for a nvarTjpiov

is all

that

man

:

" the

yivaTrjpcov

understands,

not by himself, but only by divine publication and interpretation,^ such as

immediately follows.'^ When, now, John has seen the mystery of the seven
stars which are at the Lord's right hand,^ and is to write of the mystery of
the seven golden candlesticks, this is in no way undone by the second half
of ver. 20, where only the simple explanation of the mysterious symbol is
given. As the words to fivavTjp.
;^;pz;(Tdf ^ are formally equivalent to the words
TavTa, SO, also, the mystery of the seven stars and candle.sticks in
a elds^

—

—

The command

substance corresponds thereto.

to write this mystery

is ful-

by nothing else than the enti)'e book for the prophetic development of
the hope of the victorious completion of the Church of Christ by his return
depends upon the mystpry of the seven stars in Christ's hand, and the seven
candlesticks in whose midst Christ walks; i.e., that Christ is the protector
filled

:

of his Church, vanquishing all enemies.

only to believers,

is

This consolatory hope, perceptible

the chief matter in the mystery of the stars and candle-

which the prophet beholds, and whose meaning he is to testify to the
If now, before the mystery of the seven stars with the entire
treasures of prophetic admonition, warning, and comfort, be stated in this

sticks

churches. ^°

1

Alcas., Aret., Eichh., Heinr., Herd.,

Bleck,
2

De Wetle;

cf. Klief.,

" what

N. de Lyra, C.

Arctli.,

a

Ew.,

the}' are."

Lap., Grot.,

Calov., Vltr., Beng., Wolf, Zull., Hengsteub.,

Ebrard, Lucke p. 401, Volkm.
3

Cf. Introduction, sec.

*

Cf. xvii. 7 sqq.,

°

Against

G

Matt.

Eph.
7

V. 32,

i.

Cf. xvii.

9.
7.

against Kliefoth.

Rom.

on the same, and therefore
is to be under-

»

ev, v. 16.

In an apposition without the Ka\.

Inconceivable, however,

is

the idea ex-

pressed by Klief., that, during the entire revelation (until xxii. 5), the Lord remains standing

and elsewhere.
11;

^^[^ j.p.^ resting

stood that the
lo

2.

De Wette; also
11; Mark iv.

xiii.

8

as to substance nothing else

xi.

25;

alongside of John in the situation described in
the vision,

i.

10-18.

situation changes.

Already

in ch. iv. the

^;
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an express interpretation of the symbols beheld by John be given,^
the fundamental meaning, from
key to the entire mystery,
which the correct application of all that follows depends. The essential
meaning of the two symbols is unmistakable the candlesticks are an easily
sense,^

—

this is just the

:

understood figure of the churches,^ which have received their light from
Christ, and continue to be sustained by the Lord, who walks in their midst.

An

allied idea

must

lie,

however the

uyyt-Tiot

be understood, in the symbol of

the stars in Christ's right hand, whereby, at all events, the ayyeloi of the

churches are described, and that in such a
selves belongs

^

what

The

unanimous.

is

way

that to the churches them-

So

ascribed to their angels.^

far, all interpreters are

controversy centres upon the word

To

mean

either "messenger""^ or "angel."

holds,

by understanding messengers of the churches

This must

uyyeTuoi.

the former meaning, Ebrard

to John
not " ordinary
but delegates of the churches, who report to him, and are
convey his apostolic prophecies to the churches who therefore hold
:

letter-carriers,

again to

;

a similar position between him and the churches to that which Epaphroditus
probably held between Paul and the Philippians " ^ yet these messengers
;

are represented as existing not in reality, but " only in vision."

" Beneath the
ambassador of the churches." Against
the unnaturalness of such an opinion, Vitr.,^ Wolf, Schottgen, Beng., Eichh.,
Heinr.,i° Ewald, etc., have guarded, who understand the " messenger" of the

stars,

John

is

to regard himself the

manner

f/^, of an officer
and care for external
matters of many kinds. But apart from the question as to whether this
messenger of the synagogue existed already in apostolic times, the same
Christian churches, after the

subordinate to the priest,

can only with

who has

be regarded a type of the Christian bishop or elder
and not the deacon, ^^ dare at any rate be regarded such

representative of the entire church,

as the uyyelog appears in the seven

taken by those who, appealing to Mai. ii. 7,
and, as to what refers to the symbol of the stars, to Dan. xii. 3, under-

epistles.
iii. 1,12

to read, pray,

difficulty

for only that officer,

The

of the Jewish "l^SV

stand the

latter

view

is

as superintendents {Vorsteher)^ teachers, as

ayyeloL, i.e., angels,

bishops or presbyters. ^^

So also R. Rothe,i* who, however,

the churches perceives only

"a

the bishops as an ideal whose realization

belongs, also, Hengstenb.,

in the angels of

prolepsis of bishops in the idea,"

who

is still

nevertheless

to be expected.

i.e.,

regards

Here

finally

regards the angels of every

^^

individual church, not as an individual, but as "the entire church govern-

ment,"

1

Chs.

i.e.,

the body of presbyters,

ii., iii.,

and also

ch. iv. sqq.

— eventually with a bishop at

the head,

11 Concerning whom it could formerly have
been thought otherwise, with Ewald. Yet Ew.
ii., the mediator, i.e., the Vorsteher, of the
church.

12

Exod.

xxiii. 20; Isa. xlii. 19; Ps. ciii. 20

sqq.; Hengstenb.
13

Priraas, Beda,

Alcas.,

C. a

N. de Lyra, Zeger, Drus.,

Lap.,

Bossuet,

Beza,

Grot.,

Calov., Herder, Klief., etc.
1*

Anfdnge

16

Cf. Brightraan, Alsted.

d. christl. Kirche,

i.

p. 423 sqq.
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I.

This manner of exposition, which in its
itself more than in its elaborate modifications by Rothe and Hengstb., is at variance partly with the use of the
word ayyeTiOt: otherwise in the Apoc, and partly with the decisive circumwith the deacons.

original simplicity always

commends

stance, that, in the epistles

which are directed

to the

uyyf.'koq

of each congre-

gation, the relations of the congregations themselves are so definitely

and

directly treated, that, for the full explanation of this appearance, the view

that the bishops or the entire governing body of the church are the representatives of their churches, besides not being in itself entirely justified,

not at

all sufficient.

Thus the view

already say, the angel of the church

analogy with xiv.

18, xvi. 5,^

and the individuals are

is

remains, that, as Andr. and Areth.

still

is

the church

itself.

In a certain

where the angel of the elements, as the nations

church can be regarded ^ the
This conception is not identical with that
according to which, e.g., among the rabbins, the fundacalled, the uyyuTuog of a

personified spirit of the church. ^

of the ayyeyog efopog,*

mental principle obtains, " God does not punish any people below without
casting down its chief from above," ^ but has been formed in dependence thereon.® Against this, the objection cannot be made valid, that the
first

article is absent before uyye?Mi: for the question has to do only with what is
comprised in uyyeXoi r. e/chA., which is sjmibolized by the figure of the stars,

without

its

being expressly marked here that the seven stars signify at any

time one angel of the seven churches

;

just as, in the succeeding words,

it is

mean the seven

churches, but

not that the precise churches mentioned in ver. 11 are meant.

But, as this

only expressly said that the seven candlesticks

from the connection, so it is
clearly inferred, from the superscription of the epistles which follow, that
the angels of particular churches are meant.
The most plausible objection
against our exposition is made by Rothe viz., that it is not proper, that, by
the symbol of the stars, another symbol, viz., that of the angels, should be
designation of the conception

is

self-evident

;

represented, especially alongside of the real ideas of the churches, which,

by a special symbol, are clearly distinguished from the
Buf^ the ayytkoi r. ekkTi. are to be regarded not at all as a

also represented
uyye?Mt

r.

ekkX.

symbol, but as
tion, to

the

—

—

of course ideally
reality; and, according to this concepbe in fact distinguished from churches that have been observed. If

kuKhriata,

which

is

symbolized by the candlesticks,

is

considered,

it

appears

variously composed of individual elements of various kinds, each of which
especially judged

is

the uyyeAog

t.

and treated of by the Lord

kuKTirjaiag

;

while, on the other hand,

appears as the living unity of the one organism

of the church, which, as

it

were, in mass clings to the Lord.

Thus

it is,

that the epistles are directed, not to the angels of the churches, and besides
*

Cf. vii. 1, ix. 11;

Dan.

x. 13, 20;

Matt.

Deut. xxxii. 8 (LXX.).
Cf. Salmas, De episc. et presb., p. 183;
Wetst., Ziill., Bleek, etc.

xviii. 10;
2

3

De

*

So Hilgenf., lutrod., p. 412. But the condo not harmonize with the
Gebhardt,

"Wette, Liicke, p. 432.

tents of the epistles

idea of an actual guardian angel.

p. 39 sq., has accepted

the

presentation

as

above given.
» In Wetst.
<^

Cf. also Volkra.,

who, however, mentions

e4>opo<; has " his earthly substratum " in the president of the congregation,

also that the ayy.

">

Cf. Liicke.
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must be expected even according to Rothe's meaning,
and yet in such -way that their
but only to the angel of each church
[See Note XXVII.,
entirety as one person, one spiritual body, is declared.
to the churches, as

;

p. 125.]

In conformity with the vision, ver. 12 sqq., and the epistles which in
ii. and iii. are directed to the seven churches,^ must be the answer to

chs.

the question as to what
the writer of the Apoc.
to

is

the significance of these churches in the sense of

Of the two

chief views that are possible, according

which they appear either in purely

historical definiteness, or in a certain

typical position, the latter in the nature of the case has to be presented with

many

more or

modifications, which, taken together, depend

historical

view

more general

;

while, according to the former view,^ there

less upon an
no denial of a

is

significance of the seven churches, at least in the sense that the

epistles directed to

them share the universal

ecclesiastical relation of all the

But against

apostolic writings to particular congregations. ^

this opinion of

Hengstenb.,

— who, in accordance with his false view of the relation of the

tion

22 to the whole book,^ comprehends the seven churches collectively

i.

4-iii.

with the utmost limitation,^

meaning

—

also

harmonizes

Lord and Saviour

of

all

the churches (with

it

is

of a

more

ideal nature, especially adapts

the fact that the churches, while appearing in

definiteness, yet at the

and

and, secondly, the

well, that Christ writes to the angels of the churches;

a conception, which, since
itself to

^

churches, which therefore cannot be without a typical

i.e.,

significance, since Christ is
it

number seven;

the

of that vision wherein Christ appears in the midst of the seven

candlesticks,

which

is, first,

sec-

same time are found

all

their historical

in a typical sense)

;

and, thirdly

themselves of the letters, whose pertinence to the
not only expressly emphasized, ^ but also concurs in

finally, the contents

universal Church
its essential

'^

is

leading features with the chief thoughts of the entire book.

But the significance of the seven churches is not to be limited to the entire
Church of Asia Minor,^ which only then, through this intermediate member,
attains its further reference to the Church universal: rather, in the seven
churches, the entire Church of Christ is regarded,i° since it is a peculiarity of
the writer of the Apoc. to present the general and ideal realistically, and in
a definite, plastic way.^^ But with this it is also established, that all further
determinations which have been connected, even by a play of w^ords, with the

^

Cf. vv. 4, 11.

Wolf, Harenburg (who nevertheless understand seven Jewish and Judaeo-Christian
schools found in Jerusalem, and named after
cf., on
the Asiatic cities), Herder, Liicke,
the other hand, Harenb.,
De Wette, Bleek,
Hengstenb., etc.
3 Hengsteub.
* Cf. on ver. 4.
Cf. Liicke, Ebrard, and already Vitr.
G For it is certain that in Colossa and Hieropolis (Col. iv. 14), and probably, e.g., in
Tralles and Magnesia (cf. the Letters of Ignatius), there were churches; so that John, for
2

—

—

the sake of the significative

number seven

("completeness is symbolized by the number
N. de Lyra, etc.), is compelled to
limit himself to those mentioned.
^ Cf.
already the Fragment of Muratorit
" For although in the Apoc, John writes to the
seven churches, yet he speaks to all." Wiese-

—

seven,"

ler's
81.5

Ausgabe

n,

» jj.

»
i"

in the

Stud.

u. Krit., 1847, p.

sqq.

As

17, etc.

;

cf.

i.

3, xxii. 9,

Victorin, Areth., Beda,

De Wette, etc.
" Cf. the idea
4) the

18 sqq.

Liicke wishes,

seven

IST,

de Lyra, Grot.,

of the seven angels and (ver.

spirits.

NOTES.
names of the individual congregations,^

121

are entirely arbitrary.

This applies

especially to the strange controversy as to whether, in the seven epistles, the

conditions of the Church of Christ be understood synchronistically, and that,
i.e., so that only " at the end of Church history," immediately before Christ's return, are we to expect the corresponding forms

too, eschatologically,

of Christian Church-life

;

or whether the prophetically portrayed conditions

Church history, sucwhether they be partly consecutive
and partly synchronistic* The sort of foundations upon which such artificial
interpretation is supported is shown, e.g., by Ebrard, who explains the first
four epistles consecutively, because the promises in them ^ are regarded as
derived " from consecutive epochs of O. T. history Paradise, Death, the
Departure from Egypt, the Kingdom of David." The context shows that
John has in view particular circumstances of churches present to him, and
therefore that the number seven of these churches is contemplated as a mirror
of the entire Church.^ In a chronological relation, the apocalyptic prophecy
of these seven epistles extends just as far, and is limited in the same truly
prophetic way, as the apocalyptics of the entire book, which gives the full
explanation of the fundamental thought contained already in the vision,
ver. 12 sqq., and the epistles belonging thereto; viz., the unfolding of the
prophecy, " The Lord cometh."
are to be understood consecutively of seven periods of

ceeding one after another

;3 or, finally,

:

Notes by the American Editor.

XV.

Ver.

1.

7JV

eSuKEv avrCi 6 deog.

Alford presents the argument on the other side: *' Stern asks, * How are we
Is not Christ very God, of one essence with the Father
from eternity? Did he not, by virtue of the omniscience of his divine nature,
know as exactly as the Father what should be the process of the world's history,
what the fate of the Church ? What purpose was served by a revelation from
God to Jesus ? ' He proceeds to say that the words cannot refer to the revelation as made to us, but are clearly against such an interpretation; and gives, at
some length and very well, that which, in one form or other, all will accept as
the true explanation, in accordance with John vii. 16, xiv. 10, xvii. 7, 8. The
to understand this ?

1 "'E(^ea-os reminds them that they ought to
be inflamed with the desire for eternal things,

f or €"(^ea-i? is
2

Cf. even Ebrard.
ErfuU.y ii. pp. 320,

Grot.

desire."

Hofmann, Weiss,

u.

324.
8

Mede, Brightm.,

s ii.
7, 11,
6

Vitr.

*

Ebrard.

17, 27.

According

to

Kliefoth,

ZahlensymboUk

Schr. Theolog. Zeitsch., 1862, p. b\i)
what is consecutive lies just in the number
ssven. Similarly in Co?ra7nf?2<ar (p. 271 "The
der. II.

:

number seven shows the development
the entire Church").
tire first

part

the & elaiv

(i.

things beheld

(i.

understands the ena statement of

206-iii. 22) as

1&),
(i.

He

allotted

i.e.,

of those which are the

10-18) for the present course

i. 206 gives the meaning of vv.
and then in chs. ii. and j:i. are portrayed the developments of Christianity origi-

of time, while

10-18;

Dating in the present, before the " far in the

future" final period beginning with iv 1.
Only in the last four epistles does Klief. find
a reference to the parousid, as the circumstances portrayed therein are actually to extend
in close consecutive chronological sequence
until the epoch of ihe parousin. What is coneecutive in the

number

seven, derived here

from the order of the divine working,
referred, however, by Klief. (on xvii. 9, p.

(p. 103)
is

210)

to

the

relations

of

the anti-Chrisiian

world-power, which (iii. p. 258)
" the final work of the Devil."

is

called
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man

Christ Jesus, even in his glorified state, receives from the Father, by his
hypostatic union with liim, tliat revelation whicli, by liis Spirit, he imparts to
For (Acts i. 7) the times and seasons are kept by the Father in his
his Church.

knoweth no man, not

own power; and

of the day and the hour
heaven, nor even the Son, but the Father
that the coincidence, in statement of this
Gospel of St. John and the Apocalypse, is

XVI.

Ver.

only (Mark

tlie

I

angels in

may

obsei-ve

deep point of doctrine, between the
at least remarkable."

^lu,

1.

xiii. 32).

Tov ayyeAov.

Gebhardt (p. 40) maintains that the transference into an ecstasy cannot be
regarded as showing the future; and, indorsing Diist.'s generic conception,
defines the angel here as

"the

personification, so far as

the whole revealing activity of
reconcile the fact that

now

God

this angel,

and now

it

respects the seer, of

Witli this idea alone, can

or Christ.

we

that, sometimes, indeed, a voice,

the voice of God, or Christ himself, speaks to the seer; and it is only on this
principle that we can explain the manner in which, xxii. 6, the angel speaks of

God being sent." This conception of the angel as a personification
harmonizes with the interpretation of the angels of the churches.
Beck, however, says, "The article before ayy., according to the natural
idiom, definitely presents an individual from the genus of angels, and the avrov

the angel of

who sends cf xxii. 16. The designation his angel
thoroughly consistent according to 1 Pet. iii. 22; cf. Matt. xiii. 41."
refers to Jesus Christ

;

'

.

XVII.

Ver.

4.

'

is

utto 6 dv.

So also Trench: "Doubtless the immutability of God is intended to be
name of God, in this absolute resistance
Beck: " The name
to change or even modification which the name presents."
of the Immutable is presented in the form of immutability."
expressed in this immutability of the

XVIII.

Ver.

6 kpxofievog.

4.

Gebhardt (p. 21) " John does not use EpxoiJ.evo^ as synonymous with ka6[j.evog^
but in the sense of coming to judgment for the final completion of the eternal
world-plan." Cremer {Lexicon) " In Rev. i. 4, 8, iv. 8, 6 ipxo/ievog denotes God
as the God of the future revelation of salvation; cf. Isa. xl. 9: and the title
:

:

(viz., 6 wv, K.T.2,.), as a whole, is given to God, as the God of an eternal and
unchangeable covenant." Tait: " The word epxofievoc is the keynote of revelation.
It runs like a silver thread throughout the entire book.
It enters into it
at the beginning, and it is summed up at the end by Surely I come quickly.' "
'

XIX.
7\

Trench: " There

is

Ver.

no doubt,

4.

that,

tcjv eTtra irvevfxuTuv.

by

*

the seven spirits,'

we

are to under-

Holy Ghost, but the Holy
Neither need there be any difficulty in

stand, not, indeed, the sevenfold operations of the

Ghost sevenfold

in his operations.

reconciling this interpretation, as

only that he
in his manifold energies,
ality.

it is

It is

by Richard of

St.

is

1

Mede

urges, with the doctrine of his person-

much in his personal unity as
The matter could not be put better than

regarded here not so
Cor.

xii. 4.

Victor: *Et a septem spiritibus, id

est,

a septiformi

"
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qui simplex quidem est per naturam, septiformis per gratiam.'
Gerhard (Loci Theologicl, xviii. 234): "By tlie seven spirits, the Spirit is to be
understood metonymieally, of whom the Church sings that he is septiformis
munere. This paraphrase is to be understood by synecdoche; viz., in the sense
that the Holy Spirit is the author and giver, not only of seven but of all spiritJohn, however, employs the number seven, because it is the
ual charisras.
number of perfection, and denotes multiplicity (Amos i. 6; Pro v. xxiv. 15;
This interpretation is proved: 1. From the quality
Ps. cxix. 164; Isa. iv. 1).
and condition of what is predicated. John prays for grace and peace to the
seven churches, from the seven spirits. But the bestowment of grace and peace,
i.e., spiritual and heavenly blessings, is the ptart of no creature, but of God
alone and hence the apostles, in their epistles, never pray that grace may be
given those to whom they write, from angels or from any other creature, but
only from God, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, because it is only God who is
the author of grace and peace. 2. .From the equal conjunction of the seven
John prays that grace and peace be
spirits with God the Father and the Son.
given the churches equally from him which is, and which was, and which is
to come; and from the seven spirits, and from Jesus Christ;' and that, too, by
a mode of invocation in which the and is thrice repeated, and the seven spirits
assigned the same degree of dignity with the Father and the Son. 3. From the
order and position. The seven spirits are interposed between the Father and
the Son. Therefore created spirits or angels cannot be understood; for, whenever angels are joined with God and Christ as ministers, they are subjoined
(1 Tim. V. 21; Rev. iii. 5: the intention of the passage, Mark xiii. 32, is different,
where the discourse rises to a climax)," etc. Cf., also, in the *' Veni Creator
Spiritus," ascribed by many to Charlemagne, by others to Gregory the Great,
referred to above by Gerhard,
Spiritu,

;

'

—

••

as paraphrased in the

Luther's rendering

—

Tu

septiformis munere,"

most widely used English translation,

—

" Thou the anointing Spirit art,
Who dost thy sevenfold gifts impart."
"

Du

bist

mit Gaben siebeufalt "

—

closely conforms to the original and the strict meaning of the passage,
although the "sevenfold gifts" or "operations" is a necessary inference, and is
sustained by such passages as Isa. xi. 2, 3.

more

XX.

Ver.

5.

6 Trpwroro/cof.

Others, indeeu, were raised from
Cf. Meyer on 1 Cor. xv. 20; Col. i. 18.
the dead before Christ's resurrection, e.g., the daughter of Jairus, and Lazarus;
yet they were not raised to immortal life, but their souls were re-invested with
mortal bodies. See the contrast drawn by Rom. vi. 9; also, in this chapter, v. 18.

XXI.

Yer.

5.

Kal IvaavTL.

Beck, who, however, prefers the reading "kovaavTL, adds on the iv tu alfiarc:
" For it is not the material, lifeless blood of one dead, but the spiritually quickened blood of the risen One, i.e., of one born anew by the resurrection, of the
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is,

towards God (Heb.

two
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Son of man. The sin-cleansing efficacy of the blood of
works inwardly, cleansing the heart and mind,

therefore, one that

judicial liberation
sin (as

ST.

loveiv

cf. vii. 16, x. 19-21),

ix. 14;

from sin as a debt, nor moral

parties of exegetes here try to

is,

therefore, not merely

from the bondage of
maintain), but one divine act accomliberation

plished in the person, whereby the habitual, sinful nature of the

human

heart

and mind, discontent with God, and hostility towards him, are removed, and
changed into a communion of peace and love with God, into a new habit,
whence, at last, the personal freedom from sin, and sanctification in God,
Tait: "Tell us not, then, that the death of Christ was merely that
result."
of a martyr, a spectacle before men and angels of the dignity of self-sacrifice,
that it was intended to reconcile man to God by preaching to us, through a
mortal, the evil of sin and the majesty of sorrow."

—

XXII.

On

Ver.

iepelg Tth dsu.

6.

Plumptre refers to the
by the sprinkling of blood, and
adds: "The two ideas of being cleansed with blood, and of entering on a
But, in that baptism of
priest's work, were accordingly closely linked together.
blood of which St. John thought, the washing was not limited to any priestly
family, but was co-extensive with the whole company of believers. They, therefore, had become what the older Israel of God was at first meant to be in idea
and constitution, a kingdom of priests.' That sprinkling of blood upon the
whole people, before the great apostasy of the golden calf, had been the symbol
that they, too, were all consecrated, and set apart for their high calling (Exod.
XX. 6, 10, xxiv. 8). So John (in this instance, also following in the track of the
Epistle to the Hebrews) looked on the true priests' work as not limited to any
order of the Church's ministry."
the relation of

to the preceding verse,

lepelc

Aaron and

consecration, as priests, of

his sons,

'

XXIII.

Yer.

7.

fJ^era

tuv

vt(pe'ku>v.

Luthardt interprets the clouds as "in heavenly glory." Trench, on the
other hand, maintains that they belong " not to the glory and gladness, but
the terror and anguish, of that day. The clouds have nothing in common with
the ve<p£lri (puTSLvrj (Matt. xvii. 5), 'the glorious privacy of light,' into which the
Lord was withdrawn, for a while, from the eyes of his disciples at the trans-

accompaniments of judgment (Ps.
Both ideas, however, are reconaccording as those who contemplate Christ's coming are believing or

figuration; but are rather the symbols or
xcvii. 2; cf. xviii. 11;
cilable,

Nah.

i.

fit

3; Isa. xix. 11)."

unbelieving.

XXIV.

Ver.

7.

oI-lveq avrdv e^EKivrrjcav,

Alford: "

The persons intended in this expression are, beyond doubt, those
our Lord prophesied in like terms, Matt. xxvi. 64; viz., those who were
his murderers, whether the Jews who delivered him to be crucified, or the
Romans who actually inflicted his death."

to

whom

XXV.
Trench:

"Some have

Ver.

10.

tv ry KvptaKy vftipa.

assumed, from this passage, that

designation of Sunday already familiar

among

rjfiepa A-up^a/c^

Christians.

was a

This, however,

NOTES.
The name had,

seems a mistake.
find vfiipa

probably,

familiar to Ignatius, as

Kvpt.aKTj
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A

origin here.

Dominica solemnia

little later,

we

to Tertullian (De

Aiwna, c. 9; cf. Dionysius of Corinth, quoted by Eusebius, H. E., iv. 23, 8;
Clement of Alexandria, Stroin., vii. 12; Origen, Con. Cels., viii. 22).
But,
though the name the Lord's Day will very probably have had here its rise
(the actual form of the phrase may have been suggested by KvpiaKov fie'nrvov,
1 Cor. xi. 20), the thing, the celebration of the first day of the week as that on
which the Lord brake the bands of death, and became the head of a new creation, called therefore sometimes avaardaL^og v/xipa,
this was as old as Christianity itself (John xx. 24-29; 1 Cor. xvi. 2; Acts xx. 7; Epistle of Barnabas,
c. 17)."
A refutation of the interpretation as " the day of the Lord's coming "
*

'

—

is

given in Alford.

XXVI.

Ver.

12.

etttu ?.vxvtac xpvauig.

Alford notes the change from the seven-branched candlestick of the temple,
outward unity, so that " each local church has now
its own candlestick."
So Trench: "The Christian Church is at once 'the
Church and the churches.' " Plumptre: " What he needed was to bring out
clearly the individuality of each society."
Tait: "These candlesticks were of
gold, to denote the preciousness of every thing connected with the Church, and,
we may add, the beauty of the Church and her holy services."
as symbolizing the loss of

'

'

XXVII.

Ver. 20.

dyye2.oi

ruv enru

ekkTitiocuv.

Gebhardt (p. 39): "'The angel of the church'
an organization, as a moral person, a living whole, in
which one member depends upon and affects the others, in which a definite
spirit reigns, and by which one church is distinguished from another."
Lange:
" The personified character or life-picture of the Church."
Weiss (Bibl. Theol. of N. T., ii. 270) regards the angels of the churches as
" their protecting angels." Alford's long argument is to the same effect.
Supporting the view that the angels are the superintendents, pastors, or
bishops, are: Cremer (Lexicon): "To see in ayye'koL here a personification of
In harmony with

represents

it

Diist.,

as a unity,

community in its ideal reality (as again Diisterdieck has
not merely without any biblical analogy,
for such a view
derives no support from Dan. x. 13, 20; Deut. xxxii. 8; LXX.,
but must also
plainly appear an abstraction decidedly unfavorable to the import and effect of
the epistles. It would have been far more effective, in this case, to have written
ry tv
eKKXrjma yparpov.
Assuming the ayy. tuv eKKlrjfj. to be those to whom
the churches are intrusted, the only question is. To what sphere do they belong,
the terrestrial or the super-terrestrial ? Their belonging to the earthly sphere is
supported above all by the address of the epistles; secondly, by the circumstance that the writer of the Apocalypse could not act as messenger between
two super-terrestrial beings (cf. Rev. i. 1, xxii. 6); and, further, by the consideration that, as the candlesticks, so also the stars, must belong to one and the
the spirit of the
recently done),

'

'

—

is

—

.

same

.

.

by this expression we are to understand men, it is natural
1 Pet. v. 2; and that, too, so that these emoKOTroi or
are those whose business it is to execute the will or commission

sphere.

But,

if

to think of Acts xx. 28;
npEo(3vTepoL

of the Lord, in general as well as in special cases, to the churches, as those

whom the Lord has appointed representatives of the churches, and to whom he
has intrusted their care: cf. Acts xx. 28; Mai. ii. 7." Stier: "Persons who
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Stood before the Lord's view, as the representative leaders of the church, with
office, but in prominent spiritual position, and therefore
assumed to be the receivers of that which was to be said in the church. They
are by no means collectively the teaching order,' or the eldership,' or any thing

or without prominent

'

*

of the kind, but actual individual persons." Philippi [KircliL Glaubenlehfe,
V. 3, 287): "The uyy£?Mg here is neither to be spiritualized as the personification of the spirit of the congregation, nor also to be taken collectively as the

But, as the spirit of the conrepresented in the presbytery, so was the spirit of the presbytery in
body, or bishop; and therefore he also, as not merely the official, but,

entire official body, or presbytery, of the church.

gregation
its official

is

spiritual summit of the entire body, is chiefly responsible
Luthardt: "God's messengers, who speak in God's name,
therefore here die Vorstelier.^^ Trench argues at length (pp. 75-83) that the
term can refer only to a bishop, and that, too, " not merely a ruling elder, a
primus inter pares, with only such authority and jurisdiction as the others, his
peers, have lent him."
Plumptre: "The word 'angels' might well commend
itself, at such a time, as fitted to indicate the office for which the received terminology of the Church offered no adequate expression. Over and above its
ordinary use, it had been applied by the prophet whose writings had been
brought into a new prominence by the ministry of the Baptist, to himself as a
prophet (Mai. i. 1), to the priests of Israel (Mai. ii. 7), to the forerunner of the
Lord (Mai. iii. 1). It had been used of those whom, in a lower sense, the Lord
had sent to prepare his way before him (Luke ix. 52), and whose work stood on
the same level as that of the seventy.
Here, then, seemed to be that which met
the want. So far as it reminded men of its higher sense, it testified that the
servants of God, who had been called to this special office, were to lead on
earth an angel's ]ife;' that they, both in the liturgical and the ministerial
aspects of their work, were to be as those who, in both senses, were ministering spirits in heaven (Heb. i. 14). It helped also to bring the language of the
Revelation into harmony with that of the great apocalyptic work of the Old
Testament, the prophecy of Daniel. On the other hand, we need not wonder
that it did not take a permanent place in the vocabulary of the Church. The
old associations of the word were too dominant, the difficulty of distinguishing
the new from the old too great, to allow of its being generally accepted." Tait:
" This name is not, certainly, applied elsewhere in the New Testament to a
bishop, nor is it applied to a presbyter; but it is in perfect accord with the symbolical character of the book in which it occurs, and is admirably adapted to
express the nature of the office, and the responsibilities of those to whom the
spiritual charge of the several churches was committed."
at the

same time, the

for its spirit."

'

'

'

CHAP.
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CHAPTER

II.

Instead of the rec. 'EcpsatvTir, ver. 1, Griesbach already, according to preponIn this way, the designation of
derating testimonies, has written iv 'E(peou.
place is to be read in the superscriptions of all seven epistles: cf., ver. 8, the
variation tiad. l/nypvaiuv, likewise
(2, 3, 6, 7, al.,

r;/f

iii.

14.

But

it is

doubtful whether, instead of

Verss., Griesb., Tisch., etc.), Lach. has correctly written tu

Lach. has, besides, in ver. 1, where A, C, testify
C has neither rw nor rfji). Yet the authority
of A, wliich C once contradicts, and with which, at least once, it does not agree,
seems too weak to compel the removal of the scarcely unnecessary t^c, which is
Bengel's opinion {Gnomon
certain also in most MSS.
J< has it throughout.
on ver. 1) that the tu (w. 1, 12, 18), or the r^f, was chosen in accord with the
contents of the epistle, is refuted by the testimonies which allow it to be read
Ver. 2. The aov after Konov rec. ) is absent
only in the way proposed by Lach.
(cf.

This

already Beng.).

rw,

also ver. 8 (where, however,

to

it;

in

A, C, Vulg.,

—

against exegetical considerations.
ineipaaac, according to

[W. and H.].
unoGTo/iovg,

(

Lach., Tisch. [W. and H,], and

al.,

A, B, C,

J5,

defended by B, i<, not
Instead of enetpdacj (Erasm., rec.) read
6, 7, al., with Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch.

—

2,

Instead of the rec. (puaKOvrag

according to A, B,

[W. and n.]; and

$^,

is

elvai unoarOXovg,

read Tiiyovrac eavrovg

18, 25, al. (cf. ver. 20),

with Griesb., Lach.

that, too, without the addition of elvai (cf. ver. 9),

which

—

Beng., Matth., Tisch., have according to 6, 7, 8, 9, al., Verss., Primas, Andr.
Ver. 3. The rec, with its two pairs of members, kol qdaaT. k. utto/zov. tx^^C and

6lu t. bvo/j.. //. KEKoiviaKag kol ov KeKfiriKag, originates from an interpreter.
According to a more correct reading, the parallelism of members falls away, as

Kai

it

should be Kal

vnofiovf/v ix^ig, Kat eiSdoraaag 6iu to dvofj,u fiov

(A, B, 0,

2, 3, 4, al.,

and H.]), koI oh KeuomaKeg (A,
C, Lach., Tisch. [W. and 11.]), for which latter form (cf. ver. 4, ucprjKeg in C),
Beng. has written KenoTziaKag, Mill (ProL, 1109) and Griesb. have preferred e/co-

Verss., Beng., Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W.

Ttlaaac (2, 3, 4, N, al.,

the aor.

ii3aar.

— Ver.

Andr., Areth.), which, however,
5.

Rec,

iKirsiTTcjKag

is

introduced because of

(Andr.), against A, C,

Areth., which have iriiTTuKag (Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch.)
H.].

— The

Taxi'

against A, C,

>{,

2, 4, al.,

[-cTrrw/cef,

Verss.,

W. and

(Var., tuxei, Erasm., Steph., 1,3, Beng.) in Complut., Steph., 2,

Vulg.,

al.,

— Ver.

Lach., Tisch., originates from a comparison with

The

form vikovvti is received by Lach. It is,
found also at ver. 17 in A; nay, even there,
according to Lach., also in C; so that it can scarcely be a slip of the pen.
ver. 16,

iii.

11, etc.

7.

of course, noteworthy that this

false

is

—

h

Instead of ev fieau tov napadelaov (rec), read
tu napad., according to all important witnesses (Beng., Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]). —The omisfzov after deov (rec, Lach., Tisch., IX. [W. and H.]) is favored by
A, 0, M; on the other hand (Beng., Griesb., Matth., Tisch.), 2, 4, 6, 7, al.,

sion of the

Vulg., Syr., Aeth., Orig., Cypr., al., are for its reception, as well as what is
decisive, viz., the circumstance that the theological interests would be easily
opposed to the juou; as, e.g., Arethas expressly remarks, with a reference to John

—
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XX. 17, that the expression
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deov fiov contains

(Wetst.) has changed the not-favored

fj.ov

JOHN.

nothing offensive.

into oov.

— Ver.

tu epya

9.

Cod. 26
Rec.

kqI.

against A, C, 19, Vulg., Copt., Aeth. (Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).

(J<)

Also, in ver. 13, the addition has entered from ver. 2, 19,
the TLJv Aty,, an e/c is to be supplied in the rec. (A, B, C,

Beng.,

etc.).

— Ver.

10.

Instead of

/njdev

(Vulg., rec,

i<,

1, 8, 15.

iii.
t<,

— Before

2, 6, 7, al.,

Verss.,

Beng., Tisch.), read

/if/,

Andr., Lach. [W. and H.]. —The particle drj, after l6ov (2, 4, 6, 8,
al., Areth., Coinpl., Matth., Tisch.), m^y be regarded as a stylistic addition
which does not correspond to the literary character of the Apoc. Lach. agrees
with the rec. (J<, Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), which does not have the d^.
The
rec. t^fre (Vulg., ^5: e^erai; Beng., Griesb., Matth., Tisch.) can stand against
the reading Q^yre (A, Lach. [W. and H.]) the less, as C also, by its exerat (according to Wetst. £X^Te), testifies to this.
Ver. 13. The omission of the Kai before
ev T. y/i, (2, 4, 6, 7, al., in Wetst., five codd., b. Matth., N, Syr., Aeth., Ar.,
Compl., Beng., Matth., TisCjh., against A, C, Vulg., rec, Lach.), and, afterwards,
the omission of the bg in some few codd. in Wetst. and Beng. (so Luth. cf.,
also, Ewald), should serve for a relief of the construction which essentially
depends thereon, whether after the v/xepaLg, ev aig (Andr., rec, Beng., Griesb.),
or aig (2, 4, 6, 9, al., in Wetst., four codd. in Matth. so Matth., Tisch.), or kiialg
(Erasm., Luth.), or, finally, all this fall away (A, C, Vulg., Copt., Treg., Lach.,
Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]). It is i^ossible for the aig to fall away because of the
preceding v/xepuig, but the addition is more probably meant to aid the construcrw
tion.
Ver. 14. The on (A, 5<, rec, Tisch., IX.) comes from vv. 4, 20.
BaA. So Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], according to A, C. A correction
is Tov, B (rec); through reiteration from edlSaaKev, arise the var. ev tu, B
Ver. 15. The art. before
(Luther), " through Balak.'" Cf., also, Winer, p. 213.
(A, B, C,

8,

—

—

:

;

;

—

—

—

Ni/coA.

and

(rec, K, Tisch. IX.)

H.]).

— Instead of

o

is

fxtoij

Vulg., Syr., Andr., Areth.,

to be deleted (A, C, 6, 11,

al.,

A,

(rec, Beng.), read d/xotug, C,

al.,

[W. and H.].

The compounds,

are also found.

— Ver.

Lach., Tisch. [W.
X,

many minusc,

Beng. in Gnom., Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch.

6/j.oiug b lua. and o^i. rjv fiio. (cf. Wetst., Beng.),
After fierav., the ovv (A, C, minusc, Griesb., Matth.,
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]) is absent in the rec, but also in X, Tisch. IX.
Ver. 17. The gloss <l>ayelv dnb, before tov fiav. (rec. against the prevailing testiFor eyvu (rec. ), read
monies), is in no way supported by Arethas (cf. Matth.).
oldev (A, B, C, X, 2, al., Beng., etc.).
Ver. 18. The ahrov, after o(pdaln. (cf. i.
Likewise, ver. 19, the Kai before t<1 eax.
14), is to be erased (A, C, Lach.).

16.

—

—

Ver.

20.

From

—

ver. 14, bXiya is introduced (rec, ^: t^oIv)-^ against

A, C,

many

minusc, Verss., Beng., Griesb., etc. Instead of the explanatory mc (rec), read
u(\>elg (A, C, X, minusc, Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]), whence,
emendations,

Treg. [W. and H.])
cal

—

The rec: yw. 'haaf^. (Beng.,
are derived.
supported by C, Ji, Vulg., and, in an exegetirespect, to be decidedly preferred to the reading gov 'lea. (many minusc, in

also, the

is

aq>lj]g, d(pfiKag,

sufficiently

—

The rec. ttjv leyova. is, like the variation
Wetst., and Matth., Griesb., Tisch.).
rj MyeL
(in Wetst.), an interpretation of the correct v Xeyovaa (A, C, N, Beng.,
Kai diduoKei Kai nlava.
Griesb., etc).
So, according to A, C, N, many minusc,
:

—

Syr., Copt.,

Compl., already Beng., Griesb.

:

by his

itd. k.

EK

TTopv. avT.

TTjg

et

The

—

SLddaKELv Kai

more

nlavucdai,

correctly attains

r/deXTjaev, A), /j-ETavo^oac
(A, C, minusc, Verss., Beng., Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch.

[W. and H.]), the
TjaEv.

The rec:

sedvcere) is an alteration which Areth.
nlavdv.
Ver. 21. Instead of koI ov Qelei (ovk

docere

(Vulg.

rec.

shortest,

has the

ek

and perhaps

r.

nopv. avr. before Kal ov,

and then only

original, reading is that of Ni

:

(leTavb-

tva ^etuv. ek t.

;

CHAP.
TTopv. Ta'Onjg.

— Ver. 22. The before
The /caAw in the X
— The modification

(3uX?iu (rec.)

tyo)

Beng., Griesb., etc.).
the poor gloss (pv'XaKTjv.
against B,

J<,

2, 3, etc.

Instead of kuI

Xoitt.

variations kol rolg

;
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is

is

incorrect (A, C, 2, 4,

tpy.

avruv (rec.

rejected already by Beng.

avrfjc is

— For

a clerical error.

kTuvtjv,

al.,

A has

is found already in A,
and Griesb.
Ver. 24.

)

—

(rec), read roig Ion:. (A, C, al., Beng., Griesb., etc.; cf. the

The

"Koltt.).

koI before oIjlvec is incorrect (A, C, X, Vulg., al.,

Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).— The fut. daku (rec, N; cf. Vulg.,
Prinias) is an explanation of the correct reading /3a/lAcj (A, C, al., Matth., Lach.,
Tisch. [W. and H.]).

—Ver.

27.

owTpl^ETai.

So, correctly, (A, C,

5<),

the recen-

and later editions. The var. GwrpifSijaerai (2, 3, 4, 6, al., Vulg., Syr.,
Compl. is an inept explanation (cf. Luth., Soil er sie zerschmeissen), which
Areth. wishes to justify exegetically by making the wf not comparative but final.
sions

)

All seven epistles (chs. ii. and iii.)i are not only like one another in their
dependence upon the same fundamental thought,^ viz., the advent of the
Lord, since they explain and apply it, as often as presented,^ in a manifold
way; but they are also skilfully planned and forcibly elaborated according
to a scheme.*

The

epistles naturally fall into three chief divisions,

—

title,

and conclusion.
Since what are properly the superscriptions proceed from the command of the Lord, in whose name John is to
write, the titles contain after the uniform introductory formula Tude T^yu, ex-

body

of the epistle,

pressed after the

manner

of the ancient prophets,^ such a self-designation of

Christ speaking to the churches as agrees with the visionary revelation,^ or

with the designation of the Lord placed at the head of the book,' and by
consolations, M'arnings,

and

themselves of the epistles.^

What

is

properly the

always opened with

epistle is

a prominent presentation of the fact that the Lord knows
his churches {ol6a, k.tX)

its

threats, is significant with respect to the contents

all

the relations of

then, connected with this are praise and reproof,

;

and future perils and troubles, and an admonition
encouragement, consolation, warning, threats, in accordance
with the circumstances presented.^ The conclusion is always divided into
two parts, and has a decidedly very general significance, so that each indithe statement of present

to repentance,

mind the more general meaning i° found in the whole
The two members of the conclusion contain exhortations directed to
every one who has ears to hear the address of the Spirit to the churches, and
a promise to victors, pointing to the final completion of Christ's kingdom
vidual epistle calls to
seven.

so that thus, even in these closing verses, there

before

all

Apoc. prophecy,

— the coming of

is

an intimation of the goal

the Lord.

It

is,

besides, to be

remarked concerning both these members,!^ that in the first three epistles
the exhortation precedes and the promise follows,^^ ^hile in the last four
epistles the order is reversed ^^ so that the number seven seems intentionally
;

1

De

Cf. Heinrichs,

Sept.
2

Cf.

p. 195 Bqq.

Excurs.

6

» ii.

11, 20,

i.3, 6, 9, 10,13, ii.l, 4, 6.

12 sqq.

ii.

1

and

5, 8

and

10, 12

and

2-6, 9, 10, 13-16, 19-25,

iii.

16, 18

and

1-4, 8-11, 15-

20.

Cf. also Beng., Ew.,DeWette,Heng8tenb.,

Am.

Cf.

23, 27.

Ebrard.
« i.

»

I.,

i. 7.

s ii. 5, 16, iii.
3,
*

ii.

UHh Epp. Apocalypt.

Cf.

7 i. 5.

Ewald.

lo

Cf. on

"

Cf. Beng., Ew.,

i.

20.

De Wette,

etc.

12 ji. 7, 11, 17.
ij ii.

26-29,

iii. 5, 6,

12, 13, 21, 22.

;
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resolved into three and four, as also elsewhere, although no consequence
dare be inferred therefrom concerning the relation of the churches to each
other. 1

Vv. 1-7. The epistle to the church (the angel of the church,

cf

.

20) at

i.

Ephesus.
Ver.

Ephesus, vying with Smyrna (ver. 8) and Pergamos (ver. 12)

1.

for the precedence in Asia,

is

called

Trpwr??

/LiT}Tp6no?u.g ^

(first

metropolis).

determine the precedency of the
three churches, nor is Ephesus named at the head of them all as the proper
residence of John, as Hengstenb. asserts under the presumption of the AposAt Ephesus, which,
tolic-Johannean authenticity of the Apoc. cf. on i. 11.

But neither does

this political relation

—

:

in the times of the Apostle Paul,

Cayster and near the sea,
distinguished for

its

alongside of which

known

was the chief

city of Ionia, lying

for its worship of Diana,^

and

on the

especially

trade and fine Grecian culture,* and at present in ruins,

is

the village of Ajosoluk,'' Paul had collected a congre-

gation of Jews, and especially of heathen, and had cherished

it

with great

At his departure he spoke of the dangerous errors with which the
churches would be visited,'^ of which there is still no trace in the Epistle to
At the time of 1 Tim. i. 3,
the Ephesians, not even in Eph. iv. 14, v. 6.
Timothy was superintending the church there many expositors who regard
love. 6

:

the " angel " of the church as the bishop imagine, therefore, under a double
error, that

our Apocalyptic epistle

duction, sec.
writes, is
uar.,

The

3.

from

i.

13, 16,

so that Christ

is

is

directed to Timothy. ^

only that instead of q'wv

Cf. also Intro-

name
we find now

designation of the Lord, in whose

presented as though he held the stars

the prophet
nparuv

fast,*

r.

enr.

protecting

and supporting them, so that it depends only upon him,i'' if possibly by an
act of judgment he cast them out of his hand.^^ So, also, is the nepinaruv, k.tX,
in comparison with i. 13, where Christ appears altogether in the midst of the
candlesticks.
Yet even in the irepL-naTilv there does not lie so much the idea
of walking to and fro, as rather that his presence is a living and actual one.i^
The entire designation of Christ, which in general expresses his essential
relation to the churches, occurs on that account fittingly in the^^As^ of the
seven epistles, which, indeed, form not a mere aggregate of accidental individualities, but, as the number seven already shows, an important unity.
Even in the manifestation of Christ, what first meets the eyes of the seer is
how the Lord is in the midst of the candlesticks. ^^ Jn no way, therefore,
does " this item inwardly and strictly cohere with the metropolitan posi-

—

Hengstenb.
Cf. Wolf.
8 Acts xix.
* In Plautus {Mil. Olor., iii. 1, 42 sqq.), a
witty fellow {caviUus lepidus, facetm) excuses himself for having been born at Ephesus
and not without cause does the apostle warn
the Ephesians (v. 4) of evrpanekia.
5 Cf. Th. Smith, Septem Asiae Ecclesiatnan
Ziillig, Beigabe, 2
Notitia, Oxon., 1672
Winer, Realworterb., i. 389.
1

2

;

;

Acts xviii. 19, xix. 1 eqq., xx. 17 sqq.
Acts XX. 22 sqq.
8 So the expositors whom N. de Lyra raenlions, but does not indorse (Viegas, Alcasar,
C. a Lap, etc. Not bo, Ribera, Stern).
^
7

^ ii. 25, iii.

11.

^o

John

ii

Cf. ver. 5,

^2

Cf. Lev. xxvi. 12; Sir. xxiv. 5.

"

i.

13.

x. 28.
iii.

16.
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II. 2.

tion of the Ephesian congregations as the universal type of the apostolical

church."!
Ver.

Ta

2.

ipya aov are not " Christian deeds of

heroism against false

teachers," as Hengstenb. thinks ;2 who, partly because of the otherwise inexplicable ver. 4, partly in order not to maintain a repetition with respect to

the

vnnfiovTj,

and partly because of

ver. 3,

understands

ver. 6,^

all of vv. 2, 3,

as referring to conduct towards false teachers, the Konog as work against
them, while the vttohovtj, ver. 2, signifies " active " and ver. 3 " passive " pa-

tience in suffering,

against them.
general,

which true confessors experience because of their zeal

All this

is

By

arbitrary.

whereby the Church manifests

works ("fruits," Matt.
11, xviii. 6; cf.

vii.

Rom.

ii.

This

is

here meant.

inner

It is the entire

6 sqq.).

shown by

on

oh dvvT) (Saar.

G,

designated.

The

22,

xvi.

iii.

— and here praiseworthy*

their bearing

under suffering,^ that

kottov k.

t.

Just because the gov does not stand after

kukJ

(t. kott. Kal) r. vT:ofiovT]v (i.

rendered prominent. ^

their firm steadfastness

14), these

Just as in
is

1

together with the

ftvvri,

but
inti-

k.tX,

Cor. xv. 58, the Komg of believers with

kottoc, i.e.,

the toilsome labor,!^ and the

the necessary patient perseverance, as a chief item in the

KOTTog,

kottov,

two ideas cohere the more

required for realizing the Ipyov of the Lord, both

are here mentioned; viz., the
i.e.,

more
and nal

vnofi. gov

mately, but not as hendiadys;^ while as the second point the koI oh
is

1, 15,

w^hat follows, where the w'orks are

accurately explained in a twofold respect, kqI rbv

only after

is

life,

16 sqq.) cannot be evil (vv.

— conversation of the church,^ including
is

tu hpya aov, the external activity in

its

vTio/iovfi,

vnofiovrj,

The

ipya.'^^

refers to all wherein believers fulfil their

—

and spiritual power and endurance,
a work
most manifold forms, is always combined with hardship (kottoc),
and therefore cannot be fulfilled without v-koiiovt], as this is essentially and
necessarily conditioned by the antagonism between the kingdom of Christ
and the world.
The second commendation i- is, that the Lord knows the
" works " of the church at Ephesus, that it " cannot bear them which are
evil" (Kaiiovg without the article).
Concerning the form Svvy,^^ cf. TVetstein
and Winer. The (iaaTul^F.Lv makes us think of the kukol as a heavy burden. ^^
The expression kukovc ^^ designates those meant properly according to their
perverted and worthless nature, which, however, in the sense of the prophet,
peculiar holy task with divine

which, in

its

—

already according to the O. T. view, cannot be estimated otherwise than by
the measure of the positive divine norm.
Thus " they which are evil " are

some sort
ward life of

in

of contradiction to the divine truth,
believers is determined

;

whereby the inner and

them, or ^^ the necessary hatred of their godless nature. ^'^
1

Ebrard.

3

See exposition of verse.

*

Without saying, therefore,

2

Cf. also Heinr.

»

—

^-

more

5

Ew., De Wette, Ebrard.

«

Calov.

8

Grot., Heinr.

1j

Not

Against Ebrard.
Cf. 1 Thess. i, 3,

lo

Ver.

"

Cf. Ps. cxxxix. 21 sqq.

"

7

ii.

Cf.

9; 2 Cor. vi.

Ew.

5.

t.

ley.

definite

K67ro<;.

Cf. also ver. 6.

" Mark ix. 22.
" 2 Kings xviii.

the oT5a (X. de L5-ra).

kuI eneipaaag

Cf. also, in xiv. 13, the correlatiou of the

general epyov and the
that I approve

out-

hence the actual intolerance towards

Acts

14; Matt. xx. 12; Gal. vi. 2;

xvi. 10, 28.
Troi-Tjpovs.

See on xvi.

6.

2.
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iavr. anooToXovc, k.i

X

who

JOHN

ST.

The praiseworthy conduct

of the church towards those

more accurately designated as false teachers, is
still further acknowledged (until xpevdel^).
Uetpul^eiv, synonymous with doKifid^eiv^ and correlate with to 6oKifiiov, doKifiov yeveadai,^ is more the practical putting
In 1 John iv. 1, where the questo the test, the trial from living experience.
that are

tion

cially

are here

treated solely with respect to a definite confession,

is

occurs

evil,

^

on the other hand, the

in this place,

:

come

1

John

properly

SoKifidCetv

indicates that works espe-

Hence the connection of our false apostles
inapposite.
Those here meant call

into consideration.

with the false prophets,

Tretpu^etv

—

iv.,* is

themselves apostles, and yet are not

;

so the result of the proof

that they

is

Those men must, therefore, like the false apostles at Corinth,5 have jjrofessed themselves as sent immediately from the Lord himself.^
If in so doing they should have appealed to their intercourse with Christ as
long as he was on earth,'^
which, however, is not indicated,
it would of
course follow that "that was the apostolic age." But, at any rate, this
declaration has sense only at the time which occurs about the Pauline pebut not at the end of
riod, i.e., possibly up to the destruction of Jerusalem
the first century, where a trace nowhere occurs of a false teacher laying claim
are found liars.

—

—

;

to apostolic authority.

— As to the character of the

false teachers, cf. ver. 6.

—

[See Note XXVIII., p. 155.]
Ver. 3. As in ver. 2 (/cat

kTrelpacag, k.tX) that is amplified which was
by the words kol on ov dvv7) (Saaraaac KUKovg, so now, also, the
first point of the acknowledgment (r. kott. k. t. v-no/i. aov) is developed on a
definite side, and that, too, so that not only with vtzo/xovt/v sx^ig the above

briefly indicated

vTTOfj.ovf/v

aov is again

taken up, but also the

in a significant antithesis to the ov

EKJidaTaaar did

dOvr/ jSaoTuaat

Kamvg,

r.

bv. fiov ^ is

and by the

placed

kuI ov keko-

it is indicated that the /cotto^- of believers furnished with the right
has resulted neither in succumbing nor weariness. Beng. " I know
thy labor; yet thou dost not labor, i.e., shalt not be broken down by

maK£Q^

vnofiovif

:

labor. "10

Vv.

4, 5.

In sharp antithesis to the praise,ii follows

(uTiXd)

the declaration

what the Lord has against the church ^^ viz., that it has left, i.e givenup, its first love. 13 The npcJTrjv is not to be taken as comparative, nor is it to
be inferred in the sense in itself correct, that the Greek superlative has a
of

;

comparative force

;i* rather,

the love

is

,

regarded as actually the

that which was actually present at the beginning of the

life

first, i e.,

of faith. i^

This

and vigilance with fervor and zeal
for the purity of the divine word against false prophets," i^ which is imposOpposed to this, but just as
sible already, because of ver. 2 (diivy pres.).
uyuTTTj

certainly is not "the sedulous care

1

2 Cor.

xiii. 5.

2

IPet.

i.

8

Cf. ver. 6.

6 2

Cor.

6; Jas.

"
i.

*

Hengstenb.

xi. 14, 23.

*

Not from the church at Jerusalem (Ewald).

'
8

Beng.
Cf.Matt.x.22; Lukexxi. 17; John xv.

9

Cf. Isa. xl. 31; Ps. vi. 7;

xi. 28.

John

iv. 6;

cf. Vitr., Wolf.,

" Vv. 2, 3.
" Cf. Matt. v.
" De Wette.

2, 12.

Matt.

is

23.

Cf.

Rom.

iv. 13,

Btenb., Ebrard,
10

etc.

i.

27;

Mark

vii.

8;

where is the contrary <f>v\d<TaeLv.
Ew., Winer, p. 229.
Cf. N. de Lyra, Areth., De Wette, Heng-

Prov.
1*

21.

Ew., Ebrard,

Calov.

Ew.

ii.,

etc.

Cf. also Vitr.
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II. 4, 5.

" You are restraining the
is the explanation of Eichhorn
wicked teachers too captiously and severely." The reference appears specially to apply to the care of the poor ^ it is altogether diflBcult to regard it
alone of brotherly love,^ but of that only so far as it is the manifestation of
Ziillove to God and Christ, which the indefinite expression may suggest.
The lovely description
lig and Ilengstenb. have properly recalled Jer. ii. 2.
of the fellowship of believers with God as that of a bridal or marriage rela-

inappropriate,

:

;

tion

God

particularly applicable to the foundation of the grace of

2 is

ing in Christ,^ and

still to

be hoped for from him.^

appear-

Against this exposition

an appeal cannot therefore be made ^ to vv. 2, 3 since even where the first
love has vanished, and works springing only from the purest glow of this
first love are no longer found (ver. 5), the power of faith and love to the
;

Lord

still

is

works praised

sufficient for the

in vv. 2

and

3.

— To

the re-

proof (ver. 4) is added the call to repentance, and, in case this do not occur,'
The remembrance^ of the first better conthe threatening of judgment.

whence as from a moral elevation the church had

dition,

cause a penitential return and the doing of the

fallen,^

should

works, as they formerly

first

gave testimony to that

first love (ver. 4).
In this line of thought, the i:6d£v
cannot mean "the loss of salvation you have experienced." i<^ The
threat {kiv. t. Ivxv., k.tX) is expressed, not only in accordance with the designation of the speaking Lord, ver. 1, but also {kpx- ooi) in connection with the

TcsTTTuKag

prophetic fundamental thoughts of the entire book, as both are inwardly

who is to come, according to
church (and the world). But since
John states the particular judgment upon an individual congregation as a
coming of the Lord, which yet is not identical with his final coming, the
combined

w^ith

one another, as Christ

his relation described in ver. 1

peculiar goal of

all

^^

is

the one

to his

how he

prophecy, the prophet himself shows

associates

judgment with the full conclusion
well as distinguishes them from one another. ^^ But

the individual preliminary revelations of
in the final

judgment, as

the distinction dare not be urged in such a

ence of the

—

p. 147.

K.

tpxofiai

KivTjau

vanishes. ^3
T.

way

that the eschatological refer-

— Concerning the dat. incomm.

cease to be the church."

^^

grace and kindness from thee."

1

2
3

*
6

e
7

flee

another way;

viz., to

Ewald. Cf. also Heinr. on
De Wette, Ebrard.
Cf. Ho8. ii. 15 sqq.
Eph. V. 25, 32.
Grot.,

e'l

hi

ovorjo-Tjij,

1X1].

Grotius, incorrectly:

ver. 5.

nent at the close.

Cf.

m.-ide

n

Cf.

juer-

12

Cf. also

expressly promi-

'»

Winer,

12;

Cf. also

Heb.

Stern,

Rom.

iv. 11.

De Wette,

xi. 11, 22, xiv. 4;

1

Cor. x.

N. de Lyra, Pric, Eichh.,
Hengstenb.,

etc.

1.

conception

of

someihing

12 sqq.

De Wette,
Against Klief.

^* ii. 16.

p. 568.

8 ,xvy\txov., iii. 3.
«•

will cause thy

lost.

Cf. "Winer, p. 508: eov m^

more

"I

lo Kypke, Bretschneider, Z?.r. on this word,
by presupposing the false reading kK-ni-m.,
which, according to iingiiistic usage, more

readily offers the

9, xxii. 17.

as once

:

those places where there will be greater

Heinr.,

Rev. xix.
Ebrard.

Winer,

"I will cause thee to
Ewald, unsatisfactorily: " I will withdraw my

lying the whole representation, ^^ nothing else than

people to

coi,^* cf.

Avxvlav gov, K.tX, designates, according to the rule under-

Cf.

"

i.

'«

Arelius.

iii,

12 sqq., 20.

etc.

3, iirl ae.

Cf. to kiv.,

Cf. Heinr.,

Hengsteub., etc.

vi. 14.

De

Wette, Stern,
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care for the poor."

many

Zeger, and

^

bishop of the church, incorrectly

ST.

JOHN.

who

others

" I will take the

:

regard the angel as the
church from thee, that

thou no longer preside over it."
Ver. 6. Not for the purpose of alleviating the pain of the church concerning the reproof of ver. 4,^ but because the Lord's love for his church
gladly recognizes what

new and more

in a

(uaTiu)

to

is

be properly acknowledged, and once more, but

prominent in opposition to ver. 4 sqq.
commendation already in ver. 2. Just because the

definite way, niakes

the one point of

church was rejected for no longer having the Jirst love to their Lord, is it
once more expressly acknowledged that it is still so far of one mind with
him, as to hate the wicked works which he hates. Thus ver. 6 has enough
that

is

peculiar, as not to appear a

marks whatever whereby vv. 2, 3,
With tovto ix- neither
stenberg.

—

construction

mon

:

mere repetition

uyadov,

nor the

the explanation of the tovto in on

possession

is

commendable.

of ver. 2,

and contains no
Heng-

are to be understood in the sense of

— The

iiiael^ is

used to complete the

like, is

shows that the comnot " a strong expression for

fxta.,

k.tX,

2 but is just as earnestly meant as the jiiaC).^
But it is justly
remarked already by N. de Lyra,^ that the hatred is directed not against the
Concerning the Nicolaitans,'' as well conpersons, but against the works. ^
cerning their name as also their conduct, it is possible to judge only by a
comparison with ver. 14 sqq. Irenaeus,^ Hippolyt.,^ Tertullian,i° Clemens
Alex., 11 Jerome, Augustine, ^^ and other Church Fathers derive the sect from
a founder Nicolaus, and that, too, the deacon mentioned in Acts vi. 5, of
whom they have more to relate as they are more remote from him in time.
That this is derived entirely from this passage, and is of no more importance
than that according to which the Ebionites are represented as springing
from a certain Ebion,i^ is shown, first, from the fluctuation of the tradition
which also knew how to defend that church officer, so highly commended
in Acts, from the disgrace of having founded a troublesome sect,!^ and,
secondly, from the circumstance that the patristic tradition, from the very
beginning, refers to Rev. ii. 6, 14 sqq. Nicolaus of Acts vi. was thought of
because none other of that name was known. ^^ Since Chr. A. Heumann,!'
and J. W. Janus,is the opinion has become almost universal, that the designation NiKo?Mirai (from vtauv and Xaoc) suggests the Hebrew name Balaam
(from }^hn and D>', i.e., swallowing-up, or destruction, of the people), whereby

censuring,"

—

i"-^

"
"

1

Cf. on ver. 4.

2

Grot., Hengstenb.

3

De

*

Cf. on ver. 2.

^5

Cf. also Hengstenb,, etc.

«

Cf. ii.l4.

7

Cf. Gieseler's Kirchengeschichte,

29;

Cf. Tertullian,

"Wette.

Winer, Ricb.;

literature in

:

"dogmas."
i,

1, sec.

Wolf.

ment.

"

Act. Enid. Ann., 1712, p. 179; Poecile,

i*

De

Nicol. ex Haeret. Catalogo

Ilaer.,

9

Ref. Omn. Ilaer., ed. Gott., 1859, p. 408.
Praescr. ffaer.,^&.

dis. Viteb., 1723.

11

Strom.,

to affirm that there

12

Adv. Lucifer,

13

Haer.,

26.

ii.

5.

20, p. 490;

23.

iii.

4, p. 522.

ii.

392.

8

^0

c. 33.

positors in general, hold to the patristic state-

Incorrectly, Calov.

i.

1.

Clemens Alex.
Against Ebrard and Klief ., who, as well as
Grot., Calov., and the older and Catholic exCf.

^'

Herder, Heinrichs, who, however,
Cf. also
lig,

was

Ewald, Gesch.,

Hengstenb.,

Expungen-

Cf. Vitr., Wetgt.,

etc.

at

is

Eichh.,
inclined

Ephesus a Nicolaus.

Jer., vii. 172 sqq., Ziil-

;

CHAP.
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II. 7.

is to be indicated.
To this vv.
cannot be positively decided whether John found the

the Balaamite nature of those Nicolaitanes
14, 15, refer.

1

Yet

word used already

may

parison
Tmoq.^

be

it

in this sense, or

made with

the

was himself the

frame

first to

name Armillus given

— The Nicolaitans are of course not identical

*

with the

in ver. 2, since the latter expression is very general

A

it.

to antichrist,^
KaKoi

com-

i.e., hprjfio-

mentioned

they
belong to "them which are evil; " and the idea, which in itself is highly improbable, must not be inferred,^ that in vv. 2 and 6, two entirely different
yet, at all events,

:

kinds of false teachers are meant, of whom the former may be regarded
disciples of John,® or Jewish teachers,' or strict Jewish Christians,^ while
the Nicolaitans, who, according to De Wette, etc., are again distinct from
Balaamites,® as those of a more heathen tendency, viz

surrendered themselves

i°

to a false freedom. ^^

false teachers

,

N. de Lyra, and the older expositors, connect the Nicolaitans with
Hengstenb. also regards them identical with the deniers of the

fathers,

the Gnostics

;

Son, in the Epistles of John,

by referring the warning

in

ethnicizing ways of the false teachers there antagonized.
there
ture

who

Tertullian and other Church

What

no foundation.

is

John v. 21
But for

^^

to the

all this,

especially contradicts Hengstenberg's conjec-

the fact that the (Gnostic) false teachers of the Epistles of John are

is

attacked just as decidedly because of their false doctrines, as the Nicolai-

That the aberrations are

tans of the Apoc. because of their evil deeds. ^^

which even Hengstenb. emphasizes, but without ground alleges
also of the false teachers in 1 John, is shown already by ver. 2 (KOKovg).
We
shall therefore have to think of the Nicolaitans as ethnicizing libertines.^*
This is not contradicted by the fact that they assumed apostolic authority
for if they possibly professed to vindicate their Christian freedom in the
Pauline sense, they might likewise wish to be apostles like Paul.^^ [See
Note XXIX., p. 155.]

practical,

Ver.

7.

6

Formula

exuv ovg ukovcutu, k.tX

means

singular ovg by no

spiritual sense of understanding,"

^^

The

for exciting attention. ^^

points, in distinction

plural,^' to " the

from the

but designates with entire simplicity
its being double.
In like manner,

the organ of hearing without respect to

Luke

in

xi. 34.

The

even to those who

reference

still

made

in the

summons

is

altogether general;

are outside the churches, belongs

what

is

^^

said to the

churches, because the entire book of

Revelation, no less than the seven
which form an entire part thereof, proclaims the coming of the Lord
as something final to the whole world.
John himself, as a true prophet,

epistles

on the other hand, De "Wette.

'

Cf.,

2

Cf.

»

K. Wieseler, Chronol.

Commentary ou

1

John

ii.

18.

d. apost. Zeitalt.,

"
"

Cf. also

Bonn,
ij

p. 263 sqq.

cf. vv. 14, 20.

A.

According

5

«

Eichh.

Apostle

»

Zull.

8

Ewald.

also Hilgenfeld,

»

See on vv. 14 and

" Ewald.
" Cf. ver.
^2

to

Volkm., the

strict

Judseo-

10

is

to the Gentiles

and

Kanon,

his adherents.

p. 228.

not " directed against

heathenism clothed in a Christian garb."

Grotius.

" Cf. vv. 11, 17,
" Hengstenb.
^^

Cf. xxii. 17.

29,

iii. 6,

Cf.

Cf. Introduc-

tion, sec. 2, note.

15.

14 with Acts xv. 29.

Which, however,

K.

Christian author of the Apoc. had in mind the

Hengstenb.
Ewald.

*

Ritschl, Entst. d. Altkath.

1857, p. 134 sq.

13, 22, xiii. 9.
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JOHN.

ST.

—

makes prominent the universal reference of his prophecy. ^
rd irvevfia is
neither this " divine vision," ^ nor Christ who has the Spirit, ^ but the Holy
Ghost,*

who

and thus makes him a prophet.^

inspires John,
^

tion of Christ

The

revela-

can therefore be designated also as an address of the

because the Spirit

the Spirit of

is

Christ,''

and speaks

Spirit,

in Christ's name.^

this is conceivable only if we regard^ neither the seven epistles as merely
a dictation of Christ, which John had only to write down, nor the entire
book of Revelation as a mere report prepared by John of a series of pictures
but rather recognize the specific prophetic activity
represented to him

Yet

;

whereby he, as a man taught of Christ himself through his Spirit, thought
and wrote not under a suppression, but a glorification, of his entire moral

— The promise

individuality.

summons

the preceding

belongs, in

its

universality, to the victors;

one who has an

to hear, to every

as

The hearer

ear.

through the prophecy to learn to be victor, and thus to be saved. ^^ vikuv,^'^
According to iii. 21 ^^ and xii. 11, ^^ the
is impossible.

is

as well as dcKaiog,^^

viKdv at the close of

all

seven epistles

designates nothing else than the

^^

faithful perseverance of believers, as maintained in the struggle with all

godless and antichristian powers.

promised the " victor," who

is

is

So, also, the sacred

represented in

many

reward of blessedness

forms, abiding faithful

him patiently and to the end, maintaining and adhering to the words and
commands of the Lord, etc. Cf. especially the concluding promises of the
The duacj avru with
epistles, with the descriptions in chs. xix., xxi., xxii.
the inf. (l>ayelv has a somewhat different meaning from when (as, e.g., vv. 17,
28) a definite object follows it means, " I will grant him to eat " ^^ not, " I
The ^vXov TJ}g ^ur/c, /c.r.A., is not the gospel whose fruit
will give him to eat."
is blessedness, 1' nor the Holy Ghost who assures of eternal life,^^ nor Christ
himself whose fruits are all spiritual blessings,^^ and who in the holy supper
to

—

;

:

—

gives his flesh to be eaten

^o
;

but the antitype of the tree of life that was in
life which is to refresh

the midst of the original earthly paradise,^! the tree of
the blessed citizens of the

new Jerusalem. ^2

as also this passage, the. place of blessedness

found

called paradise.-^

is

God

since

descends,

Cf.

s

Eichh.

*

Cf.
i.

i.

who

i.

will dwell with
life,^*

2
.

Grot.

1*
ii.

4.

10, xix. 10.

Where

an object

13, v. 4, 5
15

Cf. xxi.

16

Cf.

i^

Aret.

iii.

;

John
;

John

Rom.

viii. 9, 10.

i8

Grot.

8

John

xvi. 13 sqq.

i9

Calov., Ebrard.

9

Cf. Intr., sec. 2.

20

John

21

Cf. Gen.

i.

crcocra).

3, xxii. 14.

should properly be explained, "

He who

gains his case in court."
12

Eichh.

13

Where

Cf. also Heinr.
it is

also absolutely said of Christ

as the head of believers.

is

mentioned, as in

1

John

xvi. 33.

7.

21

7

It

3,

therefore, the future bless-

vv. 1-6.

Ji

ii.

to be

not without meaning,

6

10

is

the new Jerusalem
men, from whose throne and that of the

also Heinr.

Cf., likewise,

tree of life

whom

upon communion with whom,

3.

Cf

rov deov /xov is

the Lord of paradise, the one from

is

Lamb proceeds
1

The addition

In accordance with Gen.

where the

vi. 54.
ii.

v. 26.

De Wette.

Cf. Victorin, Beda, Lyra.

Alcasar.
9,

where the LXX., as
r ^» by ^ Aoi/.

fre-

quently elsewhere, render
22 xxii. 2,

14, 19.

Beng., Ew.,

De Welte,

Hengstenb.
23

cf.

Luke

21

cf

xxi. 2, 3, xxii. 1.

.

xxiii. 43; 2

Cor.

xii. 4.

^
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II. 8, 9.

edness and glory of believers depend. Besides, the mediatorship of Christ
is intimated by t. 6. (lov, since Christ who himself rewards the victor (dwaw),
and himself sits with God upon the throne, in whom is the source of life,

God and

nevertheless speaks of his

God

the

of believers;

^

both being in

accordance with the indivisible fundamental view of the entire N. T., that
Christ through his obedience is exalted, through his conflict has conquered,
and through his sufferings has entered into the glory which was his own

from

eternity,

and whereof he now makes

believers

his

partakers, since

he as Priest, King, and Victor makes them priests, kings, and victors.^ As
to the Apocalyptic statement of the thought, ver. 76, cf. the Book of ICnoch,
Text. XII. Patr., p. 586 Schottgen on this passage.
xxxi. 1-5, xxiv. 1-11
;

;

—

Smyrna, eight geoSmyrna.
graphical miles north of Ephesus, on a bay of the Aegean Sea, and the river
Meles, was already in ancient times, as it is to the present, an important
After Old Smyrna had been destroyed by the Lydians,
place of business.
New Smyrna, twenty stadia from the old place, was built, according to Pausanias by Alexander the Great, according to Strabo by Antigonus, and after-

The

Vv. 8-11.

epistle to the church at

wards by Lysimachus,

we

— a very beautiful

have, except in the

Apoc,

— Of Christian

city.^

life at

Smyrna

the earliest statement in the Epistle of Igna-

At that time Polycarp was
the beginning of the second century.
bishop of Smyrna,^ of whose martyrdom in the year 168 the church of
Smyrna itself has made the record. ^ Many, especially the Catholic expos-

tius,* at

itors,'

regard Polycarp the angel of the church » mentioned in this epistle;
is in a chronological respect untenable, even if it should be

which, however,

admitted that the Apoc. was composed under Domitian, although Polycarp
"had served Christ" for eighty-six years.
Ver. 8. The self-designation of the Lord ^^ corresponds to the admonition

and promise, vv. 10 and
vEKpoc

11.

The

death. 11

aor.

analogy

is

£^ri<yi^v

contains by

life is

marks the

e^jjaev'^'^

the precise fact of death

An

—

the intimation that the

eyev.

victory over

historical fact of the resurrection, as

designated by

is

combination with

its

new one succeeding a

a

eyev. vrnp.

the aor.

cf.

;

i.

5, iii. 9.

furnished by Josephus, Life, 75: " Of the three crucified

were taken down, two died notwithstanding the care

:

6

iVe

rplTog

iC,T]atv

who

" (the

third lived).

Ver.

9.

and death

r. d?uipLv.

1

John

2

i.

3

Cf. Wetst., "Winer, Ricb.

Cf. Phil.

ii.

6 sqq.

;

John

xvii.

24.

*

Ep. ad Smym., ad Polycarp.

6

Cf. Irenaeus in Euseb.,

" HoKvK.
'Aaiav

—

ei>

i'TTO

rfj

(" Polycarp

kv

E., iv. 14

Ifxvpvr)

church at Smyrna

")•

TertuUian, Prafner. Ilaer., 32

Cf.
:

"

It

is

church of the Smyrnaeans."

Martyr.,

1" i.
^'

^i.

17 sqq.

;

John

Cf.,

Cf.

Cf,

i.

15.

j.

9.

;

Matt.

e't/xi,

k.t.\.,

Cf. Ezek. xxxvii. 3

v. 25.

on the other hand, the

18.
i3

c. 9.

xiii. 14, X. 45.

ix. 16

iii.

reported that Polycarp was placed, by John,
in the

°

:

inia-KOiro^

iKK\ri<TLa.

If it

^ Martyrium S. Polyc. in den Edd. der
apostoL Vdtpr. Cf. Euseb., //. E., iv. 15.
^ N. de Lyra,
llibera, Alcas., C. a Lap.,
Tirni., Stern, Calov., Hengstenb., etc.
* ie., bishop.
Cf., to the contrary, on 1. 20.

ri/i/

— appointed bishop by the apostles

in Asia, in the
36.

//.

a.-o<n6\<uv KaravTaOeK; ei?

imprisonment,
be possible for the

this, affliction,

and need, belong.

XX. 17.

6, iii. 21.

To

Altogether general. ^^

(ver. 10), disgrace

^iov
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to originate

from the fact that

Christians were despoiled of their property,^ yet, also,^ that on account of

were utterly helpless when their Jewish enemies

their poverty the Christians

possibly supported their calumnious charges before the heathen rulers with

money ^ yet this inner connection of dTuxpig, nruxeta, and ^Tiaa^rjfua is in no
way indicated, and the simple admission is sufficient, that, besides the troubles
;

occasioned by Jews and heathen, the Church was under the burden of povTo this it is immediately added parenthetically, in a consolatory anerty.
tithesis

uXka

:

'n'kovaLOQ el, viz.,

find here an allusion to the

what the

j37[.ao(pr]fj.ia

in spiritual goods or in God.*

name Polycarp^

which Christians had

(rich in fruit),

To endeavor

to

arbitrary.

In

is

to suffer consisted, can only

be con-

from whom
they went forth,"^ are regarded not as Christians ^ but as actual Jews which
the wording and the historical relations, as they were still at the time of the
The carnal pride of the Jews, and their godless zeal
apologists, support.
for the law,^ were already, at the time of Paul, the cause of their unbelief,
and hostility to Christians which they published in false and calumnious
charges, among which was the one brought of old,!*^ viz., of exciting seditions,
which generally had the greater weight with the heathen,^! as this occurred
at a time in wliich the Roman rulers, because of the war in Judaea, had to
be doubly watchful and suspicious in all places. ^^ Even the martyrdom of

jectured with any certainty

if

the liyovTEg

'lovdalov^ elvai tavrov^,^

;

—

As, to the
Polycarp occurred with the essential participation of the Jews.^^
proud claim of those who boasted of the theocratic name of Jews, the judgment is added that they are not,i* so also what is positively said concerning
their true nature, uXka avvayuyrj tov oarava, contains a sharp opposition to the
Kvp'iov ^^ which essentially concurs with the former
But they are rather the synagogue of Satan, because they do the
antichristian works of Satan, ^^ to which also belongs the ^laapifielv with its
The expression awayuyf}, which in the N. T. only once in
lies and hatred.
yet even there is
James ^^ designates the Christian congregational assembly,
has in itself a significative
combined not with rov deov, etc, but with vfiuv,

claim of being the owayuyf/
boast.

^"^

—

—

antithesis to the true kuKlrjaia

r.

deov

or

t.

fixed designation for the Christian Church, as

people of God, into iKK^ala tov
severity in Hosea,^^

when he

])}<

ri'^

1

Heb.

Tirni,

Hengstenb.

3

Cf. Jas.

*

Cf.

iii.

f) ;

ii.

Hengstenb.

5 sqq.

18; Matt.

vi.

Luke

20;

xii. 21;

1

2 Cor. vi. 10.

7

Hengstenb.
eK. Winer, p. 344.

8

Vitr., etc.

9

Cf.

fi

2'

i.

Primas, Beda, C. a Lap.,

X. 34.

De Wette.

2

Cor.

fearless, faithful

Rom.

^

Cf. on ver. 2.

used even of the O. T.

it is

is

an allusion of similar

instead of /X-n'S.

Ver. 10. In reference to the OTu^ir which

an exhortation to

can scarcely suppose
which was a

kKKlrioia rov deov,

There

aarava.'^^

writes

We

Kvpiov.

that John could have changed the expression

to follow the present (ver.

is

9),

perseverance unto death, and a corre^o

Luke

"

Cf. Acts xvii. 6 eqq.

xxiii. 2.

12

Against Hengstenb.

is

Martyr.,

"

Cf.

is

Num.

i«

Cf. ver. 10.

"

Jolin

iii.

c. 12, 13.

9.

xvi. 3, xx. iv., xxxi. 16.

viii.

41 sqq.

is ii. 2.
ii.

28; Matt.

Cor. xi. 22 ; Phil.

iii.

iii.

4 sqq.

9;

John

viii.

33;

i9

Cf. Trench,

20 iv. 15.

Synonymes of

the

N.

T., § 3.
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Troubles of many kinds (a plural)
imprisonment^ for some of the church,^
the chief thing in all the persecutions in which the civil authorities were
and a view of the same is disclosed, even unto death for Christ's
active,^
sake.* The mention of imprisonment shows, still more than that of death,
that the assault of heathen magistrates who, according to ver. 9, were
The Lord therefore comprises
incited by the Jews, is here contemplated.

spending promise of

life,

are made.

impend; especially mentioned

—

is

—

As the proper author of the afflictions, 6 6LuPjolog is
first enemy of Christ and his kingdom,^
who uses Jews and heathen as his instruments. The significance of the
otherwise we should expect
name (slanderer) is not here to be emphasized
both forms of antichrist.

therefore mentioned, ^ the personal

'^

:

in ver. 9 6

(5ia,j3.,

and

in ver. 10 6 car.

— iva neipaadi/Te koI exv^^,

h.t.a.

Both the

belong to the intention of the Devil. Thus
the TTELpaafiog appears not as a divine trial, ^ but ^^ as a temptation intended
on Satan's part for their ruin,ii {^-^ connection with which, of course, it must

temptation and the oppression

be firmly maintained,!^

^ihat

^

the Devil's power

is

Divine control. ^^ Under this presumption, to the
neipaadfjTe is entirely

fixes
ers. i*

dependent on

Iva,

exercised only under the

which as the
For the Lord
come upon his believ-

kol exvre dTdtpiv,

the ^fiepuv dsKa

is

added.

a limit of duration to the troubles which are to
Only a few expositors have understood the rjfiep. dsKu of ten actual

days,!^ but even these in the sense that the short period of the calamity is

But the number

intended as a consolation.

is

purely of a schematic nature,i^

and

signifies

The

entire period of the universal tribulation

not a long

^"^

XXX.,

[See Note

but a short time.^^

is

p. 156.]

schematically represented

by forty-two months. ^^ The chief misinterpretations are known already by
N. de Lyra: that the ten days are ten years, in which are reckoned the persecution under Domitian ^^ and that under Decius ^^ that the ten persecutions of Christians are meant; ^^ that the ten days correspond to and signify
the Ten Commandments, and that the persecution of the entire Church will
continue as long as the Ten Commandments are in force, i.e., until the end
Without any external combination, the admonition
of the world, etc.
;

—

1 Incorrectly, Heinr.
<|>uA., as a part for the
whole, designates misery of every kind.

^^

:

2

ef u/lkLv,

3

Acts

4 dxpi.

Winer,

p. 343.

xii. 3, xvi. 23.

OavdTov,

xii.

Ew.

11; Acts xxii. 4; Phil.

ii. 8; Heb. xii. 4.
N. de Lyra, Calov., Heinr.,
Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
5 Cf ver. 9
<Tvvay. t. aaTava.
« Chs. xii. and xiii.
7 Against Ziill. and Hengstenb.
8 See Critical
Remarks on the modified
var. e^ere. According to this, the latter was
.

:

proclaimed as, in general, only impending.
8 " They may be tried in order, that, amidst
the greatest dangers, their faith

may

In which the Lord preserves and delivers,

10.

iii.

Cf.

Luke

xxii. 31.

12

Cf. Beng., Hengstenb.

i3

Matt.

"

Cf. Matt. xxix. 22.

iv. 1.

is

Grot., Herder.

is

Klief

:

"

The number

i^

Beda, C. a Lap.,

Num.

3;

xiv. 22;

1

etc.,

Sam.

55;

8.

Dan.

i.

12 sqq.;

Num.

xi. 19.

i9 xiii. 5.

Cluvenis, in Calov.

and thus they may show their virtue to be
complete" (Ew.). Cf. also Grot., Bleek, De

21

Vitr.

22

^.s

Cf. Eichh., Heinr.

according to Job xix.
i.

Andr., Alcas., Calov., Heinr., Ew., De
"Wette. Cf. also Hengstenb., Stern; Gen.xxiv.

20

10

com-

'^

be tested,

Wette.

of systematic

pleteness."

Ebrard infers by regarding the ten

days as " a symbol of ten special sections or
periods in the persecution."
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yivov maTog follows, which in the limitcation uxpt dav. reaches farther than has
been thus far represented by the eXiypig. With reference to the still future
The prommaintenance of fidelity, the yivov and not loBt properly stands. ^
ise, having its pledge in the Lord's own life after death (ver. 8), has essentially no other meaning than that which is given the victor in ver. 11, as
The Koi which introduces the
the victory is won only by fidelity unto death.

—

—

—

t. areipavov
promise places it in connection with the preceding requirement.^
Appositive genitive,^ so that liie itself appears as the crown. ^ The
r?}f C"W-

expression

arsipavog

mean here the crown of a king, neither in the
kingdom of the faithful is indicated,^ nor in this, that

does not

sense that the coming

the king's crown designates in general only "something exceedingly precious

and glorious " ^ but the figure of the victor's crown is derived from the
games, and in the mouth of the author of the Apocalypse, as well as of
the Apostle Paul,^ is open to no objection whatever.^
;

"^

The promise, which,

Ver. 11.

in addition to the general

hear,i° is contained in the concluding verse, is

command

to

framed in accordance with

The victory recalls the struggle with the afflictions of perthrough which there has been a victorious battle in their fidelity

what precedes. ^^
secution,!^

unto death. ^3 The victorious warrior reaches peace before the throne of God
and the Lamb,!"* or, as here said in reference to ver. 10,^^ " He shall not be

On

hurt of the second death."

oh

firi,

cf.

Winer,

p. 471.

—

adtKr/d^

as vi.

6, vii.

—

The second death desigand often Luke x. 19. e/c, causal, as viii. 11. ^^
The expresnates eternal damnation in hellji'^ eternal after temporal death.
sion is derived from Jewish theology,i*^ but is pervaded with a meaning specifically Christian, since they incur the second death, who have no part in
the marriage of the Lamb, and therefore are outside of Christ. ^^ [See Note
2, 3,

XXXL,

p. 156.]

—

Pergamos or PerVv. 12-17. The epistle to the church at Pergamos.
gamum in Mysia, on the river Caicus, not to be confounded with ancient
Troy or Perganiura considerably distant to the north,20 was distinguished
for the temple of Aesculapius, which was regarded as an asylum, ^^ and much
visited not only because of its worship, but also because of incubati ones ^'^ and
dream-cures,^^ vying in glory with the temple of Diana at Ephesus, and the
1

Matt. X. 16; xxiv. 44;

2

Luke

xi. 9

Eph.

;

v. 14

Luke
;

xii. 40.

Jas. iv.

7.

Cf

.

De

Wette, Winer, p. 406.
3 Winer, p. 494 sqq.
Jas.

4

i.

12;

1 Pet. v. 4.

De

"Wette,

6

ZUn.

6

Heng-

Hengstenb., according to Isa.

Ixii. 3, xxviii,

3.

Cf. ver. 11.

8

2

Tim.

ii. 5,

iv. 7

sqq.; 1 Cor. ix.24; Phil.

»

"
"

Winer, p.

"

xx.

6, 14,

Cf. Matt. x. 28.

344.

xxi. 8.

Targ. on Ps. xlix. 11 " The wicked who
die the second death, and are consigned to
Gehenna." Targum of Jerusalem, on Deut.
xxxiii. 6. Cf. Wetst.
:

^^

Chs. xx., xxi.

20

Against C. a Lap., Tir.

21

Tacitus,

AnnaL,

— [The spending

iii.

63.

of nights in the temple of

Aesculapius as an act of gratitude for some
Smith's Dictionary Greek and

14.

iii.

d^pt Gavdrov.

^e

^8

Btenb., etc.

7

"

Against Ilengstenb.

deliverance.

Cf. ver.

Roman Antiquities, p. 3766.]
" Herodian, Hist. aw. 8. Cf K. F. Hermann,

7.

Cf. vv. 10,

8.

John xvi.
Tim. iv. 7.

12

Cf.

"

2

.

Lehrhudi

33.
^^ vii.

9 sqq.

d.

gottesdienstl. Alterth. d.

chen, Heidelb., 1846, § 41.
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Pergamos was the

Bergamo contains many
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II. 12, 13.

its library.

seat of

By

the will of the

Romans.
a Roman supreme court.

rich place

"^

tell to

The

relics of the ancient city.

record of the Christian church at Pergamos

is

Ac-

the

The

earliest

this in the Apoc.

In con-

formity with ver. 13, Tertullian ^ speaks of Antipas the martyr. Eusebius,^
after having treated of Polycarp of Smyrna, makes mention of the martyrs
The " doctores " mentioned
in Pergamos, Carpus, Papylus, and Agathonice.

by N. de Lyra held Carpus to be the bishop
call the bishop of Thyatira by that name.^

The
The

Ver. 12.

to

whom John

Others

wrote.

designation of Christ' looks forward to the threat, ver. 16.

immediately afterwards described more accuitself does not contain a commendation, but
serves as a commendation only as the church remains faithful although
dwelling where Satan's seat is, which is communicated by the more emphatic
and explicit repetition at the close of ottou 6 oar. KaroiKel.^ It is a matter of
Ver. 13.

rately

ttoO /caroi/c.

oTTov 6 dp. T. aar.

:

is

This in

importance, however, that the Lord

At

aaravu.

the church

first

knowledge of the nature of

lation, to his

all events, this ^

;

of all simply testifies, for its consohis church's

abode

:

onov 6 dpovog tov

points to the city of Pergamos as the place of

and hence the explanation

is incorrect,

according to which the

godless enemies of Christ and his believers are represented

^°

as Satan's

There is nothing to support the opinion ^'- that Satan's throne was
in Pergamos as the chief abode of the worship of Aesculapius, whose symbol
was the serpent for if, on account of his serpent, John would have desired
to designate Aesculapius directly as the Devil ^^ (which would have been
inappropriate, as, according to 1 Cor. x. 20, that particular kdulov can be only
one 6ai/j.6vLov among many), he would at least have indicated it by 6 dp. tov
SpuKovrog.
We must first, with Andreas,!"* think of a remarkable flourishing
of idol-worship in general, if the remark of And. that Perg. was KaTeidcoloq
vTvep rrjv 'Aalav nuoav (given to idolatry above all Asia) would have an hisThat Perg. is called the seat of Satan as the abode of
torical foundation.
heathen and Nicolaitans,i^ is partly too general, and partly contrary to the
meaning of ver. 14. The only correct view is the reference, understood
already by X. de Lyra, to the persecution of the church, ascribed also in
throne. 11

;

Devil

ver. 10 to the

;

^^

decidedly in favor of this explanation

Only

KaTOLKd in its connection with aireKTiwdi) nap' v^lv.

•

1

Cf. Wetst.

2

Hor.,

I.,

N;

Od.

i.

12; II., Od. xviii. 5.

10

Primas, Zeger.

ii

The opinion

" Pergamos, by far the most
reuowned of Asia.
The jurisdiction of that

curiosity

Pergamean. To it belong the
inhabitants of Thyatira, and other less hon» Adv. Gnost. scarp., 12.
ored states."
6 H. E., iv. 15.
8 Ver. 18.
Cf. Alcas., C. a Lap.

the sophists.

3 //.

V. S3

:

—

district is called

7

Cf.

8

Thus with regard

9

i.

to /caToi/cei?.

Cf. the iTou naroiKeU

KaTotKei.

and onov

6 aarav.

the onov

6 car.

had Satan

of P. Zornius (in

Wolf;

is

a

John had in view the Pergaraean museum, and the empty speeches of
^2

;

viz., that

Grot., Wetst.,

in the Bibl.

M. Rossal and Ph. Hasaus

Brem.,

iii.

pp. 94, 104.

Cf. also

Eichh., Heinr.
is xii. 3, 9.

1*

16.

is

in Perg.

Aret., Pric, Beng., etc.

"

c. a Lap., Calov.

1°

Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.

'
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been able to proceed so far as to shed the blood of martyrs. Whether this
was caused by the adherence of the heathen with special fanaticism to their
Aesculapius 1 or the fact that Perg., as the seat of supreme jurisdiction,^
;

most readily offered a theatre for persecutions

—

further designated,^ were present in Perg.,
Kparetg,

k.tX

The holding

the present (KparElc, pres.),

portunity
ijpvTfoo),

(/cat

and the

fxov

is

^ or, finally,

it is

that only particu-

the heathen, because not

not possible to decide.

—

kuI

which continues still to
has already approved itself on some special op-

fast^ of Christ's name,

ova ^pv^CTw, aor.).

so TO bvoiia

;

among

sought

larly hostile individuals^ to be

As

the Kparelg corresponds to the contrasted

parallel with t^v

monv

fiov.

The former

is

the ob-

which is held
fast by believers is not " the profession of doctrine delivered by Christ "
or the confession of his name,^ but the name of Christ appears as something in itself objective, so that one may have, hold, and lose, confess and
deny it, yea, even, it may work,^ as the name of Christ comprises the true
objective person of Christ together with his riches and glory.
The Kparelv to
bvojia occurs in the sense of this passage, of course, only by faithful, frank
confession, but not simply " in life and faith." i°
The corresponding inner
item (Rom. x. 10) is faith in the Lord: t.ttIot. fiov., objective genitive. ^^
Kal kv Toiq Tjixepaiq 'AvnTraf, k.tX
The correct text, with which the Vulg. in the
critical recension agTees,^^ i,e_^ ^n which before 'AvnTraf neither ale nor kv alt;
nor Efxalg is to be read, but on the contrary before uttekt. there is a dg,'^^ is not
explicable by the conjecture that the gen. 'Avrina may have stood originally
in the text,i^ nor by the idea that 'A^vrinag is used as indeclinable, and the
form here is intended as genitive ^^ for both conjectures, in themselves having little probability, are made doubly difficult by the nominative appos.
6 fiapT. 6 TTiGT., since here it is hard to accept the explanation which is in
place in i. 5, where what is said, is of Christ himself.
Grotius assumes an
ellipsis and a transposition by thus analyzing the sentence
h t. tj/x. 'Avrlna,
bq'kvTCTtag
Ebrard, who, however, reads alg before 'Avr., explains
cnrtKTuvdjj.
the anacoluthon in the sentence by the supposition that the originally intended construction aig 'AvTlnag
aneKTuvdv was abandoned, because the chief
verb ciKtKT. is added as an explanation of the words 6 /xapT. //. 6 moT., and
thus a relative sentence originated which contains the verb properly belonging to 'AvTiirag. But even the latter explanation does not naturally appear
in the simple members of which the entire sentence consists.
Primas,
jective,

latter the subjective nature.

Christ's bvofia

—

;

:

—

—

In connection with which, we must rethat the idol, because of its epithet
o-coTjjp, formed a manifest opposition to the
Saviour; we may also think of miraculous
cures in the temple of Aesc, and the interests
connected therewith.
Cf. Acts xix. 24 sqq.,
1

member

xvi. 19 sqq.
2

Kliefoth.

3

In connection with which, relations ac-

knowledged in Plin., Ep. 97, and the apologists,
and even indicated in Acts, may be recalled.
* Hengstenb.
6 Ewald.

'^

Cf. ver.

1, iii. 11.

^

Grot.

»

De Wette.

9

Cf. Acts

'"

N. de

ii

xiv. 12;

ii.

21,

iii.

16, ix. 14;

John

i.

12.

Ljn-a.

Rom.

iii.

22;

Eph.

12.

Winer,

mens

fidelis,

iii.

p. 175.
12

" Et in diebus Antipas, testis

qui occisus est," etc.

Lach., Tisch.

'3

gee Critical Remarks.

i*

Ewald.

is

Bleek.

:
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N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., and other catholic expositors,^ have correctly hit the
sense by following the explanatory reading of the Vulg. "in diebus illis,"

mere article cannot have directly the force of a demonstrative,
marks the precise days in which the chnrch did not deny the faith

for if also the

yet

it

*^and in the day Antipas'^ (namely: was)
is

^^

my

faithful wittiess who," etc.

designedly that the commendation of the church

by the circumstance

especially

added

(Kai),

is still

It

further enhanced

that one witness, in the days

when the whole church faithfully gave its testimony, was faithful even unto
The reference to the ovk i^pv^Go) t. ttIgtiv (xov is indicated also by the
death.
expression
0T70V 6 oar.

6 iiapr. fiov 6 nlaro^,'^

as then also the

Trap'

vfuv

and the repeated

— Of the martyr Antipas,

KaroLKH in this connection are significant.

Whether his martyrdom, noticed by Andreas,
is known.
were related already perhaps from the account, contained in the later martyrologies and menologies, viz., that Antipas as bishop of Pergaraos under
Domitian was put to death in a glowing brazen ox, we do not know. The
interpretations of the name as 'Avn-7raf, i.e., "Against all," therefore, child
of God, and hence enemy of the whole world,^ or Anti-papa,* are wrecked by
nothing historical

grammar, which teaches that 'Avri-n-ag is similar to 'Avn'Tra-poc-^ Coccejus, for
wants to find in Antipas the confessor of Athanasianism, since
Vitringa adds, yet,
'AvTirraTpog resembles laoiraTpoQ, and this again ofioovatog.
that the mystical Pergamos where this mystical Antipas was slain, viz.,
again mystically, by banishment, or, in general, by hinderance of confession,

this reason,

is

Alexandria, the residence of Athanasius.

Vv. 14,
few things

15.
:

The reproof contrasted with the commendation ^ refers to a
Hence the plural occurs not because the tolerance of the

d2.iya.

false teachers is conceived

"as more than

oiie

want,"'' but, without noting

the idea of plurality as such, designates in a certain abstract w^ay only the

general conception

"a few."^

What

follows shows that actually only one

meant ^ The subject of the reproof, moreover, is designated as small, not by litotes,'^^ also not with respect to atonement,^i but because the church itself was not so much involved in the false doctrines, as,
on the contrary, only certain adherents of the same are enumerated among its
members. 12 The exeig
not precisely equivalent to avexng, "thou bearest " ^^

particular thing

is

—
— contains, in accordance with the connection, the additional
efforts to reclaim the erring

as a whole,

and hence

is

;

^^

made

laitan false teachers, for this
1

Cf. also Treg.

2

Beng.

6

Winer, p.
Cf ver. 4.

'

Bengel,

^

»

may

who

understand

"

therefore fixes a certain dis-

between Balaamites and Nicolaitans.
little."
Luther, Hengstenb.
Cf Winer, p. 166.

Not " a
.

it

regarded
the Xico-

always be referred to a defect of

ii

sins,

Aret.

:

:

"

I

its

complain grievously of thee."

" Christ readily extenuates their
same time, he makes

because, at the

expiation for

them;"

but, in fact, the okiya

are atrocious.

97.

who

slothful in

^^ is

responsible for containing within

.

tinction
8

at all events, the church as such

'o Helnr.
Ebrard.

3 Aretius,
Hengstenb.,
thereby Timothy.
* Ed. Schmidt.

idea, that the

may have been

unaffected part, properly the heart of the church, i*

De Wette.

12

Cf.

^3

Heinr.

i*

De Wette.

is

Cf. Calov., Vitr., Beng., Hengstenb.

is

The angel

of the church.

Cf.

i.

20.
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nature with respect to the critical life of faith. Hence the call to repentance
made to the church as a whole, even though the conflict with the Lord

is

coming

to

judgment pertains only

The

to the false teachers (ver. 16).

enel

stands in inner relation with ver. 13, as also the designation of the false
teachers (Kparovvrng

t. did. /3aA.,

and

ver. 14,

Kparovvrac

Nik., ver. 15)

t. did.

forms

an antithesis to the commendation of the church, Kparelg t. bv fiov, ver. 13.
Even in a place where a church has held fast to the name of the Lord even

—

tu jSaXuK.
unto death, is there to be room at least for such godless doctrines.
Luther incorrectly according to the Var., ev ru B., ^^throufjh Balak." Nor is
the dative to be regarded a dat. comm., "to please B.," "in the interest of
B.," so that it could result only from the connection that "the people of

Balak " were strictly the
taught to lead astray the

women

fact that in ver. 20 the ace.

the use of the ace.

is

The

Hebraizing.3

Moab ^ whom

of

is

especially

Here; no appeal dare be

Israelites. ^

construed regularly with

conditioned also by the

entire construction

TrAava.

The

Balaam had
made to the

didaaKen', for

like that of, e.g., ver. 7,

is

On

the dat. and then the inf. follows the duau.

where

first

the other hand, a dat. comm.

above sense seems too refined for the writer of the Apoc.

in the

there

dat. with diddoKetv is

Besides,

it

can in no way be inferred from the construction in Num. xxxi. 16, that
Balaam immediately perverted the Moabite women he may have given the
advice referred to for leading the children of Israel astray, by means of
:

—

The expression
t?jv didaxw fSaX.
he immediately taught.
be explained simply from the counterpart, the didaxv Nik., since
with the Nicolaitans an actual doctrine was the fundamental principle,
which with Balaam was only an advice,* but has its justification in the suc-

whom

Balak,

didaxv is not to

ceeding

'lap.,

then

is

GKuvdaXov

5

viz.,

doctrine

communicated

ungodly and corrupt nature

its

to

Balak

(j)ay.

:

e/dwA. k.

The

nopv.

is first

condemned

oKuvdaXov huniov

(3aXelv

it

instruction of

r. v.

refers to the pres-

Balaam contained a

because the Israelites were thereby led to a sin against their
to participation in the idol-worship of Baal Peor and to fornica-

made not only of the eating of the
making of sacrifices. But here

In

Num.

XXV. 1 sqq., mention

sacrifices

made

to idols, but also of the

tion.

:

stated according to its contents, so far as

ent Nicolaitans

God,®

The

bg sdidaoKev.

according to

is

Israelites had in common with
"Just as Balak held the pestiferous doctrine of Balaam, so among you there are some holding the erroneous
doctrine of Nicolaus." Thus N. de Lyra with substantial correctness explains the ovT. Kal av, while he errs only by ^ combining the oiioiug at the close
of ver. 15, referring back to what precedes, with fieravdijaov, ver. 16, as if the
church at Perg. were called to repentance like the church at Ephesus (ver. 5).
But this reference is almost still more unnatural than that proposed by De

Christ regarded

it

the Nicolaitans."^

sufficient to state

ovrug exeig

1

Num.

2

Heugstenb., following Beng.

3

Cf.

h

ical

av,

what the
k.t.Ti.

xxxi. 16.

"ID*7,

Job xxi.22. Ew.,De Wette,

in a trap, typirD-

j^^^
ii.

6

De

Wette.
i.e., properly aKav6aAr)0pov, i.e., the trendle

13

gg^

Cf. Jer.vi.21;

Ezek.xiv.3;

^y Commentary

ou

10.
«

nin^a S^'n, Num.

'

Grot.

8

cf. C. a Lap., Beng., Tirin., etc.

Ebrard.
4

^.j^

xxxi. 16.

1

John
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Wette/ according to which the kuI av is used by way of comparison with
0, and thereby a clear distinction is to be indicated between
Balaamites and Nicolaitans, both of whom are considered as being in Perg.
But by bvT(j)^ b^oiug is the Nicolaitan misconduct, consisting in ipayelv elduK.
and nopvevoai,^ compared with the type of Balaamite sins, while the kuI av in
this line of thought either points back to Balak,3or, as is more probable,
As
refers for its meaning to the ancient church of the children of Israel.
Ephesus, ver.

—

Israel' many who sinned after the doctrine of Balaam, so
But it in no way follows, that,
thou hast likewise Nicolaitan offenders.
because the name Nicolaitan recalls symbolically the meaning of Balaam's
name,* therefore also the <pay. dduX. and -nopv. are to be understood, in some

then there were in

and improperly,^ of gluttons and voluptuaries whose belly
and false teachers in general;"' but rather as
in the times of Balaam, participation in idol-worship and fornication actually
occurred, so with respect to the so-called Nicolaitans the eating of sacrifices
to idols, and fornication, are seriously meant and the very circumstance that
both things also named elsewhere in apostolic times ^ are here reproved with
a passing-by of the proper idol- worship mentioned in Num. xxv. 1 sqq.,
indicates that these were actually the wicked works of the Nicolaitans^
with respect to which they might have pleaded their Christian freedom. i°
[See Note XXXII., p. 156.]
Ver. 16. The summons to repentance, and the threat in case this is negAs to the tpxo^ai aoi,
lected, is added to the reproof, vv. 14, 15, as in ver. 5.
The church
see on the former passage, and with respect to the raxv, cf i. 1.
as a whole, to whose members the Nicolaitans belong, having shared in the
reproof, so also share in the admonition to repentance and the threat; for
the conflict of the coming Lord, which is of course immediately directed only
against the Nicolaitans (ttoA. //cr' ahruv), must cause suffering to the entire
body of the church (epx. cot). It will nevertheless be a judging and visible
coming to the entire church, if it continue to neglect the deliverance of its
It is
still curable members, and to cut off those actually dead already.
against the idea of the coming of the Lord in general, and against the significance of the image of the sword in the mouth of the Lord in particular,!^
if the TToTie/j-Tjao), /c.r.A., be explained
"I will raise up prophets in the church to
do what the bishop neglects, and to courageously oppose themselves to the
Nicolaitans,"!^ or be supplemented "by another bishop ;"!3 so too Grot.,

way
is

figuratively

their god,^ or of the visions

;

.

:

Wetst., Vitr., Bengel, Herd., Stern, Rinck, Hengstenb.,

etc.,

offend against

the latter idea, in maintaining a remembrance of the sword of the angel
against Balaam,^* or the sword whereby the misled Israelites were swept

away,!^ or both.^^
/)Ofi(p. Toil

oToyaToc

1

Cf. also Heinr.

3

N. de Lyra.

4
5
6
'
8

fj.ov,

Already the statement expressly added after

2

Cf. ver. 20.

10

Heinr.,

Ebrard,

Cf. on ver. 6.
Herder.
C. a Lap. Cf Areth., Vitr., etc.
Eichh., Herd., Ziill., etc.
u Ver. 6.
Acts XV.
.

ver. 16,

renders this impossible.

n
i'5

Cf.

12

16.

i.

Cf,^

Grot.

" Num.

Calov.

« Num.
is

Ewald, De Wette, Hengstenb.,

etc.

xxsi.

xxii. 11.

8.

on the other hand, Eichh., lleinr.,

Ewald, De Wette.
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genA has

its

meaning

correct

—

The general sense of the
no less than the immediately succeeding accus.^
promise is not to fail because of the parallel ideas at the close of all seven
epistles. 3 The expressions are, at all events, as Areth. remarks on ^77^. Aeu/c.,

—

^uvtuv (a maxim concerning those living happily),
a TTapoLnia km tuv Evdatfiovug
a description of future eternal blessedness and glory. This is misapplied
by those who understand the manna as directly referring to the Lord's Supper,^ or to the spiritual quickening and consolation imparted to believers

even during their conflict in and with the world,^ or as the figure of divine
grace in general which becomes manifest in justification (Tp7](p. TievK.) and
the offering of sonship {6v. Katv).^ In the latter explanation, apart from the
misunderstanding of the idea 6 vlklov, the groundless assertion is made, that
em is equivalent to cvv."^ The more specific explanation of details has occaUtterly inapplicable to the hidden manna is the
sioned much difficulty.
allusion ^ to the Jewish opinion, that, before the destruction of the temple by
Nebuchadnezzar, the prophet Jeremiah or the king Josiah had rescued and
concealed the ark of the covenant, together with the holy relics contained
therein, and that the Messiah at his appearance will again bring them to
light.9 Incorrect, too, is the view that Christ himself is the hidden manna.
Incorrect is the view of Grot. " r. KSKpvfifi. is equivalent to
Christ gives it.
Tov vorjTov (the intellectual), and designates the more exact knowledge not
^'^

:

only of God's commands, but also of his dispensations." But rather,^i as the
victor has approved himself especially in resisting the temptation to eat of
what is sacrificed to idols, so he receives a corresponding reward when the

Lord

him heavenly, divine

offers

such fruit

as, like

food, viz. , manna, the bread of heaven,!^

the fruit of the tree of

life,

ver. 7, will

—

nourish the

This manna is hiddefi, because it will be manifest
as, in a similar way, is said imit will be enjoyed
Without any
-(jj^cpov Ievktjv, k.tX
mediately afterwards of the new name.^^
foundation is the explanation of N. de Lyra,^^ according to which the white
stone signifies the body decorated with the endowment of brilliancy, and the
" then every one manifestly and bodily blessed
neiv name written thereon
with the endowments of a glorious body, will be enrolled in the city of the
In connection with the mention of the manna, the explanation
celestials."
heavenly, blessed

life.

only in future glory

when

;

—

;

of the white stone has been sought in the Jewish fable, that, besides the

manna, precious stones and pearls were found

in the wilderness

decoration of the high priest at the time of the giving of the

been

recalled, as

Cf. Acts xxvii. 30.

2

Cf. Winer, pp. 186, 539.

Cf especially ver. 7.
^
a Lap., Boss.
Tichon., Beda.
6 Wolf, after J. H. Majus.
' Wolf.
Cf. also Luther: " A good testimony, and with the testimony."
.

C

4

8

Wetst., Heinr.,

Ew.

Abarbanel on 1 Sam.
which Josiah hid before
the devastation of our temple and this ark, at
9

iv.

4

Cf. 2 Mace.

:

•'

This

is

ii.

^^

or the

he bore upon twelve precious stones (which, however, were

1

3

;

manna has

1 sq.

the ark

;

a future time, when our Messiah comes, will
be manifested."
if John vi. ; Primas, N. de Lyra, Vitr.
See

on ver. 7.
n Cf Bengel, De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
.

12

Ps. Ixxviii. 49, cv. 40.

is

cf. also 1 Cor.

"

Cf. already Beda.

^^

fell

Joma

viii.

:

ii.

" Precious stones and pearls

together with the

ites."

In Wetst.

7 sqq.

manna upon

the Israel-

"
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of the tribes of Israel, so that here

the priestly dignity of the complete victors. ^

is

indicated

Others, likewise, in a certain

connection with the mention of heavenly food, have combined the heathen

custom, according to which the conquerors in the games were led to festive
banquets, and otherwise rewarded with gifts of many kinds. Thus Vitruv.^
reports

:

"

To

the noble athletes

who conquered

Nemean, and Isthmian games, the ancestors

in the

Olympian, Pythian,

of the Greeks appointed honors

palm and garland they
return to their states in victory, they are

so great that not only standing in the assembly with

receive praise, but also

when they

triumph drawn within the walls in a four-yoked chariot, and enjoy for
life, from the republic, a fixed income."
The Roman emperors^
also established such public games, from which the victors were led (et^iiTuiaav)
in triumph to their native city, and then received the deferred rewards. Titus
was accustomed even to throw into the arena small wooden balls, on which
were written orders for food, clothing, money, etc. then the contestants
received w^hat the order proffered them stated.^ According to this, the white
stone is explained as the order for the heavenly reward,^ as the " ticket " to the
heavenly banquet.*^ Others, leaving out of consideration any connection between the manna and the white stone, recall the use of the lot among the Jews,^
as well as among the Greeks and Romans, who were accustomed to ballot with
small white stones or beans, called -^piKpog, upon w^hich names were written ®
still others compare it with the classical usage of rendering a favorable judgment in trials by means of white stones, and thus find in this passage a representation of Christ's judgment preserving from condemnation, and introducing to blessedness by the sentence of justification. i° Many expositors,
again, have combined several of these references, viz., that of election {eK?ioyfi)
and justification.il But against all such definite antiquarian references is the
decisive circumstance that the presentation of our passage truly agrees with
not one of them. Hengstenb. is correct in saying,!^ "that the point coming
here into consideration is only the fact that in antiquity many things were
written on a small stone." Besides, the tvhite color of the stone given the
victor, which in itself represents the glory of the victory,!^ and the purity of
in

their whole

;

;

the blessed in heaven, !* retains
the white stone
1

its

worth

is

But what properly gives

its full significance.

the inscription which

Exod. xxviii. 17, xxxix. 10.
Cf. Ew., Ziill., Ebrard, Klief.

«

bears

it

Schiittgen

:

:

Christ gives the

" I believe that allusion

is

made

3

Z., ix., Praef.

which was to be cast by the priests
who wished to offer sacrifice. Accordine to

*

Cf., e.g., in reference to Trajan, Plin.,Z.,x.

Tamid.,

119, 120.

came

2

Ep.

to the lot

^ Xiphilin, Epit. Dion., p. 228
<T<|)aipt'a yap
^jKiva ixiKpa avuiOiv et? to Oiarpov eppiuTei,
:

o-v^^oAof ixovTa, ro

—a

fxkv e5a>6i/xov Tivo<;, k.t.\.

aprrao-avTas rivas eSei Trpbs tous Swrijpa?

avTuiv aireviyKilv Ka\ Ka^elv to ejrtye-ypa^jaeVoi'.
Cf.,

in

general,

K. F. Hermann,

d.

Gottes-

diemtl. Altey^th. d. Griechen, §50; Xot. 30
sqq. p. 254 sqq.
6 Areth., Grot., Hammond, Eichh.
7

Heinr.,

Ew.

ii.

:

(token of hospitality).

Tessera hospitalitatis

fol. xvi. 1

at

:

"

The prefect of

Then he says to them
Let him
has been washed come and draw lots; he

priests open.

who

the temple

the hour of cock-crowing, and the

whom

the lot touches

:

is

'

worthy of

sacrifi-

cing.'
"
'"

Eisner.

Erasmus, Zeger, C. a Lap., AreWolf, etc.
Stern. Cf. also Beug.
Cf. already Beng.
Victorin.,

tins, Calov., Vitr.,

n De Wette,
12

^3 vi, 2.

!

iv. 4.
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—

a name which no one knows
new name, written upon the stone,
who receives it. That the new name written upon the stone can in
no way be the name of Ciod,i is proved partly from the type of the ancient
prophetic promise of a new name,^ partly by the analogy of xix. 12, where what
is said is concerning the proper name of Christ, and partly also from the rule
victor a

except he

given in the limitation

o ovdeig,

k.tX

The opinion

different nature.

the stone bore the inscription

The

idea in

6 uyiog

rw

deib kol

12, xiv. 1, is of

iii.

of Eichhorn also

tu apviu, which

God without

opposition to the ancient Jewish faith in

an entirely

to be rejected; viz., that

is

the

is

called

new

in

But

to

Lamb.

the norms given above, corresponds the view advanced by most expositors,

according to which the declaration refers to the proper

The name

is neiu,

because

it

designates the

new

name

of the victor.^

glory of believers,

i.e.,

that

which is manifested only in the future life ^ and only he having received
the same knows it, because, as is the case likewise already in this life, the
knowledge of the blessedness of eternal life is disclosed only in personal
experience.
But how that new name will sound, cannot be in any way
answered according to this text. The answer given by most, that it is "son
of God," or " elect," is applicable only as therein the general contents of the
Christian hope are expressed. ^ [See Note XXXIII., p. 156.]
Thyatira, about
Vv. 18-29. The epistle to the church at Thyatira.
nineteen hours from Pergamos, on the road thence to Sardis, not far from
was an inconsiderable city,
now Akhissar,
the river Lycus in Lydia,
belonging to the civil jurisdiction of Perg.® A dealer in purple, Lydia of
Thyatira, is mentioned in Acts xvi. 14 but that she founded the Christian
church there,
a presumption according to which Hengstenb. immediately
is just
connects "works of love" with the "female origin of the church,"
as little to be asserted as there is foundation for the unfavorable supposition
The church at Thyatira
that Lydia may have been meant by Jezebel, ver. 20.
;

—

—

—

;

—

—

'^

was, like the others in Asia, not purely Jewish-Christian, as Grot, thinks, in
order to weaken an uncritical objection of the Alogi against the worth of the

—

But ver. 20 rather refers explicitly to heathen Christian elements.^
That Irenaeus could not have been the bishop ^ to whom John writes, is mentioned already by iST. de Lyra. C. a Lap. and others name Carpus as bishop. i^
Apoc.

Ver. 18.

man,

is,

6

mbg tov deov.

The Lord, who

as the entire description

(i.

in

i.

13 appears like a son of

13 sqq.) shows, the Son of God, although

he does not there receive that precise name. But in the present epistle he
expressly designates himself as such, because, especially in ver. 27, this glory
The two other designations,
of his is asserted in accordance with Ps. ii.
derived from i. 14, 15, have their significance in the fact that the Lord with
his eyes of flame penetrates ^^ all, and with his feet like brass treads down
every thing impure and malevolent.^1

Ewald.

2

Isa. Ixii. 2, Ixv. 15.

s

Beda, Ribera, C. a Lap., L. Cappellus,
De Wette,
Hengstenb., Ebrard, etc.
Grot., Coccej., Vitr., Wolf, Bengal,

John

*

1

6

Rom.

iii.

viii.

2; 1 Cor.

17; 1

xiii.

John

iii.

9 sqq.
2.

6

See on ver. 12 sqq.

'

Cf. Heinr.

<« What had the Jews at that time to do
with sacrifices to idols? "
9 Angel.
Cf. i. 20.
^o Cf. on ver. 12 sqq.

s

"

Cf. ver. 23.

12

cf. ver. 27.

CHAP.

The works

Ver. 10.

them, are
uydnrjv,

r.

t.

of the church (olSd aov tu epya) , as the Lord

introduced byname,

first

nlanv,

diaKoviav,

t.

aov only to the last,^
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II. 19, 20.

— and

and

— the

whole, because a progress therein

(«. rti

tpyaaov, k.tX) are

Two

shown.

is

noted by the attaching of the

is

t. vTrofiovTjv,

then

knows

subordination of the four items

commended

members correspond

that, too, in such order that their individual

as a

and

pairs are mentioned,

to one

The uyu-nfj, which already, because it precedes, is intended to refer
an altogether general way to love to God and the brethren, and not only
to love to the poor,- proves itself in the diuKovia, i.e., in kindness towards all
needing help, especially the poor;^ and the nianc, i.e., faith,
not fidelity,*
proves itself in the vnofj.ovr/, i.e., faithful and patient perseverance founded
upon the hope of faith, in the midst of attacks from the hostile world. ^
another.

in

—

—

—

nTieiova ruv

KpuTuv.

Cf.

jSIatt. xii.

45; 2 Pet.

ii.

20.

The church

at

Ephesus

on the contrary, but in a similar way, had been reproved for a

(ver. 5),

relapse.

Cf ver. 4. Grot, incorrectly parKard. aov on a<pelg, k.tX
wish you to dismiss that wife."
The sense of the a^flf ^ is
correctly given by the var. ka^,'' "that thou let alone." Connected with -njv
yvvaiKa 'haafiTjTi, but in an interrupted construction, is the appositive ^
ley.,
K.tX The juncture proposed by Winer, p. 498, -^ liyovaa— kuI 6i6uaKei Kat n?uiva,
Ver. 20. dXl' exu

aphrases

:

*'

.

I

?}

is

too refined, while the very harshness of the former inartificial construction

The words

corresponds with John's mode.

nal 6i6daK£c kuI -nTiavd are to

be

regarded neither as a so-called hysteron proteron,^ nor to be combined in
6ov?iovg depends upon both verbs, while
which are used with a certain looseness
of construction, are nevertheless again connected with sufficient firmness by
the prevailing meaning of the dLddoKei, which in its combination with nlavd
if

6c()d(jKovGa TrAava,!''

but the accus.

the infinitives nopvevaat kqI (paydv

t. c/z.

eid.,

appears to refer to a false doctrine.
r.

yvvaiKa 'leaajS^X'^^ is a

— The

explanation of the expression

matter of controversy, which essentially depends upon

the fact, that, as in ver. 14, neither the nopvemat nor even the

(payelv eidcdl. is

even only in a double sense. ^^ ^he precedency of the TTopvevaat does not show that at Thyatira fornication prepared
the way for eating sacrifices to idols,!^ ^-hich in itself, and in view of ver. 14,
is improbable, as, on the contrary, the eating of sacrifices to idols gave occato be understood figuratively or

sion for unchastity

;

neither

is

it

to be mentioned, that " in reference to

ancient Jezebel, the history expressly intends only fornication, while in refer-

ence to Balaam the temptation to eat sacrifices offered to idols
for according to

Kings

is

also

men-

25 sqq., this is not entirely
correct with respect to either Jezebel or Balaam. ^^ Fornication precedes for

tioned,"

!•*

1

Ebrard.

2

Ew.

s

Acts

sqq.

Cf. ver.

1

xviii. 19, xxi.

2.

Cf. ver. 4.
xi. 29;

1

Cor. xvi. 15; 2 Cor.

ix. 12

Wette, Ebrard.

Calov., incorrectly

the duties of

:

"

4

Beng.,

6

On

Ew.

s

ii.

this form,

Winer,

p. 77.

Cf.

i.

9.

xi. 44, 48, xii. 7.

cf.

5, iii. 12,

» k.

i.

n\ava

k. 5i5.

xiv. 12.

Pric.

^o

Grot.

6tax.,

"

Cf. Critical Reraarts.

the holy

ministry."

John

a

De

Aretiu8, Grot., Beng., Heinr., Ew.,

the perfornoance of

7

Of proper
Hengstenb.
'2

is

Bengel.

'6

gee on ver.

and

improper

"
14.

fornication.

Hengstenb.
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the reasons for which (ver. 21)^
chief thing

among

it is

ST.

JOHN.

alone named;

the Nicolaitans in Thyatira.

"

viz.,

because

The woman

it

was the

Jezebel "

is

manifestly represented as a teacher of a Balaamite or Nicolaitan character.
If

now "the woman

fied heresy,"

2

Jez." collectively

is

to designate a party

and "personi-

the body of Jews, the synagogue,^ cannot be meant,

planation which only by the most unnatural artificialness

is

— an ex-

united with the

declaration that the false doctrine of Jezebel alludes to nopvevaai and ^ay.
eid(o?i.,

— but

the Nicolaitan false teachers must be represented under the

figure of Jezebel.^

to a

name

But partly the designation

ttjv

yvvalKa^

which

sufficient for that sense, partly the further limitation

ij

is

attached

Uyovaa

eavr.,

K.rXy which has in itself something that is individual, decides the view that

a particular

woman

is

meant

;

not the wife of a bishop,^ nor a

woman who

is

some woman who under the pretence of being a
prophetess had approved the doctrines of the Nicolaitans, and for that
reason was designated a new Jezebel, as Ahab's wife formerly in the O. T.
church, by the introduction of the worship of Baal, and fornication,' which
was combined with the worship of Baal and Ashtaroth, gave the greatest
offence. s
That the woman in Thyatira did not actually have the name Jezebel, but rather that this name was understood symbolically, does not follow
from the fact that in the Apoc. all names except that of the composer are of
a symbolical character,^ for that is not the case ^^ but from the fact that it is
applied to the false doctrines and godlessness, which have been designated
already by the name of Balaam, of entirely similar notoriety with that of the
wife of Ahab.
Ver. 21. This misleader's worthiness of punishments^ is increased by the
Thus by
fact that she had time for repentance, and yet will not repent.
idcjKa, k.tX,
the Kat this point is added to the guilt mentioned in ver. 20.
designates not the unsearchable decree of God in relation to "the speedy
coming " of the Lord, that a time for repentance should still be open, but in
connection with which it is predicted that the same will not be utilized ^^
actually called Jezebel,^ but

;

—

;

but a time of repentance is designated, the discerning of which, indeed, lies
in an act of the Lord's grace that is now past (edw/ca),^^ but which, as the
pres. V diT^L fierav. shows, is to be regarded as continuing still to the present,
and that, too, fruitlessly. Thus there is no ground for the opinion ^^ that

John had already before published a written rebuke. But it is correctly
inferred ^^ that the woman Jezebel had for a long time already exercised her
corrupt activity. Even the fact that she had been let go ^^ appears from the
standpoint of Divine Providence to afford an opportunity for a time of re-

1

Cf. also ver. 22.

2

Hengstenb.

3

Alcas.,

Ziill.

Andr., Areth., Vitr., Eichh.., Hengstenb.,
Ebrard.
5 G-rot., Klief., who regards the aov after
4

yvv. as indisputable.
6
7

Wolf, Beng.
2 Kings ix. 22; 1 Kings xxi. 23 sqq.; 2

Kings

iii.

2,

ix. 30 sqq.

8

c. a Lap., Calov., Heinr., Herd., Ew.,

De

Wette, Stern, etc.
» Hengstenb.

"

Cf. ver. 13.

12

Ebrard.

"

Cf.

Winer,

"

Cf. ver. 22.

Ebrard inaccurately

p. 80.

paraphrases the aor. after the manner of the
present.

" Ew.
16

ii.

Cf. ver. 20.

i5

Ew.,

De

Wette.
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II. 22, 23.

pentance, although the church must on this account be censured.

— The

ek

after fterav.^ naturally stands as a designation of the movement out of sins.
The nopveia not " inaccurately stated for immodest pursuits leading to

—

inchastity "

^

—
—

is

meant

Fornication in

precisely as in ver. 20 (ver. 14).

its

various forms was properly the heart of the error.

Vv.

22, 23.

makes us

The

ISov so

strongly emphasizes the succeeding threat, and

so to expect something

new

comparison with ver.

in

21, that the

discredited lyu appears in an exegetical respect entirely superfluous.

— Al-

shows that the kMvt/ is a bed which the woman takes
only when so compelled. Yet the kIivt/ does not designate the punishments
But by
in hell,3 but the sick-bed,* in opposition to the bed of sensuality.
this description of such judgment, the reference to Jezebel and her entirely
different ^ punishment is abandoned,^ so that even in ver. 23, in the words
K. T. TEKva avT., an allusion to the destruction of the sons of Ahab ' dare not
be sought. The punishment of the woman and her companions, without
ready the

(SuTilo)

avT.

regard to the significant designation existing in the

mined

in accordance with the

however, that the expression

who shared

those

and her party

chosen,

—

/lotxevetv

Jezebel,

It is to

is

chiefly designed.

r. fioix- /^£7-' avTTjg,

Thus the

nolxevovreq

fxer' avTfig

are those

by the woman

the works taught and practised

and therefore not actually bastards. ^^

It is possible to think of
I^"!.,

who perform
;

its

universality

ness corresponds in

edvaTog.
;

LXX.

infin.

with the

ment

of adultery is stated

Meanwhile

the entire formula

some measure

to the

it

is

suflBicient

it

riKva

to leave the

duvuru then in

Hebrew mode

HDV-mo (LXX.,
is,

tu,

N. de Lyra: gehenna.
have rendered the Heb.

uttokt. kv

its ful-

of combining an

Lev. xx. 10, where the punish-

finite tense of its root, as, e.g.,

allusion to this precise passage

tu epya

or as in ver. 23

Incorrectly,

a pest,i2 because the

Ezek. xxxiii. 27, by

matter in

i.e.,

woman

embracing the -Kopvda and the <pay. elduX.y
must be punished more than adultery in a
as in fact actual fornication was what was

again said, according to another application of the symbolical idea,^

avTr/c,^^

deter-

be observed,

in a double sense,

theocratical-symbolical sense,

is

now

name

of their sins.

in her deeds,^ designates the entire conduct of the

since the ethnicizing disorder

avTTjq, i.e.,

manner

But any

davdrC) davarovc duaav).

to say the least, doubtful.

The indepen-

dence of the Johannean formula, notwithstanding its adoption of Hebraic
modes of statement, lies partly in the distinction between the words uivoktevcj
and davuTu, and partly in the fact that by the addition of the preposition kv
the precise idea of the means ^^ is marked.
Kal yvcjaovrai, k.tX Every judgment of the Lord upon the world is a revelation of his glory, and has the
intentional result to advance and strengthen believers more and more in
their knowledge.
Thus the idea of the yvua. is entirely too general ^* to

—

1

«

3

Ver. 22. Cf. Acts viii. 22 6.n6.
De Wette.
Beda, X. de Lyra.
Cf. also C. a Lap.,
:

Tirin.
*

6
T
«

xli. 4.
6 2 Kings ix. 31 eqq.
Against Herder, etc.
2 Kings X. 7. ZuU., Ebrard.
Areth., Vitr., Ew., De Wette, etc.

Ps.

»
»o

Cf. Isa.

Ivii. 3.

Areth., N. de Lyra, Calov., Vitr., Eichh.,

De Wette, Stern, Hengstenb., Ebrard, Ew.
n Aretius, Grot., Beng., Ew., Klief.
12

Grot., Vitr., Wetst., Bengal,

Cf. vi.

"

Ewald,

8.

Cf. ver. 16.

1* -Cf.

Joel

iv.

17; Isa. xxxvii. 20.

ii.

etc.

^
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admit of any special opposition
is

different with ver. 24.

judgment upon

as the

—

ST.

JOHN.

to the false gnosis

false teachers in

^

of the Nicolaitans.

Not only the Asiatic

traaaL al skk?..

Thyatira

;

^

It

but rather,

an act which belongs to

is

the coming of the Lord, so also this special act shares in the absolutely universal significance of Christ's final appearance.

designation of the person of
Cf. Ps.

The Son

vii. 10.

of

whom

— on kyu

so great a thing

God who

is

elfxt,

A forcible

k.t2.

said as 6

efyevvtiv,

k.tX

executes judgment {koX duau, k.tX) has

man, and thus
fire, and
According to Grot, and Beng., the
vE(ppovg kol Kapdlag.
feet like brass>
former is intended to designate the desires, and the latter the thoughts. But
the expression designates rather the entire inner part without any distincv/j.lv.
An animated turn to those guilty. ^ Cf. ver.
tion of the two points.
also the divine attribute of searching the deepest recesses of

the condition for just judgment,^ as he has both eyes as a flame of

—

—

24.

— Kara tu tpya

vfiuv.

Because the Lord, who recognizes the inner source

of the works, sees also their worth.

Vv. 24, 25. In opposition (6e) to the Nicolaitans spoken of at the close of
Lord now addresses that part of the church not infected by such
false doctrines
by the words olnveg, k.tX, the rest are then expressly characterized as such as had not received this doctrine, this not godly, but satanic,
ver. 23, the

;

The

gnosis.

reference to the so-called gnosis of the

Nicolaitans

is

here

by the expression tu jSadia, even apart from the controverted
formula (jg Xiyovaiv, for to become acquainted with the depths (of divinity)
was an essential pretence of the Gnostics."^ But it is a matter of controversy,
clearly indicated

r. fSadia r. car. should be conceived of as a self-chosen
designation of Gnostic erroneous doctrine concerning the " rest," ^ so that ovk

whether the expression

and

eyvuaav

have the same subject, or whether the Nicolaitan
d)c Myovav, so that the expresused either entirely as it sounds in the sense of these

wf Tiiyovaiv

Gnostics are to be regarded as the subject to
sion TU (3adia

out. is

r.

Gnostics,^ or according to the analogy of the designation owayuy^ tov oaTuvu,
ver. 9, as a sarcastic transformation of the Gnostic expression concerning the
it is rather in fact meant, of
former sense, the entire formula ru (3adta tov auTava
were to be understood as one in itself peculiar to the Gnostics {ug Xey.), it
must also be shown how it was used by them; but this does not occur.
Hence the view commends itself, that the expression tu (3adea r. out. is to be
conceived of from the Christian standpoint. At the same time it appears
far more forcible if the Gnostics themselves be regarded as the subject to (jf Xiyovacv with respect to the chief idea ru ^adea, while the further

depths;

viz., as

But

Satan. I*'

they say, of the Deity, but as

if,

in the

Hengstenb.

the depths of the depth."

2

Grot.

ii.

3

Jer. xi. 20, xvii. 10.

teries."

4

Ver.

5

Grotius,

6

Cf.

8 Andr.,
Areth., Heinr., ZUUig, Stern,
Ebrard.
9 Neander, Apost. Zeitalt., 3d ed. ii. p. 532.
Hengstenb., Gebhardt, Klief.
lo So Vitr.
" The cbs Kiyovaiv is to be referred absolutely to the ra ^aOia." The word
" of Satan " is added by the Lord himself.

^

"

18.

De Wette.

De Wette.

good faith, you ask them a quesanswer, with stern look and contracted brow, that it is deep." " Tertull., Adv.
" Who say that they have come to
Valent., i.
">

If, in

tion, they

'

—

38, 1.

Pref

:

.

:

^aOia

Iren.,

ixvarripia,

Adv. ffaer.,
deep rays-

'•
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II. 26-28.

made prominent,

in that the question in fact

not concerning divine depths,^ nor divine mysteries,''^ but the depths of
Satan, as if this judgment were put in the mouths of believers at Thyatira

is

who remained faithful, and they therefore are regarded as
To the rest at Thyatira the Lord now says, ov
(jf liyovaiv.

—

expression uXko

the subject to the
(iuXko)

—

tj^u.

The

has been understood in two chief respects, but with very

iiupoq

burden of suffering
and punishment, or of the burden of a law. The norm furnished by the
context, for the explanation of an expression in itself ambiguous, lies in the
words irlTjv bex^KsX-, which in no way contain the condition of the promise
Qv i3a?2u ep' v[i. aXAx) /3up.,^ but a certain limitation {rtTajv) of the preceding
If now in the words ver. 25, the
promise, as the ttA^v is correlate to alio.
manifestation of Christian steadfastness in faith is required, and therefore a
different modifications of exposition; viz., either of the

certain incessant legal determination

is

made

or established, the result is

must likewise be a burden of the law, which, just
because it reaches farther than the limitation indicated in the closing words
(ver. 25), should not be laid upon believers.
If now it be considered that
the question at issue was with respect to fornication and the eating of sacrifices made to idols, and that just in respect to this the ancient church at the
Synod of Jerusalem, under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, made a definite
decision, but declined all going beyond this as an intolerable burden,^ we
could not recognize hence a clear allusion to that decree; and accordingly
explain the uXlo (3upog of any sort of legal limitation of the holy freedom of
believers, which proceeds beyond the commandment hitherto faithfully preserved by them. 5 The 6 f.^er?, nevertheless, is not directly the formerly
recognized and still faithfully observed prohibition to avoid fornication and
the eating of what is sacrificed to idols; but the expression in its indefinite
that every

a7Jvo

3upog

extent includes the idea that because believers have been faithful in oppo-

have also had their
and therefore should hold fast to
further the burden of that commandment

sition to the Xicolaitans, just in their obedience they

reward,

viz.,

the blessing of eternal

this treasure,^ while they bear still

life,

which w^as hitherto borne. If the dA/lo /3apof, therefore, be understood of the
burden of suffering, it can be explained only, with De AYette " Xo other
sorrow than you bear or have borne already." For we must infer from the
mention of the vKOfiov^, ver. 19, that suffering was already borne while, in
case this reference were to «AAo (Sapog, a more definite allusion to suffering
" Punishment
previously endured would be expected. Incorrectly, Ileinr.
because of another's fault." Incorrectly, Grot. " They boast of the knowledge of many things this I do not exact of you," as though the gnosis were
the a/lAo (Sapor. Incorrectly, Beng. (whom Klief follows) " As they had
borne the burden of Jezebel and her followers sufficiently."
Vv. 26-28. The promise to the victor.
The combination with ver. 25,
indicated by the /cat,' lies in the fact that the victory is won by the TTjpelv axpi
:

;

:

:

;

.

:

—

1

Cf. 1 Cor.

2

Iren.,

3

Ebrard.
Acts XV.

«

li.

Adv.
28.

10;

Rom.

Ilaer.,

i.

1,

xi. 33.
ii.

39, 48.

b

Cf. Priraas,

Hengstenb.
c

Of.

1

Cf. Bengal,

iii.

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Stern,

Cf. also

Ew.

ii.

11.

De Wette, Heugstenb.
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TeTuwg ra Ipya

manded

which

/lov,

corresponds to the

meaning

in

With

in ver. 25.

Kpareiv,

JOHN.

ST.

nothing else than the

is

Kparelv

com-

respect to the form of the expression, the rripuv

the uxpt TElovq to the

The

ov av tj^u.

uxpi.

tu epya

fiov

works of Jezebel, ^ and partly
they are such works as the Lord requires by the

find their explanation partly in opposition to the
in combination with ver. 25

commandment which he

;

Incorrectly, Grotius

imposes.

Metonymy,

:

for epya

— Concerning the broken construcrefers back to absolute preceding
170, 533. — The substantial sense of

are said to be precepts concerning works.

tion of the sentence, ver. 26, as the ahrC)

nominative

6 vikuv, k.tX, cf .

the promise duou

—

Winer, pp.

irarpog fiov is

that the victor

is

work of esFor just as the Son has

to share in the

tablishing the PaaiXeia^ at the coming of the Lord.

already received

them

(elTi.)

from the Father power over the heathen, that he breaks

like earthen vessels

with a rod of iron,^ so also will they

at the present time the

becomes manifest.^

kingdom,*

The coming

who

believe in

whom they have already

Jesus Christ be raised by him, their Mediator, through

which then
and actually eifects

to participation in the glory

of the Lord completely

all that is hostile
and he who remains faithful until that
coming will then receive as a reward the royal glory in its fuller development, whose possession in faith has already conditioned the victory over all
temptations or persecutions on the part of the world. Incorrectly Grot., on
k^ava.M T. edv.: *'I will raise him to the grade of presbyter, that he may
judge concerning those who live not in a Christian but a heathen way " and
The conversion of the heathen, also, we must
ver. 27 of excommunication.^

the victory over

;

;

regard neither
dominion.^

—

alone,"^

noifiavei^

interchanged with
this

promise has

nor with the addition of the idea of the future royal
according to the

i^J^T'^

its

(feed).

LXX.,

— In the

Ps.

ii.

9,

for Dj/pri (break),

epistle to the

is

church at Thyatira,

reference to the opposition to the heathen libertinism of

Jezebel and her party.

k.

duau

avrC) tov ugt.

t.

np.,

ver. 28,

cannot be like

That the morning star which Christ will give to the victor
"the glorious body refulgent with the endowment of brilliancy," ^^ is an

Ovao) avTov, k.t.a}^
is

entirely arbitrary assumption of exegetical helplessness; while still others

have advanced the idea, with allusion to Isa. xiv. 12, that by the morning
star the Devil is to be understood,^^ q^ the Babylonian, i.e., the most powerful
king of the world. ^^ According to xxii. 16, to understand Christ himself ^^ is
impossible because of the dwaw, which makes us expect ^^ a gift of the Lord.
According to the analogy of Dan. xii. 3, Matt. xiii. 43, 1 Cor. xv. 40 sqq.,
the expression in general designates the bright glory,^^ the heavenly do^at'^''

Eichh., Heinr., Ewald, etc.

»

Ver. 22.

2

Cf. xix. 15,

s

Cf. Ps.

ii.

xii. 5.

6 iii. 21,

-

XX.

6.

6 pa^b, (tl5. = word of God, a part of which
excommunication.
T Cf. Primas,
Beda, Alcas., who imraediately regard the iron rod as a designation of

is

the bishop's crosier.
8

Cf. Ebrard.

Eiclih.

" N.

8, 9.

4 i. 6, 9.

« Cf. xii. 5, xix. 15.
lo

Cf. also Heinr.

de Lyra.

Cf. ver. 17.

"

Cf.

13

Zull.

'*

Primas, Beda, Alcas., C. a Lap., Calov.
Wolf, Beng., Stern, Ebrard, Klief.

Rom.

xvi. 20.

Andr., Areth.

Vitr.,
^^

yv

i^

Aretius.

»7

De

17, 10.

"Wette.

Cf. also Hengstenb.
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with which the victor

is to be endowed, without regarding uarijp itself as
used^ of nothing else than " brilliancy and rays of the star."^ Yet it is
difficult for the discourse to be in reference to a domination of the star,

similar to that in

what precedes.* The bold poetical idea' appears rather to
beams in the brilliancy of the morning star, because he

be, that the victor

has the morning star in his possession, just as a precious stone adds

who wear

gence to those

[See Note

it,

XXXIV.,

its efful-

p. 157.]

Notes by the American Editor.
XXVIII.

Ver.

2.

Hengstenberg calls attention to the danger incurred, when any special duty
incumbent upon the Church, of so concentrating all energies upon it that
other spheres are neglected, and to the excuse for this neglect given by conscience
on the ground of its activity in the one direction. So intent was the chui'ck
of Ephesus in properly withstanding errorists, and in its toilsome labors in this
cause, that love was vanishing, though the earnestness originally prompted by
love remains. A superficial legal orthodoxism, and a zeal in good works, are
gradually supplanting the life-communion with Christ which is the soul and
centre of a normal church life. Alf ord agrees with Diist. that the rbv Konov kqI
TTjv vTTOfiovTJv arc epexegetical of tu epya.
Concerning the hardship implied in the
is

,

Luke xi. 7, xviii. 5; 2 Cor. xi. 27; Gal. vi. 17. It
derivative Komdu are especially applied to the service of ministering the

Tov KOTTov, cf. Matt. xxvi. 10;

and

its

word, John

38;

iv.

ii.

9,

iii.

5,

iv.

most suitable

Rom.

10; 2 Thess.

iii.

8;

1

iv.

Tim.

11; Phil.
iv. 10,

v.

ii.

16; Col.

17;

Heb.

i.

vi.

29; 1 Thess.
10;

and are

to the interpretation of the uyyeXo^, as the bishop or pastor of the

Hence the

church.

xvi. 12; 1 Cor. xv. 10, 58 (cf. 1 Cor. iv. 12); 2 Cor. vi.

27; 1 Cor. xvi. 16; Gal.

5, x. 15, xi. 23,

practical point of Trench: "

Him

How of ten

does labor which

Perhaps, in our day, none
are more tempted continually to measure out to themselves tasks too light and
inadequate than those to whom an office and ministry in the church have been
esteems

itself

labor for

stop very short of this!

committed.
Others, in almost every other calling, have it measured out to
them. We give to it exactly the number of hours which we please. TVe may
well keep this word /cottoc, and all that it signifies, viz., labor unto weariness, in
mind." The note of the same author on ov (3aGTuaai kukovc; is also pertinent:
" The infirmities, even the sins, of loeak brethren, these are burdens which we
may, nay, which we are commanded to bear (cf. Gal. vi. 2, where the same word
(3acTu^£ii' is used): it is otherwise with false brethren (Ps. cxix. 115, cix. 21, 22;
1 Cor. V. 11)."

XXIX.

Ver.

6.

tcJv NcKoTutiTuv.

The argument
is

to prove

in the long and thorough discussion in Gebhardt (pp. 206-216)
the distinction between the Xicolaitans and those errorists men-

" them which say they are apostles," etc., referring to Judaizing
whom is now in the background, while, with Diist.,
he regards the Nicolaitans as ethnicizing teachers of an Antinomian type. He
traces the two classes, as prophesied already by St. Paul in his charge to the

tioned in ver.

2,

teachers, the conflict with

1

Ew.

wishes to insert the entire promiii. 5, and then to interpret
according to i. 20.
ii.

ise of ver. 28 into
acTT.

-

xii. 1.

i

Cf.

Heinr., Ewald.

De Wette.
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elders of Ephesus, Acts xxviii. 29, 30, the latter verse referring to those here
Sieffert {Jlerzog, B. E.): "Gentile Christian Antinomians who
mentioned.
abused Paul's doctrine of freedom." Schultze (in Zockler's Handbuch): "A
Gnostic Antinomianism, against which Paul had contended in the Epistle to the
Colossians, and especially Jude, and Peter in his Second Epistle; and whose
adherents John means in his First Epistle, by the name of antichrists, combining with false gnosis docetic error and a heathen life, as the head of whom
Cerinthus appeared (Iren., i. 26; Euseb., iii. 28)."

XXX.

Ver.

10.

^/zfpwv dena.

So Alford: " The expression

is probably used to signify a short and limited
time (Gen. xxiv. 55; Num. xi. 19; Dan. i. 12. See also Num. xiv. 22; 1 Sam.
human measure,
Also Trench. Luthardt: "
i. 8; Job xix. 3; Acts xxv. 6)."
Stier: "Whatever may be the fact with regard to
so that it is endurable."
these uncertain historical circumstances, the general meaning of this word will
assure us that all times of tribulation are measured before the Lord, and that
they will be cut short for salvation (Matt. xxiv. 22)." Plumptre, however, following Bahr's Symbolik: "The number ten, the representative of complete-

A

and here, therefore, of persecution carried to
nothing that could make it thorough and perfect."
ness,

XXXI.

its full

extent,

and lacking

Yer. 11. kK tov davurov rov devripov.

Cremer: that "to which they are appointed whose names are not written
book of life, and which follows the general resui-rection (xx. 12-15), must
be a judgment which comes as a second and final sentence, and which is somein the

thing

still

future before

tlie first

resurrection, for the partakers of that resurrec-

Their perfect freedom from all the consequences of sin, and the full realization of their salvation, is also expressed in
Gebhardt: " The second death, the intensified death, is the coming of
ji. 11."
tion are not affected by

(xx. 6).

it

from which there

sins to the eternal death,

is

no resurrection; or

to perdition

(comp. xvii. 8, 11), which consists, not in the 'destruction of the wicked,' but
in the definite loss of happiness, in eternally restless pangs, and perpetual consciousness of consummated death." Trench quotes the gloss of Augustine:
" Yita danmatorum est mors," and notes, " The devripog ddvarog of this book is
the yieva of Matt.

v. 29;

Mark

ix.

XXXII.

"We may remark:

Alford:

(1)

Luke

43-49;

Yv.

That

xii.

5."

14, 15.

it is

most according

to the sense of the

passage to understand these sins in the case of the Nicolaitans, as in that of
those whom Balaam tempted, literally, and not mystically; (2) That the whole
sense of the passage is against the identity of the Balaamites and Nicolaitans,
and would be, in fact, destroyed by it. The mere existence of the etymological
relation [see Diist. on ver. 6] is extremely doubtful." So also Gebhardt. Trench
identifies the

Balaamites and Nicolaitans.

XXXIII.

Yer.

17.

ftavva.

x{j^(}>ov TievKTjv.

Trench " The words, the hidden manna,' imply, that, however hidden now,
meaning shall not remain hidden evermore; and the best commentary on
them is to be found at 1 Cor. ii. 9; 1 John iii. 2. The seeing Christ as he is, of
:

its

'
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the latter passage, and, through this beatific vision, being made like to him, is
identical with this eating of the hidden manna, which shall, as it were, be then

brought forth from the sanctuary, the holy of holies, of God's immediate presence, where it was withdrawn from sight so long that all may partake of it; the
glory of Christ, now shrouded and concealed, being then revealed to his peoFollowing Ziillig, he has an elaborate argument to prove that there is
ple."
a reference in *' the white stone " to the Urini and Thummim, on the ground
that V^/0oc> in later Greek, means " a precious stone," and Aev/vof indicates *' the
purest glistering white" of the diamond; both the manna and the white stone
" representing high-priestly privileges, which the Lord should at leugth impart
This is refuted by Plumptre in
to all his people, kings and priests unto God."
Smith's Bible Dictionary^ article " Urim and Thummim;" and in his commentary, where he adopts Ewald's view, " who sees in the stone or i/'^^of of the
promise, the tessera hospitalis, by which, in virtue of forms or characters
inscribed upon it, he who possessed it could claim from the friend who gave it,
at any distance of time, a frank and hearty welcome. What I would suggest as
an addition to this rises out of the probability, almost certainty, that some such
was
a stone with the name of the guest written on it
tessera or ticket
given to those who were invited to partake, within the precincts of the temple,
of the feast that consisted wholly, or in part, of the meat that had been offered

—

—

as a sacrifice.

mony with

the

On

this view, the second part of the

first,

and

is

made more

promise

is

directly appropriate:

brought in harhe who had the

courage to refuse that tessera to the feast that defiled should receive another
that would admit him to the supper of the Great King." On the last clause,
Plumptre: " The inner truth that lies below the outward imagery would seem
to be, that the conqueror, when received at the heavenly feast, should find upon
the stone, or tessera, that gave him the right of entrance, a new name,' the
*

—

a name, the full significance
token of a character transformed and perfected,
of which should be known only to him who was conscious of the transformation,
just as, in the experiences of our human life, the heart knoweth his own bitterness, and the stranger doth not intermeddle with his joy (Pro v. xiv. 10)."
'

'

XXXIV.

Ver. 28.

tov uaripa rbv irpouvov.

" That the new day of Jesus Christ is to break upon
Lutbardt, briefly
him." So Stier does not approve of the application of the words, in this connection, to Christ himself, but finds in them hrst the messenger heralding the
day, and then the beginning of participation in the heavenly kingdom. According to his scheme of interpretation, he finds the first realization of this in the
Reformation.
Tait: "A share in my kingdom at its first manifestation."
:

Plumptre, on the other hand: "The fruition of his glorious presence.
When he gives that star, he gives himself (ch. xxii. IG). The star had of old
It was the
been the emblem of sovereignty; cf. Num. xxiv. 17; Matt. ii. 2.
symbol of sovereignty on its brighter and benignant side, and was, therefore,
the fitting and necessary complement of the attributes which had gone before.
.

.

.

The king came not only to judge and punish and destroy, but also to illumine
and cheer (Luke i. 78).
The conqueror in the great strife should receive
light in its fulness, and transmit that light to others (Dan. xii. 3)."
.

.

.
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Ver. 1. The art. before ovofia (rec.) is, according to A, C, J<, 11, 12, al., with
The Kat before C^r, occurring
Beng. and tlie more modern critics, to be deleted.
instead of on, defended by Mill {ProL, § 1007 sqq.), received by Matth., follows
Yer. 2.
on (Beng., Griesb., etc.) in a diplomatic as well as exegetical regard.
cTTjpLaov, according to A, C, 4, 6, 8, etc., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]; cf. Luke
The form arripi^ov (rec, J<, Beng.) is, like the variations
xxii. 32; Winer, p. 85.
niXkn dnodavelu, rec. Yet the fiiTikeL has
CTijpiCov and Trjpriaov, an emendation.
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.] have written correctly
scarcely support in Arethas.
according to A, C, X, 12, 28, Vulg., Syr., e/xsXT^ov, to which the emendation f/^cXThe var. If^eXeg (l/zfAAef, fjfieXkei:) occurs in such
Acv (r/fjellev, 16) also points.
witnesses (2, 3, 4, 6, al., Arab., Matth.) as propose uTxojiuk'keLv [anoHaMv) instead

—

—

—

of the sufficiently guaranteed dnodavdv (A, N, Yulg., Syr., Lach., Tisch. [W. and
tov deov (lov), A, C, J<, 2, 6,
H.]; besides which there is also the var. tnrodvijGKEiv

—

7, 9, al.,

Vulg., Syr., Andr.,

sion of the

al.,

Griesb., Lach., Tisch.

pronoun in some witnesses

— Ver.

a theological purpose.
deleted according to his

five

3.

(see

The words

Codd.

is,

perhaps, not without

kqI rjnovaaq koL

(cf. 2, 3, 4, 6, al.,

The omis-

[W. and H.].

Beng., rec.)

ttjpel,

Matth. has

in Wetst.), but against A,

/cA. (rec, X, against A, 12, 28, Vulg., al.)
5<, Vulg., rec. edd. —kni ae before wf
Ver. 4. Kal before ev I,ap6. (rec) rejected
derived from the conclusion.
already by Mill {Prol, § 1248) and Griesb. upon the ground of A, C, 2, 4, 6, al.
Instead of a am kfiol. (rec A, B, C, N, al.), Tisch. (1859) for not improbable,

C,

—

is

—

—

Ver. 5. Instead of ovrog (rec, Tisch. ),
inner reasons has written 6 (Vulg., al.).
read ovnoq, according to A, C, 54, 2, 3, 9, al., Vulg., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and
Ver. 9. The form 6l6C> (Lach. [W. and H.]) is, according to A, C, to be
H.].

—

preferred to

6i6G)iiL

Yer. 8.

— Instead

Ti^ovmv

K.

12.

Elz.:

v

rj^tdciv k.

npoGKvvijaovmv according to

Concerning the ind.
Ver.

;
cf ii. 20, a^eif , N dedw/ca, incorrectly from
npocrKwiiGuaiv (rec, Griesb., Beng., Matt.), read

of the rec edd.

of

.

A, C,

:

V mraiiaivovaa, A, C,

t^i,

[W. and H.]).
Winer, p. 271.

X, 14, 28 (Lach., Tisch.

fut. after Iva (xxii. 14, vi. 11, xiv. 13), cf.

12, 15, al., Griesb.,

—

Beng., etc.;

cf. ii. 20.

KaTa^alvEL—Y^v. 15. «7?f, rec But, according to C, N, 2, 4,
ProL, §1111; Beng,, Lach., Tisch., Griesb.: /Jf); cf. 2 Cor.

^r (Mill,

The

al.,

read

xi.

1.—

article before eIeelvo^ (A, 6, 11, al., Griesb., Lach., Treg., Tisch.)

Ver.
It is wanting in C (Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), and
is uncertain (J< corr.).
Ver. 19. Instead of ^^jl^aov (rec, J<), read
grammatically is not to be expected.
The emendaCvltvE according to A, C, 2, 4, 9, al., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.J.
tion C^Aou (in Wetst.) also occurs.
17.

—

Vv. 1-6. The epistle to the church at Sardis.
Sardis, the ancient capital of the kings of Lydia, of

whom

Croesus was

a rich plain irrigated by the auriferous Pactolus, bounded on the
south by Mount Tmolus, lying about thirteen hours south of Thyatira, and

the

last, in

CHAP.
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three days' journey east of Ephesus, was distinguished for

Under

luxury.

wealth and

its

Tiberius, Sardis, with twelve other cities, suffered severely

from an earthquake, and was restored by the assistance of the emperor. ^
the history of the Christian Church,
dle of the second century,

it

In
does not again appear until the mid-

and then as the residence of the Bishop Melito.^

The present Sardis is a paltry village.
The church at Sai'dis is severely reproved yet it is rather intimated than
expressly said as to wherein its wrong consisted. We are not to think of a
proper, i.e., intentional hypocrisy,^ but of a mode of life which did not agree
Its members had a
with the confession firmly maintained externally.'*
;

dead

^

faith

holy, pure

The

they faltered in their faith, and lacked the works, and the

;

life,

which proceed from the living power of the true

supposition of Ewald, that their heathenish

life

faith. ^

—

protected the Christians

from being annoyed by the heathen, and, that, for this reason,
said in the epistle concerning eTu'iptg and vnofiovT/, is only reconciled
with the text with great difficulty. At all events, the church had enough
at Sardis

nothing

is

Christian appearance (ver. 1) to restrain the friendship of the heathen.

But whether it had actually experienced no form of d/uxijig, even not from
the Jews, and how this perhaps occurred, is not perceptible.
Ver. 1. 6 extjv tu etttu TivevfxaTa tov deov. This designation of the Lord is
new rather as to form than as to sense for Christ would not be everywhere
Lord of the Church in the sense declared by the following predicate, and
the entire description recurring in the commencement of the epistles (i. 12
Christ,
sqq.), if he were not the one "having the seven spirits of God."'
;

thus Christ
as the Son of God, has ^ the Spirit of God, as of the Father
works and speaks through the Spirit in and to the churches,^ and thus both
designations of the Lord, 6 tx'^v tu e-ktu. -nvevfi. r. d. and (6 ex(^v) Tovg etttu
;

appear in their inner connection. ^^

aoTepag,^^

But, just because the

Ixecv

t. e.

irv. T. e.

applies to Christ in his relation to his Church, not as something par-

ticular,

but as something general, and as expressing a principle, the declara-

tion 6 Exov, K.T.X, cannot be referred like, e.g., blX'
etc., in

t- ocpdaXfiovc,

k.t.X. (ii. 18),

the beginning of the epistles, to any special manifestation of the

Lord; neither to his omniscience, according to which he tries the hearts and
and also judges aright what is hidden ^'^ nor to his unlimited power
to punish and reward. ^^ The Lord designates himself, in general, as the one
reins,

from

;

whom

the spiritual life-forces of the

Church proceed, i* and who thus

continually rules in his churches,!^ sending forth the seven spirits as his
Spirit,

and speaking, reproving, warning, consoling, and promising through

the same.
1,

iii.

1

*

14)

In a like general way, the relation of Christ to the churches
is

made prominent

Tacitus, Ann., ii. 47.
Eusebius, J7. £., iv. 13, 26;

;

»

v. 24.

Cf .,

Vitr.

10

Cf.

*

Cf. Ebrard.

"

Cf.

»

Vv.

6

Cf.

w.

»

Cf.

1.

8

Cf. V. 6.

2, 3, 4.

4.

e.g.,

ii.

(ii.

special features in the

7, 11, 17, etc.,

with the intro-

ductions to the epiatles.

»

1, 2.

more

yea, even the

i.

16, 20.

also

Bengal,

Ewald,

Hengstenb.,

Ebrard.
12

Vitr., ZUll.,

13

Hengstenb.
Beng.

"

De Wette.

"

Ebrard.

.
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the epistles, with their more precise references to the special

contents of the epistles, have, at the same time, an entirely general significance,

and make known the

specific position of the

Lord with respect

to his

churches in general. Hence it is an arbitrary assumption, when Ebrard
lays emphasis upon the fact that Christ, " in the first part of his missive,
does not appeal to that point in his manifestation ^ which afterwards ^ is
established with special reference to Sardis,^ viz., to the white robe; but to

There is, therefore, no
his general relation to all the seven churches."
foundation whatever for the explanation of this " remarkable " circumstance,
by the fact that the epistle to the church at Sardis has, in addition to its
historical, a special " prophetical sense

;

" and, as the first of the epistles

referring to the " synchronistic " condition of the church,

"among

that

it

symbolizes

the ecclesiastical bodies which arose in consequence of the

Reformation," in which " there was a possession and boast of pure doctrine,
while there was such an over-estimate of doctrine and the objective institution of the Church, that, on that account, the continual reformation of the

was neglected."*

life

Upon

olda

ov. ex., K.T.I.,

depends,

first

of

all,

the accus. oov tu epya, then the clause on

before which a koX dare not be inserted.^

The inner

relation

two expressions placed alongside of one another, without an express
combination, is that the Lord, just because of his knowledge of the imperfection of the works of the church (ver. 2), knows that the same, although
of the

it

has the

bvofjta Ix^ig

name

that

it lives, is

nevertheless, in truth, dead.

name

refers neither to the individual

Vitalis, etc.,^ nor to the

name

The

expression

of the bishop, as Zosimus,

of his office;'^ but designates the reputation

of the church,^ yet in its opposition to actual truth, which is
then expressly made prominent.^ The " life," if it were actually present,

and esteem

efficaciously manifest itself, would be " to live
but the judgment has the force veKpbg el; i.e., not
" nigh to death," ^^ but instead of the indeed seeming, yet deficient, life,
death is there. This, of course, is to be understood, not unconditionally,
but as, according to what follows already in ver. 2, where the call to watch

and then, of

necessity,
"
;

according to Christ

would

'^^

:

sounds forth, the being dead

is

represented as a sleep,^^

according to the spiritual meaning of the expressions
Jas.

ii.

jt is

C^f

and

to be limited

Cf

veKphg h.

17.

This idea, Grot, interprets as
N. de Lyra, with an oblique reference:
" watchful for the recognition of defects in thyself and thy flock." The Lord
Ver.

2.

indefinite:

*

i.

yivov yprjyopuv,

"beware

become watchful.

of all sins."

13 sqq.

Ver. 4 eq.
3 This is not even altogether correct;
the
" white robes," iii. 4 sqq., do not have a
special relation to the Lord's garment, i. 13.
2

*

p. 572.

6

De Wette: "And

name."

Cf. ver. 15.

«

C. a Lap., Beng.

»

Hengsteub.

that

thou

hast

the

8

N. de Lyra, Zegar, Areth., Ewald,

»

De Wette,

p. 485:

vn'

ij

Ebrard.

arparnkaaia.

'Aflrji/a?

etc.

Cf. Herodot.,

— ovotxa

fiev

vii.,

el^e,

m

cAauVei, tcariero Se e? Trao-av ttiv

(" The expedition had a name, as
though directed against Athens, while it was
really put in motion against all Greece").

'EWdda

"
"
"

Grot.
Eichh.
Cf. Eph. v. 14.
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which

of spiritual watchfulness,

lence or security, as spiritual sleep or death,

and

is

opposed to indo-

occupied in holy works,

is

Upon

the essential identity of meaning in the two ideas
and sleep, depends the connection of the command yivov
the judgment veKpd^ el, and, again, with the admonition com-

or a holy life.^

of spiritual death
y prj-yopCiv v!it\i

bined with the

member
is

of ver.

yivov ypr/yopuv, viz., kgI ottjp.
2,

in its connection with ydp,

a

A.

t.

and

k(i,

The

unodavelv.

last

reference to the works,^

its

further explained from the proper conception of the one as well as of the

other figurative designation.

—

kol OTr^ptaov tu Xoinu d

efi€?.?iov

Grot.

unodavelv.

:

by neglecting one charge, you become altogether flagitious."
Thus the tu Xoittu appear as the blessings still remaining to their own souls,'
the virtues which still have remained with thee " as Ewald says, who, by
" See to it lest,

**

;

the explanation necessary with his recension of the text («

tf^eXXeg anodavEiv)

:

" Strengthen the other things which, by dying, or keeping at leisure, thou

about to lose," commends that interpretation of the tu 7iot.na the very
The neuter form by no means hinders us from referring the expres-

art

least.'*

sion personally,

which was already on

to that part of the entire church

i.e.,

the point of dying

supported as well by the
Only we must not understand

This personal reference

^

is

idea of the uTrodavelv,^ as also of the ari^piaovJ
" the rest " as meaning the laity,^ under the presupposition that the angel of

the church was the bishop, or the college of officers

church contemplated

in its

(

Vorsteher)

;

but the

unity and entirety, and, just because of the con-

its members, made in a mass responsible,^ has, in its actual reality,
on the one hand,i® still vigorous living members, but also, on the other hand,
and that, too, in a preponderating majority, those who could be preserved
from the death already threatened only by strengthening on the part of the
The
church again recovering, in its entirety, unto active, wakeful life.
imp. ifieXXov can be understood from the standpoint of the writer of the

nection of

—

letter, just as the aor. e^aprvprjae (1, 2)

the immediately following

svprjKa,

^^
;

but

it is

more probable,

who

the Lord himself,

that, as in

speaks, looks back

upon the investigation of the church previously undertaken by himself. ^^
oi)

yap

ti'pr/Ka, k.t.I.

and

a new, energetic

which

it

works "

Eph.

Cf.

2

Cf. also ver. 4.

Beng.

Ew.

ii.

ipya, as in ver.

8-U.

1

*

By

l,!"*

external activity and deportment

the entire activity of the inner
is

V.

17;

li.

14, cxii. 8.
8

:

"The

other things on account

Rom.

ii.

®

i"

6 Cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 4; 1 Cor. i. 26 sqq.
So
Andr., Areth., Calov., Vitr., Eichh., De Wette,
Ebraid, etc.

" Ew.

«

Cf the

'

Lulie xxii. 32;

t-expo; eT, ver. 1.
1

Thess.

it is

not "good

2,

13; 2 Thess.

11, xvi. 25;

ii.

Jas. v.

8.

15.

" Cf. De Wette, also Volkm.
" Ver. 1.
" Cf Matt. vii. 20 sqq. Hengstenb.
" Ebrard.
.

iii.

i.

Hengstenb.
See on i. 20,
Ver. 4.

of which thou wouldst die."

.

designated;

that are meant, as though they were blamed only because they were

1^

3

to strengthen their

life, is

dead, 13 or sleeping.
life in its

—

entire preceding admonition to the church, in mass,

members already dying by rising to
founded upon the reference to their defective works,
has become visible to the eyes of the Lord that they have been

to be watchful,

in

The

;

Cf. Pe.

:
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This idea, which in

not altogether perfect in their goodness.

altogether incompatible with the tenor of the words,

is

much

itself is

not

weak

for

too

what precedes. It would first be necessary, with De Wette, to find a litotes
" Thy works are not less than perfect." But just in the simple precision, as
the words proceed from the mouth of the Lord who judges his church, do
they have their most forcible significance. The Lord who has tested ^ the
works of the church according to the absolute norm has found them not
perfect, and therefore not corresponding to the measure applied to them.^
"^

much

AVhether
is

or little be wanting for the required perfection of the works,

not to be asked

measure

enough that the only and unconditionally prescribed
The express allusion to the absolute norm of all
here the more forcible, as the church, according to

it is

:

not reached.

is

Christian morality

is

human judgment, has the name that it lives.*
" You are inconstant
Grot.
some things you do
;

:

Bengel

Ver.
TTwf

ill

"

;

and

in

However good the beginning was."

"

:

Incorrect references, in
well, others

From

3.

the reproach

^

follows

®

the admonition to repentance.

dare neither be expressly changed into a

sense proceeding therefrom.^

Trofo,'

correctly:

Castalio,

The

nor be explained in a

"How

thou wast

in-

made prominent as to "how finely" the church
received the doctrine, i.e., how well they began their life of faith i° there
is also no allusion to the simplicity and purity of the apostolic mode of
preaching.il In accord with the text, Ebrard explains: "The 'what*
received by Sardis, it had maintained
but the how,' i.e., the manner in
But

structed."^

it

not

is

;

'

;

which it formerly had received and heard the what,' it had lost. Once
had received this with holy zeal of heart, but now only with the head."
'

description of the

it

A

as well in reference to the apostolic proclamation as

ttwc,

the reception on the pait of the hearers,

is

given by Paul (1 Thess.

i.

5 sqq.,

The manifestation of spirit and power which
occurs with the preaching belongs to the right mode of hearing and receivcf Eph. iv.
ing, as it is that mode which is efficacious unto sanctification
Thus the quickening and refreshal of the dead Christian
20; Col. ii. 6.
1 sqq.

ii.

1 Cor.

;

ii.

1 sqq.).

;

life

must

begun by the remembrance

actually be

reception of the gospel whereby the

new holy

the two other points of the admonition, koI

{[j.vri[j..')

life

-rjpet

kol

.

of their original

was wrought.
fieTavoT^aov, and

Besides,
that, too,

in immediate sequence of this, have their justification in the fact that the

when

received divine truth,

work

true repentance,

the

new

the

ei2,r](pag

— Not

tt/pei,

UETavoTjaov, " in

John

Cf.

2

iyJjTTiov

1

«

6

Ver.

Vv.

3; 2
1.
1, 2.

itself

the power to

to cleanse, strengthen,

and perfect

artificial

" in order that your reception

;

i.e.,

Grot., Vitr.,

John

may

may

not be in vain," and on

not be in vain."

« (ix^Tj/a. oZv., ii. 5.

iv. 4.

Cf. Col. iv. 12;

IJohni.

without

order that your hearing

TOW 0eov /xov

ness and judge.
3

maintained, has in

refinement does Bengel distinguish
("with the heart") from the ijKovoag ("with the ear"), and then

life.

remarks on

1

it is

and thus evermore

John

12.

Hengatenb.

God being witDe Wette, etc.

xvi.

24,

xvii. 13;

Cf.

ii.

Against this
16.

^

Heinr.

^

Grot.: "Doctrine such as thou hast re-

ceived from the apostles."
a

Cf. Aret., C. a Lap., Vitr., Beng.,

Ebrard.
" Beng.

Cf. ver. 2.

"

Vitr.

Ew.,

^
;
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TjKovoaq in

while

fact,

it

rather

lies

in the

words already declares, which we would
then expect to be reversed the relation stated between the two ideas Tj'ipet
and neravoTiaov is, in itself, arbitrary. The change from perf. to aor., in case
such fine distinction were actually intended by the writer, can be explained
only with Ew. ii.: The Holy Spirit appears to be still present in the church
which had formerly received him, but the first hearing of the gospel lies
simply in the past. With the perfect et?iij(pa thus understood, the judgment
on ver. 1 (vekp. el) entirely harmonizes, because the latter is not absolute.
In the second sentence of ver. 3, just as in ii. 5, 16, the threat follows as
to a case where the requiremenl; of the Lord is unfulfilled* Yet the ovv
peculiar to this passage does not indicate that the fruitlessness of the warning with respect to the bad condition of the church is presupposed. ^ Against
this, the Euv already declares, which sets forth the future as either thus or
of statement,^ the order of
;

—

But

possibly otherwise.^

it

refers either to the preceding admonition,^ or

to the accusation of ver. 2.^

expression

yoriyopTjaT^Q

The

latter

connects with ver.

seems the more correct as the

—

2.

wf

rj^u

Not only

KTiiuTTjg.

based, as to the expression, upon Matt. xxiv. 42 sqq., but the entire

is this

mode

of

contemplation, according to which the special judgment upon a particular

congregation appears as a proof of the Lord's coming to final judgment,'
is

previously found in the eschatological discourse of the Lord, since there

the special judgment upon Jerusalem appears combined with the final judg-

ment

at the parousia.

determinative of time

The

— ob

^

is

(xtj.

Cf. Winer, p.

47L

—

Txolav ijpav.

not only Hebraic,® but also Greek."

The

ace.

^^

and threat thus far
by way of limitation, in
regard to individual members, with the commendation that these have kept
themselves free from the general sinfulness, and a corresponding promise
cf. ii. 4, 6.
Because, as members, they belong to the entire church.
ix^i-Q.
Beng. " These, even though indeed few, had not separated themselves
" Men
otherwise the angel of the church would not have them."
dvo/^ara.
designated by name;"" cf. xi. 13; Acts i. 15; Num. i. 2, 18, 20. Ewald.
An allusion to the ovo^ia exeic^^ is not to be acknowledged, because there the
conception is entirely different from here.
a ovk e/ioAvvav tu l/iurta avTuv.
Ver.

made

4.

accusation, admonition to repentance,

to the entire church, are contrasted (uAa'),

—

:

—

—

The

figurative expression is arbitrarily pressed

if the ifMuna be interpreted as
whether as referring to the bodies as the clothing of the
soul,i2 or the consciences,!* or the righteousness of Christ put on by faith. ^^
It is, further, without all foundation, when Ebrard, in the entire figurative

something

special,

expression, tries to find " a spiritual self-pollution arising from spiritual self-

1

John

2

See above ou ver.

xvii. 8;

1

Cor.
1

xi. 23.
;

also cf. ver. 4 of this

chapter.
3

De Wette.

*

Wiuer, pp.

5

"As

»

John

»

De

lo

cf.

iv. 52; Acts x.
Wette, Ebrard.

Granim.,

A.
§

Matthiae,

3.

Aus/iihl.

424; "SViner, p. 215.

"

Vatabl.

thou hast beeu so forcibly aroused

12

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

and warned."
6 " As thou 80 greatly ueedest repeutance."

"

Areth., Zetrer.

'*

Alcas., Tirin., Grot., Prie.

li

Calov.

»

Cf.

ii.

5, 16.

273, 275.

Griech.
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Too much

onanism."

also is

made

of the

the presupposed purity of the garment be derived from baptism by

if

a mistaken appeal to vii. 14.^ N. de Lyra already correctly abides by the
general idea Avliereby the " being defiled " occurs by means of sin,^ in which

may be

said that the liiaTia are the life itself, and actions
and life.'* We have not to ask throughout as to
what is properly meant by the garment the entire figure of the defiling of
the clothing is a designation of the impure and unholy life and conversaTo the commendatory recognition, corresponds also the promise of
tion. ^
the reward: ml nEpinaTijaovaiv ust' tfiov ev 'Aenmoig (viz., Ifianoig).
Incorrectly,
Aretius, who identifies the " white garments " with the undefiled garments
"They will persevere in the pursuit of good works." The white garments,
with their bright " hue of victory," ^ are peculiar to those in heaven.'^ They
who, in their earthly lives, have kept their garments undefiled will walk with
sense, of course,

it

of works,^ or profession

;

:

Christ

8

in white garments, since, thus adorned, they will live in

of immortal glory,"

^

God and

before the throne of

''

Lamb,

of the

the state

in the full

and blessed enjoyment of his fellowship. [See Note XXXV., p. 183.] But
the more definitely the promise Trep^Tr. fier" ty/. h lEvnoiq stands with respect to
the testimony of acknowledgment a ova e/xuXwav t.
especially as
aur.,
marked by the addition on u^tol elaiv,
the more remote appears the side reference to the heavenly priesthood of the blessed which is to be indicated by
the white garments, especially if, in connection therewith, the Jewish custom
be thought of, that the priests examined before the Sanhedrim were clad in
black or white garments, according as any defect were or were not found in
their bodies. ^"^

—

sented in xvi.

6.^^

here, white
this.

The

bri u^iol elatv.

—

Ifj..

—

The foundation is entirely in the sense prewho have shed blood must drink blood, so

As, there, they

garments are promised the undefiled because they are worthy of

idea,

however, lying at the basis of the remuneration, ^'^ leads

in this passage, where the discourse

is

also,

concerning reward, not to the Roman-

Catholic idea of a merit, because, as Calov. correctly says, in substance,

"Christ alone, by faith, renders them worthy." Life itself, ^^ with all its
powers exercised by those clad in white robes, is a free gift of the grace of
the Lord a meritum could be spoken of only when man, by his own powers,
keeps himself undefiled. Thus, however, John designates only " a congruency between the acts and the honor rendered to them, even though the
honor exceed the act." ^*
Ver. 5. 6 vixibv. This designation recurring uniformly at the close of
every epistle, and therefore not of a conception to be united by means
of ovTug, results from what precedes.
Here is meant the energetic manifestation of the life received in faith, which cannot occur without a victorious
;

1

Beda, Rib., C. a Lap.;

cf.

Zeger, Heng-

etenb,

«

m^t'

e/u-oO.

Cf.

Luke

xxiii. 43

Ew., De Wette, Bleek, Stern.

Cf. also

3

Aretius.

'"

SclioUgen, in

«

Vitr.

11

Cf. xiv. 13;

Rom.

Cf. ver. 2.

12

d^

Cf. xvi. 5, the

Beng.
Ver. 5,

13

Cf. ver.

"

Grot.

f

John

de Lyra.

2

6

;

24.

vi. 11, vi. 9, xix. 8.

» N".

Wetie.

loc.

Cf, Vitr.,
ii.

Ziill.

6; 2 Cor. v. 10.
fit*cato?

d.

1.

Cf. Vitr.

(Cf.

Luke

xx.

35.)

xvii.
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with the world and one's own flesh. An express pointing backward
what precedes is made by the ovtuc, which makes the promise here bestowed upon the victor (ovt. nepi^. ev. In. ?.evk.) ^ appear to coincide with that
which (ver. 4) was given to the one whose garments were not defiled. ^
The
conflict

to

—

second promise,

nal oh fi^ i^a?.e'iipu to ov.avi. sk

t. (3:(3X. t.

has likewise refer-

Cw^c>

who has the name that he lives,
can remain written in the book of life.

ence to what precedes, because not only he

but he who besides actually

The

book

figure of the

ords of the priests,"

^

lives,^

of life* is not derived

but from

lists

such

from "the genealogical

as, e.g.,

rec-

the magistrates kept, and

from which the names of deceased citizens were stricken.^ A man is not
written in the book of life ' when he becomes participant of new spiritual

when he

(cf. ver. 1),

life

receives the quickening truth (cf. ver. 3), or be-

comes a child and heir of God through faith in Christ. ^ This ethical accommodation referring to the temporal conduct of man is actually not present.
In the book of life, which according to its nature is eternal, there is from
the beginning of the world

^

God's attestation of the eternal salvation which

The rejection of what is deterand the maintenance of what is ethical, lie in the further declaration whereby the of course not to be realized possibility of the erasure of the
name from the book of life is stated. Yet it is in reality by the free conduct of the believer, that his name may remain in the book. The name of
the victor remaining faithful and w-alking worthily, will not be blotted out
of the book of life the victor, therefore, will receive hereafter the heavenly
gracious reward of eternal life with the Lord, while those not written in the
book of life will be rejected by the Lord.io [See Note XXXVI., p. 183.J
those written in the book are to experience.
ministic,

;

a third way, is the promise given the victor expressed kqI biw'koyTjauy
This stands, of course, as the recurrence of rd uvofia avrov already sigin connection with what immediately precedes, yet not as Eichh.

Still, in

k.tX
nifies,

:

"

And

as often as recitation is made from it, I will declare his
With the idea of the book of life, that of the frequent reading
of the name is not in itself consistent ;ii and the 6fio?i., k.tX, can only^- have
the sense that the Lord, speaking as Judge, expressly testifies that he knows
the name of the victor (written in the book of life) as the name of one of
his own, and, therefore, that the one named belongs to him, the Lord, and
states

;

praises."

on this account shall have part in the glory of his kingdom. ^^
Vv. 7-13. The epistle to the church at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia in
Lydia, named after its founder, King Attains Philadelphus of Pergamos, lay
thirteen hours south-east of Sardis, likewise at the foot of Tmolus.
The
present Alah Schahr, a not entirely unimportant town, inhabited by Turks
and Christians, contains many ruins of ancient Phil.
Of the Christian

—

—

»

Cf. on the iv, Matt. xi.

»

Cf. also Ebrard,

8.

"Winer, p. 361.

Volkm.

* xiii. 8,

Dan.

xii. 1;

8

xx. 12, 15, xxi. 27.

xvii. 8,

Ps. Ixix. 29; Isa.

^

iv. .3;

Phil. iv. 3;

B

Vitr., Scholtgen.

«

Cf. Wetat.

Cf.

Exod. xxxii. 32 sqq.;

Luke

As was

Kllef

» Cf. ver. 1.

x. 20.

See on ver.

4.

.

««

:

cf.,

111

said here in the 2d ed.
So also
on the other hand, Gebhardt, p. 154,

baptism."

» xiii. 8,

C. a Lap.

and often.

lo

Cf. xx. 15, xxi. 27.

"
«

Cf. Matt. x. 32;

"

Cf. xxi. 27, xix. 9; Matt.

Cf. also xx. 12 sqq.

Luke

xii. 8.
vii. 23,

xxv.

12.

:
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Apoc. epistle contains the first trace. A Christian
According to the Apostolic
at Phila.^
Constitutions, vii. 46, Peter installed there the first bishop, Demetrius.
Many expositors ^ have regarded a bishop Quadratus ^ the receiver of the
Apocalyptic message. The apologist Quadratus was bishop of Athens.*

church at

Phil., this

prophetess,

Ammia, was mentioned

—

Smyrna (ii. 9), was exposed to the hostility of the
Jews; but, although by no means of imposing importance on account of its
extent or other external relations, it had confessed the name of the Lord
Jesus with patient fidelity (ver. 8) among the promises imparted to this
The church,

like that at

:

church is, accordingly, that also of true victory over the hostile Jews, who
in all humility were to seek a share in the salvation discerned in the church
This relation to Judaism

(ver. 9).

also

is testified

by the

mode

entire

of

conception and expression of the epistle, which with especial definiteness
supports itself upon the divine foundation of the O. T., so that, in opposition

Judaism as the synagogue of Satan, the Church of Jesus Christ

to false

appears the more distinctly as the true people of God.
Ver.
ately

The

7.

and

designation of the Lord

in its particular details

from

is

derived, of course, not immedi-

12 sq.,but

i.

to the contents of the epistle that follows

;

^

is

formed with reference

yet the essential meaning of the

no other than that expressed in the entire description,
mode of statement is conditioned by the oppoChrist, rejected and traduced by the "synagogue
sition to false Judaism.
of Satan," is nevertheless the absolutely Holy One, the true Messiah, and the
" A divine ambasLicorrectly Eichh., Heinr.
Lord of the earth.
6 uyiog.
sador." So, too, the conception of holiness is improperly obtained by Calov.
" Christ, the Holy One, as the model of the holiness of bishops " by Vitringa ^ " Christ the Holy One of Lsrael,'^ as the antitype of the high priest,
the prefect of the heavenly sanctuary " by Ewald ^ " ^^^o, on account of
his very holiness, avenges the injury inflicted upon Christians by proud
predicates here used
i.

is

12 sq., as only the peculiar

—

:

;

:

;

Jews."

Too indefinite is Ebrard's
what is most deceptive,

^

godly, even

the

:

reference
is

6 uXtjOlvoq, receives its living relation

:

"

To whom
The 6

an offence."

every thing unuyiog,

as well as

only in connection with the

6 ex(^v r.

which follows. Incorrect are all interpretations of the 6 akrfiivoq depending upon the presumption that lOnqduvoq is
synonymous with arpevdr^c or al7^di?Ci^^ while uXrjdcvog means "genuine, with its
idea corresponding to its name." So the Lord calls himself (iii. 14) 6 fiaprvq
6 TTiiTog KoX uATidivoc, because he is a trustworthy witness, and,- just on that
Cf. vi. 10, xix. 2, 9, xvi.
account, such an one as actually merits this name.
7 John xvii. 3 ii 1 John v. 20 sqq. Heb. ix. 24. Passages also like xxi.
In5, xxii. 6, XV. 3, Heb. x. 22, are to be explained according to this idea.
Kkdv^

and with respect

to the epistle

;

;

;

1

Cf. Eueeb.,

2

Cf.

3

Cf.
*

ff.

iii.

T
8

10,

to

Eusebius as above.

37.

U. E.,

iv. 123.

5Cf. Ebrard.

o

Cf. also

ZuU.

vii.

28;

Cambr.,

Isa. vi.

Cf. also

A comparison may here be made with vi.
where, however, this energetic expression
of holiness in judicial righteousness is expUcitly marked.
1" Cf., on the other hand, Meyer on John
^

F., v. 17.

N. de Lyra.
Perhaps according

De Wette,

Stern, etc.

"

Trench, Synonyms
1854, § 8.

Cf. Isa. Ixv. 16,

LXX.

of the N.

T.,

:

CHAP.
correct, therefore, is the exposition
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III. 7.

of Vitr.

:

" Christ as the I^fediator of

Urim and Thuminim."
they who have received it of him guard

divine truth, as the wearer of the true
" Because he wishes that

Calov.

the word

" His promises in reference to the reward are
Ebrard " Who does not join in the falsehoods of
those who malign Philadelphia, but on his part (ver. 10) will bring the truth
The proper meaning of the expression alridtvog has been correctly
to light."
apprehended by Alcas., C. a Lap., and Grot.,i but has been misapplied by
them, as they have combined the two predicates b uycog, 6 uTiT/divog: "Who
the superlative of holiness." But the 6 uXijd.
has true and perfect holiness
has in itself ^ an important meaning. Hengstenb. has given the correct
interpretation, when in reference to ver. 9 he mentions the calumnies of the
Jews, attested by Justin Martyr, who wished to see in the Lord only "the one
hanged," and therefore a false Messiah. As opposed to such calumniating
Jews, Christ is designated as the absolutely holy, and connected therewith
as the true, i.e., the actual and genuine Messiah, heir and Lord of the truly
of truth."

Ewald, Stern,

etc.

:

fulfilled to the faithful."

:

—

abiding theocracy

(6 kx-

t-

in their discourses to the

i^"^-

t-

the true Messiahship and Sonship of
AaviS,

Incorrect

K.tX

In a similar sense, the apostles

AftuM, k.tX).

Jews have vindicated the

God

the conjecture

is

holiness, and, accordingly,

of the Crucified. ^

—

kaeiv TdcpeO {Tucped),

r.

b lx(^v

rr/v

kMv

made by Wolf,

Without any ground, N. de Lyra explains ^ the
to Luke xi. 52, xxiv. 32, as "the power to open
the understanding of the Scriptures," and, accordingly, the words b uvotyuv,
K.T.X.: "No one can hinder those from understanding the Scriptures whom
he wishes to instruct, nor can any one understand them unless he unlock
them." So on ver. 9. In like manner is the explanation of Alcasar solved,
in consideration of

key

of David,

i.

18.*

by appealing

concerning the cross of Christ as "the instrument of omnipotence."

With

" the

key of David," and the succeeding description of
its management, interpreted by almost all expositors in general, of the Lord's
own supreme power ^ in the kingdom of God. The expression contains an
entire correctness

is

allusion to Isa. xxii.

22,'^

but also

^

a significant modification of that passage,

Lord here appears as the one who has not the key of the house of
David,^ but the "key of David." Consequently the Lord is represented not
as a second Eliakim, as his antitype, which is also in itself inapposite, but
he appears in a series with King David himself, as heir of his royal house
and kingdom. 1° The key of David belongs to one who, as David himself,
has a peculiar right, and is Lord^^ in his royal house,
not in the temple,i2
and accordingly in the entire kingdom of David. But this is applicable to
Christ as the new David ^^ unconditionally, because the ancient David, with
since the

—

—

Ew.

'

Cf.

2

Cf. xix. 11.

8

Acts

John

iii.

Kol avoC^et

ii.

aet

14, iv. 27, 30, vii. 52, xiii. 35.

Cf.

xiii. 19.

Kings

jcai

/cat

ovk earai 6 airoK\ei(av, Koi

8

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

o

As

Grot., Calov.,
i"

Ewald, De Wette,

<

Cf. 2

«

Cf. also Primas, Vieg., Zeger.

"

6

Cf. Matt, xxviii. 18.

12

Cf. C. a Lap., Vitr., Zull., etc.

'

Where it is said concerning Eliakim

"

Cf. Hos.

avTta

Ti/i/

xAeZSa

here explain,

xxiii. 10.

61/cov

AawiS inl

Tip (i/xo)

:5wo-w
avToO,

/cAci-

ovk earai 6 avoiyoiv.

Cf. v. 5, xxii. 16;

Luke

etc.,
i.

32.

Cf. also Ahrens, a a. O. S. 13.

iii.

5;

Jer. xxx. 9; Ezek. xxxiv.

23 sqq., xxxvii. 24 sqq.
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his theocratic

kingdom.
is

JOHN.

kingdom, was only a prophetic type of the Lord and his eternal

Just as in Acts

to unbelieving Jews.

ber

ST.

—

ii.

29 sqq.,

6 uvocyuv,

Hebraic,^ as the participle

xiii.

k,tX

22 sqq., 33 sqq., this

The

here applied

is

construction in the second

makes a transition

mem-

to the finite tense,^ with-

out on that account requiring a bg to be supplied before KkeieL.^ The entire
ovdelg avoiyet depends upon the predicate 6 f;^;wv r. kTleIv
thought of 6 dvoiytdv
But the idea is defined too narrowly,
T. A., and is an explanation thereof.

—

on the one hand, by those who, by a comparison of Matt. xvi. 19, regard the
power of Christ here as being that to forgive sins, and thus to receive into
the kingdom of heaven,^ and, on the other, by those who derive from ver. 8
(dvpav avEcjyfi.) a limitation to ver. 7, and thence infer that Christ opens the
opportunity for entrance into his kingdom ;5 while, on the contrary, ver. 8
makes prominent only a special point of what in ver. 7 is said far more
Not once is the
generally, and applied on the other side (koI kIelel, k.tX).
distinction of the earthly and heavenly kingdoms to be marked, but the latter
is to be regarded in its indivisible completeness, as Christ the Lrord and King
of the realm admits therein or excludes therefrom.® The supreme power of
Christ, belonging to him as the true Messiah, is declared of him entirely in
connection with all preceding predicates, and the succeeding epistles.' As
an essential part thereto, there belongs especially the irrevocable and inevit[See Note XXXVII., p 183.]
able twofold decision in the final judgment.
Ver. 8. With oUd aov tu Ipya we are not to immediately combine the on
fiiKp. EX. ^vv. as though the latter words ^ contain an explicit statement of the
epya]^ for, in a formal respect,
l^ov

—

uvT7]v

it is

impracticable to regard the entire clause

as a parenthesis; and, as to the subject, the point expressed in

the assumed parenthesis belongs already also in the idea of rd Ipya. But ^^
by the words olSd gov tu Ipya, the Lord testifies chiefly, without any further
determination, that every thing

present

life is

engaged. ^^

To

is

known

to

him with which the church in
is a word

the church at Philadelphia this

its

of

commendation and consolation. This results from the words of the Lord
which immediately follow: i6ov, (5edw/ca, k.tX, in which the thought is expressed that the fidelity maintained by the church, notwithstanding its
external helplessness, depends not only upon a gracious gift of the Lord,
and that, too, again through his government,
but also serves the purpose,
This
that through the faithful church the Lord's kingdom is increased.
sense depends chiefly upon the correct interpretation of the figurative exThe door is opened, viz., either in
pression 6e6. hv. a. dvpav dvEuyjxivrjv, k.tX
order that the church itself may enter,!^ or in order that by means of the
church others may enter. ^^ According to the former idea, N. de Lyra,^^ etc.,

—

—

explain:

"a door

is

opened for understanding the Scriptures." Arethas:
Bengel " Entrance into

T^v Elao6ov TTpdc uiroXavciv (" entrance to fruition ").

»

De Wette.
Cf., e.g., Am.

3

Beng.

1

V. 8.

*

Cf the on, ver.

^

'"

Bengel. Cf. also Ewald,
Cf. Ebrard.

C. a Lap., Vitr., Eichh., etc.

"

Cf. ver.

B

Ew.

De Wette,

«

Cf Acts

^^

cf.

"

Cf. ver.

6

Ebrard.
Cf. Calov., Stern, Hengstenb.,

7

Especially ver.

cf

.

9.

Cf. ver. 12.

etc.

1.

.

*

;

:

.

1

De

Wette.

1, ii. 2.

xiv. 27.

Cor. xvi. 9; 2 Cor.
7.

ii.

12; Col. iv. 3.
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III. 8.

the joy of thy Lord, and meanwhile into unhindered progress in
Eichh. " Entrance to me lies open to thee " in the shallow sense
;

:

well for thee."^

Ziillig:

"Entrance into the temple."

trance to the house of David, or the

another mode of representation,

it is

kingdom

of

all
:

good."

" I desire

Hengstenb. r^ "EnGod."
According to

explained by Andr., Rib., Alcas., C. a

Lap., Stern, Grot., Calov., Vitr., Wolf, Ew.,

De Wette, Ebrard,

etc.,

who

think of the favorable and successful opportunity for the missionary activity

A

of the church.

decision in favor of this explanation, and that, too, in

reference, not to heathen, ^ but to

the believing church,

is

intimation of the connection of
fold Idov^

A

Jews who are

made by

declaration

to

be

won by

the fidelity of

the connection with ver.

(JeJw/ca,

6/.(5cj,

and

TioiTjau,

lies

concerning the entrance of

heavenly joy, of which alone, according to the

mode

first

A

9.

special

even in the threethe church into
of statement,

we

can think, could scarcely be made at the very beginning of the epistle. The
statement correctly understood stands, consequently, in close connection with
the designation of the Lord, ver. 7, 6 e;twv r. /cA«y A., ai.t.^I., and emphasizes a
special point, corresponding to the further contents of the epistle, of the

supreme power

kingdom, to be ascribed from ver. 7, in
i.e., Christ expressly, and with visible
results, attests his Davidic power of the keys in this, that he has opened a
door before his faithful and steadfast church, through which a multitude of
still unbelieving Jews are to enter.
For the words idov, noiijau) avTovg, Iva
in reference to his

unlimited universality, to the Lord;

Tj^ovai,

KsX-, ver. 9, are in substance an exposition of

uivTjv, K.T.Ti.i

i^ov, 6e6.

h.

a.

dvpav aveuy-

as they state the actual, but yet future, consequence of

tunity already given (6e6uKa, perf.).

That Christ can say

an oppor-

of himself deduKu

—

depends upon the fact that it is he who has the key of David.
To be distinguished from oot^ only in mode of contemplation,
but not^ in substance. The Hebraic coloring of the formula' corresponds
w'ell with the statement in this passage, and the style of the Apoc. in
general.
The demonstrative avTfjv, brought in after the relative tjv, is
also Hebraistic.
Incorrectly, Vitr.
on.
"Even though." Rather is that
which immediately precedes based upon otl fiiKpuv exetg dvvafiiv koL hyprjoag,

and

noLTjau,

evumov

gov.

—

The

K.T.Ti.

—

''little

:

strength," viz., of the church, cannot be explained by the

lack of miraculous gifts,^ but refers to the smallness of the church,^ which

•

must also be regarded in destitution when compared with the richer Jews-^**
As now with the fiiKpuv exeig dvvaixiv, the Kai hr/prjaag is combined, these two
members of the sentence externally united by the mere kqX show themselves
to have a definite inner relation:

the subject

itself, cf

.

ver. 10,

ii.

"and (yet) hast kept," etc^^ Concerning
The church, therefore, already had had

3.

opportunity, as the aor. forms hr^pr/aag and

Tjpvijaii

indicate, to confess the

1

Cf

2

Bleek.

8

Cf. C. a Lap.

gift of miracles, I

*

Cf. also Bengel.

excellent

B

Cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 9; 2 Cor.

.

also Heinr.

« Vitr.

IJ'JSS

8

n. de Lyra

thee, like

ii.

12; Col. iv. 3.

»

many

:

" Because

I ttave not given

other bishops of this time, the

have recompensed thee with
knowledge of the Scriptures."
Grot., Wetst., Eichh., De Wette, Ebrard,

etc.

"

Hengstenb.

" De Wette,

etc.
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name

Lord's

in opposition to unbelievers,

ST.

JOHN.

— apparently Jews

and heathen.

Therefore, because (on) the church has done this, although of insignificant

outward power, the Lord has given it an "open door," the meaning of which
[See Note XXXVITL, p. 183.] Thus the idea is adis stated in ver. 9.
vanced, that the faithful, steadfast confession of the church, indicated
especially in tu epya, is the cause whose effect and reward, through the Lord's
(dedw/ca, cf. dtdu, noiijacj, ver. 9), is

disposing

number

to be the conversion of a

opened the door, but of
course only because the Lord had given believers power for testimony. Thus
the clause iSov, diduKa, k.tX, stands upon the idea to. epya, and the whole
(ver. 8) upon the designation of the Lord, ver. 7.
Ver. 9. 6i6C), not " I will suffer," as Wolf recommends. Hengstenb. also
incorrectly: "I give thee, or the Christian Church, and therefore also thee."
of his enemies.

The

6i6Cj,

Faithful confessing has

itself

which as object the partitive gen. tuv leyovruv belongs, ^

to

is

again

taken up in the formally (fut.) more definitely fixed TvotTjau, as then the avrovg
The words ek ttjc
also recurs to the just-mentioned object tuv leyovruv, k.tX
cvvayuyfiq rov aarava designate the persons meant, with respect to their origin.

They

are not false Christians,^ but

to the true

Messiah

^

Jews who

(ver. 7) are not true

just because of their enmity
Jews, but the synagogue of Satan.

Yet also in that the Lord brings some from this synagogue, and causes them
come humbly and believingly to his church, he shows that he is the one
Concerning the
who has the key of David.
noiTiao) avrovq, ha rj^ovai, k.t.1
attraction avrovg, cf Winer, p. 282 concerning Iva, also John xi. 37, after

to

—

.

Toieiv,

with the ind.

p. 272.

— The

;

fut., cf. vi. 11, xxii.

7ro«7<Tcj

marks the

still

14

;

1 Pet.

iii.

1

;

Mark

entirely future result

iii. 2
Winer,
which the Lord
;

and 6e6uKa (ver. 8) is this, that the
and continues in its operation, while
The opened
the 6l6C) is present in its work, and will proceed to the ttoitjocj.
door still stands open, and the Lord will work that a multitude of still unBoth the tj^ovgl and the TTpoaKwrjaovci hu-niov tCjv
believing Jews may enter.

will

work

;

*

the inner relation to

6u)C)

diduKa (perf.) extends to the present,

—

explained in connection with the O. T. prophecies of the conversion of the heathen, by the fact that for unbelieving Jews, as they have
just been described, the Church of Jesus Christ, viz., of him who has the key
TToduv GOV are

of David, ver

the true Zion, in which they, no less than the heathen,

7, is

God, and the fellowship of salvation.
Thus, so far as the expressions are concerned, such prophecies as Isa. Ix. 14,
xlix. 23, ii. 3; Ps. Ixxii. 9; Zach. viii. 20 sqq., are in full harmony with
what is here stated. The TrpooKwdv, k.tX, especially as an expression of
homage,^ has its complete justification in the fact that the Church of Jesus

must seek and

will find the truth of

(/c. yvuaiv, on riyuTiriau ae), and as
Yet the Catholic interpretation without any ground has " The highest devotion of believers, and reverence and
submission to the Church and its prelates, are signified. For this adoration
proceeds from the apprehension of an excellence of prelates that is more than

Christ stands there as beloved of the Lord

the mediator of the divine salvation.
:

»

Cf.

2

Vitr.

ii.

17.

Winer,

p. 490.
3

Cf.

ii.

9.

*

Viz.,

^

Cf. 'Jen. xxiii.

rj^ovo-., k.t.X.
7, etc.

Ew., Ebrard,

etc.
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III. 10.

kol yvuaiv,

on

^ya-nrjaa as.

On

the one hand,

the aorist form ^yunrjoa,^ and on the other the connection and allusion to ver.
furnish the reference to the definite proof of the Lord's love, in that he

7,

Just this must the unbelieving Jews acknowledge

has died for his Church.

who now

still

reject

and blaspheme

correct reference of the

.the

Lord as a

N. de Lyra

jjyan. in

:

"

crucified evil-doer.^

By advancing

In-

thee not only to

the catholic faith, but also to the episcopal dignity; " in Ew., to ver. 10, or*

De Wette too, indefinitely " That I have acknowlIxiii. 4, Ixix. 27.
edged thee as a faithful church, and furnished thee with my gifts and
power."
Ver. 10. on hfiprjaag
Kuyu ae Trjprjati.
The form of the antanaclasis ^
corresponds with the inner relation between the performance of the church,
and the reward on the Lord's part but even the performance of the church
depends entirely upon the Lord's grace, as the Myog t. vTroti. itself, which the
church has kept, is full of divine power, nourishes and supports the faith,
fidelity, patience, and hope of the church, and thus qualifies the same for
to Isa.

:

—

;

victory.

—

tov "koyov

according to

noun

its

belongs not only to

jiov

The form

T. vTro//.^

The

Tfjg vi:oiiovt]q fiov.

rf/g

gen.

designates the

vT>o/xov^g

/loyof

depends upon its contents ^ the provnofj..,"^ but^ to the whole conception t. Aoy.

peculiar nature, as

it

of statement in

i.

;

9

is

therefore, at all events, a differ-

Consequently t. Tcoy. t. vno/j.. fiov cannot be " the word concerning
Christ's patience, concerning the sufferings of Christ patiently endured for

ent one.^°

:

or " the word of constancy in Christ's faith "

^^ or " the word which
demands partly according to its contents and spirit,!^ ^nd partly by
virtue of the duty of confession and steadfastness in following, as it belongs
to me and mine;"^^ also not: "my patience, i e., the specifically Christian,
expressly required by the Lord himself, and enjoined as a preservative
against the judgments threatened against the world." i* The vacillation and

us,'*

;

makes

its

juncture of different ideas by
to

T.

vTzofi.

vTTOfiovTfg

among
which

all interpreters

who wish

of the

other

fxav

only

The T^oyog rf/g
however, be explained: "the word wliich

Lord dare

not,

commandments

contains that of patience also," an explanation

incorrectly ascribed to Grot., who, as

is

to refer the

reveals the unnaturalness of the combination.

many

cerning the relation of the /zw, says at one time: "

others vacillating conJVIy

precept concerning

patience," and then, again, that the patience of Christ signifies "that which

I'C a Lap.
Cf. John xiii. 1; Eph.
also John iii. 16; 1 John iv.
2

3

Cf.

*

Ew.

ii.

9; Acts

13

v. 25;

Gal.

ii.

20;

the

10, 11.

Vitr.,

served

t/ie

who

also paraphrases

word

word of

the Lord, which

patience, because

xiii. 45.

*'

:

They

of the Lord's patience
is

a

;

prei.e.,

word

of

no one can with constancy

profess the doctrine of the gospel, unless, at

ii.

same time, he

6

Beng., etc.

the

6

Cf.

Winer, p. 222.
Calov., Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb., etc.
Cf. xiii. 3; Col. i. 13; Heb. i. 3.
Winer, p. 222.
Obscure: Grot., Vitr.,

patience the afflictions accompanying the pro-

7

8

9

Eichh., Heinr., Ebrard.
>o

Against Hengstenb.,

"

Calov.

12

As

the

All Christians must
bear the cross of Christ (Matt. xvi. 24), i.e.,
Ok'nlti^;

but

^Aii/zi?

works

vrro/xDj/^i/

3), so that the Aoy. t^? vrTo/xov. is

than the \oy. tov aravpov

etc.

1*

word

fortify himself to bear with

fession of Christianity."

of the cross

(1

Cor.

i.

18).

Luke

(1

Cor.

(Rom.

v.

nothing else
i.

18).

xxi. 19, viii. 15; Matt. x. 22, xxiv. 13.

Hengstenb.
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Christ has enjoined." The whole word of God as a word of patience rather
appears to be the view of the Revelation in general, and of our epistle in
particular, because with respect to troubles unavoidable to believers it gives

and demands

steadfast, faithful,

alone can lead us from
present and

still

all

and hopeful patience,

With

troubles to glory. ^

i.e.,

the virtue which

respect to the already

future troubles, every thing to the believer turns upon the

This he can attain only through the virofzovrj, to
which the word of his Lord points him. Thus the writer of the Apoc. can
from his point of vision regard the whole word of Christ as a loyov TTjg v7rofj.ov?jc
with the same right as, e.g., Paul, the preacher of righteousness, alone by
faith in the Crucified, represents the whole gospel as the T^oyog tov aravpov.^
In the words Kuyu ae Tijpr/au tvc r^f upag, k.t.?i., the church at Philadelphia is not
promised that it shall be preserved from the hour of trial, i.e., that it shall
not meet with sufferings full of trial, ^ but in accordance with the presentation of the Apoc, that the troubles before the coming of the Lord will befall
all believers, who of course are sealed,* lest by the temptation in the troubles
they may fall ^ and in accordance with the corresponding expression rr/p. ek,^
in distinction from rrjp. uno,'^ the church at Philadelphia, since it has already
maintained victorious patience, is also to be delivered by his conjirming grace
from the universal distress impending before the coming of the Lord.^
The upa 70V TTEipaGfiov, k.tX, i.e., the precise period wherein the temptation is
to occur,9 refers to no persecution whatever proceeding from the Roman
neither that of Nero,i'' nor some one after Domitian,ii possibly
emperors,
under Trajan, ^^
^Iso not, as Primas and Beda^^ arbitrarily agree, to sufferings occasioned by antichrist but the idea, here not more minutely defined,
is to be referred, according to the further development of the Apoc, to all
fact that he "overcomes."

—

;

—

—

—

;

the afflictions which, before the personal coming of the Lord,i* are to burst

upon believers

;

^^

the punishments impending by God's wrath only over

unbelievers before the appearing of the Lord are not meant.^^

— The idea of

and neipdaai'^'' has its justification because, on the one hand, to
and hence there
believers the danger of a fall into such suffering is present,!^
go with it the promise ae rrjpTjau, the command Kpurei, k.t2., ver. 11, and the
pledge to the victor, ver. 12,
but, on the other hand, to unbelievers such
suffering nmst actually be a temptation,^^ and that, too, of such kind as that
because of their impenitent unbelief they will ever fall by it the deeper, and

the

netpaa/j,6g

—

—

9; Matt. xxiv. 13.

27; Prov.

">

Jaa.

8

Cf. Vitr., Hengstenb.,

either the church at Philadel-

^

Cf. xiv.

phia alone, as constituting a special exception
(Beng., Eichh., Ebrard), or certain afflictions

^o

1

Cf.

2

Cf. 1 Cor.

i.

3

Whereby

i.

17 sqq.,

are to remain approved

Ewald,
*

The

Ziill.),

case

is

1.

whose presence

(chs. vi., viii.), in

cf.

ii.

(vii. 3

Alcas., Parens, etc.

Cf. Andr., Areth.

^*

are sealed are not touched by a plague
immediately coming from the abyss.
5
6

Cf vii. 3, 14 Matt. xxiv. 22, 24.
John xvii. 15. Cf. Apoc. vii. 14:
.

T. 0\i^p.

;

epx-

e/c

iii.

3.

Volkm.

" N. de Lyra,
^'

who

ii.,

7, 15.

'3

where they

Ew.

Grot.

DeWette;

are regarded.

Cf. 2 These,

vii. 5.

all believers

sqq.;

different in ix. 3,

i.

ixat.

Cf. immediately afterwards ver. 11

raxv.

i^

cf. ch. vi.

^^

Cf. ch. xvi.

"

Cf.

i8

cf. Matt. xxiv. 22, 24.

10

Cf. Deut.

ii.

10.

iv. 34, vii. 19,

xxtx.

3.

:

epxo-
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III. 11, 12.

what is holy be always the more revealed by despair and
em Tf/g olKovfiEvijg blri^. The remark that hereby the Roman
blasphemy. 1
empire is designated ^ is correct only so far as in John's historical horizon
Yet by this
the whole world appears comprehended in the Roman empire.
their hostility to

—

(erroneous) limitation, the prophetic truth remains untouched, that the hour
of temptation

himself

is

to

come

to the actual olKovfiivi]

to appear as absolutely

is

Judge

Those dwelling on the earth

Tfjg yrjc.

of

are,

oXt],

all.

—

as certainly as the Lord
Tzeipuaai Tuvg KaTotKovvrag inl

according to the constant mode of

expression in the Apoc.,^ the mass of men, in contradistinction to believers

redeemed from

all

The

nations and tongues.'*

Tretpaaai

refers to

them

in so

far only as they are not kept (ae rrip^au).
epxo/^ai raxv- The message resounding throughout the entire Revwhich proclaims judgment against enemies and the impenitent,®
serves faithful believers as a consolation and encouragement,^ and here is
made especially prominent by the more explicit admonition to receive the
crown^from the hand of the coming Lord: Kparei b q^^, /c.t.A. What the
church has, must be that because of which it is to receive the crown, if it
hold the same fast.^^ Thus, e.g., the church at Ephesus "has " this, that it
hates the works of the Nicolaitans.^i What the church at Phila. has, is to
be discerned from vv. 8-10 viz., this, that in trouble they had patiently kept
the word of the Lord, and had not denied his name. Holding fast is by
perseverance unto the end;i2 but the victor's crown of eternal life
the
would be taken away,i^ if the church would not hold fast
hope laid up ^^
to what it had, but in the impending temptation would waver and apostatize.
Hence the Lord who pledges his gracious preservation (ver. 10) admonishes

Ver. 11.

elation,^

"^

;

—

—

to faithful holding fast.

Inconsistent with the context

is

the definition of

by N. de Lyra as "grace given thee;" and by Ew.,i-5 "the ornament of thy virtues." Better, C. a Lap. ^^ "faith and patience."
From
the general mode of expression Iva fXTjddg lujSy, the idea must not be pressed
that another could retain for himself the crown snatched from the church.
This possibly would have been expressed by uXAog.'^^ But the idea itself is
the

ex^tg

—

:

^'^

impossible. ^^

Ver. 12.

"victor"

As

Katv. 'Upovg.,

The

k.tX

incorrect reference to " the

"the Church militant and triumphant,"

1

ix. 20.

2

Cf.

3 vi.

Cf. xvi. 11, 21

Luke

ii.

1

;

;

Hengstenb.

Grot., Vitr., Stern, etc.
Cf. Acts iv.

10, xi. 10, xiii. 8, 14, etc.

3.

*

Cf. V. 9.

6

xxii. 7, 12, 20,

6

Cf., e.g.,

7

Cf.

8

De Wette.

8

Cf.

10

ii.

ii.

promise to the

11) proceeds to the time of eternal glory after the coming
This is, besides, especially indicated here by the expression

of the Lord.
T.

in all the epistles, so here, the concluding

(cf. ver.

ii.

Cf.

i.

Church militant," ^o or

causes the most perverted inter-

"
"
"

cf. Matt. xxiv. 13.
o Tim. i. 12, iv. 8.

15

Cf. Vitr.,

ic

Cf. Grot., etc.

i-

1, 3.

Cf. vi. 4;

Ad^r;.

Wolf,

De Wette.
etc.

Grot., Zull.

" De

5, 16.

25.

Wette.

19

Cf. already Calov.

20

n,

de

Lyra,

Areth.,' Grot.,

Schottg., etc.

10.

Cf. u. 1, 25.

^i

"

ii.

6.

21 Vitr.,

C. a Lap., Stern, etc.

Wetst.

'
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Thus N. de Lyra interprets, by understand(i. of the Church militant, and the Tcoirjaa
9: "Brave and powerful in faith, not only

pretations of individual points.

ing

ev

vau

T.

T. e.

fji.

and

r.

noAeuq

orilov, recalling Gal.

avT.

ii.

r. 6.

;

and sustaining others " and remarks
by apostasy, not by excommunication " on yp. eir'
on l^a> ov fiTj e^eTidri
avT. T. bv T. e. //., "for they [viz., bishops] represent in the Church the person of God;" on mraiS. £k t. ovp.: "For the Church militant is ruled and
directed by the Holy Spirit " and on r. ov, ft. rd kulvov " As the Lord himself at the circumcision v^as called Jesus, and afterwards Christ, so believers
are first called disciples of Jesus, and then^ Christians.^ Similar distortions
for himself, but also for comforting

;

en, "

;

:

occur in Grot.,^ Wetst.,^

The

etc.

correct reference to the future glory

^ is

not in any way, as with Beng., to be so limited that the first promise noiTjau
avT. arvlov ev t, vau r. 6. fi. is fulfilled already at the time of vii. 15, and before
that of ch. xix., on the ground that there will be no temple in the new
Jerusalem. 6

For

be said that in the new Jerusalem there will be no
and revelation of God, as God himself will be

if it

special place for the worship

immediately near all the blessed, this does not prevent, that, according to
an idea of an entirely different kind, but of essentially the same meaning,
the entire community of perfected believers is contemplated as the temple
This is only a transfer
of God, in which individuals may appear as pillars.
of the figure of the temporal to that of the heavenly

communion

of saints

;

while the figure contains a significant feature, founded neither upon Isa.
xxii. 23,8 nor 1 Kings vii. 15 sqq.,^ in that ^^ by being compared not to foundation-stones, but to the pillars of the temple,ii they are represented in their

immutable firmness
Eichh.

who

:

^^

"

The

(/c.

Incorrectly,
k.tX) and glorious adornment.
more intimate access to him,

c|w,

friends of the King, having

are admitted to his counsels,

maybe

called columns."

—

Kal e^u ov fi^

arvM,^^ but 6 vuuv.^^ Therefore the remark
^^
on e^eldy is in no wise necessary, that the verb as intransitive expresses the
^^
made
a
He who once, in the sense above indicated, is
sense of a passive.
victor in the temple of God, henceforth shall no more go forth, either volun-

e^iXdri

en.

The

tarily (viz.,

subject

by a

fall),

not

6

—

or under constraint.

Cf. in general Tr.

fiov.

is

Bara

Jochanan said that three are called by the
1

Acts

The

.

:

;

.

.

says that R.

the righteous, ^^

6 xxi. 22.

xi.

Jesuit C. a Lap.

the brethren of
his order, Rib. Vieg.) thinljs that, according to
"the new name" which the Lord received at
2

Kal yputpcj iir'avTov to dvo/j.a tov deov

" " R. Samuel
name of God e.g.,

balhra, p. 75, 2

(cf.

^

Pet.

Cf. 1 Cor.
ii.

16 sqq.

iii.

;

Eph.

ii.

19 eqq.

Eichh.,

^

Grot., Vitr.,

" Jesuani " or " Jesuits."
" Will not be compelled
3 ov fii) ef eXe??
again to flee as under Nero." t. ov, t. ttoA. t.
'«
This name is the Catholic Church, viz.,
eefx.
as it was free and flourishing under the Christian emperors."
,
* o-TuA., in opposition to the earthquakes

'o

Cf De Wette,

"
"

Gal.

Cf. ver. 8.

is

Eich., Ebr.

i*

Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb., Klief.

*^

Vitr., Eichh.,

^^

Possibly eK^iAAeo-dai.

:

:

which were frequent
ver.
5

at

Philadelphia.

Cf.

Calov., Beng., Eichh., Heinr.,

Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard, Klief.

Ew., De

"

ii.

xliii.

"In

1.

Ziill.

.

Gen.

1

Ew.

*

be .called

the victors will

his circumcision,

;

5 sqq.

etc.

9.

Ew.

18; Matt.

Wetst.

Isa. xliii. 7.

Cf.

Mark

viii. 12, ix. 33.

iv.

Syr.

21;

CHAP.
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III. 14-22.

avrov, viz.,

upon the

Areth. says more accurately: tnl rdv

pillar.*

victor,^ not

preceding object

pillar]; yet here the avrov is entirely identical with the
If the

(TTOi^cTw) avTov.

upon the

[on the mental

votitov otvTmv

question be asked as to where the inscription

to be

is

be given otherwise than ii. 17, and
according to xiv. 1, xxii. 4 (cf. xvii. 5, vii. 3): '*upon the forehead."
Since the vaoq is mentioned, the thought is closely connected therewith of
regarded as written, the answer

to

is

the inscription upon the high priest's

the more as by rd bvona
events,^ the holy

name

too, the

r. d.

and blessed

of the city of

/z.

state of

God

;

—

names

is

arbitrarily traced to a breast-

—

designates
of the twelve tribes ^°
" city " need not,

new Jerusalem. ^^ The name

the right of citizenship in the

however, be derived from Ezek.
is

diadem,

— which

shield of the wearer, instead of the

3 sqq.)

mrT^ lyip ^ and that, too,
name "tV^TV ^ is meant. ^ At all
So,
belonging to God is expressed.

^

the holy

— although the description (xxi.
— but

xlviii. 35,i^

applicable as an exposition of that significant designation,

—

Kotv^ 'lepovtraTiyju.
^ Karafiaivovfya, k.t.%.
John himself calls the city of God
The construction as i. 5. The meaning of the expression is elucidated by
ij

Falsely rationalizing, not only Grot.

ch. xxi.

" It has been

:

procured

by the wonderful kindness of God," but even Calov. ^^ " It has God as its
author."
Not the name mentioned in xix. 16,^* but
«. r. bvoiid fiov to Kaivbv.
that meant in xix. 12. ^^ But he who bears the new name of the Lord is
thereby designated as eternally belonging to the Lord as though with the
Lord's own signature. If, however, the name of the Lord in this sense and
significance can be placed alongside of that of God and the new Jerusalem,
the Lord must verily be the one that in ver. 7 he professes to be in that
:

—

;

also

he says of himself

ttoltjog),

ypuxpu,

he proclaims himself as one who

is

to

be recognized as the eternal King of the kingdom of heaven.
Laod. in Phrygia,
Vv. 14-22. The epistle to the church at Laodicea.

—

King Antiochus

so called after Laodice, the wife of

then Rhoas), reckoned by Tacitus
rich

^^

manufacturing and commercial

among
city,^"'

(formerly Diospolis,
the " renowned cities of Asia," a
II.

lay east of Ephesus, south-east of

Philadelphia, in the neighborhood of Colosse,^^ on the river Lycus,

hence called, in distinction from other places of the same name,

—

A.

?j

— and

em

Av/cw,

more accurately, on the river Caprus, which, flowing into the Lycus, is
received by the Meander.
The ruins of ancient L. are found at the present
unimportant town of Eski-Hissar.*® Already at the time of the Apostle
Paul, 20 a Christian church existed at L. A bishop and martyr at L., Sagaris,
or,

1

Jer. xxiii.

«

Ezek.

3

Vitr.,

Ewald,

6.

xlviii. 35.

Calov.,

Ziill.,

De

Schottg.,

Eichh., Heinr.,

Hengsteub., Ebrard.
Wette.

*

Grpt.,

6

Cf

6

Schottg., Eichh.,

T

Cf.

8

Grot., Vitr., etc.

»

Calov., Hengetenb., Ebrard.

.

i.

i.

11

Ewald.

8.

Cf. xxi. 3 sqq.

Vitr.,

Cf.

Ewald,

Luke

etc.

xx. 4; Jas.

iii.

15.

Grot., Calov., Vitr., Hengstenb.

"

Eichh.,

"

A7in., xiv. 27.

De Wette,

" Hence Tacitus

6.

»o Sc'utittg.

"
"
"

Stern, Ebiard, etc.

" In the same yeai
overthrown by an earthquake, without any aid from us, but by its owa
strength, recovered." Cf. on vv. 1-6.
reports

:

(62) Laodicea, being

"

Cf. Col.

'9

Cf.

»o

Cf. Col. in various places.

ii. 1,

iv.

13 sq.

Winer, Jiwb.

:
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in the year 170 A.D., is mentioned by Eusebius, H. E., iv. 26, v. 24; but
even Archippus ^ is already named as bishop.^ Each of these has been
regarded the " angel " of the church and Hengstenb. immediately after;

ver. 14, discovers an allusion to the
According
most influential elder at Laodicea.^
to Col. ii., Paul had the same care for the church at Laod. as for that at
Colosse,^ since these neighboring churches were exposed in like manner to
certain Judaizing, and at the same time theosophizing (gnosticizing), erroneous doctrines. Of these there is no immediate trace in the Apoc. epistles.^
But, on the contrary, the lukewarmness and proud self-sufficiency and selfrighteousness of the church are rejected. Perhaps the state of affairs is to

wards in the expression

name

7 upxv

r. kt.,

—

of ^rc/i-ippus as the

be regarded in such a way, that, while the peculiar gnosticizing aberration
was averted from the church by the "conflict " of the Apostle Paul, yet that

own

and of the entire tone
in a wealthy commercial city, had occurred in a worldly way, in which, on the one hand, the
candid confession of the Lord, always opposing worldliiless in warm words
and zealous conduct, was missed, while, on the other hand, the trust in a
certain external inoffensiveness manifested itself as an arrogant self-righteousness, w^hich even before ® was in another way to be dreaded.
Ver. 14. 6 'AfiTjv. This Hebraistic expression"^ is, as to its meaning,
entirely synonymous with the following Greek expressions 6 iidprvg, 6 niardc
KOI (ikrjdLvoQ ^ but the double designation of the Lord establishes with earnest
emphasis the indubitable certainty of all that the Lord, who is the abso-

this, scarcely

without the influence of

of worldly culture

its

riches,

and worldly enjoyment prevailing

:

;

lutely faithful witness
viz

,

(i. 5),

has

now

to say to this church of his at Laod.;

the accusations (ver. 15 sqq.), the advice (ver. 18), the threatening

Not inappropriate,

and promise.^
through Christ

all

therefore,

is

the admonition that in and

God's promises are, and are to be, fulfilled

;

^"^

from which

the inference iias been derived, that the epistle to the church at Laod.

be regarded the

Amen

of the Lord, ver. 14, a warrant
said in chs

iv. sqq.^^

or other utterances of

is

to

of all the seven epistles,^^ or that in the designations

'pjig

is

to be sought for the fulfilment of

question here

what

is

not with respect to the promises

is

God}^ which have their fulfilment in

respect to the discourses of Christ himself which have in him

^^

Christ,

but with

their guaranty.

not correct when N. de Lyra adds to 6 iiapr., kt.1., " of paternal
As a "witness," the Lord here manifests himself, however, as
entirely determined by all his testimonies in the following epistle.
uJ.rjdivog.
Not synonymous with -klgto^ (^— ukriQriq so ordinarily), but just because the

Hence

it is

majesty."

—

:

Lord

is

a faithful, and, because of his truth, an unconditionally trustworthy

»

Col.

2

Const. Apost.,

iv. 17.
viii. 46.

6

Cf. Col.

1

Cf., as to the

»

Cf Bengel, Ewald, Hengstenb.

ii.

Coacerning the Easter controversy at Laodicea, in the time of Sagaris, cf. G. E. Steitz
" Die Diff. der Oec. u, d. Kleinasiateu in der

10

Grot.,

Paschafeier," Stud. u. Kritik., 1856, pp. 769,

"

Zull.

778 sqq.

12

De Wette,

is

2 Cor.

"

Cf.

3

4

6

Cf. also Col.

On

iv. 16.

the contrary, Vitr., p. 161.

.

18.

form, 2 Cor.

i.

20.

.

Vitr., Hengstenb., etc.

De Wette,

i.

John

etc.

Stern.

20.

Cf. also Isa. Ixv. 16.

xiv. 6;

N. de Lyra,

etc.

^

CHAP.

177

III. 15, 16.

—

and genuine witness who deserves this nanie.^
i. 15 sqq., on which Meyer has refuted the
erroneous expositions which essentially recur in reference to this passage.
According to the wording, ^ upxr/ r. kt. t. d. cannot signify 6 upxcjv, the prince
of God's creation 2 also the ktIgic t. d., "the creature restored, creates new
things," the church ^ and still less can the expression signify what in i. 5
witness,

T)

upxv

he a

is

Tijg

true, actual,

Cf. Col.

KTioeu)^ tov deov.

;

;

follows of course the 6

mar., although there

fiapr. 6

The wordlug

6 Txpu-oTOKo; tCjv vEKpiov *

is

it

said in clear words:

in itself allows only

two conceptions:

either Christ is designated "the beginning of the creation of God,"

the

first

creature

^

of God,® as

the Arians;' or, the Lord

Ew. and

regarded as the

is

understand

Ziill.

it

in

i.e.,

as

harmony with

active principle of the creation.

Unconditionally decisive for the latter alternative, which, however, dare not
be perverted by a reference to the spiritual new creation,^ is the fundamental

view of Christ, which is expressed in the Apoc, as well as in every other
book of the N. T. How could Christ have caused even the present epistle
to be written, if he himself were a creature?
How could every fcreature in
heaven and earth-worship him.^*^ if he himself were one of them?ii The
designatioc of the Lord, that he is A and Q, need only be recalled in its necessary force, and it will be found that in the A lies the fact that Christ is the
upxn of the creation, 1- while in the

fl

lies

the fact of Christ's coining to make

an end of the visible creation. [See Note XXXIX., p. 184.]
Vv. 15, 16. Olda aov tu epya, on, k.tX Cf. vv. 1, 8. The works, i.e., the
entire life as it comes into manifestation, show that the church is " neither
cold nor hot," but "lukewarm." The rabbinical expression D'J'J'3, "the
intermediates," ^^ has only a very indefinite resemblance to this passage.

Every explanation referring

to the general sphere of psychology

unsatisfactory, as the question here

is

is

and

ethics

with regard to the relations of the

its Lord.i*
It is plain that the l^earoq ^^ is an actual believer, who
with ardent love cleaves only to his Lord, and therefore asks for none else.^*'

church to

Such "heat" Paul,
Cc^rrof,

e.g.,

records in Phil.

the ^vxpoQ can only be one

Spirit, as unbelievers, the

who

is

iii.

In contrast with such a

8 sqq.

"beyond

all

influence of the Divine

heathen ;"i'^ but such contrast

is

inapplicable here,

where such persons are addressed, to whom divine things and the workings
This, Hengstenb. has
of the Holy Ghost are actually not entirely foreign.
correctly felt, but incorrectly applied,

when he

explains the "coldness"

first

1

Cf. ver.

7.

"

Cf. xix. 10.

2

Eichh.

Cf. also Calov., Beng.

«

Cf. Col.

'''

" There are three classes of

Xi coneequeiitly reads t. eocATja-ia?. But
it is amended.
Grot., Wetst., Eichh., Heinr.
Cf. C. a Lap.
3

*

Cf., besides,

Eichh.

on apxnt Gen.

Deut. xxi.

Cf.,

8

Cf. Prov.

'

Castalis says: " chef dfotuvre,

xlix. 3;

of all God's

— the most

works."

Andr., Areth., N. de Lyra, Vatabl., Calov.,
Vitr., Wolf, Stern, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
Cf.
also De Wettc, Ew. ii.
Klief.

i.

3.

men

:

for there

fectly godless, or the intermediary."

'*

Sohar.

Cf. Hengstenb.

So Eichh., Heinr.

:

" Of

uncertain disposition, and altogether of doubt-

8

9

John

are either the perfectly righteous, or the per-

17.

viii. 22.

first

15, 16;

Gen., p. 83; in Schottg.

6

excellent and

i.

10 V. 13.

fulmind;" "without character."

C. a Lap..
vacillate between virtues and vices."
de
Lyra,
Calov.,
etc.
Cf. N.

"

Who
^5

Rom.

is

Cf. Aret.,

" De

xii. 11.

"^ette.

De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
Cf. Grot., Beng., Ebrard.

—
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— with

very indefinitely as "selfishness," but then
understands such coldness "as
k.tX

—

o<]}i?Mv,

consciousness that one

warm."
direct

cold,

reference to the wish

combined with the painful
and with the heartfelt desire to become
is

Rather the "coldness" in
entirely against the context.
absolute opposition to " hot," unconditional love to the Lord, is

This

and

is

—

is

and opposition. Thus Saul was "cold" as long
But since as from Saul a Paul, and from one
hot can be made more readily than from one that is

to be regarded as hostility

as he persecuted the Lord.
is cold, one that is
lukewarm,! the wish o(i>e?iov,

that

as a particle,

therefore justified. ^

k.t.1., is

and combined with the imp.,

cf.

2 Cor.

— Concerning ofelov

xi. 1.^

ovrug.

Cf.

Rom.

noted that the relation is not in fact of such a kind as has just
been wished, but rather as is stated by the accusation, which also here in
explanation of the ovru^ is expressly repeated, so that the reason for the
The defix^^i-f^po^threatening is completely established /ieAXw ae efxioai, k.tX
i.

15.

It is

—

:

nite, positive expression for the ovre ipvxpo^ ovre Csotoc; designates the indecision

and incompleteness of the relation
rejected nor entirely received,

—a

where he is neither entirely
which cannot exist ^ without

to the Lord,

position

inner sordidness, indolence, and self-deception. ^
24, xii. 30; 1
is

John

ii.

15; Jas.

iv.

4.

— The

stated in accordance with the idea of the

See, in general. Matt. vi.

threatened

k/itnaL ek t. arou.

fx..

because lukewarmness

;i:Atop6f,

By

the fxeXlu, the Lord refers to his judgment which is
he is already just about coming, and then rejecting
this church opposing him, for it may be that it will yet first obey his call to
While ii. 5, xvi. 23, iii. 3, declare the indubitable
repentance (ver. 20).
judgment in the future with respect to the case, there expressly designated,
of not being converted, the fxeXXtj ^ here leaves the possibility open that the

provokes nausea.

already approaching

;

judgment may be averted, although the condition for

it

is

expressly stated

first in ver., 20.'

'On UyeLq gives the foundation for the avjulSovTievo) following
Hengstenb. incorrectly finds
the reproach of lukewarmness grounded in ver. 17; this has occurred already
on recitative.
The construction is like that of xviii. 7, 8.
in ver. 15.^

Vv.

17, 18.

in the second part of the sentence, ver. 18.8

nXovaioc

—

The

£X(^'

decision as to whether wealth in earthly

money and prop-

—

in no event
wealth in spiritual blessings,!^ be meant,
depends not upon the (doubtful) prefiguration of
both at the same time,i3
Hos. xii. 9,1* nor upon the fact that the speech put into the mouth of the
church must refer to possessions of the same kind, as the reply of the Lord
(/cnt ovK oldag, k.tX) manifestly referring to spiritual treasures,!^ but upon the
erty,!*^

or the fancied

^^

—

derived from physics, that
lukewarm becomes warm more rapidly
than what is cold, should never have been
expressed if considerations of what is reasonable were taken into the account.
1

The opinion

what

is

De Wette,

2

Grot., Beng.,

3
*

See Meyer on the passage.
Cf. De Wette.

6

Cf. ver. 17.

7

Cf. Beng., etc.

»

Beng.,

De Weite,

Ebrard.

Cf. the connection of ver. 16 with outw?.

Andr., Areth., Aretius, C. a Lap., Beng.,

Ewald,
'•

Ziill., etc.

Aeyei?.

Cf. ver. 9.

" Beda, N. de

Lyra, Rib., Alcas., Grot.,
De Welte, Hengstenb.,

Calov., Vitr., Eichh.,

etc.

Winer,
Cf. ver

«
'o

2.

p. 283.

Ebrard,

Ew.

ii.,

etc,

"
"

Stern.

'^

For a striking antithesis between earthly

Cf. Zech. xi.

5.

and heavenly riches

is

suggested

(ii.

9).

:
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III. 17, 18.

fact that the self-witness of the church (on TrAovatof

elfii,

inwardly with the reproach of lukewarmness (vv.

Lord that follows.

entire discourse of the

had the church

fallen into the grossest

But

k.t.X.)

must harmonize
and with the

15, 16),

would not be the

this

mammon- worship, and

case,

entirely for-

A church, on
has the conscious-

gotten any higher need beyond that of their earthly riches.

the contrary, which trusts in

its spiritual riches,

and

still

ness of having obtained these riches, will not be entirely without them,^ but
of course, implicated in an arrogant self-deception concerning its spiritual

is,

The church

wealth.

is

in reality not rich

;

^

were,

for, if it

it

would not say

[See Note XL., p. 184.] The three expressions nTioiaiog
TreirXovTTjKa— ovdev xf>£iav exo), designate a gradation ^ the riches have so

so, as in ver. 17.

—

el/jLi

:

now

increased, that

—

entered.*

at last there is

Kal ovk oldac-

Lord's knowledge
just thou, thou

^ is

who

no longer any need, but satiety has

Therefore a self-deception of the church, for the

decisive.

— on av d.

The

regardest thyself so rich,

—

av has

an emphatic position
This adjective

6 Tokai-Kupog.

Rom. vii. 24. Because of his raXatone is kTieeivo^, i.e., eAcovf u^iog (worthy of pity)."^ The article before
ToA. notes with similar emphasis as the av before et, that just the one thinking
himself rich and elevated above all want is he to whom the Talain. applies.
First of all, the Talax-K. and kXeuv. stand in sharp opposition to the final words
occurs in the N. T., besides here, only in
mjpia,^

ov6. xpdav ex'^'') then the koI tztuxo^ to the ttIovo. el/ii k. ttctt/Iovt.
while the ideas of the TV(p?i.6g and yvfivog are combined with that of the TtruxoQ,

of boasting,

;

since spiritual poverty essentially identical with spiritual misery

Thus what

considered spiritual blindness and nakedness.

may

be

the Lord judges

concerning the true character of the church appears most definitely expressed in the three items

now

tztuxoq, TV(^16^y

plies to the TTTuxo^, the iuuna
Iva

and

yvuv6^\

hence the advice which

follows (ver. 18) revolves about the same, as the

/3A£7r{7f

to the ru^Aof.

—

—

yviivoTrjToq gov to

the

Not without a

avul^ov'kEvu.

xP^<^''-ov

yvfj.v6g,

—

-KlovTijay^

and the

ap-

KoXXovpcov

—

certain irouy,^ provoked

by the arrogant imagination of the one so miserable and poor.

Beng. finds
an indication of estrangement, since it is only to strangers
that advice, while to those who are one's own, a command, is given
inapplicable.
The Roman-Catholic idea of a meritum de congruo can
uyopuaai.
in the expression

;

—

—

when by pressing

be derived from the ayopuaai only

the expression, and in

opposition to the context (ver. 17, tttuxoc), an equivalent purchase price

some way stated

;

and

repentance, good works."

i''

But

the Lord be once regarded as

the type of Isa.
is

Iv. 1,

— that

if

;^:pv«7ioi',

the result

ncTrvpuftevov £k Tzvpo^;

As " not being

and

is,

— especially according to

it is

xp'^f^iov

by the metaphorical

will not reject the

^

Cf. ver. 15.

«

Rom.

^

Suid.

have

8

Cf. Ebrard.

»

N. de Lyra.

3
*

full

Cf.

cold,"

it

fellowship with the Lord.

N. de Lyra, Grot., Beug., De Wette.

Cf. 1 Cor. Iv. 8.

state-

just as incorrect iu the latter expression

Lord, the source of riches.
» As it is not " hot," and therefore does not

1

in

the corresponding concrete idea of the ayopdaax

as readily designated as the purity of the

ment

is

good works," ^ or as " prayer, tears,
the spiritual good to be obtained from

this is defined as "

"

iii.

16; Jas. v. 1.

c. a Lap., etc.

—
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to think of a confirmation of faith in trouble,^ etc.,^ as to treat the uyopuoai
In accord with the sense, Beng. explains " It
in an unevangelical sense.
:

—

no more than the surrender of the idea of one's own wealth." ^
nap'
As the only Saviour. Cf especially i. 5 in regard to the white garefiov:
ments which are to be purcliased of the Lord, cf vii. 14.
Spiritual
xpv(ytov.
good as that which actually makes rich (Iva ttTiovttjo^c), in contradistinction
costs

;

.

—

.

to the poverty of the church.

"faith,"

The

5

too special.

is

represents the

£/c

ing to the sense,

To

interpret the

neirvpufi.tvov

nvpog.

tic

xP'^f^'^ov

nvpvo)

=

as " love,"

Zech.

']')'^,

or as

xiii. 9.

as the cause whence the nvpovadai proceeds ^ accordtherefore correctly rendered " purified by fire." ' The

Tciip

it is

*

;

wisdom inflamed with love," ^ or " tested
must be made, that it is only
but as the purified gold is
Ik nvp. is won

entire expression designates not "

faith ;"^ as, on the contrary, the exposition

through faith that the

xp^<^- Tren-vp.

:

completely pure and truly precious, so

the spiritual good to be obtained of

is

the Lord unconditionally holy and true, and eternally enriching.
?ievKu,

K.T.X

Cf. ver. 4, vii. 14, xix. 8.

Only

in the figurative

—

kuI i/xaria

mode

of pres-

and not in the proper sense, are the " white garments " to be distinguished from the "gold," just as nakedness is in reality nothing but
poverty.
The remark of Ebrard is arbitrary, that "the command is to be
executed in the reverse order from that in which it is given. The ultimate
end, to become rich, viz., in good fruits that have some value before God, is
But before gold can be considfirst named; for this, gold must be bought.
ered, garments must first be purchased in order to cover the nakedness and
entation,

;

as the covering of the nakedness cannot be accomplished before the eyes are

open, eyesalve must
first

first

But the "gold "

of all be applied."

is

mentioned

only because, with respect to fancied riches and actual poverty

(ver. 17),

this is the nearest thought; but the succession of the particular items neither

in ver. 17 nor ver. 18

is

to be urged, since the

Tv<p'Aug

and

yvjivoq

are con-

nected with the TtTuxk, iii ver. 17, in a different order from the corresponding members in ver. 18.
Only the chief idea 'ktuxo^i and the corresponding

—

N. de Lyra " Before
But no such restriction
is needed.
In classical writers, KolTivpiov. The word designates
KoXkovpiov.
a substance brought to the long round form of a KoAlvpa, roll (e.g., breadcake), which being mixed with various drugs was used for anointing the
eyes.^^ The Jewish designation j^'^l'^lp (nmVp) agrees with the form koaIovpiov.
Here is meant, not the word of God itself,ii but the gift of the Holy
Ghost which enlightens,^-^ offered indeed by means of the word, and that,
too,i3 already by the present word with its reproof ^^ and grace. ^^ Cf. 1 John
clause in ver. 18, naturally precede.

God and

1

Pet.

As

the holy angels."

—

the idea

is,

Beng.

:

in fact, applied, e.g., in 1

i. 7.

kol

pjf]

(pavepudy.

:

" Before God."

i"

Wetst.

"

Stern.

Cf. Ps. 9. xix.

Aret., Vitr., Stern, etc.

Siphra, p. 143, 2:

8

Cf. Vitr., Calov., etc.

are the crown of the head,

4

C. a Lap.

eyes."

e

Aret., Vitr., Hengstenb., etc.

6

Cf.

viii. 11.

formata.
Hengstenb.

8 i.e., _fides

»

Luther.
N. de Lyra,
^

i2

Hence,

"The words

2

in

— collyrium, to the

In Schottgen.

N. de Lyra, Aret., Calov.,

Vitr.,

Heng-

stenb., etc.
is

}^

Tr.

of the law

Ebrard.
Ver. 19 sqq.

"

Ver. 15 sqq.

8
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III. 19, 20.

Even here the prefixed na^' kfiov applies,^ for the Holy Ghost is the
by him.^ The correct knowledge attained by such
enlightening (Iva iHemjc,) is, however, in fact, at the same time the true
Upon this depends the inner harmony in the cotreasure, spiritual riches.
ordination of the three points xpv(^^ov, k.t.X, luuria XtvKu, /c.r./l., and KoXkovptov,
K.T.l., as in ver. 17 -Kruxog, TV(p?M^, and yvuvog.
Ver. 19. 'Eyu emphatically prefixed. The Lord, who alone is the true
witness (ver. 14), and, at the same time, the one from whom the true gold
27.

ii.

Spirit of Christ, sent

can be obtained (ver. 18), appears as witness against those whom he loves,
since through his ileyx^t'^ 3,nd Katdeveiv he wishes to make them zealous unto
repentance (C?/A. k. (jurav), and thus participant of his eternal blessings.

—

baovg euv

Concerning the

(j)i?m.

note on 1 John

lav after the relative in

N. T. diction,

my

cf.

^'<pl7m, not absolutely, but
have not altogether determined, because of
Upon a similar mistheir long-continued sins, to cast away and harden."
understanding rests the remark of Vitringa, that the kind address is directed
only to the better part of the church. On the contrary, the entire church is

relatively;

still

i.e.,

Grot, says incorrectly:

20.

iii.

whom

those

I

—

an object of the seeking love of the Lord.

two expressions does not

tinction between the

means

of words,

nating discipline,

and the
i.e.,

irat^evecv

may

dis-

k?i£-yx£^v^

by

naideveiv desig-

occur as well by

The

/xnGuyovv.^

The

natdevu.

the eT^eyxnv occurring

by chastisements;^ but the

education in general,*

by perceptible chastisements, as

kliyx'-i nal

lie in

occurs

eTiiyxeiv,

as

when the

any one that he must acknowledge it.
Lord has exercised his kMyxetv by completely disclosing
the faults of the church yet he expressly says that this, as well as his entire
It is nowhere said that in this he has already
natdei'eiv, proceeds from love.
employed, or will employ, what are the proper means of chastisement

wrong

From

is

so placed before the eyes of

ver. 15 on, the

;

(blows).

Yet

On

the other hand, to the natdeveiv belongs the advice of ver. 18.

this advice contains the express assurance, that, with the Lord, gold,

etc., shall

Hence not only the

not be lacking.

relentless

iTiiyxeiv,

but also

But
Lord thus manifests himself to the " lukewarm " church, it follows
that this (ouv) has to do what the command expressly says ^i^Xeve ovv kol
The words contain not a hysteron proteron,"^ but require of the
fieravJTjaov.
church which is convicted of lukewarmness, an ardent zeal, enkindled by
the love manifested by the Lord, and, as the proof of this zeal, a true change
the tendering of grace,

is

a

Traideveiv,

w^hich testifies to the Lord's love.

the

if

:

of mind.

Ver. 20. If the epistle to the church at Laodicea be regarded as having a

design differing in no essential point from that of the other epistles, neither

can ver. 20 be regarded the epilogue,^ which rather comprises only vv. 21, 22,
nor can the eschatological sense in ver. 20, which is properly made prominent by Ebrard, be denied, as

usually done.

1

Cf.

2

Cf. Acts

3

Blows, Luke xxiii., xvi. 22. Aret., Grot.
Acts xxii. 3, vii. 22; Tit. ii. 12; 2 Tin?, ii.

*

25.

John,

is

1

ii.

1.

c,

33;

John

xvi. 7, 14.

The

'Idov eoTTjaa enc rf/v

dvpav

6

Cf.

Heb.

xii.

«

Cf.

John

xvi. 8, viii. 46,

»

Cf. Grot., Beng., Hengstenb., Ebrard.

9

Vitr.

6 with Prov.

f

24.

iii.

iii.

12.

20; 1 Cor. xiv.

De Wutte.
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k.tX, is essentially nothing else than the

KOI iy.povu,

The door before which

paracletic applications.^

epxf>fxat

with

raxv, or ^^o

its

the Lord stands, and asks

entrance by his knock (Kpovu) and call (cf. uk. r.tpuv^c fj.ov), is ordinarily understood as the door of the heart,^ and, accordingly, the Kpovav, as the preaching of the gospel,^ the movements occasioned by the Holy Spirit,^ while
special providential dispensations, are also added. ^ The hatkevaonai, k.tX,
is

not then understood in

its full

either entirely to the blessed
life,' or,

as

is

personal sense,^ and the deinvf/au limited

communion

entirely out of place, to the

Lord

in this

in the present

and the

of believers with the

communion

Beng. obtains by understanding the Seinv.
In their
avT. fier. kfiov of the heavenly life.
and the
peculiar nature the Kpovnv and the ipuvij of the Lord, whereby he asks entrance, are not distinct from the k'XiyxEtv and TraiSeveiv, ver. 19, just as it is
from the same love that he does both the former and the latter^ His comfuture

ing

is

The

life. 8

latter reference

of the earthly,

(lef avTov

near

;

/c.

And

he stands already before the door.

he wishes the church

at Laodicea also to be prepared to receive him, in order that he

may

not

come in judgment,^ but to enter therein, and hold with it the feast of blessed
communion. 1° The sense, especially of the formula fienrv. fier' avrov k. ambg
fiST' h(iov, expressing the complete communion of the one with the other, is
An immediate connection with Cant.
that of John xvii. 24; Col. iii. 4.^1

—

V.

2^2

not discernible; although

is

it

is

incorrectly assert^

^^

that in the

N. T. in general, and in the Apoc. especially, no trace whatever of the Song
Ebrard, appropriately " The figure (of the
of Solomon can be detected.
wedding), or this idea together with the general doctrine of the relation of
Christ to his Church as bridegroom, depends upon the Song of Solomon."
:

But

Christ as bridegroom

in our passage the idea, in general, of

definitely expressed.^*

is

not

[See Note XL!., p. 184.]

embraces the temptations and
but is not limited
thereto, so that it can correspond to the Lord's conflict and victory in sufferThe promised reward 6C)gu avru Kadlaai, k.tX, ie., participation in
ing.^^
Christ's royal dominion,^' is here, just as at the close of all the epistles, to be
Vv. 21, 22.

Cf.

ii.

26, 27.

The

vlkuv

perils lying in the peculiar circumstances of the Church,i^

—

expected as the victory over the world, sin, and death,!^ only in eternity, and
not in this life, since the haddiaa, k.tX, has occurred to the Lord through his
ascension.i^ Entirely wrong is Calov.'s distinction between the throne of

God

the Father, whereon Christ

believer

is to sit

with him.

sits,

Cf also ii. 10, 22 sq.
ii. 5, 16, iii. 3, 11.
N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Stern, Aret., Grot.,
Calov., Vitr., Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb.
1

.

2

Aret, etc.

*

De Wette.

p

Hengstenb.
Grot. ' Jesus Christ, where he sends his
:

9

Cf. ch. xix.

"

Cf.,

;

Matt. xxv. 1 sqq.

on both passages, in the preceding

verses, the corresponding description of the

"

Ew., De Wette.

"

Especially against Eichh., Heinr.

1°

Ver. 16 sq.

Vitr., Calov., Stern, etc.

"
"
"

Cf. ver. 3,

«» xxii. 1.

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Grot., Hengstenb.,

etc.
8

'»

;

Spirit."
1

;

earthly fellowship of faith with the Lord.
^^ Hengstenb.
several ancient expositors.

3

e

and the throne of Christ, whereon the
^o
of God and of the Lamb is one

The throne

ii.

5.

Cf.

i.

9, xxii.

i"

5; 2 Tina.

ii.

Vitr.

Cf.

Heb.

xii.

2; Phil.

ii.

9.

Cf. v.
12.

5.

NOTES.
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The
is communion with the Father and the Son.^
promise to the victor is here made so strong, not because the struggle which
the Laodiceans had to maintain against their own lukewarnmess is regarded
the most severe,^ but because it is natural and suitable, that, in the last of the
seven epistles, such a*promise should be expressed as would combine all
the others, and designates the highest and most proper goal of all Christian
the glory of the victor

hope, and the entire Apocalyptic prophecy.

Notes by the American Editor.

XXXV.

Yer.

neptnaTTjaovaiv

4.

fier* kfiov

h XevHoig.

Trench: " The promise of life, for only the living walk, the dead are still;
Gerhard (Loc. Th., xx.
of liberty, for the free walk, and not the fast-bound."
328) finds, in the white garments, " the symbol of victory, innocency, glory, and
Gebhardt: " The bright or white garments symjoy, yea, even royal dignity."
bolize positive purity, holiness, or righteousness

XXXYI.

Yer.

5.

(cf.

r^f /3//3Xou

xix. 8)."

rr^g

C<JW.

If an erasure from the book of life be regarded possible, the inscription cannot refer to election, as this is indefectible. But it seems to be pressing the
passage too far, to derive from it such meaning; as the expression is, in fact,
simply a litotes whereby to emphasize the certainty of salvation, i.e., an
assumed, but not a real, possibility.

XXXYII.

Yer.

7.

r^v

kMv

Aavetd.

Trench: " Those keys which he committed to Peter and his fellow-apostles
It depends
on him, the supreme KXrjdovxoc in the house of God, who shall see the King's
face, and who shall be excluded from it.
From the highest tribunal on earth,
there lies an appeal to a tribunal of yet higher instance in heaven,
to His, who
opens, and no man can shut; who shuts, and no man can open; and when,
through ignorance or worse than ignorance, any wrong has been done to any
of his servants here, he will redress it there, disallowing and reversing, in
heaven, the erring or unrighteous decrees of earth."
(Matt. xvi. 19), he announces to be, in the highest sense, his own.

—

XXXYIII.

Yer.

8.

on

f/CKpuv exstg 6vvafiiv.

Plumptre: " The words point to something in the past history of the church
of Philadelphia and its ruler, the nature of which we can only infer from them
and from their context. Some storm of persecution had burst upon him, probably at Smyrna, instigated by the Jews, or the Judaizing section of the church.
They sought to shut the door which he had found open, and would have kept
so.
They were strong, and he was weak; numbers were against him, and one
whose faith was less real and living might have yielded to the pressure. But he,
though not winning, like Antipas, the martyr's crown, had yet displayed the
6

Cf.

John

xvii. 22. 24.

»

Ebrard.
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courage of the confessor. Like the faithful servant in the parable, he had thus
been faithful in a very little (Matt. xxv. 23); and therefore, as the promise that
"
follows shows, he was to be made ruler over many things.'
'

XXXIX.

Ver.

14.

ij

upxv r^g KTiaeug.

Philippi {Kirch. Glaub., ii. 215): " He is the beginning of the creation; the
beginning, and, as such, the principle, the original source, and author, and

So God himself is also called the beginning
manner, Christ (xxii. 13)." Gebhardt
(pp. 90-98) refutes the interpretations of Baur, Hoekstra, Kostlin, Weiss, and
Ritschl; and states the true interpretation to be as follows: " What exposition
Without further delay, I reply, that,
is demanded by the laws of language ?
had the seer written the beginning of the creatures {KnafiaTa} of God,' or had
he written 'the first, or the first-born, or the first-fruit (rrpwrof, TrpuToTonog,
unapxn), of the creation of God,' then the expression might be understood to
denote the first created, or that which precedes all things, the first creature in
time and rank. But the seer has written v upxv r^g uTiaeug tov deov, which can
mean nothing else than principium creationis, the principle, the £v cj, 6i' ov, elg
After this affirmation of the literal sense, I may say
6, of the creation of God.
that it finds confirmation in i. 17, 18; ii. 8. ... To a church in which Christ
not only discovers self-blindness, but which he threatens to spew out of his
mouth, which he counsels to seek help from himself for its disease, to which he
in a word, to a church
says that he rebukes and chastens those whom he loves,
to which he reveals himself as to no other in his fullest and highest significance,
and we must remember that we have to do with the last of the seven letters,
" the first creature" has not, in any of its possible meanings, a really satisfactory sense; and we find that sense only when we understand it to mean the
principle of the creation of God, i.e., the personal, mediatorial, essential ground
and end of the creation. Thus simply explained, according to the laws of language, the passage (iii. 14), taken in connection with those quoted before, furnishes us with a very remarkable result, viz., that the seer has expressed the
Logos idea itself in its highest meaning."
therefore not himself a creature.

and the end (Eev.

xxi. 6), and, in like

'

—

—

'

'

XL.

Ver.

17.

ovk oldag on,

k.t.'K.

Plumptre: " As Mr. Carlyle has somewhere put it, in one of those epigrams
that haunt one's memory, 'it is the hypocrisy which does not know itself to be
hypocritical.'
It may be noted, as tending to confirm the assumption that the
Gospel of St. John and the Apoc. were the work of the same writer, that this
is the fault which in the former, again and again, he notes for special condemnation.
Those who could not believe are less the object of his censure than
those who, believing, feared to confess the Christ lest they should be put out of
the synagogue (John

xii. 42,

XLI.

43)."

Yer. 20.

i6ov earrim, k.t.Tl.

Alford, on the contrary: " The reference to Cant. v. 2 is too plain to be for a
moment doubted and, if so, the interpretation must be grounded in that conChrist and the soul,
of which
jugal relation between Christ and the Church,
that mysterious book is expressive. This being granted, we may well say that
;

—

—

:
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the vivid depiction of Christ standing at the door is introduced to bring home
to the lukewarm and careless church the truth of his constant presence, which
she was so deeply forgetting. His knocking was taking place, partly by the
utterance of these very rebukes, partly by every interference in justice and
mercy." Trench: "The very language which Christ uses here, the KpoveLv eirl
Tf]v dvpav, the summons avoiyeiv recurs.
Nor is the relation between the one
passage and the other merely superficial and verbal. The spiritual condition of
the bride there

is,

in fact, precisely similar to that of the

Laodicean angel here.

Between sleeping and waking, she has been so slow to open the door, that,
when at length she does so, the Bridegroom has withdrawn. This exactly corresponds to the lukewarmness of the angel here. Another proof of the connection between them is, that, although there has been no mention of any thing but
a knocking here, Christ goes on to say, If any man hear my voice.' What can
this be but an allusion to the words in the canticle, which have just gone before
"
It is the voice of my beloved that knocketh ?
*

*

'

by Bengel, of the SeLTTv^au to the communion both in this
life and the life to come, may have found, in the distinction between net' avrov
and (Uf t' kfxov, more than is intended nevertheless, we can see, in this passage,
only the blessed communion with God begun here on earth, and consummated
not two communions, but one, at two different stages. Gebhardt
in heaven,
Luthardt's brief
(p. 127) finds the thought of the Lord's Supper suggested.
notes refer to Luke xii. 36; interpreting the knocking as the impending return
of the Lord, the opening of the door, by suggesting the familiar hymn of Paul

The

reference,

;

—

—

Gerhardt,

«'

Oh, how

shall I receive thee?

"

—

and the supping, by the Lord's Supper in the kingdom of God (Matt. xxvi. 29;

Luke

xxii. 29, 30).

In connection with the edv

tic

aKovay

rfig (puv^c,

Trench's remarks are impor-

tant as to the incompatibility of this passage with any doctrine of irresistible
grace; as well as his warning against the Pelagian error, "as though men could

open the door of their heart when they would, as though repentance was not
itself a gift of the exalted Saviour (Acts v. 31). They can only open when Christ
.
knocks, and they would have no desire at all to open unless he knocked.
This is a drawing, not a dragging ; a knocking at the door, not a breaking
open the heart." So Gerhard (L. T., ii. 275) " When God, by his word, knocks
at the door of our heart, especially by the proclamation of his law, the grace of
the Holy Spirit is at the same time present, who wishes to work conversion in
our heart and therefore, in his knocking, he not only stands without, but also
works within."
.

:

;

.

—
/
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IV.

Elz. so also X, Tisch. [W. and H.]. The form uveuyfi. (A),
depends upon a clerical error occasioned by the a in 6vpa, as
in 19, 11, where even A has the form r^vEuyfi. cf., besides, xi. 19, xx. 12. Winer,
Myuv. So, already, Griesb., instead of the correction "keyovaa (Elz.).
p. 70.
Ver. 2. The koI before ehdeuq (Elz.) is, according to A, J^, 2, 4, 8, al., Syr.,
Vulg., to be deleted (Each., Tisch. [W. and H.]); cf., already, Griesb.: yet the
yeviadaL, not
Each. with
fitTu Tavra here, as in i. 9, is to be combined v^^ith
ettI Tbv dpovov Kad^fiEvog.
ivdicjg.
So, already, Beng., according to A, H, 2, 4,
Incorrectly, Elz.: knl rov dpovov.
6, 7, al., Vulg., Each., Tisch. [W. and H.].
In this often-recurring phrase, h-nl is found with the accus., iv. 4, xi. 16, xvii. 3,
xix. 11; also vi. 2, 4 (Elz., dat.), according to A, C, $< (Bang., Each., Tisch.).
On the other hand,
With the gen., iv. 10, v. 1, 7; also vi. 16, Elz., Each.

Yer.

1.

rjveuyiiivr],

approved by

;

Lacli.,

;

—

M

—

(

)

—

—

Tisch.: dat., according to

But

Elz., Tisch.

4, 6, 9,

^v before

(Elz.)

biiotog

km

dat., iv. 9 (A,

v. 13 (K

}<,

Each.—

:

—

Tisch. [W. and H.], to be deleted;
TEcaapEg' koI

With the

al.).

[W. and H.] gen.), vii. 10, xix. 4,
Ver. 3.
the gen. throughout stands improperly.
is, according to the testimonies, and with Each.,

[W. and H.]: gen.),

xxi. 5, where, in the Elz.,

The

J<,

cf.

14, 15.

i.

—Yer.

4.

Tovg dpovovg sldov rovg eXkool kol riaaapag irpEO^.

Elz.: OpovoL eIkogl kol

Certainly false, in

this reading, is: first, the (twofold) kqI before rear;.; secondly, the explanation
Eidov beside the art. Tovg.
It is doubtful whether with Each., Tisch. IX., dpovovg
ELKoat

TEOGEpag

must be read;

for,

in

A,

this accus.

may have been

Beng., Griesb., Tisch. [W. and H.], etc.,
because of what follows.
nominative. It is, further, doubtful whether the number should be
the second time with Opovovg or with ttpeo^vt. The former is preferred
Tisch. IX., according to A, 17, 18, 19 (/c. £7ri r. eIk. rica. Qpov. irpEolS.);

inserted

have the
combined
by Each.,
the latter

by Tisch. [W. and H.] (r. km r. dp. rovg eU. tegc. npEciS.; cf. 13j 26j 27, Areth.).
It is, however, very possible that the reading of 2, 4, 8, 9, 11, al., according to
which the number without rovg stands between r. dpovovg and npeGiSvr., and
accordingly could be taken with both nouns, is original. The reading, therej< has only /cat
fore, which is exegetically the more suitable, is eik. tegg. TrpEGjS.
possibly
7TpEG(3., without ettI t. dp., and without the repetition of the number,
The ev before l/iaTiotg (Elz., Tisch.) is probably false; it
the original reading.
The egxov (Elz.) before ettI r. KE(p.
is wanting in A, Vulg., Each. [W. and H.].
Yer. 7. Instead of d)g uvdpunog (Elz., Beng.), wr
is doubtless an interpretation.
avdpuTzov (A, Yulg., al., Treg., Each., Tisch. [W. and H.]) is to be read, unless
possibly avdpuTTov alone (2, 4, 6, al., Aeth., An, Andr., Areth., Matth.) is to be

—

—

—

—

ug o/xolov avdpuiTG).
Instead of TTETUfiivu
regarded the original reading.
J<
(Elz.), wTite here and in viii. 13, xiv. 6, xix. 17, nsTOfx. (A, 5<, 9, 14, 16, 19, Andr.,
Areth., Each., Tisch. [W. and H.]). Cf. the scholium in Wetst. TriTafxat ovdEig
But
So Elz.
Tuv (!)7jT6pcjv EiTTEv, uKXu TTEToixaL.
Ycr. 8. £v nad^ tavTo eIxov.
Beng. and Griesb. already write correctly: ev Kad' iv avruv exov (A, B, 2, 4, 6, 7,
:

:

—

10, al., Each.).

The

£X(^v in

A, which

is

approved here by Tisch. [W. and H.],
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—

—

not received there by Tisch., 1854,
occurs also in ver. 7 in A,
in both places
apparently as a clerical error. X: ev iKaarov avruv elxov.
Ver. 11. Instead of
the simple Kvpce (Elz., Griesb. ), read, according to A, B, 2, 3, al., Vulg. 6 Kvpioc
Kal 6 0£of fjfxuv (Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]); « has both.
Tjcav.
So A, i<, 2, 3,
mere modification is the elac
4, al. pi., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].

—
—

:

A

om

which Ew.

favors, seems to be a
not inapt expedient; since, by the inner combination of the ovk rjaav and karlad.
("when they were not, they were created," Ew.), the difficulty of the rjaav in
That the words koI kKTiadriaav are lacking in A, is
the correct text is avoided.
only an oversight, as the eye of the transcriber wandered from the v^^av directly
noav.
to the final syllable of kKuad

Also, the isolated variation

in Elz.

r^aav,

—
—

In chapter iv. (and v.), the real divine foundation for the entire succeeding prophetic Apoc. (up to xxii. 5) is presented in a plastic manner.
For the living God himself, whose throne in eternal glory is portrayed in ch.

determines what

happen {6d yev., cf. i. 1, 19). Thus from him proby the mouth of a prophet,^ and that, too, through
the mediation of Christ. ^
Beng., appropriately " In fact, this book (of
John) describes not only what occurs on earth in good and evil, but also
how things originate from the kingdom of light, and partly from the kingdom of darkness, and how they again extend thither." « But as in i. 12 sqq.,
the appearance of Christ was of such a nature as to stand in a living relation
to the discourses of the Lord to his Church, following in chs. ii. and iii., so
also the appearance of the Lord in ch. iv. already makes us know in advance
that it treats of impending judgment towards enemies, and a showing of
grace to believers.
The holy and omnipotent majesty beheld of Him who
was, and is, and is to come, and the standing of the "elders" about his throne,
already points, even apart from definite individual features, to the essential contents of the revelation which is to be expected.
Cf. Beng.
also
Hengstenb., who, however, inaccurately and erroneously says, "What is
to occur afterwards is shown John.
Accordingly, in ver. 2 sqq., we are to
expect not a description of that which always is, but only a symbolical foreshadowing of the future."
If now we compare with the description, ch. iv., rabbinical representa" God does nothing unless he have contions, such as More Nevoch, II. 6
sidered it in his family above," and Schir. Haschirim R., fol. 93 " God does
iv.,

ceeds

all

is

to

revelation spoken

:

—

;

:

:

nothing unless he have first consulted concerning it with his family above," ^
we dare not overlook the essential distinction that the Johannean view is
nothing but a development of O. and N. T. fundamental truths, while the
rabbins have only a corruption of them.^ For "the family above," which,
according to the rabbins, participates in the determining of God's counsels,

—

in John has only to adore and praise the decree together with God's works;
and the visions beheld by John, in which future things are portrayed to him
while in the Spirit, are in no respect the heavenly prelude of earthly events

^

Cf.

»

Cf. V. 1 sqq.

»

Cf. also

i.

4

1.

Ew., De Wette, Ebrard.

6

etc.

In Wetst.
Against Wetst.,

Eichh.,

Heinr.,

Ew.,
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stated

by the rabbins.^

Ill-founded

ST.

JOHN.

the remark of Heinrichs

is

:

"In every

chapter, the poet does nothing but testify that he has beheld the theatre

whence
vision,

Messiah

the

Ver.

is to

Mera ravra

1.

and

return to earth as the lofty

elSov.

and majestic

"...

The formula marks the entrance

that, too, a greater or

more important

of a

new

one,^ while the formula

introduces the various individual features represented in the course

Kat elSov

The formula Kal eldov, xiii. 1 and xvii. 3, stands
an entirely new important division, and is therefore
regular, because in both passages the opening of a new scene is indicated by
the entire preceding verse, which in a measure prevents there the fxeru ravra.
But since by the /xeTu Tavra the vision now following is distinguished from
what is completed in iii 22,
the tuvtq referring back to the entire vision
it is in no way indicated that between iii. 22 and iv. 1
in i. 10-iii. 22,
there is a space in which John was not " in the Spirit," but in his ordinary
consciousness, and perhaps penned the seven epistles.
Thus Beng. "John
always comprehended one part after another in sight and hearing, and immediately wrote it." Cf. also Aret., Grot., Calov., Hengstenb. and, against
main

of a larger

picture. ^

at the beginning of

—

—

:

;

Even De Wette, who nevertheless coralready (iv. 1) " in Spirit," viz., from i. 10,

the latter, Ebrard's correct protest.

acknowledges that John is
committing of the seven epistles to writing between iii. 22 and
iv. 1.
But nowhere in the course of the entire revelation (i. 10-xxii. 16) is
any temporary return from the ecstatic condition to ordinary consciousness
conceivable, and therefore a partial noting-down is nowhere possible.
The
ddov, iv. 1, undoubtedly indicates that the "being in Spirit" beginning with

rectly

fixes the

10 continues unbroken;'* and from

i.

iv. 1 to

the close of the entire revela-

an interruption of the ecstatic consciousness can nowhere be admitted,
since the vision which follows always is developed from that which precedes.^
There is only one "being in Spirit,"® in which John beheld the entire revelation with all its changing, yet coherent, scenes.
dvpa riveuyfi. h r. ohpavu.
The opening of heaven' is explained by means of a dooi-, from the fact
neither that heaven is regarded a firm arch,^ nor that John is to enter
heaven,^ nor that heaven appears as a temple ;i<' but that heaven is the

tion,

—

house,^! the palace of

xxix. 9). ^2
(chs.

ii., iii.) ^^

10)

(i.

—^

is

than as

(f,uv7j,

God

k.tX

(in

which he

Not the voice

identical with the former.

—

The

"keyuv.

^

i

Cf. Ezek.

assenobly of angels."

8

Heinr.

»

De

2 vii. 1, 9,

XV.

5, xviii. 1.

8 v. 1, 6, II, vi. 1, 5, 8, 9, 12, viii. 2, 13, ix. 1,

X. 1, xiii. 11, xiv. 6, 14, xv. 1, 2, xvii. 6, xix. 11,
17, 19,

XX.

Ver. 2 does not contradict this, if only we
like Hengstenb., identify the being
in Spirit " and " in heaven."
*

do
*'

1, 4, 11, xxi. 1.

not,

which already

also cannot be further designated

" According to the idea of the
1 Cf. Wetst.
Jews, what is to occur on earth is first manifested and represented in heaven before the
:

4, xviii. 7,

who indeed had spoken

after the Jirst voice,^^ but the voice first heard,

no further defined, and here

it is

enthroned, Ps. xi.

is

of Christ,^^

construction "accord-

cf. Introduction, p. 12 sqq.

« i. lo.

i"

"
«

"
"
"

i.

11; Matt.

iii.

Wette. Cf. Grot.
ZuU.
Gen. xxviii. 17.
Cf. Eichh.
Hengstenb., Klief ., etc.
Vitr.,

Cf.
i.

i.

10.

17 sqq.

16; Acts x. 11.

—
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2.

especially easy with the

is

With

introducing the direct

7i,eyu)v ^

xii. 7; Mark xv. 30
Winer, p. 76. John ascending to heaven and to the
things tliere to be seen, through the door opened on this account, which he
beheld in ver. 1, is immediately present in spirit^ at the significant representation of that which is henceforth to happen.^ Klief., in violation of the
context, asserts that a more elevated station is meant, from which John
could look as well through the opened door into heaven, as also to a greater

address. 8
(var.)

;

'Avafid.

Eph.

respect to the form,

v. xvii.

distance upon earth.

—

though the person to

whom

nal dei^u,
it

as interpreter,

who shows

—d

(i

1),

Cf.

(5« yev.

Ver.

and " show,"

God

2.

Thus the heavenly

k.tX

— because the voice sounds forth in the name of

and causes
1.

— as

same angel does not everywhere appear

himself, who, nevertheless,

i.

voice speaks, al-

belongs cannot be more definitely known,

in later visions, where, however, the

the personal

Acts

cf.

beneath the one

is efficacious

also the prophet to be in the Spirit (cf. ver. 2).

— ^et<X Tavra^ as
h irvevuan.

i.

19.

The asyndeton emphasizes the

evdeio^ eycvofiTjv

After John has heard the voice, ver.

signifi-

immediately
and that too because of the voice®
"in the Spirit," and thereby made
capable of ascending into heaven, and beholding the objects there presented.
Although in ver. 1, John is already h Ttvevfian, i.e., in such a condition that he beholds the opened door, and can hear the heavenly voice, yet
cance of the

—

the

mode

evdeug.

1,

—

he

is

of presentation, ver. 2, which, considered in itself alone, can desig-

nate the entire recent entrance of the ecstatic condition, has
tion in that an entirely

new

its justifica-

elevation of prophetic ecstasy belongs thereto,

whereby John can ascend in spirit to heaven, and behold what is there
shown him. Hence De Wette and Ebrard properly compare with this,
Ezek.

Even Hengstenb.' has

xi. 5.

acknowledge, that, while ver. 2

to

designates "the complete entrance into the state of ecstasy," yet ver. 1

already

is

— ZUll., incor— In rapid suc-

to be regarded a "preparation " to this condition.

rectly, just as

i.

10:

"I was

there [in

heaven] by ecstasy."

which

cession directly follows the description of that

is

presented to the

view of the one drawn into heaven km Idoi), dpovog e/c«ro, k.tX To this entire
description, there is a parallel in the Pirke, R. Elieser,^ which is very instructive, because it shows how differently, with many similar features, the O. T.
types ^ appear in a N. T. prophet, and the rabbins ^^ " Four bands of minis:

:

tering angels praise God.

The

first is

of Michael, on the right

;

the second,

on the left; the third, of Uriel, before him the fourth, of Raphael,
behind him. But the shekinah of God is in the centre, and he himself is
seated on a lofty, elevated throne and his seat is high, suspended in the
air.
The splendor of his magnificence is like Chasmal (Ezek. i. 4). Upon
of Gabriel,

;

;

1

Cf. ver.

Mark

ix. 26.

8,

xi. 15,

Winer,

xix. 14;

p. 489.

^

"^0X7.

3

Cf., besides,

*

Cf. ver. 2.

6

Cf. Kal S€ifa>, K.T.A.

«

C. a Lap., Beng., etc.

Eph.

iv.

18;

^

9

Winer,

p. 560.

Cf.

8 c.

on

ver. 1.

4 in Schottgen.

Isa. vi.

;

Ezek.

i.

;

Dan.

vii. 9

sqq.

;

1

Kings

xxii. 29.
io

Cf. also

R. Rocholl,

Zeitschr. f. Luther.
eqq.

Ueber Merkabah.,

Theolog.,

1875,

p. 393

—
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his

head

is

JOHN.

placed a crown, and upon his brow a diadem with Schemham-

phorasch.

a part

ST.

His eyes go through the whole earth a part of them is fire, but
On his right is life on his left, death and a fiery sceptre is
;

hail.

;

;

him

Before

in his hand.

is

stretched out a veil (nj")D), and seven angels

created from the beginning minister before him within the veil.
But that which is called njns, and the footstool of his feet, are like fire and
lightning, and shine beneath the throne of his glory like sapphire and fire.
About his throne are righteousness and judgment. The place of his throne
and the wheel of his
is that of the seven clouds surrounding him with glory
His throne
chariot, and the cherub, and the living ones give to him glory.
is like sapjphire, and at his feet are four living ones, each of whom has four
When God speaks from the east, this is done
faces, and as many wings.
between the two cherubim with the face of a man when from the south,
then between the two cherubim with the face of a lion when from the
when from
west, then between the two cherubim with the face of an ox
The
the north, then between the two cherubim with the face of an eagle.

who were

;

;

;

;

—

living ones also stand beside the throne of glory, yet they

The

place of his glory.

living ones stand also in fear

know not

horror and agitation, and from this agitation of their faces, a river of
flows forth before them.

hand, another at his
face, lest they
lest the feet

left.

the

and trembling,

in

fire

Of the two seraphim, one stands at God's right
Each has six wings with two they cover their
;

may see the face of the shekinah with two they cover their feet,
may see the shekinah, and immediately be able to find his
;

but with two they fly, dread and sanctify his great name. One
And the living ones stand
and another replies, saying, etc.
beside his glory, yet they know not the place of his glory, but in every place
where his glory is, they cry and say. Blessed be the glory of God in its

footstep
cries

;

—

out,

—

The expression

Keladai indicates neither an especial
upon the cherubim,^ because the word
John ii. 6, xix. 29, and in the classics,* exhere, as in Jer. xxiv, 1, LXX.
Kal enl tov dpovov Kadi/fievo^.
presses the simple idea of "being placed."*
The mode of representation itself, according to which the reference here is
to " one sitting," and in ver. 3,^ the one mentioned in ver. 2 is described
simply as " the sitting one," shows that John does not mention this sitting
one more definitely, because he wishes here to do nothing more than with
perfect fidelity to report the vision which he has had.^ In i. 12 sqq., also,
he has not expressly mentioned the manifestation of Christ. Utterly pre-

place."

dpovo^ EKetTo.

breadth of the throne,^ nor that

it

rests

;

posterous

is

the declaration of Heinr.

:

"

The name seems

ted only by carelessness in writing, which
entire chapter."

uttering the

Just as impertinent

name

of God.'

is

is

to

have been omit-

especially conspicuous in this

the allusion to the Jewish dread of

Suitable in itself to

John would be the expla-

nation of Herder: "To name him, the soul has no image, language no
word; "^ but even this is not here applicable, as John in general, even where
1

2
3
*

Beng.
Hengetenb. Cf. ver. 6.
Cf. Meyer on John ii. 6.
De Wette, fibrard.

5

Cf. ver. 11, v. 1.

«

Cf. Hengstenb.

'

Eichh.,

« Cf.

Ew.
De Wette,

Aret.,

etc.

—

;
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3.

he definitely mentions the vision here described, expressly calls God the
enthroned one.^ These passages show at the same time that the enthroned
one is regarded ^ not as the Triune God,^ but as God the Father, in distinction

from the Son,* and the

Beng., Hengstenb.,
Ver.

and the
Ezek.

i.

3.

4,

Vitr.,

Dative of manner ® "in appearance," cf tj oiljig, k.tX, i. 16,
with the following gen. of the object compared in the LXX.
:

dpuaei.

ug 5paaig

So Alcas., Stern, Grot., Wetst.,

Spirit.^

etc.

26 sqq.,

.

viii.

2.

Tudu Idamdi Kat oapdiu.

The

aapdio^"^ is,

as the

Heb. name indicates, a red,^ particularly flesh-colored gem, our carnelian.
More difficult is the deterEbrard understands by it the dazzling ruby.
mination of the laoKiQ. The LXX. thus render the Heb. n^K^';^ yet in this
passage, as well as also in xxi. 11, where the iacmg is designated as XiOoc
TLULuraroq, and KpyaraXXi^uvj it is scarcely possible to think of the not very
costly and not transparent, sometimes greenish, sometimes reddish gem,
"A gem,
which the Romans called, as we also call it, jasper. Cf. Pliny;
which, although surpassed by many, yet retains the glory of antiquity."
Nevertheless, the most of the expositors adhere firmly to the simple expresAndr., Areth., N. de Lyra, Aretius, etc., think of the green jasper,
sion.
and understand it, just as the emerald mentioned immediately afterwards,
as a symbol of divine consolation, since green is agreeable to the eye.^^ A
symbolical reference has been discovered even to baptism,^^ ^nd the judgment
of the flood; 13 for the red sardius denotes the final judgment in fire. Others
think of the red jasper, as they either regard it, like the sardius, a symbol of
the divine anger,^* or, without any such significance,^^ as only a description
of the dazzling appearance of God. Beng., Stern., Hengstenb.,^^ presuppose
a white, crystal-clear species of jasper, and find in this color the image
This sense of the brightness of
of the divine holiness and unclouded glory.
color is indicated partly by emblematic descriptions, as Ezek. i. 4, viii. 2
Dan. vii. 9 sq. and partly by parallels, as Apoc. i. 14 sqq., x. 1.^'^ The
In Daniel,
brilliancy of light and fire is, in Ezekielj the appearance of God.
also, the bright white raiment and the dazzling white hair of the Ancient of
days belong with the fire of his throne for both the holy glory and the
consuming anger of God^^ must be represented. Upon the same view depends the description of the Lord,^® and of the angel, who in x. 1 appears

—

^"^

;

;

invested with divine attributes, while,

e.g., iv. 4, vii. 9,

the heavenly beings,

because they have attained to a holiness and glory like that of God, appear
indeed in white garmentg, yet not also with the fiery signs of divine judg-

ment, but with crowns and palms.
»

vii. 10, 15, xii. 5,

2

Cf.

i.

1;

2Cor.

If

now
»

xix. 4, xxii. 1.

xiii.13.

the red appearance of the oupdiog

Exod.

xxviii. 20, xxxix. 13;

Ezek. xxviu.

13.

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Calov.
" Tiie Lamb," v. 6 sqq.

lo 2^.

E., xxxvii. 37.

" N.

de Lyra,

Cf. ver.

J2

Aret.

'^

Victorin, Ticon., Primas, Beda.

"

Vitr.

^''

Ew., De Wette, Ebrard.

ai/xaToei3i75 (" fiery in

'"

Cf. also

appearance, and blood-red"), Epiphanius in

i^

Cf. Hengstenb.

Vitr.

" Cf

3
*
B

5.

Erasm.
T

xxi. 20.

LXX.

for

Cf. Ezek. xxviii. 17, xxxix. 10;

DIK.

* Triipoijrb?

T(j>

etfiec »cai.

.

Ew.

etc.

ii.

also Deut. iv. 24.

"

i.

14 eqq.
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ST.

JOHN.

judgment, we expect the laomc
is displayed along with the
divine glimmering of fire, in a different way.
But now the very bright or
crystal-olear jasper, stated by Beng. and Hengstenb., does not actually exist.
Hence we must believe, either that John imagined an ideal kind of jasper,^
or, as is more probable, because of xxi. 11, that by the laonig he wished to
designate the diamond. ^ The LXX., in whose vocabulary John was instructed, do not have the term udufiag.^ The Heb. '^"Q^l, which probably
recalls the ardor of the divine wrathful

to represent the bright light, which elsewhere

designates the diamond,
12; Ezek.

vii.

not only
(ver. 3)

iii.

9.*

but also

^3*^;^,

not accurately translated by the

is

It

LXX. in Zech.
LXX. render

besides, to be observed, that the

is,

"'^^^j Isa. liv. 12,^

depends upon Ezek.

viii.

by

But

iao-mc.

if

the description

way

2 and similar passages,

it

yet in no

gems

is

to be regarded

follows that here, as there,^ the brilliancy of the two
as different parts of the form of God,

— the bright light of the

the red appearance of the sardius beneath

"^

:

jasper above,

rather, the double brilliancy of

the two stones shining through one another ^

is

to be regarded a profound

designation of the essential unity of the holiness and righteousness of God.

The

free treatment of the ancient prophetic view expresses, as to the subject

itself

portrayed, a deepening of the thought; while the beauty of the likeness

gains rather than loses, as the divine appearance to John maintains a pic-

The

torial unity.

entire

form of the enthroned one appears

in the twofold,

yet united, brilliancy of the jasper and the sardius, just as the entire form
of the Lord

was

in appearance like intense light of the sun.^

—

Kal Ipcg KVKTiodev

Concerning b/noLoc as an adjective of two terminations, cf. Winer, p. 66.
Against the wording (kvk2,. t. dpovov) is the idea
of Vitr., that the Ipig surrounded the head of the one enthroned like a crown ^^^
Beng. and Hengstenb. unnaturally and unfairly regard the Iptg as surroundHengstenb. infers, besides, from
ing the throne in breadth horizontally.
Tov dpovov bfiuiog dpucei afiapaydiv<f).

—

;

—

the formula

kvkX. t. dp.

recurring from ver.

elders appear within the

ipig

;

but

it is

respect, conceivable way, to regard the

upon the throne on
whether the

Ipig

high.^^

— Without

were a " rainbow,"

^2

4,

that also the thrones of the

the only natural and, in a pictorial
Ipig

as surrounding the shining

any basis

or a "

bow

;

"

^^

nor does

correspond to the poetical character of the description,
the rainbow, mention

is

made

if,

it in

any way

in order to explain

of God's appearing, Ps. xviii. 12, civ.

rounded by darkness of rain and thick

form

the controversy as to

is

3, sur-

clouds,^^ or that the green color here

named

is only the principal color,^^ as the hues of the jasper and sardius are
regarded as combined with the brilliancy of the emerald, attributed to the

»

8

2 Ebrard.
Yet, at the time of John, the dSa/aas was

Cf. xxi. 21.

not unknown.

Cf. Plin.,

"

things, not only

Among human

the

adamas, known only

£f.

y., xxxvii. 15:

among gems,

to kings,

and these

—

Now six
very few, had the greatest value.
kinds of it are known That of India, of a
resemblance to crystal, since, also, it does not
differ in translucency; the Cyprian, verging
:

to the color of brass."

<

Jer. xvii. 1 is lacking in the

^ i.e.,
e

LXX.

the probable ruby,

cf. also x.

1.

Hengstenb.
" Cf. x.
» 1. 16.
Ebrard.
Ebrard, and my exp.
go translated by mostEbrard.
De Wette.
Grot., Eichh., Stern, Hengstenb., etc.

' Ziill.,

8

"
^^

^^
^*

"

1.
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4.

common rainbow.
about the throne had the form of a rainbow,
hence he
although not the seven colors of an actual rainbow are represays Ipig,
sented, but only the emerald green. Yet this Ipic in itself, and the emerald
appearance especially,^ are not without symbolical significance, possibly in a
mere optical contrast with the blending brilliancy of the jasper and sardius;^
IpiCi

in order to bring out the three chief colors of one

—

What John saw

—

but in symmetry with the symbolical significance of this twofold brilliancy,
the mild emerald-green of the bow, which

already in itself the clear sign

is

and quickening nature of this grace.* But
it follows neither from the gen., nor from the pragmatism of this passage,
that the grace recui-ring after the divine punishments ^ is described it would
be more correctly interpreted with Grot. " God in his judgments is always
mindful of his covenant." Yet we dare not precipitately limit the description here presented, in its particular connections, to the judgments of God
of divine gTace,^ notes the gentle

;

:

in their relation to divine grace which are to be beheld only later

:

it

is

suf-

where the eternal and personal foundation of all that follows is portrayed, the holy glory and righteousness of God appear in most
intimate union with his immutable and kind grace, so that thus the entire
impending development of the kingdom of God and the world unto its last
end, as it is determined by that wonderful, indivisible nature of the holy,
just, and gracious God, as well in its course as in its goal, must correspond
to this threefold glory of the living God.
Consequently this fundamental
vision contains every thing that serves the terror of enemies, and the consolation of friends, of the one enthroned.
Ver. 4. The twenty-four elders whom John sees sitting ^ on the twentyfour thrones standing about the throne of God ' are, in like manner, the
ficient that here

heavenly representatives of the entire people of God as, in Isa. xxiv. 23,
the elders are regarded the earthly heads and representatives of the entire
Church. 8 For, that these twenty-four elders are human, and not a "selection
;

^ nor angels,^° is decided by their designation,
them (white robes and crowns), and the entire
employment.^^ They are neither the " bishops " or "prefects

of the entire host of heaven,"

that which

mode

is

of their

ascribed to

of the entire church,"

^^

nor

priests,^^

1 Cf. Plin., 2f. jU., xxxvii. 5:
"Nay, even
from another intention, the dimmed sight is
refreshed by the sight of the emera.'d and, to
those cutting gems, there is no more grateful
;

treat to the eyes, than

thus to soothe their

weariness by its green mildness."
2 Ebrard.
Cf. Ew., De Wette.
3

Gen.

ix.

12 sqq.

nor " the entire assembly of ministers
»

In reference to this passage, the Tanp. 48, 1 (in Schottg.), says: "In the

chuma,
future,

"In

tiles."

the future,

God

sit.

And God

»

— Our

make

for

So, too
vii.

will sit,

sits

with his elders, as the

Rinck.

'<>

Hofm.

Cf. v.

i*

N. de Lyra, who, in their twenty-foar

5, vii. 13.

same time,

Cf. xi. 16, iuujniov ToC &€ov.

seats finds, at the

The

churches portrayed.

self-evident «t6o»/

will

"

'

depends upon a
(De Wette).

God

president of a senate, and will judge the Gen-

6

npeafivrepov^

*

and the angels
will give seats to the magnates of Israel, and

the rainbow, see the beautiful
poem of Carl Gerock, in his Die Symphonie
der Farben of his Der letzte Strauss, 1885.J
6 Stern, Hengstenb.
ace.

:

Hengstenb.), according to Dan.

(at p. 52 in
9,

they

nificance of

ascribes glory to the elders.

himself an assembly of our elders.' "

* Cf N. de Lyra, Aret., Grot., Calov., Beng.,
Herd., Hengstenb., etc. [On the spiritual sig.

God

rabbins also have said

"

Zeger.

all

the cathedral
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^ nor " all true rectors and faithful pastors of the N. T. Church," ^
nor Christian martyrs; ^ but simply the representatives of the entire congregation of all believers, to whom, as to these elders, belong the holiness and

of the word,"

glory indicated

and the royal dominion by the thrones
is not derived from the orders of
for the question here is in no respect concerning

by the white

robes,^

and crowns.^

The number twenty-four

priests, 1 Cor.

xxvi.,^

and

less' is it to be regarded as a type of the elders of the
church at Jerusalem, for the idea that this church had just twenty-four
All those expositors are in the right way
elders is without any foundation.
who, proceeding from the number twelve, attempt to indicate a doubling
priests;

of

it.

still

As now, undoubtedly, the simple

as well as the doubled twelve

^

has

particular reference to the twelve tribes of the O. T. Church, the twenty-four
elders cannot be twelve apostles

and twelve martyrs

;

^

but also the expla-

nation that from each of the twelve tribes two representatives are regarded

on the right, the other on the left of the throne of God,^"^ is
and arbitrai-y. It is possible ii only to regard the twofold twelve, either the representatives of the O. and the IST. T. Church,!^ or
the representatives of the Church gathered not only from the Jews, but also
from the Gentiles. ^^ Against the latter, Hengstenb. and Ebrard incorrectly
say that the mode of view iu the Apoc. is not conformable to that of the
entire N. T. for also in vii. 9 sqq., those saved from the heathen are distinguished from those from the twelve tribes (vii. 4 sqq.), and that, too,
without detriment to the view according to which the heathen are added to
as standing, one

of itself unimportant

;

Israel.
Yet the former explanation of the twelve representatives of the
churches of the O. and N. T. is to be preferred, because this in itself, and
according to intimations like xv. 3 (the song of Moses and the Lamb), is
more immediate, and because, by this mode of statement, the twenty-four

elders appearing in personal definitiveness can the more appropriately repreTo wit, not " the twelve tribes," as De
sent the O. and N. T. Churches.

Wette inconsistently explains, but the twelve personal heads of the Church
composed of twelve tribes, i.e., the twelve patriarchs, are com-

of the O. T.,

prised in thought together with the twelve apostles, the N. T. antitypes to

the patriarchs. 1*

1

Calov.

3

Eichh.

*

Cf.

on

5

XX.

4, i. 6, iii. 21.

»

ver. 3.

objections

way

title,,

is

made

pertinent,

very remote.

against

— as
Klief

they

.

:

The

twelve, the sign of the people of God,

doubled " because the blessed people of
in heaven have increased, and
daily increase, by those added to believers
from all nations." But, in connection with
this, he rejects the distinction between Jewish
and Gentile Christianity, made only by modern
is

Cf. Primas, Aret., C. a

De

Wette, Stern, Heng-

Ew.

Hilgenf.

6

Zeger, Vitr., Eichh.,

7

Grot.

8

Or, elsewhere, the quadruple.

i.,

Cf.

vii.

4

eqq., xiv. 3.
8

are in no

an equal

Vitr.

stenb., Ebrard, etc.

10

^^

number

Lap., Beng., Herd.,

The

[See Note XLII., p. 202.]

the holiness of the twelve patriarchs

Joachim.

Heinr.
" The explanation of Volkm., that the subject here is the representation of teacher and
hearer as parts of the Christian Church having

God assembled

theologians in violation of Scripture.
^- Andr., Areth,, Aret., C. a Lap., Bossuet,
Stern, Hengstenb., Ebrard.

De Wette.

Cf. also Heinr.

^^

Bleek,

"

Cf. xxi. 12, 14; Andr., Areth., Hengstenb.,

Ebrard.
i°

De

Wette, according to Joach.
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5.

—

because the patriarchs come into
could also be urged against the apostles,
consideration not according to their own conduct or individual worth, but
as the favored chiefs of the tribes of the O. T. people.

Ver.

5.

The throne

of

God

of the king sitting thereon.

God

made

is

corresponds in

As

its

appearance to the majesty
^ omnipotence of

in Ps. xxix.,i the regal

visible in the violence of the thunder-storm, so

John here uses

theisame image in order to describe the unlimited omnipotence of the enthroned one, particularly as exercised in judgment. The throne itself, out
of which proceeded "the lightnings, thunderings, and voices," appears filled
with this sign of the Divine omnipotence. The (f>uvai which are here distinso that passages as vi. 1, x. 3, xiv. 2,^ must not
guished from the (Spovrai

—

—

have* to be regarded as the roar which in a storm
be here compared,
accompanies the thunder and lightning. ^ The misunderstandings of the
description depend upon the crudeness and arbitrariness of the exposition.
So in N. de Lyra ^ " The coruscation of miracles, and declaration of rewards
for good and the terror of punishments for evil deeds." Solely on account
of the eKnopevovTai,"^ Aretius understood by the uarpmr., <puv., and (3povT., even,
the Holy Ghost. De Wette ^ discerns in the lightning, etc., figures of God's
:

life in nature, which are to be distinguished, as
and powerful revelations of God," from the seven lamps as "his calm
and perpetual influences;" while in vv. 6-8, "nature itself, or the realm
of the living," and finally in vv. 9-11, "the harmony of creation with redeemed humanity, and thus God in his living efficiency and reality," are
brought into consideration. But this interpretation is in more than one
The lightning, voices, and thunder are, accordrespect without foundation.
ing to the O. T. view, on which the present description depends,^ not figures
of the revelation of God in nature as distinct from another revelation, but of
the unlimited power of God, especially as judging ^^ only we dare not, with
Grot., understand the uoTp. and j3povT. of general threats, but the <puv. of parThe throne whence the lightning, etc., proceeds, agrees
ticular afflictions.
with that whose form appears to be not only like jasper, but also like

manifestations of power and
"critical

;

—

The authentic explanation
Kal etztu. Xa/xTiudeg Trvpdc, k.tX
a sardine stone.
immediately follows al elai ru enra T:vevfiaTa tov 6eov. Cf., besides, i. 4. The
pragmatic significance of the Spirit of God in this connection is not that the
Spirit of God " is the principle of the psychical ^^ and spiritual life, and that
through him the inner influence of God on nature and the human world
:

;

occurs "

^'^

for the idea of the XauKudeg -nvpog does not suit the explanation of

But Hengstenb. also, who very
first half of the verse.
combines the "seven" of the Spirit with the "three" of the
lightning, voices, and thunder, into a "ten," and herein finds indicated a
connection of the Spirit with that lightning, etc., improperly thinks only of
the closely connected
arbitrarily

John xv.

1

Cf. Ps. xcvii. 1 sqq., xviii. 8 sqq.

»

Cf.

2

Pu. xxix. 10.

8

Cf. also Ebrard.

s

Hengstenb.
Cf. Exod. xix. 16.
Cf. Vitr., Ew., Hengstenb.
Cf. already Primas, Beda; also Zeger.

"

Cf.

<

6
«

26.

viii. 5, xi. 19,

xvi. 1

" Vitr., Hengstenb., etc.
" Gen. i. 2: Ps. civ. 30.
" De Wette, Ebrard.
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bringing corruption, punishing, and annihilatwork of the Spirit in judging ^ dare not be

If also the idea of the

out of consideration, partly because of what precedes, and partly because

of the expression nvpog

the other, the parallel

on the one hand, the expression

;

v. 6 {b(pdaX[jLOi)^

Xafinudegy

indicate that the Spirit

and, on

is to

be re-

garded chiefly as illuminating, seeing, searching all things,^ and just on that
account everywhere ^ active in his holy judgments. Essentially the seven
lamps of fire burning before the throne of God indicate nothing else than
the eyes of the Lord " as a flame of fire " in i. 14.'*
which ^ belongs to the
Ver. 6. ug Qakaaaa va?uvi],6/ioia KpvaTuXKcf). The d»f
entire idea, and not chiefly to the vaXLvrj^
stands here just as in viii. 8.
What John further beheld before the throne of God appeared as a sea of
This is regarded as signifying baptism,' the Holy Scripglass like crystal.

—

—

Without ground,

further,

or to the bright inlaid
is in

is

floor,

—

all purely arbitrary.
the allusion to the " brazen sea " in the temple,!^

tures,^ repentance,^ the present transitory world,^^ etc.,

having, therefore, the appearance of a sea.^^

jt

general a conception not justified by the text, to regard the "sea of

glass " the basis of the throne, as C. a Lap., Vitr., Eichh., Heinr., Herder,

De

Wette,

who from this same idea reach interpretations
With an appeal to Exod. xxiv. 10, Ezek. i. 26, De

presuppose,

etc.,

that are very different.

Wette 13 regards

" the sea of glass " in our passage, as well as also in xv.

as a designation of "the atmosphere," an explanation to which, in

Exodus and Ezekiel do not

naturalness,

the pure ether

is

apply,

its

2,

pure

— where, however, in reality

the natural substratum for the idea of the standing or

—

while in this passage the sea of
enthronement of God in heavenly glory,
glass is not beneath, but before, the throne of God, and the entire presentation
is altogether foreign to " the atmosphere." On the other hand, Vitr., Herder,
etc., with a reference to Ps. Ixxxix. 15, and similar passages, interpret the
sea of glass as the basis of righteousness and grace, whereon the throne of
God is founded. 1^ Following Beng., Hengstenb. has understood the sea
of glass, since it appears in xv. 2 mingled with fire, as the '^product of the
seven lamps of fire," since and because of the expression "sea" referring to
Ps. xxxvi. 7, as a designation of " the great and wonderful works of God, of
his just and holy ways, of his acts of righteousness that have become manifest."
But already the parallelism of v. 6, where these seven lamps appear
as seven eyes, in itself renders this artificial interpretation impossible.
Aret., Grot.,

and Ebrard proceed upon the

John

1

Cf. Isa.

2

Cf. 1 Cor.

3

Cf. V. 6; Ps. cxxxix. 7.

*

Cf.

6

Cf. also XV. 2.

6

Beng.

iv.

Dan.

4;
ii,

xvi. 8.

10.

' Victorin., Tichon., Primas
Lyra, Hoe, Calov.
8 Joachim.

»

"

"

Alcas., Alsted.

^*

Ew,, with a comparison of the Koran,

Sur.

X. 6.

—

fact that the sea, viz., as stormy

27, 44.

"

Cf. Eichh., etc.

"

Vitr.:

•«
A will of God, sure and perpetwhereby he determined to have, among
men, a kingdom of grace; a right sure and
clear to erect such a kingdom of grace, in the

ual,
,

Beda, X. de

rig hteotisness &nd obedience of the mediator;

very right founded in the righteousness
is the basis of the throne."

Alcas.

this

Par., Bull., Rib.

of Christ
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6.

and irregularly heaving (xiii. 1), represents the mass of the nations in their
ungodly state and then, that the sea of glass, clear as crystal, and therefore
;

firm as well as pure, designates " the creature in

Creator."

But

^

this interpretation is

its

wrecked on xv.

pure relation to the
According to that

2.

whose complete, heavenly purity is marked by the double
and 6fi, Kpvar.,^ is to be regarded identical with the stream
of the water of life, which ^ proceeds from the throne of God.^ The point
passage,'^ the sea,

designation,

va7^.

thus designated belongs in fact essentially to the perfection of the view of
the enthroned God; and according to the living relation in which the vision,
ch. iv. [and v.], stands to all that follows,

is

it

to be expected, that, as the

succeeding judgments appear as the work of the holy and just omnipotence
of the heavenly King here described, so also a definite point of the present

fundamental description corresponds to the final glorious and blessed comSince in the presence of God there is fulpletion of the kingdom of God.
ness of joy,® since God is the Blessed One,'^ since before him and from him
issues the river of eternal life, he himself, and communion with him, is the
blessed goal for the development of his kingdom, and he himself is the leader
[See Note XLIII., p. 203.] Kal h f^ioc} tov Opovov koI kvkTm tov Opovov
thereto.

The four beings ^ appear not as supporting the throne, for
by no means " under the throne "^ also not as stated by Eichh.,
Ew. i., and Hengstenb., that the four ^ua are stationed with the back under
the throne, but with the upper part projecting therefrom so raised above the
an idea
same that they could appear as being " round about" the throne
which because of its absolute deformity ought not to have been forced
reaaapa Cwa, k.tX

kv

/iieau) r,

dp. is

;

—

upon John.
CcJa

In like

manner impossible

is

are in the midst of the (transparent

!)

Ebrard's opinion, that

^o

the four

throne, but that at the same time

they had moved themselves with the rapidity of lightning from the same, so
that they appeared also around about the throne. Incorrect also is Vitr., who
makes of ev fiea. and kvkX. a strange hendiadys " In the midst of the semi:

According to the wording of the
text, the position of the four beings is not to be regarded else than as is most
natural in connection with their fourfold number, viz., one on each side of
the throne, and besides each in the midst of its respective side.^^ They stand
so free as to be able to move ^^ and because they have manifestly turned
circular area

which was before the throne."

;

with their faces towards the throne, John can see that they are " full of eyes
before and behind." ^^ There is no occasion whatever for the conjecture
that the words Kal h (liau twv TrpEojSvripijv might have belonged in the text.^*
Ebrard

Aretius

"

The assembly of the
way " The
The i/aAiVrj and b/x.

«

3

id.

s

Cf. Rinck.

people of Jerusalem."
" Because God perceives the actions
KpvaT.
and thoughts of the people;" but also "because of the purity of the people of Jerusa-"

«

Cf. Ps. xvi. 11.

'

Cf. 1

»

Cf.,

lem." Klief. *' The multitude of the blessed
conquerors from all times and nations on earth,
preserved in heaven with God unto the end,
who are represented by the twenty-four elders." And this with an appeal to xv. 2.

"

1

;

triuraphiug Church."

:

Giot.,iahi8

:

:

:

2

Cf. also xxii. 1.

Tim.

i.

Id.

11.

^^

concerning their meaning, ver.
nengstenb.
Cf. Ezek. i. 4, 5, 14.
Ziill.
Cf De Wette.

^^

xv.

^^

gee on ver.

»

8.

.

7.

" Ew.
elders."

11.

:

8.

" Between the chief seat and the

;
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While, in Ezekiel,^ the forms of the four cherubim

bear in wonman, and the
2

derful combination the fourfold faces of the lion, the ox, the

John with more

eagle,

distinct clearness has so seen the four beings that in

each of them only a part of that fourfold form is expressed. In this, also,
he is distinguished from Ezekiel, that he represents his " four beings," not

each with four but with six wings, as the seraphim in Isa. vi. yet, on the
other hand, John agrees with Ezekiel, that in him the wings, as well as the
The second being is like a fiooxog,
whole body, appear full of eyes (ver. 8).
;

—

not a "calf" in distinction from a grown ox, but, as is already required
The LXX. have //6a;tof» Ezek. i. 10, for
in an aesthetic respect, the ox.
i.e.,

'^W

;

also Ezek. xxi. 37 ;

^

words

13,5 ^^J?.^

and

class is designated

— The

is

for the Apoc.^
" So

:

By

therefore, only

fiooxoc,

the more precise

third ^uov has rb npoauTrov

the cherubim

K.T.'A.

;

But they render thus also the
some animal of that
determination is given by the context.

Lev. xxii. 23.

*

"^p?.'

it

human
On the

;

this

^ uvdpuKov.
In Ezekiel the chief form of
has been adopted also by Vitr. and Hengstenb.

contrary, Beng. infers from the words

ex.

did not have in other respects the form of a man."

right in being contented with not

In the third being, however, the

knowing more than

human

face

much

ttpoocjttovj

Ebrard

is

said in the text.

is

characteristic

is

eagle, to w^hich the fourth being is like, not so

t.

just as in the

;

the form in

itself,

as

and therefore marked.
Ver. 8. The four beings, having each six wings,^ are all around and
within full of eyes. Concerning the composition kv Kad\ ev, cf Mark xiv.
Concerning the distribu19; John viii. 9; Rom. xii. 15; Winer, p. 234.
tive uva, cf. John ii. 6; Winer, p. 372.
The KVKkodEv belongs not to what
precedes,^*^ but with eaudev to yeiiovaiv.
Yet the KVKTMdev is not equivalent to
the flying,

is

significant,

.

—

the

e/LLTTpoodev,

ver. 6, so that the iaudev corresponds to the omodev

;

^^

but rather

the Kvalodev properly comprises already both of those statements, while only

with reference to the wings mentioned is it still expressly remarked that
"within," i e., on the inner side of the wings, under them
not only round
about the entire outside of the body {kvkK.)
all is full of eyes. 12 It results

—

—

also

from

b(pdalfi. is

At

this determination of kvkI.

repeated, because this

general.

Ch.

first

of the fulness of eyes,

Ceaselessly,

AEyovTtg, in

the

same

eaudev, that the declaration

loose

way

as ver.

1.

10.

i,

.

.

;

Oriente, Gott-

inger Inaugural-Dissertat. (1867), pp. 7, 32 sq.
3 Ezek. i. 7, as it refers to the feet of the
cherubim, does not belong here.

— The

^/z. k.

4

LXX.,

«

Exod. xxxii.
Gen. xii. 16.

'

8 a,?.

.

Sage und ihre Verbreitung im

ysfi.

—

ep^ofievoc,

reveals

and then of the four beings in

day and night, they exclaim, " Holy,"

Cf E. Riehm, De Natura et Notione
Symbolica Cheruborum, Bas. et Ludov., 1864,
p. 23. Cf also Stud. u. Krit., 1871, p. 399 sq.
Lammert, D. Cherubim der H. Schrift., Jahrb.
f Deutsche Theologie, Gotha, 1867, p. 587 sq.,
609 sq. L. Seeburg, Die Sage von den Greifen
hei den Alien; St. 1: Ueber d. Ursprung der
2

and

be extended particularly^^ to the wings. ^^

the same time the adding of what follows, koI uvunavaiv

the meaning

»

is to

xxii. 1.

etc.

vvkt.

— The masc.

can in no
e

Exod. xxix.

way
10.

4.

See Critical Remarks.

8, xix. 4, where tlie beasts fall down,
which cannot be thought of if two of them
were four-footed."

»

Cf. v.

'«

10

Luther.

"

" "Within, towards the throne."

" Ziill., De Wette.
" De Wette.
w

Of. Ezek. x. 12.
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less

still
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is

dare the explanation be made:

or there, day or night."

^
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8.

no change of day and night, and
there be on earth, here

"Though

hymn

uninterrupted

beings sounds like that of the seraphim in Isa.
the close found there

(jrlfipTjQ

Kol 6 epxofiEvo^, there is

C)v

iruaa

found

f/

yf/c rfjc do^ijg

vi.

3

of praise of the four

but

;

since, instead of

avTov), it is said

here

6 tjv koI 6

in the praise of these four beings a partic-

'^

judgment
Lord God,
at the same time, is also the Eternal One wJio is to come.
These words
of praise from the mouth of the four beings agree perfectly with the manifestation of the Enthroned One,^ as this itself agrees with his own words *
and in all the living divine foundation of the entire Apocalyptic prophecy is
indicated, because God " comes "
in a personal way, as the prophet says
as surely as he is the Holy, Almighty, Eternal One, endowed with complete living energy.
Only now can the question be answered, as to what
these beings are, and what their special characteristics signify.
Undoubtular factor, which already in

God which

of

is

8 sounds forth like a keynote in a

i.

The

highly significant to the whole.

thrice holy

;

—

—

—

edly these four ^ua

^

are not actual beasts

who

serve only to support the

throne of God, as in Persian and Indian sculptures massive forms of beasts
are seen supporting a throne

;

^

for ^uov is not

dnpiov,''

and concerning the
Almost

four beings as supporting the throne, the text does not say a word.
all

the explanations of older times depend upon mere surmises,

four beings are meant to designate

:

;

^

that the

Four Evangelists, and that, too, so
represents Matthew, the man Mark,

the

that, according to Augustine,^ the lion

the ox Luke, and the eagle John

—

as,

the four cardinal virtues

;

^^

the four mys-

teries of faith, viz., Christ's incarnation, passion, resurrection, ascension

the four patriarchal churches

;

^^

the four apostles or ax^ostolic men,

^^
;

who were

then at Jerusalem as standard-bearers of Christ's camp; ^^ all the doctors of
the Church,!* etc. It is further a perversion to regard the four beings as

from whom they are expressly distinguished in v. 8, 11, vii. 11. ^^
According to their form, they are essentially identical with the cherubim of
The question is
the O. T. so they have also their symbolical meaning.
angels,

;

1

2

Beng.
As it corresponds with the pragmatic

rela-

tion of the entire presentation, ch. iv. [and v.],
to the entire contents of the
3

Apoc.

oracles of the prophets, the gospel of counsels,

Ver. 2 sqq.

the doctrine of the apostles, the statutes of

general councils.

* i. 8.
^

rwn>

Ezek.

where

all

n^n

here the

;

i.

Cf. especially ver. 20,

four pi'VT} are designated as one

LXX.,

Vjjichh Ew
7 Wis. vii. 20.
8 De Cons. Evang.,
»

an example of its lion-like spirit), Antioch,
The six
Alexandria, and Constantinople.
wings are the natural law, the Mosaic law, the

incorrectly, i^r,.

Ebrard attributes some truth

Andr.
to

Even

such forced

Romish

" ^rot., who regards them as Peter, James,
Matthew, and Paul; the "eyes" are colors,
^^^ designate the multiform gifts of God.

" The

interpretation.

Andr., Areth.
" Aretius after Augustine, Ansbertus.
1- N. de Lyra
Jerusalem (where the church
began, is the _first beast, Acts v. 29 furnishing
:

station of the

Christ."
16.

Cf. Victor, Priraas, Beda,

10

The

Church, which is naturally already, in N. de
Lyra, the head of all, C. a Lap. describes by
adding " that the throne of God is the cathe^^"' ^^^(^^^> on which sits the vicar of

doctors of

Calov.

theology.

;

Cf.

Vitr., etc.
is

Cf. Vitr.

and Hengstenb.,

Lap., Beng., etc.

vs.

Laun., C. a

;

.
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whether they represent powers of God employed in the creation,^ or creation
The former interpretation is carried to such extent by Ebrard, that
the lion is regarded as designating the consuming and destroying, the bullock the nourishing, man the thinking and caring, and the eagle, which soars
victoriously above all, the preserving and rejuvenating power in nature.
This is indeed ingenious, but is forced. It is in itself peculiar, and entirely
unbiblical, to form the powers of God into definite symbolical beings, and
the idea is entirely inadmissible, to regard powers so formed as proclaiming
the praise of God but, on the other hand, it is perfectly natural for the
works to proclaim the praise of the Creator,^ and for these, especially the
The
entire living creation, to be represented by definite, concrete forms.
creatures at the basis of the O. T. cherubic forms most simply offer themitself. 2

:

selves as such representatives of the entire living creation.

point of view

is

already stated in the rabbinical sentence

among

;

cattle,

the ox

*

—

"

The

;

;

indicated by the signifi-

are intended to represent the entire living creation,

is

cant number four

that besides the

itself ;5

are not represented,

meaning

is

and

correct

There are four

among creatures, man among birds,
among beasts, the lion.*' That these four

holding the chief place in the world,
the eagle

:

to object against

it,

fish, etc.,

pointless.® Entirely irrelevant, however, to the proper

of the symbol, is the succession of lion, ox, etc.,

which John, after

remodelling in general the Ezekiel cherubic forms, unintentionally changed
the idea also is arbitrary, that the four beings in John, just as in Ezekiel,

must have had altogether human
This allusion

creatures.^

bodies, since

man

is

exalted above other

introduced here without suflBcient reason, as the

is

subject has to do simply with the entirety of the living creation as such.
Incorrect, besides, is the interpretation of the eyes,

wherewith the four

beings are covered, by saying that the entire living creation

is

" spiritual-

which follows at least from v. 6. The context itself shows, on the
other hand, that the eyes are to be regarded as signs of the constant wakefulness day and night, belonging to the ceaseless praise of God.^ Finally,
the six wings which John has derived for his beings from the six seraphim
They
(Isa. vi.), we cannot well understand here otherwise than as there.
designate not the collective significance of the four beings,i<' but serve as a
figurative representation of the unconditionally dependent and ministerial
ized,"

8

relation in which the creature stands,

Thus Bengel

^i

and

recognized as standing, to

is

its

"

So that with two they covered their faces, with
two their feet, and with two flew whereby then the three chief virtues were
indicated, viz., reverence or respect, as they do not boldly look; humility, as
they hide themselves before that brilliancy and obedience, to execute comThe essential idea delineated in the images of the fwa (cherubim)
mands."
Creator.

:

:

;

—

2

Ebrard,
Herder,

3

Cf. Pa. xix. 2 sqq.,

4

Schemoth,

»

rest

etc.

De

must be content with the representation

6

(Hengstenb.)
Hengstenb.
» De Wette.
Cf. Rinck, etc.
^o Rinck, who mentions that the entire number of wings, four times six, is equal the

'

number

Schottg.

Welte, Rinck, Hengstenb.
ciii.

Rabba

23,

of their faces"
8

22, cxlviii.
fol.

122,

4,

b.

Cf. also Beng.

« Ebrard.
Beng., Hengstenb.
" The human type must preponderate in
the personification of every thing living ; the

i*

of elders.

Cf also Hengstenb.
.

—
CHAP.

may be

expressed in words as Ps.

places),"

— as

—
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IV. 9-11.

ciii.

22

works of God

" All the

:

(in all

they, at least with respect to earthly living creatures, are

represented in the beings, and that, too, /our beings,

— are to "praise

God

dominion." For, that he, as unconditioned Lord of his
creatures, is honored with all humility and obedience, is seen in that they
hide themselves, and are ready to serve his will. Yet there is also placed in
the mouth of the representatives of the creatures an express ascription of
praise to the holy, almighty Lord, and that, too, as the innumerable, everwakeful eyes show, one that is perpetual (ver. 8). [See Note XLIV., p. 203.]
Vv. 9-11. The ascription of praise to God by the representatives of the
creation, viz., the four beasts, is joined by that of the twenty-four elders,
the representatives of redeemed humanity ^ yet here the praise of the elders
which first occurs in v. 9 sq.,
(ver. 11) refers not to redemption itself,
but to the power and glory of God revealed in creation, so that the words of
the elders stand in beautiful harmony with the praise of the four beings, as
well as with the significance of the entire vision; of course not without the
relation expressly indicated in ver. 8, and lying at the basis, that Almighty
God, who has made the beginning of all things, will also bring them to a
in all places of his

;

—

completion.

Ver.

9.

orav duoovat.

present a conception that

The
is

fut.,

instead of the regular sub. ,2 does not

strictly future,^

but has, like the Heb. imperfect,

the force of a frequentative: "when, as often as."^

— du^av

the worshipful acknowledgment of the glory and honor

^

Kal rifi^v.

Viz.,

belonging to the

Lord ^ while by Kal evxapianav is designated immediately, and without
metonymy, the thanksgiving^ rendered by the creature.
tg) Kadrjfxevif)
alcjvuv.
So God calls the enthroned God very similarly as the four beasts
Hence, also on cemore in ver. 10,
praise him, and in the same respect.
the same designation of God, comprising the reason for the praise, and the
ground of all hope and prophecy.
On ver. 10, cf v. 8, xix. 4. The castingdown of the crowns is, together with the falling down and worshipping, the
sign of humiliation before the King and Lord, in whose presence no creature
whatever has any glory or honor of its own.^
Ver. 11. Not without significance, the elders who, as representatives
of the redeemed, stand in a still closer relation to their Lord and God
than the four beings, address the Enthroned One 6 Kvp. koI 6 dedc t)hC>v.^
a^LOi; el la^dv.
Cf. V. 12. That God not only when he is worshipped, but
;

—

—

.

:

—

also

here.

when he exterminates

—

rrjv 60^., k.t

"K.^

a certain respect to ver.

»

2
3

8.1^

—

De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
Winer, p. 289 eq.
From now, and to all the future. Cf.
It is

work

vii.

not so earlier, because only since

of redemption

is

in progress,

While the representatives

koI ttjv dvvafxiv.

Cf.

15 sq.

the

his enemies, receives glory,i*^ does not belong

the elders say, because in replying they look back in

and

the victory of Christ in development, are the
twenty -four elders in this position and occupation.
De Wette; cf. Stern.
< Vilr., Beng., Hengstenb., Ebrard, etc.

6

Cf. Ps. xxix. 1, xcvi. 7.

e

Cf.

'

i.

Hengstenb.,

etc.

6.

Hengstenb.

"To which
Nero) Tiridates, having advanced,
cast before the image the diadem removed from
^

Qf. Tacit., Annal., xv. 29

:

(statue of

his head."
»

»«

See Critical Notes.
Beng. Cf. xi. 17.

"

Beng.
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of even creation are right in offering thanks (ver. 8), especially suitable
in the mouth of the elders, who although naturally also belonging to crea-

with a certain objectivity regard the work of creation (on cv eKTiaac,
the thankful acknowledgment of i\vQ power oi the Creator revealed
therein.i=— /cat dta rb de'kriiia am Tjaav.
The Vulg., correctly " On account. of
tion, yet

k.tX)^

is

:

thy will."

Luther, incorrectly

:

"

Through thy

will."

the accus. to designate the ground, not the means,

— In regard to

may be

cf.

Concerning (5m with
John vi. 57; Winer, p.

" In
thy disposition from eternity, before they were created; "^ and just as little
dare the kKTiaQnaav be applied to regeneration through Christ,^ if the voav be

372.

^aav, the reference

correctly referred to the creation.

considered impossible

Bengel's explanation of the

rjaav

:

:

" All

things were, from the creation to the time of this ascription of praise, and
still

henceforth.

Hereby the

preservation of all created things

praised,"

is

is

also artificial; while his explanation of lKTiadr,aav: " Since thou hast created
all things,

The

they remain as long as thou wilt have them,"

Tjaav is

taken mostly ^ as synonymous with

On

equivalent to eyivovro or eyev^dijaav.^
of creation

is

mentioned

vivid clearness

:

utterly incorrect.

is

kKTiad'nnav

but

tjaav is

not

the contrary, after the divine work

(eKnaac), the idea recurs to the

which before were

as all things were,

;

same point with

The

not.

nal EKTladrjoav

synonymous with the ?jaav, but presents expressly the precise" they were created."
fact upon which the fjaav depends
Thus the lauded
work of the Creator (av eKnaag) is made manifest even to the creatures by the
idea in its two modifications of the i^aav and iKrladtjaav.
then, not

is,

:

Notes by the American Editor.
XLII.

Ver.

4.

ehoai reaaapag TTpeo(3vTEpovc.

Gebhardt, however (p. 48), urges against this view advocated by Dlisterdieck,
" the fact, that, on the gates of the New Jerusalem, the names of the twelve
tribes
the names of the patriarchs
are written; and, on its foundations, the
names of the twelve apostles (xxi. 12, 14) but neither on the gates, nor on the
foundation, do we find the two associated. It is entirely foreign to the thoughts
of the seer, to conceive of the two side by side with each other.
They are the
same, but one as the type, the other the fulfilment. The song of Moses and
the Lamb (xv. 3), which is quoted in favor of this interpretation, is neither a
double song, nor is it sung by O. and N. T. believers; it is one, and ascends
from the lips of conquerors in the Christian life." He argues that the elders
are not concrete realities, " but, as the living creatures are a symbolical representation of the animated creation of God in general, according to its ideal, so
are the elders a symbolical representation of the people of God, according to
their ideal, or, in other words, of redeemed humanity."
Luthardt: *'Not possibly the twelve patriarchs and the twelve apostles, or, in general, the representatives of the Church; for they are distinguished from believers, v. 10
(according to the correct reading), vii. 9 sqq., 14, xi. 16 sqq. and the glorified

—

—

;

;

2

Cf Rom. i. 20.
N. de Lyra.

3

Grot.

»

.

* " They came into being " De "Wette.
Cf.
C. a Lap., Eichh., Herd., Hengstenb., Ebrard.
:

6

Pb. xxxiii. 9.

NOTES.

wear no crowns, but are expecting only the time of dominion (ii. 10-vi.
it is the heavenly council, composed of representatives of the people of

as yet
9)

203

but

;

God

in heaven."

XLIII.

Ver.

6.

SOlaaaa

vaTuvrj.

Alford objects to our author's identification of the "sea of glass" with the
*

river of water of life;" for

from this, and each one has
to confound them, nor does
as here,

it is

:

own

[xxii. 1] is quite distinct

propriety in detail.

To

identify the

ch. xv. 2 at all justify this interpretation.

two

is

There,

the purity, calmness, and majesty of God's rule which are signified

by the figure."
Diist.

"the whole vision there

its

"The

Luthardt, on the other hand, in substantial agreement with
life (cf. xxii. 1), which is nothing but peace

fulness of the divine

and calm, in contrast with the stormy disquietude of the
1; Dan. vii. 2)."

XLiy.

Yv.

6-8.

reaaepa

life

of the world

(xiii.

C<?a.

" Properly, a living creature, which also occurs elsewhere also in profane Greek, where ^Cjov, a post-Homeric word, generally signifies living creature, and only in special instances a beast; dtjp'ov = animal, as
embracing all living beings, must be retained in the Revelation, where four C^a
are represented as being between God's throne and those of the elders which
surround it, the description given of which (Rev. iv. 6-8) resembles that of the
ri'^n in Ezek. i. 5 sqq.
the cherubim in Ezek. x. (cf. Ps. xviii. 1, xcix. 1, Ixxx.
They are named living crea2; 1 Sam. iv. 4; 2 Sam. vi. 2; 2 Kings xix. 15).
tures here and in Ezek. i., on account of the life which is their main feature.
They are usually the signs and tokens of majesty, of the sublime majesty of
God, both in his covenant relation, and in his relation to the world (for the
latter, see Ps. xcix. 1); and therefore it is that they are assigned so prominent a
place, though no active part in the final scenes of sacred history (Rev. vi. 1-7).
The appearance of four represents the concentration of all created life in this
world, the original abode of which, Paradise, when life had fallen to sin and
death, was given over to the cherubim. They do not, like the angels, fulfil the
purposes of God in relation to men; they are distinct from the angels (Rev. v.
"We are thus led to conclude that they materially represent the ideal pat11).
tern of the true relation of creation to its God." Oehler (0. T. Theology,
p. 260): "It is the cherubim, as Schultz well expresses it, 'which at one and
the same time proclaim and veil his presence,' The lion and the bull are, as is
well known, symbols of power and strength; man and the eagle are symbols of
wisdom and omniscience; the latter attribute is expressed also in the later form
of the symbol by the multitude of eyes.
The continual mobility of the C^a
(Rev. iv, 8) signifies the never-resting quickness of the Divine operations; this
is probably symbolized also by the wheels in Ezek, i.
The number /o?/r is the
signature of all-sidedness (towards the four quarters of heaven). Thus Jehovah
is acknowledged as the God who rules the world on all sides in power, wisdom,
and omniscience. Instead of natural powers working unconsciously, is placed
the all-embracing, conscious activity of the living God."
Cf.

Cremer (Lexicon)

;

:

—
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Ver. 1. oTTLGdev. So, correctly, Elz., and the more modern edd. The tolerably well authenticated reading l^tjdev (2, 3, 4, 6, al., Yulg., Ar., Copt., al.,
Andr., Areth.), which Beng. likewise regards as justified, is an interpretation.
Conversely, Origen (in Lach.), with reference to the correct omadev, has said,
instead of eaudev: e/nrpoadev (Ezek.

the Elz. text, and according to A,
Tisch. [W. and H.], iv

in A,

4.

^?,

to be placed.

10).

So

Ver,

5.

Instead of

)

— Ver.

Before ^uvy, in

2.

together with Beng., Lach.,

— The eanv after

ric (Elz.),

which

and, in some witnesses, stands only after

TroA/la

(Elz.), read no?Lv, according to

Andr. (Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
avol^ai (Elz.

also ^.

2, 4, 6, 7, al.,

is

absent

u^tog, is

and to be deleted (Beng., Treg., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.],

interpolation,

— Ver.

is

10, 12, Orig., al.,

J<,

ii.

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, al.,

5<,

addition Kal uvayvC>vaL after

—

by Beng., Griesb., etc.
So A, 2, 4, 6, al., Bengel, Griesb., the more recent. IncorPerhaps the art. also is to be deleted (X).
The variation

after decisive witnesses, rejected already

is,

6 ka r. <pv\.

rectly, Elz.: 6

— The

o)v.

an

etc.).

—

improperly preferred (Matth., Tisch., 1859)
to the reading avol^ai (A, 5<, al., Lach.), as it is manifestly a modification.
Ver. 6.
The T^vaat before rag L a<p. (Elz.) is certainly false, notwithstanding K.
6 avolyov (B, 2, 4, 6, 8, al.,

Areth.)

is

—

After KOi

eidov,

the Elz. text has introduced

(cf. vi.

5, 8, xiv.

1,

14) Kal idov,

The question, however, is whether, with Beng., Tisch.,
both words, or, with Lach. (according to A: kol ddov, «ai; cf. vi.
ol elaiv to. etttu rov deov Trvevfiara to. anea12, V. 11, vi. 1, viii. 13), only the l^ov.
Ta?i/j.eva.
So Elz. The ol is here correctly (Beng., Lach., Tisch., 1859 [W. and
H.]) according to i<. A; the a, on the other hand (2, 3, 4, al., Areth., ed. Comp.,
Matth., Tisch., 1854), is, like the isolated uriva (in Matth.), a correction. The
itrrd. before TTvev/xara rov deov, for this is the right order of words (A, X, Beng.,
Matth., Lach., Tisch.), is wanting in A, 12, and may be an interpolation (cf. i.
4, iv. 5); but probably it is here (N) just as, in iv. 5., Tisch. has it correctly in

against A, N,

2, 4, 6, al.

etc., to delete

the text.

only

is

—

Instead of

uTTEOTaTL/iiva

{^,

Beng., Tisch. IX.), before which the art.
A, Matth. Tisch. anoa-

inserted, Lach. reads uTrearalfiivot according to

:

;

according to B and a considerable number of minusc. Yet the latter
reading appears to be a modification, while the form uTrearaTifievoi is scarcely
allowable in the language of the Apoc, and appears to be an error occasioned
by the preceding ol.
Ver. 7. The interpretation to l3c(3?iiov after elXij^ev (Elz.,
Beng.), also placed at the close of the verse (ed. Compl., al.), is lacking in A,
TElX6(ieva

—

—

Yer. 8.
2, 4, 6, al., Vulg. (Griesb., Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Instead of Kidupag (Elz.), read, according to A, J<, 2, 4, 6, al., Copt., al., Kcddpav
l<.

(Beng., Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
koI knoiTjaag
Ev Tu atfiari aov ek naa. ^uA.

—

Tj/iug

Kal iSaciXEvaofiEv

km

rrjg yfjg.

Incorrect here

— Yv.

is:

rjiudg

9, 10.

tu

Elz.: vyopaaag

6e(o i/fiuv j3aat?ielg

First, the

Vf^ug,

rib

deu

koI lEpeiq

ver. 9 (K),

which

wanting in A, Areth. (rejected already by Mill, ProL, 1111, Lach., Tisch.),
which was inserted (cf. i. 6); and which Primas, Yulg., have before God (and
that, too, that with him *' they shall reign over them," ver. 10), because a more

is

;
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1.

accurate determination of the object is wished than is found in the words Ik
iraa. (pv'A., k.t.X
Secondlij, the vfiu^ (ver. 10), for which, according to A, N, 2, 4,
al.,

Compl., etc., avrovg is
c, Matth., Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).

Syr., Vulg. (var. nos), Copt., Ar., Aeth., Andr., ed.

to be written (Mill,

Probably false

is,

1.

thirdly, the

tcj deC)

Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]).

v/iuv

(j;)

lacking in

A

(Tisch.; retained by

Instead of the correction

,8aatA£tf,

read,

according to A, K, Vulg., al., (iacikeiav (Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]); cf. i. 6.
Finally, read jSaaiXevovaiv, according to A, 7, 8, 9, al., Syr., ed. Compl. (Mill,
Because objection was made to the
1. c, Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
pres., j3aai?ievaovatv

was written

(N, 2, 4, 5, 6, Cypr.,

then, corresponding to the introduced

Vulg., Beng., Griesb.), and
Ver. 12. 'A^iov. It

(^aadevaofiev.

r^/xug:

—

worthy of note, that A has a^iog (so ed. Erasm. I., Aid.), defended by Bengel
in his Gnomon, and received by Tisch., 1859, IX.
Ver. 13. The eariv after 6
(Elz., Beng.) is without authenticity; it belongs after daMcci^g, and that, too,
without the a preceding in the rec.
So according to A, 2, 4, 6, al., Verss.
already Matth.; also Tisch., 1854 [W. and H.], who, however, in 1859, has
is

—

received the a (B,

N: to iv

al.).

r. ovp.

— Kal ru kv

r?)

OaX. koI tu

h avr, — Instead

of the rec, rd ev avr. Travra rJKovaa leyovraq, Lach. has written, in accordance

with A, TU

kv avT.

nuvra

tjk.

liyoDxa; Matth., Beng., Tisch., in accordance with

nuvrac

2, 4, 7, al., rii kv avroig,

tjk.

Ikyovrag.

greater difficulty

when compared with

avT. nuvTa, koc

MyovTug.

tjk.

In favor of the latter reading

is its

N

tu kv

that of Cod. A.

interprets

:

/c.

Amidst the songs of praise of the heavenly ones, the Lamb receives from
hand of God the book to be opened by him, in which stands written
"what must come to pass " (cf. iv. 1).
Ver. 1. kmT^vde^iuv designates not that the book lies "on the right
side of the Enthroned One," and therefore on the throne, as Ebrard thinks,
who lays stress upon the fact as to how this peaceful, apparently useless,
lying is consistent with its being closed for this idea, which is of course
in itself, and according to the wording, possible, is in conflict with ver. 7, as
there the kic ttjc de^idg, k.t.2.., because of its express reference to the km irjv
the

;

de^idv, ver. 1,

does not well admit of the intermediate supposition that the

Enthroned One has
knl TTjv 6e^.

first taken the book into his right hand.
But of course
does not directly mean, "
the right hand," ^ for which no appeal

made

m

on the contrary, the correct idea is derived
especially from xx. 1, that the Enthroned One holds the book on his (open)
hand, offering it, and likewise waiting whether any one will be found worthy
to take and open it.^
The (3li3XIop thus visible (kuI eldov) according to its
can be

to xvii.

8,

xx.

1

:

—

exterior, even to John,

is

to be regarded, undoubtedly, a n/-??, as in Ezek.

which form alone is adapted to its present holy use.
Like the book of Ezekiel, this was also an 6mad6ypa(povj^ viz., written not

ii.

9 sq., a book-roll,*

* Vulg., N. de Lyra, Luther, Vitr.
cf. also
Hengsteub.
2 Beng,
Cf. also De Wette.
3 'E.'Huschke (Das Bucn mil sieben Siege In
in <f. Of., Leipz. u. Dresd., 1860) understands
a document folded together, and sealed outwardly in the Roman way by seven witnesses,
;

concerning the O. and X. T. covenant of God
-with man.
But this strange statement is elaborated in its details neither without great artificialness

nor

many

exegetical errors.

Ewald

and others have declared themselves against
*

Lucian, Vit. Auction. 9; Plin., L,

ep. 5.

it.

III.,
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ST.

JOHN.

on the surface turned inwardly about the staff, but
on the side turned outwards in unrolling, the ordinarily
unwritten side of the parchment. Thus the exceedingly rich contents of
the book are indicated, completely comprising ^ the Divine decrees concerning
the future (a del yeviodai, iv. 1) while the sevenfold sealing ^ shows that these
Divine decrees are a deep, hidden mystery, which can be beheld only by an
unomXvipic whose mediator is only the Lamb, since it is his part to open the
The idea of the book in which the decrees of the Divine governseals.*
ment appear written occurs already in Ps. cxxxix. 16 cf also Exod. xxxii.
32 Rev. iii. 5, xx. 12. It is only by awkward conjectures that the opinion
is obtained, that the (3i0llov is the O. T.^ or the entire Holy Scriptures,
possibly the N. T. within, and the O. T. without.® Incorrect also is Wetstein " The book of divorce from God, written against the Jewish nation, is
a view contradicting every feature both of the more immerepresented,"
Inapplicable also Schdttgen, with whom
diate and more remote context.
Hengstenb. agrees " The book contains the sentence designed against the
enemies of the Church." It is true that this passage, considered by itself,
does not yet permit us to recognize the contents and meaning of the book in
yet it must be explained here partially from the meaning of
its details
chs. iv. and v., partly from the organism of the entire Apocalypse from ch.
vi., and partly from the meaning of viii. 1, that the book sealed with seven
seals could have contained not only what is written from vi. 1 to viii. 1,
called by Hengstenb. the group of seals,^ because Hengstenb. incorrectly
affirms that in the entire scene, chs. iv. and v., nothing else than judgments
upon enemies is to be expected, as such are to be represented in the comRather the appearance of the enpletely closed group of seals in viii. 1.
throned God, and the entire scene, chs. iv., v., afford the guaranty that not
only enemies are judged, but also friends are blessed, just as both necessaTo this the consideration must be added, that, accordrily belong together.
ing to the clear plan of the Apoc. itself, the so-called group of seals is by no
means closed with viii. 1,^ nor even with xi. 19,^*^ since from the seventh seal
a further development proceeds to the end of the Apoc.,^^ so that the contents of the seventh seal are presented completely only at the end of the
book consequently the contents of this book comprised in seven seals, which
is opened by the Lamb, appear to be repeated in the succeeding Apoc. from
ch. vi. on,i2 as John himself ^^ has proclaimed his entire prophetic writing as
a revelation communicated to him through Christ. The plain speech, i. 1
It has
and iv. 1, clearly makes known the essential significance in ch. v.
been found difficult to assign a place in the book-roll to the seven seals.

only

eacodtif, i.e.,

also omtrdev,^

-within,

i.e.,

;

—

;

.

;

—

:

—

;

'^

;

;

—

* A tergo, '* on the back," Juv., Sat. I. 6.
In aversa charta, " on the turned leaf," Mart.

'

Ebrard.

»

Alcas. considers in the same sense the

section chs. vi.-xi.

viii. 22.

De

Wette, Stern,

2

Cf.

8

Cf. X. 4, xxii. 10; Isa. xxix. 11;

4, 9.
*

Cf.

6

Victorin.

6

Primas, Beda, Zeger.

i.

1.

»

etc.

Dan.

xii.

"
"
«

Hengstenb.
Alcas.
Cf. Introduction, sec. 1.

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Beng., De

Cf.

Wette,

Klief., etc.

i* i. 1.
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2, 4.

Grot, (who altogether preposterously combines the koI bmaOev with

Kareacppay.),

were of the opinion that the entire book consisted of seven
leaves, each with a seal; C. a Lap., De Wette, etc., thought that attached
to the book as rolled up were a number of strings, and on them the seven
seals were fastened, so that thus each seal could be opened seven times, and
the part of the book that had been closed by the same could be read, but
at the same time the seals outwardly attached to the volume were visible to
John. But all these artificial hypotheses are unnecessary; and the most
natural idea, that the seals fastened the end of the leaves rolled about the
staff, and thus hindered the unrolling or opening of the book, is without
difficulty, provided it be only considered that it does not belong at all to the
opening of the seals that a part of the book be unrolled and read, but rather
that
according to the incomparably more forcible and better view
the
contents of the book come forth from the loosed seal portrayed in plastic symbols. The revelation concerning the future, described in the book of God, is
given to the prophet, as he gazes, in significative images which represent the
but there is no reading from the book to him. This
contents of the book
mode of presentation, so completely harmonizing with the artistic energy of
the writer of the Apoc, has been misunderstood especially by De Wette, as
he attempts to explain the circumstance that none other than the Lamb,
i.e., Christ, can open the book, by affirming that "with the opening of the
book of fate, a sort of fuljilment is combined," viz., the preparatory carryingout of the Divine decrees in heavenly outlines, as held by the rabbins. ^ The
Vitr., VVolf,^

—

—

;

subject at the loosing of the seals, and the opening of the book,
else

than a revelation that

is

is

nothing

to be given John.^

Ver. 2 sqq. icxvpbv. The adjective* is by no means without meaning;^
but does not, however, designate an angel of higher rank,® having reference
to the KTipvaa. kv (puvy iisyuly', as x. 1, 3.
The angel must have great power,
because with his call he is to penetrate all regions of the creation.'
a^iog.
As John i. 27, where, however, not the inf., but iva, follows. Cf also Uavo^y
Matt. viii. 8. The " worthiness " is the inner, ethical presupposition of the
" being able," ver. 3.
A hysteron
uvoliai to (StlSXlov kqI Ivaai rdc G<ppay. avT.

—

.

proteron.8

—

—

vtxokutlj ttjq yf/f, ver.

Incorrectly, Grot.:

3.

designates^ the entire sphere of creation, according to
gions, i*^

By

to think of

vTTOKciTtj Tf]g yrjg is

which here

is

meant

^^

"In the
its

It

Hades,!^ as the place, not of demons,^^

very strange, but of departed souls.

" by reading to understand,"

sea."

three great re-

—

(SXiireiv is

not

i*

but designates the seeing, following the opening of the book, therefore the looking in, the reading, of the same.^^
Ver. 4. Kal eyu ekXciov ttoXv. This expressly emphasizes what John on his
Ew.

1

Cf. also

2

Mairaonid.,

More Nevoch.,

does nothing until he has seen
above," in Wetst. on iv. 1.

it

i5.

6:

"God

in the family

7

Vitr., Beng., Hengstenb., Ebrard,

8

De Wette,

»

Cf. ver. 13; Phil.

ii.

10.

3

Cf. also Hengstenb., Ebrard.

"

*

Cf. Ps.

12

Beng.
Otherwise than Exod. xx.
Ebrard.

"
"

Bretschneider.

is

Ew.,

lo

ciii. 20.

6

"A

«

C. a Lap., Zull., Stern;

mere ornamental epithet," Eichh.

N. de Lyra

•

GabrieL

cf. also

De

Wette.

Cf. Vitr.

De Wette,

etc.

4.

Ew.

ii.

^^
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(iyo))

weeping

ST.

JOHN.

did under the circumstances described in vv.

is

caused simply by the fact that

ardently expected, and, according to

iv. 1,

"John did not observe any one advancing
this oflBce for the

So

Church."

His violent ^
2, 3.
seems as though the revelation
to be hoped for, would not follow.
it

at the call of the angel, to render

Vitr. correctly,

tion of the context, precipitately interprets

^

who

it

nevertheless, in viola-

chiefly of purely personal

which in no way are here "represented by the church."
" The weeping of John has
the remark of Hengstenb.
his weakness of faith as its foundation.
Without it, he would not have
wept at the impossibility for all creatures to loose the seals, but would, on
the contrary, have triumphed in Christ. Without it, also, the book of the
future, according to all which the prophets of the O. T. and the Lord had
said, would not have been absolutely closed to him."
John was satisfied,
rather, in all humility of faith, even though weeping, that, according to
what he had just heard, the book must remain closed to him.* The Lamb
had not as yet entered to open the book. But the reference to the predictions of the O. T. prophets, and of the Lord himself, is inapposite because,
if the entire scene is not to be senseless, it treats of such revelations as had
not as yet been made. The only objection against the weeping of John
that could be raised from the context is, that after iv. 1 sqq., he need not
at all have been anxious about being compelled to be without the revelation
but even this objection can be raised
as to the contents of the sealed book
only from the standpoint of a reflection which is here entirely out of place.
Ver. 5. One of the elders^ stills the weeping of John, by showing him
The deictic l6ov intensifies the
Christ as the one able to open the book.
pictorial vividness of the description.
Corresponding to the l6ov is the Kal
interests of John,

— Inapplicable

is

:

;

;

—

eldov,

k.tX, ver. 6

elders

;

there

John

had pointed him.

parts.

Grot.,*^ Vitr.,

—

directs his look to the

hiKTjaev.

The explanation

Lamb,
is

to

whom

the

divided into two

C. a Lap., Beng., Eichh., Heinr., Ew., etc., regarded**

immediate combination with the uvol^ai, k.t.Tl., so that the
latter appears as an object to the conception eviKijoev.^
Others, as X. de
Lyra, Calov., Boss., Ebrard, Klief.,^*^ have, on the other hand, referred the
ii so that then
eviKTioev to the triumphantly completed work of redemption,
the

evLKTjGEv

Luke

in

jToAu,

2

N. de Lyra, Beng., Ebrard, etc.
Hengstenb.
Cf. Acts i. 7; Matt. xxiv. 36; Mark

8

<

who, however, had already met with a
martyr's death,
" He has obtained that which you thought
Peter,

1

\ii. 47.

Cf.

''

xiii.

must be despaired of."
8

32.

Against Klief., who does not hesitate to
ascribe to John a harassing doubt as to
whether, because of the unworthiness of
creatures, the Divine ultimate purpose, at least
with respect to God's will of love, must remain unaccomplished.
G The attempt has been made also to deter"

mine who

this elder

is.

Matthew

is

suggested,

because in his Gospel (xxviii. 18) there is a
declaration concerning the omnipotence of
Christ.
N. de Lyra prefers to understand

The

older interpreters mostly, with a false

parallel to
»

"

He

HDT

(Ps- W' 6;

LXX.,

vi/c5»/).

has attained, prevailed in a struggle,

to open," etc.

De Wette, Hengstenb.
de Lyra " Was victor in the resurrection." Calov.: " Conquered the infernal lion."
Boss., Ebrard " Victory over sin, death, and
lo

Cf. also

ii K".

.

:

the Devil." So also Hengstenb., who, however,

same time confusedly falls into the first
:" Overcoming the difficulwhich opposed the opening of the book."

at the

mode
ties

of exposition

;

CHAP.
the infinitive statement,

uvol^ai,

V.
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6.

k.tX, appears not in an objective relation

and the hiKTjaev as absolute. The latter conception is correct, because the former combination of the hUrjaev with the
as is contradicted by the
inf. is not so much "a new and poetic mode,"
mode of statement in the Apoc.,^ and because not only the correlation of
to hinrjaev, but as exegetical,^

'^

ttj^ (pvlf]^ '{ov6a,
pi^a Aavid, but also
which may be regarded as an authentic interpretation of

the designations of the victor, 6 TJuv, 6 ck

the words, ver.

mode

the

9,

if

of expression in ver. 5, are decisive for the second of the explana" The Lion of the tribe of Judah " is Christ,*

tions previously mentioned.

because in his bodily descent from Judah, as the true Messiah promised of
old,

XLV., p. 216.] In the same
him as a sprout growing from
triumphant power. Thus N. de Lyra, C. a
[See Note

he had victoriously fought.

sense, the designation

Aavid^ represents

j6tCa

//

the root of David with fresh,

De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard, etc., correctly exmetonymy; and Calov. and others, incorrectly,

Lap., Grot., Eichh., Ew.,

plain, recognizing the slight

because against the decisive fundamental passage
divine nature,

The

self."^

is

Christian fundamental view

the same words, but also in the

already in

iii.

:

" Christ, according to his

represented as the foundation and source of David him-

and

21,

is

presented, which not only in

same tense

(hiKijaa, aor.), is

repeated immediately afterwards in ver.

is

another statement or explanation;

expressed
9,''

only in

just because Christ has strug-

viz., that,

gled and conquered in earthly humility,^ he

is worthy to open the sealed
harmonizes with this view, that one of the elders, therefore one of those who have in themselves experienced the fruit of Christ's
victory, and with complete clearness know the entire meaning of this vicnot as
tory, directs the weeping John to the Lion of the tribe of Judah
though this elder had observed that Christ meanwhile had besought the
enthroned God for permission to open the book, and had obtained it,^ but
because the elder has the blessed assurance that the exalted Christ, since he

book.

It especially

;

is

Lord and King of hiskingdom,
Ver.

6.

ev fiiaj rov dpovov

"The Lamb

— Kal ev

is

also the Mediator of all revelation.

(jiaci

ruv -npeafivTEpuv.

Incorrectly,

Ebrard

:

of the throney so as at the same time to sit in
the centre of the four living beings, and in the centre of the twenty-four
appears in

the midst

elders sitting around without, forming a

truly monstrous idea,

double
the

— the Lamb sitting

ev /liao) designates, in

Lamb

stands,i'2

yjg;.,

four beings, and which

more remote concentric

circle,"

in the midst of the throne.

^"^

the Heb. way,^i the two limits between which

whose centre, the throne, is beside the
bounded externally by the circle ^^ of the elders.

in the space
is

Yet we must not necessarily understand that the Lamb stood on the
1

Cf.

Winer,

8 ii. 7,

p. 298 eq.

According

6

From

«

Cf. also Vitr., Herd.

T

Cf. already ver. 6.

8

Because as the

to

Gen.

Isa. xi. 10.

redemption, ver.
liii.

2

11, 17, etc.; especially

*

13.

iii.

text.

xlix. 9.

10

"

Lamb he has wrought
ii.

8 eq.

Isa.

Cf. Lev. xxvii. 12, 14: I'ai-jO.

auafieaoy

"
13

which Aicas., just as correctly,
by " lying."

earrjKo^;

translates

Cf. Phil.

crystal

» As Ew. i. takes it, falling into an error
contrary to both the word and sense of the

Ew.
21.

Cf. ver. 1.

slain

—a

The

— xal

avafjLeaov.

Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb.
Cf iv. 4.
.

LXX.;

:
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De Wette

sea,i as

does, who, in accordance with his explanation of iv.

Of

finds a parallel in Heb. ix. 24.

Lamb

JOHN.

ST.

with regard to

there

it,

nothing at

is

all to

6,

and the position of the

the sea of glass,

be said here

—

;

as for the

we may point to vii. 17, xxii. 1, as against De Wette.
upviov eoTrjKog ug
The diminutive form, which is in general peculiar to the Apoc.,^
£a<j)ayuhov.
rest,

serves here to strengthen the contrast between the announced " Lion,"

the form of " a

little

lamb " which

is

now

Entirely remote

presented.

is

and
the

reference to the brief life of the Lord in comparison with the extreme age
Incorrect also is the remark that upviov, from the masc. upr^v,
used with respect to the flock that is to follow ^ for the diminutive, which
not at all from ufivog, is entirely without this exclusive designation of sex,^

of the elders.^
is
is

;

and the context

— Great

Lamb," yet there

little

bars the reference to the leading of a flock.
the contrast between the " Lion " and " the

itself (cjf eaipayfi.)

as in other respects
is

is

deep harmony of the two views; for as

also a

the struggles of the Lion presupposed in ver.
death, concur with the slaying of the

gained in

which becomes manifest

conflict,

ated by the

Lamb,

little

declares that

since

it is living,^

it

while

^^

5, i.e.,

Lamb,

his patient suffering

in the resurrection, is appropri-

The

stands as one slain."
at the

it

and

so also the victory of the Lion

same time

(wf

kcTTjKog

clearly

appears

£0(payfj.evov)

had (previously) been led to the shambles and slain. The word
properly " to open the throat with a knife, so that the blood flows

as one that
o(pu(^eLv,

making a

out," designates pre-eminently the slaying in

sacrifice,"'

but also

and any form of putting to death.^ By ug the ea(payfievov
is not "especially emphasized as significantly presented," ^*^ as though equivalent to a)f in passages like xvii. 12 Matt. vii. 29 John i. 14 Rom. xv. 15,
where the reality of a relation in its normative or fundamental significance
is marked,
for in this way, in the present passage, the absurd and actually
false idea would result, that the Lamb stood as one slain, i.e., at that time
any other

slaying,**

;

;

;

—

dead

;

eoTT/Kog

but the ug ^^ serves rather to reconcile the opposition between the
eacpay/iivov, as the Lamb standing (and therefore living) is repre-

and

sented as " one slain,"
it

has once been

that the Lord, in

i.

as such an one whose still-visible scars show that
John, therefore, applies to the Lamb the very same
There is in this view no violation
says of himself.

i.e.,

slain.^^

18,

—

The Lamb had a twofold emblem
whatever of the laws of the plastic art.^^
Kspara inra, the Symbol of perfect power,^* and o^daXjuovg kizTu, which is expressly
interpreted

ol elai to, Trvevftara tov deov inreaTaXfiiva elg

nuaav

The

ttjv yfjv.

refer-

•

1

iv. 6.

2 V. 8, 12, 13, vi. 1,

16, vii. 9, 14, xii. 11, xiii.

Cf., on the other hand, John i. 29,
iPet. i. 19; Actsviii. 32: 6 a/x»'6s. The
expression to. apvCa uxou, John xxi. 5, whereby
8, xvii. 14.

36;

Christ designates his believers
the passage

— does

— cf

.

Isa.

liii.

7,

to designate Christ

himself.

Against Hengstenb.
3 Against Bengel and Hengstenb.
* Beng.
6 Cf. cxiv. 4, 6; Jer. xi. 19;

John

^

Rev.

^^

'

Cf.

Exod.

iii.

12; cf.

xii. 6.

liii. 7.

8; 1

xiii. 3,

John

my

com-

latter passage,

Ebrard.

u N. de Lyra

refers the "

tanquam occisum "

to the daily bloodless sacrifice in the mass,

used here in an especial way, upon the basis
of

Grot., etc.
Isa.

mentary on the

Meyer on

not belong here, because

6
«

'^

cf.

xiii. 3.

Andr., C. a Lap., Grot., Vitr.,
De Wette, Stern, Heng-

Beng., Herd., Ew.,
etenb.

xxi. 15.

1

^^

De

"

Cf. xvii. 3 sqq.; Pa. exit. 9, cxlviii. 14;

Sam.

Wette.

ii.

10;

Dan.

vii.

20 sqq.,

viii.

3 sqq.
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7.

ence of the spirits of God, symbolized by the seven eyes,^ to the omniscience
of the Lord,2

too limited.

is

the context itself {unearakixha).

The correct interpretation is determined by
The (seven) spirits of God are also, here,^

the potencies which in their independent reality are present with God, and

by means of which he works on and

That Christ has ^ these
by the seven eyes of the
Lamb, just as before the throne of God (the Father) the same Spirit appears
as seven lamps. ^ This, moreover, in no way compels the conception, that
the vision has changed after the manner of a dream, and now where the
seven eyes of the Lamb are represented, the seven lamps have vanished,*' as
indeed the belonging of the Spirit to the Enthroned One, as also to the
Erroneous is the exLamb, is intended to be symbolically represented.
in the world.

spirits (this

Spirit) of God, is symbolized here

planation of

Beda

—

"

:

The septiform

spirit in Christ is

because of the emi-

power compared to horns, and because of the illumination of
grace to eyes."' But if even grammatically it is not impossible for the oZ,
which introduces the explanatory sentence, to refer to 6<pdaXfiovc and Keparaj
the annexed interpretation, ol elac ru Trvevfx., k.t.X., applies only to the ocpdaXfiovg,
and not at the same time to the Kipara. It would, of course, be in itself
inconceivable,^ if one and the same thing were represented by two symbols,
perhaps in tw^o different connections but here are two symbols, which
throughout do not designate the same thing for while by the " horns," a
symbol known already from the O. T., and therefore applied by John
without any particular hint, the attribute of power is symbolized, the eyes,
according to the express interpretation of the text, designate in no way an
attribute of the Lamb, but the Spirit really present with God and the Lamb
together (the Father and the Son), and belonging in like manner to them
nence of

its

:

;

both,

who

symbol

is

here indeed to be regarded according to the standard of the

{b^daXii.)

One seeing through all things.^ Beknows every thing, even things upon earth,

pre-eminently as the

cause Christ has the Spirit, he

whither the Spirit

is sent,

— the doings of

his enemies, the state of his

own

people, etc.

Ver.

Kut TjUe koL

7.

el?i7j<l>e.

The

those later,ii the sense of the aor.,
precedes.

— The

ing

Ebrard wishes

it. ^2

Lamb

*'

took "

perf. has,i*^ as also elsewhere

— which

it

(the book) out of the

to translate it

^^

among

the easier here because an aor.

is

hand

of

God

offer-

received" because "the active taking

But while of
no one, not even the Lamb, can take the book
yet the idea of the active taking on the part of

does not suit the Son's position with respect to the Father."
course

it is

self-evident that

God do not

if

the

Lamb

glory of
1

Cf.

*

Cf.,

power

i.

give

it,

more in the course of the entire connection, as it presents the
the Lamb eminent above all creatures, and not the possible subordilies

7

4, iii. 1, iv. 5.

especially,

Vitr.,

to the opening,

who

refers

the

and the knowledge

the reading and understanding, of the book.
3

Cf

.

i.

4, iv. 5.

* iii. 1.

6 iv. 5.
6

Ebrard.

to

go also Beng., De TVette,

etc.

;

only that

these expositors, with less error, regarded the

eyes as a symbol of knowledge.
8 Against Ebrard.
»

Cf. 1 Cor.

10

Cf.

1'

Winer,
cf ver.

"

.

ii.

10.

viii. 5.

p. 255.
1.

—
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God

ceived from

5.^

JOHN.

The Lamb can take

nation of the same to God.
indicated already in ver.

ST.

the book for the reason

but in no way because of having meanwhile

permission which had been previously asked. ^

To

re-

consider

with Vitr. as to whether the Lamb also had hands, etc., is unnecessary and
without point.
Ver. 8. dre llafiev (" lohen he had taken il).'*^ The aor. is to be understood
just as in vi. 1, 3, etc* Simultaneousness ^ would have been expressed by the
impf .^ Naturally, upon the act of the Lamb, which displays the glory belonging exclusively to him, there follows the song of praise, in which the glory
As in ch. iv., the four beings, the representais celebrated.

—

just evinced

and the twenty-four elders, the repreredeemed humanity, have worshipped the enthroned God in
alternate songs of praise, so here there sounds their united song of praise to
the Lamb, before whom they together fall down in adoration for the Lamb
shares in the divine glory of the Enthroned One."^ This song of praise finds
a response first in ver. 12, in the angelic hosts, and then, in ver. 13, is taken
up by all creatures everywhere, and that, too, so that at the close a doxology,
in a manner concentrated, sounds forth at the same time to the One sitting
on the throne and to the Lamb, and finally dies away in the amens of the
four beings who had begun the praise of the enthroned God (iv. 8) and, at
the same time with the twenty-four elders, that of the Lamb (v. 9).
tives of the entire living creation,

sentatives of

;

;

IxovTtg eKucrog

—

ay'cuv

by the masc. form

belongs only to

{exovreg eKaoTog)

;

ol TtpeajSvT.

:

for this

is

indicated,

harps and vials

and

the incongruence

beings as fashioned in

iv. 7,

which would result

the representatives of the creation had the

if

offering the prayers of saints.

Jirst,

secondly^ the unnaturalness of ascribing to

The

;

thirdly^

office of

latter is suitable only to elders. ^

elders have each a harp, the instrument with M^hich they

— The

accompany

their

song of praise,^ and "golden vials full of frankincense," viz., as is self-evident, each one a vial, so that we possibly are to think of a vial in the right
hand, while the left holds the harp.i^ The vials filled with frankincense
have a symbolical meaning corresponding to the emblem of the harp at elccv
The ai may, by attraction, be referred to the evfiiafidat npoGEvxai ribv uytuv.
Tuv,^'^ yet the formally more simple reference to (piu^g may be adopted, as the
Concerning the symbolical
vials are just such as are filled with incense.
meaning " its," cf. viii. 3 Ps. cxli. 2 Ezek. viii. 11. Arbitrarily and against
the meaning of the context, Hengstenb. understands by the prayers symboli:

;

;

whose chief subject is the protection
and perfection of the Church, and judgment upon enemies while he regards
^^^
the harps as referring to prayers of adoration and thanksgiving. ^^

cally offered only intercessory prayers,

;

uyluv, i.e., of Christians.i3

—

Cf. viii. 3, 4, xiii. 7, 10, xi. 18, xviii. 20.

misunderstanding of this as referring to saints already in heaven
1

Cf. ver. 9.

2

Ew. i.
De Wette.

3
*

Cf. Matt.

fi

"Als er nahm,'" Luth.

« 1
1

Cor.

Cf

.

vii. 28, ix. 2.5.

xiii. 11.

ver. 13, xxii. 1.

^^ is

® In other respects the Ae'yof re?, ver.
a different relation.
^

»«
^^

"

"

Cf. xiv. 2 sqq., xv. 2; Ps. cxlvi.

Ebrard.
Cf. De Wette, Ebrard,
De Wette, Ew. ii.
Hengstenb. cf Beng.
Vitr.,

;

.

"
etc.

The
inap9,

has

7, cl. 3.

Vitr.

::

CHAP.

V.
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9.

plicable for the reason that the idea that the prayers of the saints are offered

God by the elders ^ presupposes the fact that the saints themselves are
not present with God. With this agrees the mode in which the elders, ver.
The remark of C. a Lap.: "Note here against
9, speak of the saints.
Vigilantius, Luther, Calvin, and other Hagiomachoi, that the saints pray for
to

—

lis,

and

offer

our prayers to God,"

because, frst, the "elders" are in no

in other respects, entirely

is,

way

wrong

who

identical with the saints

are

meant secondly, while, on the Lutheran side, it is not at all denied that the
members of the Church triumphant pray for those of the Church militant
;

[see

Note

XLVL,

there

p. 217],

is

no allusion whatever

of saints contended against on the Lutheran side

to the invocation

and, Jinally,

;

it is

entirely

incorrect to regard the forms of the twenty-four elders included in the plan
as real personages,

and without any thing further

to construct a dogmatical

statement upon the act symbolically ascribed to them. Erroneous also is
De Wette's conjecture that John appears to know nothing of a mediatorial

Of

office of Christ.

nothing can be expressly said in the present pas-

this,

sage, although of course the entire Christology of the Apoc. essentially in-

cludes that fundamental Christian thought.
Ver. 9. Koi ddovoLv, viz., they who have fallen

down

;

i.e.,

the four beings

and the twenty-four elders. ^ Hengstenb. arbitrarily understands this " That
the elders come forward as the speakers of the chorus formed of them and
Too indefinitely, N. de Lyra:
Cf. xiv. 3.
the four beasts."
Cidriv mivriv.
" pertaining to the N. T. " yet he has also the correct feeling that the new
song refers to a new subject. Here this is not completed redemption,^ but
as the succeeding song itself shows, and the express connection determines,
the worthiness * of the Lamb to open the book,^ acquired through the pain[See Note XLVIL, p. 217.] ItyovTt^ introduces
ful work 6 of redemption.
The Lamb
6ti eatpuyTjg.
the song announced {g.6ova. u6. koiv.). Cf. iv. 1, 8.
:

—

;

—

himself

is

represented ug

the ground {on

ka(paynevov.''

for the u^toq

f<70.)

are to be strictly observed

el,

In the entire statement presenting

k.tX, the aorists

occurred, of the crucifying of the Lord
scribed according to

its effect

:

and this one fact^ is deand kizoiriaag. Incorrectly, Beng.

(Ea(pdyi]g),

riyopaaag, k.tX,

^^And hast purchased us to be thy possession.
tion itself, which occurred

iacpdyTjc, ijydpaoac, ETro'iTiaac,

they refer to the definite fact that has once

:

This refers not to the redemphis blood

when the Lamb was slaughtered and

and refers, therefore, to those saints who have
and who have been bought from the earth, xiv. 3."
Incorrectly, Ewald
Bengel's error is occasioned by the false reading 7}f/.dg.^
" By his bloody death he redeemed them to God, delivering to them the docHow
trine, following which they could emerge from the servitude of vices."

was sprinkled, but

to its fruit,

finished their course,

—

1

Cf. Tob. xii. 2.

that the revelation of the mysteries therein

*

De Wette,

contained

8

C. a Lap., Beng., etc.

*

In violation of the context, Klief.

etc.

:

The

reception and sealing of the book have to do
with " the actual final accomplishment of the

may

be communicated to the seer.
who, at the same time, thinks of
the new kind of 8ong; Stern, Ebrard, Heng.
e

Cf. Vitr.,

etenb.
8

cf. also ver. 5.

subject here has to do

">

Cf.

with the opening of the book only in order

»

See Critical Notes.

divine purpose."

The

Ew.

"

Cf.

1.

5 sqq.
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completely the

concurs with the

rjybpaaag

the fact that the blood of the slain

On

purchase. 1

XX. 28.
tive

—

kK.

c/c

the subject

Tzdarig <pvAf/g Koi

Cf. 1

John

Lamb

itself, cf. 1

evident especially from

ea(puy7jg, is

is

Cor.

designated as the price of the
vi.

20; 1 Pet.

ii.

i.

18 sqq.

;

Acts

Object with the parti-

yluaarig kol ?iaov Kat tdvovq.

13; Matt. x±v. 8 (Acts

iv.

JOHN.

ST.

In the connection of

17).

the four expressions, the progress from less to greater ^ is of no significance,
because unintentional but what is of importance, and recurs uniformly in
;

similar passages, even though another expression

all

ber four, which serves to
nite reference, however,

mark ^

which

consistent neither with the

—

ner of expression.
This passage
yfjg.

^

be chosen,

is

the

defi-

given any one of the four expressions,*

is

iruariQ,

is

nor with the intention of the entire man-

km r^c
by the

kol kno'iTjaag avrovc (Saoileiav koX lepelg Kal /3aai?iEvovatv

is

num-

Every more

the idea of universality.^

distinguished from what

said in

is

i.

6,

frst,

and immediately afterwards by the important addition
The latter would be superfluous, if either the reading
received by Hengstenb., etc., were correct,^ or the iSamMap could have had the
meaning stated by Hengstenb. on i. 6, i.e., "a people invested with regal
authority." Three things are here expressed Jirst, that those purchased to
i.e., they
be God's property have been made into a (SaatXtia, viz., of God,
are gathered as God's property into God's kingdom; immediately afterwards (kgI) that they are made priests; finally (Kal), they themselves have
been invested with regal authority. So Ebrard, correctly.^ The last, expressed in an independent member of the sentence, and so far distinguished
from the two predicates ^aaikeiav and updg, has its justification in the meaning of i. 9 and it is a perversion to change the present (iaaiTiEvovaiv into a
before

Koi

lEpelg,

Koi iSaatlevovaiv,

k.tX

:

—

;

future,"^

or to take

it

in the sense of a future.

It is especially appropriate

that the heavenly beings into whose mouths the song of praise, vv. 9, 10, is
placed, should recognize in the contending and persecuting church the

kings of the earth.

Vv. 11,12. KaleUov. Without foundation, Ebrard: "John sees someviz., he hears," according to the arbitrary conception that el6ov
designates, "in the weakened wide sense, visionary observation in general."
Correctly, Beng., De Wette, etc.: "John sees the hosts of angels whose
Around the throne of God, and the four
voice he hears." Cf. vi. 1 sqq.

thing new,

—

and the twenty-four elders, the attention of the seer is completely
occupied he sees now the heavenly host,^ an innumerable multitude kol t]v
The statement of numbers
6 upiOfidc avTcjv fvpiadeg fivptuduv Kal xt-'Xt-adeg x'^^'-"'^^'^for
is still fuller than in Dan. vii. 10,^ and indicates by its indefiniteness

beings,

:

;

it is

not said

how many are

Incorrectly, Bengel

:

"

the myriads of myriads

A less number added to the

—
— actual innumerability.

greater forbids both to be

taken too indefinitely." The anti-climax ^^ has the meaning that even the
precedhig very great number is still insufficient, but not that " with the im-

Cf Winer,

1

iv T. alfi.

2

vii. 9, xi. 9, xiii. 7, xiv.

8

Beng., Hengstenb.

*

Beng. refers the

the Jews.

<T.

.

p. 365.

6; cf. x. 11, xvii. 15.

(|)vA^?, Ziill.

the AaoC, to

*>

See Critical Notes.

c

Cf. Beug.

*

1

Kings

» xiK\.a.i.

lo

'

See Critical Notes.

xii. 14.

xi^taoes

—

*cal

/xvptai fivpiaSes.

Cf. also Ps. Ixviii. 18.

—

—
CHAP,

mense number the
cf.

i.

10.

V.

distinction vanishes."

^i^elv, in

^

Lamb

shared with the enthroned God.^

The

iv.

and

11

—

Tiiyovrec, cf. iv. 1, 8.

adoring acknowledgment.^

notes the power as peculiar to the
ning, which in

215

13.

12

vii.

is

— r^v

this, as also

;

dvvafiiv.

0uv^

fif:yu^Vi

The

article

the 66^av and

Ti/nffu,

is

force of the art., placed at the begin-

expressly repeated before each particular

Beng., excellently " These seven
words of praise must be expressed as though they were a single word, because they all stand with one another after a single article."^
ttTlovtov.
Mentioned also in 1 Cliron. xxix. 11, 12; ^ is not to be limited to the possession and distribution of spiritual goods,® but is in every respect unconditioned
wealth in all blessings,' as it belongs to the all-sufficient God, and likewise
conception, affects the entire connection.

:

—

Lamb who

to the

shares all his glory, and, therefore, also his throne. ^

—

but praise, honor. The seven items of the ascription of praise have, in other respects, nothing whatever to do with the seven
seals,^^ but are accumulated in this number,ii in order to express their holy
evXoyia,

not " blessing,"

^

completeness.

As John wishes to state how finally "every creature (ttuv Kriafia)
hymns of praise which have thus far been heard,
and that,
too, so that now praise and honor are proclaimed alike to the enthroned God
and the Lamb, and consequently, the hymns of praise from the two chs. iv.
and V. are united in an overpowering harmony,!'^
he expressly mentions
Ver. 13.

—

unites in the

—

the four great " regions of the creation,"
represent, just as in Ps. cxlvi. 6, Phil.
in its three chief departments.

onymous with
km

Christians,

and

r. 77;?

ii.

the whole of which he wishes to

11, the entire creation is

Grot., etc., incorrectly:

Entirely distorted

vTTOKUTo) Trig yr/g.

tion of Alcasar, according to

^^

which

to Jews,

kv

ettI t. daTi.

ovp. is

r.

ettI t.

also the forced interpreta-

is

to be regarded as referring to

and

to heathen,

vtvok. t. y.

Similar interpretations are to be found on Phil.

devils.

the question as to what

is

meant by the

described

daluoarig is syn-

ttuv Kriafia b kv tC)

the

ii.

damned
Yet

10.^*

ovpavu dare not be

repulsed by the remark, which in itself is correct, that only one " exhaustive
enumeration" is intended. ^^ "/n heaven," we cannot seek sun, moon, and
stars,^®

"

On

the earth "

is first

collective

are connected therewith in thought.

"

who

whom the godly glorified ones
humanity, yet all other creatures
^'Under the earth" are not demons,

but only the living heavenly beings to

belong.

unioillingly

obey Christ," ^"^ the

devils,

who by

" their very existence,

and

the gifts wherewith they are furnished, are a striking proof of the greatness

and love

— this

of the

Lamb

also,

because

all

things have been created by the

Son,'^^

a reference alien to the connection in general, and entirely so to

is

the designation to upvlov,

— but those contained in Hades,^^ yet not

in

purga-

«
1

Hengstenb.

« iv. 11.

10

Ew., De Wette, Ebrard,

« iv. 11.
*

Cf. also Hengstenb.

6

Cf.

Eph.

8

De

Wette, Hengstenb.,

iii.

8;

John

I.

refers to

w.

9, 10.

Cf. Boss., Hengstenb., Ebrard, etc.

i3

Beng.
See Meyer in
Ebrard.
C. a Lap.

^^
1'-.

»

Cf. Acts xvii 25; Jas.

8

Cf. Vitr.,

Ew.

1.

i**

17.
9

Beng.

alao vii. 12.

12

"

16.

who

Against Beng.

" As

etc.

"

John

1.

3,

Cf Phil.
.

loc.

"

10; Hengstenb.

ii.

10.

/

Vitr.
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ST.

JOHN.

—

By enl rrjc daMooij^, i.e., "on the sea" not "in the sea," ^ for the
refers not to ships, but
change of prepositions is to be accurately noticed
to such creatures as belong to the sea itself, here represented as situated not
On the /cat, introducing
Kal tu iv avrolc.
in the same,^ but on the surface.*
an idea whereby several preceding special points are definitively comprised,
ev avTolg, viz., in the spheres mentioned.
of. Matt. xxvi. 59; Mark xv. 1.^
" The things which are most deeply seated in animals
Incorrectly, Grot.
If this
Travraf jjKovaa "keyovrag.
and things, and escape the eyes of men."
reading is more correct than the, of course easier, koI tu kv avrolg nuvra tjk. Mthat the
yovra,^ the masc. form is explained not by the arbitrary conception
ascription of praise proceeds not so much from creatures in the different
regions of the creation (kuv Krio^a, k.tX) as rather from angels who, as chiefs,
represent these regions but the express form ^ corresponds to the prosopopoeia,^ which here is still bolder than, e.g., Ps. ciii. 22, cxlviii. 1 sqq., xix.
1 sqq., because here John in his vision actually hears the song of praise
The four points of the ascription of
raised by all the works of God.
praise correspond with the simple classification of the entire creation ^^ but

tory.^

—

—

—

:

—

"^

;

—

;

arbitrary to limit the evloyia to the

it is

Ver. 14.
of praise,^2

The Amen,
jg

the formal confirmation and conclusion of the

praise in chs. iv.

and

v.,

^^

after the

b^t because the whole tenor of the

Amen

it

of

started,^*

and thus comes

to a truly beautiful

has been uttered, nothing else remains for the

elders than silent adoration, which, naturally,^^

and not alone to the One

hymn

after resounding in ver. 13 to the farthest extent,

returns to the point wjience

But

hymn

uttered by the four beings, not because they occupy in any

respect " a lower position,"

rest.^^

Kxia/ia o ev r. ovpavo), etc.^^

sitting

directed also to the

is

Lamb,

on the throne. ^^

Notes by the American Editor.

XLV.

Ver.

5.

6 Aewv 6 ek

Tfjg c^v'kijg 'lovda, k.t.'K.

The expression is based upon Gen. xlix. 9. On the basis of Jacob's prophecy,
a young lion was emblazoned on the standard of Judah, as it led the van of
See Palestinian Targum on Num. ii. 2:
Israel's march through the desert.
"They who encamp eastward shall be of the standard of the camp of Judah,
spreading over four miles. And his standard shall be of silk, of three colors,
sardius,
corresponding with the precious stones which are in the breastplate,
topaz, and carbuncle and upon it shall be expressed and set forth the names of

—

;

1

0. a Lap.

8

Of. the tA ev avT.

«

Cf De Wette.
Winer, p. 407.

6

2

.

Luther, etc.

*•''

"
*

Hengstenb.
Cf. iv. 8 sqq.

i5

cf. Beng., Ebrard.

'o

Cf. v. 13.

i^

As Ew.

thought, supported by the com-

6

See Critical

1

Ewald.

pletely untenable Recepta

8

Cf.

Tovs aitovas rdv aio^vtay,

ISTotes.

:

npocrnvv.

^wcn

ets

and corresponding to
the view imposed upon John, that the Messiah

iv. 8.

Cf De Wette.
Beng.
11 Against Beng.
12 Ewald.
Cf. Deut. xxxW. 15 sqq.; Neh.
13; Ps. xli. 14; l^or. xiv. 16.
»

i.

.

10

is a creation (•' with adoration they honored God
as from him as author all things
have proceeded, and the Messiah was created,"

also

—

v.

iv.

2 sqq.)

NOTES.
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the three tribes of Judah, Issachar, and Zebulun; and in the midst shall be
* Arise,
O Lord, and let thine enemies be scattered, and thine adver-

written,

be driven away before thee; and iipon it shall be set forth the figure of a
Augustine, Serm. xlvi., quoted by Calov. "As a Lamb in his
lion.^^
passion, so a Lion in his resurrection; since by this he manifested his fortitude
in conquering death, and crushing the head of the infernal serpent (Gen. iii. 15;
Hos. xiii. 14; Rom. i. 4)." Cf. Heb. ii. 14. Calov. finds the lion-like character
saries

'

young

:

of Christ displayed also in the call of the Gentiles. The if (>Ka Aaua'tJ is analogous with kK on^pfiarog Aaveid in Rom. i. 3, it being, as Hengstenberg remarks,

" in David that the lion nature of the tribe came into manifestation." In
and victor David, whose deeds of courage are celebrated in Ps. xviii. 29 sqq., again comes forth. Calov.'s interpretation, referred
to by Diist., which is that also of Ribera and Cocceius, rests upon the assumption that a double designation of the humanity of Christ, in both the Lion of
Judah and the Root of David, is improbable; and that, in Rev. xxii 16, there
is a similar distinction between " root" and '* offspring."
Lange is right when
he says, *' The whole designation of Christ is a profound Christological saying,
which refers neither alone to the human descent of the Saviour (Diisterdieck),
nor to his divine nature simply (Calov.)." The divinely human person is designated by terms derived, indeed, from his humanity; but, because of the personal
union and the inseparable participation of both natures in every act, comprehending our Lord also in his divinity."
Christ, the race of the hero

XLYI.

Ver.

8.

ai frpoaevxcu r(jv ayiuv.

See Apology of the Augsburg Confession {E. T., p. 236) " We concede, that
when alive they pray, in general, for the Church universal, so in heaven
they pray for the Church in general." This is sufficient without resorting
to the expedient that representatives of the Church triumphant are not here
thought of. Quenstedt ( Theol. Didact. -pal., iv. 365) " That the saints in heaven
triumphing with Christ pray, in general, for the Church, is probably inferred
from this passage. But, from this, it cannot be inferred that they have a special
knowledge of all things, and are to be religiously invoked. By odors, are not
meant prayers of saints who are in this life, but of those blessed ones who are
reigning with Christ in heaven. These prayers are not IKaaTLKoi, propitiatory,
meritorious, and satisfactory, as though, by virtue of their merit, they intercede
by them for others, but evxapiauiial as described (w. 9, 10)."
:

just as

:

XLYII.

Ver.

9.

(jSijv

kuiv^.

is Kaivdc, new in kind, not vtdf, recent.
Luthard " In disfrom the song of creation (ch. iv.), the new song of redemption."
Bengel: " The word new is a thoroughly Apocalyptic word,
new name, new
song, new heavens, new earth, new Jerusalem,
every thing new." Calov.:
" It is new because the singers are new, viz., the renewed in heaven; and the
theme is new, viz., the incarnation, passion, and redemption of Christ."

The

adjective

:

tinction

—

—
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OP ST. JOHN.

CHAPTER
Yer.

1.

The poor

VI.^

So already Beng., Griesb., Matth.,

(}>o)v^.

variations (pwv^g (Elz.

(puvibv,,

),

(puvi/v

(j<),

after decisive testimonies.

are modifications.

— After

nor Ide (K, Beng.) is to be read. So according to A,
C, 10, 17, al., ed. Compl., Genev., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Also, in w. 3, 5,
Ver 2. Kat ddov is improperly omitted in
8, the insertion is to be deleted.
Yer. 4. avru before 2.a(3elv (Elz., Griesb., Tisch.),
most minusc. as superfluous.
omitted in A as superfluous, has sufficient testimony in C, 5«, Yulg.; Lach.
Instead of the unattested und r.
[W. and H.] has inserted it in brackets.
y. (Elz.), read e/c r. y. (C, J<, 2, 4, 6, al., Yulg., Syr., Andr., Lach., Tisch.).
Nevertheless, even the mere rf/g yrjg is a reading to be held in high esteem, in
favor of which is the testimony of A, and which may have been the mater leca(pd^ovaiv.
Elz., ocpuiuai (K).
But A, C, justify here the reading of
tion'is.
the fut. (Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]; cf. Winer, p. 271).— Yer. 6. In the Elz.
text, in accord with A, C, 54, 6, 12, 17, Yulg., <jc is to be inserted (Lach.), which
Yer. 7. It is
was omitted even by Tisch., 1873, because it was inconvenient.
not improbable, that with Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.], in accord with A, X,
Yulg. the reading is: (t>ov^u r. tet. C T^-eyovroc (incorrectly, Elz., leyovoav), as the
reading preferred by Tisch., etc., tov tet. C. ?i£yovTog (4, 6, 7, 8, al., Syr., Copt.,
epxov, neither /3M7re (Elz.)

—

—

—

—

—

Aral.

;

cf.

C: to tetuptov ^uov XeyovTog), may be an adaptation to the mode of
Yer. 8. Instead of uKolovdel (A, Elz., Beng., Tisch.), the
3, 5).
probably r/KoTiovOet (B, C, N*, 2, 4, 6, al., Yulg., al., Griesb., Matth..

—

speech (vv.

reading is
iSodn
Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]).
For //er' avTCv, ^ has the easier avTu.
The
avTolc,
So, correctly, Elz., Lach., Tisch., 1859 [W. and H.], after A, C, N.
reading avTcj (2, 4. 6, al., Yulg., Syr., al., Griesb., Beng., Matth., Tisch., 1854)
Yer. 10. sKpa^av. So A, C, N, 2, 4, 6, al., Beng., Griesb.,
arises from vv. 2, 4.
Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Without authenticity, Elz.; enpaCSv.—EK

—

—

—

Incorrectly,
So, according to decisive witnesses, Matth. already.
Yer. 11. The fj-iKpov after xpovov (Elz., Lach.,
Beng., Griesb.): and.

Tuv KaTOLK.
Elz.

(cf.

—

very strongly attested by A, C, K, Yulg. It is lacking, it is tnie, in B, 2, 4, 6, al., Aeth., An, Compl., and is rejected by Beng..
Griesb., Matth.. Tisch.; but any transfer from xx. 3 is highly improbable,
although it could readily have been omitted, because it seems difficult to make
the further determination sug nXijo., k.t.X, accord with the brevity of the
•KlripudQaLv.
appointed time,
So Beng., Treg., Lach., according with A, C,
Tisch. IX. [W.

and H.])

is

—

Yulg,

al.,

Compl.

Emendations are:

nTiTjpuaovTai (Elz.), irXijpcjnumv

Matth., Tisch.), nAripucovocv (28). Yen 15c The ndc before
in accord with decisive witnesses, erased already by Beng.

8. al.,
is,

^

Cf.

Fasc.

1,

De Apocalypai Joannea ex rebus
Hal. Sax., 1854.

vatis aetate gestis

(j^, 2,

£?i£vd.

3, 4,

(Elz.)

explicanda diss^ruit. Ed. Bohmer.
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seals of the

Lamb

book of fate were opened by the

describes the opening of the

vi.
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VI.

(cf. v. 1

six of the seven seals,

first

With

the contents of the book thus unsealed.

vi. 17,

sq.).

and reports

the contents of the

Against Vitr., who finds in ch. vii. the second
vision that is thought to proceed from the sixth seal, it may be noted already
here, that the opening of each seal always brings with it only one vision.^
Concerning the seventh seal, cf. viii. 1 sqq.
The seals are to be regarded
not as belonging to the transitions of the book, but to the book itself what
is manifested at their opening serves, therefore, not as a significant type of
what is contained only in the book itself, but by the opening of the seals
sixth seal are exhausted.

—

;

The

the contents of the book are revealed.^

opening of the

the transitions of the book,

— which

is

visions presented after the

Heinr. thinks, figures portrayed in

seals, also, are not, as

in

no way conceivable in the

first four,

to say nothing of the last three seals; but they are significative images

events, which, proceeding

from the unsealed book

itself,

and

signify future things ^

Ew. says, incorrectly, that the horsemen (vv. 2, 3,
5,8) "proceed from a narrow place." They go forth from the unsealed
As the seven epistles, by a plain change in the form of combook itself.
position,^ were classified into three and four, so the seven seals
apart from

to the gazing prophet.*

—

—

the fact that, by ch.
first six

ion

is

—

fall

the seventh seal (viii. 1 sqq.)

and three

into four (vi. 1-8)

arbitrary;

visible,

vii.,

and the

viz.,

is

separated from the

But Bengel's deciswhat is
invisible.^
Still more arbitrarily,
represented " the conversion and
(vi.

9 sqq.).

that the former class of four seals refer to

latter of three to

Alcasar thought that the

first

what

is

four seals

who would believe in Christ " ^ but the last three,
"the unhappiness and punishment of Jews rebelling against Christ." In
the first four seals, appear allegorical figures, horsemen on horses in the last
three, there are certain occurrences not portrayed in an allegorical way.

happiness of the Jews

;

:

Besides, the

first

four seals are placed in a certain relation to the four beings

which surround God's throne

(iv. 6 sq.)

;

while every time,

But

opened, one of the four beings says to John, Ipxov.
carried into minute details.

cated in the
throne, etc.

first seal,

;

Thus Beng.

places in

when a

seal is

must not be
the east what is indithis

as the first beast has his place to the east of God's

while Grot, finds

it

very suitable for his conception of the four

beings, that, e.g., in the third seal, which treats of famine,

and that, too, of
Emperor Claudius, the third being,
viz., Paul, speaks, for Agabus had prophesied to him of this famine.'
But
it would have been more consistent for Grot, to have regarded Agabus the

that which occurred at the time of the

To

third being.

the fourth seal, which threatens sicknesses, Grot, says, that

the fourth being suits, viz., James, who, in his epistle, speaks of sicknesses.

Against Heinrichs,

who

thinks that only
looked into, after
the seven sealed " coverings " have been re^

in ch. viii. the

book

itself is

moved.

e

& Sel yevfffOai juera raOra; cf.

"

Cf. v. 1.

*

See on ch.

iv. 1.

The blessed dead, especially

their service."

The four horsemen

are, "Faith,

Courage,

"Want, Death, viz., as victor over the inordinate
affections of

ii.

the martyrs,

the unblessed dead, and the holy angels with
^

2

«'

—

^

Acts

still

xi. 27

unbelieving men."

sqq.
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Other expositors,^ because of the signs of victory of the first seal compared
with the victorious leonine strength and courage of the first lion-like being,
and because of the persecutions of Christians, have mentioned thereon that
the second being

like

is

an ox,

who

four beings

i.e

,

an animal for

and more of such

sacrifice,

In accord with the allegorical meaning of the

arbitrary interpretations.

represent the living creation, especially the earthly, out of

forms are fashioned,^ and in accord with that which
is the relation between the
four beings and the first four visions of the seals, which in the constant epxov
of the individual beings, and in the voice (ver. 6) sounding in the midst of
the four beasts, stamps the fact that visions are revealed which pertain to
the earthly world, and that, too, to the whole of it.*
Ver. 1. Kat eldov ore, k.tX, does not mean, "/ was a spectator when the
Lamb opened a seal:"^ the opening of the seal is not designated as the
object of the eldov.^ De Wette' and Ebrard attach such a wide significance
to the dSov, that it may include the hearing mentioned directly afterwards;
the meaning is that the prophetic " beholding " properly consisted in " hear-

which

their significant

reported concerning the visions themselves, ^

is

ing."

more

It is

he describes

As

correct to say that

what John

in the vision itself, so also in its

—

interposed.
nal,8

The

fxiav.

but here, as directly afterwards in the

spoken

is

marked until afterwards (vv.
The voice of thunder belongs

3, 5,

To

terrestrial.^**

when

the seal

7).®

is

ivbg ek

The

of.

— wf

<l>uv7]

t. t.

C, it is

ver. 1.

yet

is

for the ordi-

only expressed

order of succession

is not
Loose construction.

BpovrfjC'

to all four beings, because they are alike super-

the one of the four beings

expressly ascribed, only because

it

the

is

who speaks

first

first,

this voice is

The thunder

to speak.

of the voice has nothing to do with the contents of the first seal.^^

Even

opened,

Kal eldov refers

number does not stand here

cardinal

that one of the seals (beasts)

sees

back to
description, something heard

where the repeated

first in ver. 2,

—

note

epxov.

^Mne were genuine, ^^ ^ parallelizing of these words
would be inapplicable, and a critical inference as to the
composition of the Apoc. by the Evangelist John would be without foundaif

the addition Kal

with John

tion. ^^

i.

JiJq^

40, 47

even

the note of Schottgen

is

^^

here applicable

occurring in the Holy Scriptures only in John,
of the rabbins.

— They employ

putation one approaches

The command
come up;"
This

is

Ver.

epxov'^^ is

viz., to see

C. a Lap., Stern, Vitr., etc.
Cf. iv. 7 sqq.

*

Cf.

very simple, and

'

*

Against

'*

Cf. also Winer, p.

:

i.

seriously

meant

Ew.

ii.,

10, X. 3.

etc.
23.3.

:

"John

is

to

it

had a bow

;

and

*

—

^3

gge Critical Notes.
Against Hengstenb.

^*

On John

^^

Inconceivable, and in violation of the con-

12

1-8.

Ew., Heugstenb., Ebrard.
Hengetenb.

Cf.

is

" Against Hengstenb.
s yi.

Luther, incorrectly "I saw that "
Otherwise than v. 11.

10

however, as often as at the close of a disdeclaration concerning the subject."

who makes a

written immediately afterwards.
2. John saw " a white horse, and he that sat on

2

5

" This formula,

accurately what proceeds from the unsealed book.

1

*

it,

:

the well-known HKIT ^3

is

text,

i.

47.

because of the immediately following

Kal elSov, is the reference of ihe tpxov here, as

appearance of the approaching horseman (against Klief.).
in vv. 3, 5, 7, to the

—

—
:

CHAP.
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2.

was given unto him, and he went forth conquering and to conquer."
form is that of a warrior, and that, too, of one victorious, and

entire

triumphing in the certainty of victory. All the individual features of the
image harmoniously express this. The horses of the Roman triumphers
were white. ^ On white horses, therefore,^ appear not only Christ himself,
That the weapon of the horsebut also his hosts triumphing with him.
man is a how, not a sword, has scarcely a symbolical significance. The sym-

—

bol would be distorted

with which work
reference

is

is

if

done

Wetst. were correct in saying that by the bow,

at

a distance, the intention

to indicate that the

is

properly to a victory, occurring at a distance from Judaea, of

who made war upon

the Jews in Babylon;
form of the horseman, which, in the
manner proposed, is to represent that king, must have appeared at a greater
Arbitrary is also the explanation of Vitr. " A bow, not a sword,
distance.
in order to withdraw our thought from Roman emperors to Christ." If, as
by Vitr., importance be laid upon the fact that the bow is pre-eminently
peculiar to Parthian and Asiatic warriors in general, and not to the Roman,
we dare not find in the bow an emblem of Christ in order, then, to explain
not so much the bow mentioned as rather the supplied darts of the numerous
apostles and evangelists through whose forcible preaching Christ won his
victory.* Instead of the bow,. in Ps. xlv. 6, the darts are mentioned, and
that, too, beside the sword (ver. 4), in a description which may have floated
before John.^ In this passage, what is ascribed to the bow can indicate
nothing further than that the warrior equipped therewith may meet his foes
whose meaning, in
The crown
also at a distance.
idodn ahru aTe<pavo^.
is given the
connection with what immediately follows, is indubitable^
warrior, because it is to be marked in the beginning directly, by this going
forth, that he already goes forth as a vucuv, and, therefore, that the goal of
N has even the interhis going forth kqI Iva vLHTjaij is undoubtedly reached.
The true meaning of this passage is suggested by
pretation KOi EvcKijaev.

the Parthian king Artabanus

but

if

this

11.,^

were the meaning, the

entire

:

:

—

—

:

the statement

—

:

k. e^r/kOev

vlkuv

koi. 'iva vtKfjay,

especially in connection with the

further in connection with the
fundamental idea of the entire Apoc, particularly the parallel passages xix.
11 sqq., where, in perfect correspondence with the harmonious plan of the
book, the form of a horseman comes forth still more gloriously, and at the
same time is expressly explained. If we regard only the forms of horsemen
proceeding from the three following seals, which, according to the unam-

succeeding forms of horsemen, but also

1 Cf. in general Virg., Aen. iii. 537 sqq.
" Quattuor hie, primum omen, equos in gra-

mine vidi — candore nivaW ("Here, as the
first omen, I saw four horses on the grass
of snowy bright7iesfi'^). Beside this, Servius

:

" This pertains to the omen of victory." More
of the same kind in Wetst.
2

xix. 11 sqq.

3

Joseph., Ant.

xviii. 2, 9.

Against Vitr.; also against Victoriu.,
Beda, N. de Lyra, Calov., etc.

still

^

Inapplicable

is

the comparison usual with

the expositors, of the horsemen of vv. 2-8, with
the horsemen and horses of Zech.

i.

8 sqq.,

and the chariots, Zech. vi. 1 sqq., where neither
the forms beheld, in themselves, nor the attached signification, agrees with the vision in
our passage. Even the colors of the horses
are not the same, much less their meaning (cf.
Zech.
«

vi. 6).

Cf.

1

Hengstenb.

Cor.
:

ix.

25.

Incorrectly

" regal crowns."

Ziill.,
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biguous hints in the text, are the very personifications of the shedding of
blood (ver. 4), famine (ver. 6), and death (ver. 8), nothing is nearer than
the opinion that even the first horseman is a personification, yet not of Chris-

— to which not a single feature of the picture leads, even apart from
scarcely conceivable, — but of victory, or of war on the side of victory

tianity,!

the fact that, except in the person of Christ, a personification of Christianity
'^

is

;

with which
in

it

would well agree,

that, in vv. 3 sqq.,

other sides and consequences.

its

war should be represented

So, already, Bengel,^ Herder, Eichh.,

whom the latter, like Wetst., limits the idea of the horseman to
According to this conception, De Wette* judges, with entire consistency, that the similar image of a horseman, referring to Christ,^ is intended to be antithetical in its relation to the present; there at the end,
Christ with his " spiritual victory," in opposition to the " vain boast of vicBut in the text there is no
tory " of the warrior here at the beginning.
trace whatever of such contrast that the victor here represented had, and
wished to win, only a vain worldly victory, has as little foundation as it is
unsatisfactory for Christ's victory to be called only a " spiritual " one, as even
Ew.

of

ii.,

Judaea.

;

With

the external ruin of Babylon belongs essentially thereto.

most expositors® regard the horseman of the

first,

correctness,

identical with that of xix.

The characteristic attributes are essentially synonymous. Yet in
we stand, of course, at the glorious end of the entire development
of the kingdom of Christ, while here the Lord first goes forth to bring about
that end but just because only he can go forth to conquer, who is already
11 sqq.

the one case

;

a victor

(vikuv),"^

even here the form of the Lord

proceed from the unsealed book of fate,

determines the course and end of
visions

all

essentially the

will

triumph over

same

as at

the visions which

indicated that he guides and

which John beholds, as well

as in the

the beginning and end, the First and Last,

is

all

victor (viKuv) over them.

it is

all

the events portrayed in the succeeding

in the prophetic figures, also,

;

things portrayed, the Lord

who

is

Since the very appearance of Christ reveals

the end.

enemies

To any

(Iva

vt/t^cr/?),

as he

is

already properly

special victory of Christ, as possibly the

results of the preaching at Pentecost,^ the vikuv, even because of the present

form, cannot refer; in the sense of the Apoc, as also of the whole N. T.,
Christ is absolute victor over all that is hostile, just because he is Christ, i.e.,
the Son of God,

who

has suffered in the

heaven, or because he

The

presupposing the

Lamb

of

hcK-rjaa, iii.

flesh,

and arisen and ascended into

God who

possesses God's throne.

21

and including

in itself

government

(v. 5),

Stern.

career, as throughout all time in

'

De Wette.
Whose opinion,

and the
as a nile inaccurate, here

given, that he regards the first

horseman as

Emperor Trajan. Beng. says expressly
But Trajan is far too small to be such an

the
*'

the

1

3
is

vuiuv

is

:

horseman." Yet Beng. finds, even in Trajan,
one and that too the first of the 'conquerors,"
whose dominion and victory are represented
by the first horseman ' By the horseman
:

himself

is

represented a certain kind of worldly

state, it is constantly

attended by

(1)

a tlourishing condition; (2), the shedding of
blood."

Beng.

*

Cf., already,

s

xix. 11 sqq.

«

Victorin., Beda,

Vitr.,

N. de Lyra, Zeger, Grot.,
Bohmer,

Calov., Hengstenb., Ebrard,

Klief,, etc.
^

Cf. v.

8

Grot., etc.

5, iii. 21.
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3, 4.

designates also the true ground upon which believers

in Christ are " to conquer,"

and can conquer, and have to expect from the
Thus the triumphing image of Christ at the beginning of all the visions, proceeding from the book of fate, is in harmony
with the fundamental idea and paracletic tendency of the entire Apoc.
As little as the emblem of the bow, does the horse in itself or its white
Lord a

victor's reward. ^

color have any special significance;

seeks any thing more than such

horseman

any exposition that

emblems whereby the

in such matters

entire

form of the

characterized as that of a victorious warrior, and which pro-

is

ceeds to a special interpretation of the individual characteristic features,
instead of regarding the unity of significance in the entire image, must

what

result in
itors,

arbitrary and frivolous.

is

who understand by

This

contrary to

is

the expos-

all

the white horse the Church,'-^ and that, too, the

apostolic primitive Church, in its purity

and peaceful condition prior to

persecutions, which are found in the second seal,^ as Beda, Andr., Areth.,

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Calov.,

When

[See Note

etc.

XLVIIL,

p. 234.]

Lamb ^

opens the second seal, John
this time by the second of the beings, to come

Vv. 3, 4.
manded, and

the

;

is

again com-

it is

therefore

had ended, and the first
image of a horseman had vanished, he had again withdrawn, and taken his
original place. ^ The forifl proceeding from the book of fate after the openpresupposed, that after the vision of the

ing of the second seal

This

of blood.

is

(£^f/A0n^ cf.

first seal

ver. 2) is that of personified

shedding

so obviously indicated by the red color of the horse,®

was granted

whereby

it

with the

effect of a slaughtering of

acpd^ovmv,

only the KarotKovvreg km

21) to take peace away from the earth
one another by the dwellers upon earth,'
and by the corresponding emblem of a great sword which was given (edodVi
cf. ver. 2), 8 that expositors are united concerning the essential significance
of the vision.^ The more accurate determination of the intention of the
threatening manifestation is given partly from the words ek rijc ynu and
partly from the connection of the whole, decided already in the first sight of
a seal. As U rfjg yfjq does not mean " from the land of Judaea, and the places
in which there were Jews," ^'^ certainly the vision as a prophecy post eventum
cannot refer to the Jewish war, and the rapine and strifes of factions which
occurred during its continuance, especially in Jerusalem. ^^ Since, on the
other hand, because of the connection of Aa/3. r. elp. m t^c yvc and a^U^Aouf

1 ii. 7,

11, etc.

;

(i66d7],

cf

.

iii.

ttj^

nation with

cf xxi. 7.
.

Over the church, made white by his grace
beyond snow, the Lord presides " (Beda).
*

•'

"The

white color designates that by his providence God will take
care, that, at the time indicated by this seal,
the Church shall have peace."
3

Cf., e.g., Vitr.

:

Cf. ver.

5

Cf., also, vv, 0, 7.

«

Cf. 2

1.

iii.

22;

'

The

avrw, just as the iva after

8 Jt is

to be noted

how

excellently the signi-

ficant instrument, the ^dxatpa, applies to the

claying which

is

announced

(^(/xi^ouan'

;

cf.

ver. 6).
8

Apart from

individual, entirely untenable,

lo

Ebrard.

LXX.

:

vbara nvppa w?

al/xa.

Iva with the ind. fut., in the epexe-

getical clause

eSofljj

Troi^eruj, iii. 9.

arbitrary explanations, as in Alcasar.

*

Kings

ym^^ can be regarded as subject to

/cai

Iva, k.t.\.,

stands in combi-

Grot.
" Intestine dissensions, robbers, assassins,
insurrection of Theudas," etc., Wetst.; cf.
ii

Herder, Bohmer, also Eich., Heiur.,
^-

iii.

10.

etc.

;
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one another, those massacred cannot be Christians,

the discourse cannot be in reference to the persecutions of Christians

then

also, in

reference to the combination of the

entirely arbitrary to assert that the last three

position towards the

first. ^

four seal-visions,

first

horsemen occupy a

specially

expounding

it,^

as those holding it

more or

;

for
it

is

hostile

Incorrect, therefore, are all expositions

in the second seal-vision find the persecution of Christians

i.e.,

;

which

as well those

On

less in general. ^

wars in the world are regarded as the
first presage of the parousia of Christ, the upxv M'vwv, so there appears here
the personification of the shedding of blood, which is to occur on earth in
consequence of the Lord's approach for the glorious and victorious end.
Even sanguinary war serves the Lord at his coming. Believers, too, are of
course alarmed by the reipaGfiog which is thus proclaimed by the second sealvision * but their Lord not only preserves them, but at the signs of his
coming they are to be the more confident in their hope, since their redempthe contrary, as in Matt. xxiv.

7, 8,

;

tion approaches.^

Vv.

5,

6.

The meaning
norm

according to the same

is

to be determined

The

black color of the

of the third seal-vision
as that of the second.

horse designates not the grief of those

who have been

afflicted

by the plagues

indicated by the entire image of the horseman,^ especially not the grief of

the Church over heresy, as

it is

symbolized by

'the

horse and horseman

but the black color must correspond to the destructive character of the image
of the horseman itself' Yet it is not perceptible how, by this color, the
particular nature of the plague announced, viz., famine, is expressed :8 it is
sufficient to regard the black color ^ as an indication that the figure appearing
therein

emblem

is

one of a plague, a servant of divine judgment.

—

First, the special

unambigmakes us recognize in the third figure of a
As to the expression, i^vyog
l^vyov.
horseman the personification of famine.
means properly the beam which unites the two scales, cf. Prov. xvi. 11 as
to the subject itself, since by the weighing of the grain which otherwise is
ascribed to the horseman Qx.

uous exclamation

k.tX), in addition to the

Cvyov,

xoIvl^ gItov, k.tX,

—

;

—

measured, famine is represented, cf. Lev. xxvi. 26, Ezek. iv. 16.
uf before
<puv7iv ^^ corresponds with the circumstance that, to John, the person from
whom the voice proceeds ^^ remains unknown. ^^ " Audivi ut. vocem,'^ a Latin
would say; i.e., "I heard (something) like a voice." That the cry sounds
forth " in the midst of the four beings,"

is,

in itself, natural, since

unsealing of the book of fate occurs at the throne of God, which
1 "Against the victorious and conquering
Church, a red horse goes forth, i.e., an unfavorable populace, bloody from their rider, the
Devil" (Beda).
2 e.g., N. de Lyra: "The red horse is the
Roman people; the rider is Nero."
" The red horse,
8 e.g., Beda, Zeger, Calov.
an unfavorable people, an assembly of the
:

form of each personification, sees
only the worldly power thirsting for the blood
of Christians, etc.
*

Cf.

^

Hengstenb., Ebrard, also Beng., Ew.,

iii.

10.

Wette.
«

De

'

Cf. vv. 2, 4,

Wette, Hengstenb.,

also

^o

Beng.
See Critical Notes,

ii

Cf.

and ouggest Decius and others; Stern, who,

i*

Cf. ix. 13, x. 4,

the rider

is

the Devil."

rider a personification of the

Cf.

i.

etc.

8.

who regard the
Roman Empire,

godless;

the

in the

in the entire

»

Andr., Areth., Laun., Vitr.,

is

a

Cf. ver. 12.

12.
8, xiv. 13, xviii. 4.

De

,

:

CHAP.
midst of the four beings

;

but as

^
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5, 6.

not without significance that the four

beings, as representatives of the living creatures on earth, cry out to John,

the midst of those beings the cry
sounds forth, which accompanies the figure of a plague pertaining to living
creatures ^ The first half of the call sounds just as when any thing is offered
ipxov^ so is it likewise significant that in

The

for sale.^

gen. drjvaplov

command which

contains a

is

The second sentence

that of the price. ^

prescribes to the horseman, not only as the per-

sonification of the famine, but as the bearer of the visitation, the limit of

Oil and wine are to grow as ordinarily
".Do them no harm, injure them not "^ although wheat and

the plague ordained by the Lord.
fi^ udiKija^^, i.e.,

barley,

;

and therefore the unconditionally necessary means of subsistence, are

to be so dear that a day-laborer for his daily labor receives a denarius,^ noth-

ing more than daily food for himself,

— a choinix of wheat, which

daily nourishment.

the famine indicated do not reach the

If, therefore,

a man's

is

'^

utmost extreme of hunger,^ yet the grievousness of the plague is obvious to
who has learned to know the life of the people, viz of the lower
classes, in the neighborhood.
That oil and wine remain exempted, is, of
course, a mitigation of the famine but on the other hand, by the plentiful
presence of these two means of nourishment, even though in Oriental life
they are luxuries far less than among us, the Treipaafxog lying in the famine
which had entered is essentially strengthened, and the critical force also of
these plagues in an ethical respect, which belong to the signs preceding
every one

,

;

Christ's coming,^ intensified.

The

reference of vv.

particular dearth,ii
as also in vv.

is

and

3, 4,

5, 6,

to the

famine under

Claudius,^'' or to

any other

decidedly contrary to the sense of the text; since here,
ver. 7 sqq.,

one predicted only after

its

no special fact

meant, especially not

is

occurrence, but rather, in accord with the funda-

mental prophecy (Matt. xxiv. 7), a certain kind of plagues is described,^^
which precede the coming of the Lord. Purely arbitrary is the allegorizing
interpretation, e.g., in Beda,^^ Vitr.,i* C. a Lap.,^^ Stern,i® etc.
N. de Lyra
understands by the black horse, the Roman army; by the horseman, Titus;
by the wheat and barley, Jews by oil and wine, Christians. The acme of
arbitrary interpretation is attained by those who, as even Bohmer, understand the wheat and barley properly, and the wine and oil figuratively as a
designation of Christians. Any such distinction would have been indicated
;

'

iv. 6, V. 6.

3
*

"Winer, p. 456.
"Winer, p. 194.

s

Cf.

2

vii. 2,

.3,

«

Matt. XX.

2.

'

Cf. Wetst.

8

Cf. Joel

i.

'

The black horse is the band of false
who have the balance of a right pro-

brethren,

ix. 4, 10, 19,

ii.

fession, but injure their associates by works of
darkness."
! " Dearness of spiritual provision, viz.,

11.

in the time

10 sqq.

"Matt. xxiv.

7.

Ai/xoi,

from Constantine

until the ninth

century."

Hengstenb.

judges, that the famine, vv.

long to the

"

Cf. aleo Hengstenb.

5, 6,

Matt. xxiv.

7,

is cttjtos

incorrectly

does not bebut is "the

prelude of that fulfilment."
" Grot., Wetst., Harenb., Herd., Bohm.
al Cf. Calov., Bengel, Huschke.
12 Cf. De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.

=a

heretic, as Arius; o Ka^rjux.^ the

Devil, or heresiarch;

Scripture;

5rji/ap.

and of daily holy

=

=

C,vy6<;

and

xoi^^"?

life; ctlt.

the harsh old law;

e'A.

=

the gospel

and

oI»'.

=

cine of our Samaritan Christ.
ic

= Holy

the merit of sound faith

Personified erroneous doctrine.

;

KpiB.

the medi-
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JOHN.

by the omission of the art. with ohov and Kptdijv, whereas, on the other hand,
it is found with eXaiov and olvov.
But although the art. in the latter case designates simply the class as a whole, this
naturally
tioned,

;

is

lacking in the former case just as

since there not the kind of fruit as such, but a quantity,

which

tlierefore allows

is menno other designation than that of the mass,

which in simple composition is given as xolvi^ oItov.
Vv. 7, 8. The fourth form of horseman is recognizable not only by the
entire description, but also his name is expressly mentioned dvo/ia ahrCi 6
:

The

QdvaroQ.

text

thus as contradictory as

is

is

possible to all allegorizing

away from Christ as
and Turks,^ of the Roman people with the
"Hell follows," because immediately after his

interpretations of mortal heresy,^ of the complete falling
spiritual death,^ of the Saracens

Emperor Domitian, whom
death he entered

Incorrect, also, as in vv.

it.^

5, 6, is

the limited reference of

the whole to any special case, as possibly to the diseases and rapine which

occurred at the time of the Jewish war in consequence of the famine (vv. 5,
6),^ or to the devastations made by the Jiavl Germani, and other nations of
the migration.^ As already by the ancient prophets, in addition to the

sword

'

and hunger,^ pestilence ^ and

also wild beasts

'^^

were called grievous

divine judgments, so the Lord also enumerates pestilences

Yet

signs of his coming.

has the

name

6 Ouvarog, is

it

(Tioifioi)

among the
who

does not follow thence that the horseman,

the plague

;

^^

but

it

corresponds with those types,

that death personified, just as the shedding of blood personified, and famine
personified, should enter because of the Lord's going forth to his victorious
goal,

and that the means mentioned (ver. 8) should ascribe to him deadly
This horse has the color which agrees with his work, x^^po^ desig-

efficacy.

nates not only the fresh green of the grass, ^^ ^^t also the greenish pallor of

—

13 ^nd of death. i*
The loose but forcible construction in
6 Kadwevo^.
which the preceding nom. is absorbed by the following dat. {bv. avru 6 Qav.),
as in iii. 12, 21.
kuI 6 'Aidrj^ 7)KO?iovdet /j-et' ovtov.
The /xera with aKO?i. as Luke
ix. 48.
To understand Hades by metonymy for the inhabitants of Hades,
the host of those swept away by death, ^^ is an assumption which not only
gives a monstrous idea, but also especially avoids the correct reading idodv

fear

—

avToig.

The

incorrect explanation, as well as the incorrect reading

pends upon the failure to recognize the fact that Hades,
belonging to death,i^ because filled by the agency of death,
here like death

itself,

The

as a person following death.

i.e.,
is

avTu>,

de-

the place

represented

idea of locality,

which especially belongs to Hades, is also in i. 18 decisive as to the idea of
death; conversely here and in xx. 13 sqq.. Hades is personally considered,
which suits better the idea of death. But to regard Hades only as the place

1

Beda,

who meutions

especially

Arius;

'

Zeger, etc.

lo

2

Stern.

"

3

Vitr., C. a

4

"^5"?.

LXX.

Lap.
N. de Lyra.

12 yiii. 7, ix.

"

''

Wetst., Grot., Herd., Bohmer.

^*

*5

Huschke.

^

Cf. V. 3 eqq.

"
"

»

cf. ver. 5 sqq.

:

Oavaro?, Jer. xxi.

7,

Lev, xvi. 22; Ezek. xiv. 21.
'* Pestis
nomine mortis " (Eichh.).
4;

Mark

vi. 39.

//. vii. 479.

Pallida mors.
Eichh., Ebrard.
Cf.

i.

18, xx. 13 sqq.

xiv. 12.

CHAP.
of

torment for the damned,^

only possible

is
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if

the plagues indicated in ver.

The con8 are misunderstood as though pertaining to unbelievers alone.
trary is decided partly by the entire tendency of all four seal-visions, and
by the express extension of the dominant
power granted death and hell following it, to the fourth part of the earthy
who have patiently
and therefore of all inhabitants of the earth, believers
as w^ell as unbelievers.'^
endured and hoped for the coming of the Lord
partly, especially in this place,

—

—

The schematic number

TO ThapTov.

portion of the whole
three. ^

a

;

greater part

still

— h, as a designation

—

gives the idea of a considerably great
is

designated by the schematic

of the instrument or means,* stands properly

and duvaru; while to drjpiojv, as the beasts themselves are
which in other cases also is combined in classical
Greek with the active.^ The l)0[i(paia, ver. 8, has as little to do with the
fiuxatpa, ver. 4, as the Tufxog concurs with the famine, vv. 5, 6; on the contrary,
such means to kill are to be ascribed to Death personally portrayed with Hell,
as already in the O. T. are threatened as destructive means of punishment
with

^o/Kpaia, Tuixu,

active, vno is attached,^

Because of the juxtaposition of h davuTu with ev
is readily taken specially as a designation of
the plague, especially as the LXX., in similar connections, use duvarog where
the Heb. text has "^^l;? but if John had wished to designate this precise
prior to God's judgment.
il)0(i<paia

and

ev

"kipLu,

idea, the expression

the davdru

lot{j.6g^

As

would scarcely have escaped him.

in

ii.

23,

the general conception must be maintained also in this passage,^ which also
appears the more suitable as the kv davdru occurs in a certain exclusive way
to the

two preceding conceptions which are likewise furnished with the prep.

while the attached vtto t. dvpl'^v t. y., as also the change of prep, shows,
connects it again with a certain independence to the three preceding concep-

kv,

tions.

[See Note XLIX., p. 235.]
We might expect that also the fifth seal would bring a vision

Vv. 9-11.

same kind as the three preceding seals and the one succeeding; viz.,
a representation of such dispensations of God as proclaimed and prepared
Those expositors who, in all the individual
the final coming of the Lord.
members of the Apoc, find only individual prophecies of definite events in
of the

the history of the world and the Church, have interpreted the contents of the
fifth seal also

accordingly.

If, e.g.,

according to Vitr., the fourth seal has

introduced us to the appearance of the Saracens, the

speaks of the

fifth seal

times of the Waldenses, and extends to the century of the Reformation.
The martyrs who cry for vengeance are the Waldenses, Albigenses, etc.

The white robes given them designate their vindication by the Reformation,
even though, ere the final judgment come, this, too, must deliver up its
martyrs (ver. 11). Bengel knew how to find the same reference, even by a
computation; for if in the year A.D. 97 or 98, in which John received his
revelation, the martyrs who were slain by heathen Rome cried for vengeance,
and
>

it

was told them that they must wait yet " a chronus,"

Hengetenb.

3 viii. 7.

Cf.

ii.

16.

Cf. Ew.,

De Wette.

«

Beog.,

Ew.

i.e.,

c

Matth., Ausfuhr. Griech.

^

Vitr.,

8

Matt. xxiv.

*

Hengsteub., Ebrard.

Beng.,

De Wette,

7.

a space of

Gramm.,

etc.

§ 592.
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ST.

who were afterwards to become martyrs
(through Papal Rome) are the Waldenses of the year 1208 (i.e., 97 + 1111).

1,111|^ years, their fellow-servants

The meaning of the fifth seal-vision in connection with that preceding
and following, and corresponding with the idea of the entire book, does not
lie in the fact that any special future event is prophesied, w^hereof the preceding seals treat as little as those which follow but in that both the cry
of the souls of the martyrs for vengeance on account of the shedding of
their blood, and also the answer given them, stand in most definite relation
to what is even in the seal-visions the invariable goal of Apocalyptic prophecy, viz., the prophetic announcement that the Lord cometh.
Already the
circumstance, that, to the gazing prophet, the martyrs whose blood has been
shed show themselves, contains a sign of the coming of the Lord.^ But if
the martyrs cry for vengeance, there is in this a certainty that a day of
judgment is impending, which their unbelieving persecutors have called
forth by their ungodly deeds.
Finally, the divine answer (ver. 11) contains
the certain assurance of the future final judgment; it is only added thereto,
;

that all they who, like those already offered, are to endure the martyr's
death,

must

first

be

judgment

slain, and, consequently, the sign of the final

already fulfilled on those crying for vengeance be fulfilled also on these.
its

more immediate

relation to the preceding seal-visions, the present

In

men-

what is announced in ver. 8, the final judgimmediately follow but the meaning of the fifth seal is stated
too narrowly, and regarded too unimportant, if thereby we only find something expressed which is self-evident already from the preceding visions.^
tions, that, after the fulfilment of

ment

will not

;

"Eldov VTTOKUTO) Tov

The

dvotaaTT/puw Tug Tpvxug, K.T.A.

could have seen the souls,

is

asked only when

seeing of sense, but of a vision, which

is

it is

question,

forgotten that

here treated

how John
it

is

not a

the explanation that

;

—

had a body ^ is not only false, but also entirely unnecessary.
altar under which * John sees the souls of those slain is to be
regarded after the manner of an earthly burnt-offering,^ is indicated especially by the eocpay/xivov,
the uniform word for the slaying of animals for
sacrifice,
and the al/na, ver. 10, as it is accordingly also the expression of
the whole, affording what is simplest, and, in every respect, most applicable.
As the blood of the sacrifices was sprinkled at the foot of the altar of burntofferings,^ so also those souls who have offered themselves to the Lord ' are
under the altar, upon which they can be represented as offered in a way very
the souls

That the

—

—

similar to that in which, in

viii.

3 sq., the prayers of saints on earth appear

as a heavenly offering of incense.

explains this passage from

1

Matt. xxiv. 9 ;

cf. ver. 7,

viii.

But

whoBe contents we

have found in the second, third, and fourth
seals.
2 Against Hengstenb., Ebrard.
3 " Invested with a subtile body," Eich.
Beng. incorrectly, "Beside the
and beneath its ground," for the type of
Lev, iv. 7 cannot change the meaning of the
*

vnoKdro).

altar,

expression in this passage.

it is

incorrect,

when De Wette

fully

3 sqq., by regarding the altar in this place

^

Grot.,

Vitr.,

Ew.,

Beng.,

Hengstenb.,

Ebrard.
6

lID^'Sj^, Lev.

iv.

LXX.

7.

:

rrapi ttjv

^acriv, ini r. ^., v. 9.
^

Cf. Phil.

ad Rom.,

ii.

II. iv.

tyr's death will

17; 2
:

one

Tim.

who

iv. 6.

Ignat.,

Ep.

goes to meet a mar-

become a Ovaia.

:

CHAP.
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as an incense-altar, "beneath which the souls of the martyrs lie, because
they are awaiting the hearing of the prayers which are offered in the in-

The

cense."

besides, in

latter reference of

no way based upon

the vttokutu

viii. 3.

The

t.

dva.,

in itself strange,

is,

occasion because of which the

is given by the fact that the blood of
which the martyrs are regarded as belonging, was shed under
But hence it does not follow, that by the expression r. rpvxug r.
the altar.
ia<p., nothing else properly is designated than blood, the bearer of physical
life, and that the entire representation is only a dramatizing of the thought
Their blood demands vengeance, according to Gen. iv. 10 ^ the souls are
here, without doubt, as xx. 4, the spirits of those whose bodies have been
slain upon earth.^
Without any support are the allegorizing interpretations
of vTTOKuiu T. Ova., as "in the communion of Christ." ^ It is also utterly contrary to the meaning of the entire vision, if any dogmatic result be derived
concerning the abode of souls after death, in connection with which the
" in the
vTTOKaT. T. dva. is, with complete arbitrariness, variously interpreted
solitary place of eternal praise " * « reserved as to their bodies until the day
What has been cited in this respect
of judgment, in the most holy place." ^
from rabbinical writings,^ corresponds not even as to the form of the conception.
Already it has been
did rov loyov tov deov Kal diu ttjv /laprvplav rjv elxov.
noted on i. 9, that as t. deov belongs to r. Myov,'' just so the 'bjoov placed there
and in xii. 17, xix. 10, xx. 4, with r. naprvplav, is not an objective but a subjective gen.
Accordingly the fiaprvpia in this passage is not to be understood as a testimony borne by the martyrs and sealed with their blood,^
but as one given them.^ This is required, even apart from the parallelism
of the preceding r. ?ioy. r. d., by the addition ?> elxov, whereby the idea is presupposed that the martyrs have first received^ the /laprvpia "which they
had."^'^ [See Note L., p. 235.] Cf. the similar rijpelv, xii. 17; John xiv. 21.

souls are regarded wide?' the altar
sacrifices, to

;

—

:

;

—

The

Tj

fiaprvpia {'Itjoov)

here identical, therefore, with that of

is

i.

9,

and

remains generally unchanged but in this
passage the katpayn. and the addition tjv elxov entirely change the force of
the dm from what the same word has in i. 9, because of an entirely different

throughout the entire Apoc.

connection.

— hpa^av.

That

it

it is

mode

;

not precisely the

al Vw;t<^i

ruv

ea^.,^'^

but,

which is
regarded as subject,
follows not necessarily from the masc. Aeyovref,^^ but
indeed from the entire mode of expression, w. 10, 11."
For
dg koX ovtoL
this, of course, Hengstenb.'s false interpretation of r. ^'vxuc, ver. 9, affords no
aid.
^cjv9 iieydlT), cf. i. 10.
"Ewf Trore. "0?""'.^*, 1 Sam. xvi. 1; cf. Hab. i. 2
according to a very easy

of presentation, rather

oi eo(pay/j.ivot,

^'-^

—

—

—

;

Hengstenb.

1

Zull.,

3

Vitr., Calov., Boss., etc.

2

Matt. x. 28.

o Zeger.
Beda.
" God said to the soul of
6 Debarim, R. xi.
Moses, I will place thee under the throne of
*

:

'

my

glory.' "

T

Cf

8

=

.

xii.

17

:

t.

eiroXas.

fxapT. Trepl 'Itjctou.

Cf. ActS Xxii. 18.

the older expositors; also

Bleek.

Ew.

a

Viz., of the

testified to thera.

i.,

De

So
Wette,

10

Lord Jesus, who himself has
Cf. Hengstenb., Ebrard.

Ewald, incorrectly; "which they firmly

held."

"
12

Ebrard.
Hengstenb.

13

Cf. Iv. 8.

'

ai/xa

/j/a.

— avToi<;

eKacTTtJi epp.

crvvS. avr. k. oi a6e\(l). avr.

— aiiToc? — oi
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AViner, p. 172.

Apoc.

—

Kplvei^, K.T.I.

The

—6

On

decTTOTTjg.

correlate to

dea-KOTrjg

the future martyrs are called ovvAovaol.
as "

Lord "

is

the voc. use of the nom., see
expression only here in the

— the

All belonging to the

is fiovlog."^

JOHN.

Every attempt to supply ^ breaks the immediate con-

Ps. xiii. 2, Ixxix. 5.

nection with ov

ST.

Lord are

his servants ;» hence

Cf. also xix. 10.

The martyrs

"

not Christ,^ but God.

The one meant
God as their

cry to

5
But because he is this, there can be no doubt that the punishment here expected ^ has begun only the question lu^ ttote, k.t.X., proceeds

owner."

;

from the longing of the martyrs for that judgment. And the martyrs may
the more confidently expect that judgment from their Lord, as he is uyiog
and uTiT/divog. His holiness is the essential ground from which the dlKaiai
Kpiaeiq^ energetically proceed.
But it is improper to refer the akridtvog, which
is exchanged with u7irjd^g, to God's truthfulness or fidelity to his promises,^
while, on the other hand, God is called 6 6ea-!T. 6 akr]dLv6g, because he is the
Lord who in truth deserves this name, the " true Lord," ^^ who, therefore,
will also doubtless do in every respect as is fitting for such a Lord to do
to his faithful servants.
[See Note LI., p. 236.] ov Kplveiq kuI eKdcKelc, k.t.1.
Concerning the following c/c,^^ cf. xviii. 20, xix. 2 Ps. xliii. 1 1 Sam. xxiv.
13.12
-pjjQ dwellers " on the earth " ^^ are here, by virtue of the connection,^*
according to the generic view, " all nations," ^^ in contrast with the servants
of God.i^
Concerning the ethical estimation of the expressed longing of
the martyrs, which contains neither censurable impatience nor a vindictive
" These things they did not pray from
feeling, Beda already remarked
hatred towards enemies for whom in this world they entreated, but from
love of justice with which they agree as those placed near the Judge himself."
Especially in accordance with the text, Beng. says, "They have to
do with the glory of the holiness and truth of their Lord." What the
martyrs express as their longing, is in reality pledged by the fact that their
deoiroTijg is uyiog kui uXrjdcvog
the Kplveiv and {:k6ckeIv are the infallible attestation
of his nature, which has been just before praised.
But the longing which
"^

;

;

—

—

:

^'^

',

way is, in its foundation, nothing else than that
which belongs to the entire Church. ^^
Kal idodri
The singular
arolri Ievkt].
Giolrj 1., which even with the mere avTolg would not be irregular,^^ is immediately afterwards made necessary by the expressly individualized ekucttu.
The opinion that by the offering of the white robe,^^ something peculiar is to
be communicated to the souls of martyrs, besides the blessedness which is

the martyrs express in their

—

—

—

1

N. de Lyra

2

Cf.

Luke

3

Cf.

i.

ii.

lo

guies.

:

29; 1

Tim.

vi. 1; 1

Pet.

ii.

18.

12

1.

who, besides, with utter inappropriateness remarks, "All this dispensation
of patience and severity in regard to the Jews
*

Vitr.

Grot.,

;

has been delivered to Christ."
5 Beng.
cf Ew., etc.
;

.

6

And

"

"Because he cannot endure crimes," Vitr.,

celebrated in

its fulfilment, in xix. 2.

Ew.
8

Cf. xix. 2.

9

Vitr., Beng.,

Ew.,

De

"Wette, Hengstenb.

Cf.

iii.

14.

" =

|p. Cf. Ew., Gr. d. hebr. Spr., § 519.
Luke xviii. 3: and, as the van of this

passage.

"

Grot., incorrectly:

^*

Cf.

"in Judaea."

xiii. 8, 14.

is

Matt. xxiv.

le

Cf. Hengstenb., Ebrard.

9.

" Cf. N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Calov,, Beng.,
Hengstenb., Ebrard.
18

Cf. xxii. 17, 20.

19

Winer,

20

cf.

p. 164.

iii. 5.

—

—
CHAP.

self-evident,^ is not only in itself indefinite,

— but

to be ?

also contrary to the context

is
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—

for,

what

is

this special

reward

not because this giving of white

;

is nothing more than "a poetic
but,
no more than are the rest,
because the giving occurs within the vision, it is an integrant part of the
The consideration that the souls of
vision, and not an objective, real fact.
martyrs are already blessed, and, therefore, as all the blessed, they wear
already white garments,^ is therefore entirely out of place, because dependent
As the gift of the white robe designates the
upon a fiETuf3aoig elg uTi'Ao yivog.^
already present blessedness and glorification of those who have been offered
for the sake of Christ, so also the fulfilment of their prayer is promised
them in the final revelation of the Lord's judgment which is to be awaited,

garments, as also the entire scene vv. 9-11,
fiction,"

2

— for the

—

fifth seal-vision is this

—

but, of course, in such a

way

repose until the end which

that they are to wait for

it

in their blessed

no longer distant (ver. 11).
Kal el)()idri avTolg
Concerning the Iva, cf. Winer, p. 314 sqq.
avaTravawvrat desigiva, K.rX
nates not the mere cessation from the cry (ver. 10),^ but has the more
complete sense of the blessed rest, as xiv. 19,^ which, as also the white robe
indicates, has been imparted to the martyrs, after having struggled in their
earthly life, even unto death, and overcome.'
ht. xpovov fiiKpdv.
Bengel's
reckoning concerning the length of the " chronus " is thwarted already by
the correct reading, xp- u-tKpov,^ whose meaning corresponds with the entire
is

—

—

view of the Apoc.^

from

'iug irXr/fjudu^aiv,

actual contents,

its

question ewf
irTiijpcoduGiv

A definition

same time

The

k.tX, ver. 10.

Trore,

k.tX

at the

comprises the words

number

death, just as the

The completeness

of the "little season

relation according to the context of
k.tX " should he fulfilled " viz.,

oi fieXTi. utcokt.,

:

who

to suffer a martyr's

still

have called is already
therefore not to be understood of that sum and
of those

is

in ver. 10

these martyrsjii but to be limited to the future martyrs.
tion of

Thus

this explana-

simpler and more significant than that preferred by

is

n?ir/po)d.

Wette, according to

whom

"

in accord with the preceding

number, i<* must be only those who are

as to their

full.

and

-nlripovadai.^^

means

De

either only "to finish life," or

same time is to have the secondary sense of a moral fulfilling. ^3.
Hengstenb. adopts the easier reading irXvpcjouaiv.'^'^
ol cvvdovTioi ovtcjv. Beng.,
" The first martyrs were mostly of Israel
their fellow-servants
incorrectly
were, in following times, from the heathen, their brethren outside of Israel."
at the

—

;

:

The future martyrs
sqq.,

are rather fellow-servants of those mentioned in ver. 9

because of their identical relation to the

brethren because of the fellowship of
Kal

before

oi avvd.

succeeding
»

Beng.

3

Cf,

vii.

marks the

kqI serves as

2

6
8

Cf. also

vi. 21, xiv. 41.

i"

still

The

Wolf, Ebrard.
Cf. Zech. iv. 13

"

Cf.

Heb.

:

objection.

TeKnovarOai.

xi. 40, xii. 23: reAetoOo-Oai.

Cf.

also Vitr.

'

Cf. Hengstenb.

"

See Critical Notes.

i=

»

Cf., especially,

lo

1-3.

than

further designation. ^^

^-

8

i.

(ver. 10),

also over the fellow-servants; the

" Against De Wette's

13 eqq.

Mark

impending

Hengstenb.

(^eonorrig

believers with one another. ^^

a simple connective of a

" Transition to another class."
Beng., De Wette.

*

fate

all

Acts xx. 24; 2 Tim.
Hengstenb., etc.

Sc. tov Spo/xoi/,

De Wette,
De Wette,

etc.
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Ver. 12-17.

The

sixth seal-vision.

As

the visions portrayed, vv. 3-8,

have presented the signs of his coming, announced by the Lord himself in
his eschatological discourse (Matt. xxiv. 6 sqq.), and as, also, the fifth sealvision stands in close connection with Matt. xxiv. 9, so the sixth vision
brings what is found in Matt. xxiv. 7 (aeia/iol Kara tottovc), and especially
the signs predicted in ver. 29, which ^ refer to the immediate entrance of the
day of judgment itself. ^ Incorrect, therefore, because of the connection with
what precedes, not only does that explanation appear to be, according to
which the entire description, vv. 12-17, refers to the Jewish-Roman war, and
the " great day of wrath," ver. 17, is regarded as nothing else than the destruction of Jerusalem ^ but, also, that which seems to be directly the opposite,
yet which actually depends upon a similarly arbitrary treatment, as well as
also, in many particular interpretations, the harmonious exposition of allegorizing expositors from Victorin. to Hengstenberg,^ who in the earthquake, the
darkening of the sun, etc., find figurative prophecies of certain events pertaining to the development of the Church, etc. If the reference of the
entire vision be limited to the destruction of Jerusalem, it is, of course, more
natural in ver. 12 (6 fjTi. ey. fieX., k.tX) to think of an eclipse of the sun
and moon at the time of Claudius,^ than, with Bohmer, to interpret sun and
moon as prophecy and the law but even Grot, cannot adequately represent
the context, since he refers to the falling of the stars, ver. 13, as a prognostic of terrible events derived from the notions of the time, and on 6 ovpavnc
" Because of thick clouds, the heavens cannot
uTtsx., K.tX, he has to remark
be seen."^ In arbitrariness of allegorical interpretation, Bohmer"^ vies with
The earthquake, ver. 12, is made to
Victorin., Beda, Vitr., Hengstenb., etc.
signify " great revolutions in political or ecclesiastical spheres " ^ the sun
becoming black is intended to be "the blasphemed Christ,"^ " prophecy,"
" worldly emperors and kings " ^^ the blood-red moon, " the Church reddened
by the blood of martyrs," ^^ " the law," ^^ " spiritual princes " ^* the fallen
;

;

:

;

^"^

;

;

Jews who desert the true
Church for corrupt Judaism, which is signified by the earth " ^^ the mounetc.
The
tains and islands are " prophets and philosophical pursuits,"
whole refers, according to Vitr., to the destruction of the papal dominion, and
the fearful disturbances in the political governments of Europe which were
attached to the Papacy. ^^ Hengstenb. is distinguished from these interpreters
only by indecision. The earthquake, the eclipse of sun and moon, the falling
of the stars, etc., are to him figurative of "grievous and disturbed times,"
which impend by God's judgment over his enemies. " Heaven," e.g., he says

stars, " the fallen,

exalted church-teachers,"

^^

the "

;

^'^

>

Cf. vv. 16, 17, with Matt. xxiv. 30 sqq.;

Luke
2

3
*

xxiii. 30.

De Wette,

Ebrard.
Grot., Wetst., Alcas., Herd., Bohmer.
Cf. Beda, N. de Lyra, Aret., Zeger, Vitr.,
Cf.

Ew.,

,

etc.

Grot.
«

Cf. also Eich.

7

Cf. Alcas., etc.

8

Bohm., Vitr.

"

N. de Lyra, Aret-

^o

Bohm.

"

Vitr.

" n". de Lyra,
" Bohm.
" Vitr.

Aret.

" N. de Lyra,
« Bohm.

Aret., Vitr.

"
"

Aret.
Cf. xvi. 17 sq.

—

—
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VI. 12-17.

ver. 13, " is the

heaven of princes, the entire magisterial and sovereign
and nobles." This fgurative explanation is regarded as necessary "because the falling from heaven of the
stars, generally so called, would destroy every thing, while, in what follows,
the races of the earth appear as still existing; " to which Ebrard objects:
" The shaking down is only from the standpoint of the appearance to human
on

The

estate.

vision

stars are individual princes

human

while the

;

eye sees the stars sinking as stars to earth, yet must

they in reality sink, and pass far from the earth in the void expanse."

The context
aberrations
nition

itself

should have been a sufficient protection from

entirely valid, that every thing portrayed in vv. 12-17

is

ject of a vision,

and not something objectively

beholds as the stars
consideration,

how

utterly strange,

fall to

the earth

{eIq t. yqv^

men

after such an event

and contrary

admo-

is

the sub-

In the vision, John

real.

The

not " in the expanse ").

can

still live

upon

For the sixth

to the context.

these

all

for here, just as in the preceding seal-visions, the simple

;

earth, is here

seal-vision con-

— as also entire contents, in
harmony with Matt. xxiv. 27 sqq., indicate — the day of final judgment has
There
therefore, actually, —
that
come, and
now present.
which was shown in vv. 12-17 in vision to the gazing prophet occurred at
of the human race on this earth any longer
the end of days, — no further
cludes with the express testimony, that

is

its

i.e.,

is,

^

if

life

world (vv. 12 sqq.), the day of the
on kyyvg karcv knl dvpaig.^ Already
also the unbelieving note that the day of wrath has come (ver. 15 sqq.).
It may accordingly be expected that the seventh seal is opened immediately
after ver. 17
and thus to the seer is shown the judgment itself, with its
condemning and its beatifying influence. That this does not happen now,^
possible, as, with the destruction of the

The

Lord begins.

signs are

made known

:

;

but that

first

of all ch.

vii. is still

placed before the seventh seal, and that

then, again, the last seal itself brings an entire series of visions, can inter-

meaning of the sixth

fere with the clear

seal-vision the less, as the further

development has the correct meaning just as it has been given.'*
Earthquake ® not indefinitely, " tremavLcy.6':. As xi. 13, xvi. 18, viii. 5.^
bling," for it is not at all said that by this aeiofiog the heavens shall be
;

'''

shaken.
6?.vvdovg.

Winer, Rwb., B.
Isa.

xxxiv.

fall,^

Cf. Isa.

ug oukkoc rplxtvog.

Hesych

oXwdoc, to

:

429.

I.,

The

4.

—

fi^

3.

1.

ovpavbg aKexop'todij

6

idea that the firmament

gradually vanishes,^*'

is illustrated

Cf. Joel

tjc al/j.a.

Cf.

nEirafifiivov gvkov.^

Cant.

iii.

4.

13.

—

eTitaaofievov.

Cf.
stars

by the rolling-together of a book,

since the heaven, the firmament, appears stretched out like tent-canvas.^^
TTuv opog, K.r.l.

As

in xvi. 20, a

quaking

its

The

old place.

1

rik9ev, V. 17.

3

Although

2

in fact

destruction

is

Matt. xxiv. 33.

from the seventh

seal,

the entire rest of the prophecy, even that of
the final judgment corresponding to the funda-

mental plan of

v. 1 sqq.,

Cf. Introd., sec.
6

Cf. Isa.

xiii. 13.

1,

proceeds.

and on

ch. vii. 8.

—

indicated, overthrowing the foun-

is

dations of the earth, and therefore final

on

r.

D'J?,

from which the

<jf (3tf3^ov

itself,

ii.

no mountain, no

:

«
'

remains

Hengstenb.
De Wette.

8 o\vvBo<;,
^

Cf. (Jen.

^o

Departs

rectly,

"

island,

— Also, thereby, that terror

complete.

Ew.

the
i.
:

ii.

fig

aTrex:

not ripened,

14 sqq.

'*

Vulg.

was rent

lea. xl. 22: Pa. civ. 2.

:

recessit.

in a place."

Incor-
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seizes (ver. 15) all, without exception, who have to fear the judgment;
and by the way in which they make known their amazement (ver. 16 sqq.),
especially by the express words on ?)7idev, k.tX, it is clearly indicated that the
subject from ver. 12 is the opening of the final judgment.
ol (iaaildc, k.tX
The KaroiKovvreg km rf/g yrjg, in the sense of ver. 10, is here, as in xix. 18, so

now

—

introduced, that they appear not only collectively,^ but that the significant
classification, at the

same time, proves how no kind

of earthly greatness or

power, the previous cause of insolent assurance, can afford any protection
whatever.^ Kings share the anguish with the humblest slaves.^ In addition to (3aaiMg

r. y.,

the proper rulers,^

ol fieytoTuveg,

especially courtiers,'^ in distinction

addition to the

from

^

high

commanders

chief

distinguished by wealth, are the

ttXovoiol,

The

are first mentioned.

expression, belonging to the later Greek,^ presents here

civil officers,

In
not " the

{xi^iapxot).

Icxvpoi,^

—

mighty of every kind," ^ but^° such as excel in ph3^sical strength i^
sKpv^pav
Those alarmed, even unto despair, seek in the mountains and rocks
opiiov.
not so much ineffectual protection, ^^ ^s rather, as their own words show,^^
death through wliich to escape the impending judgment of wrath. ^^
and
The style is of such kind as to bear without doubt
TrpocuTzov rov Kad., k.tX

—

—

own

in ver. 16, as well as in ver. 17, traces of John's

peculiar feeling.

The

and the opy. r. upvtov refer
back to ch. iv. 5; the expression ^ fjfi. fiey. r. 6. avr. depends upon Joel iii.
and the question tic ^w. cTadnvat, on Nah. i. 6,
4, i. 15, ii. 2, Isa. Ixiii. 4, etc.
Mai. iii. 2.^^ Yet the entire discourse, even though ver. 17 be not regarded
the words of John, has its truth in the mouth of unbelievers, since, just as
they must recognize the Lord himself when he will appear," so also will
and TzpoauTTov^^

biblical;

is

the

r. Kadrjfi. kiTl r. Op.
j?

;

they discern in the terrible signs (ver. 12 sqq.) the

commencement

of the

day of judgment.

Notes by the American Editor.
XLYIII.

Ver.

2.

ImTog

T^evKog.

Luthardt: " That is, the Word of God, which was the first in the history of
N. T. times to pass victoriously through the world, and whose words flew far
Alford: " The vlkCov might
like arrows, and penetrated the heart (Ps. xlv. 6)."
be said of any victorious earthly power whose victories should endure for the
time then present, and afterwards pass away; but the Iva viKijaij can only be said
.
We must not, on the one
of a power whose victories are to last forever.
.

.

1

Cf. Matt. XXV. 32

2

Klief. understands

suppositions (see on

:

i.

iravra

»

to. eOvri.

from erroneous pre20) " no blind heathen,

but the masses of baptized nations who have
fallen into Laodicean feelings."
3 Cf. also Beugel, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
*

Cf. Acts iv. 26.

5 xviii.

3;

Neh.

21; cf.

LXX.

10; Isa. xxxiv. 12;

Dan.

23;

iii.

Mark

«

Cf.

7

Ebrard,

8

Var.

:

Mark
vi.

vi.

51;

Dan.

v. 1.

Jer. xiv.
v. 1.

><>

Ebrard " prevailing ininjauence," Ewald.
;

Cf. xix. 18, v. 2, x. 1, xviii.

8,

21, also

xviii. 2, 10, xix. 6.
i'

Cf. Ps. xxxiii. 16 sqq., cxlvii. 10;

Ew.

ii.;

warriors, according to Jos. x. 2; 1 Kings xi. 28.
12

Cf. Isa.

ii.

10 sqq.

"
"

ver. 16; cf.

«

Beng.

Hos.

x. 8;

Luke

xxiii. 30.

Cf. Hengstenb., Ebrard.
:

«'The face against them that do

evil," Ps. xxxiv. 17.

etc.

i«

Cf.

Ewald,

Sward.

"

Cf.

i.

7.

etc.
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hand, too hastily introduce the person of our Lord himself; or, on the other, be
we shall be paralleling him, or one closely resembling him, with the far different forms which follow. Doubtless, the resemblance
to the rider in xix. 11 is very close, and is intended to be very close. The difference, however, is considerable. There he is set forth as present in his triumph,
followed by -the hosts of heaven: here he is working in bodily absence, and the
rider is not himself, but only a symbol of his victorious power, the embodiment
of his advancing kingdom as regards that side of its progress where it breaks
down earthly power, and makes the kingdom of the world to be the kingdom of
our Lord and his Christ. Further, it would not be wise, nor, indeed, according
to the analogy of these visions, to specify. In all cases but the last, these riders
are left in the vagueness of their symbolic offices. If we attempt, in this case,
to specify further, e.g., as Victorinus: The white horse is the word of preaching sent with the Holy Spirit into the world. For the Lord says. This gospel
shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations, and then shall
while we are sure that we are thus far right, we are but
the end come,'
partially right, seeing that there are other aspects and instruments of victory
of the kingdom of Christ besides the preaching of the word."
If the word
"preaching" be limited to public discourses, or even to the public reading and
private study of the word, Alford is quite right. But just as the sacraments
are only the visible word, and are efficacious because of the word of God joined
with them, so every agency for the diffusion of Christ's kingdom may be reduced
to the word of God under some form.
Gebhardt (p. 238) regards the rider on
the white horse as a personification of victorious war.
His objection to the
view adopted by Diisterdieck, that the Lamb could not have opened the seals,
and at the same time have been represented in what the seal portrays, is not
very formidable, and, at most, would not interfere with the conception above
proposed of the Word as rider.
startled at the objection that

'

—

XLIX.

Yv.

2-8.

Alford regards the four seals, in their fulness, as contemporaneous, the cva
not being accomplished until the entire earth is subjugated, although
*'
they may receive continually recurring, or even ultimate, fulfilments, as the
ages of the world go on, in distinct periods of time, and by distinctly assignable
vLKrjotj

events.
So far, we may derive benefit from the commentaries of those who
imagine that they have discovered their fulfilment in successive periods of
history, that, from the very variety and discrepancy of the periods assigned by
them, we may verify the facts of the prevalence of these announced judgments
hitherto, throughout the whole lifetime of the Church."

L.

The

Yer.

9.

tjjv

interpretation of our author

exegetical obscureness here.

which a

man

witness.

It

is

fiapruplav

tjv

elxov.

thus criticised by Lange: "There is an
is a specific term.
The gospel

The testimony

receives from Christ is not, in itself, a specific testimony or
becomes testimony by faithful confession; and then, doubtless,
Christ confesses himself to the man by whom he is confessed. Here, however,
the holding fast of confessors to their confession is denoted." So Alford " The
testimony is one borne by them, as most commentators not one borne to them
:

;
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by the faithful Witness, as Diisterdieck and Ebrard most unnaturally; for how
them before the Father, by Christ, be the cause of
their being put to death on earth ?"
could the testimony borne to

LI.

Yer.

10.

uTujdivog.

Liddell and Scott give, as the ordinary meaning of this word in classical
Greek, when applied to persons, "truthful, trusty." So, in Cremer, the second
and very frequent meaning: "That which does not deceive, which bears testing." "Here it is too evidently intended of subjective truthfulness, for the
other meaning even to be brought into question; and it is wonderful that Diist.
should have insisted on it."
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VII.

CHAPTER

VII.

Yer. 1. Merd, ravra. The koI (x) prefixed in the rec. is properly deleted by
Lach., in accordance with A, C, Vulg., al. Tisch. has retained it here, but not
in xviii.

1,

xix.

certain in xv.

In the

1.

rec. also, it is

— The form ravra (Elz.)

5.

is

lacking in ver.

9,

iv.

attested, of course, only

1.

Yet

it is

by the Vulg.,

approved by Lach., Tisch., has the preponderating witnesses
in its favor; but the plural stands in all similar passages
(De Wette). On the other hand, the nuv before 6ivdpov (s, rec, Tisch. IX.), in
spite of the analogy of ix. 4, xxi. 27 (De AVette), must yield to the unexpected,
but, indeed, well-attested, n devdp. (Lach., Tisch.), to which also the emendation
rivL devdpu (19, Wetst.) points.
Ver. 2. dva(3aivovra. So already Beng., Griesb.,
Matth. according to all witnesses. Incorrectly, Elz. dvaffupra.
Ver. 3. dxpt
G<;>pay.
A, C, X, 12, Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Without witnesses dxpcc
ov app.
Ver. 5. kafpayiafiivoi, according to the preponderating witnesses, belongs
while the
(A, C, N,

roiiro,

2, 4, 6, al.)

—

,

:

—

:

—

member

—

and at the close of ver. 8 (Lach., Tisch.).
So Lach., in accord with A, Vulg., Primas, Cypr.
Tisch. with Elz. has written eldov kuI Idov 6x?iog ttoIv^ (x), for which C is cited,
whose authority, however, with respect to this passage, is weakened by the
evident emendation of the ejrCjreg into karuruv (cf. the variations ecrrwraf, earura,
only in the

Ver.

9.

first

eldov

bx^v

of ver. 5,

iroTiVv.

^

— Ver.

Instead of eoTTjKeoav (Elz.), either ior^Ketoav (Beng.,
xii. 46 (cf. Tisch., ed. vii.), eiarrjKuaav
(Matt., Lach., Tisch. IX.) is to be read.
The latter form occurs in 6, 14, 16, 27,

in Wetst.).
Tisch.), or

28,

Compl.,

11.

more probably, as Matt.

al.

(Wetst.),

and in four codd.

in Matt.

A has,

according to Lach.,

C: errrTjKiaav; X: Lorr}Kiaav. Wetst. cites A, C, 2, al., for earrjKtLoav
Ver. 14. After KvptE, a fiav is inserted in the rec, in
[W. and H. larriKELaav].
accord with the decisive witnesses, by Beng., Griesb., Matth. The reading
received by Lach., dnb dTiirpeuc (XEyulrj^, is, indeed, attested by A; but there is
reason to suspect that the reading ka rfjg el. rrjg \ity. (j?, Elz., Tisch. [W. and H.])
has been changed, because the restriction of the 0/U>if required by the art.
appeared diflicult.
After tlEvaavav^ neither arokug avrijv (Elz. [W. and H.]) nor
ai'Tug (A, N, Vulg., Lach., Tisch. IX.) is to be read.
Beng., Matth., Tisch.,
ajready have rejected the repeated designation of the object.
Ver. 17. C"'}f.
So, according to decided witnesses, Beng., Griesb., Matth., al., N. The C"^aa?
tTr7]KEtaav;

—

:

—

—

(Elz.) is a modification.
2, 4, al.,

Instead of tnrd r. o<pd. (X, Elz., Matth.), read
Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).

e/c

(A, C,

After the conclusion of the sixth seal-vision, and before the description
judgment itself, to be expected in the seventh seal, whose imme-

of the final

diate signs are presented in the sixth seal, although already the executors
of this final storm of judgment, directed against the entire earth, stand pre-

pared for their work
vants of

God "

(ver. 1),

(ver. 3)

who

"the one hundred and forty-four thousand serfirst sealed with a " seal of the

are of Israel, are
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Afterwards, in the second part of ch. vii. (w. 9-17),
a new vision an innumerable company /rom all men (ver. 9),
in white robes and with palms in their hands, who stand before the throne
of God and of the Lamb, and unite with all the angels in songs of praise.
living

(vv. 1-8).

John beholds

in

According to the express interpretation of ver. 13 sqq., they are such as
"have come out of great tribulation," and who, as a reward for their fidelity
to their faith, in which they have victoriously endured great tribulation, are
refreshed with heavenly joy before God and the Lamb.
The meaning of ch. 7, as a whole, depends less upon the correct exposition of details, than in general upon the correct statement of the intention
and plan of the Apoc. Hence the following chief points must be firmly
maintained, which must receive their full justification by the explanation of
each several verse

The view

1.

:

—

of Vitringa

is

incorrect, that, as vi. 12-17 describes the first

part of the sixth seal-vision, so

For not only

third part.^

its

itself,

and, as to

while in ch.

its

vii.

1-8 describes

the section

second, and

vii.

9-17

vi.

such matters are represented

vii.

its

12-17 perfectly complete in
contents, homogeneous with the preceding seal-visions,
is

as,

because of their entirely

different nature, belong not to the seal-visions vi. 12 sqq.

;

but the vision

vii.

and the succeeding ver. 9 sqq., are expressly distinguished from what
precedes, by the formula fieTa ravra eid} Ch. vii., therefore, contains an episode,3 inasmuch as it enters with a certain independence between the sixth
and seventh seals (viii. 1 sqq.) in both its parts, two pure visions, immediately presented to the prophet, occur, which do not proceed from a seal.
1 sqq.,

;

The

2.

question

—

now

arises,

—

whether the twofold vision has

its

reference to

—

or
whether to the sixth seal,^ or the fifth,^ or all six,^
what precedes,
to what follows, and what meaning belongs to the entire ch. vii. in its order
and contents. The answer to this question depends essentially upon what
meaning is attached to the act of sealing, and what relation the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed (vv. 1-8) are regarded as holding to the

innumerable multitude (vv. 9-17).

It is a constant

assumption of exposi-

— as well of those who identify the sealed with the innumerable multitude, as those also who make a distinction, — that the sealing has as
tors,

its

purpose, to establish the sealed before the impending visitations, so that they

may

not, like unbelievers, experience them."^

Exod.

13

xii. 7,

pretation

is

;

Ezek.

ix.

a(l>payt^£tv,

;

Rev.

but of a sign

An

ix. 4.

In neither Exod.

not correct.

thing said of a

4 sqq.

xii.

(oijfielov),

to the houses (Exod. xii.), or the foreheads of

Undoubtedly the
orj/ielov

given for a like purpose

La

i

Cf. also C. a

2

Cf. already Beng.

8

Eichh.,

De

seal pressed

e

Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard,

Vitr.

6

Ewald.

ix. is there

(Ezek.

marked

it

ix.),

any

be applied
has as its

impending

upon the foreheads

(vv. 2, 3)

but that this

is

actually the case,

Hengstenb.
c. a Lap., Stern, Vitr., Beng., Eichh.,
Heinr., Ew. i., De Wette, Bleek, also his Introduction to the N. T., p. 610, Hengstenb.,
Ebrard, Hilgenfeld, etc.
7

etc.
*

;

nor Ezek.

which, whether

men

for this to

this traditional inter-

of the

expressly designated end to assure those thus

judgment.
could be a

made

aj^peal is

But
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and

also does not follow

from

ix. 4,

—

where, as a matter of course, the sealed were not to be afflicted with certain
plagues, yet not because they as sealed are secure from all plagues, but because, as the sealed servants of God, they could not be attacked

plague proceeding

*'

from the abyss,"

— but

by any

rather contradicts as well the

N. T. eschatology in general,^ as the prophecy of the Apoc. in particular,
which admonishes only to patient steadfastness unto the end, and by the
promise of eternal life can incite to conflict and victory in all temptations
and troubles, 2 because it presupposes ^ that the servants of God can in no
way remain untouched by all the sorrows which befall the world. The impossibility of carrying through this interpretation of the sealing is immediately seen, when the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed are to be
determined in themselves, and their relation to the innumerable multitude,

One

ver. 9 sqq.

class of expositors

^

refers vv. 1-8 to the flight of Chris-

tians^ from Jerusalem to Pella, whereby they avoided
distresses occasioned

by the siege and

able multitude of ver. 9

is,

according to Alcas., Bdhmer,

the one hundred and forty-four thousand
in Syria

with

^

Ea<ppayca/j.evcjv)

the

The innumer-

etc., identical

with

according to Grot., the Christians

;

meant but in any case, in vv. 9-17, the peaceful life, attended
wants, of those secured against the dangers and sorrows of the

are

all its

(=

of Jerusalem.

fall

Jewish war,

;

is

described.

The unbounded

arbitrariness of this exposition,'^

Heinrichs already sought to avoid by maintaining that in vv. 1-8 are to be
understood not only those who fled to Pella, but all Jewish Christians up to
the final judgment; besides this correct reference to the final judgment, he

has also obtruded upon the text the view that the innumerable multitude,
vv. 9-17, appears in heavenly glory.
Thus Heinr. says that here (vv. 9-17)
the Jewish Christians who perished in spite of the sealing in the judgment
14) appear in heaven as beatified victors
so that,
innumerable multitude of all nations and tongues " is to be
understood a part of the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed out of
Israel, while the sealing itself is to be regarded as partially ineffectual.
But
while the expositors just named, in all the defects of their mode of explanation, have correctly understood at least the one point, that the sealing has
occurred because of a judgment to be expected after vi. 12-17, and also
declared in vii. 1 as still impending, and accordingly ch. vii. with its prospective reference has its correct position between the sixth and seventh seals,
Vitr., Hengstenb., and, in a certain respect, Ew. also, have attempted to
explain the meaning of ch. vii. by making what Augustine, Tichonius, and
that entered

(cf. ver.

;

therefore, " the

many

older expositors in general, call a recapitulatio.^

Even

in these inter-

view concerning the meaning and reference of the two visions,
ch. vii., is inseparably combined with the conception that the sealing effects
an exemption from the visitations upon the world, and with the manner in

preters, the

1

Cf. Matt. xxiv. 20 sqq.

2

Cf. only the epistles, chs.

'

Cf. already ver. 14.

*

Alcas., Grot., Wetst., Heinr.,

etc.

6
ii.

and

«

iii.

Bohmer,

Jewish Christiane, ver. 4 sqq,
" Syria

was /alt

of Christians."

">

Cf., viz., the particulars in vv. 1, 9, 11, 14.

8

Cf Introduction,

16.
.

p. 13 sqq.

:
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which the relation of the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed, to the
innumerable multitude, is determined. According to Vitringa, vii. 1-8 belongs properly before vi. 12-17, because in vii. 1-8 it is described how the
one hundred and forty-four thousand of Israel, i.e., of the true Israel in
the mystic sense, the true Church of the purer evangelical profession,^ are
to be placed in security from the judgments stated in vi. 12-17, and to be
introduced by the angels mentioned in vii. 1, while in vii. 9-17 the same
sealed persons appear as an innumerable multitude in heavenly glory, after
the execution of the judgment, vi. 12-17 (vii. 1 sqq ).
Hengstenb. also
carries us back, in vii.

upon the world,

1,

to the point

where no judgment whatever has come
and regards the declaration
(ver. 4 sqq.), with whom all believing

therefore, before the six seals,

as to how the spiritual Israel
Gentiles are " affiliated," consequently the entire Christian

made

saints, are

world

rendered secure against

all

the judgments that

but yet, since the guilt of the world
alien " to the children of God, as they also
;

notwithstanding the sealing,

communion of
come upon the

not something " absolutely

is

have

and consequently

sin,

— must suffer with the world,

it is

stated in

—

vii.

9-17, how "the best comes at the end," i.e., the one hundred and forty-four
thousand secured against the sorrows appear as a " relatively " innumerable
multitude, who are consoled and refreshed before God's face after their victorious endurance of suffering.
The contradictions involved in this mode
of explanation are obvious
those who by the sealing are rendered secure
against the sufferings, endure the sufferings; the numbered are innumerable those from the twelve tribes of Israel are of all lands and languages
and upon such contradictory propositions depends the supposition that what
is beheld in ch. vii. after the six seal-visions (/icra ravra, ver. 1, and again
in ver. 9), in reality should belong before all those visions,^
a supposition
against which, therefore, the text in every way conflicts.
Ew., in common
with most interpreters,^ has correctly acknowledged the prospective position
of ch. vii. to the seventh seal; only as far as he maintains a retrospection of
vii. 9 sqq. to vi. 11, as he regards the innumerable multitude as the completed band of martyrs spoken of in the fifth seal.
Yet, as Ew. aptly
remarks, the section vv. 9-17, thus understood, has an identical relation
with the first vision to the seventh seal, in which retributive punishment is to
be expected, inasmuch as in vv. 1-8 the sealing, i.e., the securing of Israel,*
before the beginning of the judgments is represented while in vv. 9 sqq.,
it is indicated that meanwhile that has happened which was still to be
expected after vi. 11, and before the entrance of the day of judgment, viz.,
the completion of the number of the martyrs.
Thus Ewald's view makes
its claim not so much with respect to the relation which he gives in general
to ch. vii., as rather because of the determination of the innumerable multitude in itself, and its connection with the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed. The sealed also he now interprets more correctly.
That those mentioned in ver. 9 are identical with the one hundred and
:

;

—

;

1

The Evangelical

are meant in distinction

from Roman Catholics.
2 Hengstenb.

s

Cf.

Alcas.,

Beng.,

Eichh.,

De Wette,

Rinck, Ebrard, Chriaiiani, etc.
" The elect," Matt. xxiv.
* Ew. ii.
:

22, 24, 31.
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and that
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in both places

Jewish and heathen

especially has attempted to prove:

1.

"Because no reason can be conceived why only Jewish, and not heathen
Christians, should be kept from those plagues."
If this be in itself correct,
it will show that even though in vv. 4-8 only Jewish Christians be meant,
yet the heathen Christians are not inferior in that which their sealing
actually signifies.
2. " The writer of the Apoc. makes no distinction
between Jewish and heathen Christians, and sometimes designates Christians as Israel, sometimes as the elect of all nations and tongues,^ or of
the earth." 3
Only the latter assertion is correct and self-evident, and not
the former, with which especially the controversy concerning vv. 4 sqq. is
connected, that "Israel," without any thing further, designates in the Apoc.

—

God * in this passage, the name Israel can the less be
understood otherwise than in the most immediate sense, i.e., to the exclusion of heathen Christians, as the individuals belonging to the individual

the entire Israel of

;

mentioned directly afterwards.^ 3. " Just as the kingregarded as Jerusalem,^ and its gates are marked with the
names of the twelve tribes,' so Israel is to him, viz., the true Israel of God,^
tribes of Israel are

dom

God

of

is

Christian people.^

Just so the twelve tribes, ^latt. xix. 28, Jas.

i.

1."

—

something different when the kingdom of God, in its heavenly
completion, is designated by the name of the ancient city of God,
and
in general, where a vivid description thereof occurs, this is given with the
express features of the O. T. Church of God, while, at the same time, the

But

is

it

—

tenor of the description as a whole, as well as in

how

in individual

its individual parts, shows
whose higher significance the typical subrelations is transformed,
from when the name of

points, to

stratum of historical

—

under the special representation of the twelve tribes, concerning those, as is undoubtedly the case in vv. 1-8, who are to be sought on
earth.
4, " Those here designated are called, ver. 3, absolutely, the servants
of God and in xiv. 1 sqq. they appear as redeemed, either from the earth or
from men."
All these designations suit Israel,^" which comprises the serIsrael is used,

;

—

vants of

God

in a pre-eminent sense

;

but

if

in vv. 1-8 only the Jew'ish

and

not also the heathen Christians appear as the servants of God, the sealing
communicated with respect to this relation, in like manner as in respect to
only Jewish Christians,^^ must show upon what ground this occurs, and how,

" All servants of
In
Comment, ii. p. 108: the one hundred and
forty-four thousand are the entire body that is
to be protected, the oecumenical people of God;
"and in distinction from these are the multitude of many individuals whom even that protectioo could not save from death."
1

Cf. also Kllefoth, p. 539

God who

:

are to be at the end of days."

names

of the tribes mentioned, is intended figa-

ratively or mystically,

of believers

V. 9, vii. 9.

xiv. 3.

6

XX.

*

Gal.

1

xxi. 12.

8

From

Gal.

the fact that the tribe of

Dan

9,

xxi. 2.

is

»

not impossible, that

'o

Cf. on xiv. 1 sqq.

the designation of Israel, together with the

^i

Cf. Nr.

is

the entire assembly

by

adoption (Hengstenb.). Why, then, should
not the spiritual Dan belong to the spiritual
Israel? But if Israel proper be meant, the
proper Dan would not be mentioned if the
tribe were as good as dead. See on vv. 4-8.

*

lacking, the inference

i.e.,

designated, even the heathen

Christians added to the spiritual Israel

8

vi. 16.

is

vi. 16.

1.

»

Cf. xviii. 4.
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is in the text no trace of the seeming slight to heathen ChrisThose coming forth, vii. 9, are not such as have been preserved
from the calamities, but have escaped from the same, ver. 14; hence their
coming forth belongs to a later period, and a parallel occurs between this
passage and the former, only in the manner wherein here what is spoken of
is the preservation, and there the deliverance as its consequence."
This
proposition depends upon the false presumption that the "sealing" is a preservation from calamity, upon the transformation of the present fpx6/j,evoi, ver.
14, into a preterite, and the confused conception of ver. 14 in general.^
The grounds upon which an attempt is made to show the identity of
those mentioned in vv. 1-8 with those meant in vv. 9-17, by understanding
in both passages Jewish and heathen Christians together, are, therefore, not

in fact, there

tians.

"

5.

—

such as stand the test
1-8,
all

what

is

:

the text leads to the opposite view, because, in vv.

^

said has reference to Israel with

nations and tongues, because the

thousand there, although not

number

literal

its tribes,

of one

but in vv. 9 sqq. to

hundred and forty-four

but schematic, furnishes the idea of

numerability, while here (ver. 9) the innumerability of the great multitude
is especially emphasized
and also because what is spoken of there is the
;

which is not mentioned here. The question therefoi'e is Who are
those mentioned in vv. 1-8, and who those in ver. 9 sqq. ? The distinction
is sometimes made between Jewish Christians (ver. 1 sqq.) and Gentile
Christians (ver. 9 sqq.) ^ or Jews to be converted at the end of the world,'*
and Gentile Christians;^ or Jewish and Gentile Christians still living at the
end of the world on the judgment day, and those who have died the death
of the godly before the judgment day ^ but in connection with all these
explanations,"^ we see neither any firm foundation in the text, nor the meaning and relation of the visions in connection with the whole. The latter is
lacking also in Bengel, who, however, has correctly discerned the chief point,
that vv. 1-8 treat only of believers from Israel, and ver. 9 sqq., of the
glorified of all nations. Gentiles and Jews.
sealing,

:

;

:

Especially as to the " sealing," the' generally received explanation of

it

as

the protection, or guaranty as to security, from the imminent plagues that

were to come upon the world, necessarily results from the symbol in itself, or
from its use in the N. T., and especially the Apoc. mode of statement, as
little

as that received

God do not remain

meaning

ment comes upon the world.

by the facts; for the servants of
by all the sufferings whereby judg-

is justified

entirely untouched

But

* For, on ver. 14, De Wette remarks that
those mentioned there are delivered, " by their

as the seal serves for the attestation,

Cf Hofraann.

5

c, a Lap.

«

Stern, Rinck, Ebrard.

.

" sealing."
2 Cf. Bleek,

To be silent concerning what is utterly
wonderful, as in Aretius: "In ver. 1 sqq.,
they are meant who publicly profess Christ,
as Christians in almost all Europe; ver. 9 sq.,

recalled

they

from the distress which they
endure notwithstanding their

steadfastness, "
still

had

to

who in his Beitr., p. 186, has
former view of the identity of
those expressly mentioned (ver. 1 sqq. and
his

who do not publicly profess Christ's
name, as innumerable Christians in Asia and

whom Christ preserves. How he does
without external preaching, he himself

Africa,

ver. 9 sqq.).
3

Eichh., etc.

*

Cf.

Rom.

"^

xi. 25.

this

knows."
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a document,^ and, in general, for confirmation, so in this passage
who already are servants of God designates nothing

as, e.g., of

the sealing of those
else

than the immutable firmness of their

even by the

of the last great

7rcipa(7//6f 8

interpretation of the

ocppayt^eiv

servants of God, therefore,
is

are 2 Cor.

which

kuTioyrj,'^

22

i.

;

Eph.

upon whose forehead the

impressed, the Divine warrant

is

is

not to be affected

Striking analogies to this

^AZi/j^f.^

13, iv. 30.^

i.

To

seal of the living

the

God

thereby given that in the greatest tribu-

remain the servants of God, until they have been preserved in
their fidelity unto the end, and are victoriously conducted to eternal glory
The seal designates, therefore, not preservation from
in God's kingdom.
tribulation, but preservation in tribulation from a fall.
But even with this conception of the G(ppayc^ecv, the difficulty arises, that if
the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed of Israel are not also of the
Gentiles, the latter seem subordinated to the former in an inexplicable way.^
This difficulty is thus removed in accordance with the context: 1. While, in
respect to the servants of God from Israel, the guaranty is given in advance
lations they

special act of sealing, that the tribulation (of the seventh seal)

by the

entering

thing

is

in that

now

not to turn them from their heavenly Lord (vv. 1-8), the same
represented in respect to the servants of God from the Gentiles,
is

(w. 9-17) an innumerable multitude of

all

and
come out

nations, kindreds,

tongues, therefore of Jews and Gentiles, appear as those

who

" have

of great tribulation " (ver. 14),

and now stand as triumphant victors before
no other reason than because they have persevered
unto the end in the same fidelity as the sealed from Israel. 2. But that
this is thus said in a twofold way, first of Israel alone, and then of all true
servants of God, including those of Israel, has its foundation in the fact that
although
in the seventh seal,
inasmuch as the judgment to be expected,
only one comprising all enemies, yet contains two chief acts viz., first, the
punishment inflicted upon the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom
and Egypt, where the Lord was crucified, i.e., Jerusalem;"'^ then the judgin the tribulation
ment upon the spiritually so-called "Babel, i.e., Rome,
with which the Lord comes in judgment upon unbelieving Israel, the one
hundred and forty-four thousand servants of God are to be kept in security,
even though they are to suffer thus the vision, vv. 1-8, looks towards
what the seventh seal is to bring upon unbelieving Israel.^ But that
also the servants of God from the Gentiles, together with the one hundred
and forty-four thousand sealed from Israel, are to come out of great tribulation, and to enter glory as faithful warriors of Christ, the other vision
states, which thus refers to the tribulation with which the Lord shall visit
Babylon.^ At the critical point, therefore, between the sixth and seventh
seals, before the seventh seal, which is to show the coming itself of the

the throne of

God

for

—

—

:

—

;

ei

1

Cf. Esth.

*

Cf. Matt. xxiv. 22-24,

SvvaTov

is to

8

Cf. Hi. 10.

6

Cf. also

ICor.

ix. 6:

«

viii. 8.

where especially the

be obser\'ed.

Rom.
Rom.

*

xv. 28;
Iv. 11.

Cf. ver. 14.

John

iii.

33, vi. 27;

Volkm. and

similar critics see here the

decided Judaism of John,
^

Cf. xi.

8

cf.

viii.

»

Ch.

xii.

8.

1-xi. 14.

sqq.
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whereby testimony

vii. enters,

is

the tribulation impending over the

God is not to occasion their fall, but that from this tribulawhich brings judgment upon the world, they are to come to eternal
glory.
3. That in this sense a special sealing was given the servants of
God from Israel, and not the Gentile Christians, is natural, because the concrete form of the people of Israel with its individual tribes suggests the
more definite idea of a complete mass, and, therefore, of one to be comprised in a (schematic) number; but if the look turns to the servants of
God from the heathen, the limitation vanishes, the multitude appears innumerable (ver. 9), and the idea of a special sealing imparted to all individuals would be entirely untenable. 4. But if what is said in ver. 9 sqq. be not
only of the servants of God from the heathen, but in the innumerable
multitude wherein the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed are to be
regarded as included, this depends upon the fact, that, even though a special
reference to the Israelites has a good foundation, yet the final equality and
fellowship of all believers in heavenly glory must be made prominent.
Ver. 1. Tcaaapac uyyilovq. We must here think neither of wicked angels,^
nor of angels of the wind, after the analogy of the angel of the water, xvi.
5,2 but of angels in general, to whom the office here described has been
given, ver. 2,^ just as angels afterwards appear with trumpets and vials.
Without any foundation are the allegorical interpretations, as in Beda,* and
N. de Lyra, who proposes Maximian, Severus, Maxentius, and Licinius,^
true servants of

tion,

while the other angel, ver.

The
yrjg.

2, is

regarded as Constantine.

— ioTurag —

y^g.

position of the angels corresponds with their occupation: Kparovvrag

The four

corners of the earth (rug

reaa. yuv, rovg riaa. dv.)

from which the four winds of the earth go
angels as they

John beholds the four

hold the winds,' to prevent them from blowing (iVa ^7
but according to what immediately follows, the situation is

still

TTvey av., k.tX)
such that the angels are ready to
'-,

forth. ^

—

are the points

who

the winds as soon as the purpose

let loose

already rising up (ver. 2 sqq.),

is accomplished.
"the four winds of the earth " be interpreted allegorically, although
the expression sounds as unallegorical as possible,
of which examples have

of the other angel,

—

is

If also

— then also the earth, the

—

trees must be underFor thus Grot, says on t. yfjg " viz., Judaea " on uvifiovg
"The winds signify any sort of calamity." The "sea" is "a great people,
such as is that of Jerusalem especially " the trees designate " what come
from trees, as cities, but especially the temple " in general, the times of
peace under King Agrippa are meant. Bohmer regards the " earth " as

just been given,

sea,

stood figuratively.

and the

;

:

:

;

:

*

Aret., Zeger, Laun., Calov., Beng., Rinck,

2

De

Alcas., C. a Lap.,

Stem, Heinr.,

Ziill.,

Wette.

Ewald, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
* Te<T<T. ayy. = " the four principal kingdoms
of the Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, and Romans; " Kpar. r, dveM- = "They allow no one
3

own

= " diversity of provinces; "
" diverse quality of men."
"Hindering the doctors of the Church
right; " y^

SevSp,

etc.

Vitr.,

to breathe according to the pleasure of his

6

:

from preaching the word of God."
lar interpretations of /cpar. t. tco-o-.

in Aret.,

who

e.g.,

etc.

Cf. Jer. xlix. 36;

vii. 2.

;

regards the wicked angels as the

Pope, the Turks,
^

Cf. simi-

dce/u..

">

Zech.

Kpar.

vl. 1

Cf.

sqq.; Dan.

il. 1, iii.

11.
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2, 3.

"sea" as heathen; therefore he says that the Christians still to
According to Beng., the
be mentioned are designated by the "trees."
Ilengstenb. also regards
earth is Asia, the sea Europe, the trees Africa.
"the four winds of the earth " as symbols of the Divine judgments, viz.,
Jews, the

the "sea" designates masses of people; the
vi.
But every kind of allegorizing is without
"trees" are magnates, vi. 15.
The winds which in their proper naturalthe least foundation in the text.
ness are, besides, expressly designated as "the four winds of the earth," are
where, however, what is
not once personified here, as In Zech. vi. 1 sqq.,

those described in ch.

;

—

—

said dare not be taken as an allegory in the strict sense,

actual shedding of blood, and in

vi.

— but as in

vi.

4 an

12 an actual earthquake, so here actual

winds are meant, storms which are to have the mastery of the whole earth,
But
as they are also ready to break loose from all four ends of the earth.
in the fact, that, after the dreadful signs of the sixth seal have led immedias the description of this judgately to the day of the final judgment, now

—

ment

to be expected in the seventh, last seal

is

as in the sixth seal,

is

again set forth, and

the sealing of the servants of

— a visitation of

its infliction

God from

like character,

restrained until after

Israel, the intimation is already

given that the actual occurrence of the final catastrophe will not be until
after the course of a still further manifestation of preliminary afflictions, as
they proceed from the seventh seal in long and connected sequence.^
That an angel
not an archangel ^
is to be
Vv. 2, 3. uk%ov ayyiAov.
thought .of,* not Christ,^ to be silent concerning the Holy Spirit,^ results not

—

only from the appellation
uyy. is

but especially from the fact that this u)Juoq
way by the contrast with the angels men-

uyyeTuog,

designated in the clearest

tioned in ver.

1,

—

The mode

as of a different nature.

Cf. especially viii. 3, x. 1, xiv. 6, 8, 9, 17, xviii. 1.
Tjliov.

of expression also, ver.

most simply the mouth of an angel, not of

3, T. 6ov\. r. deov ijnuv, suits

how

John, therefore, sees

the angel comes

—

while the

forth,''

angels stand already in their places as he looks upon them
entering will take part in the act.
allegorical

meaning

;

the annexed

The expression
tjTJ.ov

to

make

the sense that the other angel

of the heavens, the east,

is

designated

is
;

amr.

;

first

four

the angel

now

jjliov

admits of no

renders impossible the interpretation

Luke

of the (ivaroA^, with a vague allusion to

aTro

Christ.^

uvaj3alvnvTa unb uvarokfj^

i.

78, as referring to Christ,"^ so as

sent by Christ or God.^

The quarter

but not because of the look towards

Judaea,^ or to " Patmos, and especially the Christian lands where the light
of the gospel first shone,"

Hebrews always turned
is

explained

;

i°

first

which is here out of place not " because the
towards the east," ^^ whereby properly nothing
;

not because the throne of

God whence

Cf. Introduction, p. 12 sqq.

«

«

Stern.

i

Grot.

3

C. a Lap., Grot., Beng., Eichh., Ew.,

8

Calov.

Wette, Rluck, Ebrard.
« Beda,
Aret., Zeger,
Hengstenb.

»

Calov.,

Bohmer,

6 Vitr., who interprets the eeal used by this
" angel " as "the public profession of the
purer faith " wrought by the Spirit.

lo

^^ is

Cf. already Beng.

1

De

the angel proceeds

Wetst.
Stern.

" De Wette.
<«
12 e^. ij.
As though, by the Divine commission, he had commanded the sun to shine
;

no longer with such excessive heat, but to
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regarded as in the east,i for that is nowhere indicated in the Apoc. nor
because, as plagues have their origin in the east, " for the earth (viii. 7) is
Asia," so also the sealing 2 but because it is appropriate and significant that
the angel, coming for a victorious employment which brings eternal life,
;

:

should arise from that side from which

The angel

life

and light are brought by the

who does not descend from heaven, but
rises from the horizon,* is represented after the manner of the rising sun.
o<ppayi6a dtov ^uvTog.
Without meaning^ is the metonymy
tXovTa, cf. i. 16.
accepted by Grot. " The sealed constitution of the King." The angel has

earthly sun.^

himself,

—

—

:

a seal (in his hand) which he will press upon the foreheads of the servants
The gen. deov C designates simply, that the seal belongs to the
of God.
living God
that it "has been delivered by God,"^ is, therefore, self-evident,
;

The attempt has been made

but not expressed.

to conjecture the legend of

Beda, C. a Lap., Grot., Bohmer, regard

the seal.

it

the sign of the cross;

with more probability, Eichh., Ew.,

De Wette,

name

since the text says nothing, nothing

of

God and

of the Lamb.'^

can be inferred.^

As

But

the definite article

there are different seals of

God

is

Ebrard,

etc.,

absent, the idea

propose the

is left

open that

In this passage, the

for different purposes.

mark made by the seal, upon the foreheads of the servants
mean what the x^^po-yva indicates, which the worshippers of

of God, does not

the beast receive

upon the forehead or the right hand,^ viz., the belonging to one Lord and
serving him ^^ for they who receive the seal are already "servants of God."
The question is as little as to the fact of their being recognized and outwardly shown to be servants of God, or " that they receive the letter and
seal to their being servants of God,"ii as that they are rendered secure from
;

the approaching sufferings, but that, notwithstanding the approaching suffering, they are guaranteed their perseverance in the state of being servants of

God therefore the suffering does not come until the sealing of the servants
God has occurred. It is significant, with respect to this purpose of the
;

of

God, whereby

sealing, that the seal belongs to the living
is

the true and actual, and hence not that

it is

it is

not said that he

only his seal which

is valid,i2

but that he as the living also gives life.^^ Yet the conception of the glory,
for which the sealed are preserved, is that they attain to eternal life in the
sight of the living God.i*
eKpa^ev ({xjv^ fxEyulri. The call with a strong voice
it does not always have a special
is in general peculiar to heavenly beings
purpose. ^^ Beng. refers the loud cry of the angel to the fact that he wished
to restrain the four angels who desired to make a beginning of the afiiiction;
Hengstenb. finds therein the certainty of the command that has been given.

—

;

But this suppleits ardor " (ver. 16).
mentary fictiou is in violation of the context,
and ver, 16 has no analogy with the situation
reserve

1

Ew.

2

Beng.
Cf C. a Lap., Hengstenb., Ebrard, Volkm.
Beng.

*

.

Cf, ver. 3

«

Eichh.

Hengstenb.

1, iii. 12.

^ Aa/u.^dfeii'; xiii. 16, xiv. 9, 11, xvi. 2,

13

So Ewald, etc.
Hengstenb.
De Wette.
Bengel, Ew., Hengstenb,, Klief.

1*

Cf.

"

Cf., e.g., vi. 1

10

i.

8

Cf. xiv.

^

xix.

20, xx. 4.

of ver. 1 sqq.

8

">

:

o-(^pay.

—

cttI t.

/aerwTrwv avT.

11
12

ii.

7, 10, iii. 5, vii.

with

14 sqq., xxii. 1 sqq.

v. 2.

CHAP.

— The most probable idea

is,

earth where the angels stand.

VII.

that the call

— —
olg

would
K.tX,

tdudTj, cf. vi.

let loose

hinders

still

The

4.

—

8.
Concernedudv, k.tX
Winer, p. 258. On the coninjuring,^ would occur if the angels

udiKelv,

the winds which they

to penetrate to the ends of the

is

as

avrolg,

ing the aor. in the sense of a plusquampf.,
ception of

247

2, 3.

iii.

cf.

hold

still

command

the

;

/irj

u6iK7jaaTe,

It is contrary to the context to regard the udiKelv

this.'-^

as consisting rather in holding fast the winds, because,

had the winds blown,

they would have "cooled off,"^ or "blown away,"^ the approaching plagues;

according to Herder, the restraining of the winds
as thereby " the sultriness of death "

From

plagues.

tating winds
is

is

destructive

*

is

to be regarded

an

uSckeIv,

occasioned before the irruption of the

is

the fact that in w^hat follows, the letting loose of the devas-

not reported, the view that just this restraining of the winds
follows as little as the necessity of understanding the winds as

a figurative designation of retributive visitations of all kinds. ^ For, that
it is not devastating tempests, but other plagues of many kinds, which proceed

from the opening of the seventh

seal,

has in a formal respect

its

foundation

in the fact that the succeeding sea^vision cannot justly be regarded

and be

treated further as a matter from the simple visions occurring between the last

two

but a

difficulty actually arises only if, hindered by a mechanical
cannot be seen that the holy fantasy of the prophet sees in
sqq. the storm impending, which afterwards, however, is not seen
approach, because (viii. 1 sqq.), in place of the desolating winds, hail

seals

;

literalism, it
vii. 1

in its

and

fire,

and other plagues, come

forth.

—

It is noticeable that in ver. 2, the

trees are not especially mentioned, as in vv.

1, 3,

because

it is

self-evident

that they belong to the earth ;^ there lies therein, however, a manifest hint
that neither the earth, nor the sea, nor the trees, are to be understood figura-

Hengstenb. asks, indeed, how the sea, if it be meant in the proper
by winds he does not consider that the specification
in which the trees, as objects most easily injured by storms, are especially
made prominent with the simplicity of nature,' is meant only to serve * to
tively.

sense, could be injured

make

visible

how

the entire earth, from whose four ends the winds are to

—

rage, will be injured.

Winer,

p.

279.

;

The

uxpi

c(ppa-yiocj/2ev.

Until

^^

we

shall have sealed.''

plur. indicates that the angel has associates,

Cf.

who need

With the whole train of thought of ver. 1 sqq.,
when he advances the opinion that the four angels
sealing.
The older interpreters, as Calov., refer the plur.

not be further mentioned.^

Hengstenb.

conflicts

are to help in the
to the Father

proceeds.

and the Son, from both of whom the Holy Ghost (the

[See Note LII., p. 255.]

tovc SovXovg tov Oeov

designation pertains especially to saints from Israel.
6."

Yet the reference

10

expression in

itself,

[Note LIII.,

p. 256.]

»

3

*

because of the

To

viii. 7

sqq.
5

Ixi.

could include also the Gentiles.
who is to seal, belong

art.,

'

Ebrard.
Cf De Wette.

»

Cf. v. 13.

»

Bengel, Ew.,

«

.

Cf.

17; Isa.

the angel here speaking,

vi. 6.

Bengel.
Kinck.

1.

in the connection is to Israel alone, although the

Cf Alcas., C. a Lap., Vitr., Eichh., Ewald,
De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
2

Gen.

seal)

" This noble

ijfiuv.

Hengstenb.

^o

.

Beug.

De

Wette, Rinck.
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only the definite, more accurately designated servants of God, of ver. 4 sqq.

The

r. dsoi) t}/j.uv is

significant

;

the angel himself, together with his associ-

because of his relation to the same God, a fellow-servant of those
for whose service he has been sent.^
km ruv (xetuttcov avribv. The mark
ates,

is,

—

which the servants of the beast have received is, like the brand of slaves in
ordinary life, impressed upon the right hand or forehead ^ the servants of
God bear the seal and name of the Lord only on the forehead. That this
is the most visible place,^ is a reason sufficient only with respect to those
servants of the beast with respect to the servants of God, however, it is
found in the fact that the noblest part of the body bears the holy mark.
Vv. 4-8. Koi Tjtiovaa tov upcduov ruv '£a(l>payta(j.Evuv. The act of sealing is,
That
therefore, to be considered as occurring between ver. 3 and ver. 4.
:

:

John does not behold this act itself, but only hears the number of the sealed,
probably from the other angel, vv. 2, 3,*
corresponds with the holy

—

—

moderation which

company,

is

peculiar to true prophecy; for as in the innumerable

ver. 9 sqq., the sealing, in general, is

such as cannot be represented,^

hundred and forty-four thousand out of Israel, it
a high degree unnatural if their sealing had occurred before the

so in reference to the one

would be

in

eyes of the prophet.

In Ezek.

ix. it is, likewise,

not described

how the mark

was made upon the foreheads of the godly; but after the command for this
Yet
is communicated (ver. 4), in ver. 11 it is said that it is accomplished.
it is not a happy fiction of John,^ that he says that he has only heard the

number of

the sealed

;

but the apparently insignificant circumstance

to the truth of the vision,

and the entirely

testifies

ethical nature of divine revelation

Nor is it possible for that to be revealed by vision to the prophet
The schematic number
which must conflict with his proper subjectivity.
one hundred and forty-four thousand applies, as a product of the radical
number twelve, especially to believers from the twelve tribes of Israel.
e/c
in general.

—

—

7rdc777f (^i;A^f vlcjv

'lop.

"Out

of every tribe."

Cf. Winer, p. 105.

The pregnant

mode

of expression shows that one hundred and forty-four thousand in all
were sealed, and that the sealed were from every tribe. What follows (vv.
5-8) makes the declaration more specific, upon which it is to be noted 1.
That the number of twelve thousand, fixed for each of the twelve tribes, from
the very fact that it is every time the same shows that it is schematic by expressing the idea that in the divine gifts of grace all have like share, but no
one from any one right. It is just as when in Ezek. xlvii. 14, the Holy Land
:

appears equally divided

among

all

the tribes.

2.

As

to the representation of

numMauasseh and
Ephraim under the name of Joseph, because each of those two branches of
the original tribe of Joseph stands by the side of the other tribes with sigthe tribes, neither the tribe of Levi dare be missing,' nor
ber, twelve, exceeded.

1

Cf. xix. 10, xxli. 9.

2 xiii. 16,

Yet

,

xiv. 9, xx. 4.

3

Aret., Beng., Stern, etc.

*

De

6

Wette, Ebrard.
See the general note on ch.

6

ZuU.

it

was impracticable

the fixed

T Beng., correctly:
"Since the Levitical
ceremonies have been abandoned, Levi again
is found on an equal footing with his brethren.
All are priests all have access, not one through
the other, but one with the other."
;

vii.

is

to include

:

CHAP.
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VII. 4-8.

independence of age.^ If, also, John wanted, in general, to avoid
of Ephraim, because of the untheocratic reminiscence connected
therewith, he put instead thereof the accurately taken paternal name of
Joseph, including also the fraternal tribe of Manasseh.^ Yet the appearance of not thirteen, but only twelve tribes, is accomplished by the omission
of the tribe of Dan.^ Gomarus,^ Plartwig, and ZUU. have indeed put Aav
an arbitrary decision, in no way justified by uniminstead of Mavaaar/,
portant codd. (ix. 13), because they offer Auv instead of ratJ,^ and this contranificative

name

the

—

Of

dicts the express testimonies of Iren., Orig., Andr., etc.

force

is

the play upon the

the word (HK^J,

name Manasseh, according

"he forgot")

is

just as little

which the root of

to

regarded as indicating that here another

name, viz., Dan, is regarded as forgotten, or properly not forgotten, but
"embraced or incorporated in a secret way."^ The intentional omission of
the tribe of Dan is explained, especially by the Church Fathers, by the fact
that from this tribe the Antichrist was to come,"^ which, however, John nowhere intimates. Others have recalled the idolatry of the Danites;^ but the
old sin of the tribe can be no foundation for excluding all its members from
eternal life.
The avoidance of the name of Ephraim, that had become
"offensive,"^ in no way favors this view, because the tribe named, of course,
intentionally not as Ephraim, but Joseph, presents its twelve thousand like

The simplest reason for not naming Dan lies rather in the fact
had died out long already before the time of John ^^ even though the

the rest.
that

it

more

;

Jewish tradition that only the family of Husim
survived from the tribe of Dan,ii may be nothing but a reminiscence of Gen.
xlvi. 23. Already in 1 Chron. iv. sqq., the tribe of Dan is omitted, although
it is not passed over in 1 Chron. ii. 1 sqq.
Cf. also Deut. xxxiii., w^here the
definite declaration of

small tribes of Simeon and Issachar are lacking.

only by an

— In

the succession

it

is

which often passes over into pure trifling, that
a consequent intention and a mystical meaning can be found. Beda, e.g.,
explains, because of the secret meaning of the name " After Judah, therefore, Reuben; i.e., after the beginnings of divine confession and praise, the
performance of an action follows." ^2. Besides, the opinion of Hengstenb.^^
is possible, that the sons of the wives and those of the bondwomen are
intentionally commingled in order to indicate that in Christ no earthly distinction is valid.
But Grot, also can say, from his standpoint, " No order
is observed, because in Christ all are equal." ^^
It is natural for Judah to
have the precedence, because from that' tribe the Lord comes." ^^ Reuben
artificial subtilty

:

follows afterwards,

who

as the firstborn could have stood before. ^^

ceeding names are introduced without further intention

1

Ewald,

3

Cf. especially Heinrichs,

etc.

2

Cf.

Num.

xiii. 11.

Excursus

iii.

" Cur in recensu tribuum Israel, c. vii. 5-8,
nulla tribusDaniticaementio fiat " (ii. 228 sqq.).
« In Wetsi.
6 Cf. also Matth.
6 Beng., Eichh.
^

Cf. Gen.xlix. 17.

Beda, Andr., C. a Lap.,

Stern.
8

Judg.

o
'<>

^i

12

"
"

Hengstenb.
Grot., Ew.,

Wetst., Vitr., Hengstenb.

suc-

De Wette,

Ebrard,

etc.

" Reuben

=

videns filium

;

filii

=

opera."

cf. Vitr., etc.

De Wette, etc.
Beda, Beng., Kinck,

Cf. also C. a Lap., Calov.,

is y.

i«

The

only at the close

Cf. Grot,

5;

Ebrard,
xviii.

;

Heb.

vii. 14.

etc.

Cf. also 1 Chron. v. 1.

^

^
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stands Benjamin as the youngest, and finally, from an allusion to the

O. T.,1 in connection with Joseph.
Ver. 9. Metu ravra el6ov, k.tX The entire vision, vv. 9-17, follows, of
course, upon what precedes, but it is throughout, as to its significance,

De Wette, who

inseparable from what precedes; against
proleptical or ideal, because here

John

" looks

^

calls the vision

forward from the develop-

—

ments which he beholds in the earthly world, to their blessed fulfilment,"
which nothing further is to be asked than how the saved
But even though the
enter heaven, whether through death, or otherwise.
vision, as to its contents, be proleptical, nevertheless, wherever it occurs, its
meaning and force must be determined by the connection of the entire
Apoc. ; and this corresponds to the parallelism in which the second vision
in connection with

of ch

stands to the

vii.

first.*

— bxkov

In contrast with the

k.t.X.

iroAi)v,

multitude out of Israel represented by a definite number
great concourse from every people, and

The

all tribes

(v.

4 sqq.), the

and tongues, appears here

by the text cannot be explained
one hundred and forty-four thousand be identified with this great multitude, the innumerability becomes relative, with
which then it is regarded as harmonizing that John, ver. 4, heard the numas innumerable.

away by the

contrast required

fact, that, if the

ber of the sealed, because they were innumerable by him

however,

is

not allowed by the words, ver.

reference to the bv
ver. 4,

by

—

avrov, ver.

9, bv uptd.

The remark

2.

:

^

this expedient,

avr. oiiSeic

r]6.

De Wette

of

;

cf

.

with

also, that

numerical statement, presents the idea of election with the

its

antithesis of reprobation, while ver. 9 refers only to the attaining of sal-

vation without this antithesis,
lies alike in

is

inapplicable, because the idea of election

the text in both passages; since, just as the one hundred and

forty-four thousand are out of Israel

(e/c

izaa. cpvl.

vi

U

'lap.,

so the innumerable multitude are out of all nations

^v?i. 'lovd, /c.r.A.),

(e/c ttuvt.

kdv.).

The

which in ver. 4 comprised only Israel, now includes absolutely all nations and races. Gentiles
and Jews, humanity in its totality. This is stated by the second formula
with its four categories, which also comprises all sides in its enumeration.
[See Note LIV., p. 258.] iarureg
There is no diffiTreptjSefSXTifiivov^, k.tX
culty in the use of the plural with a collective ^ but also the irregularity of
using the nom. earuTec, and thus throwing the clause ear.
apviov out of the
essential distinction

in the fact that the horizon,

is

—

;

—

construction, while the next words,

structure of the sentence {eldov
of the Apoc.

points to the

7repi(3e32.7]inEvovc,

k.tX, recur to the original

not inadmissible in the idiom

ox2,ov noTwv), is

The standing before the throne
eternal communion with God and

of

God and

glory and blessed joy are also expressed by white

robes,^*^

Cf v. 9.
Winer, p.

Gad and

8

Cf. ver. 15, xxii. 3.

Simeon are forgotten, but also Joseph and
Benjamin are transposed.
3 Cf xi. 15 sqq., xiv. 1 sqq., 13, xv. 2 sqq.
* See general remarks on ch. vii.

»

Grot.,

;

2

Gen. XXXV.

Num.

i.

24, xlvi. 20, 21

10, 11

;

1

Chron.

It is strange that in J<,

ii.

;

Deut. xxvii.

2.

not only

.

.

6

Hengstenb.

6

.

great

480.

who

number

refers this, in general, to the

of Christians in Syria, remarks

on eo-Twre?, k.t.\.
Bunk to earth, but

"

Lamb ^

and palm-branches

7

1

21

of the

the Lamb,^ whose heavenly

Cf. vi. 11.

:

"

i.e.,

having a mind not

raised to heaven."

—
CHAP.
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11, 12.

hands of those who have finished their course. There is no foundafrom the (poivLKeq of a heavenly feast of tabernacles as
the festival of the eternal harvest-home ^ but when, also, in ver. 15 (oKTjvuaei
In' avTovg), a reference is found to the dwelling in tabernacles, and, in connection with ver. 17 (em C^w rnjyac vduruv), to the fact that ^ during the feast
of tabernacles, a priest daily drew water from the wells of Siloah in order
to sprinkle it beside the altar, something entirely foreign is introduced.* But
on the other side, also, the reference to the palm-branches, which the victors
in the Grecian games bore with their palm-garlands,^ is excessively specific.^
It is entirely sufficient, without any more special reference, to regard the
The strength
palm-branches as a sign of festal joy.®
k. Kpu^ovGi <puvy fieyaX^.
of the cry, besides being peculiar to the heavenly beings,"' corresponds to the
They sing praises as
impulse of their joy and gratitude.^
^ auTijpia, k.tX
those who have become complete participants of salvation and this they
ascribe to their God, who sits upon the throne, as the ultimate author, and
in the

tion for the inference

;

—

—

;

Lamb

the

The

as the mediator.

ouTijpla is

not victory in general,^ but the

which the blessed now perfectly possess, since
they have been removed from all want, temptation, sin, and death, and have
come into the presence of their God.i° Improperly, Grot, explains ouTTjpla
entire

sum

of the salvation

ij

metonyraically,

viz.,

however, occurs from the fact that the

God

them, to their

Vv.

11,

12.

praise, ver.

10.

The thanksgiving,

" thanks for the salvation received."

ascribe the auTijpia given

aeaiofievoi

as aoTrjp.

All the angels,^^ in response, continue the ascription of
eloTT/Keiaav

— Kal

They stood already

k.tX

eireaap,

stationed themselves ") during the scene described in vv.

down. ^2

fall

—

The

Af^r/v.

angels, first of

This doxology

is

;

("

had

now they

conclude man's song of praise,

all,

own way,

ver. 10,13 in order then, in their

10

9,

to carry

farther

it

formally distinguished from that in

v.

•

7 evXoyia,

k.t.?,.

12 by the fact that in

marked by the article
Beng. remarks, arbitrarily, that

this passage every particular item appears distinctly

attached as being in complete independence.

the sevenfold ascription of praise has in view the seven trumpets, and therefore in the trumpet of the first angel, evloyia,
66^a, prevails, etc.

and

in that of the

"With equal arbitrariness, Hengstenb.

:

second angel,

the evTMyla, which

concludes v. 12, here precedes as a sign that the present ascription of praise

connected with the former,

The

— but what a distance between

particular explanation of Grot, on ver. 11

:

"

v.

12 and

vii.

is

12

!

For both the apostles who

were at Jerusalem, and the elders, had gone forth together," in connection
with his reference of ver. 9 sqq. to the multitude of Christians in Syria, is
to be understood only when his observations on iv. 4, 6 sqq., are recalled.
1

Cf. Vitr.,

Eichh,,

Heinr.,

Hengstenb.,

Bcihmer.
'

Cf. Winer, Rtcb., ii. 9.
Against Vitr., Hengstenb.,

*

Pausanias, Arcad., 48:

2

VKC09 exova-iv ol

noWol

navraxov
voi 4>olvL^.
in Wetst.
5 Against Ew., etc.

Se^iav

Koi

ea-TL

;

etc.

Tu»

•

viKuvTi

ec?

Cf.

">

Cf. ver. 2.

xii.

8

cf. C. a Lap.

»

Eichh.

w.

13; 1 Mace.

<}>oi-

^°

Cf.

Se rrjv

"

Cf. V. 11,

«
"

Cf. v. 14, xi. 16.

oi 6e ayCives

<TTe(t>avov

John

«

icm

de'/xe-

xiii. 51.

9, 15, xxi. 4.

where, in a similar way, an
innumerable multitude appears.
c. a Lap., Beng., Heinr., Ew., Hengstenb.

—

—
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Vv. 13-17.

The second

JOHN.

ST.

half of the vision contains an express interpre-

—

That it is one of the elders, who gives
with the idea of these elders as the representatives of the Church,2 whose innumerable multitude appears here in

tation of the first half, ver. 9 sqq.
this interpretation,^ corresponds

glory. 3
is

uTTEupcdT}

when an

designates, like n:;^/ the speech uttered

occasion

given,^ which, however, cannot be limited to a definite question.

Here the

aKOKpiveadai may be referred ® to the (unexpressed) desire of John to learn
something further concerning the multitude beheld in ver. 9 but even without accepting any such unexpressed question of John, the simple reference of
;

the fact of the vision, ver. 9 sqq., as the occasion for the declaration of the

The form

elders, is sufficient.

of a dialogue,' with its dramatic vividness,

serves to emphasize the point under consideration

for,

;

by asking what he

intends to explain, ^ the elder brings John to the answer which comprises

own ignorance, and the expression of the wish
Thus, then the explanation, awaited with expectancy,

the acknowledgment of his
for an explanation.

follows in ver. 14 sqq.

The

riveq elalv koI nodev rjldov.

elder presents the

two points concerning which one unacquainted would naturally ask first.®
Both questions also have their answer in ver. 14, of course not in an external sense as though they had to do with names, station, country, etc., but so
that the inner nature of the appearance

is

explained.

—

— The address

nvpie

ixov,

even where the fiov, which makes
which everywhere expresses real homage,
has in John's mouth complete
the reference still more earnest, is lacking,^''
justification, because he stands before a heavenly being, whose superiority
he acknowledges in the matter immediately under consideration by the ci)
By this John does not say, " I, indeed, know it too, but you know it
oldaC'
better," i^ but, " I do not know it, yet it may be heard from you, as you know
Incorrectly, Ew. i.
"who have just come hither;'
it." 12
qI ip^dfievoL.
Ebrard, etc., "those having come." The present is to be retained,^^ as it

—

—

:

alone corresponds to the idea of the entire vision
as possibly martyrs,^^

who

anticipation a view of

all

;

^^

for

not individuals,

it is

are introduced, but to the seer there

faithful believers, as they are thus

is

shown

given in
to

him

as

those who, after the great tribulation of the last day shall be finished, shall

stand before the throne of

God and

of the

tion of the elder (in which the present
(ver. 14),

—

again the present

e^a'keiipec

form

(vv. 15-17),

Cf. V.

2

Cf.

by regarding the

lo

Cf. Ebrard.

Cant.

ii.

6

Matt.

xi. 25.

6

Beng., Hengstenb.

T

De

10.

Wette.

Ew.
Cf.,

on

Cf. Jer.

this,

i.

11 sqq.;

Zech.

iv.

Cf. Jon.

i.

8.

Virg., Aen.,

Beda, C. a

viii.

14

9, iv. 4, 5,

i.

Num.

xii. 11;

12

Beng., Ew.,

i3

Beng., Zull.,

Ew.
asks in order to teach."

intelligible in its

More examples
13;

Gen.

John

with

of the

xxiil. 6, 11,

xii. 21,

xx. 15.

" Ebrard.

Meyer.

Lap., Aret., etc.
»

Zech.

xxxi. 35;

1 sqq.

"He

is

reality as not yet coinciding

genus? unde domo? "
kind in Wetst.

4.

3

8

the aor. inTiwav, klevaavav

larpevovaw, and, finally, the future antjvuaEL

iv. 4.

*

The explana-

ver. 9 sqq.

must, in like manner, be observed)

of expression only

1

elalv,

Lamb,

epx6fj,evoL,

:

" Qui

"
"

De "Wette, Hengstenb.
De Wette, Hengstenb.;

also

ii.

Cf. the preliminary remarks on ch.
Cf. the

K.T.A..

e/c

t. 6\C\p. t. fxey.

vii.

and the ew\vyav,

;

CHAP.

The

what has been beheld.

vision displays that host as they are already

before God's throne, and are serving

they are those

who
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VII. 13-17.

him

{eialv, larpevovaiv,

ver. 15, pres.)

(in their earthly life) have washed (enTivvav, I'KevKavav, ver.

From the same standpoint,
come before the eyes of the gazing
prophet, and assemble before the throne of God.
For it appears more suit14, aor.) their robes in the

blood of the Lamb.

the pres. tpxonevoc yields the idea, that they

able to one contemplating the standpoint of the vision in all the other points

up

to ver. 15a

regard this

(h

was actually

Particularly opposed to this

But from

sTzlvvav.

ver. lob (aal 6

still

is

ipxoijtevoi,

than

^

upon

earth,

and

is

only

still

the combination with the aor.

Kadijfi., k.t.Tl.),

the standpoint of the vision, but of reality.
is

the pres.

fast, also, to

to

the sense of a future, and to find the allusion in the

fact that that multitude

come.

hold

air.), to

r. v.

epxafiepot in

To

to
«.

the elder speaks not from

that entire multitude, which

already presented to John in the vision as in final glory, there yet belongs

first,

since they are, in reality,

elder speaks

:

6 Kad.

km

upon

still

t. tip. OK7]vojasi

earth, the great

hope of which the

in^ avr., ov iretvdaovciv, k.t.X.

It is through-

out sufficient that the explanatory address maintains in the beginning the
standpoint of the vision, and that
situation of affairs

is

opened.

—U

it is
rfiq

not until the close that the proper

dTilfeug

Trjg iizyakriq.

and the discriminating predicate
because of the reference of the entire vision from ver. 9,

of the definite article,

Not only because
r. fieyulriq,

it

is

but also

impossible to

understand " the great tribulation " very generally " of

all trouble and labor
on earth " ^ on the contrary, the eschatological reference is necessary
whereby the tiTdtpLi;, announced by the Lord in Matt. xxiv. 21, and also
prophesied by John, which is to be expected after vi. 17, and therefore in
the seventh seal, the immediate preparatory signs of which, also, are described already in vi. 12-17, is meant. ^ The entire vision (ver 9 sqq.) thus
:

places before the eyes the fact, that, like the sealed of Israel (ver. 1 sqq.),

the innumerable multitude of all believers out of all nations shall neverthe-

remain faithful in that gTeat tribulation, and therefore shall attain to
koL enTiwav
Concerning the relation expressed by
upviov.
the aor., see on ol epxofxevot.
On tlie subject itself, Beda remarks, " He does
not speak of the martyrs alone they are washed in their own blood."
Thus he has already^ correctly recognized the idea at once obvious, which
elsewhere is marked by the expression t. upviov,^ that the whiteness of the
robes has been produced by the (atoning and redeeming) blood of Christ as
the Lamb of God.^ But the idea recognized, in general, by Beda, of the
cleansing power of martyrdom, has been introduced into the text not only
by expositors like N. de Lyra, who regards the blood of the Lamb as the
blood of martyrs, " because it is the blood of his members," but even by
Ew. i., manifestly because of his erroneous reference of ver. 9 sqq. to martyrs, as he remarks, "by the blood of Christ, i.e., the death which they
endured because of Christ's doctrine, and having followed in this the examless

heavenly glory.

—

—

:

ple of Christ," etc.
^

2

8

It

is,

in other respects, contrary to the nature of the

Hengstenb.
Gen. V. 20, iii. 16 eqq, Beng.
Cf. Ewald, De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
ZUII.,

* Cf. Beng., De Welte, Ilengstenb., Ebrard,
^ Cf. v. 6.
Bleek; also Ew. ii.
e

Cf.

i.

5;

Eph.

v. 25 sqq.; 1

John

i.

7.

.
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ST.

JOHN.

tries to distinguish the washing from the making
former to the forgiveness of sins, and the latter to sanctification
such a washing, however, is designated whereby the robes are
made white. The delicate feature of correct ethics is also here to be noted,
which lies in the fact that they who (in their earthly life) have washed
their garments white in the blood of the Lamb appear in the future life

figures,

tohite,

when Hengstenb.

and

refers the

;

What

attired in white clothing.^

—

and the future

To

(aKTjvuaei,

its connection with
view which has been explained
throne, beneath the protection of

follows also ver. 15, in

depends upon the fundamental
those hosts could not stand before God's
his shadow, if, through the temptation of
carried unsoiled the garments which had
Concerning the tenses, the
the Lamb.
dia TovTo,

:

the great tribulation, they had not

been made white in the blood of
present

15a)

(elclv, laTpevovaiv, ver.

k.tX, ver. 156-17), see on

ol

(ver. 14).

kpzofievoi

refer the entire discourse (vv. 15-17) to earthly circumstances,^ is so

manifestly contrary to the tenor of the words, that the entire conception of
ch. vii.,
Toi)

which introduces such absurdities, contradicts

dpovov

Already, the fact that they are there

T. d.

John

4, xxi. 3, xxii. 4;
Kal XaTpEvovoLv,

xvii.

24; 1 John

iii.

is

2; Phil.

Cf. iv. 8 sqq., v. 8 sqq., xxii. 3.

k.tX

priestly service in heaven

;

hence,

itself.

eir'

27,^ here ^

elaiv

Cf. iv.
xiii. 12.

23;

1

It is the glory of the

h tu vau avrov.^ — ijfiepag koX vvurivg.

In accord with Lev. xxvi. 11, Isa.
the eternal, immediate, personal presence of

evumov

Cor.

i.

ing after our custom, eternity is nevertheless meant."*
aKTjvuaEL

—

blessedness.

—

iv.

avrovg.

*'

Speak-

Kal 6 Kadrffievog

—

Ezek. xxxvii.

5,

God enthroned

in his

and the holiness and blessedness of believers perfected therein, are
described, viz., the shechinah of God over them, but no more, as in an earthly
covering, by pillars of smoke and fire, but in its heavenly immediateness, so

glory,

that the okjjvovv of the enthroned
dpovov

r. 6.

from pain

The

of the blessed.
(ver.

16),

One harmonizes with

"for^/ic

— ndv

general; no kind of heat, whatever

scorching wind.^

elvai

and eternal refreshment and consolation

xxi. 4), is given with the old prophetic features.'
cial 6^Atoc, is

the

— on

humov

rov

further description also of heavenly freedom

rd upvlov, k.t'a.

Isa.

Ixix.

it

10,

(ver. 17

Kavfxaj after

may

;

cf

the spe-

be, e.g., that of

declares the reason:

mercy on them shall lead them, ^'^ even by the springs of

that hath

water shall he guide them."^^ By writing instead of this,^^ to upviov, k.tX,
John designates the mediatorship of Christ, the Lamb, through whose blood
especially,!^ believers have come where they now stand, and who also feeds
An
his own people there,i* and leads them unto living fountains of waters.
allusion to the position of the

nation Td ava

fiiaov Tov dpovov.

«

1

Cf.

2

Grot., on ver, 15:

iii.

Lamb as mediator lies, besides, in the desigThis formula is impossible with the entirely

4, xix. 8.

Cf. xxi. 3.

God

'

Cf. Isa. xlix. 10, xxv.

kept them safe from all the very great evils
which await the contumacious Jews; " on ver.
16, «' They shall have whence they may live."

»

De Wette.

»

Incorrectly,

;

aAAa.

^"

Incorrectly,

:

7rapa*caXe<rei.

3

Cf. the lepeU

(i. 6,

already to the earthly
4

6

"Here

v. 10),

life

which pertains

of believers.

Beda.
Wette, Hengstenb.,

De

at Pella,

etc.

^^

LXX.
LXX.
Inaccurately, LXX.

:

8.

koL Sia nriyiov i/SaTuv

of ei avrous.

De Wette,

^^

cf.

"

Cf. v. 9.

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

"

Cf. xiv. 1 sqq.

—

;

NOTES.

h fieau

synonymous

the position of the
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De Wette wishes, because there
not " in the midst of the throne," but " in the

tov dpovov, vv. 5, 6, as

Lamb

is

midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders ^
but here the position of the Lamb is described entirely apart from the circle
of the four beasts and the elders, and alone with reference to the throne.
Only the present statement dare not stand in opposition to v. 6. Ewald's
explanation "towards the midst of the throne, i.e., near the throne, placed
;

:

is too vague, and ignores the peculiar significance of
although the translation, " towards the midst of the throne,"

by the Divine throne,"
the ava
is

fiEGov

;

The

perfectly correct. ^

other places the uvd

diflBculty of the idea lies in the fact that,

refers

fiiaov

^

two

to a mass,^ or at least to

while in
parts, in

whose midst something

is arranged,^ here uvu neaov is attached to the single
conception tov dpovov, so that the simple " between," which necessarily corre-

sponds with the

h

tion lies in the

way

fieau, v. 6, is

Ewald

turned towards the midst of the throne
If,

;

Lamb

the

:

it

—a

therefore stands directly before

or in the midst of the circle of representatives of believers

God's throne,

it

always has the same position between

the throne, and the four beings and twenty-four elders
the form of the

i.e.,

Lamb

is

Hence

ascribed here to the

it is

Lamb

the subject
It is

itself,

not without

is

^ur/g

cf.

on

sits

stand around

—

kni

Troifialvetv

and a

Kal e^aXeiipei,

tears that they

Cf. xxi. 4;

k.t.?..

come out

as

odrjyeiv,''

mryug vSutuv.

Co)7/g

precisely like that of oapKog, 1 Pet.

xxii. 1.

many

who

just as little liable to exception,

both a

comprising the Lamb's entire activity. ^
phatic prefixing of

who surround

Him who

in itself, as well as this position, designates

Christ as the atoning mediator.
that there

solu-

so placed as to be

is

statement perfectly harmonizing with the description of
however, the Lamb be beheld directly before the throne of God,

the throne,^
V. 6.

But the

here entirely inadmissible.

indicated by

iii.

The em-

On

21.^

Isa.

xxv.

8.

of great tribulation (ver.

but when they have overcome, God himself shall dry their
14)
change their weeping into joy.^<^ [See Xote LV., p. 258.]
;

and

tears,

Notes by the American Editor.
LIT.

Yer.

3.

ctppayLcuiisv.

Beck: " Sealing, in general, serves partly for authentication or confirmation,
partly for assurance.
Here it is accomplished by means of the seal of the living
God, the Divine, royal seal (ver. 2). Divine sealing designates a real act, a
covenant act, whereby the one who receives it is acknowledged and authenticated as belonging to God by an actual mark of discrimination (Rom. iv. 11).
In the N. T. sense, the Holy Spirit is the Divine seal of the covenant, and the
See on the passage.
Against Hengstenb., who defends the saperficial translation " between, in the midst."
3 Exod. xi. 7; Ezeli. xxii. 16; 1 Kings v. 12;
Judg. XV. 4; LXX.; also 1 Cor. vi. 5. Cf., on
this, Meyer.
*

'»

Cf. "Winer, p. 372.

2

«

Ew.

»

It

*

Matt.

xiii.

25;

Mark

\ii.

31

;

Isa. Ivii. 5.

Christ

ii.

is,

who

his people.
x. 12.
»

Beng.

:

^*an der Mitte des Stuhles.**
the proper person
understood as the Shepherd of

nevertheless,
is

Cf. Ps. xxiii. 1; 1 Pet.
*

ii.

12;

John

5:7 sq.
lo (jf.

Ps. cxxvi. 5 sq.

;
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sealing occurs by the communication of the
iv. 30).

The

Spirit of the

ST.

Holy

JOHN.

Spirit (2 Cor.

i.

22; Eph.

i.

13,

God is concentrated especially in the quickening
By the communication of this Spirit, man is not

idea of the living

new

covenant.

merely assured of, or promised, something new, but something real is given
There is then in man a new spirit entirely different from what he
him.
previously had; a spirit such as was manifested in Christ, and which thus
animates him with an entirely different inner life from what he had before, a
A result of this comlife actually rooted and nourished in Christ and God.
munication of the spirit is that they who receive it are elect (1 Thess. i. 4 sq.
2 Thess. ii. 13). At the same time, they are armed by the Spirit, and by his
power assured against a fall and wandering astray (Rev. iii. 10; 2 Tim. i. 7, 12,
The reference to error and a fall dare not
14; 1 Pet. i. 5; 1 John iv. 4, v. 18).
be here excluded, as, at the crisis of the world, the wisdom, patience, and
fidelity of believers will, in various ways, be expressly put to the test (xiii. 8-10,
But, as in ch. vii. 3, the sealing is presented in direct contrast with
xiv. 12).
the

harm

inflicted

upon the world, there

is

in this sealing also a security,

by

God's preservation, against the plagues from God, impending over the world.
But this does not prevent
Cf., as analogies, Exod. xii. 7, 13; Ezek. ix. 4.
those sealed against the Divine judgments and temptations, from having still to
suffer many troubles from men, of whom the greater part, even during the Divine
judgment, do not come to repentance, but rather are guilty of all sorts of manifestations of godlessness.

Cf. the epistles, chs.

ii.

and

iii.

;

also vi. 11,

xiii. 10,

In the time of expectation, therefore (vi. 11), in the nearness
of God's judgments, there occurs a sealing, i.e., an especial spiritual strengthening and providential assurance of those elected as belonging to the people of
God. According to the character of the book, the sealing is typified before the
sight of John hence an angel appears with a golden seal in his hand, although
the Divine sealing is the work of the Spirit of God, and not of an angel. The
sealing further occurs by an impression on the forehead, and thus is externally
imparted to the sealed. If we compare ch. xiv. 1, where the same number, one
hundred and forty-four thousand, recurs, only in another connection, it is the
name of the Father of Jesus Christ that is written or impressed as a mark
upon the forehead. The sealing itself is not there mentioned, since this had
preceded the persecution; there the one hundred and forty-four thousand have
experienced both sealing and persecution. The seal contains the name of the
owner; after they have been sealed on the forehead with God's seal, they continue to carry there God's name. Cf. also iii. 12, xxii. 4. Therefore by the seal
of God on the forehead is designated the Divine disposition externally express15; Matt. xxiv.

9.

;

personal conduct, and thereby also giving assurance extermarks them as belonging to God. The antithesis to this mark of
'God is the mark of the beast on the forehead (xiii. 16)." Gebhardt: *' A symbol
of the Divine assurance that his servants should not be smitten by the greater
plagues which were yet to come."
ing

itself in their

nally that

LIII.

Yer.

4.

rovg dovlovg tov deov.

Gebhardt emphatically dissents from the limitation of the one hundred and
Jews in contrast with
the Gentiles, nor the Christian Jews in distinction from the Christian Gentiles,
but Christians, the true Israelites, whether Jews or Gentiles. The twelve tribes
of the children of Israel are therefore identical with the people of God only the
forty-four thousand to converted Israelites: ''Neither the

;

NOTES.
latter are described in O. T. style, or typically,

"Where

257
and as a living great organism."

God, or to
impress on their mind their high dignity, they are represented as the true Israel,
as the numbered or chosen one hundred and forty-four thousand." So Philippi
the purpose

is

{Kirch. Glaubenslehre,
sealed out of

all

to confirm Christians in their confidence in

iv. iii.

251):

"The

one hundred and forty-four thousand

the tribes of the children of Israel are not only Christians

the Jews, upon which see Calov., Evvald, De Wette, Hengstenb., Klief.,
but rather the entire congregation of believers is meant, the true spiritual
Israel, who have been preserved from all the plagues to be inflicted on the
world." Beck also argues against the view advocated by our author, but
regards those sealed as elect persons among believers: "The vloi 'lapuTjX here

among
etc.

;

Israel as little as Jerusalem in the Apocalypse is ancient
Jerusalem, or as little as, in general, the temple, altar, candlesticks, Balaam,
Jezebel, Jews, etc., above, designate the ancient historical objects and persons;
but the latter are only the types of that which corresponds in the Christian congregation. So the name Israelites here is likewise typical. The twelve tribes of
the children of Israel, from whom the choice is made, have, in the Apocalypse,
their metropolis in the New Jerusalem, which, according to xxi. 12, 14, has the

mentioned are ancient

names

of the twelve tribes of Israel on

The name of

its

doors,

and

is

built

upon the foundation

new Jerusalem, as the N. T. city of God,
is, according to iii. 12, stamped, together with the name of the N. T. God (my
God, i.e., Jesus Christ), and, therefore, with the seal of God here mentioned with
respect to the children of Israel, upon those who, by fidelity to the word of Jesus
Christ, have proved conquerors in the time of trial.
Thus it is also expressly
of the twelve apostles.

this

hundred and forty-four thousand designated in xiv. 3, that they
were purchased from the earth,' or (ver. 4) 'from among men,' from humanity, and, therefore, not merely from the Jewish nation
cf v. 9.
In the Apocalypse, the entire development of the kingdom is stated universally.
It has
thus, also, nothing whatever to do with a particularistic national sphere, or with
the history of a particular people, but with the universal national sphere, with the
universal judgment and universal salvation, and, therefore, with a universal
and not a partial, holy nation; cf. x. 11. But this conception is conformable
also to the N. T. fundamental view.
According to this, there is awarded to
ancient Israel, indeed, the first participation in universal grace (Rom. i. 16, xi.
25-32), but no such particular preference as the sealing before the plagues, so
that, therefore, all Gentile Christians must be subject thereto.
The national
distinction between Jew and Gentile, the distinction of the flesh, is removed in
the fellowship of the new covenant (John x. 16, xi. 52). What unites them as
one new people of God is the unity of faith and life on the basis of the new,
spiritual type of humanity formed in Jesus Christ. Cf. Acts xv. 7-9; Rom. ii. 28.
Cf. ver. 29 with ver. 26; Eph. ii. 13-15, 18, iii. 3-6; 1 Cor. xii. 13; Gal. iii. 26-28;
Col, iii. 11.
Since the Christian community, formed of both nationalities, is
the true bearer of the Divine covenant, the name of Israel and its twelve tribes
is, accordingly, transferred to the Christian Church.
Only in its unity and
said of the one
'

;

.

organization of

spirit, the typical Israel finds its full expression, its fulfilment,
formerly presented only a union and organization of people of God which
was of the flesh (Rom. ix. 6-8).
Cf. Gal. iv. 28; Rom. ix. 24 sqq., x. 11-13:

as

it

Gal.

iii.

with

viii.

7, iv. 26, vi.

11 sq.

and

of the entire view.

15 sq.

Cf. Phil.

iii.

3; 1 Pet.

i.

1,

with

ii.

.

.

.

The number

therefore, neither merely converted

28
climax

9; Matt. xix.

xxviii. 19; Rev. xviii. 4; and, finally, xxi. 12, 14, the

of the sealed in the Apoc. comprises,

Jews (whether

of the

first

or the last times),
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ST.

JOHN.

Christendom, or the entire number of believers, but (kK i:darjg ^uA^f) a
from all tribes or sections of believers without distinction of Jewish
or heathen origin. They are the approved spiritual Christians, the te^^lol (Phil,
and their sealing occurs by their receiving the new seal of the
iii. 13 sqq. );
covenant, the Holy Spirit of the Father and the Son in special power and
fulness, so that he appears in a visible mark, characterizing their entire
conduct, and secures them against the trials pertaining to the empire of the
world, especially on the part of a spurious Christianity (cf. Matt. xxiv. 21-25;
1 John ii. 18, 20, 27), and against the judgments of God proceeding through the

nor

all

selection

world."

LIV.

Ver.

9.

ox^oq irolvg.

" Where the mercy and love of God are praised. Christians are represented as
an innumerable multitude " (De Wette, Gebhardt). Beck, however, urges the distinction from those mentioned in vv. 3-8: " This appearance forms manifestly a
contrast with what precedes. For: 1. The definite one hundred and forty-four
thousand is opposed by the innumerable multitude. 2. £/c Travrbg edvovg is contrasted with en TTuafjg (pvlfjg v'cuv 'laparjl, 3. Yer. 14. The oi £px6(ievoi ek ttjc dXiipEug
TfiQ iieyulrjg must have passed through the great tribulation in contrast with the
elect secured

there

is

therefrom already before

its

beginning

(ver.

2 sqq.).

4.

a contrast in the placing of the great multitude in heaven (ver.

Tov dpovov), while the theatre in the preceding ver. 3 is the earth.

Finally,
9,

humov

Here, then,

who have passed through the visitation of judgment, and suffered,
although they have washed their robes and made them white In the blood of
the Lamb; i.e., they have availed themselves of the cleansing efficacy offered in
Christ (ver. 14), for participation in which they were not aroused until by perseOf the death of martyrs, which has been conjeccution.
Cf. 1 Cor. iii. 12-15.
those appear

By the side, therefore, of the sealed first-fruits,
is here said.
appear those who have not been purified until by the tribulation. From them
proceeds an innumerable multitude of triumphing conquerors. ... To the apostolic, Christian, germinal Church, to the elect from the Divine-covenant people,
there is added the elect from all humanity. Since, however (ver. 3 sqq.), the
people of God itself is distinguished according to tribes, and, from these tribes,
the sealed are taken only as a selection, and thus, also, among the tribes (ver. 9)
are comprised those who belong to the people of God, i.e., Jews and Christians,
Therefore,
in like manner, the nuv edvoc includes the entire heathen world.
after the great period of tribulation (Matt. xxiv. 21-29), and through it, a
collection of the saved still continues, from all humanity, without distinction
tured, nothing

of religion, whether heathen, or Jewish, or Christian
well as without distinction of political relations

(Tiauv)

(cf.

Rom.

ii.

and languages

7-10), as
(yTicjoauv).

is no section of the human world that does not furnish its
contingent to those saved from the great tribulation, an innumerable multitude
is formed, although relatively the elect are few (Matt. xx. 16)."

For, since there

LY.
Gebhardt:

"The

Yv. 14-17.

heavenly promises add nothing

new

to those already

evident that the promise of
deliverance from tribulation, rest from labor, cessation from suffering, as well
as perpetual joy after trial overcome, belong only to heaven. But, otherwise,
available for the earthly Christian

life.

It

is
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the contents of future blessedness are distinguished from those in the promises
only in particular symbolic features, and they are still, in nature, the same. The
Christian has this blessedness at the moment of his becoming a Christian; but
what he possesses and does and is here, in conflict and growth, amidst the

discrepancy of his real nature with its manifestation in his life, and still more
with the conduct of the world, he possesses and does and is there, in rest and
realization."

—

^
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VIII.

Instead of ore (K), which comes from vi. 1, 3, etc., read oTav (A, C,
Ver. 3. tva duaei. So, properly, Lach., Tisch. [W.

1.

—

Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).

and H.], in accord with A, C, N. Emendations are Suori (Elz,, Beng., Griesb.,
Matth.; and (5cj (6, 9, al., in Wetst.).
Ver. 7. The words Kal to rpirov rfiq -^rjg
KUTEKde, which are lacking in the Elz. text, are restored by Beng., Griesb., and

—

modern

Ver.

of decisive witnesses.
Ver. 9. diecpdapTjaav,
Andr., ed. Compl. Plant., Genev., Beng,, Lach., Tisch. [W.
dtecpdupij (Elz.) is an emendation after the analogy of ver. 7.
al.,

So A,

eyevETo.

11.

—

upon the authority

editors,

So A, ^, 10, 12,
and H.]. The

J<,

2, 4, 6, al.,

— Ver.

Beng., Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].

So, already, Beng., Griesb.
modification ayyeXou (Elz.) has no critical value whatever. Nevertheless,
Incorrectly, Elz.: yiveTai.

uetov.

13.

The

many

T wells in Wolf, etc., have advocated ayyi-7u)v on the same
ground, from which has proceeded not only this alteration, but also the single
variation uyyilov tjg uetov (Wetst.); viz., because the function ascribed to the
Heinrichs, who does not
eagle seems better adapted to an angel.
(Cf. xiv. 6.)
doubt the correctness of the reading ivbg uetov, would have an wc supplied before
UETOV, and then explain: " An angel flying through the heaven with the swiftness
expositors, Vitr., L.

of

X has ahov without

an eagle."

From
the

now

the seventh seal,

first six,

evog.

opened, there proceeds, not as from each of

a single vision, but a series of visions, which not only stand like

those seals in a progressive connection with one another, but also, even at
the end, extend again into a

new

After the opening of

series of visions. ^

the seventh seal, silence for half an hour intervenes in heaven, during which

seven angels appear

who

receive trumpets

;

and since then,

after a certain

action performed by another angel (ver. 3 sqq.), those seven angels, one after

another, sound on their trumpets, scenes are presented to the gazing prophet,

which, according to the analogy of the visions proceeding from the opened
seals, describe

what

is

to happen. ^

the reading of the book-roll

Ver.
tines.^

1.

—

oTuv.

oiy^ Ev

TO)

now

In the sense of

Nothing

is

here to be said concerning

opened.
ote,^

ovpavu) ug ijniupov.

as

The

is

not unusual

among

the Byzan-

silence in heaven, lasting about

^

a

where the songs of praise still resound, vii.
10 sqq. The voice also of the elder who speaks immediately before the
opening of the seventh seal is silent. When the Lamb took the book with
the seven seals, the music of the harp and the song of praise resounded in

half-hour, begins at the place

» xi.

15 sqq.

s

Ew.

*

See Critical Notes.

ii.

«

Cf

.

iv. 1.

"

Winer,

p. 290.

6

i?; cf.

John

13;

Luke

viii. 42.

i.

40, vi, 19, xi. 18;

Mark

v.

CHAP.
heaven,

v.

8 sqq.

ways audible

^

;

;
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1.

also at the opening of the first six seals,

but when the

The reason for this
who not only after

is

last seal is

was

it

in

many

opened, a profound silence ensues.

the anxious expectation of the inhabitants of heaven,

now expect

the precedency of the sixth seal must

the

can infer the proximity of that catastrophe from the appearing of the seven angels, and their being furnished
final decisive catastrophe, but, also,

The

with trumpets.

thus a " silent expectation and conand, as an expression of " the stupor of

ev ru ovpavC) is

aiyT)

templation of the seven trumpets,"

^

the heavenly beings," belongs to "the adornment and fitness of the dramatic
scene."

3

Thus, essentially, Andr., Areth., Par., Vieg., Rib., Aret., Calov.,
De Wette, Stern, Ebrard, all of whom are one on the main

Beng., Ew.,

point,* that the cty^ does not

but that rather from this
developed.

compose the entire contents of the seventh

seal,

last seal the entire series of trumpet-visions is

by

If this is denied, as

and recently by Hengstenb., not

Vitr.,

the organic connection of the visions as a whole rent,

—

since "the
group of the seven trumpets " appears immediately beside " the group of
the seven seals," ^ but results follow with respect to the exposition as a
whole, and in its details, that are entirely inadmissible. Hengstenb. interprets the aiy^ EV T. ovp., as the silencing of the enemies of Christ and his
Church, which corresponds with their mourning,^ and is regarded as caused
by the punishments of the preceding six seals. And, besides, the h rw ovpavC),
w^hich alone is strong enough to render this mode of statement impossible,
" Heaven here comes into consideration
is explained away by the remark
only as a theatre (iv. 1, xii. 1). In reality the silence belongs to the earth"!
Vitr. seeks, in a better way, to meet the demands of the text. He refutes,
first, the view according to which it is thought that in vv. 1-6 the entire
contents of the seventh seal are described,'^ by the excellent remark that
already, in ver. 2, the angels of the trumpets enter, and that vv. 2-6 contain

only

is

:

—

But while

in general a certain preparation for ver. 7 sqq.
erly hesitates to sunder ver. 2 sqq.

from

Vitr. thus prop-

he separates ver. 1 from
ver. 2 sqq. by finding in ver. 1 the contents of the seventh seal, i.e., the complete conclusion of the series of seal-visions, according to their prophetic
significance extending until the end of the world, which, in their way,
comprise the entire breadth of Apocalyptic prophecy for from this it necesver. 7 sqq.,

;

sarily follows that the

which runs

prophecy begins again with the

parallel to the first seal-vision, etc.

The

trumpet-vision,

first

atyfj

h

r.

ohp.

designates,

according to Vitr., "the condition of the most recent period of the Church,

which the Church in the possession of peace, tranquillity, and an abundance of all spiritual blessings, celebrates a triumph over its enemies."
This myi]^ therefore, actually lasts a long time, although it appears to John
a half-hour,8
as Lange with entire consistency says, one thousand years.®

in

—

1

vi. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12.

=

C. a Lap.

*

in other respects

whole.
6

Matt. xxlv. 30.

Eichh.
Cf. also Grol., Wetst., Herder, etc.,

Hengstenb.

»

who

deuy the reference of the

">

Braun, Select. Sacr.,

8

cf. Aret., Bengel;

reckoned the

rj/ac/u.wpoi'

li.

cc. 1.

the latter of

days.
b

Cf. also Beda,

whom

as about four ordinary

Hofm.,

etc.

:
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The connection with the trumpet-visions lies in the fact that here "the Spirit
way and by what steps God led the Church into that state,"

explains in what
viz., as

those trumpet-visions describe: "Evils intended for the punishment

Empire, the enemy of the Church of Christ, to be terminated
There ai'e two main points
in the total destruction of the same empire."
characteristic of this mode of conception, which is best advocated by Vitr., in
which, however, the distortion is evident; viz., the explanation of the atyTj kv
of the

Roman

If it is
ovp., and the statement of the connection with the trumpet-visions.
although
assumed that the seventh seal brings nothing else than that oLyrj,
T.

—

a
the question for
be expected,
which neither reasons are assigned, nor to which an answer is in any way
given in the context itself, is raised viz., as to what that ciyr] " means," i.e ,
as well after the events of the first six seals, as after the interposed ch. vii

certain fulness of significant contents

is

—

to

,

;

what historical fact, what state of the world or Church, is typified by that
And this question arbitrarily
cLyi] whose allegorical meaning is presupposed.
raised can be answered only arbitrarily the aiyij means the sabbath rest of
the Church after the plagues of the first six seals,i " the beginning of the
:

eternal rest,"

^

the thousand-years rest before the final end,^ or perhaps, in

case the sixth seal be not regarded as extending so far, the rest of the
Church under Constantine.'* As to what the cLyi] "means," expositors of an
entirely different class have investigated also

when they even with formal

correctness acknowledged that not only does the seventh seal contain that
ayT],

but also the seven trumpets introduce

expositors

who

refer ch.

viii.

it.

Here belong especially the
Romano-Judaic war.

also to the events of the

According to Grot., the ayr] [hv t. ovp.) is the brief rest of the winds of vii. 1
(which are at the four corners of the earth !). Wetst. explains more minutely
" Since all things

now looked

to a revolt of the Jews, a brief pause followed

priests." ^ Alcas. " The remarkable
endured persecution from the Jews."
Against all these arbitrary explanations, we must hold fast simply to the
text, which says that at the opening of the seventh seal a profound silence
a silence which
occurred in heaven, where the sealed book was opened,
" signifies " something earthly, as little as the speech and songs heard in
heaven at the opening of the preceding seals. But thereby the knowledge

by the intervention of Agrippa and the
forbearance of Christians

who

:

silently

—

gained that such silence occurs just because of the peculiar contents of
Thereby, besides, the exposition is preserved from the second
this seal.
offence against the context, with which not only Beda but also Ebrard, etc.,
are chargeable, viz., the idea of a recapitulation in the entire series of trum-

is

For what Beda expressly says ^ is said essentially not only by
by Ebrard, when he passes the opinion that in the trumpets, "a retrogression, as it were, is taken," viz., by the representation "of
classes and kinds of judicial punishments which belong only to the godless,'

pet-visions.
Vitr.,

1

2

3
<

6

but

also, e.g.,

Beda, Hofra., Christiani.
Vict., Primas.
Lange.
Laun, Brightm.
Joeephus, B. J., 11. 15, 2.

«

"But now he

from the orisame things in another

recapitulates

gin, in order to Bay the

way."
' Cf ., on the other hand, the general remarks
above on ch.

vii.

^

^
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2.

and that, too, not first after or with the sixth seal, but even already he/ore."
In exegetical principle, this exposition stands upon a line with the one of N.
de Lyra, who, by the theory of recapitulation, explains that only the conflict
of the Church with heretics

the heathen oppressors,

is

portrayed, after

stated.

is

i

against tyrants,

its conflict

Accordingly, the exposition in the

trumpet-visions can recur again to the centuries of Church history, from
all sort of facts have already been gathered for

which, on the other side,

show the fulfilment of prophecy. The only apparent
occasion which the context gives for the idea that the trumpet-visions recur
again before the sixth seal
an idea which has led not only to the further
eh. vi., in order to

—

statement that the individual trumpets in some w^ay concur with the individual seals, but also to numberless and unlimited attempts to find the fulfilment of the individual trumpet-visions in historical events
lies in the fact

—

that the final catastrophe, the extreme end, whose description

is

to be ex-

and vii. in the seventh seal, does not yet, at least immediately, appear. 2
But the expedient adopted here by many expositors to
limit the contents of the seventh seal to ver. 1, and to understand the aiyT} h

pected after chs.

T.

vi.

as the eternal rest of the perfected Church, or the eternal silencing of

ovp.

condemned enemies, has been proved to be mistaken. Yet that difficulty
is solved by the view, attained already by Ew., Liicke, De Wette, Rinck,^
into the skilful, carefully designed plan of the entire book, which here, just

from the

fact that

from the

last seal a

new

series of visions is to proceed,

who are regarded as aw^aiting
but at the same time the expectation excited by the

describes the triai of the patience of saints

the day of the Lord

events of the

by the

first

^

;

six seals,

and increased by the

entire ch. vii., as well as

silence occurring at the

opening of the seventh seal, that in this last
seal the final completion is to come, in no way deceives, since the full conclusion is actually disclosed in the seventh seal, although only through a
long series of visions in whose chain the trumpet-visions themselves form
only the first members.
Ver.

2.

By

Kal ddov.

seals previously

the

same formula, John has indicated what the

opened enabled him to behold.^

What

he describes in vv.

2-6, he has therefore beheld, not after the conclusion of the silence, ver.

but during

it.^

The

entire scene

is silent,

by the

until (ver. 5)

fire cast

1,'^

into

the earth, thunderings and voices (from beneath, from the earth) are aroused,
which then, interrupting the silence in heaven, give the signal, as it were, to
the angels who are to use the trumpets received already in ver. 2.
rove Itttu
ayyi?Mvg ol humov tov deov earTjKamv. Doubly incorrect, Luther " Sieben Engel,

—

:

da

die

traten vor Gott'^

["

Seven angels who appeared before God"]. The
be understood in no way otherwise than that

w^ords, as they sound, are to

1

Up

to vi. 17.

conBlderatione,

Other reaeous, as that asserted byEbrard
"How could the third part of the sun and
moon be darkened (viii. 12), after they have
first lost all their ight " (vi. 12) ?
from which
2

:

—

it

would follow that

after

viii. 12,

from

their

— may

own

speak of the
third of
3

it is

it

may

etitire

be eaid

Cf. xlii 10, xlv. 12.

12 actually belongs

o

Cf. Introduction, p.

be contradicted directly

«

For against such

i

Cf. n. 1,
Ebrard.

standpoint.

How can

vi.

2, 5, 8, 12.
8

12

in viii. 12 the

Cf. also Beug.

*

vi,

:

moon, when

already eclipsed?

Arct., Herd., Rinck.
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John, just as Tob. xii. 15,^ speaks of seven particular angels, who, with a
They are not
certain precedency above all the rest, stand before God.

They can be identified ^ with the seven spirits of
2
God* only by misunderstanding that expression. But when Hengstenb.
and Ebrard assert that the number of angels who stand before God is fixed
called "archangels."

at seven only because of the seven trumpets, and do not hinder us from
thinking of more than just seven to whom belongs the prerogative of " standing before God " and when Ebrard, in order to give another application to
;

the definite article which conflicts with this, attempts to contrast the seven
angels, ver. 2, to the four angels, vii.

1,

— they are

only useless pretexts, in

order to avoid the unambiguously expressed idea of just seven angels stand-

The

ing before God.

older interpreters, as Luther, Vitr., reached the

conclusion more readily by regarding the article as a Heb. redundancy

many

;

yet

also^ have without prejudice recognized the thought required by the

—

text.

same

Kal kdodrjaav avTolq etttu auXmyyeg.

The purpose becomes immediately

To

the inhabitants of heaven, who, after

manifest to John

;

cf. vv. 6,

the opening of the seal, see

7 sqq.

how

vast significance of this matter

Vv. 3-5.

clear in advance

hence their

:

The repeated ^ reference here
number of arbitrary expedients in

what follows

:

e.g.,

by

that

exo)v Xt^. xpvo.,

silence.

to Christ' has

uXXog uyye?Mc.

occasioned the greatest
tion of

to those chief angels trumpets are given, the

is

the interpreta-

reference

made

is

to the

be understood
of the fulness of the Godhead, or Spirit, in Christ ;9 that the fire cast upon
the earth is to be regarded as a gracious visitation,^^ as the power of the
self-sacrifice of Christ ;8 that the eyefiLoev, k.t.X., ver. 5, is to

gospel concerning Christ's love;ii and the (puvai, Bpovral, aoTpanai, of the
words and miracles of Christ, and oelojuog, of the movement occasioned
thereby among the hearers. ^^ The "other angel," just as the one mentioned
in vii. 2, is to be regarded an actual angel ^^ yet the text gives no more
;

accurate designation whatever.^*

not

mean

juxta, " alongside of,"

— eoTudv em

The

tov OvaiaaTrjpiov.

and nothing more

;

^^

but

it

enl

does

designates with

evident exactness, that the angel so presents himself at the altar, that he

above

rises

it.^

— The

question started here, as on

vi. 9,

as to whether the

altar is to be regarded an altar of incense,^' or an altar for burnt offerings,!^

from the context in itself, but also from the seeming type, Lev. xvi. 12 and Ebrard thus comes to the decision that the altar,
mentioned ver. 3a (km t. OvotaaT.) and ver. 5, is the altar for burnt oiferings,
will be decided not only
;

while " the golden altar " (ver. 3b)

am

is

the altar of incense.

Raphael, one of the seven holy

»

which present the prayers of the saints,
and which go in and out before the glory of
the Holy One."

i"

1

'•

I

angels,

John iii. 34; Col. ii. 9.
Luke xii. 49. Beda.

''

Caiov.

12

Beda,

But

as the

Beda.

etc.

3

De Wette, Stern.
Aret., Ew.

*

iv. 5.

5

C. a Lap., Beng.

80 here also Hengstenb.
• The angel of the prayers
14 Against Grot.
of the Church."
is Grot., Beng.
cf. also Hengstenb., Ebrard,

6

Cf.

etc.

*

Vii. 2.

13

:

;

7

"

Cf.

8

i^

Grot.,

is

Vitr., Beng., Zull.,

Beda, Vieg., Zeger, Vitr., Calov., Bohmer.
"Himself having become the ceuser"
(Beda).

Am. ix. 1.
De Wette,

Hengstenb.

Hofm.

CHAP.
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not without an arbitrary assumption, so the answers,

itself is

also,

are without sufficient foundation in the context, into which strange concepAs to the appeal to Lev. xvi., that pastions of many kinds have entered.
essentially different from ours, because it is there said that the high
on the great day of atonement, is to take coals in a censer from the
altar of burnt offerings, and with it and the incense strewed thereon, shall
come, not to the altar of incense in the sanctuary,^ but to the ark of the covenant within the holy of holies. Nothing, therefore, is said in Lev. xvi. 12, of
the altar of incense, so that the analogy of that passage, even apart from a
dissimilarity otherwise in the whole and in details, renders any proof impos-

sage

is

priest,

"the golden altar," ver. 3, is the altar of incense. In general,
however, the entire description of heavenly locality, as it is presented in iv. 1,
gives us no right whatever for conceiving of the same as after the model
of the earthly temple with a holy of holies, a holy place, a veil, different
sible that

whereby then such conceptions are rendered necessary, as that
iv. and this passage, the veil before the
holy of holies is closed, but in xi. 19 it is opened; or that of Hofm., that
we must fancy the roof of the heavenly temple absent, in order to render
possible the idea that *' Jehovah appears enthroned above the cherubim, yet

altars, etc.,

of

Ziill.,

Hengstenb., that in ch.

without a sight being gained of the ark of the covenant." Entirely arbi"that the entire scene, ch. iv., was
trary, also, is the explanation of Ebrard
^
plainly visible, indeed, at the beginning without the temple, and that later
in
and
a heavenly temple appeared, as it were, upon a lower terrace, below
:

front of the elevation on which the throne stood."
scenery, iv. 1 sqq.,

is

destitute throughout of

The

description of the

any express representation of

Such a representation, including the ark of the covejust where the scene is changed. Li the scenery
which has remained unchanged from iv. 1, " the altar " becomes noticeable
in vi. 9, which, according to the context, must be regarded as having a certain analogy with the altar of burnt-offering, although on this account it must
not be considered that the entire heavenly locality, with the throne of God,
and "the sea of glass," appears as the temple. For the article already
compels us to identify the altar mentioned in ver. 3a with that of vi. 9. To
infer, however, that, as in ver. 3a, only r. dvoiaar., and in ver. 36, r. dvaiaar. to
xpvadw is mentioned, so in two clauses of ver. 3 two different altars are designated, is a precipitate inference, since it is not at all remarkable that a more
definite description is not given until ver. Sh, where an employment at the
On the altar, which in vi. 9 appears as' in a certain realtar is spoken of.
spect having the character of an altar of burnt-offering, incense is burned,
whereby a certain analogy with the altar of incense is obtained but the
a heavenly temple.
nant, appears

first at xi. 19,^

;

interpretation

is

entirely inconceivable, since the altar

corresponding neither with the one nor the

Without doubt

?u(3avijT6g

Ebrard.
First ia vi. 9, and, in

^

Cf. XV. 5.

—

regarded as fully

exo)v TiiiSauurdv xpvaovv.

elsewhere means incense ;5 but no necessity

viii.

3 sqq.

its

more

definite

fol-

Also against Ew. ii.
Chron. ix. 29, LXX. Cf. the Scholiast,
avrb to
on Aristophanes, Nubb.: M^avoi
divSpoy, \i^aymTbs de 6 xapTrb? Tov Mfiayov.
•

1

2

determination,

other.'*

is

s

1

—
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lows, hence, for writing in this passage, where a vessel for incense

meant, instead of

festly

6 hjSavuTog,

ij

of which, besides, the latter form, in

from

—

6 ?u(3avo)T6^.

-navT. (ver.

its

or

"ktfiavLnpi^,^

or rb

is

mani-

XifSaviorovy^

proper sense, cannot be distinguished

— Iva duaec ralg

kol kdodrj

adjust 8 the difficult dat.

lifSavuTt^,

k.tX

Trpoaevxalr,

It is arbitrary to

by erasing the words

rale npoaEvxalg,

ralg npoc

t.

ay.

and r. npogr. ay. (ver. 4), or to change it into raf Trpoaevxac,^ or
emendation to explain it in the sense of Grot.^ Incorrect, too, is
complete it by substituting kv, so as to make the meaning " In

3)

without this
the effort to

:

the midst of prayers."

®

The

dat. in ver. 3, in its combination with duGet, is

without all difficulty, since it is entirely regular to express the remote
object towards which the giving is directed: " in order that he should give
"^

the prayers of

(the

dvfi.

was

correctly described already

noTiX.) to

The

all saints."

significance of this act

by Calov.: "that he should give ralg irp.., to
the prayers of the saints, the same things, i.e., to render these prayers of
good odor." ^ For upon the ground of ver. 3, the expression, ver. 4, Kal aviQrj
but not in the
6 KaiTvdg tuv dvuiafidruv rait; npoaevxalg r. 6,y. is to be explained
;

mode

of Ebrard,^

who attempts

to interpret

it,

6 kottv.

ruv

dv/j,.

tuv ralg ixpoatvx.

— by regarding

dodivTuv [the

smoke

dat. here as

"standing for the gen. of possession," after the manner of the
for the immediate combination of the dat. raig np. with the con-

Hebrew

/,

ception

of the incense given to the prayers],

the

—

contrary to

r. dvfx., is

but the dat.

all

Greek modes of thought and expression ^^
r. dvn-, depend only
;

ralg npocevx- can, in its relation to 6 Kanv.

upon the verb avefSv, as, in accordance with the idea expressed in ver. 3, it
must be regarded a dat. commodi: " The smoke of the incense for the prayers
rose up," i.e., indicating their being heard. ^^

The view

of *Kliefoth, that the

me

incense serves only to carry up the prayers, appears to

ha

well with the expression, ver. 13,

prayers are sure of being heard,
gTanted,

— which Klief.

Sua.

— not

inference of an angelic intercession,^^ jn

In the

not to agree

the idea that the

merely rendered capable of being
prominent.
Besides,

—

tries to avoid, is nevertheless

no way establishes the
the sense of Roman-Catholic dog-

the activity of the angel, described in vv.
matics.

And

npoaevx-

t.

3, 4,

in

in general impracticable to transform the

first place, it is

individual points of Apocalyptic visions directly into dogmatical results

and

twenty-four elders in
servant. 13
j&rst

The

[Ai/3avo?

— the

no way properly that of a mediator, but of a
which he gives the prayers of saints, has
the angel thus in no way effects it by himself, that the

v. 8, is in

incense, therefore,

been given him

;

tree itself; but Xigavwrb?, the

fruit of the tree]

yap

;

then, in this case, the function ascribed to the angel, just as to the

;

and Aramonius

:

n-ei/

SevSpov kol to Ovfjuiufievov

Koivd)? Kal to

Ai/Savwrb? 6e /advov to dvixaiiixevov

ccommon both the

At'/Savos

tree

[At/Sa^/o?, in

and the incense;

At|3a-

vwto?, the incense only].
^

Grot.

2

Wolf.

saints,
^

upon the

which

is

the prayers of

Schottg.

*

Castalio, Grot.

^

"He

much

all

altar."

Eichh., Heinr.

^

Winer,

8

cf. Vitr.,

9

Cf. already Castalio, also

p. 196.

Ew., De Wette, Ebrard.

Ew.

ii.

For even the LXX. in the passages cited
by Ebrard (2 Sara. iii. 2; Deut. i. 3) renders
the Hebrew preposition by the gen.
n Cf. Winer, p. 203.
10

3

received

cast this incense,

incense, that he might

'^-

Boss.

^^

Bengel,

etc.
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6, 7-12.

prayers brought by his hand are acceptable to God, but the prayers of the

any service of the angel, just
and that now they are carried before
a heavenly incense-offering by the angel, to be heard and immediately

saints can be received before God, even without

because they proceed from saints

God

as

own

^

;

but in that of God, who in the seventh
and from whom himself comes
the incense, whose perfume, indicating the hearing of the prayers of the
saints, ascends from the hand of the angel as the ministering spirit,^ or the
fellow-servant of the saints,^ who are themselves priests.'*
Kal ec?ir}(pev, k.tX
fulfilled, lies also

seal

not in his

will,

just about to execute his judgment,

is

—

The angel had put down
on the
takes

it

his censer after he

had poured

its

contents (ver. 3)

while the smoke ascended (ver. 4). Now (ver. 5) he again
into his hand for a service that is new, but inwardly connected with

altar,^

what has happened in vv. 3, 4 from the same fire of the altar which had
consumed the incense, he fills his censer, and then casts these glowing coals,
taken from the altar, upon the earth ^ in consequence of this, there are voices,
thunderings, lightnings, and an earthquake, the signs of the Divine judgment now breaking forth, as the seven angels also, as soon as the noise breaking the heavenly silence rises from the earth, make ready to sound their
trumpets (ver. 6).
The inner connection between ver. 5 and vv. 3 and 4
has been correctly described already by C. a Lap. "Through the petitions
of the saints, praying for vengeance upon the godless and their persecutors,
fiery vengeance, i.e., thunderings, lightnings, and the succeeding plagues of
the seven angels and trumpets, are sent down upon the godless."' The idea
has been* suggested by Ebrard, that the fire of judgment is that "in which
;

;

:

the martyrs were burned

;

" this

is

not once said in

vi. 10,

although in this

which was cast upon
the earth is from that whereby the incense was consumed, so that the judgment, therefore, appears to be a consequence of the heard prayers. For
hereby, also, the chief contents of the prayers of all saints, and not merely
those of martyrs (vi. 10), are made known.
They have as their object that
to which all the hopes and endurance of the saints in general are directed,
viz., the coming of the Lord,^ and the judgment accompanying it; the
martyrs also in their way prayed for this.
Ver. 6. The half -hour silence in heaven is now at an end after the fire,
whose meaning also becomes manifest by the threatening signs immediately
following (ver. 5), has been cast upon the earth, the seven angels (ver. 2)
prepare to sound their trumpets.
This includes the grasprjrniiiaaav tavr.
passage the idea

is

positively expressed that the fire

;

—

ing of the trumpets in such a

way

that they could bring

them

to their

mouths.®

Vv. 7-12. The first four trumpets are expressly distinguished by ver. 13,
from the last three. The instrument with which the terrible war alarm ^^
and signals of various other kinds are given ^^ is employed by the seven

1

Cf. V.

s

Heb.

6

Cf.

e

Cf. Ezek. x.

1

Cf. Beng.,

i.

8, vi. 10.
i.

14.

2

Cf. ver. 5 sqq.

«

«

xix. 10.

» Cf. C.

6, V. 10, vii. 15.
2.

Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb.

Cf. xxii. 17, 20.

a Lap., Beng.

job xxxix. 25.
" Cf. Winer, Tiwb.,
10

strxim.

ii.

147

:

Musikal. In-
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JOHN.

ST.

angels to signalize a series of threatening signs preceding the judgment

which

to enter at the

is

seals the

— the

impending

coming

of the Lord; but just as

visitations themselves

come

forth, so

from the opened
from the trumpets

comparison of which, in other respects, with the sevenfold trumpetnot a mere sound, which could give
remote^
the signal for the expected horrors, but in consequence of the trumpet-blast,
the very things themselves to be announced are presented to the gazing
prophet.
This is not acknowledged by those interpreters who have imagined that while the good angels, whose trumpet-tones through evangelical
preachers like Hus, Luther, etc., from the time of the apostles until the

—

blasts before Jericho is very

end of the world have not been

who

Satan,

cast (ver. 7) hail

silenced, call to Christ, a conflict is raised

and

fire

earth, so that the trees (i.e., the teachers of godliness)

ordinary Christians) are injured. ^

— Other

by

erroneous doctrine) upon the

(i.e.",

and the grass

(i.e.,

distorted explanations, as the

opinion of Bengel, that the prayers of the saints (vv. 3 sqq.) and the trumpets of the angels are contemporaneous, and the conjecture of Ebrard, that

— as the sub— that "the sealing reference to the four trumreference to the
intended to represent only a relation, but
pet-visions
three, an event," — are decided already by the general remarks on ch.
the

first

six trumpets occur before the sealing of ch. vii.,^ or,

ject also is changed,

in

first

in

is

^

last

and on viii.
pany the effort
vii.

1.

Arbitrary interpretations of this kind necessarily accom-

to derive the "

meaning

" of the trumpet- visions

from

alle-

gorizing.

When the Jirst angel sounded the trumpet, " there followed hail
mingled with blood, and they were cast upon the earth." The
plague is like that of Egypt, Exod. ix. 24 sqq., only that with the hail and
nor is there any thing said
fire, i.e., masses of fire,^ there is no lightning
of a wind, as perhaps the Prester of Plin., //. N. ii. 49,' but blood ^ is to be
added, with w^hich both the hail and fire are mingled.^ The kv with alixavL
enables us to see the original meaning still more clearly, as, e.g., vi. 8: the
blood appears as the mass wherein hail and fire are found. i** The expression
Ver. 7.

and

fire

;

fiEfuyfi.

ev

al/j..

however,

is

**

does not give the idea of a " rain of blood."
the explanation of Eichh.

:

"

While the

Entirely distorted,
hail

was

falling, a

shower also poured in the midst of flashes of lightning so rapidly follow-

ing one another, that the shower

itself

The plague

flames of the lightning."

seemed

to be

red with the reflected

in this passage

differs

from that

described in Exod. ix. 24 sqq., also in the fact that there the devastation

—

to rptrop Tr)c y?/^.
was wrought by the hail, but here by the fire: KareKuij.
De Wette properly thinks only of the surface of the earth, with that which
is upon it.
Yet neither the especially prominent trees,^^ the third part of

^

Vitr., Rinck, Heugstenb., etc.

2

Arel., Zeger, etc.

3

p, 311.

5

De Wette.

*

p. 5S1.

Ebrard.
^

Ew.

8

Cf.

"

The

authority of

i.

John

interpretation, since the hail does not appear
mingled with fire in the blood, but only the fire
The effect also,
is combined with the blood.
which is ascribed only to the fire, corresponds
well with this. But for a change of text the

iii,

3.

var. ixeixiyfiivov of

J<

is

not a bad

J<

is insufficient.

i"

Cf. Matt. vii. 2.

"

Cf.

vii.

1,3.

Winer,

p. 363.

CHAP.

VIII.

which are consumed, nor the green grass

all of

regarded upon only that third part of the earth

— To explain what

and thus

allegorical,

to

;

which is burned, are to be
but besides the rplToi^ t7jc yrj^,

and besides

also (kol) the third part of all the trees,

the whole earth).
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8, 9.

(kqI) all

the grass (upon

here beheld by John as in any

is

way

bring out the assumed " meaning " of the whole, and

of its individual features,

is

an undertaking, which, since it has no foundawhat is arbitrary. Beda, according to

tion in the text, can lead only to

whom

there

is

described in ver. 7 the destruction of the godless in general,

"the punishment of hell." Luther, who begins
the prophecy of spiritual tribulations, i.e
of heresies, and then progresses to the Papacy, thinks here of Tatian and
the Encratites.
Grotius says, " The first trumpet explains the cause of the
rest," and explains ;t'u'^Ca = " the hardening of the hearts of the Jews " izvp
"Civil insurrections"^ and wars are sugfiEfi. kv alfi. = "sanguinary rage."
gested, not only by those who everywhere find the Romano-Judaic disturbances, but also by Beng.^ and Hengstenb.^ Vitr. refers to the plague and
famine in the times of Decius and Gallus.'* Stern explains persecutions of
the Church by the heathen, erroneous doctrines,^ and worldly wars in the
Roman Empire. Ebrard understands the spiritual famine as it occurs in
such Catholic lands as have rejected the light of the Reformation.
Vv. 8, 9. Upon the sound of the second trumpet, follows a sign which
refers the entire portrayal to
in general with chs. vii.

and

viii.

,

;

upon the

exercises its injurious effects

therein and on ships.

away from

torn

and

its

— wf

bpog

sea, together

— ddlaaaav.

with creatures living

Ebrard's view, that a volcano was

station along the seacoast

by the

force raging within,

cast into the sea, conflicts with the dq as well as with the idea lying in

by a special, wonderful,
was given already by X. de LyraJ
By the comparison with a great mountain all on fire, only the dreadful
greatness of the fiery mass is made manifest, which, if we consider its source
in general, must be regarded as coming from heaven (cf. v. 7).
Hence
it cannot in any way be said,^ that the form of the representation is taken
from that of a volcano. An allusion to Jer. li. 21 ^ is entirely out of place. i°
The effect (ver. 86, ver. 9) is described after the model of the Egyptian
plague, Exod. vii. 20 sqq., only that here it is not as there all the water, but,
in analogy with ver. 7, 10 sqq., 12 sqq., a third that becomes blood, and
likewise a third of living creatures and ships that is destroyed.
tu exovra
The expression designates all living creatures. The nom. apposirpvxngthe connection, that the kHXTjOn

(cf. ver.

The meaning

Divine working.^

7) occurred

of the ug

—

tion to Tuv
struction.

KTcafM.

— The

Tuv tv

T.

Oal.

stands like

iii.

12, ix. 14, xiv. 20,

allegorizing commentators guess here

without con-

and there without

any foundation, because the text throughout contains nothing
the plague enkindled

1

Wetst., Herd., etc.

2

Wars under Trajan and Hadrian.

The

3

Who

interprets the " trees "

Beng.
" Globes of

and " grass "

just as
*

s
.

By which

mixed with

hail

prefigured

the

'<>

i.e.,

bish-

Vitr.,

Ew.

the trees themselves,

ops and priests, were injured.
" Cf. Hengstenb.
' " A vast glowing globe."
8 Biixru}

fire

among men from

Bulphurous material of the atmosphere."

"earth"

is Asia, as vii. 1; but the "trees,"
not as vii. 1, Africa, but eminent Jews. The
" grass " designates ordinary Jews.

allegorical.

^

ae ws opos eiMmnvpiaiJieyov.

Against Vitr.

—
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Beda ^ explains the whole

:

"

On

JOHN.

As the Christian

swollen with pride, and burning with the
the sea of the world."

ST.

t. ex. rpvx.

fire

religion grew, the

of his

he remarks

own

fury,

sidered the representative of the expositors

Devil

cast into

" those alive, but spirit-

:

Luther: "Marcion, the Manichaeans, etc."

ually dead."

was

who make

Grot,

may

be con-

conjectures in general

concerning the distresses of the Romano-Judaic war. According to him,
bpog, K.T.A., designates the citadel of Antony, i.e., the soldiers therein who

threw themselves with madness (Kaiofi.) into the city (e/3X. elg t. 0aA.), killed
men (uTrEdufe, k.tX), and stole what was movable (r, nloluv). Also Vitr.,
Beng., Stern, yea, even Hengstenb understand the whole as referring to the
devastation of war, while they interpret the details with lack of judgment
like Grot., 2 and only differ from him in that Vitr., etc., find the inroads of
the Goths into the Roman Empire, and Hengstenb., wars in general, propheHengstenb. has the view in general, that, in all the trumpet-visions
sied.
except the last, the same thing is represented, viz., war.^ According to
Ebrard, the whole means that " the vulcanic. Titanic energy of covetous or
pleasure-seeking egoism poisons the intercourse of men, the intellectual as
,

well as especially the domestic."
10, 11. The third trumpet brings a poisoning of a third part of the
and fountains of waters (upon the land), and thereby the death of
many men.
If, therefore, a certain connection with the second trumpetvision be found in the fact that damage to the other waters follows that done
to the sea, yet the two visions need in no way be drawn together, not even

Vv.

rivers

—

in reference to the so-called fulfilment.*

10

is

entirely different

from that of

The nature

damage

of ver.

intended

In general, however, the preparatory visitations represented by
are so directed that one blow
just as by the seal-visions

for men.

the trumpet

—

—

follows another until finally the Lord comes.

That the

of the

ver. 8; it is also, in ver. 11,

star " itself is

its place," ^ is

abandoned

eneaev ek

t.

to ruin, and, hence, has

a statement entirely out of place.

The

text

ovp. aarijp, k.t2.

been torn from

marks only the

have but in connection therevvith lies the
idea, that, just to produce the effect intended by God, the falling of the star
The words Katofievoa wf
has been caused by the determinate Divine will.
TiafiTTug make it manifest, that the great star which John saw fall from heaven
had a luminous flame, but in no way show that "the great star" was any

ruinous effect which the star

is

to

;

—

meteor, comet, or falling star.^

—

km

nal e-Keaev

to rpirov rwv noTa/xuv^

k.t.?,.

If

answer may be given with
Ebrard, that the star in its fall is to be scattered so that its "sparks and
fragments may fly into the water " but the question and answer come from

any one should ask how

this is to happen, the
;

a consideration not belonging to the text.
instead of the usual to

ence with

6 uTT^/3.'

J

Cf. Zeg., etc.

2

The

uipivdiov

or ^

—

The name designating ^

6 'Atpivdoc.

The masc. form,

chosen because of

uipivdoc, is

its

congru-

the nature of the star declares

3

Matt. xxiv.

" ships," e.g., are, according to Vitr.,

*

according to Hengstenb., cities
and villages; the "fish" are in Hengstenb.,

^

Against Ebrard. Cf. on vv. 8, 9.
Ebrard.
Against C. a Lap., Wetst., ZUll.,

snoall states;

just

as in

warriors.

Grot.,

men

slain

by the raging

c
'

Ew.

«

Cf. vi. 8.

7.

etc.

—
CHAP.
its effect

{ernKpavdrjoai').

previously mentioned

VIII.

— rd Tplrov tuv

TTornfioi

and

From

vdurtjv.

Trrjya}
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12.

this

combination of the

vduruv, the result is expressly, that

nrj-y. v6. is to be thought of, which is clear
eyivero
from the connection with to iplrov r. -nor.
The
kc u^fjcvdov.
same thing is indicated by hnLKpuvdnaav. By the falling star " Wormwood," the
waters are made wormwood-water whose poisonous bitterness brings death
The consideration that wormwood ^ is no deadly poison, is
to many men.

already in ver. 10 the third of the

not at

all

pertinent, because

cKT.vd.

of.

—

—

also

Cf. ix. 18;

from which the

effect

it

is

Winer,

wormwood that is here treated
The cause appears as the source

not natural
p. 344.

comes.

from heaven (the Church), which makes the waters
bitter and poisonous, is readily interpreted by allegorical expositors as
heresy.
So Beda: "Heretics falling from the summit of the Church attempt, with the flame of their wickedness, to taint the fountains of divine
Scriptures." More definitely still, N. de Lyra, who had referred the two
preceding trumpets to Arius and Macedonius "Pelagius, who preached
contrary to the sweetness of the Holy Spirit." Luther: " Origen, who by
philosophy and reason imbittered and corrupted the Scriptures, as the high
schools with us have done until the present." Vitr Beng., etc., refer it to
Arius.
Mede understands Romulus Augustulus Laun., Gregory the Great.
But to the expositors who find everywhere in the Apoc. the particular facts
of the history of the Church and the world represented, such matters are not

The

star falling

:

,

;

subject to the option of an allegorizing interpretation, as they refer

Thus

events contemporaneous with John.

all

in the star, Grot, finds the

to

Egyp-

mentioned in Acts xxi. 38; while Herder, whose opinion Bdhmer has
reproduced, finds Eleazar,^ " a fiery, audacious young man, the prime origi-

tian

nator of the spirit of the zealots," through

whom

the " animosity " was

first

Hengstenb. also here traces again the war. Stars he regards
as signifying, in general, sovereigns " the fire with which the great star
burns is the fire of wrath, war, and conquest " the water of the streams is
" a symbol of prosperity " the whole designates, therefore, the calamity of
aggravated.

;

;

:

war.
Ver. 12. The fourth trumpet brings damage to sun, moon, and stars,
whereof the third of all is darkened, and thus the light is withdrawn from a
third of the day and of the night.
That a " preternatural striking "
enXTiyTj.
is to be thought of,^ which has as its consequence the intended darkening
(Iva OKOT.), Wolf already mentions, in opposition to the leaning towards the
rabbinical way, whereby the darkening itself of sun and moon is represented
as a "smiting."^ The miraculous eclipse is in itself, as already according to
the O. T. representation,^ a foretoken of the coming day of judgment ;6 the

and

limitation of the same, however, to a third of the sun, moon,

stars,

and

consequently to a third of the day and night ruled over by them,'^ corresponds
to similar statements in the preceding trumpet-visions.

'

2

3
*

Winer, Rirb., in loc.
B. Jud., ii. 17.
Cf. Exod. vii. 25.
Succa, p. 29, 1 " When the sun

It

Wetst.

:

s

is

struck,

eqi.

/cut

^

Tjfiipa

fif]

fuvg,

a bad eigu to the whole world."

Cf.

Jo8.,

is

—

John

iii.

»

4;

Am.

Cf. also

vi.

viii. 9.

12 sqq.

la

Cf. Exod. x. 21
">

Gen.

i.

16.

:
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the apposition to rpirov

viz., as

And

the day.

ahrrig

more

ST.

JOHN.

explicitly says, the third part of

The words cannot mean

likewise the night.

that the light

proceeding from the smitten stars has lost the third of its brilliancy, the
reverse of Isa. xxx. 26 ^ still less does the expression bear the explana;

tion of Ebrard, " that the third of the stars

was smitten with respect

to time,

so that they were darkened only for a third of the day, contrasted with night-

But the idea
day (regarded in

time, while for the other two-thirds they are bright."

is this

Since a third of the sun

its

poral length)

is

is

eclipsed, a third of the

deprived of

its

sunlight,

and the night likewise of the

temshin-

moon and stars. So De Wette, who judges likewise that here the
sameness between the third of the stars and the third of day and night " is
carried out even to what is unnatm-al." The exception is correctly taken,
and therefore expressed without impiety, because the present vision of John
is to him as little as all the rest an absolutely objective incident, a likeness
presented him by God as complete ^ of course, also, no real fiction,^ but a
view commmiicated through the prophet's own subjectivity.
ing of

;

The

allegorical expositors find here

*

and

the obscuration, confusion,

diminution of beneficial institutions, whether of a spiritual or a political
kind.
Beda proposes the disturbance of the Church by false brethren N.
;

de Lyra, the heresy of Eutyches. The injury done by Islam is understood
by Stern, who mentions the fact, that instead of the full moon the Church
rb Tpirov r. csTi.), and many stars have vanhas become a half moon (enXr/yTj
Wetst.,^
ished, i.e., the sees of many bishops have been overthrown.

—

etc., propose political confusion; so, too, Vitr., Beng., w^ho, howhave in mind the incursions of the Goths and Vandals into the Eastern
Empire, and Hengstenb., who very generally understands sad times full of
Bohmer combines the reference to Jewish temporal
the calamities of war.
relations with his interpretation of sun and moon as applying to spiritual
things, already employed on vi. 12: " That sun and moon and stars are smitten with darkness, we explain from the fact that sad prophecies have transBut the end of prophecy
pired, and the law has begun to be neglected.
and the law has not, as yet, actually come, on which account only a third

Herder,

ever,

is regarded as having been obscured."
Concerning the visions coming with the first four trumpets, w^iich are to
be distinguished from the three immediately following (ver. 13), it is to be
remarked in general: 1. The plagues described in them, which concern the

thereof

entire sphere of the visible world (the earth, ver. 7

;

the sea, vv.

8,

9

the

;

waters of the main land, vv. 10, 11 the stars, day and night, ver. 12 cf.
Beng., Ew., etc.), are perceptible not only to unbelievers, but also to beThis necessarily lies in the very nature of the plagues; and the
lievers.®
;

;

sealing correctly understood

The

2.

Bohmer,

2 sqq.) in no way gives any other idea."^
and the reference founded thereon to events

(vii.

allegorical explanation,

^

Beng.,

2

Against the inspiration theory of Heng-

Ziill.,

Klief.

tion."

etenb., etc.
3

Against Eichh., Ew.,

*

Cf. vi. 12 sqq.

s << There was pure avapx^oL, the magistrates
were despised, all Judaea conspired for sedi-

De Wette,

etc.

e
'^

Against De "Wette, etc.
on the other hand,

Cf.,

ix. 4.

—
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VIII. 13.

—

of which Ebrard emphaor circumstances of ecclesiastical or civil history,
sizes the latter,! has no foundation whatever in the text, and, therefore, leads
necessarily to arbitrary suppositions.

But the context, according

to

which

the trumpet-visions proceed from the seventh seal, shows that this vision, in

eschatological significance, has reference to the end to be expected already

its

and in the seventh seal viz., the actual coming of the Lord,
which the plagues described by the first six seals are to
be regarded as premonitory signs of the impending end of the same characThe
ter as those described in the fundamental prophecy of Matt. xxiv. 29.
same relation as subsists there between ver. 29 and vv. 6, 7, recurs in the
signs portrayed in the four trumpet-visions and those described in the sealafter the sixth

^

;

in connection with

has introduced foretokens of
developed in close connection until

It is true that the sixth seal already

visions.

the nature of Matt. xxiv. 29, and this
the description of the last end

;

is

but by the fact that in

plague, the final development

is

first

— yet

further

— as

is

to

be expected

this occurs only after a further development, which, as

of all in the first four trumpet-visions, brings with

of the

between the

forth

catastrophe actually proceeds from the seventh seal,
after vi. 17,

vii. 1,

who are to bring a new
And if now the final
postponed.

come

sixth and seventh seals, the four angels

The

coming end.

it

new

foretokens

introductory significance of this sign is expressed in

the fact that only a third of the earth

is

concerned

;

thus a

new

course

is

designated after the points marked by the already strong signs of the sixth
Yet that a progress occurs, and that the trumpet-visions do not, in
seal.

any way, again prevail before the sixth

context indicates by the

seal, the

fact that the plagues befalling a third of the earth

compared with the plagues
Ver. 13.

An

eagle flying in the zenith proclaims,

ciation of woe, the three trumpets

—

mark an advance when

of the fourth seal (vi. 8).

still

remaining.^

by a

threefold annun-

eldov kuI fjnovaa.

Cf.

Concerning the indefinite meaning of the e/f,'* cf.
Winer, p. 111. An eagle is mentioned, not an angel in the form of an
eagle. ^
That it is an eagle which appears as the harbinger of the still
impending woe, has its foundation, not in the " prophecy " of Christ, Matt.
xxiv. 28,
for that passage contains no prophecy at all, but a proverbial
assertion of the moral law upon which the threatening prophecies of the
nor is it to be regarded as an antithesis to the dove, John i.
Lord depend,
32 ^ nor does the eagle come into consideration as a bird of omen,' for,
apart even from the unchristian character of the idea, the evil omen does
v. 11, vi. 1.

ivbg uerov.

—

—

;

not

lie in

the eagle as such.

But

it is

in the

same way appropriate that the

far-sounding, menacing cry of the mighty, dreadful eagle be raised, in which

the irruption of devastating enemies
eagle to

its

plunder.

**

—

'

Cf. also Hengstenb.

2

vi.

compared with the

3

Cf. ix. 12, xi. 14.

*

xix. 17.

«

Eich.,^w., Stern, De Wette, Bleek,

«

etc.

flight of

Cf. xiv. 6, xix. 17.

Hengstenb.

who do

12 sqq.

Cf. Critical Notes.

is

-neTo/xtvov hv fieaovpavijfian.

:

" The eagle

is

the

Mecov-

sent to those

not want the dove to descend upon

them."
^ Ewald.
« Deut. xxviii. 29; Hos.
Cf. Hengstenb.

viii.

1;

Hab.

i.

8.
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pavflv designates the sun's position in its
first

is

JOHN.

meridian altitude hence (icaovpuvrina
which is occasioned by the sun's
;

of all the astronomical relation

According to

standing in the zenith. i
the

ST.

fiioov ovpavov ^

this,

may

the expression

designate

as the place for the fieaovpavelv of the sun, but not the space

between the vault of heaven and the earth.^ The eagle flies to the meridian
altitude of heaven, because the idea is thus given, that it can be seen and
roZg KarotKovotv km rfjg y^Ci as vi.
heard of all to whom its message pertains.

—

10.

—

The

The

^wv.

e/c r. XotTT.

ek,

sing, is not distributive,^

shows

itself to

Who

—

same reason as ver. II.'*
r^g
but by its close connection with

for the

aulmyyog.
tCw

<^uvCit>

be one conception.

what the eagle properly is, cannot be properly decided here, as
Yet even here allegorical explanations are found. Beda:
The voice of this eagle daily penetrates the Church through the mouths of
or

in Matt. xxiv. 28.

"

eminent teachers." C. a Lap. -.^ " Some prophet or other to be expected at
the end of the world." According to Joachim, the eagle is Gregory the
Great; according to N. de Lyra, John himself; according to Zeger, the
Apostle Paul. Herder, etc also Bohmer and Volkm., propose the eagle of
,

the
1

Roman

EuBtathius, on

AeyeTat

— to aTrb

pavijixaro^.
2

legions.
II., ix.

nptaia';

In ^Yet6t.

De Wette.

68

:

at^rjcrts rj^epas

M^xpis »)AtaKoO

/aecrov-

^

Ew.

*

Cf. Matt, xviii. 7: airo,

°

Beng.

"

Cf. Rib.

i.
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CHAPTER

IX.

Ver. 2. Kal ^voi^ev rd <ppeap r^g a(3vaaov. So, correctly, Elz., Beng., Griesb.,
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], according to the best witnesses. The words lacking
in N, 6, 8, 9, al., Copt., al., are rejected by Mill {Prolegg., 1434) and Matth.
But the omission in the codd. is easily explained by the similar conclusion of
ver. 1

words

words Kanv. ek t.
In an exegetical respect, the

just as in ver. 2, because of Kanvog occurring twice, the

;

(pp. cjg

are omitted by
K. rjvot^ev

some

t. (pp.

witnesses.

a,3.

t.

Cf. Wetst.

are scarcely needed.

— Ver.

avruv.

4.

Elz.

:

avTuu

Apparently interpolated; deleted by Lach. [W. and H.] (A, X, 12,
2S).— Ver. 5. fiaaavtad^(yovTat. So Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], according to A,
The reading (iaaavLadCjcsL (Elz.) arose, like the other variations, from the
K, 12.
Ver. 6. Instead of
desire for conformity; cf. the preceding unoKreivuaiv.
evpriaovaiv (K, Elz.), [W. and H.] read evpuaiv (A, 12, 17, 28, Beng., Lach.,
(Tisch.).

—

which also the var. evpi^acjoiv (2, 9, 11, al., Wetst.) points. —The fut.
an emendation, instead of the well-attested pres. <pevyu (Lach.,
Ver. 10. Kai Kei^rpa tjv kv raig ovpaig avruv Kal y
Tisch. [VV. and H.]). 5<: (pvyy.
Thus Elz., but without attestation. In the beginning,
eiovaia avruv ddufjaat.
Tisch.), to

(Elz.) is

<pei'ieTai

—

undoubtedly to be read only Kal Kevrpa (A, 5<, 17, al., Matth., Lach., Tisch.).
In favor of the succeeding words, the reading of A, N, 17, manifestly the mater

it is

lectionis, is decisive: Kal ev raig ovpaig avruv

r/

k^ovaia avruv udtKr/oai,

/c.r./l.

(Lach.,

In the other text-recensions, the emendizing hand is unmistakable,
especially so in that received by Matth., and represented by a respectably large
Tisch.).

number

of witnesses

:

k.

h r.

ovp. air. exovcyiv e^ova. rov adtK.

Upon

the founda-

tions of inner criticism, next to the correct reading, that of the edition of Beng.
Ver. 12.
commends itself: koI KEvrpa ev r. ovp. avruv ij k^ova. avruv uSlk., K.r.X

—

Instead of epxovrai (Elz.), Matth. has written, in accord with preponderant
Ver. 13. reaaupuv is
testimony (X): kpxerai (Lach., Tisch. [\Y. and H.]).

—

lacking in A, 28, Syr., Aeth., Ar., Vulg., Beda, is deleted by Lach. [W. and
H.], and rejected also by Ebrard; Tisch. has again adopted it. Possibly it fell
out because of its similarity with Kepuruv (Beng.); but it was more probably
interpolated in order to

the

r.

make an

reaaapag uyy. (ver. 14).

antithesis to the

— Ver.

14.

(p.

6 hx^v.

[liav,

and a parallelism with

So, already, Beng.

The

—

Ver. 16. rov imrov.
emendation 6g elxe (Elz.) is destitute of all critical value.
So Matth., Tisch., 1854, according to 2, 4, 8, al. The reading roii Ittttikov (a, Elz.,
Beng., Tisch., 1859, IX. [W. and H.]), like the var. ruv mnuv, appears to be
(5iCT/iuptu(5tf.
A, 11, 12, Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Also the var.
a correction.

—

dtofjcvpiuv

Beng.)

(18,

Wetst.) points to the true reading.

like the

is,

mere

fivpiddeg in

The

Matth., a correction.

dvo /xvpcddeg

(Elz.) is certainly to be deleted (Beng., Matth., Lach., Tisch.

— Ver. 20.

(X, Elz.,

— The Kal before
[W. and

fjKovaa
II.]).

This only intelligible reading is sufficiently attested
by C, 4, 6, 16, al., Copt., Andr., Areth., and is properly preferred by Griesb.,
Matth., Tisch. [W. and H.], to the ovre (Vulg., Primas, Cypr., Elz., Beng,.
Lach.).

i<:

ov /ierevuTjaav.

ovde.
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Vv. 1-12. The trumpet of the fifth angel brings the first woe,^ viz.,
from hell as a plague upon men not sealed (ver. 4; cf. vii. 1 sqq.).
Ver. 1. uaTEpa ek t. ovp. itenTuKora elg r. y. Eichh. is incorrect in explain-

locusts

ing the part.

had already
it

;

the falling,

command
star

form and meaning equivalent to KarafSaiveLv. The star
from heaven to earth, and had become just as John saw
also, is in no way a spontaneous descent,
possibly at God's

pf. as in

fallen

for a definite purpose,^

human

the expression presupposes that the
" is neither to be regarded as

was thrown down.^ But the " star

into a

—

— but

changed

form,^ nor to be understood as a purely figurative designation of

an angel,^ but the idea of a star mingles with that of an angel, as in the O. T.
view of the D''?^n Ji^^.^ The star fallen from heaven appears, consequently,
good,'^ but as a bad, angel, ^ who must serve only to bring a plague of
an infernal character upon the godless kqI edoOri airu, k.tX This idod?! would,
of course, have its justification if the star were a heavenly servant
but in
connection with the izEnroKOTa, the idea is significant that this infernal angel

not as a

:

;

was expressly appointed a place in order to bring in the plagues inflicted
by God otherwise than in xx. 1, where the angel "coming down" from
heaven has in his hand the key of the abyss. ^
kXecc tov (ppiaro^ r^f a^vacov.

—

The

ujSvaaog

Heb.

DinJI,

i)

w^), i.e., bottomless, the abyss, designates — like
which the LXX. often render by utSvaaog ^^ — the depths of
(viz.,

earth in the natural sense,!^ then

S/ieol,

Hades,

i.e.,

From

for

"l^^ri,

"well," Gen. xxi. 30, xxvi. 15;

cf.

John

Luke

this ujSvaaog,
iv.

the

the place of abode of

the departed in those depths, ^^ i^ut in the Apoc.,!^ and

present ^^ abode of the Devil and his angels.

the

viii. 31,

a ^peap

the

(LXX.

regarded as pro-

11),

ceeding and discharging over the surface of the earth, appears like a shaft

^^

some kind, possibly after the manner of wells or cisterns, to be closed;
and hence the angel receives a key, in order, by descending into the deep, to
open the shaft of the well, and thus to let out the smoke proceeding from
the uiSvaaog (ver. 2).
[See Note LVL, p. 292.]
Vv. 2, 3. The smoke arising from the opened well, comparable to the
smoke of a great furnace,!^ was so thick that thereby (h t. Kanv., cf. viii. 11)
the sun and moon were obscured.
r^liog kqX 6 urip is not an hendiadys,^'
but, according to the more natural view, it is apparent that both, viz., the
sun and the air, are darkened by the thick mass of smoke.
ml ek t. Kanv.
e^T]lQov uKplSeg Eig r. y.
The Kanvog, therefore, was not merely an apparent
mass of smoke, yet in fact a dreadful swarm of locusts; ^^ but the infernal
of

—

<3

—

»

Cf.

*

2

viii. 13.

3 vi. 13.

Vitr.

Cf.

Luke

Cf. XX. 1.

x. 18; lea. xiv. 12.

Cf. Hengstenb.

5 " An angel imitating a star in bright light
and splendor."
« Cf Ps. ciii. 21
Jer. xxxiii.22; Jobxxxviii.
7.
Ewald, who compares xviii. 16, xxi. 1-6, in
addition to Enoch, 84 sqq., Ixxxlx. 32.
7 Beng., De Wette.
8 Beda, who, however, like many of the old
interpreters, understands it directly of the
.

Devil; Volkm.

;

»
J"

"
"
"
"
is

Against Ew., etc.
Also in the plural; Ps. Ixxi.
Gen. i. 2, vii. 11 Deut. viii.
;

Ps. Ixxi. 21, cvii. 26;
ver. 11, xx. 1, 3.
Cf.,

The

Rom.

Cf. xi.

x. 7.

7, xvii. 8.

on the other hand, Rev, xx, 10.
idea is otherwise in Ps. Iv. 24, accord-

ing to the Heb., as well as the
ic

Cf. Gen. xix. 28;

^^

«•

Xhe

Exod.

air, so far as

LXX.

xix. 18.

illumined by the sun "

(Beng.).

»

21, evil. 26.
7.

Vitr., Eichh., Zull., Ebrard.

—
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4, 5.

is the covering under which the miraculous locusts ascend, and from
which they "come out," in order to execute the plagues with which they are
commissioned. 1 Against the force of the words, Klief explains " The material for the locusts already existed on earth, but the smoke ascending from
The power given
kuI kdodrj
ol OKopmoi ttjc ynchell converts it, into locusts."
(cf. ver. 5) these locusts corresponds with their form and equipment (ver. 10).
The Tijg yf/c with oi oKopTzioi does not refer to the distinction, which is here

smoke

:

.

—

—

between land- and sea-beasts,^ but to the fact that the
from the earth; the infernal locusts receive a power like
Hence no allusion should be made ^ to the statethat of earthly scorpions.
ment of Jewish writings, that hell is full of scorpions.
Vv. 4, 5. There is here a further description as to how this plague of
the locusts, proceeding from the abyss, is entirely different from that which
entirely out of place,
locusts are not

the ordinary earthly locusts bring.

Kal

e/!)f)£dT}

The

11.

vi.

avr,, k,tJ., cf.

ready recollection of the Egyptian plague of locusts * makes the plague here
appointed appear the more wonderful and dreadful. Not the grass and all
the fresh verdure of field and trees, which are elsewhere devoured by locusts,

now

regarded,^ but only^ men, those, viz., oinvEg ovk exovatr^ o^payUa,
Only as those without the seal,' are they subjected to the plague proceeding from the abyss. The allegorizing interpretation of Beda and many
others, according to which the rage of heretics (locusts) against the orthoeven though in its indidox is regarded as here represented, miscarries
are

K.rX

—

vidual features

refuted

it is

— chiefly in

that, according to this exposition,

who

the godly (the sealed) must appear as they

suffer.

The explanation

which refers the entire trumpet-vision to the Jewish war, and understands by the locusts the Zealots, is also embarrassed on this point, so that
Heinr. must remark " We are unwilling to inquire here whether the Zealots
were really grievous and pestilential to the better or the worse part of the
also

:

race.
4,

The poet

certainly imagines the latter."

the locusts were

commanded

to inflict

in ver. 5; viz., that they are to torment

— The

upon men,

men with

is

injury which, in ver.

more

precisely defined

the scorpionic power given

That
Cf. ver. 3.
them, but are not to inflict death.
k66d7) avr. tva, k.tX
the not killing is to be strictly taken, but that it is not to be said that "only
the not killed draw attention to themselves, because their number is the
greater,

and their

lot the harder,"

^

is

shown by the tenor

of the words,

the antithesis dAA' iva ^aaaviadrjaovTcu, and the further description, ver.
ffaaaviod^aovrat.

indie, fut.
vi. 4.

now

— fi^ag

6.

—

It harmonizes well with the change of subject, that the
follows iva.
Cf. a similar change of inf. and indie, fut.,

nivre.

The

allegorizing explanations depend, as always,

upon

extreme arbitrariness. Beda " That heretics temporarily attack the good.
For by five months it signifies the time of a generation, on account of the
Others reckon five mystical months,
five senses which we use in this life."
as 5 X 30, i.e., 150 mystical days; i.e., ordinary years, which time is re:

1
*
ii.

:

3

Cf. Ewald, De Wette, etc.
Agaiust Ew. i., without reference to Ew.

*

Exod.

^

Cf. also

known
Ew. ii.

^ ei

•'

to raeu."

'

ix-q.

Cf.

x. 12-15.

Cf. also Joel

i.

2.

viii. 7.

Cf. Matt. xii. 4; Gal.

vii. 1

sqq.

«

i.

19,

ii.

16.

Heugstenb.

—

"
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dominion of the Goths, and by Calov. to the duration
fixes five prophetic months as equal to 79^ years, and
proposes the sufferings of the Jews in Persia during the sixth century, which
were of that length. Utterly out of place is the reference to Gen. vii. 2i ^ or
that to the five sins, ver. 20 sqq.,^ for even if the number of sins were marked
there in any way as five, it would nevertheless be preposterous if an entirely
special feature of one vision found its significance not within this itself, but
only in another. Yet the five months are not to be passed by as " mystical
without an explanation, as if this must be actually given only by its fulfil-

by

ferred

Vitr. to the

of Arianism.

Bengal

;

ment. ^

Besides, Ilengstenb. says, arbitrarily, the

number

five "is absolutely

Five months are

the sign of the half, unfinished, as the broken number.

mentioned, because only the

five, in its relation to

year, gives the idea of relatively long duration

the twelve months of the
;

and dreadfulness " against

which Ebrard already replies that to this sense the number six, the half of
Eichh., Ew., De Wette,^
the twelve months, would most simply correspond.
have properly recognized the designation of the five months as a feature in
the vision, which is derived from the popular idea that the locusts usually
appeared during the five months from May.^ As generally the entire description of visionary locusts, however supernatural they appear, depends upon
the basis of a natural view, so, also, that natural conception

dation of the period given

;

the foun-

lies at

yet even in this point the natural relation

is

heightened, as the locusts remain out of the abyss for fully five months,
while, naturally,
locusts

it

is

may come.

only within this time that occasionally a

6 paoavcojudg avTu^v.

The

the corresponding ug Paaav. oKopmov.
vtofiog

The

avTuv

is

subj. again

has an active sense, as the form corresponds.^

he shall have struck a

man.''^

The

correct

is

the

— orav

irauiv,

Ver.

John

6.

which in the LXX., besides

The Latins

Heb. n3n.9
kv

T. TjfiipaLg

UelvaLc, viz.,

what

expression in the fut.

Not only

is

anpideg,

and

ffaaa-

when

iraiay avdp.,

naTuaaeiv,^

Significant

is

the

corresponds to the

also speak forcibly of the scorpion's stroke. ^'^

in the vision actually occurs.

sents prophetically

of

Greek mode of expression regards

a case naturally possible as having already occurred.
expression

swarm

the gen. subj., as in

is

when what has been

to occur,^^

^t^tt/covglv,

previously seen

by

Just upon the fact that the vision repre-

depends the express prophetic mode of

together with the formula

h

t.

ij{i.

eKslvatc.'^^

the wish described that the wounds inflicted by the locusts

might be mortal,!^ but, in general, the despairing desire to see an end made
a terrible counterpart
and thus to escape ^^ the dreadful tortures,^^
to the imdviiia of the apostle springing from the holiest hope.^®
Vv. 7-10. Only now, after John has described how he has seen the
miraculous locusts rise from the abyss, and what plagues they are to bring.
to life,

1

Zull.

—

;
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does he proceed to describe the extraordinary phenomenon more minutely
and fully. An essential feature in this description, ver 10, has express reference to what

is

said in vv. 3-5

in other respects the individual points of

:

the description are not to be urged, as the context itself not only does not

suggest a special interpretation, which must prove allegorical, but rather
excludes it; e.g., there is no question as to something special according to

women.

ver. 3 sqq., either as to the teeth of lions, or the hair of

nal locusts are to torment

men only

after the

manner

The

infer-

of scorpions (ver. 10)

of a biting, as with the teeth of lions, nothing whatever

But

is said.

if

individual features be pressed in violation of the context, manifest preposterous interpretations follow; as, e.g., the reference of the teeth of lions to

the erroneous doctrines and calumniations with which heretics have lacerated

That which

the orthodox church. i

is

aimed at

is

the general impression in

a description, in which the actual form of natural locusts lies, in a certain
way, at the foundation. These infernal locusts, however dreadful their
supernatural form, are nevertheless always to be known as locusts only in
;

described in ver. 10, they have a wonderful peculiarity of their form
corresponding to the plagues committed to them (ver. 3 sqq.), which is with-

what

out

is

—

natural analogy.

all

Ew.

ii.

:

ouoiovv,

i

e

the form so far as

,

locusts were like
Cf. Joel

ii.

tu dfioiufiaTa

it is

Incorrectly, Hengstenb.

uKp.

it

manifest

that

its

head

we think

if

rises

thorax (ver. 9).

—

t. Kep.

The

of the horse as equipped

from the breastplate
inl

The forms

of the

This pertains to the forms as a whole.
is expressly noted, that the form of the

locust has a certain resemblance to that of a horse.'*
cially

and

the product of an

^

just like a model. ^

tKiroic vtoi/i. elg ttoA.

In books of travel,

4.

tCjv

buoiuna designates regularly

their likeness,

like the

similarity

is

espe-

{rjToifiaafi. el^ ttoA.),

head of the locust from

air. ug GT£(^avoL ofioioi xpvou.

From

so
its

the fact that

head that looks like a crown, it does
not follow that the oreipdvot ofz. xp. are nothing else than the polished helmets
2rf0.
of soldiers, who are to be understood under the allegory of locusts.^
does not mean helmets and even if there were some ground, in general, for
the natural locust has nothing on

its

;

such allegory,
such could

yet, at all events, the individual features of the allegory as

first

be harmoniously comprehended, and afterw^ards be obtained

But any mingling of (assumed) allegory and
and hence the exposition is entirely inadhelmets, meant literally, to locusts, meant allegori-

in their individual points.
literal

statement

is

to be rejected

missible which ascribes
cally.

The same fundamental

;

principle applies to the other features of the

description; so that, e.g., the hair, like the hair of

women, ascribed

to the

—

The supposition
be the long hair of barbarian warriors. ^
is readily suggested, that also the words «. cm rug Ke<p., k.tX, contain an alluBut even if John says that upon the
sion to the natural form of the locust.
locusts, could not

heads of the locusts there was something "like gold-like crowns" (wf or.
ofjoioi xp; cf iv. 6), he could scarcely have thought of the two antennae about
.

Calov., etc.
3

Cf. Ezek.

r\m

2
i.

16,

stands; Rora.

Cf.

x. 21,
i.

Winer, p. 89.
where the Heb.

23; Phil.

ii.

7.

Winer, Ricb.,

*

Cf.

^

Eichh., Heinr.

c

Against Vitr.,

i.

etc.

575.
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^ it is more probable,^ that the rather strong, jagged elevation,
which of course is situated, not on the head, but in the middle of the thorax,3 but which in the popular view, not readily distinguishing the line of
division between head and thorax, may appear as if upon the head of the

an inch long

;

The

insect, serves as the natural type.

that elevation of the thorax

may

tunity for describing that which
acal locusts as

0(1.

xpvt^V'

^~ ''"

yellowish-green brilliant coloring of

then have given John the natural opporcrown-like on the heads of the demoni-

is

TTpoCTwTra avT.

wf Trpoauna uvOpunuv.

The expressly

marked comparison dare be denied here as little as the other features of the
description.
Hengstenb therefore, is incorrect when, like the older alle,

gorists,

not only mistaking the simple comparison for an (imaginary)

alle-

gory, but also confounding the literal with an allegorical interpretation, he
says, "

Their faces were like the faces of

men, since a fearful look, the
In fact, they were
actually faces of men." The text nowhere says this, but gives an idea of
the faces of the demoniacal locusts by representing them as like the faces
This also has its natural foundation in the fact, that the head of
of men.
dreadful look of men, shines through the look of locusts.

the locust has actually a faint resemblance to the

human

profile.'*

The

more strongly this similarity is regarded, as expressed in the supernatural
locusts whose entire form has in it something monstrous, the more dreadful
must it appear.
This feature of the deKal tlxov Tpixo-Q wf rpixac. yvvaiKuv.
scription also is to be apprehended in the same way as the preceding.
The
words wi' Tptx. yvv. are intended only relatively; the point of comparison,

—

however, can

women, not

lie

to

only in the length of the hair, since long hair

men.^

In the description which

is

is

peculiar to

intended only to

make

the fact that the miraculous locusts have long hair like that of

visible

women, there

is no special allegorical reference, either to the long hair as it
found in barbarian warriors,® or to the fact that " the spirits of darkness,"
or men serving as their instruments, " look so mildly and tenderly from beneath the tresses of women," while back of these locks they conceal the
teeth of lions."' Every thing upon which such allegorical interpretation must
lay importance has been improperly introduced.
It may appear doubtful
whether John, in representing the wonderfully long hair of the supernatural locusts, thinks of it according to the analogy of the antennae of the
natural locusts,
as is most simple,
or whether he understands the hair in
is

—

—

the other parts of the body, e.g., the legs;^ but

context

is

it is

certain, that if the

otherwise to be regarded as harmonious and free from perplexity,

every other reference, except that indicated by the simple comparison,

be regarded out of place.

k. ol

6) ascribes the teeth of lions to natural locusts.

(i.

is to

Joel already

odovreg abr. 6g "keovTuv rjoav.

There, as here, nothing

but the desolating voraciousness, but not "the rage of the
This feature is highly significant in order to answer to the figure

else is illustrated

enemy."

^

2

Ewald.
Cf Ziill., De Wette.

1

8

Winer

^

Cf.

4

Cf. Zull.,

"

Cf. 1

in loc.

Ew., De Wette.
Cor. xi. 14 sq. Winer,

As even De Wette

tries to establish, al-

thougli properly rejecting the interpretation of

.

the locusts as warriors.
Eicb.,

i.

527.

7

Ebrard.

«

Ewald.

»

Hengstenb.

—
CHAP.
of locusts as such, but, like

what
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11.

said in ver. 7,

is

entirely irrelevant in

is

brought by the infernal
Incorrectly, Hengk. eix. dupuKog ug dup. oidTjpovg.
locusts (ver. 3 sqq.).
" The iron cuirasses show how difficult it is to approach these
stenb.
horsemen." Instead of the breastplate of natural locusts, to which natural
history has given the significant name thorax,^ the supernatural locusts have
<puvy t. irrepvyuv, k.t.A.
k.
a cuirass compared only with a coat of mail.
Like natural, these demoniacal locusts also have wings, whose rushing is
reference to the particular plague which

is

to be

:

—

very naturally
TpexovTuv

^

illustrated

by the comparison, ug

ff

<puv^ dpfiuruv

imruv

no2.lcjv

In these words neither the dpixdruv^ nor the Inmjv^

elc 'KoTie/j.ov.

be regarded as interpolated, since the idea " as the sound of chariots of
horses running to war,"

Yet

it

is

as readily understood as

it is

is

to

many

throughout suitable.

dare not be said, that, while the rattling of the wagons corresponds

to the whizzing of the locusts, the horses are specially mentioned, " because

and not of wagons, are the proper antitype of the
Already the expression, in which the apfidruv belongs to l-arcuv

the mass of riders,
locusts."^
T^oXk.

made

as its subjective genitive, forbids the distinction

of a perverted (allegorizing) collective view.

The

in the interests

entire noise,

which

is

caused as well by the chariot-wheels, as also by the hoofs of the horses
driven in the chariots, is designated, since it is designedly that not the
chariots alone are mentioned.

Comparatio compendiaria
scorpions

;

^

—

k.

ixovcuv ovpug b/jotag aKopnloig Kat Kivrpa.

The

states that tails of the locusts are like the tails of

in connection with which, the particular («a? Kivrpa) is expressly

marked, that

is

Beng., Hengstenb.

the special subject of consideration.

,'^

are not willing, however, to acknowledge any breviloquence, but regard the
locusts' tails as the (entire) scorpions,
ter passage,

where the subject

and appeal to ver. 19. But in the latand mouths situated in the

refers to heads

serpent-like tails of the horses, not only the context in general, but also

the special determination exova.
OjU.

bcpemv

Kc<palag,

a comparatio compendiaria

expression lead to this most simple

The

;

us finding in the words

forbids

while, in ver.

mode

10, the

of statement.

—

k.

intention

h

r.

and

ohpalc avr.

explains the power in the tails furworthy of observation, how this last
feature again reverts to the description of the same plagues as are commanded in ver. 3 sqq. ^ and thus the whole appears to be harmoniously
rounded off. Also the designation fi^vag -Kivre is repeated from ver. 5, in
order once more to emphatically mention that the infernal beasts, with their
scorpion-like equipment and power, are to plague men after the manner of
locusts during five full months.
[See Note LVII., p. 292.]
Ver. 11. As in their form and entire nature, the demoniacal locusts are
distinguished from those which are natural,^^ also in that they have a king,
viz., rbv dyyelov Tfjg u(3vaaoVf i.e., not "an angel from the abyss," ^^ but the

Tj

kiovaia avT. udiK^aai,

k.tX

inf. ddiK.

nished with scorpion-like stings.^

It is

;

1

De Wette.

2

Cf. Joel

3

De

*

Ew.i.

6

Heagstenb.

ii.

Wette.

5.

Winer,

Rich., in loc.

e

Cf.

i

Cf. also

8

cf. vi. 8.

»

Ewald, Hengetenb.

"

xiii.

11

;

Matt. v. 20.

Winer,

Prov. xxx. 27.

p. 579;

De Wette.

i*

Luth.
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angel of the abyss, by which, however, not Satan himself
stood

1

;

since this

is

the definite appellation.
*'

to be under-

is

indicated neither by the designation,

t.

dyy.

t. a/3.,

nor

the " king " to be identified with the

Still less is

Hengstenb.^ must do, because he assumes that as often as
mentioned in the Apoc. a ruler is meant, and therefore says here,
what is said here were concerning another king, the locusts would have

star," ver. 1, as

a star
" If

is

The expression rhv uyy. t. ui3.^ makes us think only of such an
way the overseer of the abyss.'* One thing, pertain-

two kings."
angel as

is

in a special

ing to this position of
locusts rising

here mentioned,

his, is

As the

from the abyss.

not only designated

viz.,

that he

angel, but bears also the veiy

its

is

the king of the

overseer of the abyss, however, he

name which

in its

form expressly indicates that relation ovofia avru 'EiSpaiorl 'ASadddv
Already in the O. T., "jTl^X (LXX.
'YiHrjviK^ ovofia exet 'A.ttoXXvuv.
:

:

parallel with

/15<K^,

designates the

with the rabbins, Abaddon

representative.

kingdom
;

The Greek

interpretation 'AnoXXvuv

is

;

^

Accordingly the

name 'A/?. but very appropriately the
who as overseer is in a certain respect its

it,

koI kv ry
dnuTieia),

of corruption in a local respect

the lowest space of hell.^

the

ui3vaaog itself receives

the abyss here bears

is

is

Heb.

angel of
personal

given in this form

—

not to give a sound corresponding with the
Apollo,' but because in the LXX. the personal name is naturally con-

not as possibly oAodpevr^g,

name

etc.,

An

nected with the expression d7rwA«a.

express contrast between Apollyon

the Destroyer, and Jesus the Saviour, can be found only by those

who^

understand the former as Satan himself. [See Note LVIIL, p. 292.]
Ver. 12. These words,^ serving as well to conclude vv. 1-11 (^

oval

fila uirfjldev),

as to point to

what follows

{l6ov epxerai,

/c.r.A.)

if

belong to John's

and are not to be taken as the words of the eagle,i*^ or any other
heavenly messenger. After the vision just described, John makes promireport,

nent that
past.

—

7f

wards en

by the

now
fxia,

woe

the one

of the threefold cry

is fulfilled,

and accordingly

cardinal number, that one of the three, as immediately after-

6vo.

Cf. vi.

1.

—

rj

oval.

The

striking feminine form

is

explained

fact that the conception of a e?u^g is involuntarily substituted for this

—

announced woe.^^
The sing,
Iduv, epxerai en dvo ovai /i. r.
hypallage, which is inoffensive since the verb precedes. ^^

The

allegorical

mode

epxerai contains

an

of interpretation applies to ver. 1 sqq., as every-

where, the most arbitrary expedients, and does the greatest violence to the
context, and that, too, alike in the expositors who make their explanations
from an overstrained conception of biblical prophecy, no less than in those
who in a more or less rationalistic way consider the prophetic visions of
John as vaticinia post eventwn, and transform them into allegorical outlines
of the events of the Romano-Judaic war.
The plague of locusts is regarded
as heresy only by interpreters of the first class ^^ as calamities of war, and
;

«

Ebrard. Cf. Grot., Calov., etc.
Also Volkmar.
3 Cf. xvi.
Beug., Ew., De Wette.

6

Cf.

1

2

Job

xxvi.

6, xxviii.

22; and, besides,

HirzeUOlshaus.
« Cf.

Schottg.

5.

7

Grot.

8

Beng., Hengstenb.

»

Cf. xi. 14.

"

"

Cf.

viii. 13.

Winer, p. 169.
12 cf. Winer, p. 481.
" Beda, Andr., Areth., N. de Lyra, Luth.,
Cf.

Calov., Boss., Stern, etc.

:

CHAP.
similar afflictions,

by
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interpreters of both classes.^

N. de Lyra,

like

many

others proposing the Arians, interprets the individual chief features thus

Emperor Valens, " who from the height of Catholic
Arian heresy " the key is the power of exalting this
heresy the locusts are the Vandals whom this heresy infected the verdure,
ver. 4, represents the Christians in Africa spared by the Vandals
the five
months designate the period of the five Vandal rulers. Stern understands
by the locusts all imaginable heretics, down even to the Pantheists and German Catholics of our times. The scorpion-tails indicate that "false doctrine
bears its sting in its consequences " the hair of women admonishes that
" many false doctrines, occasioned by inordinate love to women, have almost
all been diffused by women, to begin with Helena the associate of Simon
Magus, down to the bacchantes of modern times, who, with Ronge and
his followers, drank the cup of the Devil, and won admirers for the prophet
the star, ver.

1, is

the

;

faith fell into the
;

;

;

;

of Laurahiitte."

Many

by the

Pope; by the locusts
This was,
as C. a Lap. says, a retaliation for the interpretation of Bellarmin and other
Catholics, that it refers to Luther, Calvin, and the Evangelical Church.
If by the locusts warriors are understood (and even Klief forces from the
passage the ideas of military power and its oppression), expositors like Grot.,
Wetst., Herd., Eichh., Heinr., find a more minute determination derived
from the fundamental view of the entire Apoc The locusts are the Zealots.^
The star is, according to Grot., Eleasar, the son of Ananias; according to
Herd., Manaim.
The abyss opened by him is, according to Grot., "the
seditious doctrine that obedience must not be rendered the Romans," for
(Kai, ver. 3 = nam) from this the party of the Zealots arose to the injury of
the Jews according to Herd., " the fortress Masada." Abaddon is, according
to Grot., "the spirit which animated those Zealots;" according to Herder,
Simon, the son of Gorion. To Vitr. and Beng., chronology suggests a more
minute determination in the time succeeding the fourth events of the trumpet-vision, something must be found to which the fifth trumpet-vision could
be referred. Hence Vitr. conjectured the incui-sions of the Goths into the
Western Roman Empire in the beginning of the fifth century; Beng. underolder Protestants understand

the degenerate clergy, viz., the

monks

star the

of the Catholic Church. ^

—

.

;

;

stood the persecution of the Jews in Persia in the sixth century.

Volkra.

understands the army of Parthians to be led by Nero against Rome.'* Without any more minute determination, Hengstenb. interprets the fifth trumpet
as referring to the distresses of war, and the locusts to soldiers. " One of the
many incarnations of Apollyon " was Napoleon, whose name has a " noteworthy similarity " to the name of the king of the locusts.^
special indica-

A

tion will be

found in the

text, that the locusts are to

Beda, already, said that such locusts

1 Vitr., Beng., Hengstenb., Grot., Wetst.,
Herd., Eichh.

2

Aret., Bull., Laun., etc.

8

According

*

Cf. ver. 14.

to Wetst., the array of Cestius.

as,

be understood allegorically.

according to ver.

^

Gerken

also,

4,

are to eat neither

who, through an entire series

of trifling expedients, puts a forced construe-

on the name Napoleon, thinks (p. 26) that
venture to derive it from anoWvfju.,
and therefore writes it Xapolleon.
tion

-we

may

—
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must be men. But ver. 4
with more justice understood by other allegorists as a "figurative" mode
of expression; as, e.g., by Bengel, who suggests " a lower, middle, and higher
Otherwise N. de Lyra, Vitr., etc. If there be an alleclass of the sealed."
grass nor leaves, could not be actual locusts, but
is

gory anywhere, every individual feature must be allegorically interpreted.
But for this the text itself nowhere gives the least occasion. It cannot even
be said, with De Wette, that what is demoniacal in the plague of locusts here
portrayed
tiveness

is

only to be conceived of as a symbol of their extreme destruchowever seriously and literally the demoniacal nature of these

for

;

locusts be intended,

it

follows that they have no power,i even as demoniacal,

who remain absolutely untouched ^ by all the other plagues
trumpet-visions.
The plagues of the one vision are just as literally

over the sealed,
of the

meant as those of the other, the infernal locusts with the tails of scorpions
no less than war, famine, the commotion and darkening of the heavenly
bodies.
For John beholds a long series of various, and, as a whole, definitely shaped plagues, as foretokens and preparations of the proper parousia.
Whoever, then, as Hebart,^ expects the literal fulfilment of all these visions,
and, consequently, e.g., the actual appearance of the locusts described in
ver. 1 sqq., it is true, does

more

justice to the text than

any

allegorist; but,

because of a mechanical conception of inspiration and prophecy, he ignores
the distinction between the actual contents of prophecy, and the poetical

form with which the same is invested in the enlightened spirit of the
prophet, and not without a beautiful play of his holy fantasy.
Vv. 13-21. The sixth trumpet-vision a wonderful army of horsemen
slew the third of men without causing repentance in those who were left.
;

This visitation belongs to the second woe.^
Vv. 13-15. At a divine command the trumpet-angel looses the four
angels bound thus far at the Euphrates, under whose direction the immense

army

horsemen

is to bring its plagues.
k.tX What John bearskin the vision, he represents just as
what he beheld (ver. 17), in consequence of the trumpet-vision.
fuvijv
In a linguistic respect it
(ilav £K ruv (Tsaaapcjv) Kfpdruv tov dvaiaoTt^pcov, k.t.X.

of

Koi r/Kovca,

possible that the precise

is

left entirely

impossible to take

is

number

undecided as to
f/c

whom

is

intended indefinitely,® so that

the voice belongs, as

in the general sense of ano,^

and

vi. 6,'

it

is

although

it

to explain that the

came from God enthroned back of the altar.^ Cf., on the other hand,
Yet a more definite reference of the fiiav would result in connection with the fact that the voice proceeds from the four horns of the
The altar from whose horns the voice proceeds is expressly desigaltar.

voice

also, XVI. 7.

The circumstance, accordingly, that
viii. 3 sqq.^°
horns the voice proceeds which loosens the plagues described imme-

nated as that mentioned

from

its

A voice."

Ewald.

Cf.

Winer,

1

Ver.

2

Cf. vii. 1 sqq.

p. 111.

3

Die Zweile Sichtbare Zukunft Christi,

« "Forth from," like the Heb.
|p, which
includes the meaning of both prepositions.

4.

Erl., 1850.
«

Cf. xi. 14.

6 Cf. vi. 3, 5, 7, 10.

«

9

•'

Ew.

">

i.,

" And vi.

Stern.
9 sqq.

viii. 13.

De Wette.

CHAP.

must have a similar meaning as the circumstance in
cast upon the earth was taken from the same altar, i.e.,

diately afterwards,
viii. 5,

the

that the

command

285

IX. 13-15.

fire

of the angels to loose appears as a consequence of the prayers

presented at the altar

;

but after that,

^

it is

proper to understand the one

making manifest this special hearing of prayer, in contrast
many voices of those who pray, heard and referred to also in viii. 3

(Divine) voice

with the

(r. TTpoatvx.

—

a perversion, however, to consider the one voice
altar; for, even apart from
uncertainty of the reading reaaupcjv, the sense forced from it^ is

Tuv ay.).

It is

any special relation to the four horns of the

in

the critical

extremely feeble, while the allegorical

^ is without any support.
between the four horns and
and likewise the four angels,^ falls with the spurious

Also the relation, which
the "four sins," ver. 21,
Teaaupuv.

— rw

f /crw

From

uyy.

sounds the trumpet, but

is

asked

why there

it

is

the fact that here the trumpet-angel not only

drawn that the same

economy

ation with them, any reference to "

why

universally prevail
tible, it

the question be

if

this

economy

As a reason

?

of

means

"

affords

^

no

satisfac-

just here, which nevertheless does not

lying in the subject itself

is

not percep-

appears to be adopted only to avoid a barren uniformity, which

would occur

if

the

the earth, or even

if

same angel who
a

new

angel,

its

altar to

yet would have substantially the

loose the four angels at the Euphrates.

has

from the

5) cast the fire

(viii.

who

position with that of the trumpet-angels, received

Tkaa. ayy.

relation occurs also in

But

not explicitly stated.®

ascribed here' to the proclaimer of the plagues a co-oper-

is

tory answer; for

explanation

himself engaged in the act which follows, the

inference dare in no wise be

other passages where

^

in itself arbitrary,

is

— Avaov —

now

the

'Eu^par?/.

same

command

The

to

definite reference, as viii. 2, to the following Tovq

article tovc
6t6.,

k.t2.,^

but throughout does not indicate the identity, adopted by Beda, etc., of the
angel here named with that mentioned in vii. 1 sqq. That the four angels
are ivicked angels,^'' not good,i^ also not "corruptible,"
as De Wette and

—

Ebrard say, when they uncertainly remark that we must not think directly
is to be derived from their being bound,^'2 from their
of wicked angels,
position on the Euphrates, and from the fact that they lead an army of an
infernal kind, in which respect they are to be compared with the star which

—

1 Cf. Hofra., De "Wette, Bleek, Hengstenb.,
Ebrard, Klief,
2 " That these four horns gave forth siraultaneously, not a diverse, but one and the same
voice" (Vitr., Hengstenb.).

abodes," "all placcfi to which the Jews sent
into exile the worshippers of Christ."

be considered that Beda, who does
not have the " four " in his text, yet explains

» Ebrard.
Wette.
" Beda, Bengel, Ebrard, etc.
i' Boss., Hengstenb.
'^For the explanation of Bossuet, " What
binds the angels is the supreme command of
God," which Hengstenb. adopts, is a spiritualistic subtilization that, besides, has no sense at

3

If

it

"the horns, the Gospels projecting from the
Church," the conjecture is readily made that
the

number ^en.was

inserted in the interests of

this allegorizing interpretation.
*

" It indicates the harmonious preaching of

^
^
'
8

Hengstenb. Cf. also Beng.,
Against Beng.
Cf. xvii.

Ziill.,

Hofm.

1.

De

Hengstenb. explains away the concrete

the one Church, or the one faith, from the Four

all if

Gospels" (Zeger.

idea of angel itself by the interpretation that

Cf. also Calov, etc.).

Or,

according to Grot., who understands by the
voices, •' the prayers of exiles beseeching that
they may return at some time to their ancestral

embodied, that the
bands of warriors led by them only act when
they are sent.
in the angels the truth is

:
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from heaven,

fell

ver. 1, as well as

— The

ST. JOirN".

with the angel of the abyss, the king of

number four of the angels does not correspond
to the four parts of the army led by them,i for of this the text says nothing,^
but indicates ^ that the army is to be led on all four sides of the earth, in

the locusts, ver. 11.

order to slay

^

the third of

all

men.^

Ebrard, in the interests of his allegor-

emphasizes the number four of the angels leading the army,
Thus in
ver. 16 sqq., in contrast with the one king of the locusts, ver. 11.
the one case there is a monarchical and in the other a democratical constitution with which it also harmonizes, that in ver. 17 nothing is said of
ical explanation,

;

crowns as in

ver. 7.

Nevertheless, Ebrard does not expect the elucidation

of the sixth as well as of the fifth trumpet-vision until

its future fulfilment
the " spiritual mercenary hosts of superstition " are only foretokens of the

impending plagues. [See Note LIX., p. 293.] em tu Korauib rw fieyOlut
This local designation has been received literally ^ and the application has been made, that the Parthian armies, so perilous to the Romans,
mentioned in ver. 16 sqq., came from the neighborhood of the Euphrates,'^
or it is said that the Roman legions indicated in ver. 16 sqq. moved from
the Euphrates against Jerusalem.^ The latter is without any truth;® Grot.
already was therefore compelled to explain The armies of the Roman comBut it is a valid
manders, i.e., the four angels, extended to the Euphrates!
objection to the view of Ewald, as well as that of Herder,ii that the armies
portrayed in ver. 16 sqq. are by no means human armies, but just as cerstill

'Ev^pary.

;

:

^"^

tainly of a supernatural kind, as the locusts of ver. 1 sqq., in their way.

If

the language of ver. 16 sqq., concerning actual martial bands, were to be
interpreted therefore allegorically, Vitr., Beng., and

many

older expositors

would be justified, who understood the army (16 sqq.) of the Tartars and
Turks, and likewise, in connection with this, took the mention of the
Euphrates in its proper geographical sense. But, unless we charge John
with great confusion, we dare not say that " the bound angels " are allegorical,
Parthian,i2 Roman commanders,^^ or Turkish caliphs,^*
the "Euphrates " on which they are bound literal, and the troops led by them again
allegorical.
Such confused inconsistency the purely allegorical explanation
indeed avoids but it also appears here so untenable and visionary, that, as
it itself rests on no foundation, it offers no point whatever where it can be
met by a definite counter argument. Wetst. says that the Euphrates is the

—

—

;

Tiber, just as Babylon, ch. xiv. sqq.,

is

Rome;!^

how Babylon
whatever concerning Babylon is said. With

explained, in the text

itself,

as to

is

]^^^ in

^^^t passage

it is

meant, while here nothing

entire indefiniteness,

Beda:

7

Ewald. Cf.alsoDeWette.Rinck, Volkm.

refers entirely to various nations

»

Herder.

which must have rendered military service in
the Parthian army. Cf. Dan. vii.4; Epiphan.
(Ilaer. li. 34), who mentions Assyrians, Babyloniaus, Medes, and Persians.

^

Cf. Tacit., Hist., v.

1

Ewald.

2

Ew.

ii.

3

Cf.

vii. 1.

*

Cf.

De Wette, Hengstenb.

c

Vv.

6

Cf. xvi. 12.

15, 18.

lo

Cf. Grot., Eichh., etc.
1.

" Ingentes exercitus ad E. usque pertinge-

bant."
'^

Cf. also Bleek.

" Ew. i.
" Beng.
16

Cf.

N. de Lyra

Roman Empire."

^»

:

"

Herd.

The Euphrates

is

the

:

CHAP.
"

The power

context

TTOTanC)

r.
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of the worldly kingdom, and the waves of persecutors."

— The

the correct conception, by recalling in the formal ex-

itself offers

pression

-

IX. 16-19.

Tu

fieyuXC)

Ev(pp^ the O. T.

;

^

combining with

this local

designation, to be co'mprehended from the O. T. history, the description

army whose dreadfulness far surpasses every thing of a human charand actual historical experience, but, besides, has an allegorical
meaning as little as the locusts, ver. 1 sqq. The mention of the Euphrates
is schematical ; i.e., John designates with concrete definiteness the district
whence the supernatural army-plague is to traverse the world, by naming
of an

acter,

the precise region whence, in O. T. times, the divinely sent plagues of

Assyrian armies came upon Israel. ^ An entirely similar schematical sense
would have occurred if John had called the place whence the locusts went
That the Euphrates is the boundary of the land of Abraforth, Egypt.
ham * and David,^ is to be urged here as little as that it was the boundary
of the Roman Empire ^ the only matter of consequence is, that from the
Euphrates formerly "the scourges of God " proceeded."' It is also irrelevant
;

now a plague
men, while previously the scourges of God were sent against Israel
the mode of view of the writer of the Apocalypse is only indicated as rooted
to this schematical idea, that the subject of consideration is

for all

in the O. T., in the fact that this concrete local designation appears before

his gazing eyes.

[See Note LX., p. 293.]

also Iva follows.

They were already prepared;

bands held them

Cf.

ijTOiaankvoi.

only,

up

viii. 6,

In ver. 16, therefore, the description of the

ing forth under their

command

directly follows

;

where

to the present, the

army breakimme-

the released angels

diately put themselves in motion with their armies.

—

elg rrjv

upav

—

Kai eviavTov.

Although the gender of the nouns is different,^ the art. is placed only
before the first, not only because it combines in general the common conception of time, but also the close inner relation and determination of the individual conceptions to one another and through one another affords the idea
For the expression, ascending from the hour to the
of essential unity.
year,^ shows that the fixed hour occurs in the fixed day, the day in the fixed
month, etc.i^ Incorrectly, Luther: "for an hour," etc. Just as incorrectly,
Bengel Since the art. occurs only once, a continuous period of time is indiwhich, as a prophetic hour contains about eight ordinary days, and
cated,
a prophetic day an ordinary half-j'ear, he reckons as about two hundred and
seven years, and understands it of the times of the Turk (634-840 A.D.).
Men, in reference to whose torment (ver. 1 sqq.) nothing
TO TptTov Tijv avdp.
was said of a third (cf ver. 4), are now slain by the sixth trumpet-plague in
the same proportion as previously trees, ships, etc., were destroyed. ^^
Vv. 16-19. Description of the army led by the four released angels its
immense size, ver. 16 its supernatural nature, and terrible effect (vv. 17:

—

—

.

;

;

1

Cf.

Gen. XV. 18; Deut.

2

De

Wette,

3

Isa. vii.

Hengstenb.
*

Hofm.

6 Ziiil.

Ziill.,

20.

i.

7; Jas.

i.

4.

Hofra., Hengstenb.

Cf.

viii.

7;

Cf. Primaa, ZUIl.

Jar. xlvi. 10.

«
8

De Wette.
Cf Winer,
.

f

Hengstenb.

p. 120.

» Cf. Num. i. 4;
Zech. i, 7; Hag.
Hengstenb.
10 De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.

"

Cf.

viii. 7, 9, 11, 12.

i.

15.

;
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19),

—

The explanatory

TQv innov.

ST.

variations tov iTrmKov

from the offence taken because John did not
classical usage,

Trjg lirnuv.

—

JOHN.

^tofivpcddec fivpiuduv;

and tup

Ittttuv

arose

write, in accordance

with

i.e.,

two hundred

millions.

—

added by asyndeton, since an explanation is necessary as to
whence it was that John knew of the immense number. ^ Beda, who prefers
to render the Greek expression by ^'^bis myriades myridamn,'" than with the
Vulg., ^'vic'ies millies dena 7nillia,'' finds here "a deceitful duplicity of the
perverse army." Beng. thinks that the Turkish army could readily have
reached that number viz., in the course of the entire two hundred and seven
Hengstenb. recognizes the unnaturalyears of their dominion (cf. ver. 15).
ness of the number, and concludes thence that it is meant allegorically
it is to be ascribed to no particular war, but to " the class personified," as in
But since the army itself, ver. 17 sqq., is
all the preceding trumpet-visions.
not described allegorically, the number can be allegorical as little as the
k.tX,

iJKovca,

is

;

14

local designation, ver.

the army, which
natural in

its

on

is

all

:

but this number

is

likewise schematical

;

^

i.e.,

occasions beheld as definite, individual, and super-

entire character, appears also in a concrete but supernatural

An allusion to Ps.

numerical quantity.

Ixviii.

18

may be

regarded as the sub-

stratum of the concrete number here presented to the prophet in his vision.
[See Note LXI., p. 293.] That John, when he now wishes to describe the
horses and riders seen by him {Koi ovTug elSoi^, k.tX), adds explicitly h ry
bpuaet to the eldov

r. Inir.^

can occasion surprise only as this formula, ordinarily

employed by the ancient prophets,^ does not occur more frequently in the
Apoc. but from the fact that it is nowhere found except in this passage,
;

although
bpaoig,

it

could stand everywhere with the eldov indicating a prophetic
less follows than that the present vision has an allegorical

nothing

meaning, as Beng. and Hengstenb. ^ affirm; the latter of whom, spiritualizing
throughout, says, "In the vision every thing is seen; that which is inner
"
must imprint itself on what is outward, the spiritual must assume a body;

and thus

in the color of the breastplate, described immediately afterwards,

he sees only a " pictorial expression " of the murderous spirit of the soldiers,
w^ho are to be understood literally. But even granting that the idea of
vision here presupposed were correct, the eldov, in itself, would here, as
everywhere, point to this allegorizing. For, why should we find just here
the express addition iv ry bpaaeil In it, no intention whatever is to be per-

and

ceived,

least of all, that of giving

therefore, that

John here added the

h

an exegetical hint

:

it is

possible,

ry opaaei to his eldov involuntarily,

what has thus far been advanced is
what he has heard, while he now intends to describe the forms as they
The first part of the description, e;t:ovraf
appeared to him in the vision.
because, in the sixth trumpet- vision,

—

OupaKag

only to

—

deiudeig, is

referred by Beng., Ewald,

Toi)g Kad7]iiivovQ en' aiir.,

as

if

De Wette, Hengstenb.,

Bleek,

the description of the horses were given

uninterruptedly and completely, only after that of the riders had been given
more incidentally. But Ziill. and Ebrard have more correctly referred the
troops of riders Identical with the

1

Cf. vii. 4.

2

Cf.

8

Klief. also,

Dan.

viii. 2, ix. 21.

who

explains

(p.

152)

the

war-power " described
proceeds to slay men.

in vv. 1-12,

*•

worldly

which now

CHAP.
exovrac, k.tX, to

the

first
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IX. 16-19.

the horses and the riders; for

feature of the description, which

is

it is

the

more improbable that

expressly stated to be a descrip-

tion of the horses, should not apply to them, as the color of the breastplates

has a correspondence with the things proceeding from the mouths of the
In general, the treatment

horses.

so that the words Kai

is

not concerning the riders, but the

contain only what is incidental,
and in no way hinder the reference of ex. dup., k.t2., to r. itnrova.
dupaKag
The nvpLvovQ and the deiudeig designate, ]ust as the vaKlvdivovr^
TTvphovCy K.T.'X.
only the color ^ and, besides, there are three colors to be regarded in their
particularity, because they correspond to the three things coming from the
mouths of the horses. ^ The vaKivdlvovi;, which designates dark red,^ corresponds excellently with the succeeding Kairvog.
Kal al /ce^., k.tX
The heads
of the horses were like the heads of lions, possibly similar to lion heads in
the size of the mouths and the length of the manes ^ it is a definite, monstrous appearance, that is represented, and not in general that the heads of
the horses are " fierce and terrible," ^ which, of course, is suited better to the
horses

;

r. Kadvfi.

en' avr.

—

;

—

;

allegorical explanation.

—

How

otoiiutuv, K.ijk.

k. c/c t.

seriously the descrip-

may

be inferred from the fact, that in ver. 18 the fire, the
smoke, and the sulphur, proceeding from the mouths of the horses, are
tion

is

meant,

expressly designated as the three plagues whereby ^ these armies are to slay
men, just as the locusts tormented them with their scorpion stings. Fire,
smoke, and sulphur
of which the latter, according to the analogy of xxi.

—

8,

xiv. 10, xix. 20, indicates the infernal nature of the plagues'^

little

intended to be allegorical

The

seal-visions.^

as, e.g.,

— are

as

the famine or the killing in the

allegorical interpretation, therefore, manifests also here

They who understand the whole
of heretics interpret the fire as " the desire for injuring; " the smoke, as " the
the most singularly arbitrary expedients.

seeming zeal of faith," because smoke is blue like the heavens the sulphur,
as "the deformity of vices." ^ Similar is the interpretation in Aret., Luther,
Calov., etc., who think, it is true, of the Turks, but have especially in view
their erroneous doctrine.
What proceeds from the mouths of the horses is,
according to Calov., properly the Koran, which comprehends within itself
"sulphurous lust, the smoke of false doctrines, and the fires of wars." To
expositors who understand the armies, ver. 16 sqq., of actual soldiers,
even
;

—

^

Against

Ziill.,

who

understands a breast-

and brass. Cf. also
Eichh., who thinks of an iron and bronze
breastplate jfolished and shining in the sun-

plate of copper, blue steel,

light.

Still

more

inaptly, Heinr.

:

Trvp. is

truly

va<ivd. signifies polished steel; den>i6..
exhaling a sulphurous odor.
* Against Ewald
"Regard therefore the
tiery;

:

red, shining,

and glowing colors brought

gether in order to denote the height of
liancy."
3

6

«
1

See the lexicons.
Beug., Hengstenb.
aTTo.
Cf. Winer, p. 348.
Hengstenb.

*

Ewald.

to-

bril-

The

^

classical

which Ovid

{Met.,

myth,
vii.

in

accordance with

104 sq.) writes

:

—

"Ecce, adamanteis vulcanum uaribus eflBant
Acripedes tauri, tactaeque vaporibus herbae
Ardent."
[" So the brazen-footed oxen breathe fire from
theiradamantine nostrils, and the grass touched
by the vapors glows"], (cf. Virg., Georg. ii.
140 ' Tauri spiianles naribus ignem," " Oxen
breathing fire from their nostrils"), may be
compared, as it expresses with all seriousness
that those oxen were actually fire-breuthiug.
» N. de Lyra.
Cf. also Ebrard.
:
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notwithstanding the fact that what

than to ascribe the

as to the horses,

smoke, and sulphur, to

fire,

JOHN.

said in the text refers not to horsemen,

is

much

the supposed "cavalrymen," so

ST.

— nothing

readier

is

Much more

fiery missiles.

correctly, therefore, from the standpoint of the allegory, did, e.g., Grotius
understand the firebrands cast into Jerusalem,^ than Hengstenb., who understands " the fierce animosity, the spirit of murder, and lust for destruction,"

described by personification as soldiers

example of Bengel, who

after the

;

unwilling to think of cannon and powder-smoke, because the followers of Mohammed did not, as yet, possess such implements of war.
ij yap

only

is

—

e^ovola,

With

Cf. vv. 3, 10.

K.T.?i.

reference to ver.

emphasized, that the proper power of the horses
besides this, a second point
there

is

also in the tails

The

6(peoiv, K.T.X.

because these

an

/cat

h

in

lies

mouths;

their
in

ai yap ovpal

•

especially

is

But

ralg ovpalq avruv.

explained {yap)

k^ovola, is

it

how

have heads; so that they are such as to do injury
It is entirely inapplicable to

avToig, sc, ohpatg, u6lk.).

3

concerning the so-called

fic-

moving forwards

the serpent

a^cplajSaiva (i.e.,

{kv

explain this feature in

the description of the monstrous horses, from the analogy of the ancient
tion

far

avruv b/wcai

the horses are, therefore, serpent-like, ^ especially

tails of

tails

added,

is

18,

and backwards) with two heads * since here nothing whatever is said of
two-headed serpents, but instead of the usual horse-tail, something in serpent form, viz., which has a serpent's head, is presented.
Hengstenb.^ finds
;

—

here the " malignity " of war symbolized.

who

taken,

explains that the horsemen (the Turks), even

and seem

their backs

when

But why should Bengel be mis-

Or

do injury?

to flee,

it

is

not

still

when they turn
more consistent

Grot, mentions, with reference to this, that with the ancients infantry

Volkm., without seeming to exercise

frequently sat back of the cavalry?
the best judgment,

is satisfied

with referring this to the kicking-back of the

horses.

The plagues

Ver. 20 sq.

in the survivors.^

yet expressly

— ollonrol

marked

:

oi

that have been introduced cause no repentance

The contextual

t. iivdp.

ovk uTrenT. iv

r.

n?i,Tjy,

ravr.

reference to ver. 18

is,

As

to

the £k

is

meant

fcerevoTjaav, the final clause, iva (itj, k.tX,'' is explained
they
repented not of the works of their hands, in order not (any more) to wor-

limit the ov

:

The

ship, etc.

fieravoelv

e/c r.

would have as its intention the
But by the words iva
irpoaK., k.t.A.,
the clause nerav. e/c r. epyuv t. x^^P- clvt., which in

epy. r. x^fp- o-vt-

w

ceasing henceforth the npooKwelv, k.tX

not only

is

the pregnancy of

itself is readily intelligible,

given to the expression

r,

explained, but an authentic interpretation

epy. r.

ignate as the entire course of

x^i-P-

life,^

—

xvi. 11, since there the characteristic tCjv

Acts

vii. 41, in

"

They seemed

;\:«pa)v

avT. is lacking,

connection with O. T. passages like Deut.

15 sqq., must designate idols

made with

their

own

hands.®

from the mouth

cf. also Stern, Ebrard.

of the horses, because they flew from before

^

Cf. xvi. 11.

their mouths."

">

Cf. Winer, p. 428.

8

.«a11

to proceed

2

See on ver.

3

Wetsl., Beng., Herd., Ew., etc.

<

Plin.,

of the

H. K.,

viii.

amphisbaenae,

10.

35:

"The

i.e.,

also at the tail."

double head

also

the

— but just

iv. 28, Ps.

^

1

is

which it is here impossible to deswhich by no means follows ftom ii. 22,

^^T'j

It

deeds of life"

is,

"

Beng., Hengstenb,

;

also

Ew.

indeed,

(Ewald,

"Wette, Ebrard).
ii.

as

cxxxv.

De

—
CHAP.

IX. 20,
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21.

to be observed, that not only the expression

epy. r. ;j;«p. avr.

r.

in itself, but

whence human hands have fashioned the
But
idols, and to their blindness and dumbness, refer to O. T. descriptions.
that the discourse is first in general concerning " the works of men's hands,"
and that then a more minute presentation follows (Iva fifi irpooK., /c.r.A.), contains what is objectionable as little as the directly opposite order of Acts vii.
also the allusion to the material

—

Bengel suffers here a peculiar embarCf. 1 Cor. x. 20.
radaifiovia.
rassment, because he regards " the rest of men " especially as " so-called
41.

how far they worNotwithstanding the
incursions of the Turks, he says that the Christians of that time retained
the worship of images and of saints and now there might be many among
kuI ov fitrev.
the worshipping saints who abode not in heaven, but in hell.
The repetition is necessary, because the former ov ftcTev., ver. 20, is already
too remote to admit of a connection ^ with what follows in ver. 21 (e/c t.
nmst give the explanation as
But he knows how to help himself.

Christians," and then

shipped devils.

to

;

—

k.tX),

(povuv,

but

is

entirely irrelevant for the

more detailed explanation

whole text.'-^ Concerning the sequence of the particles ov, ovre,
Ebrard underSorceries, xviii. 23.^
(papfiaaeiuv.
ovre, cf. Winer, p. 457.^
stands it symbolically of "seductive enchantments." He reaches this conclusion, because in ver. 20 he finds sins against God in ver. 21, sins against
one's neighbor, while actual sorcery, as a sin against God, does not belong
But the established linguistic usage suits no arbitrary disposiin ver. 21.*
It is also to be stated against those who have regarded the (papixaK.
tions.
in a certain combination with the preceding 06vwv,^ or with the succeeding
of the

;

TTopvctaf,^

that the very generally expressed idea of sorcery,

—

— the

plural also

according to its nature, does not admit of a more
should be observed,
specific determination, as the text itself does not give such.
ttiq nopveiac avr.

The

—

forms of manifestation ' of the always
same kind of sins. Beng. says appropriately " Other crimes are committed by men at intervals nopvela alone is perpetual with those who are
sing, designates all the particular

:

;

destitute of purity of heart."

which
tially

is

— The

be comprehended in

to

its

entire description of sins, vv. 20, 21,

unity, is manifestly directed to essen-

whom

heathenish godlessness, so that they of

the third are killed, and

two-thirds survive but are not converted, are to be regarded essentially as

[See Note LXII., p. 294

heathen. 8
TrjQ yfjg,^

in contrast

From

affected by the plague of the sixth trumpet,

the standard of ver.
fifth

4,

the mass of the

It is

]

with the sealed. ^"^

1

Ewald,

*

Possibly as a designation of epy.

»

etc.
t. x^<-P'

avT. (ver. 20), or a classification of sine.

Meyer on Gal.

Cf.

*

Cf. also Hengstenb.,

it is

to be inferred, according to

and the four

'

Hengstenb.
Ewald.
Cor.

'

Cf.

1

»

Cf.

De Wetle,

who, besides, notes

»

Cf.

vi. 10.

table (ver. 20)?

i"

Cf.

vil. 1

v. 20.

the ten sins against the

M

that the armies in this vision, like the locusts of the

trumpet, are of a demoniacal kind.

3

KarocKofivreg

the fact that the latter are not

first

sins against the second table.

vll. 2.

eqq.

etc.
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ST.

JOHN.

Notes by the American Editor.
LVI.

Yer.

u(3vaaov.

rfj^

1.

Gebhardt: "These expressions are based upon rabbinical representafrom such O. T. statements as Ps. Ixxxi. 20, cvii. 26; Isa. xiv.
15 (cf. Isa. V. 14, xxx. 33), according to which there is under the earth an abyss
or bottomless pit, with a lake or sea in which brimstone and fire seethe together.
From this abyss goes a channel with a mouth, after the manner of a cistern, a
Cf.

tions, originating

narrow passage, as from a scarcely visible spring, to the surface of the
This pit, like an ordinary cistern, can be opened and closed, or sealed.
.

.

earth.
.

The

a perfect antithesis to heaven.
The latter is an
invisible, but real, ideal world, which one day with the new heavens and the
new earth, and the new Jerusalem, will become a visible reality. So also the
abyss in

its

former

the invisible, but real, world of the anti-ideal and the ungodly, which

is

will also

signification

become a

is

visible

(cf.

ch. xiv. 10)

reality in the lake of fire

and

torment and its smoke which ascends for ever and ever;
just as the new Jerusalem is now in heaven, so the lake of fire and brimstone
is now in the abj'ss."
Cremer: " It is just this antithesis to heaven that makes
brimstone, with

u^vaaoQ a

its

synonym for d6qg^ wherein that remoteness from heaven which is
Hades finds full expression. In Rev. ix. 1, 2, to <ppeap rriq aQvoaov

distinctive of

(xx. 1) appears as the receptacle

reigns 6 uyyeMg

In Rev.

31).
(xiii.

rr/g

u^vanov

xvii.

8,

and prison of destructive powers, over which
cf. the petition of the demons (Luke viii.

(ix. 11);

xi.

7,

U

dvalSaiveiv

rfjg

u0voaov

is

said of

the beast

18)."

LYII.

Vv. 7-10.

For a very full and condensed statement of the devastations caused by
and their peculiarities, in which some of the features here detailed
appear, see Pusey on Joel ii. The significance of the individual features is thus
briefly interpreted by Luthardt: *' At the basis of the description, there lies, for
the most part, reality; but it is increased to what is monstrous and terrible.
*0n their heads, as it were crowns of gold;' i.e., they are mighty powers.
'Their faces were as the faces of men;' i.e., they are intellectual beings,
intelligences.
'They had hair as the hair of women;' i.e., they are seductive
powers. 'Their teeth were as the teeth of lions;' i.e., back of their seductive
appearance is inevitable destruction. Cf. Joel i. 6.
They had breastplates, as
it were breastplates of iron;' i.e., they are unassailable.
'The sound of their
wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to battle;' i.e., they
Tails like unto
rush like military squadrons irresistibly.
Cf Joel ii. 5.
scorpions;' i.e., malicious force inflicting injury backwards."
locusts,

'

'

.

LYIII.

Yer.

11.

'Al3a666v.

who this angel of the abyss is. Perhaps, for
we must not identify him with Satan himself (cf.
but must regard him as one of the principal of the bad angels."

Alford: "It

is

a question

accurate distinction's sake,
ch. xii. 3, 9),

Weiss {Bib. Theol. of N.
of the angels,

who

are also

T.,
(i.

ii.

270 sq.):

"He

20) symbolized

by

[sc, Satan] seduced a portion
stars, to fall

away from God,

NOTES.
so that they are

now
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designated as his angels.

the star fallen from heaven

(ix. 1),

who

It is

lets loose

such a Satan-angel who

is

the plague of locusts from the

abyss over the inhabitants of the earth, and is expressly designated (ver. 11) as
Luthardt emphasizes the
the angel of the abyss, Abaddon or Apollyon."
contrast which Diisterdieck rejects, and closely follows Hengstenberg: "The

Between him and the Saviour the choice of the
have the latter as Lord must have the
former, who is hereafter to attain still greater power on earth than now; cf.
2 Thess. ii. 11, 12." Beck objects to the identification of the angel and the
star, on the ground that the latter was only "an astronomico-physical phenomenon." But to what, then, does the avT(j of ver. 1 refer ?
Satan.

angel of the abyss,

i.e.,

world

He who

is

divided.

LIX.

will not

Ver.

rovg rioaapag ayyeXovg.

14.

Hengstenberg accounts for the number " four" as indicating the "all-sidedAlford: "The
question need not perplex us here, whether these are good or bad angels; for it
ness," "the oecumenical character, of the Divine judgment."

does not enter in any

way

into consideration.

They simply appear,

parts of this book, as ministers of the Divine purposes,

as in other

and pass out of view as

soon as mentioned."

LX.

Ver.

14.

tu

tu

norafiCi

Alford remarks, on Diist.'s opinion that

and the

rest mystically, endless confusion

if

neyiiXif)

we

take the Euphrates

its

literally,

would be introduced: " This

is

quite

a common feature of
mystic language literal designations

a mistake, as the slightest consideration will show.
Scripture allegory to intermingle with

"Ev^pury,

It is

Take, for instance, the allegory in Ps. Ixxx. 8, II
Thou
hast brought a vine out of Egypt.
She sent out her boughs unto the sea,
and her branches unto the river; ' where, though the vine and her boughs and
branches are mystical, Egypt, the sea, and the river are all literal." Nevertheless, the position of Hengstenb., concurring with that of Diisterdieck, seems
correct: " The local designation is only a seeming one.
The Euphrates belongs
no less to the vision, which loves to take, as the substratum of its views, events
of time and place.

:

.

in the past agreeing in character

.

'

.

(cf. Isa. xi. 1.5,

16; Zech. x. 11), e.g., the four

Every historical interpretation, as, e.g., the reference to
the Euphrates as the boundary of the Roman Empire, and to the dangers which
threatened the Romans from the Parthians, apart from the mistake, in general,
as to the meaning of the trumpets, is excluded by the immense number in ver.
16.
What is said in vv. 20, 21, is not concerning the Romans, but concerning
men."
angels there bound.

LXI.

Ver.

16.

dianvpLaSeg fivpidduv.

Beck interprets the number literally, and explains it by colossal military
expeditions and wars to occur throughout the whole world, as intimated by
vv. 15, 18, TO rpcTov tuv uvOpuiruv^ and ver. 20, ol TioltvoI tuv urdpunuv: "a
universal war involving

all races of men, analogous to the migrations of
appearance of Mohammedanism, the Crusades," and illusprobability by referring to the now estimated one thousand millions of

nations, the
trates its

first

the earth's inhabitants.
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<j)6vuVj k.t,2..

Lnthardt: " These are the chief sins of heathenism.

Such moral corruption
advanced culture; for culture of itself does not
promote morality, but, as history teaches, may be employed as well in the
Calov., in harmony with his scheme
service of ungodliness and immorality."
of interpretation, refers all these crimes to the Papal antichrist.
will occur at the end, in spite of

—

;

CHAP. X.

CHAPTER
Ver.

1.
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X.

uXkov before ayy. (A, C, K, Yulg., Elz., Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch.

is omitted in a number of minusc, MSS., and deleted by Matth.
the transposition ayy. uaXjov (16, Primas) also occui's; both upon the ground that
in what precedes, either no angel, or at least no "mighty" angel, can be found

[W. and H.])

whom

to

the one here mentioned

may be compared.

Cf.

De

Wette.

h

The

^'p^f.

minusc, Beng., Griesb., etc.).
km TTjv Kf^. So A, C, Treg., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. The gen. rfig kecj).
On the
(Elz., Beng., Griesb., Matth.) is a modification supported only by 5<.
lacking in Elz.

art.

entirely certain (A, C, N,

is

other hand, in the Elz. edition (ver. 2) the ace. t^v duX, t^v y., occurs instead of
Ver. 2. kuc exiov. Thus, already, Griesb. in accordance with
the original gen.

—

decisive witnesses, instead of the modification Kai elxev (Elz.).

— Ver.

4.

The

{quae, Primas), instead of ore, concurs in testimony
avTu: A, C, J<, Lach., Tisch. [W.
against the addition rug fuvug kavTu>v in Elz.
Ver. 6. The omission of the words
and H.]. Without witnesses: raOra (Elz.).
interpretation oaa in

t?

—

depends upon an easily explained oversight.
They belong to the completeness of the formal discourse, and are sufficiently
defended by C, Vulg., etc. Lach. has parenthesized them. ovKen enrai. So A,
dak. K. Tu kv avTTj in

Koi

r.

C,

al.,

7rpo(l>.

dat.
14,

,

is

a modification.

— Ver.

Vulg., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].

(Elz.,

Beng., Griesb., Matth.).

tov

— Ver.
—

A,

The

8, 9, 13, al.,

Areth.

(cf.

The

ace.

A, C,

${,

7,

The unauthorized nom. is a modification
ayye.
The art. is received already by

Griesb., according to decisive witnesses in the Elz. text.
lioL.

rovg eavT. dovTiovc

Tiiyavaau.

?ia?MV(7av

8.

7.

and H.]) assure the

(Matth., Lach., Tisch. [W.

al.
)

N',

Incorrectly, Elz.: ovk earac hi.

Griesb., etc.

A, C, K,
(Elz. Beng.

A,

— Ver.

sing. T^yei (Elz., Beng., Griesb.) is modifying.

kqI keyovaiv

11.

also Vulg.), Matth., Lach., Tisch.

[W. and H.].

N has, besides the

plural,

several interpretations.

It is

manifest that in ch. x. an interlude begins, which occurs here beix. 21) and seventh (beginning in xi. 15) trum-

tween the sixth (finished in

pet-visions, just as the scene interposed in ch. vii.

seventh seal-visions.

But

between the sixth and
more difficult,

in this passage the relation is the

especially from the fact that the interlude, not so definitely circumscribed

as that of ch.

vii.,

visions, since, at

proceeds from the continuous course of the proper main

any

rate,

one part of what

first

part

was contained

upon

ix. 13-21,

is

marked

in the sixth trumpet-vision.*

maintained, as a matter of course, against

second woe in

described from x.

is

belongs to the second woe, whose conclusion

1 to xi.

in xi. 14, but

13

whose

This must be firmly

De Wette,

etc.,

who

find the

yet without supporting further false consequences

this error contrary to the context,

»

but especially against Hengsteub.,

Cf. ix. 12.
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according to

whom

JOHN.

ST.

the entire conception of the section, x. 1-xi. 14 (and

still

further of xi. 15 sqq.), coincides with the view that the episode extends from

and that

X. 1 to xi. 13,

xi.

14 immediately joins

ix. 21.

But

if

something

"Were not contained within this episode that belongs to the second woe, xi. 14

could not stand in

its place,

commits an error opposite

woe only within

but must immediately follow

to that of Hengstenb., since he

^

ix. 21.

— Ebrard

finds the second

the episode,^ and so conceals the entrance of the episode

into the course of the trumpet-visions, that he does not reckon the sixth

trumpet-plague in the second woe. Cf., besides, Vitr., who, on the other
hand, identifies the sixth trumpet-vision with the second woe, and reckons it
as continuing until xi. 16. ^

— In another form, the question recurs to the

rela-

main course of the visions, if the subject considered be how far the prophecy (x. 11) extends, which John is to proclaim as a
consequence of having eaten the book offered him by the angel (x. 2, 8 sqq.).
Prior to the exposition of the details, it may be remarked concerning the
meaning of the entire section, x. 1-xi. 14: (1) The essential reference of
the interlude in which an angel from heaven brings John a little book, in
order that he may eat it and then prophesy anew, is determined by a
formal address of the angel himself, confirmed by an oath (ver. 7), viz., that,
forthwith at the seventh sound of the trumpet, as also the entire course of
the visions hitherto leads us to expect, the end is to come.
(2) Immediately

tion of the interlude to the

with the sounding of the seventh trumpet, coincides the speedy approach of
woe (xi. 14). If it were conceded that the part of the second woe

the third

described in ch. 11 referred to the destruction of Jerusalem

(cf. ver. 8), it

would be obvious how precisely John distinguishes the proper final catastrophe, to which the chief course of the visions extends, from that act of
judgment still falling in the second woe, but at the same time also preserves
the inner connection between this special act of judgment and that final fulfilment,* i e., the eschatological character of the judgment on Jerusalem, by
representing both in the one consequence of the woe.

Vv.

An

1, 2.

his hand.

—

eldov

in that John,

angel comes

down from heaven with an open

— KaTu^aivovTa

f/c

whose own standpoint from

descend from heaven.

A

tov ovpavov.
iv. 1

is

difficulty

little

is

an angel

in heaven, sees

Eichh., therefore, explains very arbitrarily

heavenly theatre wherein the whole drama

book in

has been found

:

"In the

being represented, he descended

from that part which expressed heaven, to that which imitated the earth." ^
Hengstenb. obliterates that precise presentation from a standpoint taken in
the vision " It is most natural that John, from the earth, saw the mighty
angel descend from heaven." Nevertheless he does not admit, with De
Wette, that here, as in vii. 1 sqq., the seer has exchanged his standpoint
in heaven ^ for one on earth,
yet without understanding how the seer debut Hengstenb. does not allow the application of any distinction
scended,
between the one standpoint and the other " That John is in heaven, is to
be understood positively, and not exclusively." As, according to John iii. 13,
:

—

—

:

»

p. 348 sqq.

3

"

The

2

Viz., xi. 13.

calamities (ix. 13-xi. 14) pertain to

the second woe;

i.e.,

to the sixth trumpet."

<

Cf. Matt. xxiv.

°

Cf.,

^ iv. 1

on

thie

sqq.

other hand, also ver. 2.

—
CHAP.
Christ was " at the

same time

and on earth,"

so, in

a certain

peculiar to all believers, according

is

But the question here

20.

iii.

heaven, but concerning

in
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1, 2.

in heaven

respect, such twofoldness of existence

to Phil.

X.

not concerning ethical citizenship

is

the locality fixed

for

ecstatic

consciousness.

Evvald properly maintains the heavenly standpoint of the seer, which
as unobjectionable as in vi. 12 sqq.,
xiii.

sqq.

Cf.,

concerning

vii. 1

this, Introduction, sec. 1.

The angel distinguished from

other angels by the aXkov

mentioned in

Christ himself. ^

vii.

2 or

viii. 3,

ver. 6, is not appropriate to Christ.

judges

:

" It

would be presumption

God

sions," because only

granted

it,"

'•^

is

here

sqq., viii. 5, 7, 8, 10, ix. 1 sqq.,
uXKjov uyyeXov laxvpbv.
is,

as little as the one

The very form

When, on

of the oath,

the other hand, Hengstenb.

for a created angel to

make such

himself "could grant the Church what

profesis

here

he mistakes the announcement by the angelic messengers for

i.e., the accomplishment; and when Hengstenb. afterwards
remarks that " the appearance of Christ as an angel is in the same line with
his state of humiliation," and he therefore swears by Him who had sent him,
this neither agrees with the preceding judgment, nor is in itself correct,
because we can in no respect think of the heavenly Christ as in the form of
humiliation. More correctly, therefore, have the older expositors explained,
who regarded the mighty angel as the Lord himself in so far as they found
in his entire appearance, and his individual attributes, a glory which belonged to no mere angel. ^
The more accurate determination, however, of
the angel, transcends the text:^ we can inquire only concerning the relation
indicated by the uXkov.
De Wette, Hengstenb., etc., propose a contrast with
the trumpet-angels ^ but partly because of the designation uXk. ayy. laxvpbv,
and partly because of the parallel of the book with the sealed book, ch. v., the
reference to the ayy. laxvpov (v. 2) appears to be nearer.^ [See Note LXIII.,
TTFpi(3Ei32.r]!J.Evov ve<pE?,r]v
nvpog.
With correctness, Beng., Ew., etc.,
p. 308.]

the granting,

—

;

—

proceed to comprehend the four special points of the description in their

These

unified significance.

are, however,

emblematic attributes which must
Thus the parallel of the Hora-

be understood in the concrete biblical sense.

Nabe candentes humeros amictus augur Apollo"' appears purely accidental
and inwardly remote and as the entire description has as its intention
something more definite than to represent in general the brilliancy of the

tian

;

angel's form, so the clothing

him

in a cloud has not only the external pur-

The cloud characterizes
With this agree "the feet

pose to subdue to a certain extent that brilliancy.^
the angel as a messenger of divine judgment.^
as pillars of fire,"

3

while the rainbow, the sign of the covenant of grace,^! on

'^^

Against Beda, Alcas., Zeg., Aret., Par.,

Calov., Hengstenb., etc.

Cf. also Vitr.,

who

is unwilling to distingui.sh between the Second
and Third Persons of the Godhead. For the

correct interpretation, see Andr., Rib., Vieg.,

C. a Lap., Stern, Beng.,

De

Wette,

-

Cf. Beng.

•'

Cf. Beda, Zeg., Calov., etc.

Against Rinck,
pet angels, xvii.

1,

etc.

who means even

xxi. 9.

the trum-

b Perhaps with the eagle-angel, viii. 13 (De
Wette).
« Beng., Ebrard.
" The augur Apollo, with his shining
shoulders clothed with a shining cloud" (Lib.
I., Od. 2, ver. 31).
8 Against Ewald; cf. also Heinr., etc.
» Cf. i. 7; Hengstenb., Ebrard.
">

'"

Cf

"

Cf.

.

i.

15.

iv.

3;

Gen.

ix. 11

sqq.

—

—
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JOHN.

ST.

the head of the angel, makes the angel appear as a messenger of peace, and
the face shining like the sun ^ is an expression of the heavenly 66^a belonging thereto. The apparently contradictory emblems perfectly agree with

the message which the angel himself formally announces, ver. 7 for if the
O. T. promise confirmed by him is directed to final joy and eternal peace,
;

the fulfilment, nevertheless, does not occur without the dreadful develop*ment of a judgment which the seventh trumpet is yet to make known. Just
as, therefore, in this fivoriipiov tov deov

cede

the terrors of the act of

judgment

pre-

blessed fulfilment, so also the appearing of the lieavenly messenger

its

proclaims both at the same time.

— The wrong

interpretation of the

em-

blematic attributes of the angel ^ coincides in many expositors with the fact
that they regarded the angel Christ; as Beda: "The face of the Lord shining, i.e., his knowledge manifested by the glory of the resurrection, and the

him about

feet of

with the

fire

of the

and to announce peace illumined
and strengthened like a pillar." Zeg., Are-

to preach the gospel,

Holy

tius, etc., interpreted the

Spirit,

clouds as Christ's flesh.

Kai ex^^v

h

ry

;^ffpt

avrov

book to the book,
From a comch. v., what is said in ver. 8 sqq. first affords a judgment.
parison with ver. 5, fhe result is reached, that it was the left hand of the
angel which held the book.^ But this is designated here a small book, by
the diminutive form, not for the reason that only an inconsiderable volume
to such reflection, even a fiL,3Xaptdiov must
is adapted for being eaten,*
also not in comparison with the large form of the angel,^
appear too large,
but corresponding with the contents, which constitute only one part of the
This book is brought to the seer opened in contrast with the
3ii32,cov, ch. v.^
sealed book, which could be opened only by the Lamb, because John is to
understand its full contents, to take the book into himself (cf. ver. 9), and
0td?ujpi6iov rjveuyiiEvov.

Concerning the relation of

this little

—

—

^

then to prophesy.

Kal

edrjice

—

Tijg

y^g.

By

the angel's placing his feet of

upon the sea and the earth, he shows not only that " his intelligence
belongs to the earth and the sea (the islands);"' but more definitely according to the analogy presented in Ps. viii. 7, cviii. 10, ex. 1, and corresponding
to the entire meaning of the angelic form, he thus represents the power of
God in judgment, whose messenger he is, as extending over the whole earth.^
The significant meaning, in this passage, of the angel in general, and of his
course especially, is, however, to be understood only when the sea and the
earth are interpreted no more allegorically than the angel himself. C. a Lap.
thinks, in accord with Alcas., of heathen and Jews, to whom Christ preaches,
Hengstenb. abides by his interpretai.e., causes the gospel to be preached.
tion of the sea as the sea of peoples, and the earth as the cultivated world,
If the question be in
as Beng. by his interpretation of Europe and Asia.
fire

general, concerning a particular sign that these allegorizing explanations

do not belong to the

text, it is

answered

1

Cf.

2

Concerning the allegorical explanation of

i.

16, xviii. 1.

the whole, see the close of the chapter.
3

*

Beng.
Eichh.

in that

they either do not at

^

Beng.

«
^

Ew. See on
De Wette.

8

Cf. Ew., Hengstenb.,

»

Beng., Ilengsteub.

all ^

ver. 8 sqq.

;

Volkm.

also

De

Wette,

etc.
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3, 4.

explain the not indifferent course of the angel,

who

puts his right foot upon

the sea and his left upon the earth, or that they do so with entire

inipi-o-

John, as an inhabitant of Asia Minor, could not well, unless an
entirely vague idea be entertained of him, regard the sea otherwise than in
the definite form of the Mediterranean; while the place on earth on which

priety.i

the angel sets his foot

now concerning

be

is

naturally the Asiatic

of course a matter of indifference as to

it is

the seer could naturally have had in

but

it

main

If the question

mind

the so significant form of the angel

The angel

is

fire,

as such,

w hat part of the sea and earth
for his concrete contemplation

cannot be without more definite reference,

described posture.

land.

the idea lying in the setting-up of pillars of

;

towards which

if the region

directed be indicated by the accurately

stands with his right foot on the sea, with

and this is naturally to be concretely represented
from the precise horizon of the seer, in the given way, if the angel look
towards the south, towards the region of Jerusalem. But how well this
agrees with his message (ver. 6 sqq ) and the contents of the book brought
him, will be clear when the result is reached as to how the message of the
angel refers especially to the judgment on Jerusalem.
This applies also
against Ew. ii., who explains The angel put his right, i.e., his first (?), foot
upon the Mediterranean, and then the left upon the land, i.e., Italy and
Rome. Then only the more remote goal of the prophecy now beginning
(ch. xiii. sqq.) would be indicated, while the important reference to the
nearest object of the prophecy, Jerusalem (xi. 1 sqq.^, would in an incomhis left on the earth

;

:

prehensible

way be

lacking.

Vv. 3, 4. At a mighty call of the angel, seven voices of thunder sounded
what John, however, w'as forbidden to write.
kol hpa^e
What the
fivKuTai.
angel called, the text in no way indicates at any rate, Beng. is incorrect in
saying that what is described in ver. 6 may have been expressed by this cry.
Only in general, the threatening character ^ of this cry is to be recognized
already from the fact that the mighty voice belonging to the strong angel ^
is compared expressly with the roar of the lion,^ as in the immediately suc-

—

—

;

ceeding and, as

it w^ere,

responsive voices of thunder.

— The

word

properly expresses the bellowing of the bull,^ yet in Theocritus

®

fivKuodat

there

is

also

found fivKTjua XeaivTjg. [See Note LXIV., p. 308,]
The
at Itttu (3povTal.
art., which suggests some particular thunder, cannot refer to iv. 5.'
Ewald's
explanation, *' All seven thunders of the heavens seem to intimate that the
whole heaven must be considered as having exclaimed with an unheard-of
and terrible clamor," has no biblical foundation, and proceeds from the later
Jewish conception of seven heavens, as it ascribes to each heaven a special
thunder. Heinr. says, too indefinitely " Seven mightier thunders," but is
:

1

Cf., e.g., Stern

:

The stronger

right foot

indicates the emphasis with

— the

sea

—

is

which the world
warned of the danger of Anti-

manifestation,

and afterwards

("

In so far,

Rome, thou

to

directed

Cf. Hos. xi. 10;

Ew.

ii.

decides not incorrectly

fallest"); but the threatening

of the angel in his cry, as ia his significant

first to

Jerusalem,

Rome.

^ (jf, vi. 1, vii. 2.

Christ.
'

is

*

Phavorinus

:

xaaOai. enl ^o6?.
«

Id. xxvi. 21.

Am.

iii. 8.

^pvxacrdai enl Aeoiroc

•

Cf. Wetst.
'

Against Beng.

ju.u-

:;
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making a comparison with the

correct in

angels

^

;

for here,

by thunder,

where the question

is

ST.

seven spirits of God,i and the seven

concerning a definite manifestation

number

this occurs not only in the concrete

besides, a certain

JOHN.

seven,

outward occasion may have been given

—

— to which,

in the sevenfold

bat their sound is
description of the Divine voices of thunder, Ps. xxix.,^
regarded also by John as a significant speech (Jklulrjnav), as each thunder
uttered its special voice (t. kavribv <j>tjvdg) which brought an intelligible reve-

—

In accordance with the command, i. 11, John
prophet.
wanted to write down what the thutider had said the tjiieXaov yp., I was on
the point of writing,* which does not suit the standpoint of proper vision,
since within this any writing is inconceivable,^ is explained from the standpoint of the composition of the book but the exchange of these two standlation to the

;

;

points

is

without

when considered

difficulty,

as referring to the prophet

now

writing out his vision, and as based, indeed, upon the essential identity of
the Divine revelation, which guides the writing, as well as the gazing,

when he receives, in respect to tJiis revelation, another command
k.tX The kol has neither here, nor anywhere else, an adversative
meaning, but simply connects the new point, whose inner opposition to the
The expression
^uvtjv U tov ovpavov.
preceding is not precisely marked.®
also from the
does not compel us to regard John no longer in heaven
prophet,

Kal TjKovaa,

—

"^

;

standpoint which John occupies from

iv. 1 (cf . ver. 1),

an

the angel-attendant of

avTu

ovp.

The

ypuipi^g.

sealing

tion that finds

^

is

—

Contrary to the

reverse relation, xxii. 10.

text, therefore, is

in this passage a sealing that

entirely improper

of the thunders.

i.

—

1.

i.

complete silence concerning all
fjLT]

he could designate a

— as Beng. infers from the command,
exception, — remains an ingenious conjecture.

belonged to Christ,
suffers

U t.

That the voice
11, which here
Ew. ii. proposes
The heavenly voice demands a
See in loc.
that the thunders had uttered: o^pdytaov
kqc
to occur just by the not writing; compare the

voice sounding from the depth of heaven as a ^uv.

in

is

every explana-

any way conditional,^ and

the question as to what were the contents of the voices
Beda regarded them identical with the seven trumpets

is

Zeg., as the oracles of

all

the prophets

— before Christ

;

Hengstenb.i^ thinks:

"

what is announced later concerning the destruction of the enemies of the
kingdom of God, and the final victory, must be essentially identical with
what is here previously kept secret." Others have tried to conjecture from
the context, if not the contents, yet the subject and character, of the utterance of the thunders. Hofm. has offered what is, in every respect, the

1 i. 4, iv. 5.

Zull.,

*

Cf

6

From an

.

2

viii. 2.

Hengsteub., Ebrard.

3

Pe Wette.
Cf.

^

xii. 4.

epiration,

^

»

entirely mechanical idea of in-

the writing within

an

ecstasy of

Dan. xii. 4, 9.
Beda " Do not display the mysteries of
:

the Christian faith to

grow common,

course appears inconceivable. Thus, e.g., even
Lammert (Babel, p. 27 sq.) thinks John, who

good,

lest

enb.,

who

had actually proceeded as far as
the close of ch. ix., would have written even

"Do

further.

place.."

:

in his writing

6

Cf.

Winer,

p. 407 sqq.

all

everywhere,

neither conceal

lest

they

them from the

HengstBrightmann's paraphrase

they be altogether hidden."
justifies

:

not insert these utterances in this, but
reserve them for another, more appropriate

"

Cf. also

Ew.

Cf. also Stern.

ii.

^;
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when he imagines how the seven thunders had exnew world. Beng. considered the voices
The other
those which mightily proclaim the praise of God.

strangest suggestion,

pressed the blessed mystery of the
of thunder as

expositors have more correctly maintained the threatening significance of

the voices of thunder; but their relation to the call of the angel
trarily stated

by Herd.

:

"

The thunders declared

is

arbi-

John was

their curses, but

"

forbidden to write them, as they are not to disturb the angel's glad message
and by Eichh. " The thunders had announced the sad contents of the little
;

:

book, in order that the glad message might remain for the angel." ^
seven thunders are referred to definite individual facts by Vitr.,

The
who

understands the seven crusades and by Ebrard, w-ho thinks of the seven
acts of God which will occur before the beginning of the seventh trumpet,
;

and whereby God obtains

for his people rest,

Better than

his enemies.

the exegetes

all

and

for himself glory before

who have even attempted

to

discover something concerning the contents of the voices of thunder, did

whom

the legend says, that she wanted to

S. Brigitta

esteem the text, of

know what

the voices of thunder announced to

John she therefore prayed
from God, and received it, whereby it was revealed
to her that the thunder prophesied terrible judgments upon the persecutors
The question has also been asked, why John did not
of the Church. 2
;

for a special revelation

—

dare write the utterance of the thunders.
unbelievers would not be converted " but

Incorrectly,

;

thunder-voices had any such tendency, nor

Ew. mentions the contents

correct.^

ceeding

human comprehension

;

"

^

it
is

Ziill.

" Because

:

neither certain that the

is

the presumption in itself

of the voices of the thunder as "ex-

but John not only understood that dec-

he wanted to write
is to be increased.
Volkm. recognizes only a literary reason for writing, or rather for announcing, there is no longer time, as now the second part, the realization, comes.
laration,

but also regarded

De Wette

it.

it

intelligible to others, as

says only, that thereby the mysteriousness
:

time sufficient to refer to new announcements (vv. 6, 11)
It is w^ell simply to
such, and not as realizations.
acknowledge what is most obvious; viz., that the holy wisdom of God has
given no account as to why this special revelation has not been made uni-

Yet there

is still

for they follow as

versal

^

Vv. 0-7. The angel swears that immediately, viz., in the time of the
seventh trumpet, which is at once to sound, the mystery of God shall be
The angel can raise' only
finished.
^£^'mv eIq t. ovpavov.
^pe r. x^^P"- o^^-

—

"J"-

his right hand, because his left holds the little book, ver. 2.

cance of the gesture

is

The

He

derived from the form of the oath.

signifi-

raises his

hand to heaven as to the high and holy place where the Eternal, and Almighty dwells,^ who even himself, in swearing by himself, raises his own
Concerning the h in connection with uficoaev, cf. Matt.
hand to heaven.^

—

V.

34 sqq.

;

Winer,

p. 364.

1

Cf. ver. 9 eq., iTLKpavel

2

Cf. C. a Lap.

3

Cf. xi. 13.

*

Cf. Beng.,

who

— rw ^uvn

and y\vKv.

refers to 2 Cor. xii. 4.

etc r. aluv.

— bg ^Knoe

6

See on p.

7

cf. Dan.

8

Cf. Isa.

»

Deut. xxxii.

r.

ovpavuv,

«

25.
xii. 7;

Ivii. 15.

40.

Gen.

The

k.tX

Cf. Acts

xiv. 22.

i.

7.
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pragmatic reference of this appeal to God, as the Eternal and Creator of all
things, lies in the fact that the subject of the oath is the nvarrjpLov rov deov,
therefore something concealed in God's eternal decree, but which, in his time,

he has not only in prophecy announced,
(ver. 7),

and now through John

(ver. 11,

— through the ancient prophets
— but also the Almighty

i.

1 sqq.),

Lord will infallibly bring about,i and that, too, h ruxei (i. 1). For the
angel swears, on xpovog ovketi ecrai, " that there should be time no longer." The
authentic norm for the correct explanation of this expression is given by
what follows, which defines the same thing from the contrasted side, ulX' kv
It is accordingly not an "entrance of a modern thought," ^ but
T. 7/z., k.tX).
a complete misunderstanding of the text, when many interpreters, following
Beda,2 have understood the words xpovog omen earat, of the absolute cessation
The opposite parallel, oAA" ev r.
of time, i.e., of the beginning of eternity.
k.tX, by virtue of its chronological nature, excludes every explanawhich presents the formula ,YP"^of ovKsn earat in any other way than
Ebrard, accordingly, is also incorrect when he understands
chronologically.
by the xpovog, a season of grace. On the other hand, however, the contrast,
ver. 7, as well as also the tenor of the formula xpov. ovk. ear., forbids us to recrifiepaiQ,

tion

ognize in this a definite, technical expression of Apocalyptic chronology, as

Bengel wished, who found here a " non-clironus"

i.e.,

a period of more than

a thousand and less than eleven hundred years, and accordingly reckoned
the closing epoch of this " non-chronus "

(i.e.,

the beginning of the thousand

years' reign) as the year 1836, since the starting-point occurred, at all events,

concluding year of the second woe,^ and apparently
which the reign was established. Grot., Calov., Vitr.,
C. a Lap., Eichh., Ew., De Wette., Hengstenb., etc., have correctly recognized the fact that the words xp^v- ovk. earat express the immediate, and the
indeed very positively defined (ver. 7), beginning of that which is called in
ver. 7 the fulfilment of the mystery of God.
But naturally, from this formal
unanimity of the most expositors, there proceeds directly the greatest diverbefore the year 842, the

in the year 800, in

when the question

sity of views,

the formula, xpov.

But

7.

Vitr.

delay of time

is

is

ovk. ear.

is

concerning the more precise reference of

according to the standard of what

inaccurate, even in a formal respect,
to intervene

is

said in ver.

when he

says,

"No

between the sound of the seventh trumpet, and

the fulfilment of the prophetic oracles "

for the affirmative determination,

^

;

ver. 7, says in apposition to the

words on

xp. ovk. earai,

which deny a further

delay, that the (immediate, ver. 6) fulfilment of the mystery of

The

occur just at the time of the seventh trumpet.

not concerning a delay, perhaps

still

God

is

question, therefore,

to
is

occurring between the seventh sound

and the fulfilment of the mystery of God; but the angel
swears that between the present point of time (which falls after the close of

of the trumpet

the sixth trumpet, and before the second part of the second woe, that

is fin-

ished only at xi. 14), and the fulfilment of the mj'stery of God, which

is

to

be expected within the time of the seventh trumpet, there will be no more
1

Cf. the entirely similar reference of God's

self -designation,
-

Hengstenb.

i.

8.

^

««

At

the last trumpet, the mutable variety

of secular ages will cease."
*

Cf.

on

ix. 13 sqq.

5

Likewise Hengstenb.
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interval.
[See Note LXV., p. 309.] What, therefore, might have been
expected ah-eady after the close of the sixth seal-vision, but yet did not
and, besides, from the
occur, because ch. vii. brought a special preparation,

—

seventh seal

itself

new

the

series of trumpet-visions proceeded, ch. viii. sq.,

not to come immediately, and that, too, in the seventh trumpet.
uXk' hv r. ^fiepaig r^g (puvr/c tov
does not actually occur in xi. 16-19.^
is

—

Yet
ej3d.

—
it

uyy.

These words in combination with the immediately succeeding orav fieTi-Xy
which contain an epexegetical description of the (puvTjg t. E(3d. «yy.,
appear to require an explanation like that of Bengel: "Thus the angel
makes himself heard, not only at the beginning of these days, but continuThe additional remark, "at the end of the days
ally throughout them."
this trumpet acquires the name of the last trump " (1 Cor. xv. 52), is, of
But even the first statecourse, entirely without foundation in the context.
ment of Bengel conflicts with the analogy of all the trumpet-voices hitherto
in their proper nature (which, nevertheless, the words orav fiilXy aaTuz.
themselves recall); since, by the heavenly trumpet-sounds, not future things
themselves, but only such manifestations as signify what is to occur on
The seeming difficulty which lies, therefore, in the
earth, are introduced.
fact that what is said in ver. 7 is of the " days " of the seventh trumpet, but
which cannot be explained by regarding a continuance of the trumpet-voice
during the whole of the still future period of that (actual) day, is very
simply explained if it be acknowledged ^ that in the expression h r. ijfiepaLq r.
aaXni^Eiv^

(^uv. T. e36.

ayy. the standpoint of the vision is not purely maintained,

reference to the events of the sixth trumpet- vision

from

this last standpoint

trumpet,

viz.,

is

but the

intermingled

;

can we properly speak of the "days " of "the

of the period in which that which

is

only
last

represented to the

—

final sound of the trumpet actually occurs.
koI £Te?Jadi]' The
annexing of the conclusion is Hebraistic, since the Kal with the aor. corresponds to the Vav with the perf.^
The contextual
to ^varripLov tov deov.
determination of this idea
whose character is indicated, in general, already
by the correlate ideas of divine revelation (evTiyyiTicae), and of prophecy (r.
7rpo0.) as the human announcement of the mystery revealed on God's part*
lies partly in the fact that its actual fulfilment ^ is placed in the time of the
seventh, and consequently the last, trumpet partly in that its revelation is
conceived of by the prophets as a evayyell^eLv, i.e., a communication of a
joyful message.
Besides, it needs no special proof, that the expression tovq
kavT. 6ov'X.., Tovq 7Tpo<prjTag ^ can refer only to O. T, prophets,' but neither to N. T.
prophets,^ nor to Christ and the apostles,^ as the mystery of God revealed to
these prophets, and proclaimed by them, is infinitely more than the " divine
counsel concerning freeing Christians from the oppression of the Jews."

prophet by the

—

—

—

;

^'^

1

Against Hengstenb.,

etc.

See on that

passage.
Cf. De Wette.
Exod. xvi. 6, xvii. 4, where the LXX.
by Kal with the fut. Cf. Ewald,
Ebrard, Winer, p. 260.
2

3

translate

*

Cf. Introduction, p. 32.

s

Cf.

Luke

xviii. 31.

Concerning the ace, besides fvr)yye\icTi,
Winer, p. 209.
^ N. de Lyra, Beng., De Wette, etc.
» Grot., who seeks them altogether among

'^

cf.

the elders, v.
9

Eichh.
Eichh.

5, vii. 13.

lo
Cf. Grot.- "That indeed is, that
Christians were allowed by Hadrian a re.si.-

——

—
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to the contextual indication just given, the (mvottjpiov tov deov,

whose

contents are here declared only by the general allusion to the O. T. predic-

nothing but the glorious completion of the divine kingdom,

tions, refers to

the final goal whereto the deepest current of O. T. prophecy, which

on

is

The next authentic

that account essentially an Apocalyptic element, tends.

explanation of the proper contents of the

fivar. r. d. is contained in the heavensong of praise sounding forth after the seventh sound of the trumpet,

ly

xi. 17 sqq.

Vv. 8-11. At the command of the heavenly voice (ver. 4), John eats the
book given him by the angel, and receives the instruction that he must

little

once again prophesy.
this correct reading

only the

by

^

in the

7J:y(j}v

—

57

(puv^,

is like

mind

rjv

^Kovaa

that of

— kol liyovaav.

of the author

attraction, but also the -nakLv

is

The

construction in

but yet unsymmetrical, as here not

iv. 1,

received into the relative clause

is

placed before "kahoraav because of the con-

nection of the declaration just repeated with that mentioned, ver.

sentence in which, in any case, the aor.
perfect,

were altogether symmetrical

r/Kovaa

ij

^uvrj

ovp. "Aakovaav (iet' kfxov, ttuXlv kTMhrjaev ^et'

e/jlov

going

is

v-nayc.

As

If the

4.

intended as a plusquam-

in its reference to ver. 4 (cf. iv. 1), its

construction in accord with the nom.

Wette, Ebrard.

is

in xvi.

would run

Matt.

1,

represented, accordingly in ver. 9

:

«.

7 0wv.,

it

v. 24, viii.
is

said

4, etc. ,2

unijTida.

tjv ijk. e/c r.

Likewise

"keyovaa QJ^yav).

De

an actual

— MSe,

cf. v. 7.

book to himself (ver. 9).
How
anfjlda TrpoQ rbv uyy.
John, who continues to have his standpoint in heaven (cf. ver. 1), could
go to the angel who stands on the earth and sea, is not made perceptible

John

is

to take this

to sober view, because in the vision the question

only concerning the act

is

But even if one, like De Wette, consider that John, even prior
to ch. X., "had occupied the standpoint of Zechariah, Ezekiel, and Daniel,"
the difficulty of the aizfjTida remains essentially the same; hence De Wette
has properly reached no conclusion from this expression concerning the
of going.

—

dependent on the Mycjv,
book * is within the
entire visionary scene not to be regarded an expression intended allegorically, but as a real act of John
just as Ezekiel (ii. 9 sqq.) by eating a book
standpoint of John.

Winer,

cf.

p.

296.

Concerning this

dovvai.

inf. ,3

The eating

Koracpaye avTo.

of the

;

contents of

receives the

visionary fact
parts,

its

The meaning of the
by Beda: "Take into your inward

prophetic discourses.

correctly given already

is

What

and contain within the space of thy heart."

Jer. xv. 16 in

figurative language calls an eating of the words of divine revelation,

must be converted by the prophet
in Ezekiel, represented in
fiiTiL.

From

into

marrow and

blood,^

we

an actual visionary transaction.®

the fact that the angel speaks

of the sweet taste of the little book, but

first

John

—

nal mKpavel

of the bitter effect

dence at Jerusalem, and the free worship of
God and Christ there."
See Critical Notes.
'

2

Cf. the ^A9e, V. 7

3

Acts

xxi. 21.

;

also the Ipxov, vi. 4, 5,

7.

*

—

and then

liimself (ver. 10) the reverse,

does not follow that "both vigorously struggled for priority."'^

it

which

find here, as

Cf. ver. 10,

where the oomraand

Accord-

is fulfilled

by John.
5 Cf.,
^
'

besides, Ps. xl. 9.

Ew., etc. Cf Knobel, Proph.,
Hengstenb.
.

I. p. 373.

—
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—

not only as to order, but also
ing to the context, the " priority " belongs
to the sweetness, because the book comes first into
as to minor dignity

—

mouth and last into the belly. According to this most simple order,
John himself reports, ver. 10. The angel looks at it differently, since he
as the combination of the two expressions into one antithesis
speaks,
not according to the mere consequences, but with respect to the
shows,
The angel intends first to prepare John for the
inner nature and effect.
bitter effect, but then he also says that the book will be in his mouth
the

—
—

sweet as honey. This is also against Beng., who, by a comparison of vv.
9 and 10, immediately infers two kinds of sweetness, one before and one
after the bitterness.

— The relation

ver. 10, cf. viii. 11)

(I.,

and ylvKv

of mKpavd gov

to be determined according to both
is

is,

cjg /zi/U

KoiTuav {enucouvdr] v koc?»

tt/v

in accordance with the context,

norms

that one and the same book

:

mouth or the belly; then,
mouth and the belly is understood only

sweet and bitter according as

enters the

it

that the distinction between the

with reference to the eating. Incorrect, therefore, are both the explanation
which refers the sweetness and bitterness to the difference between the joyful

and the sad contents of the book,i
error

is

— in

connection with which a further

readily intruded, that, with a result contrary to the context, speaks

of " bitter-sweet " contents, indicating that only after a sad visitation could

— in

and also that which
book itself, of the

glorious joy enter ;2

pretation of the

the angel, vv.

8

1,

— regards

(receiving), but of speaking,

tions

and

all

the

mouth

and then

connection with a false inter-

txuXlv Trpo^^r., ver. 11,

little

of

John not

refers the bitterness to the persecu-

the hinderances with which the evangelical preaching of

or the entire Church met.^

With

correctness, Yitr., C. a Lap.,

mouth

Stern, Hengstenb., etc., have interpreted, that, as the

receiving of the revelation given in the

A

as Cod.

reads,

little

book, so the

comprehension,

i.e.,

the further scrutiny

[See Note

LXVI.,

p.

—

is

John

De Wette,

refers to the

KOiXia

and Andr. explains, disturbing the clearness

the text by mingling therewith a rash interpretation
received.

yea even of

as the organ of eating

— not

Kapdia,

of the idea of

directed to the

and perception, of the revelation

*

How

309.]

little

the sweetness of the

was hindered by the bitterness of the contents of revelation, is shown by the symbol of Ezekiel, in whose mouth the book written
with mourning and woe is wf hHl y?iVKu^ov.^ But he also went bitterly, after
he had filled his belly therewith,*' in the heat of his spirit."^
By eating the
book, John is made able to proclaim its contents. Therefore ver. 11 follows
Kal liyovaiv fiot, k.tX
The plur.^ makes the speaking subject entirely indefireception, as such,

—

nite;

the

modified var. points to the angel.

The 6d
John now cannot help

del ae ttu/uv irpoip.

designates not the inner, subjective necessity, that

prophesying, because by eating the book he has been capacitated for prophesying,^

but the objective necessity depending upon the will of God, who

1

Heinr., Ewald.

c

2

Herd., Rinck.

7

=*

Beda, Aret., Par.,

*

Cf. 1 Pet.

6

Ezek.

i.

etc.

Hi. 3; cf.

ii.

all translate.
s

10 sq.
10.

Ver. 3: 17 KocAt'a <rou TrATjo-^^creTai.
Ver. U: "ID, which the LXX. do not at
cf. xii.

6.

Beng., HengBtenb.

^
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The iiukiv does not contrast John's
accordingly gives his revelation.^
prophecy with that of the ancient prophets,^ but designates a second Trpo^?;TEvaaL of John himself, yet not a preaching after a return from exile,^ but
the new prophecy for which the eaten book has fitted him in its relation to
the prophesying practised upon the ground of previous visions.
This t^uIlv
TvpoiprjTevaaL

occurs therefore in the succeeding part of the

— noXkolg.

—

Apoc*

—

knl laolq

Beng: "To nations
beyond," in the sense that
there are still many nations, etc., which are, meantime, to come before that
is fulfilled which is here described prior to the transition to the second woe.
'ETTi has this meaning neither in Heb. ix. 17, 1 Cor. xiv. 26, nor elsewhere.
Incorrectly,

Likewise incorrectly, Ebrard: "Before nations," i.e., so that "the nations
have it declared to them." The kivl with the dat. designates, precisely as
in John xii. 1^, the object which the prophecy grasps, i.e., concerning which
the prophecy is made.
The grammatical relation is precisely the same as
in the construction of km with the dative accompanying verbs designating
joy, astonishment, etc., concerning any thing. ^
The occasion for the false
construction of the km lies, in Ebrard, in the view of the contents of the book,
and the range of the prophecy conditioned thereby. If the ttoKlv irpocpT^Teiiaat
is completed with xi. 13, and is intended for the Church, it cannot be said
here, ver. 11, that John is to prophesy concerning nations and kings; and if
Hengstenb., who likewise® finds in xi. 1-13 the prophecy announced in ver.
11, and refers it to the degenerate churches, yet explains correctly the em
Tuioig,

k.tX,

and compares therewith what is said of kings, chs. xvi., xvii., xix.,
with his view of the little book and the TrdA. Trpo^., just to

this is inconsistent

the extent that

it

is

Ewald

correct according to the context.

— who agrees

formally with Hengstenb. and Ebrard, since he also finds in xi. 1-13 the
contents of the eaten book, but interprets this
the destruction of Jerusalem
since the prophecy xi. 1-13

— refers

em

the

new prophecy
Tuiolg,

as referring to

k.tXj to xi.

2, 7,

actually one concerning Jerusalem,

is

it

9

but

;

cannot

well be called at x. 11 a prophecy concerning peoples, nations, languages,

and many

Besides,

kings.''

the angel, ver.

result, therefore, is

we must

Ew. has understood the

with relation to

2,

not that the im

Rome
is

significant position of

as capital of the world.

The

explained ungrammatically, but that

seek the correct reference of the nuTuv

cur with the correct view of the contents of the

which must conbook eaten. Upon this

TTpo(^riTevaat,

little

depends the ultimate determination of the view of the entire transaction
in ch. X.

The

allegorical explanations are to be rejected, as entirely in violation

which betray their arbitrariness by their

of the context,

The mighty

angel, ver.

1,

can as

little

infinite diversity.

stand for the Emperor Justin, the

defender of the Church against the Arians, and the Emperor Justinian,

1

Cf., in general,

3

Primas, Beda, Vieg.

*

Grot.,

Ebrard,

Alcas.,

etc.,

who,

mination, vary

one another.

i.

1 sqq.

De Wette,

Beng.

Hengstenb.,

more accurate

deter-

in other respects

from

in the

much

«

°

Winer,

e

Cf. also Klief.

^

t^s
8

i.e., all

yri^.

Ver.

p. 368.

the world, those /caToi/coCfTe?

Cf. v. 9.
8.

N. de Lyra,

eiri
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X. 8-11.

or^ the evangelical preachers, as whose representative others, like Beda
already, understand John, or indeed the Pope,^ as the little book eaten by
John can be the Codex *Justinianus,^ or the N. T.'* The most important
interpreters * are unanimous in regarding the contents of this little book,
which is eaten, as prophecy wliich is written in the Apoc. itself, and
But there is controversy both
that, too, in the part which follows ch. x.
as to the more accurate determination of the section which is regarded as
containing the prophecy proceeding from the book that is eaten, and also,
which is essentially connected therewith, as to the relation between the
book that is eaten, and the seal-book, ch. v. The opinion that both books
are identical^ is answered already by the fact that John, after having thus
far prophesied upon the ground of the book of ch. v., now is to prophesy
anew upon the ground of the little book that is eaten. Accordingly, the
directly opposite view is readily suggested, that both books have nothing
whatever to do with one another, but that the little book, ch. x., contains
something entirely peculiar, viz., what is described in xi. 1-13: i.e., according to Grot., Wetst., Eichh., Ew., the fate of Jerusalem; according to
Hengstenb., the fate of the degenerate Church.' But it is neither correct
that the contents of the book of fate, ch. v., are already fully settled in
what has been hitherto given, ^ nor is it conceivable that that book of fate
should contain nothing of the fate of Jerusalem, the "degenerate Church,"^
which is not to be revealed to the prophet until by the little book, ch. x.;^**
neither, if the contents of the book that is eaten be limited to xi. 1-13,
whether in Ewald's or Hengstenb. 's sense, does it agree with the statement of
ver. 11, according to which John is to prophesy concerning peoples and
many kings. The instance deduced from ver. 11 ^^ applies also against Vitr.,
who, in the little book of ch. x., finds a part of the book of ch. v., limits its

contents likewise to xi. 1-13, and interprets
calamities of the Western Church.
that the

little

book of ch.

x.

The

it

as a prophecy concerning the

correct point in Vitr. is the view

comprises a part of

contained in the book of fate of ch.

v.

viz., all

;

all

that which

is

that which has

to

happen

not, as yet,

issued from the book of fate through the succession of seal- and trumpetin other words, all that from xi. 1 has been written by John in
consequence of the del as kOIlv Trpo<p7)Tevaai., k.tX ^^ therefore not in the false
sense ^^ that " the book of completion " only substantially repeats, in its way,

visions

;

;

the contents already present in the preceding " book of declaration."
follows from what in x. 11

is

This

said concerning the prophecy of John, which

proceeds from the book which was eaten but it admits the less a restriction
to xi. 1-13 (where what is said is concerning Jerusalem), and rather re;

quires the

J

more certainly the further reference

According

to the older Protestant expos-

itors.

Cf. also Ebrard.
Against Hengstenb.
Hengstenb.
Against Ewald, etc.

»

3

X. de Lyra.

6

C.

lo

Ew., De Wette, Hengstenb.,

etc.

written, ch. xii.

C. a Lap., Zeger, Calov.

o

Grot., Calov., Vitr., Beng.,

is

t

Luther.

a Lap.,

what

"

2

Aret., etc.

to

"

Cf. ver. 6 sqq.

"

Beng.,

De

Wette.

" Volkm.

—
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sqq., as the discourse of the angel, x. 6 sq.,

ST.

JOHN.

extending to the

full end,

stands

more significant parallel with the contents of the book brought by him.
For it also agrees with this, that the 'ku1li> 'Kpo(l)rirevoai of John in no waystands out of connection with the book of fate including of itself the entire
prophecy concerning what was to occur; but rather not only does xi. 1-13
belong in the series of the woes, but also all that from xi. 15 succeeds the
trumpets, which by means of the seals, from the last of which they have
proceeded, belongs to the sphere of the book of fate. And when the angel,
in

who

brings the

this,

that the most immediate object of the

Jerusalem

little

(xi. 1 sq.)

ultimate end

;

so that

book, looks towards Jerusalem, ver.

;

new prophecy,

2, it

agrees with

ver. 11, is in fact

but the perspective opened, ver.

from the

little

7, extends to the
book, in the fulness corresponding to

Thus the little
book which was brought to John opened, and was eaten by him, appears to
be an inner instruction and interpretation given the seer concerning visions
still impending, and which are to continue until the full end.
And the
more important the subjects of the prophecy that now follow,
for we
come now to the proper goal, while all that precedes is only preparatory,
the more natural appears the new special preparation of the prophet.
ver. 11, there follow also the prophecies of ch. xii. sqq.

—

Notes by the American Editor.
LXIII.

Ver.

1.

uTiXov uyyeXov iaxvpbv.

Such a
Alford: "This angel is not, and cannot be, our Lord himself.
supposition would, it seems to me, entirely break through the consistency of
Throughout the book, angels are the ministers of the
apocalyptic analogy.
Divine purposes, and the carriers-out of the apocalyptic course of procedure,
but are everywhere distinct from the Divine Persons themselves.. In order to
this their ministry, they are invested

with such symbols and delegated attributes

as beseem in each case the particular object in view ; but no apparent fitness of

such symbolical investiture to the Divine character should induce us to break
through the distinction, and introduce indistinctness and confusion into the
book. When St. John means to indicate the Son of God, he indicates him
plainly
none more so. When these plain indications are absent, and I find
the name ayyElog used, I must take leave to regard the agent as distinct from
him,
however clothed, for the purpose of the particular vision, with his
delegated power and attributes."
;

—

LXIV.
The
fiVKTJiia

3.

word to thunder
^schylus, Prometheus, 1062:

application of the

in

Ver.

—

/3pov7iJ5

JU.U/CTJJU.'

fivKuTai,
is

very forcibly illustrated by the

aTepa/avoi'."

" Qaickly from hence depart,
Lest the relentless roar

Of thunder stun your

soul."

— Plumptre's Translation.

"

NOTES.

LXV.

Ver.

6.

309

XP^vog ovKirt earai.

Stier: "The Greek word xpovog applies equally to a long interval, a respite,
a delay, a postponement; and we have already had several instances in which
it has been so used, as, for instance, in ch. ii. 21, where we find it rendered

space to repent;' and ch. vi. 11, where it stands for a further period of rest
Therefore the meaning is simply this: that, whereas the
angel with the seal demands an interval of time before the opening of the
seventh seal, which interval is to be employed in sealing the servants of God,
so this angel, on the contrary, denies any further space for repentance, any
respite for the ungodly, before the sounding of the seventh trumpet.
He
*

and expectation.

affirms that stroke
will

be finished."

is

to succeed stroke,

and

that, in a certain limited period, all

So, also, Beck, who, in illustration of this

refers to its derivative xpo^l^^'-vi Matt. xxiv. 48, "

My lord

meaning

of xpov<K,

delayeth his coming;

5, "while the bridegroom tarried ;" Heb. x. 37, " He that shall come will
come, and will not tarry. ^^ " Space of time " is the uniform meaning of xpovoc
both in the Apocalypse (ii. 21, vi. 11, x. 6, xx. 3) and the Gospel of St. John

XXV.

(v. 6, vii. 33, xii. 35,

xiv. 9).

LXVI.
J.

Ver.

Gerhard (quoted by Calov.):

9.

rroiKpavel ttjv KOiTuav,

"The

pleasure of the

mouth

is

a symbol of

the pleasure which the godly derive from the revelation of divine mysteries
before they fully perceive them. The dolor ventris is a symbol of the pain
which they derive from the consideration of the persecution to be described in
the succeeding prophecy, which antichrist will exercise against the Church at
the end of the world." Primasius: "When you have received it, you will be
delighted by the sweetness of the Divine speech (Ps. xix. 15), the hope of
promised salvation, and the charm of Divine justice. But you will experience
the bitterness when this is to be preached to both devout and undevout." Stier:
"The evangelizing to the prophets must always have been fraught with a
certain degree of bitterness to

the belly,

i.e.,

to

man

human

nature."

Luthardt: "Bitter poison to

so far as he belongs to this transitory world

(cf. 1

Cor.

vi.

sweet joy (cf. Ps. xix. 11), for it is a word of
judgment to the world, but redemption to the Church, which, with its mouth,
preaches God."
13); but so far as

he

is

God's,

it is

—
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CHAPTER
The

ST.

JOHN.

XI.

before Ti^yuv (Elz. is without
accordance with A, N, 6, 7, al.
Besides the var. eyeipai (Elz.), eyeipov also occurs (cf. Wetst.); both as an
interpretation.
Ver. 4. koruTeg. So A, C, t?i, 2, 4, 6, al., Beng., Matth.,
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Without witnesses is the correction iaruoaL (Elz.).
Only twice is the more grammatical, and therefore more*
Ver. 5. de?i£i.
suspicious, form BelrjaTj (Elz., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]) found, viz., in A, 5<; the
first diTi-ri (Elz.) is entirely unwarranted.
Properly Beng. already wrote BileL
both times.
Ver. 6. The decision as to whether, after a relatively compounded
form like dodKig, either mv (so here Elz., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], in accordance with A, {{) or uv (as C actually has it) is to be written, does not depend
upon critical testimonies concerning a particular passage; cf. my notes on 1
John iii. 20.
Ver. 8. For v/xuv after Kvpcog (Elz.), Beng. already, in accordance
with all the witnesses, substituted avruv.
Ver. 9. iKplovaiv. So A, C, J{, 12, 28,

Yer.

all

1.

interpolation koI 6 uyysTiog

eiarTjKei

So Lach., Tisch.,

iyeipe.

attestation.

)

in

—

—

—

—

—

Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], instead of the emendation
Griesb., Matth.).

and H.].

—Ver.

Modified, Elz.

:

So A, C,

evcppaivovrai.

10.

ei'^pav^^aovrat (Vulg.).

u(p7jaovaiv (Elz.,

Beng.,

N, 12, 28, Lach., Tisch.

— Ver.

11.

ev avrolg.

[W.

Correctly

Only for the purpose of avoiding
accepted by Lach., Tisch., from A, 18.
harshness of construction with elafj'kdev is it written: avrolg (C, 7, 17, Erasm., 1,
The var. kir' avrolg (12)
2, 3, Beng.), evr' avrovg (Elz.), eig avTovg (X, 2, 4, 6, al.).
indicates what is correct.
Ver. 12. The reading fjKovaa (Beng., Tisch.), supported by 5^ corr., 4, 6, 8, 9, al., Syr., Copt., Andr., al., deserves the preference
to the certainly well-attested ^Kovaav (Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]). See
exposition. —Ver. 16. The art. ol is lacking before die. reaa. irpeafi. in A, C, i«],
Lach., and before ev r. d. Kad. in A, Lach. But, in the second place, the art.
which, because of the retrospection to iv. 4, 11, especially cannot be absent in
Kudrjvrai (C, 3,
the first place, is to be recognized besides in the paraphrase ol
The omission also can be accounted for because of the
4, al., Tisch. IX.).
similarity of the preceding syllable.
Tisch. is right in supporting the rec,
Ver. 18. Instead of the dat., Lach.
which has the article in both places.

—

—

—

(small ed.) has written the accus.

according to A.

But

from

rovg dyiovg until rovg fieydXovg, of course

in his larger edition he has altered the reading, because

C

But the entirely
senseless ace. can have its origin only in a slip in the MSS., which w^as occasioned possibly by the succeeding accus.
Ver. 19. The b before h r. ovp,, which
is lacking in K, Elz., Tisch. 1854, is found in A, C, 14 (Lach., Tisch. 1859 and
(also Xi) offers only the

two accusatives

rovg

fiiKp.

koI rovg fiey.

—

IX. [W. andH.]).

The

first

part of the chapter, extending until ver. 14,

— with which the

chapter would more properly end, because the second part (ver. 15 sqq.)

belongs throughout to oh.
nuTitv npocpTjrevaai,

xii. sqq.,

— contains the

which was committed

to

John

first

manifestation of the

at the close of ch. x.

The

—
CHAP.
present Trpo^jyma, moreover,

is

John must perform

act which

XI.
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1.

opened with the description of a significant
in the vision

— just

as the ancient prophets,

by significant acts, prophesied to the people.^ With a measuring reed he
must measure the temple, but not its outer court for, as the heavenly voice
;

immediately afterwards
forty-two months (vv.

signifies, this is

given to the heathen,

down

who

are for

During this time
so further sounds the heavenly voice, from whose report John afterwards
passes to his own prophetic discourse, ver. 11
two witnesses of Christ
shall come forth as preachers of repentance, who, only after the completion
of their testimony, shall be slain by the beast out of the abyss, and that, too,
2) to tread

1,

—

the holy city.

—

in Jerusalem, where, to the joy of the godless world, their unburied corpses

But after three days and
a half these witnesses shall be revived by God, to the terror of their enemies,
before whose eyes they shall be raised to heaven (vv. 11, 12).
A mighty

shall lie exposed to view in the street (vv. 3-10)

earthquake then destroys a tenth of the

city,

and

itants; the survivors are converted (ver. 13).
is

an end

at

Ver.

;

De

seven thousand inhabthis the second

woe^

the third cometh quickly.

Kai

1.

vi. 11.

kills

— With

By whom, remains

sdodT} not.

AVette,

Ew.

fulfilled there that to

ii.,

just as undetermined as

think of the angel of ch.

which he was called

it

to Christ,

but

That a
form, by its
Of course,

bfioiog (tu^dcf).

to a certain extent explained as to its

/lirpov,^ is

—

Kd?{.nfj,oc

viii. 2,

who, however, has

Beng.^ refers

;

to this, ver. 3 (^apr, uov) does not constrain.

reed serves as a

x.,

resemblance to a

rule.

the giver of the

meant; but it is incorrect, if one, as even Beng.,
as the formally determined subject, and then by metonymy

regard the
reaches

A^ywt/,

without construction, as

iv.

1.

Kaka(jiog is

KuTiUfiog

its giver.

—

eyecps kuI fiiTpijaov.

From

the

eyetpe it

does not follow, that

John was "in another posture of body,"^ perhaps kneeling; the
otherwise than in Mark v. 41; John v. 8; Luke v. 23
correspond-

previously

—

eyeipe

—

ing to the Heb. Dlp,^

is

only excitatory with respect to the closely connected

—

It is not the purpose of the measuring, as the antithesis in ver. 2
undoubtedly shows, to make visible the relations of space, which, besides, is
not conceivable in the measuring of the wpoaKwovvTe^,
as in l^zek. xl. 1 sqq.
the temple-building beheld by the prophet in its completion was measured
in all its parts, because he is to learn its dimensions accurately,^
but just
as in Am. vii. 7^ that is measured which was destroyed, with respect to
Kal fjiETpJ

—

—

is to be exempted from destruction, so John must here measure what
mentioned in ver. 1, because this is to be exempted from the destruction
to which what is not measured (ver. 2) is abandoned, and is therefore to be
preserved.
In this formal understanding. Grot., Eichh., Ew., De Wette,
Liicke, Hengstenb., etc., agree, much as they diverge from one another in

what
is

*

sqq.
i.

1

Kings xxii. 11; Isa. xx. 2; Jer. xix. 1
Cf also Acts xxi. 11. Kuobel, Proph.,
.

420 sqq.
2

"

Beng.

Num. x. 35; LXX. i^eyep0ei<;.
LXX. avda-Ta. Mic. vi. 1; LXX.
7 cf. Ew., De Wette, etc.
"

Cf. ix. 13 eqq.

Ew.

3

Cf. also

4

Cf, Ezek. xl. 3:

(caAa/i.o5 /xerpoi'.

8

Hl'Sn

HJp; LXX.:

Cf. Rev. xxi. 15.

is

:

Cf. Hab. iv. 6.

iii.

8;

aviivTrjBu

Cf. Rev. xxi. 15 sqq.; also Zech.

similar.
»

Ps.

:

:

ii.

5 sqq.

;
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more detailed

its

tion of the

here

'finds

interpretation.

new building

ST.

JOHN.

It is, therefore, incorrect to find the inten-

who

in the measuring; whether in Bengel's sense,

a confirmation of Ezek.

xl., viz.,

the prophecy of the building of

the temple of Ezekiel at Jerusalem actually to occur at the end of days

;

or

who understand the vadg t. d. of the true
its glorious new building, in connection with

in the sense of the allegorists,

Church of Christ, and refer to
which the old Protestant expositors ^ regard the destruction of that which
was consecrated (vv. 2, 13), as the Roman-Catholic degeneration, Jerusalem
(ver. 8) as papal Rome; while the Catliolics have in view the removal of
the O. T. sanctuary, and the separation of wicked members of the Church,
rhv vabv tov deov.
ver. 2.'^
See in general on ver. 13.
That part of the
entire lepov which contained the holy of holies, the holy place, and the
porch the proper temple-building,^ in distinction from the entire space
Incorrectly, Weiss * " The congregation of
of the outer courts, of. ver. 2.
believing Jews."
to dvaiaarripLov.
Only the altar of incense can be meant
since only this, and not the altar of sacrifice,^ stood in the vaor.^ For the
argument of Hengstenb., that the vabg itself is to be understood figuratively of the Christian Church, because here the altar of incense in the same
is removed, there is no occasion.
But, also, on the other side, the argument
of De Wette is unsuitable, that in vi. 9, viii. 3, what is said pertains not to
the altar of sacrifice, which does not occur at all in the Apoc, but to the
altar of incense for since the vabg t. d. (ver. 1) is different from the vad^ r. d.
6 Ev T. ovpavu (ver. 19), just so little has the dvoiaoTTjpuw (ver. 1) to do with the

—

;

:

—

;

heavenly altar,

viii. 3, vi. 9.

—

koI tov^

npooKwovvTag kv avTu,

viz., rd> vau.

Vitr.

and explains the ev by apud, since he interprets r.
TTpooKw. by metonymy ' " the place in which the people were accustomed to
adore God," and thus finally derives "the court of the Israelites." To this
view, conflicting with the idea of the vad^, and with ver. 2,
which, besides,
appears entirely confused by the fact that Vitr.^ understands by the dvaiaoT.
properly Christ,
he comes in order not to be compelled to conceive of the
npooKwovvTsc in the vaog, and at the altar found therein as exclusively priests,
But as cerof whom many of the older Catholics, as C. a Lap, alone think.
tainly as also the vadc t. d. is to be sought in Jerusalem (ver. 8), and the
whole chapter is to be referred to the impending destruction of the city,^ just
refers avru to dvataar.,

:

—

—

so certainly does the position of those TTpoaKwovvreg in the vaog itself appear
as one of the ideal features,
it

to the sphere of a

mere

which explain the whole prophecy, and extend
That John beholds

foretelling of a future event.

true believers from Israel transferred to the vabg

open only

r. &.,

otherwise standing

knowledge of the priestly
But as in ch. vii. he reports

to priests, is interposed because of his

character of

all believers,

Jews and

Gentiles. ^*^

the sealing of believers out of Israel, as a necessary preparation for the

judgment impending over

Israel

;

so here, where the

judgment breaks upon

1

Par., Vitr., etc.

e

Eichh., Heinr.,

2

C. a Lap., Stern.

'

Cf. also Grot.

3

Matt, xxiii. 35, xxvii. 51.

»

Cf. Zeg., etc.

*

Stud. u. Krit., 1869, p. 30.
Grot., Vitr., Hengstenb.

9

See on ver.

6

»o i. 6, v. 10.

De Wette,

13.

Cf. also

vii. 15.

Stern, Ebrard.

;
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2, 3.

God

Israel those believers together with the proper dwelling of

just as he protects the vabq

LXVIL,

before

r. 0.

are measured^

[See Note

sinking in judgment.^

its

332.]

p.

k.tX Incorrectly, Luther: "The inner
Also Vitr., Ewald,^ ZiilL, object not only to
the expression, but also to what was said in ver. 1, since they conceive of
Ver.

KaX

2.

T^v t^udet

r. avTi.

ah^v

rfiv

bad

choir," after a

toi-

rfiv

e^udev,

variation.

vaov in the sense of

r.

avA,

k^uripav

tt/v

r. v.,

and distinguish^

an outer and an inner court, the latter of which, as belonging to the vaog^ is
measured with it. But the expression l^ud. t. d.* confirms rather the idea
given, ver. 1, of the vaoc alone to be measured, i.e., the proper temple-build-

which the

ing, outside of

avXi/j i.e.,

the entire space of the court,

lies.^

Arbi-

by Weiss: "the congregation of unbelieving
The casting out, viz., beyond the reach of that which is
Jews."
EK^ake e^u.
to be measured, is determined, according to the sense as well as the form of
the idea, by the parallel addition, koI (iri ainriv (leTpijay^^^ yet in the significant expression ' the point must not be overlooked, which Eichh. alone, and
trarily, the aiiA^ is interpreted

—

without the textual reference to the boundaries of the space to be measured,
otl
in his unhappy paraphrase makes equivalent to "declare profane."^
sdodTj Tolg edvemv,for it is given to the Gentiles, viz., by the Divine decree; as

—

the immediately following fut. naTrjaovm, which describes the impending fulfilment of this decree, unambiguously declares.

Entirely in violation of the

whose immensity,

context, Beng. remarks that the Gentiles, on account of
i.e.,

innumerableness,^ the outer court shall not be measured, shall at one

Improper also

day worship there.
tained

is

the mingling of the idea, that the

sacrificial service at the altar of

bloody
:

^^

intended by

it is

the Gentiles shall tread (narTiaovm,

Allied with this

holy city.i^

is

burnt offerings

is

not to be main-

only that according to the Divine decree,

this,

Luke

xxi. 24) the court

and the

entire

the determination of the Kacpol edvuv by the

schematic temporal specification

:

fi^vag reaoapuKovra kol 6vo, i.e.,

according to the type of the treading

down

3^ years,^^

of the holy city and the sanctuary

by Antiochus Epiphanes.
Ver.

3.

dojoo) rolg

n.

not in the form of the

dvalv (xaprvalv

The

fiov.

infin.,^^ jjut is described,

object of duau follows here,

according to the Hebrew way,

in the succeeding clause, Kai Trpo^T^r.
Formally and materially incorrect are
i* " the holy city," ^^ which
itjao), " constancy and wisdom,"

the additions to

are expressly rejected already

De Wette

unsuitably,

by

Unnecessarily, although in fact not

Vitr.

supplies "direction

—

The art. rolg allows
known already, who, as

and power."

us to think only of two definite witnesses, otherwise

the entire description until ver. 12 establishes, are personal individuals, but

De Wette, LUcke

»

Cf. also

'

Cf. Gott., Gel.

3

Cf. Ezek. xl. 17 eqq,

<

Cf. xiv. 20;

B

De Wette,

6

Beng.,

Am.,

Mark

8

(p. 354).

vii. 15.

3

Cf Matt.

John

.

10.

:

" Exconununicate."

De Wette,

lo

Against

"

Cf. Matt. iv.

" = 3^

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

Ewald, De Wette, Hengstenb.,

Kacpoi,

etc.

5.

Dan.

vii. 25, xii. 7;

14.

As vl. 4, vii. 2.
» N. de Lyra, C. a

i3

Ebrard.
7

Cf. Vitr.

» vii. 4, 9.

1861, p. 1013.

viii.

12

;

John

ix.

34 sqq.,

xii.

31

"

Beza.

Lap.

Rev.

xii.
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not " allegories of potencies." ^ The witnesses are meant ^ to be witnesses
(iiapT. fnw),^ which accordingly is understood in general of itself,

of Christ

because, as all true

npo(i>T]Tda

proceeds from Christ,^ so also

is

actually

it

but here it is especially applicable, because the witnesses
come forth as preachers of repentance during an essentially Messianic visitation of judgment, and, besides, have to suffer from the same hostility as that
directed to Christ

;

^

by which the Lord himself is brought to the cross, ver. 8. But from this it
does not follow^ that Christ himself is to be regarded as speaking; but the
heavenly voice ^ speaks only in Christ's name.
Tjixipag x'-'^'^^^^ diaKoalaq i^rjuovTa.
"^

—

The

specification of the forty-two

months,

shows that

ver. 2, after the days,

during this whole time, the prophetio speech of the two witnesses is
They are thus, above all things, preachers of repentheard.
Tzept^. ouKKovg.
daily,

—

ance; for the penitential garb,^ which they themselves have adopted, ^"^ puts
before the eyes of the hearers what the prophetic testimony demands.

Ver.

The two witnesses

4.

of Christ (ver. 3) are further characterized in

and that, too, from Zech. iv. for the definite art.,
al 6vo f A., at 6vo Xvxv., points back to this, as the entire verse is based upon the
sense and expression of Zech. iv. There Zech. beholds a golden candlestick
with seven lamps, the symbol of the Church of God,!^ besides two olive-trees,
to the right and left of the candlestick, which receives from them its oil.

their nature

and

calling,

;

"two anointed ones that
two defenders and guardZerubbabel and the high priest
Joshua ^^ but the symbol represents that only by the Spirit of God, and not
by man's own power, the restoration of the kingdom of God can be effected,
ver. 6. With this symbol of Zech., John agrees when he designates the two
witnesses of Christ as al 6vo sTialatf and as evuircov tov Kvplov Tf]g yiiq earuTeg.
The latter expression, whose harsh incorrectness (al taru^Teg) is explicable
by the reference to the persons represented under the symbols of eXalai and
?Lvxviai,^'^ designates as little as the corresponding words in Zech. the two
witnesses as representatives of the Church against the world,i^ but as servants of God,i6 ^7ho is here called, accordingly, the Lord of the world,"

The two

eTuilai

(LXX.)

designate, besides the Ivxvta,

stand by the Lord of the whole earth; "
ians of the theocracy given by God,

^^ viz.,

the

—

;

—

because he shall establish the fact that he

is

the Almighty,

who

sends his

and protects them against all enemies, ver. 5, and
to the terror of their enemies can glorify ^^ the KaTOLKovvreg em rjjg yrjg, ver. 10
Deviating, however, from Zech., John designates the two witnesses,
sqq.
not only as two khilai, but also as two Ivxviai. He, of course, derives this
servants into their

office,

1 Ebrard, who will in no way concede that
they are symbols of individuals.
2 Ewald, De Wette, etc.

3

Cf. ver. 8

:

6 /cupto? avTiov.

Cf. xix. 10.

6

Cf. X.

6

Beng., Hengetenb., Ebrard.
Cf., on the other hand, the 6 Kvp. avruiv

7.

Cf. xxii. 7.

s

Jer. iv. 8; Jon.

LXX.:

"
"

cf.

5

;

Matt.

xi. 21.

"

4.

Cf. Rev.

i.

20.

yrj<;.

1 sqq.

Cf. v. 13.

Winer,

Against Ebrard,

p. 499.

who

understands

Rev. viii. 2. Cf. Isa. vi. 1.
on the other hand, ver.
Cf. Beng.

*^ Cf.,
iii.

iii.

iii.

Trapeo-r^xrao-t /cvptw 7ra<n)5

the

V'1J<n~S3 p'15< as the Persian ruler of the
world, and accordingly, in this passage, the
*cvpios t^? 7^? as "the Lord of this world."
1^

(ver. 8).
8

Cf. Matt.

*^

«•

''

i"

*2

"

13.
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5.

another application

it

kingdom

neither concerning the

of

God

for

;

what

is

in itself, nor its up-

building through Christ's two witnesses, but concerning a judgment upon

"the holy city," during which the two witnesses preach repentance, and
In no respect have the two witnesses aught to
do with the preservation of the temple. ^ The idea of the one h'xvia in
the sense of Zech. has therefore no place here.
But John comprehends the

that, too, in vain, ver. 7 sqq.

symbol of the ?.vxviai in essentially the same significance as that of the elalai,
when, precisely in the sense of Zech. iv. 6, he portrays what was just before
expressed in clear words (dwaw roig fidpT. fi. kol irprxprirevaovaiv)', viz., that the
efficiency of the two witnesses depends upon the Divine Spirit, not upon
their own power, and hence becomes truly prophetic.
John, therefore,
describes the prophetic character of the two witnesses of Christ as like those
two anointed ones in Zech. but that he will not express the identity of the
persons, nor designate the two witnesses as Zerubbabel and Joshua, who
then must be regarded as repeated, follows partly from the deviation from
Zech., and partly from other specifications in the context, ver. 3, ver. 5 sqq.^
Ver. 5 sq Description of the miraculous power with which the two
;

witnesses are furnished in order, until their testimony
their enemies,

and

tures of the description, viz., ver.

and

Even

is finished,^

to attest their divine commission.
6,

The

to

ward

ofE

particular fea-

are derived from the histories of Elias

acknowledged by all expositors,
which are in no way understood
allegorically, of itself renders it in the highest degree improbable that the
description here is meant to be allegorical but also the individual expressions of the text guard against the " spiritual " interpretation, as it has been
applied from Primas and Beda to Hengstenb. and Ebrard.
Whether in
ver. 5 (jTvp eKTropeverai e/c tov arofiarog avruv, /c.r./l.) there be an allusion to
2 Kings i. 10 sqq., where Elijah calls down fire /row heaven which consumes
his enemies, 4 remains uncertain the parallel with Jer. v. 14 ^ is more probable, but in connection with this the different character of the two passages
dare not be overlooked. In Jeremiah the icords of God are mentioned, and
]Moses.

this retrospective allusion,

to the miracles of those ancient prophets

;

—

;

how when

given in the

said in Sir. Ixviii. 1

:

mouth

of the prophet they are like fire
ug nvp, kol 6

avegrri 'H/lmf Trpo^riTTjg

?/)yog

;

just as

avrov ug

it is

?.a/nTrug

In this passage, however, nothing is said of Gofrs icords coming
from the mouth of the prophet,'^ but only of fire which proceedeth
from his mouth. What is said in Jer. v. 14, by way of comparison,
appears here, just as above, ix. 17, in dreadful reality; and that the words
Trip e/cTTop. £/c r. arbn. avT. are, nevertheless, meant figuratively, follows from
their deadly ^ effect described immediately afterwards in the parallel clause,
which, besides, is expressly referred by the ovrug to the fire for this ovtu^ ^
tKalero.^

like Jire

;

^

Ver. 1, wherein

new

many erroneously

find the

^

building of the Christian Church symbol-

and

ized.
2

See on ver.

*

Ewald, De "Wette,

5

Beng., Hengstenb., etc.

13.

3

Cf. ver. 7 sqq.

etc.

"

Then stood up
word burned

Elias the prophet as

fire,

lamp."
7 Against Beda, X. de Lyra, Aret., Par.,
Calov., Hengstenb., Ebrard. Cf Grot. " Their
prayers excite God's wrath."
his

like a

.

«

Cf. ix. 18.

'•>

:

Cf. Sir. xlviii. 3.
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says " By the fire proceeding out of their mouth " ^ and designates the punishment corresponding to the guilt of the eklsLv adLKfjaal.'^ But if the nvp
is understood figuratively, the anoKTavdfjvat must then be referred to the fact
that to unbelievers the gospel is a savor of death unto death for the adiKTjaai
must also then be figurative no less than the entire succeeding statement.
The allegorists are, also, mostly consistent in this, but they arrive at the
:

;

;

most wonderful interpretations. In the "power to shut heaven, that it rain
6, the two witnesses are like Elijah ;3 even the specification of
time here corresponds, as the days of their prophetic employment during
which it is not to rain,* agTee, according to ver. 3, with the three and a half
years during which Elijah kept the heaven shut.^ The further "power over
the waters (im) ® to turn them to blood," the two witnesses have in common
with Moses i' the last words also, Koi Traru^ai Tfjv yrjv ev Tzuari TiT^rjyy, k.tX, contain a retrospective view to the plagues with which Moses smote the Egyptians,^ although unlimited power is given both witnesses " to smite the earth
with all plagues as often as they will." These decided words once more
make it manifest in the most definite way, that the issuing of fire from the
mouth of the witnesses, the closing of the heaven, and the turning of water
into blood,® are clearly particular /j/a^wes of the kind inflicted by Elijah and
Moses. If we are not to interpret 1 Kings xvii., Jas. v. 17, Exod. vii. sqq.,
allegorically, we must abide also in this passage by the literal sense, yet
must not deduce therefrom that " the power of the keys " ^^ is here ascribed
the two witnesses, in virtue of which they close the heaven spiritually, and
hold back the spiritual rain of the gospel,^^ cause bloodshed to come from the
gospel,^2 Qp
if the vdara which are turned into blood be understood as the
could
waters out of which the antichristian beast (i.e., the papacy) arises
excite the conflicts between popes and antipopes.^^ This kind of consequent
allegorizing was doubtful already to Grot., who, therefore, tries to escape
with the vague explanation, " There is nothing so great which they do not
obtain on asking from God." ^^
Ver. 7. drav releaum. " When they shall have finished." ^^
^5 eTjplov to
aval3alvov Ik tt/q uBvaauv.
Only the infernal nature of the beast is to be
learned from his rising out of the abyss,i® and his definitely antichristian
character further, from his contending against the witnesses of Christ,!"^ and
overcoming and slaying them. The more detailed explanation of the beast,
John himself does not give until chs. xiii. and xvii. The mention of the
beast in this passage is undoubtedly proleptical,^^ inasmuch as the concrete
idea of the antichristian power under the definite form of the beast from
not," ver.

—

—

—

;

1

Ew.,

2

Beng.,

«>

Zull.

De

Kings xvii. 1.
* Concerning the accus. raj
avT., cf. Winer, p. 215.
8

Jas. V. 17.

6

Cf.

'

8

Exod. vii.
Cf. Exod.

9

Cf. also

vi. 8,

i7/u,epas

t. 7rp.

where the accus. follows.
19.
viii. 2,

viii. 8.

Vitr.,

Ebrard.

1

5

Beda.

" N. de Lyra,

Wette, Hengstenb.

16 sqq., ix. 15, xi. 1.

12

Vitr.

is

Cf. Calov.

**

See on ver.

is

Cf. Winer, p. 289.

is

Cf. ix. 1, 11.

" Cf.
" De

13.

xiii. 7.

Wette,

etc.

Calov., Hengsteub.,

CHAP.
the abyss, which
first

from

is
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presupposed as known by the definite art. rb dvp-, proceeds
meanwhile, not only is the idea of his Antichris-

chs. xiii., xvii.

;

tian nature already to a certain extent intelligible

from the entire context,

but also the form of the description of the beast from the example of Dan.
to which the interpolation in Cod. A expressly refers.
Vv. 8-10. As the slaying of the two witnesses could not occur ^ until
they had fulfilled their mission, so the Almighty Lord - here allows dishonor
to be shown their dead bodies, only in order afterwards to glorify them the
The sing.^ is regarded collectively * " that
more, ver. 11.
to irTUfia avruv.
which has fallen of them," i.e., their corpses.
km rr]^ izlartiag Tr/g TroAewf r^f
On the street, in the place where in the public exercise of their
fieyakrig.
/lapTvpla they are slain, they remain lying unburied,^ the most ignominious
outrage even according to the feeling of the Gentiles,^ who here are represented as instruments of the beast of the abyss from the fact that they
inflict such an outrage upon Christ's witnesses, ver. 9, and rejoice at this,
That " the great city " is identical with the holy city where the
ver. 10.
vabi Tov Qeox) stands, ver. 1 sqq., and, therefore, is none other than Jerusalem,
just as unambiguously is this deis evident already from the connection
vii.,

—

;

—

—

;

clared in ver.

8, first

in the spiritual designation of the

Egypt, then especially in the words

orrou koI n Kvpiog

same

as

Sodom and
The

avruv karavpudrj.

designation (/caA. Trvevfj-artKug) expresses, in distinction from the
proper historical name, the spiritual nature of the city; but the juxtaposition of the two names, Sodom and Egypt, shows that reference is not made
here to individual relations,' but to that wherein Sodom and Egypt are
spiritual

essentially alike, viz., entire

As

people.

enmity

to the true

God, his servants, and his

already the ancient prophets called Jerusalem, in express terms,

Sodom, 8 or a

Sodom,^ they wished not so much to characterize
them radically from the perverted
position of the people to their God.
So here the city wherein the witnesses
of Christ are slain, and lie unburied on the street, and wherein also the Lord
was crucified, is spiritually designated by both anti-theocratic names, because
its antichristian hostility to the Lord is to be represented as against his
witnesses. 1° But the pneumatic designation of the city gives also the answer
sister of

individual sins, as rather to designate

harmony with the context

in

to the question in

hand

called here, not, as ver. 2, the holy, but " the great."

why

as to

the city

is

and many
of the older Protestants, have concluded from a comparison with xvi. 19,
xviii. 15, etc., that also in this passage the great city is nothing but Babel,
i.e.. Papal Rome.
Ebrard and other allegorists wish from this designation
to prove at least that not the actual Jerusalem, but that which is allegorically meant, i.e., the secularized church, is to be understood.
The reply of
De Wette, that John could no longer call the city holy after its " profanation,"
on

Aret., Calov.,

^

Cf.,

-

Cf. ver. 4.

3

Cf. ver.

*

De Wette.

»

isa.

e

Cf

o

Ezek. xvi. 48.
Cf. Ewald, Bleek, De Wette.

c

.

Cf.

this idea, the eS60ri

9,

avrZ

(xiii. 7).

"<

Against HengBtenb.

:

*'

'Atyun-To? refers to

religious corruption, loSofxa to

the plural.

ver, 9.

Winer, Rwb.,

i.

172 sq.

tices."

»o

Otherwise in
i.

immoral prac-

Vitr., etc.

9 sqq.

^
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" wanted to designate it as a chief city containing a large population,
and at the same time many Gentiles, warriors, and others," especially
The reason is more probain its second part, is not properly satisfactory.
ble that it is impossible in one breath to call the city holy, and Sodom and

and yet

ver. 13,

Egypt, while the

r. fj.eyul?/g

points in like

manner

as with respect to the city,

which in ch. xvi. sqq. bears the spiritual name of Babel, to the city's greatness and power as the vain foundation of its godless security and arrogant
That the
enmity against the Lord and his witnesses calling to repentance.
concluding words of ver. 8, dnov, k.tX, dare not be conceived of as a mere
notice of locality, Ebrard properly mentions but from this the impossibility
does not result that the significance of the nvEv/nanKug with KaXelTai extends
earavpuffi], as Hengstenb. and Ebrard still assert, as,
also to the clause ottov

—

;

—

like the old Protestant allegorists, they refer

of the

Lord

it

to the spiritual crucifixion

in the secularized church, ^ a conception against

which already

the aor. earavpudr], pointing to the definite fact of the crucifixion,

— but only the

is

arrayed,

necessity follows for seeking the correct reference of that

clause in the pragmatism of the context.
partly by the Kal before

6 Kvp.

avr.,

Again, the text

partly by the

itself

expression

shows

this,

6 Kvp. avruv.

two witnesses, so also their Lord was
same thing as their
Lord. 3 This is accordingly made prominent, because from this it becomes
clear that the antichristian enmity of the great city remains always the
same with the same hatred as that wherewith they formerly once brought
the Lord there to the cross, they now slay the two witnesses just because
they are his witnesses. But still in another respect is the allusion to the
crucifixion of the Lord significant, viz., with respect to the judgment announced. For even in their days,^ the city shows the same impenitent
hostility, on account of which the Lord himself already had proclaimed its
Both belong inwardly together

;

as the

there slain, crucified; the servants have suffered the

;

— Ver.

9.

formed expression

U

judgment.^
supplied.^

The
ruv

subj. to iSXtnovaiv lies directly in the partitively

laCjv,

in connection with

In like manner, the subject

is

which a

the object. Matt, xxiii. 34; in the simple gen., without
is

found;

tiles (cf.

e.g.,

iii.

ver. 2),

9.

— From

many

tlve^ is

partitively formed,

peoples, kindreds, etc.

/«,

(v.

not to be

John

xvi. 17,

the partitive obj.

9),

Jews and Gen-

then have assembled in Jerusalem;' these see the

The scherjixepag rpelg Kal rjixicv, ^Uhree days and a half.'' ^
matic significance of this date can only be mistaken, and a definite chronological prophecy be found here, if the specifications of time of vv. 2, 3, also
indignity (ver. 8)

which then of course is ill adapted to the further view
and the reference of the whole to the antichrisAll those have felt the schematic
tian period at the end of the world.
nature of the three and a half days, who have thought in connection therebe taken

literally,^

of the allegorical character,

•"'

Cf Matt.

reference of the avTuiv to the inhabit-

*

Cf. ver. 2 sqq.

(Ew. ii.) is ingenious, but
pragmatism of the statement,
testifies to the passive form eaTav-

«

1

In the Papacy.

2

The

ants of Jerusalem
violates

which
puj0»).

the

also

Calov., etc.

.

'">

"'

8

Cf.

Luke

x. 24 sqq.

;

John

xv. 20.

xix. 41 sqq.

Against Ebrard.
Beng., De Wette, etc.
Accus. of duration, as ver.

3.

"

Beng.

—

—

"
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11.

with of only a short time; ^ but that just three and a half days are named
cannot be explained by an allusion to the three days during which the Lord
"Longer than it is proper for a
lay in the grave ;2 also not with Ewald
dead person to be left unburied, especially if we consider that from the
:

nature of the land the dead should be buried sooner, so as not to become
offensive " but only from the analogy of the three and a half years, ver. 2
;

sq.3

—
—

ucpiovac.

u(pLij^

The form,

Tedfjvai elg (ivrjiia.

the fact that in ver. 10

like the
Cf.

it is said,

Mark

7j<piev^

Luke

i.

from the stem

34, xi. IG,

Matt, xxvii. 60.

xxiii. 53, 55;

" they that dwell

upon the earth
that not the actual Jerusalem

— From

" rejoice

over them,5 it has been inferred ^
is to be
regarded as the scene, but the allegorically so-called great city, Papal Rome,
or rather the Romish Papacy, which actually extends over the whole earth.
Improperly; for the strange attempt in this way to present the entire mass
of all individuals dwelling on earth as spectators would thereby miscarry.

In the expression

ol KarocK. enl t. y.,

the question

numerical mass, but the generic idea
KaTOLKovvTEc

km

Tf]g yfjQ^

found in the

"^

;

not with respect to the

is

the self-evident limitation to the

city, as representatives of

the entire class,

the text itself gives by accounting for their joy, to which they testify

mutual presents as on

by

on ovrot ol 6vo 7:po(p7]rai epaodvcaav
The daoaviai^og ^" on the part of the two prophetic
Toi)^ KaroiKOvvTag etI r/)f yrjg.
witnesses, which in no way can be referred to the inner pain ^^ excited by
their preaching of repentance,^- was perceptible only to the enemies in the
city, who just as such represent the entire class of dwellers upon earth.
Ver. 11. sq. The resuscitation, and ascension to heaven, of the two witnesses. TcvEVfxa Cw?)f, "A spirit of life." Cf. Gen. vi. 17, ii. 7.^^ Incorrectly,
Hengstenb. The spirit of life.
ek tov Oeov. " Immediately, miraculously." i*
Elaf/Adtv ev avTotg.
" Came " (into them, and remained) "in them."
Cf.
Luke ix. 46 Winer, p. 385.
kuI toTr/aav km Tovg -nodag avTuv.
The more
clearly this is meant as a sign of revivification, i^ and the more definitely
it is said, ver. 12, uvtiSriaav ek r. ovp. ev t. vE(t>., the less is it to be urged that
festivals,^ as follows

:

—

:

—

—

;

here the expression

iyEtpEadai or uvuaTaatg is avoideclA^

Concerning the expression,

cf.

Luke

i.

12

—

k.

cpopog fiiyag, k.t.X.

concerning the thing

;

itself.

Matt,

The resuscitation of the witnesses proved that the Lord, in whose
name they came forth, has the power to avenge the indignity shown his
servants.
Kal TJKovaa.
The reading ^kovguv,
approved also by Ew. ii.,

xxvii. 54.

—

1

Zeg., Hengstenb., etc.

are

2

C. a Lap., Hengstenb.

street.

3 De
Wette.
Cf. also Hengstenb. and
Ebrard, of whom, however, the latter concurs
therein with Beng., etc., in that he also understands the time of antichrist at the end of the
world, by conceiving of the one thousand two
hundred and sixty days (ver.3),at whose close
the three and one-half days (ver. 9) fall, as the

«

slain,

and

Cf. vi. 10,

8

Cf. ver. 9: eK

»

Cf.

Winer,

Neh.
/iicb.,

iii.

i.

i'

Beng., Ew.,

'^

Beng., etc.

Jerusalem until the conversion of Israel before
the end of the world.
* Cf. Winer, p. 77.

^>

avTois; viz., 80 far as the witnesses

k.t.K.

Esth.

12;

ix.

22.

Cf.

482.

^-

€77*

tuii> Aaoii',

viii. 10,

period of the Church from the destruction of

B

10.

^" ix. 5.

'«

the

Calov., Vitr., etc.

^

'<

ignominiously upon

lie

De

Hengstenb.

Wette.

Beng.
Kings xiii. 21; Ezek. xxxvii. 10.
Against Ebrard, who finds in this an

Cf. 2

indication of

its

figurative significance.

;
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whereby the same subject is to be understood as in avelSrjaav, cannot be
defended by a comparison with the entirely heterogeneous passage, John v.,
28.^
A declaration directed to the witnesses would be designated after the
manner of vi. ll.^ The kuI TjKovoa properly supported by Beng.,;Ew. i., De
Wette, is incomparably more suitable also in vi. 6, ix. 13, John hears voices
directed to others, whose consequences he then beholds. The call uvajSare dde^
;

finds its fulfilment, immediately afterwards, before the eyes of the enemies

k.tX In this final glorification, the two witnesses are less like
than their Lord himself, ^ as also their death was expressly compared

Kal uve[3Tjaav,

Elijah,'*

with his crucifixion, ver.

8.

At the same time a great earthquake destroys the tenth part of
the city, slays seven thousand inhabitants, and thus effects the conversion
kv EKEtvy ry upa, viz., that in which what is reported in ver. 12
of the rest.
Ver. 13.

—

With

occurred.^

the glorification of the witnesses coincides the vengeance

—

That the earthupon their enemies, and those of the Lord.
oEiafibg fieyag.
quake is intended just as literally as in vi. 12,' and is not some dreadful
event to be discerned only from the fulfilment of the prophecy,^ and that,
in general, nothing allegorical is here said, follows from the further description of the effect of the earthquake; the tenth part of the city is thrown
down, and seven thousand men (dvofiara avdp., cf iii. 4) are slain (uircKTuvdrjoav,
in the same sense as the other plagues).^ If the numerical specifications be
regarded as something else than concrete forms, which by a certain measure
.

make

perceptible the idea of a relatively small injury,i<^

we

enter the province

Ebrard wishes to "refer the tenth part of the city to the
tenth part of the fourth world-power, over which the antichrist is to extend
his dominion." 11
But, as by this arbitrary introduction of a prophecy so
of conjecture.

unlike this as that in ch. xvii., the antichristian character of the

number

ten

embarrassment to the text is occasioned, since it designates
the antichristian men slain by the number seven, a divine number. Yet here
Ebrard aids with the conjecture, that thia number may indicate *' the servile
imitation of divine relations of number on the part of the antichristian
realm."
Upon this large remainder of the inhabitants
Kal ol Iolttol, k.tX
is

inferred, an

—

of the city, the Divine visitation

A

mark

is,

therefore, not fruitless. ^^

of conversion, xvi. 9; Jer. xiii. 16.13

— ru

— IdoKap 66^av.

deo rov ovpavov.

The

ex-

books of the O. T.,i* occurs in the N. T. only
here and xvi. ll.i^ It is caused here by ver. 13. i^ Without further reference,
De Wette explains it: " the true, supreme God." But by the very fact that
God carries his two witnesses to heaven, he shows himself as God of heaven.

pression, derived

i.

from the

1

Hengetenb.

2

Cf. also ix. 4.

3

Cf. iv.

*

2

^

Cf. especially with the ev

later

.

ii.

Ebrard.

9

Cf. vi.

11.
rrj ve(i>e\ri

(Acts

9).

%

6

De Wette.

^

Cf. also Matt, xxvii. 51, xxviii. 2,

where the fourth or
by a plague. So Ewald, De

Wette, Liicke.
11 Dan. vii. 24.

Cf. Rev. xvii. 12 sq.

i-

where a

'3

of the earthquake

'*

with the death and resurrection of the Lord

^^

occurs.

i<*

similar inner connection

8, viii. 11, ix. 18.

third are affected

'0

1.

Kings

8

Cf.

vi. 8, viii. 7 sqq.,

Cf ., on the other hand, ix. 20.
Beng.
Ezek. i.2; Neh. i. 4 8q.; Dan.
De Wette.
Cf. Beng.

ii.

18.
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For the comprehension of the entire section, vv. 1-13, the text gives a
completely secure standpoint by designating " the holy city " in which " the
temple of God " stands, and which " the Gentiles shall tread under foot,"
vv. 1, 2, by the most unambiguous words as the city " where Christ was
Already what is said in vv. 1, 2, suggests only Jerusacrucified," ver. 8.
lem but the words of ver. 8 onov — koravpudrj, are in themselves so simple, and
;

have besides, by means of the historical

aor.,

such immovable firmness in

their reference to the definite fact of the crucifixion of the Lord, that

by

and

ver. 8

vv.

And

1, 2.

if

no

norm given

exposition can correspond with the text that conflicts with the

the difliculties of exposition from the stand-

— concerning the two witnesses
3 sqq.),
13 and vv.
to the Lord's prophecies concerning
and the relation of
greater than they
the destruction of Jerusalem — were
without doubt
point given by the context

(ver.

viz.,

ver.

1, 2,

are,

still

the solution of the difficulties can be found only in the
text

by

indicated by the

Highly characteristic of the force with which the

itself.

cially

way

text, espe-

ver. 8, defends itself against the allegorical interpretation, are the

C. a Lap allegorizes like the older
but in order to avoid altogether the results of Protestant alle-

concessions of the allegorists themselves.
Protestants

;

gorizing, which regards the great city as Papal

Rome, he mentions that
no way of

ver. 8 allows us to think only of Jerusalem, and, therefore, in

Rome.

Hengstenb.,

who

interprets the entire section (vv. 1-13) allegor-

opens his observations on ver. 8 with the
words: "The great city is Jerusalem." Tinius^ does not know how to
defend the allegorical interpretation as Rome, otherwise than by the conjecture that the contradictory words ottou kqI 6 Kvptoc ahruv hravpudrj were
ically of the secularized church,

interpolated

by

! ^

prophecy be once withdrawn from the firm hisupon which, by ver. 8 and vv. 1, 2,^ it puts itself, every
limitation whereby the context itself determines the relation of prophecy is
removed, and a proper refutation of the most arbitrary interpretations is no
longer possible. How will an old Protestant or a modern allegorist prove
that the exposition of N. de Lyra is incorrect, when by essentially the same
allegorizing he infers that vv. 1, 2, were fulfilled when Pope Felix instituted
If

torical

allegorizing, the

basis

the festival of church dedications?
as well a sprinkling-brush as the

For,

why

should not

word of God ?

And

/cdAa/iOf
if

signify just

the vadg tov deov

mean the true Church, why could not the witnesses coming forth for it be as
well Pope Silverius and the Patriarch Mennas,* as the " testes veritatis" possiwhose testimony in John Hus and Jerome of Prague
Luther and Melanchthon ? ^ Or, upon what exegetical foundation can it be proved that the beast from the abyss is not the imperial
general Belisarius,^ but the Pope?'
The modern allegorists are inconsistent in not expressly adopting the special relations which the allegorical
sibly the Waldenses,

was revived

in

knew how

interpretation formerly

^

Die

Off.

Joh.

— Allen

vemtdndlich ge-

inacht, Leipz., 1839.
2

Cf.

De Wette.

8

Cf.

Luke

xxi. 24.

to find in a surprising way.^

*

N. de Lyra.

e

The modern
N, de Lyra.

^

vitr., etc.

^

Aret., Vitr., etc.

»

Vet these ancieut interpretationa are not
now and then they are

absolutely excluded;

"
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allegorists are

harmonious with the ancient

decided points of the entire prophecy

ST.

JOHN.

in the

fundamental view of all
God which was

that the temple of

:

measured means the true Church which is to be preserved, while the outer
court and the city given to the heathen are wicked Christians; that Christ's
two witnesses, their office, their miraculous powers, their suffering, their
death, their resurrection and ascension, are to be understood " spiritually
finally, that the earthquake (ver. 13) and its effect figuratively represent a
Ebrard regards the earthquake as
visitation upon the degenerate Church.
a special fact, whose more accurate determination is impossible before the
fulfilment of the prophecy. In the "spiritual " fundamental view, the Catholic allegorists, as C. a Lap., Stern, etc., also agree with Par., Vitr., Calov.,
Hengstenb., Ebrard. But differences immediately arise with the more accu;

rate determinations, in which, however,

when once

the standpoint designated

and the way of allegorizing is entered, the
ancient Protestants proceed more correctly. The entire description of the
two witnesses is so thoroughly personal, that it is more in harmony with
by the context

itself is deserted,

the text to think of
witness,"

2

'*

the doctors of the Church,"

^

than of the "

office

or only of the testifying "potencies," law and gospel.^

of

The

awakening of witnesses, refers rather to the
martyrdom of Savonarola and IIus, and the resuscitation of such witnesses in
Luther and the other reformers,^ than to the fact that law and gospel are
regarded dead, and then again maintained. ^ Besides, if the dates, seeming
slaying, the not burying, the

to correspond so accurately, be taken in the sense of the old interpreters,^

they could please at least by the

7iaive

confidence in their consequences;

while the modern allegorists, by the timidity with which they announce only

vagae generalities, betray their own insecurity and weakness.
From this form of allegorizing lately arising from a magical idea of foretelling the future, that form is distinguished which has been invented in the
interest of a rationalistic conception of biblical prophecy,

and which

is,

of

course, very vigorous with respect to results obtained, but not at all in exegetical methods.

This group of expositors

expressly advanced. Thus Rinck (p. 47) says,
" Constance also is a part of that great city."

A consistent

return to the ancient Protestant

allegorizing has been ventured

upon again by

Graber.
1

Calov., Vitr., etc.

2
3

Hengstenb.
Ebrard.

*

Par., Vitr., Calov., etc.

Ebrard.
G The one thousand two hundred and sixty
days are taken by the older interpreters (" almost all of our writers" [Calov.]) as equal to
one thousand two hundred and sixty years.
Calov. reckons them from the time of Leo the
Great to about the year 1700, in which a chief
event bearing upon the overthrow of the degenerate, i.e., of the Romish, Church must occur.
Cocceius reckons from the end of the third
^

''

has in this the great excellence,

century until

treaty of Passau, 1552.
maintains three and onehalf years, which he reckons from the year
1625, in which the Papists triumphed, until the

Gravius

the

(in Calov.)

appearance of Gustavus Adolphus. Brightman understands the three and one-half years
which the Papists assembled at the Council of
Trent, used in order to do away with the
O. and N. T. (the two witnesses). The tenth
part of the city, i.e., of the Papacy, which is
overthrown, is, according to Cocceius, Protestant France; the seven thousand slain are the
seven provinces which deserted from Spain,
Most recently Graber again has attempted such
trifling expedients.
The end of the one thousand two hundred and sixty days, i.e., years,
he expected in 1859 then the dominion of the
Turks at Jerusalem would come to an end.
;

^

Grot., Wetst,, Herd., Eichh., Heiur., etc.
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that they hold firmly to the textual reference to Jerusalem.

found already

Grot.,

in the preceding visions the destruction of the city

refers (ch. xi.) to the times of Hadrian,

the city, on the place not measured,

who

who has

by Titus,

built a temple of Jupiter in

— for John, of course, must measure the

God was to preserve that space from
memory of its ancient holiness."
The two
two assemblies of Christians, a Hebrew and a Greek-

already destroyed temple, " because

—

the heathen on account of the

witnesses are the

speaking congregation at Jerusalem; the beast (ver. 7)

is

Barcocheba;

ver. 13

describes the destruction of his party in the city, against which ver. 15 sqq.

represents the suppression of the

Eichh., the vabq tov

Oeovy ver. 1,

same outside of

the. city.

According to

designates the worship of the one God, which

be maintained even though the av^ri, i.e., the pomp of ceremonies, be
surrendered at the impending destruction of the city by Titus, described in

is to

Tlie two witnesses are the high-priests Ananus and Jesus,^
murdered by the Zealots (rolg sdveaiv, ver. 2) ^ the earthquake is a scene of
murder introduced by the Zealots; and the words k. ol loinol, k.tX, he explains: "The good citizens of Jerusalem bore this slaughter with a brave
mind, having professed this besides, viz., that it had occurred, not without
God's knowledge, but by his permission."
ver. 15 sqq.

;

The

necessity of allegorical exposition, Hengstenb. has attempted to

Against the fundamental view advocated by Bleek, Ew.,
and De Wette, that ch. xi. refers to the still future destruction of
whereby, on the one hand, those expositors maintain the harJerusalem,
mony wdth the words of the Lord on the subject (cf. ver. 2, iraTT/aovaLV, with
Luke xxi. 24), and, on the other hand, explain the difference that in this
passage the proper vaoc is to remain preserved, and, in general, the judgment
(cf. ver. 13) is far milder than in Luke xxi., Matt, xxiv., by the patriotic
feeling of John, who was unwilling to conceive of the entire holy city,
together with the proper habitation of God, as surrendered to the Gentiles,
Hengstenb. remarks " Within the sphere of Holy Scripture, that pseudopatriotism, that blind partiality for one's own people, is nowhere at home."
This is so far entirely inapplicable, since patriotism and pseudo-patriotism
Moses, Jeremiah, all the prophets, have, as true
are two very distinct things.
Paul especially emphasizes
patriots, a holy sympathy with their people.
(Rom. ix. 3) the patriotic point of the wish there made. Yea, the bitterness of the book eaten by John,* Hengstenb. himself has explained by a
comparison with Ezek. iii. 14, from the sad contents of the prophecy to be
announced. But if it were bitter to the ancient prophets to announce to
prove at length.^
Liicke,

—

:

their

own

people the Divine judgments, this not only

testifies to their

holy

makes us see how the entire prophetic character
was a profoundly moral, and not a magical, overwhelming one, consuming

patriotic love, but, besides,

the moral personality of the prophet.

So also in John. If the prophecy,
undoubtedly refers to the actual Jerusalem, so in the bitterness to the prophet,^ with which the judgment is fulch. xi. 1-3, according to vv.

'

Cf. Joseph.,

-

So also Herder.

"''

i?. t/., iv.

1, 2, 8,

2 sqq.

Cf., against him, Liicke, p. 825 sqq., and,

besides,

Bleek, Stud. u. Krit., 1855, p. 215

sqq.
*

x.

sqq.

6 x.

9 sq.
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w.

filled,

1, 2.

ST.

JOHN.

we must not fail to see genuine patriotism. But it
when the difference between the prediction (xi.

course unsatisfactory

is

of

1-13)

and the corresponding fundamental prophecy of the Lord ^ is to be explained
alone by John's patriotism ;2 while, more preposterously yet, Hengstenb. goes
too far on the opposite side in attempting to defend John from pseudo-patriotism by imputing to him the view that the actual Jerusalem is the congreHengstenb. is led to this misunderstanding* by the zeal
gation of Satan.
with which he opposes not so much the view of LUcke, etc., as rather the
opinion of Baur concerning the gross Judaism of the Apoc. But it is extremely incorrect to decide the views of Liicke and of Baur^ as the same.
Just by the false anti-Judaism which Hengstenb. ascribes to John, he breaks
away the point from his apparently most important arguments for the alleHe says, "John everywhere uses the Jewish only as a
gorical exposition.
symbol and form of representation of the Christian; thus, also (ver. 1), he
designates by the temple the Christian Church, and (ver. 8) by Jerusalem
the degenerate Christian Church as a whole." This exegetical canon is just
as incorrect as that stated in viii. 10, etc., that a star everyvThere signifies a

John,

it must appear already impossible for
he regards actual Judaism, the temple, the holy city, etc., without

Yet, as a matter of course,

ruler.
if

any thing further, as a congregation of Satan,

to use these congregations of

Satan, with their institutions, as a symbol of the true Church of Christ.

But Hengstenb. does John the most flagrant injustice. Those who are Jews
only as they call themselves such, but are the synagogue of Satan, he thorfrom those who are
in the sense of Rom. ix. 6
oughly distinguishes

—

—

To

the latter belong the sealed out of hrael,^ in distinction
from those out of the Gentiles. Is the name of Israel (vii. 4 sqq.) a syvibol
of the Christian Church ? and are the names of the tribes there spnbols of

such actually.

Christian churches?

Hengstenb., especially on xiv. 1 sqq., thinks that the
Mount Zion can be

constant Jewish symbolism cannot be mistaken, as there

understood only symbolically.

That

is

decidedly incorrect

hand, the visionary locality where Christ

Mount
as

is

Zion, which, as a visionary locality,

is

but, on the other
is

the actual

as little understood allegorically

Heaven iv. 6, the throne of God; xi. 15, xii.
But when Hengstenb. appeals to xx. 9

iv. 1,

;

seen with his hosts

;

seashore, etc.

1,

Heaven;

xiii. 1,

the

in order to prove that

1, 2, is to be understood allegorically, he does something
awkward, because the entire statement of ch. xx., which extends over the
historical horizon, dare in no way be made parallel with the prophecy,
xi. 1-13, which expressly (ver. 8, vv. 1, 2) indicates its historical relation.

the " holy city," xi.

—

Against the not allegorical explanation, Hengstenb. says further, that "we
cannot understand how an announcement of the future fate of Jewish Jerushould occur just at this place, hemmed in between the sixth and
salem
seventh trumpets, the second and third woes, which have to do only with
.

.

.

Luke

1

Matt. xxiv.

2

Against Liicke,

;

xxi.

etc.

^

(jf. jj. 9.

4 Cf. also Volkm.
•'The Jewish seer has
completely deceived himself in his hope for
:

Jerusalem and the Jewish people.

But

let

Luke xxi. 24, as a prediction of Clirist, be
suggested in connection with the expression
in the Apoc, notwithstanding the entire destruction of the city entering therein."
^

Ch.

vii.
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worldly power." The answer is immediately given, and that, too, not only
>vhich Hengfrom the methodical progress in itself of the Apoc. vision,
stenb. confuses by his view, in violation of the context, that xi. 1-13 occurs
heticeen the second and third woe, while what is here said belongs rather to
but also, as is equally decisive, in fullest harmony
the second woe, ver. 14,^
When Hengstenb. judges
with the fundamental prediction of the Lord.
further that the account of the two witnesses is comprehensible only by an
allegorical exposition, it is, on the one hand, to be answered, that the allegor-

—

—

—

izing obliteration of the definite features referring to personalities

^ ill

har-

monizes with the text, and, on the other hand, the non-allegorizing exposition
must accept the dijfficulties, just as the text offers them, and attempt their
Finally ^ Hengstenb. mentions the testimony of Irenaeus,
explanation.
which places the composition of the Apoc. in the time after the destruction
of Jerusalem, and must consequently prevent the expositor from accepting,
in ver. 1 sqq., the existence of the temple and city, and regarding the destruc-

—

tion as future.

Liicke,

who, with the

fullest right, places the self-witness

of the Apoc. above the testimony of Irenaeus,

and vindicates

for the exegete

the freedom required above all things by the text, acknowledges the possi-

John wrote after the fall of the city, by a kind of fiction
Therefore the statement
he might have represented this fact as future.
(iraTTjoovaiVi ver. 2) would at all events be future, and refer to the destruction
of the city.
But Bleek correctly denies even the possibility of conceiving of
bility that, in case

this passage according to the rule of

such a

fiction, to

say nothing of

its

being entirely aimless.

The most immediate norm for the correct exposition resulting from the
wording of the text itself, has already been asserted in opposition to the allegorists; viz., the reference to Jerusalem, ver. 8, vv. 1, 2, and to the judgment
impending over this city (ver. 2, TzaTTjamaiv). Another no less important
norm, to which also the phraseology, ver. 2 {k6. rolq edveacv
iraTTjacwaiv), points
by its similarity with Luke' xxi. 21, shows the essential agreement of our prediction with the fundamental prediction of the Lord.'* For, just as the Lord
himself places the final judgment in inner connection with the end of the
world,
to such an extent, that apparently even an external chronological
connection is expressed,
so John predicts the ultimate fulfilment (which is

—

—

—

here represented in the seventh trumpet-vision, xi. 15 sqq.) in such a
that he begins with the judgment upon Jerusalem, xi. 1-13.

he

is

now

to

it is

expressly said, until the time

of the seventh trumpet (xi. 15 sqq.), in which also the third
xi. 14)

;

Cf the introductory observations on ch. s.
See ou ver. 13 sqq.

3

The other observations

.

of

Hengstenb.,

that the beast (ver. 7) has, according to

xiii. 7,

nothing to do with the Jewish, but with the
holy, Jerusalem, and that the allegorical interpretation shows only that the prediction ex8,

woe

falls (cf.

but the announcement committed to John begins, nevertheless, not

2

1

The comple-

announce the completion of the mystery of God.

tion itself does not occur, as in x. 7 also

way

After x. 7 sqq.,

tends to us, carry with them their

The beast does something

own answer.

antichristian in slay-

ing the witnesses of Christ, and every thing
biblical

Luke
is

concerns us.

Are we

there written pertains to us?
*

to

interpret

xix. 41 sqq. allegorically, because

Luke

xxi.

;

Matt. xxiv.

what
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first

with

xi. 15,

but already at

xi. 1.

ST.

JOHN.

And what

is

here (vv. 1-13) pre-

dicted belongs to the second woe, and therefore stands in the connection of

the series with the third, soon-coming woe.

No one would have thought of denying, in ver. 1-13, the reference afforded
from the wording, and the analogy with the eschatological discourses of the
Lord to the impending destruction of Jerusalem, and in order to do this,
would have had to resort to allegorical explanation, if, on the other hand, the
prediction of John did not deviate from that fundamental prediction, and
the fact of the destruction had not in reality occurred, as the Lord, but not
But just the latter difficulty brings with itself the
as John, had predicted.
solution for it follows, from the peculiar deviations from Matt, xxiv., Luke
xxi., that John, in his prophecy concerning Jerusalem, had an entirely different purpose from the Lord himself, and accordingly he puts his prophetic
description of the impending act of judgment in a peculiar light, and paints
The Lord announces simply the definite fact of the deit in other colors. ^
struction of the city ^ he mentions Judah and Jerusalem, and describes how
the Gentile enemies will build a rampart against it, plunder it, and not leave
one stone upon another, a destruction which affected the dishonored temple
no less than the holy city. According to the description of John, tliere
would be only a period during the 3|- years of oppression known already
from Daniel, in which tlie city and the court are trodden under foot by the
Gentiles; the temple proper is preserved from all indignity and devastation.
During this time, the two witnesses of Christ come forth as preachers of
not according to
repentance, who, according to their nature and office,
their individual personality,
are the two olive-trees and candlesticks
(anointed ones) of whom Zech. spake, ver. 4; they are Moses and Elijah,^
not Enoch and Elijah,* who, as prophetic preachers of repentance, are
thought of as having returned to the same desert, just as Elijah returned in
the manifestation of John the Baptist.^ But these were killed, and that,
as it proptoo, by the beast from the abyss, whose mention in this place
gives an indication for the conerly belongs only to the seventh trumpet
ception of the ideal standpoint from which John regards the impending
judgment upon Jerusalem in connection with its full and final development.
No less significant is the hatred which the Gentiles present in the city of
;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

Without foundation

a. a. O., p. 29,

whole: "It

in the context,

Weiss,

designates the meaning of the

is to

be represented how, notwith-

standing the impending destruction of Jerusalera,

yet the final deliverance of a last remnant

of the holy people, promised by
ete, is to

26:
is

occur"

Tra? 'Icrp.).

all

the proph-

from Rom. xi.
This theologumenon as such
(in distinction

2

Cf. also

Luke

ad

Chr.

Inf..,

c.

ii.

xix. 41 sqq.

Ver. 5 sqq. Cf. Matt. xvii. 1 sqq., De
Wette, Liicke, Ew. ii., Hilgenf., etc.
Stern, Ew. i.
Beda already rejects this
view disseminated in the Church fathers. An
interesting reference to this passage is found

{Desc.

where Enoch says of

9),

himself and Elijah: ixeWofxev

^rjo-ai fj.exP'- "^V^

anoa-

o-vi/reAeta? tov aiouvos' tots 6e fjiiKko/xev
7a\rjvat,

napa 6eov enl

XP'^^'^y ''*'

rpel^

t(Z

anoKTavOrivaL nap' avrov, Kai fxera

17/xe'pas avacrrriuai.

rivai irph^

avna-T^vai. tw ff»«4-

ttji'

Kal ev vec^e'Aats apiray-

toC Kvpiov vndvTrjviv

("We

to live until the completion of the world

entirely remote.

3

Gospel of Nicodemus, P.

in the

we

are to be sent by

God

to

;

are

then

withstand Anti-

be slain by him, and after three
days to be raised and snatched up in the clouds
to meet the Lord ") (Ev. Apocr., ed. Tisch.,
christ,

and

to

Lips., 1853, p. 309).
^

Cf. Matt. xvii. 12;

Luke

i.

17.

;
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are to think so preponderatingly in the expression

y^g,

ol

KaroiKovvTeg

that the reference to the unbelieving Jews retires altogether into

— show to

the dead bodies of Christ's witnesses.
Finally,
fundamental prophecy of the Lord, it is significant
for the distinct mode of contemplation by John, that here an earthquake,
after the manner of the preliminary plagues described in the seal- and
trumpet-visions, visits the city, destroys a part of it, and brings the survivors
to repentance, in contrast with the plagues remaining fruitless to those in
the Gentile world ^ on which account, then, the seventh trumpet brings the
complete destruction of the antichristian world. While, therefore, the Lord

background

tlie

in comparison with the

;

himself predicts the real fact of the destruction of Jerusalem, the same imfact, of course, forms also for John the real goal of his prophecy
he also agrees with the Lord in the fundamental prediction, in this,
that he likewise maintains the inner connection between the individual acts
of judgment upon Jerusalem, and the full final judgment; but in other respects the prediction of John is of an ideal character, so that we are neither

pending
besides,

to seek for the real fulfilment of individual expressions, nor, in order to con-

the incongruity between the words of prophecy and the facts of the

ceal

judgment impends over the

city,

mode

Li John, a
of exposition.
brought about no more by the
2) than by the earthquake (ver. 13), in

destruction, to resort to the allegorical

which

is

heathen treading under foot (ver.
the development of the mystery of God until its final completion, as a chief
link in the chain of preliminary plagues, since it also forms a part of
But from this standpoint, the holy city cannot appear in the
the second woe.

same light as the Gentile city, from the ground of antichristian secular
power; but just as the sealed of God, as such, could not be touched by certain plagues,^ the temple proper, as God's place of revelation, is preserved
from the feet of the Gentiles, while the city wherein the witnesses of Christ
like their Lord are slain is condemned to judgment.
But this is distinguished also from the complete judgment upon Babylon, by the fact that
the plague (the earthquake) is wrought as a salutary purification, since only
the antichristian part are obliterated, while the rest of Israel are converted,

and remain in safety. ^ We must therefore decide, not that in vv. 1-13
John allegorizes by representing the future destinies of the Christian Church
under Jewish symbols, but that he idealizes,* by endeavoring to announce
beforehand the impending destruction of Jerusalem, not according to the
actual circumstances, but according to their inner connection with the ulti-

mate fulfilment of the mystery of God,^ and correspondingly to state the
hope which the O. T. people of God still retained, in contrast with the heathen secular power, i.e., with "Babylon." In this ideal representation of
prophecy, there belongs also the similar feature (ver. 4 sqq.). John does
not think that Moses and Elijah will actually return,^ accordingly he does
1

Cf. ix. 20, xvi.

3

Cf

.

2

9.

Isa. xxxvii. 31 eq.

;

from

Of. jx. 4.

Rom.

ix. 27 sqq.,

Klief.,

reaches

the

and also rejecting
result

that

"the

Christianity of the last times appears as Jeru-

xi. 7.
*

ver. 8 to Jerusalem,

allegorizing,

who

decidedly controverts

nevertheless, by referring the closing

this,

words

salem."
^

Cf. x.

7.

«

Against Hi Igenf.,

etc.
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not mention them; but with colors derived from the words of Zechariah, as
also from the history of Moses and Elijah, he paints the ideal pictm-e of the

two prophetic preachers of repentance, who are to work in the manner,
the spirit, and the power of Moses and Elijah. Hence we are not to inquire
for a particular "meaning," or a particular "fulfilment" of what is here said.^
Vv. 15-19. At the blast of the seventh trumpet, which 2 will bring the
glorious end, songs of praise resound in heaven which proclaim the fulfilment as having already occurred (vv. 15-18). At the opening of the
heavenly temple of God, the ark of the covenant therein is visible, and lightnings, and other signs, indicating the judgments belonging to the actual
fulfilment of the mystery of God, occur.

Ver. 15.

kyevovTo (puvai

/j.sy.,

To whom

k.tX

the four beasts

;

these voices belonged,

Ewald wants

neither to be asked nor to be answered.

to ascribe

them

is

to

I)e Wette, to the angels; Beng., to various dwellers in

^

heaven, angels and men.

Hengstenb.

tries to

This

hosts, vii. 9 sq., are to be understood.

show that the innumerable

is incorrect,

because the hosts

which John there sees proleptically in heaven do not as yet correspond
with the progressive course of the visions, but are not actually in
Also in vv. 15-19 Hengstenb. mistakes the pro-

in xi. 15,

heaven until xv. 2 sqq.^

leptical reference correctly understood
etc.,

by regarding

all

by C. a Lap., Beng., Ew., De Wette,

the contents of the seventh trumpet (the third woe)

exhausted already with ver. 19.
the seventh trumpet to w. 15-18.^

Still

—

more preposterously, Ebrard limits
where John is not as yet,^

ev lu ovpavij,

—

but whither the look of the seer is directed.'
liyovTE^.
The regal dominion over the world. ^
iji3aai2.eiaTovK6Gfj.ov.
obj. gen., in xvii. 18,

following

ett'l

i.

6, xii.

10.

The immediately
ij

(iaccAela,

Incorrectly, Luther, according to the var. supported

kyevovro at 0aaiKtlat

ii.,

Cf. also

iv. 8, v. 13.

Instead of the

presupposes not only the active idea of

Kal i3aoi?ievGei

but also this reading.

by Ew.

follows.

Cf.

cal ^ in the songs of the

:

the

kingdoms

heavenly voices

of this world.

lies in this,

— The prolepti-

that immediately after

the sound of the trumpet, and yet before any thing else has actually occurred

what

of

eyivETo

jj

afterwards celebrated with similar songs of praise,i<^ they say,
k.tI}'^ In reality the dominion over the world does not become

is

(San.,

God's and that of his Anointed until the wrathful judgment described,

viz.,

until ch. xviii., yea, in another respect until xx. 10, has actually dislodged

from

its

assumed dominion

rebellion

^^

of his (3aaiMa.

The

acknowledges only
final

judgment

—

actually sounded

»

See

s

Cf. X.

;

ungodly and antichristian power, which, by its
King and Lord, had usurped, to an extent, a part

all

against the only

inner justification of the prolepsis

lies

8
3 iv. 8.

*

Cf. xix.

5

See on ver.

fi

Cf. X. 1.

'

De

1

sqq.

'SVette.

19.

Hengstenb.

that one, therefore, from which the real fulfilment of the

Intr., p. 42.
7.

— which

15-18 in the relation to ver. 19, where he finds the
in the fact that the seventh trumpet has already

at vv.

"
"

De Wette, Hengstenb.,
Also Klief.
Beng.,

Cf. xix.

Cf

.

1

sqq.

ver. 17 sq.

t,k0€V.

" Beng.

etc.

:

elAvji^as

— e/Sao-iAevaas
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XI. 16-18.

But even

will infallibly proceed. ^

if

only a special series

of further visions leads to that final consummation, yet the prospective celebration of that glorious result, especially in the mouth of the dwellers in

W
f

heaven, has, after the sounding of the seventh trumpet, its full justification
and beautiful significance the allusion, however, in connection with this, to
;

redemption, as the proper root of the fact here celebrated,^ is entirely out of
Not only the expression,^ but
place.
Tov KVplov r^fiuv koX tov ;t;p/.<7roi) avrov.

—

back to Ps. ii. 2, for the Lord's Anointed is the Son of
which is taken in general, indeed, from the
The fi/xuv with r. Kvplov does not
yet only for their destruction.

also the idea, points

God because
nations,"*

of the (SaoiMa,

—

give here a statement strange in itself concerning the co-regency of the
saints,^

but corresponds, as also

xii. 10, xix. 1, v. 6, to

the joy of those

who

Lord and God, whom they themselves serve, in his victorik. (3aaL?iEvaEi elg rovg aluvac r. altjv.
ous dominion over the j udged world.
For, after his overthrow of all powers opposed to God, no new enemy could

now behold

arise.

their

The

—

subj. to

;3aai?ievaet is 6 Kvpiog

understood as partner of this

^fiuv^^ but his Christ is manifestly

PaaiXela.'^

Vv. 16-18. Similar ascriptions of praise on the part of the twenty-four
tmaav em tu npnatoTra aviov, like all angels. For the deepest humiliation of adoring creatures is becoming when the highest revelation of the
glory of God, as here the subduing of all enemies, stands before the eyes.^
elders,

—

evxaptaTovfiiv

aoi.

They

give tlianks, not because

they consider themselves

partakers of the great power and government of God,^ which

as remote as

is

k.tX) the assumption of dominion on
God's part has brought to the oppressors of the Church, whose representatives the elders are, retributory vengeance, but to the servants of God the
in ver. 15, but because {bri

d'kriipa^,

complete reward. ^° The ascription of adoration,

Kvpie 6 deog 6 navToKparup, k.tX,

which the guaranty for the glorious result of God's ways was previously
indicated,^^ appears now when that glorious end is beheld as already attained
to be actually realized. ^'^ g^t from the former significant designation of
God, 6 uv Kot 6 T]v KOL 6 epxofievo^,'^^ this last point necessarily is omitted; for
the ascription of praise, even though proleptical, applies even to that which
has now come, and thus the fulfilment of his mystery has been attained. ^^
Luther improperly follows the bad revision of the text, in which the Kal 6 kpx.
is interpolated from i. 8, iv. 8.
on el'kTj(pa^ r. dvva/iiv aov r. (ley. koi k^aaikEvaa^.
The assumption of great power ^^ is the means for entrance upon the kingdom ^^ but as the exclamation Kvpie 6 dedc 6 iravroKpuTup properly conditions
the mode of representation in the ej3a(jtXevoag, the aov with the r. dvva/x. marks
in

—

;

2

Beng., De Wette, etc.
Hengstenb.

8

Cf.

»

xii.

'o

10; Acts iv. 26.

Cf. ver. 18.
e
6

Hengstenb.
According to ver. 17:

(cvpios

iravTOKp.

De Wette.

7

Beng.,

8

Cf. iv. 10, V.

9

Hengstenb.

8, 14,

xix. 4.

Ver.

Cf. also vi. 9 sqq.,

18.

vii.

14 sqq.,

xix. 1 sqq.

Beng.

6

flebs

6

"

i.

"

cf. xv. 3, xvi. 7, 14, xix.

i3

i.

8, iv. 8.

Cf. also x. 6.
6, 15,

xxi. 22.

8, iv. 8.

Beng., Hengstenb.

i*

Cf. xvi. 5.

15

Cf. Zech. vi. 13; Ps. xciii.

is

cf.,

on

this application

1.

of the idea of

paaiKeveiv, Ps. xciii. 1; 2 Sam. xv. 10, xvi.
etc.

8,

—
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also the presupposition that it was only, apparently, that the unconditioned
power which he has now seized was not possessed by the eternal Ruler of all,
while he allowed the antichristian powers to be exercised against himself
Yer. 18. According to the fundamental thought of ver. 2,^
and his Christ.
although the expression comes from Ps. xcix. 1,^ there is a description of
how the wrath of God has risen against the wrath of his enemies, to the
destruction of the destroyers, in the final judgment which brings its reward
The more minute description in the words to. edvrj
to the servants of God.
upytadnoav, k.tX, of the ellrj'pag r. 6vv., h.tX, ver. 17,^ which occurs in the
final judgment described here in all its parts, is subjoined by the simple

—

—

But the

Kol.

entire ascription of adoration proves itself to be so clearly a

which is not represented in details until in the visions following that extend up to xxii. 5, and comprise the actual end, that even the
The explaexpressions mostly agree with those of the succeeding chapter.
nation of the tenor of the subject is to be derived from what follows. How

prolepsis of that

the enraged Gentiles, impelled by the anger of the devil,^ come forth against
^
the Lord and his servants, is, of course, to be seen already from xi. 9 sqq.
;

but the complete representation of the Gentile antichrist is given first in
what follows,^ and it properly pertains to this, that Tjldev r] bpyi] gov is described as actually entering, first in chs. xvi.-xviii., and then xix. 1 sqq.,
is

celebrated as actually occurring, just as in this passage proleptically.
expression rovg dLa^ddpovTag r. yriv is to be understood first from the entire

The

description of Babylon, the antichristian secular power.*^ The KMpbg tuv
v£KpC)v Kpidr/vai, which is celebrated in this passage proleptically as having

already occurred (rjTidev), occurs actually not until in xx. 11 sqq. so also the
time for giving the servants of God their reward occurs actually not until
toI^ 6ov2,otg
the Divine completion of the mystery of God (xxi. 1-xxii. 5).
This circumstantial formula is intended to designate the
neyakoLgi
GOV
entire number of all those who receive God's reward in contrast with those
;

—

condemned to judgment.^ The classification is not
Beng. and Hengstenb., who refer the r. 6ovX g. to r.

to

be pressed,

7rpo(j).

and

k. t.

— against
ayloigy

and

oppose to these servants of God, in an eminent sense, the entire mass of
those who fear the name of the Lord (/c. r. (/)o/3., k.tX), in connection with

which Hengstenb. wants a special emphasis recognized as resting not only
upon T. ajioi^, but immediately afterwards also upon rolg fiiKpoig^ as he understands small and great not in the simplest sense. ^ But r. dovX. gov belongs
only to r. -KpocpTjTaig, whereby all those are designated who have served God
by proclaiming the Divine mysteries. Beside them stand the aytoi, as be'^^

lievers in general are called. ^^

.

comprehends
15.

Beng., T)e Wette, Hengstenb.

Cf.

De

* xii. 17.

k. t. (po(3ov(j.. t. bv.

gov toIq

with reference to the actually fulfilled judgment, to the 6ia<|)0etpat in this passage.

LXX.

8

designation

6 Kuptos e^aalAevo•e^', opyii^eaOaycrav

Cf already ver.

2

Xaot.

final

and summarily the entire mass of the

1

:

The

finally

fiiKpoig Kai r. fiey.,

Cf. xi.

»

Cf. xxi. 1 sqq.,

iii. 5,

12, 21.

xx. 12; Acts vjii. 10, xxvi.
22. Cf. Ps. cxv. 13, where, of course, Heugstenb. interprets " the great " as priests,
• xiii. 16, xix. 18,

Wette.
7.

6

Cf. vi. 10.

fi

Cf. xiii. 10 sqq., xvi. 6, xvii.

7

Cf. xix. 2,

where the

6, xviii. 24.

expn/e corresponds,

"

Cf. x.

7.

ii xiii. 7, 10,

xiv. 12, xvii. 6, xx. 9, xviii. 20.
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19.

godly, no matter whether prophets or saints absolutely,^ whether small or
great.

Ver. 19. Corresponding, on God's part, to the songs of adoration with
which the inhabitants of heaven, immediately after the sounding of the

God

seventh trumpet, celebrate the fulfilment of the mystery of

(prolepti-

opening of the heavenly temple,'^ whereby the ark of the covenant in the holiest of all, up to this time hidden, becomes visible no less to
John and to the entire host of heaven. ^ What this, together with the accompanying lightning, etc., signifies, must be misunderstood if we either^ find
the entire contents of what belongs in the seventh trumpet actually exhausted with ver. 19, and consequently regard ver. 19 itself as the description of the final judgment,
so that then with ch. xii. we begin anew "by
cally), is the

recapitulating,"

— or

—

entirely

separate ver. 19 from vv. 15-18, and with

stand already at the actual end,^ so that with ver. 19 the recapituAccording to the former view, in ver. 19 blessedness is prelation begins.
ver. 18

pared for the godly, as well as condemnation announced against the godless.
But if in ver. 19 the actual fulfilment of the mystery of God is to be rendered conspicuous, this conclusion would be highly unsatisfactory; yet
never said what

is

" mysterious brevity,"

it is

In the correct feeling of

the effect of the lightning, etc.

which the entire section (vv. 15-19) has, if the same
announced in x. 7, Vitr., Hengstenb., etc.,
refer to ch. xvi. sqq., as the further development of what is here briefly said.
In this there lies an uncertain acknowledgment of that which De Wette,
etc., have said with distinctness concerning the proleptical nature of the
entire section, vv. 15-19 for in the same way as the ascriptions of adoration, upon the basis of the fact that the seventh trumpet has sounded, anticiis

^

to bring the conclusion actually

;

pate the fulfilment

still to

be actually expected, the signs also described in

both parts of ver. 19 are not the real execution of the final judgment, but
the immediate preparations and adumbrations thereof.
The temple of God
in heaven
issue

"^

;

is

the place where God's final judgments of wrath

the ark of the covenant, present therein,

is

upon the world

the heavenly symbol and

pledge of the immutable grace of God, because of which the blessed mystery^ promised through the prophets to believers
his covenant, shall undoubtedly be fulfilled.

If,

whom

he has received into

therefore, after the blast

God is opened so that the ark of the
covenant becomes visible, the door is opened, as it were, for the final judgment proceeding from^ the most secret sanctuary of God concerning the
of the seventh trumpet, the temple of

1

Cf

*

Cf.

.

in the last

xxii. 9.
iii.

12, vii. 15, xiv. 15, etc.

In order to explain the conception of this
we need not recall the Jewish
statement " Quodcunque in terra est, id etiara
3

entire view,
:

in coelo est" (Sohar, Genes., p. 91 in Schott-

De

gen;

llieros.

Coelesti, sec. 2; ffo7'. ffebr.,

Messianic times, the real lost ark of

the covenant, which, meanwhile, has been coucealed in heaven, will again be brought to
eight (against Ewald),

this there is

*

Hengstenb.

Cf.

already

Beda,

Calov., etc.

p. 1206).

John speaks of a heavenly temple,
ark of the covenant, with the same right
as of a heavenly throne, seats of the elders, etc.

*

altar,

«

Ebrard.
Hengstenb.

'

Cf

But

»

x. 7.

the introduction of the Jewish fable, that

— of

no

trace in the text.

.

xiv. 15, 17, xv. 5 sqq., xvi. 1, 17.
»

Cf. xix. 2.

Aret.,

^

.
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godless world, and the sight of the ark indicates that the fulfilment of the

hope of sharers in the covenant, pledged by it, is now to be realized. For
on this account, also, there are threatening foretokens ^ of that which at the
execution of the judgment actually comes upon the antichristian world.

So

also Klief

The older allegorists, from whose mode of exposition Hengstenb. and
Ebrard deviate in ver. 15 sqq., advance here also the most wonderful propoN. de Lyra refers the whole to the victory of the Goths, and other
sitions.
Arians under Narses. The seventh trumpet-angel is the Emperor Justin II.
In Calov. and other older Protestants, who, however, recognize the proleptical character of vv. 15-19 less distinctly, the reference to the Papacy
The ark of the covecoheres with their view of the succeeding chapters.
nant (ver. 19) is applied by many to Christ, while C. a Lap. and the Cath.
want to refer it especially to the Virgin Mary, yet without denying the referEichh., Heinr., etc., find here the literal
ence to the humanity of Christ.

—

—

destruction of Jerusalem, and, accordingly, the complete victory of Christi-

anity over Judaism

— in

connection with which

r.

kdvr]

upyiad., ver.

explained: "Judaism offered difficulties to Christian discipline,"
(SamXevaet,

K.T.Ti.,

^

18, is

and the

" It shall come to pass that the Chrisby no other;" the (ipovrai, k.tX, ver. 19,
Grot, maintained his reference to the times

ver. 15, is interpreted

:

tian religion -shall be oppressed

indicate the ruin of the city.

of Barcocheba^ by such interpretations as that of (3aai?i,evaet, k.tX, ver. 15:
" The Christian religion will always be in Judaea; " or on ver. 18 " By this,
:

Christians

minds
nant,

to

i.e.,

Judaea were commanded always to elevate their
the highest heaven where God dwells, where the ark of the covethe good things of the new covenant, are kept in store."

who were

in

Notes by the American Editor.
LXYII.

Ver.

1.

top vadv tov deov, k.t.1.

Alford argues at length in criticism of Dusterdieck's interpretation, by
which the measuring is referred to the literal and earthly Jerusalem: '' I would
strongly recommend any one who takes that view, to read through the very
unsatisfactory and shuffling comment of Diisterdieck here; the result of which
is, that, finding, as he of course does, many discrepancies between this and our
Lord's prophecy of the same destruction of Jerusalem, he is driven to the refuge
that while our Lord describes matters of fact, St. John idealizes the catastrophe,
it forth, not as it really took place, but according to its inner connection
with the final accomplishment of the mystery of God, and correspondently with
the hope which God's O. T. people possessed, as contrasted with the heathen
power of this world which abides in 'Babylon.' But if 'Babylon' is the
abode of the world, why not Jerusalem of the Church ? If our interpreter,
maintaining the literal sense, is allowed so far to idealize * as to exempt the

setting

'

'

'

^

Cf.

2

Cf. xvi. 18 sqq.,

8

viii. 5.

mentioned.

where

hail also is again

i6vri
*

According

to Calov. 's interpretation of ra

as referring to Catholics,
Cf. xi. 13.
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God itself (ver. 1) from a destruction which we know overtook it,
and nine-tenths of the city (ver. 13) from an overtlirow which destroyed it all,
surely there is an end to the meaning of words. If Jerusalem here is simply
Jerusalem, and the prophecy regards her overthrow by the Romans, and espetemple of

cially if this

passage

is

be made such use of as to set aside the testimony

to

of Irenseus as to the date of the Apoc. by the stronger testimony of the Apoc.
itself [so

Diisterdieck from Liicke], then must every particular be

with known history

shown

to tally

cannot be done, at least it must be shown that
none contradicts it. If this cannot be done, then we may fairly infer that the
prophecy has no such reference, or only remotely, here and there, and not as to
Into whatever difficulty we may be led by the remark, it
its principal subject.
is no less true that the noltq tj uyia of ver. 2 cannot be the same as the n6h.g 1/
fieyuAri of ver. 8.
This has been felt by the literal interpreters, and they have
devised ingenious reasons why the holy city should afterwards be called the
great city.
Diisterd.
Because it is impossible in one breath to call a city
'holy,' and 'Sodom and Egypt.'
Most true; then must we not look for some
other city than one which this very prophecy has called most holy?" He
understands the vabg r. deov and its dvoiaoTrjpioi^ as referring to " the Church of
the elect servants of God, everywhere in this book symbolized by Jews in deed
and truth. The society of these, as a whole, is the vuog agreeably to Scripture
symbolism elsewhere, e.g., 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17, and is symbolized by the inner or
holy place of the Jerusalem temple, in and among which they, as true Israelites
and priests unto God, have a right to worship and minister. These are they
who, properly speaking, alone are measured ; estimated again and again in this
book by tale and number,
partakers in the first resurrection, the Church
of the first-born." Gebhardt, however, while emphatically rejecting Diisterdieck' s literalism, restricts the measuring to Jewish Christians (p. 258): "Can
we still understand the holy city,' 'the great city,' to be Jerusalem in a purely
local sense? No; the city is Jerusalem, but, as frequently elsewhere, it is at
the same time the representative of the Jewish people.
The seer was to
'measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship therein;'
i.e., as Christians generally were protected from the trumpet and vial plagues
(vii. 1-4), so should Christians out of Israel be protected from the judgments
which were to come upon Jerusalem and the Jewish people (compare Matt,
xxiv. 15-18).
On the contrary, the court without the temple was to be left
out,' for it was given to the Gentiles, and they should tread the holy city under
foot forty and two months; i.e., the judgments already predicted by Daniel will
burst in upon the non-christian, unbelieving Jewish people. Whether John, by
its being given to the Gentiles, and their treading it under foot, had in mind the
destruction of Jerusalem, the words do not expressly say."
.

.

;

.

or, if this

:

*

—

'

'

—
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XII.

N /cat «paC« [W. and H.].
Primas, Andr., Yulg., Syr.,
Lach. ) is apparently, like the ill-attested eKpa^sv, a
Matth.
but without Kat,
modification. Also in ver. 4, Primas, Vulg., substitute the imperf. for Gvpei.
Ver. 5. Instead of the most generally supported uppeva {ii, Elz., Beng., Griesb.,
Matth., Tisch. 1854), Lach., whom Tisch. 1859 and IX. follows, has written,
in accord with A, C, upaev.
The incorrectness (De Wette) of this so strongly
attested reading is not greater than, e.g., xi. 4; besides, the preceding and succeeding TO TEKvov may, to an extent, explain the incorrect combination vlbv upaev,
in which the one conception appears to be in a certain apposition with the other.
Ver.

The

Kpd^et.

2.

Elz., Beng., Griesb., Tisch.

well-attested reading aal EKpa^ev (C,

—

—

2,

:

3, al.,

—

— Ver.

6. The Hebraizing (cf. iii. 8, vii. 2) ekeI after ottou ex^l (A, K, 2, 4, 6, al.,
Compl., Plant., Gene v., Beng., Griesb., Matth., Tisch. [W. and H.]) is altogether absent in C (Elz., Lach.); but even if one wished to admit of no
intentional avoidance of the Hebraism, the accidental omission alongside of
EX^i- appears easy.
Ver. 7. tov noXEfificai fiera. So Beng. already, according to
decided witnesses.
The modification k-KokEixriaav Kara (Elz.) has no critical
authority whatever. In 55 the tov is lacking, but only by an oversight. Indorsed by Tisch. IX.
Ver. 10. k^lTjdri. So A, C, J^, 2, 4, al., Beng., Matth.,
Karrjyopuv avTovg.
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. Incorrectly, Elz.: kute^Ti.
A,
28, Erasm., 1, 2, 3, al., Beng., Lach.. Tisch. The well-attested aiTuv (C, 5<, Elz.,
Griesb., Matth.) is suspicious because of its regularity; cf. Winer, p. 191.
Ver. 12. T^v yfjv kqI ttjv duKaaaav.
Unattested is the manifest gloss: Toig
KaroiKovm ttjv y. kqX ttjv dul. (Elz.). But even the reading, indorsed by Beng.,
Griesb., Matth., Lach. (small ed), Tisch., 1854, Ty yy k. t^ dakucari (B, 2, 4, 6,
al., Vulg., Syr., Copt., Aeth., edd. Compl., Plant., Genev.) appears to be a
modification (cf. viii. 13), while the accus., proposed by A (especially ttjv uyairriv
K. TTjv dak.
and C, commends itself just by its difficulty, and has been received
besides into the Elz. recension. Treg., Lach. (large ed.), and Tisch. 1859 and
IX. [W. and H.], have the accus., which is by no means inexplicable (against
De Wette). t< interprets: tk r. y. Ver. 17. The eTci before Ty yvv. (A, N, Elz.,
Tisch.) is lacking in C (Lach.), and is at least suspicious.
Ver. 18. EGTudij,
See on ch. xiii.

—

—

—

)

—

The

fulfilment of the mystery of

seventh trumpet
already occurred

but

is

is
^

celebrated

—

God impending,

by the inhabitants

after the seventh angel, xi. 15, has

not actually shown as yet to the seer

(xi. 19)

x. 7, in the

;

days of the

of the earth as having

sounded his trumpet,

nevertheless, he has already

That this,
come without pre-

beheld such signs as cause the expectation of that end.

together with his eternal glory and blessedness, cannot

ceding divine judgments,
1

is self-evident,^

In a proleptical way.

and

is

indicated also at the close of
*

Cf. vi. 10.

—
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1.

xi. 17 also refers to the infernal nature that
hatred to Christ and his believers, and with respect

signs,

human

to which, no less than to

ment; but

XII.

human

antichristianism, the

Lord comes

that judgment for which the Lord comes

if

and

stated with correct fulness

Satanic basis of all

proof, not only

to judg-

to be otherwise

is

must the most profound

antichristianism incurring the judgment be

first dis-

covered, but also the most essential forms in which this enters the world

from the ultimate foundation of satauic antichristianism must also be
stated.
The former occurs in ch. xii. Satan, who had in vain persecuted
Christ himself, turns with his antichristian fury against Christ's believers.^
Ver. 1 sq. orj/ielov. An appearance whereby something is described, and
thus revealed to the seer, aj^fialverat.^ In the most general sense, any appearance beheld by John might be called a orjiidov (mx) but although such visions as vi. 3 sqq., viii. 7-ix. 21, are, therefore, in no way of an allegorical
:

;

nature, because in themselves they describe things just as the prophet regards

them as real (real shedding of blood, vi. 3; real famine, vi. 5 sqq. real quaking of the earth, and falling of heavenly bodies, and other real plagues), the
ver. 3, xv. 1) has in it something allegorical,
G7]fj.eiov in this passage (cf
;

—

.

and marks it by the particular
expression arj/ielov,
inasmuch as, by the form of the w^oman that is beheld,
it is not the person of an actual woman which is to be represented.
fj.eya,
since the context in itself manifests this,

—

"great,"
cance. ^

i.e.,

—

—

of large appearance, and, accordingly, of important signifiCf. xi. 19.

0}(i)d7].

kv

Heaven

ovpavC).

rCi

is

the locality where

signs bringing a revelation manifest themselves to the seer.^

De Wette and

John a repeated
regarded as being,

Ilengstenb., only that the former^ ascribes to

inconsistency in reference to the standpoint,

— which

from

(xi. 18) is

again in heaven, but afterwards

xi. 15,

^

So, correctly,

— while Hengstenb. repeats

is

imperceptibly trans-

" To be in the
which the explanation, " What
the seer sees belongs not to sensuous, but supersensuous, spheres," by no means
properly harmonizes. The latter remark is allied to the false interpretation
of the kv Tu ovpavu, attempted in a twofold way, according to which the h r.
ovp. is understood with reference to the yw^,^ or the dpuKuv, ver. 3^
yvv^
TEKdv.
Whether and in what way the Church is to be understood by the
woman, cannot be inferred until the close of the entire vision, ^^ since the partic-

ferred to the earth,
Spirit,

and

the error

"^

:

to be in heaven, is the same," with

—

—

ular points of the text condition the
description

(jKepLJieP^rKievr)

bearing, ver.
1

Cf. ver. 17.

3

Cf. XV.

viii.

13;

1,

John

*

Cf. jv.

fi

Cf. V.

2,

—

meaning

2

Cf.

i.

vi. 8,

1

sqq., vi. 1 sqq.,

viii.

1 sqq., ix. 1

Bqq., X. 1, xi. 15 sqq.
«

Cf. X. 1.

8

Calov.

:

"

What

is

Cf. iv. 1 sqq.

signified

by the things

heavenly majesty is fulfilled
in the ecclesiastical heaven." Cf. Vitr.,Beng.,
Auberlen, p. 282.
in

:

" In the

air, or, as

commonly

said,

be assigned by the p6et to the
was believed to be that of the
demons, good and bad, whom he wanted to
produce upon the scene." Cf. Grot. *' In the
In the
centre, between heaven and earth.
matter signified, this means that heavenly and
earthly causes mutually concur."
" See on ver. 17.
is

to

woman,

as

:

f

which John saw

Eichh.

the extreme region of the air; for that same
place

51, v. 20, xiv. 12.

1.

The emblematic

woman who

is just about
reminding us of the manifestation
»

1.

Acts

of the whole.

represents the

in a heavenly brilliancy

3; Matt. xxiv. 24;
i.

dcIxJe/ca)
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of Christ 1

and of God.

2

—

7repil3ei3l7ifievTj

idea resembles that of Ps. civ.

more

is

concrete, since

it is

2,^

rbv

ST.

JOHN.
Clothed

rfkiov.

with, the

sun.

The

only that in this passage the description

not light in general, but the more definite and

perceptible sun, the heavenly body radiating all light, that appears as the
dress of the woman,
not " as breastplate, and, accordingly, as an integrant

—

The

part of the clothing."^
pretation as

little

n(pii3. r. 'rfkiov

allows a definite allegorical inter-

two other features of the description, koI ael-qvri
and Koi km ttjq Kec^akfig avTfjg orecpavag uorepuv dudtKa, only

as the

VKOKUTO) Tuv noduv avT/jc

ri

number twelve of the stars is conditioned^ in a similar way
by the number of the tribes of Israel ^ as in i. 16, 20, the number seven of
stars by the number of particular churches.
The reference to the twelve
apostles ' is incorrect, because the woman appears at all events as mother of
Christ, ver. 5, and accordingly cannot admit of emblems whose meaning
presupposes not only the birth, but also the entire life and work, of the
church. For the same reason, the allegorical interpretations of the tjXloc, as
referring to Christ himself as "the sun of righteousness," ^ and the aeA^i^j;
that the definite

;

who borrow their light from Christ," ^ or to
"the light of the law and prophets far inferior to the light of Christ," ^"^
are to be rejected.
Hengstenb. regards the sun and moon as- emblems of
the uncreated and the created light, which has in itself as little foundation
as referring to " the teachers

as

it

stands in

harmony with the

(correct) reference of the twelve stars to

the tribes of Israel; this applies against Beng.,

who understands by the sun
moon the Mohammedan

the Christian empire and government, and by the

power whose insignia is the crescent. The allegorical interpretation also
of the moon, which is " under the feet of the woman," attempted with
various modification,^^ show their arbitrariness already by the fact that, in
one way or another, they disturb the symmetrical relation to the other features of the description, which, as a whole, has only the intention of displaying the holy and glorious nature of the woman from her heavenly form,

whereby the individual features of the poetic description are as eminently
beautiful as they are naturally striking.
For the form of the woman itself
appears clothed with the sun, and in the clearest radiancy she stands also
on a body of light, the moon; while a crown of stars
and that twelve
encircle her head also with a peculiar brilliancy.
The woman is with child
;

—

—

—

(ev yaarpl exovaa),

and, besides, as the further description immediately after-

wards says more

explicitly, just

cried travailing in birth,

" She
(cf. ver. 4 sq.)
to be delivered " {Kpu^ec udlvovau, /c.t.A.).^^^

about to be delivered

and pained

:

[See Note LXVIII., p. 357.]
1

ws

i.

13-16.

Cf. especially ver. 16:

t) 6\}fi.^

avr.

6 yjAtos, K.T.A.
2 iv. 3.
3

*

<f)ws <os i/aaTioi/.

B

De Wette, Ebrard,

8

Cf.

7

Beda, C. a Lap., Stern, Aret., Vitr., etc.
Andr., Beda, N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Stern,

8

Hengstenb.,

etc.

4 sqq.

Aret., Grot., Calov., etc.
9

Calov.

Beda: "The Church of Christ, girdled
under foot temporal glory."
" Because, mutable things in religion
Vitr.
being abolished, an immovable kingdom has
followed." Cf. C. a Lap., Herd., etc. Ebrard:
" The moon is the night vanquished by her;
the stars are the lights enkindled by her in the
night, which vanquish it."
^2 Concerning the loose connection of the
:

ava^aWoixevos
Ebrard.
vii.

"

-with light, treads

inf. TSKelv
10

Grot.

sqq.

with

/Sao-ai/t^o/xeVrj, cf.

Winer, p. 306
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3, 4.

By another sign now becoming visible, the mortal enemy of
3, 4.
woman and her child, i.e., the devil, is described to the seer. The idea

Vv.
the

of the devil

(cf. ver.

connection of

the expressions
of the dragon
Jieri/ red,

9) as a dpuKuv

6 dpuKOJV 6 fjtiyag

and

6 dpuKuv

may be
is

6

^ is

oipi^,

* is

based upon Gen.

6 ooig 6 apx-, ver. 9,

hifj

dreadful power

devil

is

that

TTv^^oc is

The

great size

he appears to be

and corruption," ^
and also "is intent upon the
the murder of all believers
in

as

'*

"^

;

especially the circumstance that the representation of the

is

viz.,

with

resj^ect to the

drunken with the blood of the martyrs. ^

not blood-red^

The two questions

^

utt' upx'/g,^^ ^

given with concrete distinctness,

is

ular power which

;

the symbol of destruction

the uvdptJiroKTovog

murder of the child of the woman, as well
favor of the last

iii ,2 to which the
and the interchange of

vv. 13, 15, clearly refers.

inferred from

either " because fire

or " because he

with

is

not pertinent. i*^

—

£X(^v K£(pa7iag

Romish

The

—

sec-

objection

cTrrd dcadf^fxara.

what manner the ten horns on the seven diademed
heads should be regarded as distributed, and what is the proper meaning and
reference of these heads, horns, and diadems, inseparably cohere, but are not
to be answered from the context of ch. xii. alone, but only from ch. xiii.
compared with ch. xvii. Upon a mere conjecture depend the views of Vitr
as to in

,

that the middle head

(i.e.,

Diocletian) bore

all

the ten horns

(i.e.,

governed

and of De Wette, that three heads had double horns. The
opinion also of Bengel, received by Hengstenb., Ebrard, etc., that one of the
heads, viz., the seventh, bore all ten horns, cannot be derived from xvii. 12.
ten provinces)

;

— With respect

to the meaning of the heads, etc., only a few among the
older allegorists have misjudged that since the seven heads, ten horns, and
ten diadems are common to the dragon and the beast furnished with power

from the same,

ch. xiii., the interpretation there given

regulate the explanation also of ch.

The

xii.

by John himself must

devil manifestly appears as

the proper author, working in the deepest foundation of every antichristiau
being, In such form as corresponds to the form of the beast,- i.e., of the antiChristian

power actually entering this earthly world, and serving the dragon
Without any support, therefore, are all such expositions

as an instrument.

as that of Tirinus,

who understands

the seven heads of the dragon as the seven

But De Wette's proposition also to explain the heads as an
emblem of sagacity, and the horns of power, and the numbers seven and ten
as the well-known mystical numbers without precise significance, in no way
satisfies the analogy of ch. xiii.
the numbers also maintain their definite
application in ch. xiii. (and ch xi), and, therefore, cannot be taken in similar
deadly

sins. 11

;

indefiniteness as that of the rd Tplrov
is 12

1

Cf Kidduschira,

demon appeared

to

p. 29, 2 b.;

him

iu the

Wetst.

:

"A

form of a dragon

having seven heads."
2 Cf. 2 Cor. xi. 3.
'

r.

uar. directly

Cf. ver. 4: k.

*

Cf. ix. 17 sqq.

«

John

»

Vict.,

17

ovpa, k.t.\.
b

»

N. de Lyra, C. a Lap., Aret.,

is

4.

It

beheld in

cf. xvii. 4, 6.

Ebrard.

lo

Cf. on

vi. 4.

"

<

pride of the lion, the greed of the

The

luxury of the bear, the gluttonj' of

the wolf, the enmity of the serpent, the wrath

viii. 44.

"Wette, Hengstenb., etc.

«

tiger, the

Ebrard.

afterwards in ver.

Roman Empire which

the antichristiau secular power of the

of the viper, the indolence of the ass."

De

"

Cf. already Vict.
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JOHN.

ST.

under the form of the seven-headed and ten-horned beast ^ and, benumber of heads, horns, and diadems was based upon the
historical relations of that empire ^ according to this is to be understood the
analogous and, as it were, archetypal appearance of the dragon working by
ch. xiii.

;

sides, the precise

;

means

Erroneous, therefore, are

of that secular power.^

Roman

which, instead of the concrete reference to the

duce extraneous

specialties,^ or

all

the explanations

Empire, either intro-

The latter
who by a

keep to indefinite generality.^

applies especially also against Hofm.,^ Hengstenb., and Ebrard,
false explanation of properly

adduced passages,

xvii. 9

and

ch. xiii.,

and by

an incorrect comparison of the ten horns of the dragon with the ten (still
future) kings, xvii. 12, understand the seven dragon-heads of the seven phases
of the godless secular power
but the ten horns, which (improperly) are
5

regarded as on the seven heads, of the tenfold division of that ultimate sec-

Among

ular power.

made

the older allegorists, Calov. has correctly received the

Rome, but perverted it by not explaining the seven
crowned dragon-heads from the relations of the imperial succession,'' but by
regarding them as designations of the seven forms of government received
The corresponding original form of the
in the entire history of Rorae.^
dragon must also be understood according to the standard, derived from chs.
xiii. and xvii., of the beast in the service of the dragon, through which the
Roman secular government with its emperors is symbolized. The ten horns
correspond to ten personal rulers, who as emperors stand within the horizon
reference as

to

of the prophet as possessors of the

Roman Empire

(1)

:

Augustus, (2) Tibe-

Nero, (6) Galba, (7) Otho,^8>-.Vitellius,
Thus also in xiii. 1 the ten horns of the beast,
(^) Vespasian, (10) Titus.
each of which bears a diadem, are meant; but in other respects the same
fundamental view in chs. xiii. and xvii. is not applied and carried out with
rius, (3) Caligula, (4) Claudius, (5)

The idea

entire uniformity.

that one of the seven heads

is

mortally

wounded, but again healed, applies indeed to the beast of ch. xiii., but not
to the dragon
and both descriptions, chs. xii. and xiii., are distinguished
from the statement of ch. xvii. especially by the fact that in the former a
genuine emperor, the last possessor of the Roman Empire, and ten kings
still to come, who are distinguished throughout from those indicated by the
ten horns of chs. xii. and xiii., come within the sphere of the prophecy;
while, on the other hand, ch. xvii. makes no further reference to that which
is designated in ch. xiii. by the mortal wound of the one head, than by
the inequality, common to all three chapters, between the number ten of the
;

1

Cf.

Dan.

2

Cf.

xiii. 1, xvii.

3

Cf. Grrot., Wetst.,

*

N. de Lyra: " Khosroorthe Persian

^

vii. 7.

"

The Lamb had seven horns and seven

eyes; the dragon has seven heads as a sign

9 sqq.

Ew.

that his
king,

power

hostile to Christianity, is the seventh head;

dispersed

the six others are vassal kings, the ten horns,

horns,

divisions

Beng.,
^

of

the army."

Coccej.,

Beda

:

"

The

devil

his kings;

armed with the power
The seven heads = all

the ten horns

=

the whole king-

not indivisible; but the num-

is

i.e.,

that of divine possibility.

'

Cf

8

|.

Weiss

.

:

number

U. Erf.,

11.

of

human

possi-

p. 349.

xvii. 10, xiii. 3.

Kings.

2.

Military tribunes.
7.

is

But his

the instruments of his strength, are

ten, according to the

bility."

etc.

of the earthly kingdom.

dom."

Cf. also

is

ber of the powers into which his liingdora

Consuls.
5.

3.

Decemviri.

Dictators.

Odoacer, or even the

Roman

6.

4.

Caesars,

pontiffs.

:
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3, 4.

horns and seven of the heads. The seven heads are expressly designated as
seven kings, i.e., emperors; John also says that the sixth is present.^ This
"
peculiar relation between the number "ten " of the emperors and "seven

meaning which is indicated in another
by the healed mortal wound, viz., that only with seven wearers of
the diadem is the actual and true possession of the government found,
according to which a horn is to be regarded as on each of the seven heads
while three among the ten
of the dragon (and of the beast, xiii. 1),^
wearers of the diadem, viz., the three chiefs, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, by
their rebellion possessed only an "uncertain and, as it were, unsettled imperial power." 8 The three horns, which recall these three usurpers, are on
one of the seven heads neither in the dragon nor the beast. Where they
are to be regarded, is not to be inferred in the same way from the idea of
the forms of the dragon and the beast as the position of the seven (crowned,
xiii. 1) horns on the seven (crowned, xii. 3) heads
if John himself had had
a precise view of the position of those three horns, he might have regarded
them
corresponding to the historical condition
as between the fifth and
the sixth crowned heads.
By a highly dramatic stroke
Kal
ovpu, k.t.X.
John portrays the track of the dragon, as by moving his dreadful tail hither
and thither, he tore away a large (the third, viii. 7 sq.) part of the stars of
heaven, and cast them down to earth. An undoubted adumbration of this
description is Dan. viii. 10, where a horn that grew up to heaven cast down
the stars. But in John the dragon appears £,j tcj ovpavu, like the woman, ver.
the more readily suggested, therefore, is the conception, that while in an
1
eager rage he lashes about his tail, it casts down from heaven the stars
which it strikes.'* An attempt at false allegorizing lies in this feature of the
description, in the fact that the seven heads, etc., have certainly a precise
of the emperors, can only have the

way

also

—

—

;

—

—

—

i]

;

figurative reference; but the circumstance already that the numerical state-

ment

TO rpcTov, ver. 4, is to

ver. 3 are to

character.

be taken only schematically, while the numbers

be taken with

The

literal

accuracy, gives the description another

allegorical explanations offered

^ could be only arbitrary
and fluctuating, because they depend entirely upon the error that they seek
for a definitely ascribed prophetic thought, where the text gives only the
expressive feature of a poetical description; a feature, however, which is important and characteristic in the entire presentation of the dragon, because
thereby, in a way corresponding to the nature of dragons ^ and the visionary
1

the

to this the

ated."

number ten

of

all

possessors of the govern-

ment.

ors of

:

the teachers of the gospel to be disturbed."
In like manner. Grot., who refers the oiipd to

Simon Magus, who

led astray the third part,

not only of Christian people, but also of the

8

Cf. Sueton., Vesp.,

*

Cf. Eichh.,

people.

i.

Ew.

Calov., Beng., Stern, etc.

tory of earthly rulers."

Beda: "It indicates the strength
and malice of the enemy, who by deceitful
arts, as though with his tail, cast down an
innumerable part of angels or men." Aret.
" The tail is the end of time
the Papacy, for
B

Roman Empire at length degenerVitr. " The devil, through theemperRome, persecutors of the faith, caused

xvii. 10.

The diadems

are found, with the dragon,
on the heads; with the beast, on the horns;
corresponding in the one place to the number
seven of actual emperors, and in the other to
2

Cf., e.g.,

—

Ebrard,

:

•'

The vie
" The

etc.

:

seduction of the angels." The best still, De
Wette: " Violence perpetrated in the kingdom
of light."
« "Dragons have their power, not in their
teeth, but in their tails " (Solin, 30, in Wetst.).

—
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JOHN.

(^kif r. obpavu), the rage and eagerness of the devil appearing as a
The dragon has in view, above all things, the
dragon are made visible.
child who is about to be born of the woman; he puts himself ^ before

locality

—

woman, in order that, when she have given birth, he maydevour the child.
Vv. 5, 6. The child is born, but rescued; the woman also flees.
vldv
The expression, without regard to its peculiar incorrectness,^ reminds
upaev.
the travailing

us of the

"III J

13,

Jer. xx. 15,^ but

is still

more emphatic

prominence

in the

given the male sex of the child, since the grammatical reason, rendering
possible the harsh agreement of the masc. vldv

and the neut.

fact that the upaev appears as a sort of apposition:

intention of this emphasis, which

De

"a

upoev, lies in

son, a male."

AVette imi^roperly denies,

is

not that of

designating the child as victor over the dragon,^ but ^ points to what

concerning the child immediately afterwards;

words taken from Ps.

make

ii.

9

bg

fiiTilei

(LXX.), which are referred

ttocu.,

the

The

is

k.tX

added
These

also to Christ in xix.

woman

is the Messiah ^
but the designation of Christ by these words of the Messianic Psalm is in

15,

it

indubitable that the child born of the

;

this passage ^ the most appropriate and significant, since the fact is made
prominent that this child just born is the one who with irresistible power
will visit in judgment the antichristian heathen. By the words of the Psalm,
John, therefore, designates the Lord as the epxofievov, who, as is especially
kept in view by ch. xii., will also come with his iron rod upon the Gentilelioman antichrist. As, therefore, John by the words of the Psalm designates the child in a way completely corresponding to the fundamental idea
of the entire Apoc, and points to the ultimate end in the Messianic judgment, he at the same time discloses the reason why Satan lays snares chiefly
for the child, and then also for the woman and believers and why especially
whose insignia the dragon wears, and which is
the Gentile-Roman empire
persecutes believers in Christ in the manner dethe means of his wrath
picted further in what follows.^ Thus the designation of the child shows
the significance of the entire vision, ch. xii., in its relation to what follows.
The result, however, is also that all the expositors who regard the child born
of the woman as any thing else than the Messiah, and that, too, in his con;

—

—

crete personality, miss the surest standpoint for the exposition of the entire
this the correct standpoint for the comprehension of ch.
This applies especially in opposition to all those who, however
much they diverge in details, yet agree in the fundamental error that they
regard the child as Christ, only in a certain metonymical sense, by under-

ch. xii.,
xiii.

and with

sqq.

standing

it

properly, speaking of Christ living in believers,

believers themselves.

1

Thus Beda: "The Church

Concerning the natural presupposition

ing in the

ea-rriKev, cf. Pliu., I/. J^., viii.

ly-

*

3: " It

the

its body, not by manifold bending, as
do other serpents, but by walking high and
erect, in the midst" (Wetst.).

propels

2

8

See Critical Notes.
LXX. dpcrtv, without
:

^
•

«

and thus of

always, though the

" Victor over the devil who had conquered
(Beda).
cf. Beng,, Hengstenb., etc.
De Wette, Rinck, Hengstenb., Ebrard,

woman "

etc.
">

vios.

is

As

also xix. 15.

« xii. 17, xiii. 1

sqq.

—
CHAP.
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dragon opposes, bringing forth Christ."
a church, ruling in Christ the world."
gives the

more

specific definition

:

"

341

5, 6.

— " The Church daily gives birth

to

Cf. C. a Lap., Aret., Calov., who
bearing of the woman " refers to

The

the "profession of the Nicene faith, and the sons born to

God by the Church

in the midst of the persecutions of the Gentiles," Beng., Stern., etc.

Grot,

among whom were Aquila and Apollos,
instruments of the catholic Church, brought forth many of the Roman people
unto Christ." Eichh., Heinr., Herd., etc., who regard the child as a symbol of the Christian Church, proceeding from the Jewish, belong here. —kcI
The expression makes clear how, by a sudden withdrawal,^ the
^pnuadT].
also

:

child

"

The

dispersed from Judaea,

delivered from the immediately threatening danger. ^

is

Kai rrpoc tov Opovov abrov.

It is

made emphatic not only

npdg rbv dedv

that the child is

drawn up to God for preservation, but also that this is the
same time most exalted, place of refuge. The allegorical

surest,

and

at the

interpretation of

5, by those who do not acknowledge in the child the
must have an entirely reverse result. N. de Lyra ^ contents
himself with the idea of the "deliverance of the Church;" even to him

the second half of ver.
iRIessiah himself,

Beda's interpretation*

who

expositors also,

may have been

The

too perplexing.

rationalistic

share with these churchly expositors the fundamental

uselessly amend one another. ^
De Wette,
have referred the r^pnuadi], k.tX, to the Lord's
ascension, and, according to this, understand by the persecution on the part
of the dragon ® " all that was done on the part of the Jews against Christ

error concerning the tekvov,

Hengstenb., Ebrard,

until his death,"

'

etc.,

the entire state of humiliation, to which the state of exal-

But the

tation even to God's throne has succeeded. ^
this, that this

statement in the text, has asserted
he says,

TjpnaadT],

it is

to be

Hengstenb.

itself in

Before the Kal

remembered that the dragon continues

cution, as, according to the gospel history,

tion until the death on the cross. ^

how was

feeling concerning

conception does not correspond with the character of the

it

"This addition

is

urged by ver. 4: for

the one, who, already before the birth, stood before the

and

it is

accordance with the text; for the textual idea
is

in

it

neither this addition, nor the exposition based thereon,

after birth

woman,

was born, not to incessantly continue
required by the 'and it was caught up.'" But

order to devour her child as soon as
his persecution?

his perse-

has occurred from the tempta-

caught up to God's throne.

is

allowable in

that the child immediately

is

This ideal representation

is

related

to the actual history of Christ, just as the ideal allusion to the

judgment

impending upon Jerusalem,

;

^

Acts

xxiii. 10;

Jude

xi. 1 sqq., to

23.

Hengstenb.
8 Cf. Aret., C. a Lap., etc.
* '• Godlessness
cannot apprehend Christ
epiritualiy born in the mind of hearers, for the
reason that the same one reigns with the Father
in heaven, who also has raised us, and made
us sit in heavenly places with Christ."
B Cf. Eichh.: "The Christian Church havIng proceeded from Judaism received, under
2

Vitr.,

the actually future fact

the fact

God's protection, its growtii and increase;"
with Grot. " Simon seduced so man5'at Ronoe
that a Christian people no longer appeared
there. Thoy who do not appear with men are
said to be with God."
:

e

Cf.

John

'

De

"Wette.

*

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

»

Cf.

xiv. 30.

Luke

xiv. 30.

iv.

13:

dxfli.

xaipoO,

and John
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as little prophesied there, as in this passage the proper history of

is

Christ and

its

precise epochs are mentioned,^ but in both cases the histori-

cal reality serves only for the firm concrete basis of the idea,

No

main point of consideration.

which

is

the

historical fact corresponds to the propheti-

cal-ideal representation of the dragon,

which watches for the birth of the

Messiah, in order to immediately devour the child; but the snares on the
part of Herod, and the murder of the infants at Bethlehem, may have given

an occasion for the conception of the view, whereby John figuratively repre-

No

sents the mortal enmity of Satan to the Messiah.

fact in the history of

but the fact of the Lord's
were, the colors with which to paint the ideas as to

Christ corresponds to the
ascension offers, as

it

how
how

latter,

TjpnuGdr] to renvov, k.t.I.

inexpressibly glorious

is

;

the preservation of the child from Satan, and

is confounded.
Both subunder consideration here, Satan's mortal hatred to the Lord (and, therefore to his saints, xii. 17, xiii. 1 sqq.), and, in connection with this, Satan's
inability to touch the Lord (and, accordingly, the final judgment on every

completely the

with his persecutions,

jects

thing antichristian, and the glorification of believers), are here placed in
view.

What,

after the

of the dragon, or

withdrawal of the child,

is

further attempted on the part

what now possibly occurs with

it itself (cf. ver. 7. sqq.),

cannot be properly stated (ver. 7 sqq.) without giving an account first of the
This occurs in ver. 6, which briefly anticipates ^ what is
fate of the woman.
described more minutely in ver. 14, and that too on the basis of ver. 7 sqq. *
for not until the dragon, with his wrath directed above all things against the
;

child

itself, is

13 sqq., and

completely confounded, does he turn against the woman, ver.

when she

flees,

then against the rest of her seed, ver.

to vent against them, as believers in Christ, that rage with

17, in

order

which he could

not reach the Lord himself and the woman. But what instruments the
dragon employs, in order to attack believers with the hatred which is, in
fact, directed against the Lord himself, is shown immediately afterwards in
xiii. 1 sqq.
orrov

—

eKel.

Cf. ver. 14,

iii. 8, vii.

2.

—

ijTotfi,ao/xEvov utto t. 6.,

Cf Winer, p. 347 sqq.
clause depends upon the tjtoiij.. and r.

of God," divinely.

The

final

the place in the wilderness
onov Tpecperai

ekeI, /c.r./l.),

;

—
d.

;

iva

md

the

IkeI refers,

cf the parallel words, ver. 14
.

where also the personally fixed

explains the meaning of the

"on

the part

rpi^uaiv ovttjv, k.t.1.

therefore, to

(el^ t.

ronov

Tp£(pETai (sc.

jj

avT7/g,

yvvrj)

taken without a definite subject.*

Tpi<j>o)Giv avrfjv

See, in general, also in reference to the schematic determination of time,

on

ver. 14.

Vv. 7-12. Not only is it in vain that the dragon lays snares for the child
but he is now cast down to earth by Michael and his angels, who
a crisis which, in its salutary sigbegin a battle with him and his angels,
nificance for believers, is celebrated by a loud voice in heaven giving praise,
(ver. 5),

but which

—

also, as the

cry of

woe

indicates,

makes the whole earth the scene

1

»

Against Ebrard.

s

*

Cf. x. 11;

Against Auberlen, p. 277, etc.
Vitr.. Ewald, De Wette, Hofm., Hengetenb., Auberleo.

Luke

See on ver.
xii. 20.

14.

—
CHAP.
for the rage of the dragon cast
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XII. 7-12.

upon

koX kyivero m'kefioQ

it.

h t,

The

ovp.

even to the throne of God
the cause of the struggle which arose,^ not only has

conception that the dragon pursued the
(ver. 5), and that this is
no foundation in the context, but

cliild

what is said in
by its being caught up
to God and God's throne, is completely secured from any further pursuit on
The idea, also, that the dragon also made only the
the part of the dragon.
attempt to seize the child from God's own hand, is in itself not possible.
But in the struggle which now arises, it is not Satan, but Michael, who
appears as taking the offensive. After the dragon did what is described in
vv. 3, 4,
and after the child was in complete security,
not only the
dragon who had attempted the attack on the child, but also his angels, are
ver. 5,

because the

k. iipTruodv

is

also inconsistent with

declares that the child,

—

—

The very circumstance that in ver. 7 the discourse
not only concerning the dragon, but also concerning his adherents, points
to the fact, that the bold undertaking of the dragon (ver. 3 sq.), the most
driven out of heaven.
is

extreme to which his antichristian nature brings him, furnishes Michael and
his army of angels the immediate occasion, on their part, for laying hold
upon the dragon and all his angels, and casting them out of heaven.
ev tu
For at this place the dragon is cf ver. 3. Every allegorical interovpavC),
pretation 2 brings with it a confusion of the context in details, and as a

—

;

whole.

Cf also
.

ver. 8.

—

6

The opinion

MixarjTi.

advocated by Hengstenb., that Michael
X. 13, xii. 1, the

.

is

of Vitringa, urgently

not an angel (according to Dan.

guardian angel of the O. T. people of God, according to

Jude 9 an archangel), but Christ himself, or, as Hengstenb. prefers to say,
the Logos, miscarries
even apart from Jude 9, where the express designa-

—

tion, 6 upxdyye^og,

according to Hengstenb.,

is

divinity of Michael, as the declaration of the

against the homoousia of the Son

— by

its

as

little

a proof against the

Lord (John

xiv. 28) testifies
being altogether impossible to

regard Michael (ver. 7) and the child (ver. 5) as one and the same person.
In this passage, also, Michael the archangel ^ appears as the leader of the
angelic army (/cat oi uyy. avrov), with which he contends for the Messiah and
his

kingdom.

— tov

Just as undoubted as

Tro?,efx^aai fxerii r. dpuK., k.t.Ti.

reading according to the

MSS.

at hand,

is

its

is this

obscurity in a granmiatical

respect; since the gen. infinitive tov

noTiefif/aai, in connection with the w^ords
analogy in the Greek of the LXX. and
the X. T. The seeming parallel, Acts x. 25, is distinguished from this passage by the very fact that there a proper grammatical reason is present,*
while in this passage the connection of the gen. infinitive tw iroleiifiaai with

6 Mix. Kal oi uyy. avrov, is

the subj.

6 Mt^.,

/C.T.A.,

without

all

admits of no grammatical explanation whatever; for

neither the analogy of passages like Isa. xliv. 14, Jos.

where the

1
»

inf.,

introduced by

"7,

De Wette, Stern.
Beda: "In the Church, in which he eays

Eichh., Herd.,

that Michael with his angels fights against the

by praying and ministering his
aid, he contends, according to God's will, for
the wandering Church."
devil, because,

ii.

5,

is

applicable

stands in definite dependence upon a pre-

s Beng., Ew.,
Auberlen, etc.
*

As

De Wctte, Hofm.,

Ebrard,

the genitive Infinitive clause, in which

the subject enters as an accus. (tow ilaiKd^lv
rbi'

Uirpov), depends

personal kyivero.

upon the expressly im-

—
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LXX.

ceding idea, and where the
ing of the words
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ST.

also place a finite tense, ^ nor

"had war," upon which,

then, the tov

Troleu.

is

the supply-

regarded as

is

dependent,^ allowable. If it were possible from the kytvero ttoXehoc to supply
an lyevovTo before 6 Mix.
o^' ^77- clvt.,^ or if
the hyiveTo dare be regarded as
extending to 6 M^;^;.,^ the tov -noTiEixfiaai wo4ild then be correctly added.^ But
that twofold conception is so doubtful as to constrain us to the opinion that
f^o-i-

our text
ing,

is

As a

defective or corrupt.^

commends

tTro7ie/ii7]aav,

itself,

peated from the preceding

sensible conjecture, the Elz. read-

since the tov before the infin.

may

be re-

and the change of the TroTie/xf/aai into the
form of a finite tense is without difficulty; but if the tov 7:o?iefj.f/'jai of the
MSS. be correct, and its difficulty "favors it, a finite tense immediately
before, upon which this tov ttoXeju. depends, may have fallen out, possibly
uveoTrjcav or rjldav, or the like, since the essential meaning is manifestly that
which the versions express.'
The conjecture is most probable, that the
words noTisfiog kv tw ovpavC) are nothing but a marginal note that has entered
into the text, made in order to mark the noteworthy contents of the passage 8 if these words be regarded as absent, the connection of the tov ttoTl.
with the Kai eyeveTO 6 Mix- k. ol uyy. avTov does not seem difficult, since the genitive of the telic infinitive^ correctly depends upon the idea of the movement
lying in the iyevcTo.'^^ This conjecture has in its favor, that the reception
into the text of the doubtful M^ords 7r6/1f//of h tu ovpavC) is incomparably more
probable than the falling-out of a finite tense before tov ttoA. it is also to be
considered, that, as in what follows, the EKoTitfirjas is formed only according
avTov,

—

—

;

;

to the chief subject 6

ten

dp.,

Moreover, while

clause.
6 Mix.

the same phraseology
it

would have been

uyy. avTov eno^^firjae,

'fo^ 01

— for the

probable also in the

is

difficult for

John

first

to have writ-

sing., after Kai ol ayyekoi avTov

had

preceded, would have been unallowable in the style of the Apoc, and be-

with the following, knoAeiiTjae appears to be still more
monotonous than the eTzolenrjaav even of the Rec,
the lyevsTo, on the other
hand, in immediate connection with 6 Mix. nal ol uyy. meets all requirements,
and commends itself especially by the fact that it gives the meaning that
the attack proceeded from Michael and his angels.
sides, in connection

Ver.

8.

—

Properly, after the full contents of the subject 6

have preceded, the plur. form laxvaav

now

6p. kol ol uyy.

avTov

introduced, although the sing.

(ver. 7) stood in express relation only to the chief subject 6 dpuKuv.

k'jTo7\iliriaE

The

^^ is

sense of the KalovK Eoxvaav

is like

the Heb. phrase

1 Against Ew.
"It must be fought by
them." Bleek, Ziill.
2 Hengstenb.
3 Cf. Meyer on Acts x. 25.
4 Cf. Lucke, p. 454.
6 Cf. Winer, p. 304.
6 Liicke, De Wette, Winer, p. 307.
:

'

Vulg.

8

Nevertheless, e.g., Andreas

:

Praeliabantur.

over, has the suspicious

words

How very usual
rily

in the text

gives the section (vv. 7-12), the title: nepl tou
jroAeTiow tHu dyyeAwv kol thjv Sai/xofwt', k.t.\.

manifest

is

extraordina-

the long series of

lists

32;

Book

Cf. Nov. Text. Or. ex Sin. Cod., ed.

Cf. Acts

iii. 2,

A similar

12.

Cf. Acts xx. 16, xxi. 17, xxv. 15;

John

of con-

in the

Tisehendorf, Lips., 1865; P., Ixxxii.
annotation is, e.g., Isa. xxx. 6.
*«

12

brief declarations in the

the contents,

which occur in cod. X

tents be read

of Acts.

if

N^, Gen. xxxii. 26;

were

MSS. concerning

»

— who, more-

^y

Luke

vi. 25, 19.

"

Cf., directly afterwards, totto?

^^

LXX.

:

ov Svvarai, Trpb? avrov.

— avTwi/.

x.

:

CHAP.
Ps. xiii. 5;^ Gen. xxx. S:^
ai'Tuv

en

kv

ovpavu.

t(j

The

"They

ovde *

XII.
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9.

could not prevail."

—

omVe tottoc evpidij

puts a second negative expression by the

side of and opposite to the first, so that the meaning of the connection can
be explained Not only the dragon and his angels could not prevail, but he
could no longer maintain his place in heaven he is conquered in heaven
This idea Hengstenb. himself indicates in an
and cast out of heaven.
:

:

entirely rationalistic way,

by explaining, according"

to the accepted funda-

mental statement " Every thing mighty is placed in heaven," ^ as follows
" That Satan could not maintain himself in heaven, simply means that his
power is broken,
broken, according to ver. 11, by the blood of Christ,
whereby the forgiveness of sins is obtained, and thus his most dangerous
weapon is wrested from Satan." On the other hand, a preposterous dogmatizing on this verse appears in Hofm., Ebrard, and Auberlen, who here
find the presupposition, that until then,^ Satan with his angels have actually
had their place in heaven, make a comparison with the coming-forth of
Satan in Job i., as though it were an historical fact, and, at the same time,
explain from Zech. iii., that the business of Satan in heaven is that of accus:

—

ing.

But

this idea, impossible in itself

^

to considerate Christian feeling, is

gathered from the text only by the ascription of objective reality to that
which is indeed improperly regarded a pure fiction,' yet to which only the
reality of the vision belongs.

The

on which the visionary con-

real truth

templation of the discomfiture of the dragon, after the withdrawal of the

Messianic child, depends,

way from

ver. 11

^

— the

is

— as

may be

explained from ver. 10, but in no

Christian fundamental doctrine of the conquest of

Satan and his kingdom by Christ, the Redeemer and Lord of the kingdom
but the subject treated in this passage (as also in vv. 3-6) is no
doctrinal definition, but only the illustration, extending to the deepest foundation, of the rage of the arch-fiend against believers.
Against them he
turns (ver. 17 sqq.), after he has pursued in vain the Lord himself (ver. 4 sqq.)
of heaven

;

and the woman; the earth becomes the theatre of his wrath, after he has
been cast thither from heaven, and that, too, as one vanquished, so that
even believers can overcome the already overcome enemy, let him rage as
he may.
The description, vv. 7, 8 (and 9), portrays an actual, historical
or superhistorical, fact, past or entirely future, which was revealed to John
by his vision, no more than vv. 3-6 describe actual facts as such but also
in this passage the form of the vision in the mind of the seer seems to be
morally conditioned by his remembrance of the fact, firmly established in
biblical revelation, of the overthrow of the fallen angels.
In itself, and as
such, this fact has nothing to do with the present connection but in the
mind of the seer, the particular conception which he here expresses clothes
itself in the form of that fact.
[See Note LXVIIL (6), p. 359.]
;

;

*

Ver.

9.

LXX.

:

/c(w £(3?i7)drj.

After the circumstantial designation of the subject

laxva-a rrpos avTou.

'^'LXX.: Koi

r}6vva.(T9r]v.

*

So Winer also (pp. 457, 572) writes.
Cf. Isa. xiv. 12.

«

Until

8

the ascension of Christ (ver. 5).

Auberlen

:

During

'•

the entire world-period."

« Which, especially in Ebrard,
Ebrard.
appears utterly inconceivable.
' Against Heinr. and other rationalists.
« Against Hengstenb.
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has been given, the verb
rate determination,

ST.

JOHN.

repeated, and then receives also the

is

more accuThe aggregation of designations describe
enemy as completely as possible which is

e/3A. elg ttjv yrjv.

the nature and activity of the

;

on the one hand, indicated
what believers have to expect from this enemy now working against them
on earth,! and, on the other hand, it is said that this enemy, even though his
hostile activity be so various, yet is already a thoroughly conquered adverappropriate for the reason that thereby

it

is,

First stands the designation 6 dpuauv 6

sary. ^

as that of the subject

fiiyac,

given by ver. 3 sqq., with which the other designations are connected as
appositives: 6

b<pig

with an allusion to Gen.

6 apxalog,

rabbinical expressions 'JI'Dlpn

The

Ka7\.ov^ievog SiujSoXoCf k.t.2..

like

manner

U^njn and

dia(3o?MQ

"|liyx")n

iii. ,8

miX)^

stands here with the

whence

also the

are derived.

proper noun, like

which

r. oIk. bl.,

is

appears in both places as a

The

added to

6

not altogether intelligible from what

is

6 6Lu[3o?u)g also in, e.g.,

aar., viz., 6 izTiavibv

art.,^

b

a

on the

as an appellative, just as in xx. 3 with ogkaTw] while,

other hand, the 6 Garavuc, because of the

—

6 Kokovfievog in

xx. 10.

definition

said in ver. 1, but refers to the antichristic activity of Satan

^

described in

shows us on its part that the entire present account has its peculiar
intention and meaning, not so much in itself, as rather in its connection

ch. xiii.,

with what

follows."^

Vv. 10-12.

A

loud voice in heaven

celebrates the victory

^

which has
and

just occurred before the eye of the seer, over the adversary of Christ

(vv. 10-12a), as one in which believers also are to participate,
but this voice proclaims, also, woe to the whole earth, because the
dragon cast out upon it will make use of the short time given him for his
his

kingdom

ver. 10

;

wi-ath (ver. 126).

_

— apn, "

as also the conclusion

—

now,'' since the victory over th^

from

ver. 10,

on

ifiTi.,

dragon, ver. 8

sq.,

k.tX, once again expressly

" God and his
Incorrectly, Hofm.
eyiveTo
GuTrjpia, k.tX
Anointed have established their salvation and their power." Also De Wette,
who properly refers to xi. 15, is incorrect in his remark There is with
respect to the curripla a sort of zeugma or mingling of thoughts the sentence, " Salvation is God," vii. 10, xix. 1, becomes in this connection " Now
De Wette, as also those who have
it is shown that the salvation is God's."
atjrijpLa, has correctly felt that it is just
wished to change the meaning of
the idea of the auTTjpia whereby the mode of statement in this passage
appears more difficult than in the entirely similar passage, xi. 15. But precisely as the dvvafitg and the (SaoLMa, so also the auTijpta, i.e., salvation in the
is
not " victory," ^ which auTijpta does not mean,
specific Christian sense,
beheld with complete objectivity. The salvation, like the kingdom, the
strength, and the power, has now become our God's, since the dragon in
heaven has been overcome now his salvation, his power, his kingdom, are
no longer attacked and injured by the violence of the dragon up to this time

emphasizes.

ij

:

:

;

:

tj

—

—

;

unbroken, and his power not yet overcome.

This

is

the precise

«

Cf. especially xiii. 14, xx.

f

Ver. 17 sqq.

Cf. Schottgen.

«

Cf. xi. 15, 12.

Whicti Ew. incorrectly wants to remove.

^ Eichii.,

1

Cf. ver. 12 sqq.

3

Cf 2 Cor.

4
5

.

2

cf. ver. 10 sqq.

xi. 3.

Ew.

ii.

mode
8, 10.

of the

CHAP.
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XII. 10-12.

presentation, along with which the other view also co-exists, that
tially

which becomes God's.
is

it is

and alone God's salvation, power, and kingdom which God

The

individual ideas are very significant

i]

;

the salvation, not only inasmuch as saints are thereby delivered,^

reference

is

necessary, nevertheless

is

too narrow,

— but

sum

the

^

essen-

seizes, ^ or
auTTjpla

— this

total of all

and holiness, as they have been prepared for the
by God through his Christ, the ooniio, but have been prevented from
reaching the same by the dragon, the antichrist. The 6vvau(^, the power of
righteousness, blessedness,

creature

God, has been manifested in his victory over the dragon
" where God's majesty shows itself,"
peculiar to

him

as the possessor of unconditioned power,

and which he

The

plays especially in creation and the imparting of salvation."^

ascribed to God's Christ, because

k.tX, lies in what

of the dragon

^"^

the definite, supreme power

The reason

to God's Christ as such.^
kyivETo,

it is

is

was nothing

for the

reported in vv.
else

the liaaiXda^

*

;

the royal glory of God,® which

^ is

8,

9

;

is

dis-

k^avaia is
«

peculiar

ascription of praise, apn
for the entire undertaking

than the truly antichristian attempt to frus-

God, to oppose his paailela,
naught the k^ovaia of Christ, ay, Christ himself. From a
new side, not at all touched in ver. 3 sqq., and also very remote from that
presentation, is the overcome adversary designated by the appellation 6 KUTTj-yup
The form of the word is Hebraistic "lirc^p. Precisely
T. u6e?i(l>. rjn., K.r.X
analogous is the rabbinical designation of Michael as the 11J1'3D, the avurjyupj
In the later Greek there is also the
i.e., Gvi^Tjyopog, advocate, of the godly. ^^
analogous form diuKuv for diuKovog.'^'^
tuv adeX^uv yfiuv. The brethren of those
by whom, in a loud voice, the song of praise is raised, are undoubtedly
believers in the earthly life, for only they could be exposed to the accusation
on the part of Satan but an inference as to the designation of the heavenly
persons who speak of believing men as their brethren is not to be made it
can in no way be decided as to whether the adoring voice proceeds from the
angels,i3 or from the twenty-four elders,^* or perhaps from the already perfected saints,^^
who, however, would not be regarded as saints only of the
O. T.^® The idea of a perpetual'^'' accusation of the godly on the part of
Satan,i8 which occurs neither in the N. nor the O. T. as an express doctrinal
article, is derived and formulated by Jewish theology from Zech. iii. and
Job i., ii.19 The N. T. contains an allusion to that conception only so far as
the names ordinarily used in the N. T., 6 duii3o?u}c and 6 aaravug, also 6 uvtikeItrate the auTTjpla, to bid defiance to the dvvafiig of

and to bring

to

:

—

;

:

—

1

Cf. (xi. 17) the t. SuV. <tov in connection

with the eiArji|>as.
2 Beng.
Cf. Hengstenb., Ebrard.
8 Cf. the similar passages vii. 10, six.
* Cf. Beng.
^ Beng.

«'^.

is

used with respect to definite supreme

authority lying in a commission,
1.

J"

Ver. 3 sqq.

»

Cf. Schcittg.

12

Cf. Wetst.

14

« xi. 15, 17.

15

Ew.
Ew.

T

18

Beng.

"

17/ae'pas zeal

is

Sohar

Cf.

i.

6, V. 10.

8 Cf. xiii. 2, where ef stands for the definite
supreme power existent in a commission, ofijce,
.

ii.,

as accuser

etc.
9

i.,

Cf.

xiii. 2,

where

8, ix. 3, xi. 6, xiv. 18,

e^. is

with

Svva(j.t.<;

xvii. 19, xx, 6,

;

vi.

where

»

Beda,

etc.

etc.

according to

wkto^.

vi.

4 sqq.,

Cf. iv.

Levit., p. 43:

"He

before the king

Schottg.).
is

office, etc.

Cf. examples in Schottg.

vii.

9 sqq

8.

always stands
of Israel" (in
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fievog,

JOHN.

ST.

according to their original significance, point back to the same.

In the

ground for receiving the accusing
dogmatical seriousness can be acknowledged only if the

latter circumstance, sufficient scriptural

activity of Satan in

show expressly that they advocate such definite
But this occurs neither in Job i.,

Scriptures were elsewhere to

sense for that
ii.,

name already

nor in Zech.

iii.

firmly fixed.

for the former mythically fashioned passage does not

;

treat at all of a peculiar accusation, while, according to the nature of the

subject, objective reality does not pertain to the vision of the prophet.

which would be

Scripture, therefore, does not give us a doctrinal article,

just as incomprehensible to Christian thought, as the idea of an

But

abode of the devil and his angels in heaven.^
every allegorizing interpretation of the text

is

actual

as there, so also here,

to be rejected,^

and

it is

to

be

decided, according to the analogy of Scripture, that the idea of a perpetual

accusation of believers by Satan, derived in its concrete formation from
Jewish theology, makes no claim of objective truth, but is to be regarded as
a point of the prophetic conception founded in the individuality of John.

Ver. 11. Kal avTol

evlKTjoav avrbv.

That the

avroi refers to

r. tide/l^wv

rf/x.^

and, therefore, those accused by the dragon (6 Karriy. avrovc, ver. 10), but
not the angel Michael (ver. 7), are here represented as those who have conquered^ the dragon, results not only from the words in themselves, which do

not allow an immediate reference of the avrol to a subject in ver.

from the manner of the
all

agree with what

is

conflict

7,

but also

and the victory indicated, which does not at

From

described in ver. 7.*

accused in ver. 10, and contending in ver. 11,

it

the identity of those

does not follow, however,

" They have won the case against him,"
but the idea of the vimv here is the same as everywhere
in the Apoc, which regards every kind of temptation which Satan has prepared for believers as a mighty conflict,^ and therefore every confirmation of

that the idea of
as Beng.s wishes

kvLKrjaav avTov is

:

;

On the fundamental conception,
be compared, although, as the form, so also the refer-

faith as a victory over the arch-enemy."^
1

John

13, 14, is to

ii.

ence there

The

is different.

perf. vevmTjKaTe rbv T^ovrjpov describes the life of

faith then existing in Christian

young men,

as having for

the victory obtained over the wicked one by faith

itself

its

foundation

the aor.

;

eviKTjaav

however, by placing the victory over Satan as a definite fact entirely
in the past, is said by a prolepsis similar to that whereby, in vii. 9 sqq.,
believers are beheld in a proleptical vision after the victory has been won.^
avTov,

In

fact,

the evUijaav

is

applicable not until the conflict lasting unto death,

requiring the surrender of
*

life

in fidelity to the cause,^
8

Cf. ver. 7 sqq.

Against Beda "He suggests both that
they abuse prosperity, and in adversity do not
have patience." De Wette " Satan is at the
same time wicked lust and the bad conscience."
3 Beng.,
Ew., De Wette, Heugstenb.,
Ebrard.
2

:

:

*

Cf. the closing

^

Cf.

Rom.

^

XV.

2.

epistle, chs.

iii.

4.

words of

ver. 11.
«

Cf. ver. 17.

Cf., in general, the viKaf In the
ii., iii.

When

is

actually fought

Klief. here opposes a prolepsis, this

must be taken together with the
understanding the

woman

tianity of the last times,

i.e.,

fact, that,

(ver. 1) as

Chris-

of believers

men-

tioned in ver, 11, purified by suffering, he finds
in the entire vision a representation of actual

circumstances and events of the end. In this
sense, he considers, e.g., the victory of Michael
(ver. 7) as the execution of the moral victory
previously gained by believers (ver. 11).
9

Cf. close of ver. 11.

—
CHAP.
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11.

through, and the garment washed in the blood of the Lamb ^ has been kept
pure in spite of all the temptations and persecutions on the part of Satan.
But although the worshippers know that the conflict against the dragon still
in reality impends over their brethren on earth,^ yet they can celebrate the
victory of believers as one already gained, because the victory

won over

Satan in heaven ^ has rendered him an overcome enemy also to believers on
to which
Since thus the victory still in fact to be won by believers
earth.
is celebrated by
properly all the consolatory language of the Apoc. refers

—

—

these heavenly voices as already obtained, the strongest encouragement

Hence

given believers.

ver. 11

every respect appropriate.

appears not as a "digression,"^ but

6ia to nlf^a tov upviov, k.t.1.

On

is

is

in

account of the

with the accus., the blood of the Lamb and the word of testimony of
believers appears not as the means (6id with gen.), but as the reason or
cause on account of which the victory is won. This form of the presentation is no less suitable than the former ^ but in the first member did rd alfia
T. upv., the latter corresponds much more accurately with the inner connecdid

;

what precedes. Entirely analogous is the
tX, and the wf Kuyu eviKrjca, k.tX The
victory of believers on earth is based upon the victory won over Satan in
heaven the peculiar truth, however, in what is reported from ver. 7 on, and

tion, sustained

relation in

iii.

by

ver. 11, to

21 between the

6 vikuv, k

;

in the closest connection

with ver.

— that,

5,

which, beneath the shell of

viz.,

the occurrences beheld, must be properly understood as the actual cause
of the victory for believers on earth,

—

is

This

Christ's victory over Satan.

Lamb has won over the dragon
the Lamb is therefore the cause of

victory the

by shedding his blood.

blood of

the victory of believers.^

the same

way

the statement

is

added

:

Kal dtu tov \byov

Tfjq

The
In

fiaprvpiag avruv.

Here we would expect the gen., because the testimony given by believers
presents itself most simply as the means whereby they conquer.
De Wette
is inclined to assume this mode of representation by " a sort of zeugma,"
which he tries to maintain in the 6td. But the 6cd with the accus. has its
complete justification, because the word of the testimony of believers, like
the blood of the Lamb, can appear as the objective ground of their victory,
since it is the word of the testimony given by believers with all fidelity even
unto death,' yet, also, at the same time, the word of such testimony as believers have previously received, which they now have as the condition of
Thus the word of testimony
their victory beyond and above themselves.^
has also an objective side, according to which it appears, like the blood of
the Lamb, as the ground, not as the means, of their victory; while, on the
other hand, the blood of the Lamb can be considered the actual ground of
the victory only

when the

in this blood, or the

subjective side,

»

Cf.

«

Cf. ver. 12, and, besides, ver. 17.

vii. 4.

Ver. 7 sqq.
* De Wette.
6 Against De Wette.
8 Utterly preposterously Ew. rationalizes by
remarking on the en'/cTjaaf avr, 6td t. at/xa t.
'

,

apv.

the believing participation

viz.,

being washed thereby,®

:

«'

kept in mind.

By

Christianity eBtablished

death, which
'

—

is

This

is

kuI

cm

rjyd-

by Christ's
an example to them."
avrdv
with
the meaning of the

was

also

t. A. t. ixapT.
8

Cf. ver. 17.

»

Cf. vii. 14,

i.

5; Var.

Led.
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TTTjcsev,

The not

k.tX

replacing axpi

and just by

this, like

Ver. 12.

loving their souls,

As

davdrov.'^

We

and those dwelling therein
place of abode

is

JOHN.

readiness to surrender life

i.e.,

faithful witnesses, therefore, they suifered death,

won

the Lord himself,

Atu tovto.

ST.

the victory.^

cannot regard the ground of joy for the heavens,
kv avrolg oktjvovvtc^ are

{ol

the heavens, and

who

only those whose actual

there, as the expression ok^vovv indi-

have glorious rest disturbed by no woe or conflict,^ but not also believers
on earth, as Hengstenb., by a false comparison with Phil. iii. 20, Eph. ii. 6,
explains), to be both the casting of the dragon out of heaven (ver. 9), and
the victory of believers (ver. 11),^ but only the former; ^ for although ver. 11,

cates,

in connection with ver. 10, proleptically celebrates the victory of earthly

upon the heavenly victory over the same,

believers over the dragon, based

the affair

is

displayed here as

it is

in reality

;

to the heavenly beings alone

proclaimed to the whole earth and all its
inhabitants, even to believers on earth for just these have now to struggle
The accus.,
oval t^v yfjv, k.tX
even unto blood with the enraged dragon.
belongs the pure joy, while woe

is

;

—

which in Greek ^ as well as in Latin occurs regularly in exclamations, is
unusual here only so far as it stands with oval, which is otherwise usually
In opposition to the heavenly
combined with the dat.
ttjv yrjv kol ttjv dal.
world,'' the entirety of the earthly world is designated, in connection with
which there is no reference to the relation of the two particular parts as
on Kariiiri,
such; much less is any allegorical interpretation admissible.^
K.tX Reason for the cry of woe the earth and sea are to be the theatre

—

—

:

for the activity of the devil,

Instead of the

a

k^lTjeri,

now

more

to his great wrath the

allotted to this sphere,

as he

who

will give vent

knows that he has only a

brief time.

naturally occurs here, because, as a dreadful

KarE^rj

activity of the enraged enemy is portrayed, it is more appropriate that it
should not be expressly marked that the descent of the enemy is involuntary.
The great wrath belonging to the dragon because of his
EX(^v dv/idv fxeyav.
By the overthrow deantichristic nature, he has shown already (ver. 4).

—

scribed in ver. 7 sqq., this wrath can only be inflamed anew.

To

this is

dragon knows that only a short time is allowed him.
To identify this dXlyov Kaipov with the 3|- days mentioned in xvii. 11 " as the
time of antichrist,"® is as arbitrary as the reckoning of Bengel, who takes
"the short time," as somewhat longer than the 3^ times (ver. 14), i.e., equal
to four times, or four times 222| years, and regards the period from the

added the

fact, that the

year 947 to the year 1836.

But

meaning of the Apoc, the shortness
work on earth, depends simply
hand," or that the Lord is soon coming

in the

of the time given Satan for his antichristian

upon the

fact that

"the time

is

at

to judge Satan together with his instruments.^*^

Vv. 13-17. The dragon, cast down
1

Cf.

ii.

2

Cf

iii.

3

Cf. xiii. 6,vii. 15, xxi. 3.

.

10; Phil.
21,

i.

ii.

8.

18, v. 5, vi. 9.

to the earth, pursues first the

woman

^ Against Beng., who understands here by
" earth and sea," Asia and Europe. Cf Hengetenb., who regards the sea as the sea of
.

Beng.,Ew., De

nations.

"Wette.

De

Wette.

4

Beng.

6

6

Cf. Matth., Ausfilhrl.

Gramm.,

7

Cf. vii. 2 sq., v. 13.

sec. 427.

^
i"

Ebrard.
Cf., in general,

xvii. 11, xx. 1 sqq.

i.

3,

xxii. 20;

especially

CHAP.
fleeing into the wilderness

;

XII.
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14.

also, like the child (ver. 5), is deliv-

ered from his snares, he turns to the conflict against the rest of her seed.
Kal ore

The dragon,

eldev.

impossible

was the mother

Already in the

Ver. 14.

ediu^e

;

that which in ver. 6
is

child itself

is

rijv

is

the presupposition

yvv. (ver. 13), lies

(ver. 6), concerning the Jilght of

the

woman,
and by antici-

properly concerning the fate of the

touched upon only in the main point,
For ver. 14 does not speak of something

expressly described.

entirely different
flight of 'the

from

woman

on earth, but in

ver. 6,

— as

to heaven,

Ebrard thinks, who finds in
the

i.e.,

emblem

ver. 14 the flight into the desert

fails,

in that, in ver.

ver. 6 the

of the dispersion of Israel

on earth,

deliverance of converted Israel on the actual earth

already

woman,

of that man-child.^

by the preceding account

woman but now as the subject
pation,

tlie

so he employs himself with pursuing (kdlu^e, aor.) the

;

just because she

afforded

must first
would become

finding himself cast upon the earth,

perceive that thereby all his persecution of

;

i.e.,

a miraculous

an interpretation which

takes heaven together with the wilder-

6, it

ness misplaced therein by Ebrard figuratively, but in ver. 14, on the other

hand, the earth
in the

(cf. ver. 13),

in the proper sense, while the wilderness found

same must again be understood

figuratively, although it is manifest

that all these local designations must, at

same way,

— but

all

events, be understood in the

that ver. 14 gives the proper execution, and that, too, in

the natural place of the connection, of that which was shortly before in ver. 6
removed not without reason, ^ results from a comparison of the two verses.
Precisely the same is the goal of the flight the rdrrog ahrfjq in the wilderness
is the place prepared there for the woman on God's part ^ the same in
for the determination of 3|- times, i.e.,
meaning are the schematic dates
years (derived also, according to the expression,* from the figurative passages,
Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7), agrees with the 1,260 days (ver. 6) ^ the same, also,
as to what is meant with the brief ecpvyev etc r. ep., k.tX, ver. 6, is the detailed
;

;

—

;

description, ver. 14: Kal idodijaap

of the flight arranged by

— Iva

nerrjTat elg r. ep., k.t.X.

God depends upon

The

certainty

the fact, that to the

—

woman

for such is the intentwo wings of a great eagle are given, in order that
tion of God in his deliverance, by causing wings to be given the woman
she might fly to the place prepared for her on God's part in the wilderness.
The idea itself has grown by the plastic art of the writer of the Apoc. from
the figure given in Exod. xix. 4 ^ As God formerly bore his people, when
they fled from the Egyptians, on eagles' wings, so, for her sure escape, a pair of
eagle's wings is given the woman fleeing from the dragon. Yet it dare not be
said that the art. tov a., tov fxey., makes the eagle named here appear identical
with that mentioned (Exod. xix. 4),® for in that figurative passage a par-

—

:

1

Cf. the accurate use of this relative

^Tis.

also, ix. 4,
2

iii.

24, xix. 2, xx. 4.

Beng., Ewald,

De

Wette, Hofm., Heng-

believers (cf. ver. 17),

which continues for

three and one-half times.

Btenb., Auberlen.

The

place in the wilderness; there she remains
concealed during the entire time of trouble for

whose

definite relation

*

Cf. Winer, p. 167.

as

^

Cf. also xi.

intelligible as the pres. e^ei; ver. 6.

«

Cf. also Deut. xxxii. 11; Ps. xxxvi. 8.

meaning of John, the woman

In the
present in her

^

Ziill.,

3

pres. TpeV^erai,

Ewald, Hofra.,

etc., try to invalidate, is just

is

Ew.

2, 3.

ii.

just
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ticular eagle

the

in

^

JOHN.

Ewald's former opinion,

not designated.

is

Hebrew way

ST.

also, that

the art.

designates superlatively a very great eagle,

admissible, because the analogy

—

— even

though

it

is not
corresponded better than

actually the case
would give only a purely superlative idea.^ Ebrard
has developed from his view, that the art. designates the very eagle menis

tioned already in
follow in the

viii. 13,

the thought that " the rescue of the

moment when

and sixth trumpets are

fifth

to begin " or, as

he also

;

"shall be sustained by the strength of the eagle which

upon the godless world."

woman would

the final extraordinary developments of the
says, that the
is

to bring

But even apart from the two

interpretations,

lying at the basis of the false presumption that the soaring of the

away

into the wilderness

is,

woman

judgment

woman

according to fact and time, to be entirely distin-

guished from the escape into the wilderness, neither the one nor the other
inter]3retation is possible, because in this passage that eagle cannot be meant,

which in viii. 13 appears for a very special end, and one entirely foreign to
what is stated in this passage. What is said can be concerning no particular
eagle; the art.

is

intended generically,^ as

i.

1.*

Two

wings, like those of

and sure escape. On this
account, also, we are not to think of the eagle mentioned in Ezek. xvii. 3, 7,
where, in a parable, the kings of Babylon and Egypt are represented as
eagles the thought accordingly developed by Auberlen ^ from this passage,
that the secular power itself
more specifically, "the two parts of the
Roman Empire in the East and West, especially since Constantine" must
afford the woman, i.e., the Christian Church, a secure place by means of
Roman civil and legal order, is consequently with as little foundation in
the phraseology of the text, as the point of vision in general, which this form
of exposition assumes, corresponds with the intention and contents of the
the great eagle, were given the

woman,

for rapid

;

—

—

—

tva TreTTjrai elc t^v epijiiov, k.tX
As the nature of the escape,
on eagle's wings, so is also the place of refuge described
according to the model of the deliverance of Israel out of Egj^t in the wilderness.
To the privations incident to the abode in the wilderness, the ottov
Tpi(perai, k.t2., does not refer ^ the only point made, is that the place prepared by God in the wilderness, for the fleeing woman, is a sure place of

entire ch

viz.,

by

xii.

flying

;

—

refuge against the persecution of the dragon, and that
as God formerly
nourished his people in the wilderness
the woman would be nourished in

—

—

this place of refuge, during the time

determined on the part of God.
dird
This determination is not to be combined with the
remote nhrjTai,'^ but with the immediately preceding ottov rpiipeTai., k.tX,^ and,
therefore, to be explained like the Heb. 'JD?, Judg. ix. 21 :» "out of the sight
npoacjTcov tov

oipecog.

of the serpent,"

1

Judg.

2

•'

3

vi.

15; 1

i.e.,

Sam.

The absolutely

De

Wette.

far

and concealed from

i.e.,

the greatest."
"

B Cf. Aret., Beng.
a-)/y. avT.
Against Hengstenb., etc., who, like Auberlen, wants to find it indicated that the "time
of the Church's desolation," i.e., the " entire
4
6

6id Toxi

addition

is

to be

made,

or Church-historical peonly a time of pilgrimage to the
glory of the heavenly Canaan.

heathen-Christian,

xvii. 14.

great,

No

it.

riod,"

7

is

Vitr., ZUIl.

8

Beng., Ew.,

»

LXX.

<rw7rou 'A^.

:

De Wette, Hengstenb.

i<}>vy€v

— xal wKYjaev iKel

ano

trpo-

:

:

CHAP.
at least as Hengstenb. does

XII.

'

" at its flight or in its fear

:
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15, 16.

;

" the concise

of statement presupposes the flight as already accomplished,

woman now

the escaped

mode
how

states

tarries in security.

The dragon cannot reach

Ver. 15, 16.

and

woman

the

flying

on

eagle's

wings; and, therefore, casts a stream of water out of his mouth after her, in
order to destroy her. But also by this danger the woman remains unharmed,

—

This description of the
ug noTafiov.
because the earth absorbs the stream.
great amount of water cast forth by the serpent serves to explain and illustrate the purpose iva ravTTjv TroTa/j.o(l)6pi]Tov noifjayy " to sink her carried away
by the waters of the river," as Vitr. appropriately explains the word,i not
:

occurring elsewhere in biblical Greek, but otherwise regularly formed.

—

The
Hesych.2 explains the Homeric anoepaev^ by KOTanop<l)6pr]Tov inocTjaEv.
woman imperilled on the part of the earth is described in
a way, ver. 16, which is conformable with the nature of the danger, as well

help afforded the
also

with the nature of the earth

up the stream

Num.

rather

of water.

The

the earth opens

;

idea recalls not so

ishes suddenly

and

much Gen.

mighty

xvi. 30, 32,^ since it is thought the

mouth, and drinks

its

gaping earth.

inefficaciously in the widely

iv. 11,^ as

flood of water van-

tion concerning the genesis of this entire description, vv. 15, 16,

— The
is

ques-

essentially

a preliminary question, if it be as to whether a prophecy actually to be
The allegorists make the matter too easy by combe found here.
paring the water cast forth from the mouth of the serpent directly with the

fulfilled

many

waters, xvii.

1,

on which the great harlot

(ver. 15) expressly explained as a figure of

sits,

many

and which are there
and who thus

nations,

reach the opinion that in this passage also the stream of water signifies a
stream of people which will roll against the Church, whether they be satisfied

with this general sense,^ or more definite references be introduced."^

1

Cf. the analogous

2

Ed. Alberti,

s 7?., iv.

Ziill.

6

avoif aaa

avTou?, K.r.K.

yri

rj

—

to arofxa auT^9 Kara.irUTa.1

^i/oix^rj

r\

iTovrfpuiv Sat/xoj'wi'

Karenuv avT.
Beda: "The
Andreas aOeoiv av-

yij

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

T)

Ka\

Cf.

:

f)

noi.Ki\<av

netpaaniav

abundance of godless men, or
wicked demons, or various trials"] coming
nKrjOo';

The armiee

Hammond

force of persecutions."
Spuiv

*'

aj'ejao(|>dpTjTos.

461.

348.

*

«

i.

[" the

—

:

of Cestius and Vespasian."
" Recent persecutions after the

Neronian (ver. 3) on the part of the Romans,
who, however (ver. 16), were withdrawn from
the Christians by the Jewish war." Ew. ii.
"The flight of the mother congregation from
Jerusalem to Pella." Cf. Euseb., //. jE"., iii. 5.
In connection with ihis, ver. 15 is referred to
Bome great danger on the Jordan, possibly an
attack by a faction of desperate Jews. Ew.
Interprets the delivering earth, but not

more

Auberlen " The migration of nations, whose flood, however, is not destructive
to the Church, because the earth, i.e., the cul-

out of the mouth of the serpent," i.e., ck wpoaTdyiJ.aTo<; avrov [" by its command "], as Vict.
already indicates. C. a Lap. " The army of
Antichrist."
Stern " The flood of godless

definitely.

nations and infernal spirits."

manic masses within itself, subdued their
hostility, mellowed them, and won them to
But even granting that the
Christianity."
allegorical mode of exposition is justified, and
that In vv. 15 and 16 definite events of secular

:

:

^
•'

Calov.

The

:

" The Arian heretics."

Saracens,

who

(ver. 16)

Vitr.

were defeated

by Charles Martel." Coccejus: "The armies
of Maxentius and Licinius, which were defeated by Constantine the Great, and, indeed
with the forces of the lands in
which (ver. 14) the Church had already found
Bengel
a refuge, viz., Gaul and Spain."
••
The Turks from the year 1058 on." Wetst.
(ver. 16:

rj

y^j),

:

:

tured

Roman

:

world, received those wild Ger-

history are foretold,

is

it

possible that the

writer of the Apoc. could have conceived of
the thought that the masses of nations which

Satan casts forth against the Church are "won
This glaring contradiction
to Christianity "?

^
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By any

allegorical interpretation whatever,

making

of the description in ver. 15 sqq. a prophecy actually to be fulfilled,

we

are of course prevented

from

because of the similar descriptions which precede in vv. 1-6, vv. 7-12, vv.
The stream of water from the
13, 14, not allowing such interpretation.

mouth

of the serpent designates as little something actually occurring in

the present or in the future of John as the two wings of the eagle which, in

were given the woman; but, as there the escape of the woman is
art, which is developed from the allusion to the
O. T. testimony concerning God's preservation of his people, so John here
describes the danger which Satan, in his rage, prepares for the woman still
fleeing, in such a way as to form living images from the symbolical mode of
speech of the O. T.
Entirely remote is any allusion to the passage of the
Israelites through the Red Sea ^ but in passages like Ps. xviii. 5-17, xxxii.
6, xlii. 8, cxxiv. 4, where pressing dangers are illustrated under the figure of
ver. 14,

represented with a plastic

;

great floods of water,

even

the origin of the peculiar conception of the Apoc.

lies

concrete form has a certain analogy in Ps. xviii.

5, where
what is said of " the cords of death " and " the floods of ungodliness " is in
the same figurative sense as "the cords of hell," and "the snares of death."
In such views we may recognize the foundation given the fantasy of the
prophet, upon which his actual vision is ordinarily based.

idea

;

its

The dragon, inflamed only to

Ver. 17.

against the fleeing

woman

greater rage (Kal upyladr] r^ yvvaiKx)

(ver. 16), because of the frustration of his last

attack, applies himself to, a conflict with "the rest of her seed

the

commandments

of God,

and hold the testimony

correct explanation of the expression

rov a-nkp^aTog avrrjc,

r. "koL-nuv

which keep
For the
and
k.t.X,

of Jesus."

—

—

also for the determination thence, according to the context, of the idea of

the

yvvf/,

— we must

first

of all maintain, against Ebrard,that the onep/xa avT^g

woman springs, but only the seed springborn of her, can be designated; so that the Aonrol
70V anepfi. avTijg could in no way be those " who belong to the same seed with
the woman." In violation of the context, Auberlen ^ further judges the
is

not a seed from which also the

ing from the woman,

TioiTT. T.

an. avT. to

i.e.,

be "the disciples of the Lord' who have survived the earlier
if the hostility described in vv. 13-16 is

persecutions" (vv. 13-16); for

woman herself, not her seed, that hostility remains
entirely unsuccessful,^ so that the subject here cannot be " survivors " in gendirected against the

eral.

"

The

This also against Hengstenb.,
rest are they

touched by
oTTipfj..

it."

avT. is

rectly stated

is

to

who

who concedes two

different references:

survive the hostile inundation in ver 15, or are not

— A guide to the more specific determination of

contained in the words ruv

by Ewald,

whom

Ziill.

not removed by the fact that Christianity is
come into consideration " chiefly, not on its

heavenly, but on its earthly side, as a force
of civilization " (Auberlen, p. 297). And with
^aspect to actual history dare

it

be said that

tii(X)vvtuv

follows

:

"

agree with

—

'hjooii, if

the

Of those uniting with the
this, that

from

this Satanic

of water the Grerman Reformation
It is a supposition

tained,
i

Xoiirol r.

the sense be cor-

more worthy

when Aub.,

Against Ew.,

the Germanic nations were cast forth like a

2 (jf.

stream of water out of the jaws of Satan, and
were swallowed up by the earth? Does it

s

p. 298.

*

Cf. ver. 17.

of being enter-

p. 300, recurs to the

De Wette,

etc.

Introduction, p. 47 sq,

stream

emerged?
Turks,

CHAP.
more eager and wholesome study
siah

;

XII.
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17.

of Mosaic laws firm faith in Jesus the ^Mes-

" but the expression is entirely too general,^ than that thereby merely

—

The relation, especially presented by
Jewish Christians be designated.
the context, of the statement r, Tmittuv rob onipfzarog avr., viz., to the man-child
which, according to ver. 5, belongs to the seed of the woman as the firstborn, has been acknowledged with complete definiteness only by Zull. ^ yet
while he has correctly explained only the form, but not, at the same time,
the subject, he enables us to recognize the occasion because of which this
;

most simple contrast of "the rest" of the seed of the woman, and that firstborn brother, the Messiah himself,^ has not been obvious to expositors, viz.,
the difficulty of correctly conceiving of the

woman

in the relation as well

The

to the man-child (ver. 5) as also to " the rest of her seed."

her

vloQ^

and the

ywi] herself,

tov anepiiaTog ahryg, are three ideas so essentially con-

loi-nol

nected that the misunderstanding of one necessarily hinders the correct

In general, there is no doubt possible as to the fact
but, nevertheless, that the Virgin
is the Messiah
Mary is not on this account to be understood by the woman, even though
the ideal contemplation of the writer of the Apoc. always gives the historical
Andr., in agreement with Methoperson of the Virgin a certain support,
explanation of the

rest.

that the son of the

woman

;

—

—

Any

dius, has already noted.

such reference to the person of Mary

is

ren-

dered impossible, on the one hand, by the ideal description of the yvvi} herself,
and the events pertaining to her on the other, by her relation to " the rest
;

By

of her seed."

— as

the latter statement

nated not only by the

final clause of ver.

in ch. xiii., as, at all events, believers

the

17,

in

TloittoI r. gtt.

ahr.

is

desig-

but also by what succeeds

Christ

— the

expositors

are

led with essential unanimity to recognition of the fact that the yvvfi designates the " Church," in analogy with the mode of contemplation, accord-

ing to which, in the O. T., the congregation of God's people appears as
the wife of Jehovah, and in the Apoc. itself* as the bride of the Lord.

now

If

the question be as to the

general, obvious idea of the

yvvij,

more

specific

comprehension of this, in
measure of sig-

as well according to the

nificant features in the description of the yw?} herself,^ as also in relation to

her man-child, and the rest of her seed

;

in the first place, all the expositors

wish to recognize the Christian Church, whether they
expressly distinguish it from the Jewish or O. T. Church,® and limit the
description to the antichristic period at the end of the world, or regard
the N. T. Church in essential connection with that of the O. T., the latter
not without its N. T. continuation, and both as one inseparable compreerr who, in the ywi^,

'^

hensive Church. 8

1

reel

Cf. xiv. 12, xxii. 14.

meaning of

Ewald
2

characteristic sign that these

Concerning the cor-

ex- t. fxapr.

'It/o-.,

cf.,

against

especially, vi. 9, xix. 10.

"The

earth,

A

in

rest of her seed, the Zionites

on

contrast with the child above re-

moved."

«

Cf. Matt, xxviii. 10;

*

xxii. 17.

6

Cf. ver.

.

1.

Heb.

ii.

11, 12.

Beda,N.deLyra,Aret., Hammond, Calov.,

Vitr., Beng., etc.
''

C. & Lap., Stern.

8

Victorin., Andr,,

Auberlen, Christiani
last

3

two modifications of the

time."

De
:

"

"Wette, Hengstenb.,

The Church

Cf. also the

of the

inconsistencies of

Coccejus, who, in ver. 14, suddenly speaks of
the N. T. Church, although he had referred

what preceded

to the

O. T.; of Eichh.,

who

—
;
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men

exposition essentially cohere, lies in the fact that

Auberlen share the error that the twelve
apostles.^ But the view that the woman
miscarries in ver. 5

;

for

to Christ's attaining life

it is

impossible

and form

^

like Vitringa

and

stars (ver. 1) refer to the twelve

the N. T. Church, inevitably

is

to refer the birth of the Messiah

For

in believers.^

this reason,^ the refer-

ence to the O. T. Church has been received; but, on the one hand, the
difficulty concerning the Qriginal exposition arising from ver. 5^ is not

new

properly removed, and, on the other, a

difficulty is developed.

For^

if

be the O. and N. T. Church universal, who are then the 2.onT. r. ok. ahr.f
The opinion of Bleek, De Wette, and Hengstenb., also of Klief.,
ver. 17?
according to which an actual distinction could not be made between the
woman and the rest of her seed, since the woman herself is nothing but
the

the

yvvTi

sum

and by

of her children,

the particular

members

fj

yvirj

the whole, while by

of the whole, are designated,®

ol ?.ot7r. t. ott. avr.

— Auberlen'^

defends

upon the ground that only in this way can it be explained why the dragon
who was enraged with the woman turns against her seed. But the text does
directly the opposite in offering a distinction between the woman and her
seed. The woman (ver. 16) is hidden from injury on the part of the dragon
just because

woman

he sees that he cannot reach the

he

herself,

inflicts his

woman, upon another subIs it not very
ject still within reach, viz., the rest of the woman's children.
readily to be understood, if the dragon wishes now to distress the mother by
The ywrj who bore the Messiah (ver. 5), and has
injuring her children?
wrath, which undoubtedly

is

directed against the

—

other seed (ver. 17), can be only the O. T. Church of God, the true
John was taught already by the ancient prophetic representation,
Israel.^

still

to ascribe seed to this Church,

the believing and godly

;

^

and

not without an allusion to Mic.

But

v. 1 sqq.

the Apocalypse, the view, with all

appears peculiarly defined,

to regard her as

mother of her children,

the description, also, in vv.

viz.,

its

2,

5,

has originated

nevertheless, in the writer of

analogy to the ancient prophetic types,

because he represents heathen Christians

(the 7u)LTT. T. GTT. avT., Hofm., Ebrard), as belonging to the seed of the woman,
and in so far the brethren of the Messiah. 1° Here John would have a very

5, inserts " the Christian Church
which proceeded from Judaism," etc.
1 " The apostolic Church " (Vitr., p. 566).

already, in ver.

2 To
say nothing as to the proposition
that the " birth " of Christ may be his return

judgment, as the result of the course of
the Christian Church through time, as Klief.
iZeitschr., a. a. O. S., 547) indicates by understanding by the yvvT^ the people of God in
Christendom. Cf. on ver. 11.
3 Against Beda, Stern, etc.
* Cf.,
"By the
e.g., Auberlen, p. 277:

the less proper

ascribe that exclusively

Church which cannot

be ascribed to the second part.
e Cf., on the other hand, Ewald.

to

woman who bore Jesus, we are naturally to
understand the Church of God in its O. T.
form;" on the other hand, p. 280: "The
Church also in its N. T. form."
° For, the more earnestlj' the essential unity
of the O. and N. T. Church of God is asserted,

is it to

to the first part of this

'

p. 289.

«

Cf. Herder, Heinr.,

Ebrard
••

The
»

;

Ewald, Zilll., Hofm.,
Volkm., Hilgenf

also Bleek, Vorles.,

original

Cf. Isa.

Church

.

:

in Palestine."

liv. 1, 13, Ixvi. 8.

Volkm., who indorses this explanation,
attempts, however, to harmonize this passage
with the assumed Judaism of the Apoc. by
requiring us to regard heathen Christians as
lo

metics subordinate to the citizens of the kingdora of God.

Hilgenf. prefers to keep clear

of this distinction here, and to think only of

the daughter-congregation in general contrast

with that of the Palestinian mother-church.

—

NOTES.
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model in Mic. v. 3, as the yni< "^rs] i designates the growth of the
Church from the heathen, who are added to the mother Church as though
born of her seed. For the evangelical-prophetical fundamental view, cf. Isa.
Zech. viii. 20 sqq. John iv. 22, etc. Against this conception, it
ii. 2 sqq.
dafre not be said, that nevertheless not only believers from the heathen are
brethren of the Messiah, that consequently
beneath the acknowledgment
of the reference of ol TmltzoI t. anipfi. air., to the child of the woman mentioned
in~ ver. 5
the TmltxoI are, in any case, to be regarded Jewish and heathen
Christians; for the ordinary view, according to which all believers are
suitable

;

;

—

—

brethren of the Lord, is not presented here as certainly as is the ideal
person of the yvvri, the mother of the Messiah, the O. T. Church of God, in
whose complete unity Jewish Christians are regarded as the genuine Israel[See Note LXIX., p. 359.]
Only now ^ is the purpose of what is described in vv. 1-17, with respect
In ver. 17 (tnr/jldc, k.t.X.), this
to what follows, to be clearly recognized.
distinctly comes to light.
By the vision of ch. xii., Satan himself is designated as the proper exciter of the 'KoXeiioq (ver. 17) of the 0Aii/;^f, which believers have yet to expect before the coming of their Lord.
And, besides,
a specific determination of the noXe/io^, whose description is here introduced,
lies in the fact, that, on the one hand, Satan appears in the form which he
had attained in the Roman Empire (ver. 3), as, then, on the other hand, those
Christians are designated as the goal of the dragon's rage who came from
the Gentiles to the sonship of Israel (ver. 17), and are to be found within
the bounds of that empire. But how Satan now excites war, and what
ites.

instruments he puts in motion,
ch. xiii.,

is

made manifest

directly afterwards,

which begins with the words that in the

later editions

viz.,

in

form the

close of ch. xii. (ver. 18).

Notes by the American Editor.
LXyill.

(a.)

Ver. 1

sq.

ywrj

nepilSejSTirjiievTj, k,t.2..

by Diisterdieck at the close of the chapter, who restricts the yvvjj to the O. T. Church.
So Luthardt. Alford marks a transition
to another view there stated: "The whole symbolism points to the Church,
the bride of God and of course, from the circumstances afterwards related, the
O. T. Church, at least at the beginning of the vision.'^ Lange very tersely puts
the argument for the O. and N. T. Church in undivided unity: " The fact that
the woman cannot be referred to the New Testament Church alone, results clearly
from ver. 5 the Christian Church did not bear Christ. Holding fast the identity of her in the heaven and her in the wilderness, neither can the woman be
significant of the O. T. Church by itself, since the same woman lives on in the
wilderness throughout the N. T. period of the cross. The unity of the O. and
N. T. Church of God lay, doubtless, much nearer to the contemplation of John
than to that of an exegesis whose view is, in many respects, too exclusively
See the

full discussion

;

:

received auti-Pauiiue

^ •' The rest of his [the Messiah's] brethren."
LXX., incorrectly: oi eTri'Aonrot twi/ aSe\^iay

presented.

avritty.

Both are unsuitable

to this passage, since here

the opposition to

the

Jadaism of the Apoc.

is

»

Cf. on

w.

5, 6.
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upon externalities. Though it is impossible that John could have apprehended the woman as Mary lierself, yet the fact was most closely present to his
consciousness that this Mary, whose bodily offspring Christ was, was the final
concentration of the O. T. theocracy." Gebhardt: "The Church of God is
represented by the figure of a woman in the O. T. (Isa. liv. 1, 13, Ixvi. 8;
Mic. V. 1-3). The question now arises, whether we are here to understand the
Church of the O. T. or of the N. T. From the first verse of the chapter to
the last, the woman, without doubt, represents the same personality, and the seer
cannot have understood, by the woman, the N. T. Church, in distinction from
that of the O. T. the general statements of vv. 1-6 are against it, nor is this
interpretation helped by limiting the meaning of the Jewish Christian Church.
On the other hand, it is utterly impossible to understand by the woman, the
O. T. Church in distinction from that of the New; for then not only vv. 13-17,
but even ver. 6, would be without meaning. What, then, are we to understand
by the woman ? Simply, the Church of God which already existed in the prophetic fact of the old covenant, and which now exists in the time of its fulfilment in Christendom, and will exist in its eternal completion in the new heaven
and the new earth." Beck: "The woman clothed with the sun designates the
heavenly kingdom of God, as it unites in itself as the true Church the O. and
the N. T. Church of God as a divine Church-kingdom, in contrast with the
adulterous church of the flesh. Already in the O. T. covenant of promise and
its believers, this divine Church-kingdom had found its external type and external preparation; but in the N, T. spiritual institution, with its spiritual gifts
and spiritual men, it had found its inner type and inner preparation: finally, in
the future new Church of the new earth, it has both its external and inner completion."
On the particular features, Gerhard {L. T.,xi. 34): "Clothed with
the sun" = the righteousness assumed by faith, Mai. iv. 2, and the heavenly
" The moon under her
glory in which it shall shine hereafter. Matt. xiii. 43.
feet" = treading upon all the mutations of earth, and especially heresies which,
"Crown of twelve stars" = brilliancy of
like the moon, are ever changing.
prophetic and apostolic doctrine. " Being in travail " = pains of spiritual birth
Beck regards the sun, as signifying not only the benign in(Gal. iv. 19, etc.).
fluence of the Church in diffusing light and life, but also the glory of the new
Jerusalem; while in treading upon the moon, which derives its light from the
sun, and is the earthly measure of time and the variable light of the earthly
night, he finds portrayed the superiority of the Church above all earthly times
and changes, and its eternal lustre uninterrupted by night (xxii. 5; Isa. Ix. 20).
So Luthardt: " She triumphs over night, which for her has passed away." On
"in travail," see Victorinus: "The ancient Church of the fathers and prophets
and saints and apostles, which had the groans of its torments and longings,
Luther, in 1535, expressed the conuntil it saw that Christ had taken flesh."
fixed

:

ception of this passage as referring to the Church in its entire chronological
compass, in his hymn, Sie ist mir lieb, der werthe Magd. The two last stanzas

have been thus rendered by Massie

:

—

" She wears a crown of purest gold,

Twelve shining stars attend her;
Her raiment, glorious to behold,
Surpasses far in splendor
The sun at noon;

Upon

the

moon

She stands, the Bride

Of Him who died

:

NOTES.
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upon her;

18

She bringeth forth a noble Son,
Whom all the world doth honor;
She bows before His throne.
" Thereat the dragon raged, and stood
"With open mouth before her;

But vain was

his attempt, for

God

His buckler broad threw o'er her.

Up
He

to his throne

caught his Son,

But

To

left

the foe

rage below.

The mother,

sore afflicted,

Alone into the desert fled;
There by her God protected,

By
[See also below,

her true Father fed."

Note LXIX.]

LXVIII.

{&.)

Ver.

7.

h ovpavu.

mXeiiog

Philippi {Kirch. Glaubenslehre, III. 321 sq.): *'In the N. T. there seem to
be contradictory expressions. For while, according to Rev. xii. 7 sqq., Satan
still dwells in heaven, according to Luke x. 18 he has already fallen from
heaven like lightning; and while, according to Eph. ii. 2, the power of the
prince of darkness prevails in the air, according to 2 Pet. ii. 4 God has cast
the fallen angels into the abyss, and delivered them unto chains of darkness as

those

who

are to be kept for judgment,

and in Jude, ver. 6, they are reserved in
judgment of the great day. On the

everlasting chains under darkness for the

other hand, they pray (Luke viii. 31; cf. Matt. viii. 29, 31) not to be cast into
the abyss before the time, as also, according to Matt. xxv. 41, Rev. xx. 10, only
at the final

judgment

The seeming

shall they be

handed over

to eternal fire

with

contradiction of these different forms of statement

is

its

pain.

explained

only by the distinction between the literal and the figurative modes of expression.
The dwelling in heaven as the superterrestrial region is a figure, partly of qualification for superterrestrial exercise of power, partly of participation in superSince Satan employs the former, even until the day of
terrestrial, blessed life.
judgment, he is still up to that time in heaven; but when Christ, as the

came upon him, and despoiled him

of his power (Matt. xii. 29), he saw
from heaven. ... As long as the kingdom of Satan
continues among unbelievers on earth, and his power to tempt believers remains,
so also does he still continue to be in heaven and not until the parousia of the
Lord shall he be cast out, and divested of his own power. But, on the other
hand, in so far as Satan, with his angels, is excluded from the communion of
the superterrestrial blessed life of God, is he from the very beginning at the
moment of his fall, no longer in heaven, but in the abyss."
stronger,

him, like lightning,

fall

;

LXIX.

Yer.

17.

fierd,

tuv

^oittuv.

Alford: "Note, as important elements for the interpretation:

1.

That the

woman has seed besides the man-child who was caught up to God's throne, those
who are not only distinct from herself, but who do not accompany her in her
flight into the wilderness.

2.

That those persons are described

as being they

who
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keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus. 3. That
during the woman's time of her being fed in the wilderness, the dragon is making war, not against her, but against this remnant of her seed. 4. That by the

—

these present participles, descriptive of habit, and
occurring at the breaking-off of the vision, as regards the general description of
it is almost necessarily implied that the woman, while
the dragon's agency,
hidden in the wilderness from the dragon's wrath, goes on bringing forth sons
and daughters thus described." These facts he regards fatal to the view of the

form of expression here,

—

flight

as the withdrawal of God's true servants

Beck,

who

from open recognition.

also finds its solution in the doctrine of the invisible Church,

So
and

In fact, the entire passage (Gal. iv. 22 sqq.)
an objection which Diisterdieck derives from the ol Xoitto};
for here, as there, the Church, as an institution regenerating and perpetuating
through the word and sacraments a spiritual seed, is a mother; while the individuals belonging to the Church, as the congregation of believers, are the chilOur author ignores the well-known principle, Omne simile claudicat.
dren.
refers to the parallel in Gal. iv. 27.

affords

an answer

to

—
CHAP.

CHAPTER
Ch.

koTadr).

xii. ver. 18.
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XIII.

XIII.

So Treg., Lach. [W. and H.],

u. Erf. II. 354), after the best witnesses (A, C,

^{,

Ed., Aid.), indorsed already by Mill {Proleg., 1249).
Copt.,

al.,

Griesb., Matth., Tisch., Ewald,

accommodation
Ch.

The
The

De Wette,

to the succeeding Koi eldov.

xiii. ver. 1.

Kepara dixa kuc

reverse order (Elz.

),

also

Hofm. (Weiss.

92, Vulg., Syr., Ar., Aetli.,

The Recepta
etc.) is,

Cf. the exposition.

K£(^al(ig eirru.

as xii. 3, appears

So, properly already, Griesb.

more

natural.

ovofia Q7\.an(prjiiiag.

singular (Elz., Wetst., Beng.) sufficiently supported by C,

witnesses, which, besides,

Andreas has

kaTaQrjv (B.,

most probably, an

in his text

J?,

and commentary,

and other
is

properly

maintained by Ziill. and De Wette. The strongly indorsed plural ovofiara (A,
B, Verss., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]), received already by Griesb., is suspicious
Ver. 5. Whether nal (iTiaafprniiag (C, J5, Elz., Tisch. IX.
as an interpretation.
[W. and H.]), or K. /3/la(T(^?7jtfiav (B, al., Beng., Tisch.), or, finally, «. (ilaa(prj(ia.
(A, Lach.), is to be written, is not to be decided from the witnesses contradicting
one another. The reading (SMo^rifia does not commend itself, because of its
conformity with the preceding \ify(ikci. The sing, might merit preference to the
plur. (cf. ver. 6, where dq ^Xaa(^i]y:LaQ is correctly read, Lach., Tisch.), as a less

—

— Ver.

7. The first member of the verse, koX h66dr] avru ttoAc/zov
Beng., Griesb. ;. Trot^aa^ no^.efiovj J<, Tisch.) //era tuv dytuv kcu
vtKfjcat. avTovg, is lacking in important witnesses (A, C, 12, 14, 92), and is erased
by Lach. But the words which occur in B, 5<, Verss., and whose erroneous

easy reading.
noiTjoai

(Elz.,

omission is easily explained, because the second half of the verse also begins
with Kal edodr) avrC), are retained with greater propriety by Tisch.
Ver. 8. Instead of the Rec. uv ot yt:ypanTac ru ovofiara kv ry /3</3/lcj t. f,, it is undoubtedly
more correct to read: to ovofia (A, B, C, al.) and ev tC) (3t3?u(j r. ^. (Beng., Griesb.,
Lach,, Tisch. [W. and H.]). But the rest of the words also are, with Lach.,
Tisch. [W. and H.], to be changed to ov ov yeyp. rd ovo/ia avrov ev t. /?. t. f. The
ov occurs in C, Iren. the avrov in A, C.
Also the particularly erroneous reading oval, which
has written before ykyp., appears to point back to the reading
ov ov yeyp.
The tov before ha^ayn.^ which is lacking in
J? appears uncertain.
the Rec, is properly (A, B, C, J<) restored by Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W.
and H.].
Ver. 10. The Rec, el rtc alxfJ-aTiuaiav ovvayei, etc cu^fiaTiualav vnuyeCy
which in this form is almost without support, expresses most readily, and, for
this reason, in a suspicious way, the meaning which numerous variations in
many ways describe ("If any one shall have led captivity, he shall go into

—

;

A

—

—

captivity" (Iren.).
XuTiadijaeTai, 18),

el tlc alxiiolurii^eL, eig

and which

A

alxiJ-a^uaiao vnayeL.

gives thus:

el

7.

alxfiaTuonel, alxua-

rtg eig alxf^a?.cjOiav, elg

alxy-okuaiav

[W. and H.]). To this last reading the defective
form of the text also points, which occurs in B, C, J<, 28, 38 d Tig elg aixi^aXuaiav
vTTuyet, for this is manifestly only a mistake which has once omitted the twicewritten words elg alxfJtaTujalav. The corrupt reading in Andr. el Tcg exet alxf^alcjalav^ viruyei, is manifestly only the remnant of an interpretation.
According to
vndyet (Lach., large ed., Tisch.

:

,
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thQ witnesses, therefore, the text given by Lach. and Tisch.

is the best.
But it
not improbable (cf. De Wette) that the vmiyet a,\so is an interpretation; for
the entire sentence, elliptical also in the second clause, would read el Ttg elg
aixfJ.a?iualav, elg aiXfiaTiualav.
Ver. 12. Kat tcoleI t. y. The pres. (A, C, K, Elz.,
Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), which is certain in ver. 12a and ver. 13, would
be unchanged not only in the imperf. (B, Tisch.), but also in the fut. (cf. Griesb.,
Tisch.).
Ver. 14. Instead of the neuter o Ix- i'^)-, the extremely remarkable
masc. bg occurs not only in A, 28, 33 (Griesb.), but also (cf. Tisch.) in B, C.
Lach. and Tisch. [VV. and H.] have, therefore, written 6f. But since the
writer of the Apoc. could have written the masc. neither by a grammatical
error (cf. vv. 2, 11), nor possibly because of the reference to a masc. subject,
which would be represented by the dr](}iov (against Hofm., Schriftbew. II. 2,
See exposition), the grammatically correct form is to be
p. 635; Volkmar.
maintained, although the appearance of the be, in the most important MSS. is
inexplicable.
Perhaps the masc. (cf. xvii. 16; also xiv. 1, var. lect.) is an
attempt at interpretation in the sense of Volkmar. But the interpretation thus
indicated is refuted by the context. The reference also to 6 dpuKuv (cf. ver. 8) is
here impossible. The neut. necessary for correct exegesis has in its favor also
the critical autljority of J<.
Ver. 15. The im, which must be expected with

is

:

—

—

—

anoKTavdiJoiv after the

nxoirjay,

A

occurs in

(Lach.) before

ogol^

in minusc. directly

That the particle is missing in B, N (so also Tisch. ), is
Ver. 17. A, B, Ki,
occasioned indeed by the uncertainty of the passage.
before

aTTo/cr.

Yulg.,

al.,

—

Tisch. IX.
it is

(Elz.).

favor the koL at the beginning of the verse.
)

is

The omission

easily explained, since, as the catena (in Tisch.

)

(C, Lach.,

expressly says,

regarded as superfluous.

After the dragon, in order to inflict his wrath upon believers (xii. 17),
has come to the seashore (ver. 18), John sees a beast rise out of the sea,
which, like the dragon himself (xii. 3), is furnished with ten horns, seven
heads, and ten diadems, and already by these insignia immediately makes

known that it is an instrument to be employed by him in his war (xii. 17).
To this beast the dragon also gives great power and dominion (xiii. 2), and
yet the description
it is permitted to make war against the saints (ver. 7)
;

mighty instrument in the hand of Satan does not remain without the
Besides the first
definite encouragement of sure consolation (ver. 10).
beast, still another, which rises from the earth, is presented to the eye of the
seer (ver. 11 sqq.).
This second beast appears, not as co-ordinate with the
first, which is absolutely the beast (vv. 14, 15, 17, 18), but^ subordinate to it,
an accomplice by means of seductive speeches, and other means of deception,
to promote the activity of the first beast, and thus, likewise, to serve the
wrath of the dragon.
of this

Ch.

—

xii. ver.

18. Kat harddr)-

The reading

of the Rec.

k.

kmudnv, in a docu-

mentary respect decidedly inferior to k. eaTudn, is not utterly impossible in an
exegetical respect, as De Wette says ^ for there is no contradiction between
the eoTudTj and the uTrfiTide -nolefirjaat (xii. 17), but in ver. 18 it is directly described how the dragon, who (ver, 17) turns from the fruitless persecution
;

1

Cf. Hengetenb.

2

Cf. also Vitr., Beng.,

Ziill.,

Ewald, Bleek,

Hengstenb., and Auberlen, all of
pressly speak iu favor of the Rec.

whom

cx-

;
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to begin a conflict with believers, now stations himself on the
by no means as a spectator, i but with the purpose to call forth
the beast from the sea, and to equip him with his power (ver. 2), which he

of the

woman

seashore, viz.,

instrument in the conflict he has now undertaken against beAgainst Ebrard, who objects " Is John to have the dragon standing by the sea, and, besides, see his incarnation rise from the sea? What
the dragon commits to the er}piov are not possessions which he could have
transmitted to him visibly. The dragon also no longer comes before us it
it is especially to be considered,
is not known whither he has gone,"
that in ver. 2 the dragon appears on the scene actually and visibly to John,
will use as his

lievers. ^

:

;

—

communicates his power,

etc., to

the

dnp'tov,

and that

this is in

no way

an " incarnation " of Satan, in the sense that he himself could not appear
with the beast. Hence, between the uiriilde no?.efi^oai, k.tX, xii. 17, and the
idcoKev, k.tX, xiii. 2, something must interpose, which explains that the inrfi'Kde
does not declare a complete retirement from the scene of the vision. This
interposition
ver. 18.

—

is

inl

given with exquisite appropriateness by the

ttiv ufifiov

rrjg da?..,

because the beast

is

to

koI Earddv.,

come

e/c

k.tX^

r^g daXaaoijg

(xiii. 1).

Ch.

xiii.

ver. 1.

The following

hints

may

serve for the preliminary

fixing of points amidst the complication of expositions of the details
of the whole, that cross one another

The

1.

:

interpretation of the beast

—

and

—

which appears
upon the sea, vv. 1-10,
and whose correct interpretation is,

also in ver. 11-18 as the chief beast,

—

is attempted in a twofold way, as in the
found a symbol of the Roman character (worldly
dominion and power, the worship of idols, and superstition, etc.). The two
chief species of exposition have each, again, two particular forms, which are

therefore, the chief question,

beast there

or

is,

is

not,

While many expositors in their reference to Rome refer
mind Christian, i.e., papal, antichris-

very distinct.

only to pagan Rome,^ others have in
tian

Rome.*

On

the other hand, however,

many

preted neither the entire form of the beast, nor

expositors also,

all

Rome, yet have assumed a reference

as referring to

who

inter-

his individual features,
to papal

Rome by

re-

garding the beast,^ as a whole, as pertaining to the description of the secular
power, and have found the appearance of the secular power in the papacy
symbolized, at least, by one part of the form of the beast, viz., by one of the
^ while, especially by Catholic interpreters,'^ a mode of explanarecommended, which regards the reference to Rome as distant as

seven heads;
tion is

possible.
2. The exposition is regulated, on the one hand, by the symbol of Daniel
on the other, by the parallel descriptions in the Apoc. itself (ch. xii. 3 sqq.
ch. xvii.).
But with what freedom and independence John both has, in ch.

;

1

"

Was

John?"
3

the dragon the spectator, or

Vitr.

2

was

Cf. Hofra.; also Volkra.

Victorin., Beda,

Alcas,

Boseuet,

Ham-

mond. Grot., Wetst., Eichh., Herd., Ewald,

De

Wette, Lilcke, Bleek.
* Coccej., Vitr., Luther, Calov, Bengel., and

many

others.

b a. Ch. Lammert (Babel, das Thier u. der
falsche Prophet, Gotha, 1863), depending on
Auberlen, has wandered into arbitrary geuer-

alities.
«

Hengstenb., Ebrard, Auberlen.

^

C. a Lap., Stern

;

cf.

also already

Andr.

'
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fashioned the features derived from the Danielian symbol into a new
and also in ch. xvii. again presented them differently from ch. xiii.,

picture,

must be shown by the explanation

of the details,

which has thus to seek a

decision of the controversy of expositors.
EK

Trjq

da'kuaaTig.

The ordinary

makes

exposition

its

work

too easy

by

immediately allegorizing the rising of the beast from the sea " The beast
rose from the disordered life of this world which surges in an ungodly way,
The proper representation of the visionary
viz., from the sea of nations."^
locality is so little respected by this, that even in the statement tm t. uu/j-ov
^ masses of people has
T. dal., xii. 18, a symbolical designation of numberless
been found. But as, e.g., xii. 1, 3, the ovpavog, in which the woman and the
dragon appear to the seer, signifies nothing else in a symbolical way than
the expression declares, so in this passage, especially, nothing further is
:

represented than that the

first

beast rises out of the sea, on whose visible

shore the dragon had just placed himself, while the second beast

coming from the actual earth

in the vision

But

(ver. 11).

question as to whether a particular reference

lies in this

it is

is

beheld

a further

statement of place,

which 3 follows not so much from the symbol of Dan. vii., and from Rev.
xvii. 1, 5, as rather from the parallelism of ver. 11, where the ek tt/c y^g has
It results also, in general, from the
in fact an inner relation (ver. 12).
mutual connection of the two beasts, and especially from the analogy of the
De Wette,
£/c Trjc yrjc, that the Ek r^f daldaa-ng must have a similar relation.
therefore, is already in error, when he conjoins the rising out of the sea, and
the coming out of the abyss (xi. 7, xvii. 8), as though the beast were designated by the ek t. dakdaarjg as " a birth from the kingdom of darkness," or
even as one (Nero) returning from the realm of death. ^ Ewald's opinion,
also, that the m r. Oal. designates the insular government of the Roman
As the other
beast,^ is remote, and makes too much of an irrelevant point.
beast rises from the earth, as from its own element and province, in order
to corrupt the earth and those who dwell thereon, and to seduce to the worship of the first beast, so the first beast rises ^ out of the sea, which surrounds

—

the whole earth, in order to rule over

all

— over the whole

who

dwell within the boundaries of

earth (ver. 4), and all that dwell on the earth
The sea, whereby the earth
(ver. 8), over all tribes and peoples (ver. 7).
itself is surrounded, appears in like manner as a more remote province of
the first beast rising from the same, as this beast himself properly rules,
sphere,

its

and the second beast only serves him.

1

Victorin., Beda, Andr.,

C a Lap., Coccej.,

Boss., Stern, Hengsteub., Ebrard, Klief., etc.;

Grot.

cf. also

pire," so that

:

"

From

the

power

of the era-

"the public origin "of

this beast

indicated in contrast with "the private origin " of the other. Beng. " From Europe."

is

:

2

»

Cf XX. 8. Hengstenb.
Against Hammond and Eichh., who find
.

only some sort of visionary locality designated.
* Against De Wette (cf, also Volkm., Ew.
ii.), it is asserted only that the expression i<

The two

beasts appear throughout,

t^s QaXaa-a-q-; does not give the idea of e/c ttj?
a^xxraov. Independent of this is the opinion

by De "Wette, that the beast
from the abyss (xi. 7) is essentially identical
with the beast from the sea (xiii. 7); for that

also defended

the different turns in the representation rest

upon

essentially the

same foundation,

is

shown

in ch. xvii.
s

" Transmarine Rome, or that situated on

the island of Italy."
^

ava^alvov, pres., as

vii. 2.
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not as two rulers by the side of one another, as if possibly to the first belonged only the sea without the earth, and to the second, on the other hand,
the earth but the power and dominion over the whole earth are given the
;

first

beast

;

while the second beast works on the earth and upon

inhab-

its

This relation expresses itself also in
beast comes forth from the sea itself surrounding the

itants, only in the service of the first.

the fact that the

the

Ik

first

The analogy

earth.
t.

of the contrasted

the sea of nations

daXdnarjc as

;

U
^

r.

regard

yyg (ver. 11) forbids us to

but this mode of exposition cannot

be justified by an appeal to xvii. 1, 15, since there is no contrast in that
passage between sea and earth and, also, the sea is not once mentioned,
but the v&ara no/J.d, on which the harlot sits. The entire view there is thus
;

different.

—

Hengstenb. properly emphasizes against
erip'tov
Ixov Kipara dtKa, k.tX
Beng. the fact that the expression dt]ptov has already in itself a bad secondary
The ^cja ^ could not be called drjpia. Already, in Daniel,^ the
signification.
godless secular kingdoms appear in the forms of Ovpiaj and especially is
the significant feature to be there* observed, that just as the self-sufficient
scorn of the Chaldaean king

is

punished by his brutalization,

so,

on the other

hand, because of his repentance there were given to the beast, representing
The more definite
the Chaldaean empire, human feet and a human heart.

—
— That John menthe ten horns, then the seven heads of the beast, — otherwise than
— could have foundation in the
that at the
parallel

explanation of the

eijiAov is

afforded by what follows. ^

tions first ^
in the

its

xii. 3,

rising of the beast the horns first

became

fact,'^

visible

;

but according to this con-

KepuTuv avT.

must be expected that then the further description,
dUa 6m(5., immediately connects with the Kipara dtma, and

be written

koI Kc^aAuf CTrrd Kal

sideration,

it

i-nl

r.

KE(p.

avr. bvoiia (iXaacb.

As not

kuc
it

em r.
would

onlj'^

the

order in which the ten horns and seven heads of the beast are mentioned,
is

different

from that

in the description of the dragon, who, nevertheless, in

other respects bears essentially the same insignia, but the present description
has in it something peculiar, in that here the ten diadems appear on the ten
horns, while there (xii. 3) the seven diadems appear on the seven heads of

the dragon; the entire order in the particular points of the description, which
also expresses something particular with respect to the heads of the beast,

depends upon a deeper foundation, lying especially in the significance of the
form of the beast. If it is denied that the eriplov designates the precise form
of the antichristian secular power which this has attained in the Roman
Empire,^ the explanation of itself indicates arbitrary guessing: the ten horns

and seven heads

— which

are generally interpreted in reverse order

— may

then be understood as representations of the seven periods of the world, and
of a tenfold division of the government of the world ;^ of the seven kings
before the appearance of antichrist; i° of the seven secular powers, viz., the

Egyptian, Assyrian, Chaldaean, Medo-Persian, Greek, Roman, and the final
1

Hengstenb., Hofm.,

2 iv.
* vii.
6

«

etc.
3 vii.

6 sqq.
4; cf. iv. 28 eqq.

See, in general,

on

ver. 18.

1 sqq.

^

«

»

See Critical Notes.
Beng., Hengstenb.
See what follows, especially ver.
><> C. a Lap.
Andr.

18.

;
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ten divisions

;
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of the

seven persecutions of

powers hostile to Christianity, corresponding to
the seven periods of N. T. history, and of the seven small powers ^ combined
with antichrist. But even the expositors who have referred the drjpiov to
Christians;"^ of the seven

have not always been able to give a definite and intelligible meaning
This applies not only
to those to whom the essential tendency of eh. xiii.* appears to pertain to
the Papacy,^ but also to those who properly abide by heathen Rome, as the

Rome

to the particular features of the Apocalyptic image.

form of the antichristian secular power contained within the horizon of the
If, by a superficial comparison with xvii. 9, the seven heads of
prophet.
the beast are interpreted of the seven hills of Rome,^ the explanation of the
"
ten horns by " the ten servant kings

Ewald

also, w^ho refers

is

'

the seven to the

manifestly utterly out of place

Roman

emperors, and the ten to

the prefects of the provinces, ignores the inner connection and essential relationship which exists already, according to xii. 3, between the seven heads

and the ten horns.

— The

dnpiov, i.e.,

the antichristian,

Roman

secular power,

same time bears both the ten horns and
declared, a further description (Kal im t. Kep.,

in the service of the dragon, at the

seven heads

after this is first

;

k.tX) follows, which, on the one hand,

is

assigned to the ten horns as that

on the seven heads of the
dragon himself, and, on the other, so designates the heads that the blas-

mark

of royal

dominion wdiich

phemous nature

in xii. 3 appears

of the entire beast

^ is

Yet, while in the descrip-

illustrated.

not only are the seven heads mentioned before the
ten horns, but diadems also ascribed to the heads, but not to the horns, we
find in this passage the opposite in both respects; for the subject here
tion of the dragon, xii.

3,

treated has respect to a signification of the concrete form of the
Empire, as this is proved by facts. Thus there appear, first of
actual rulers

;

Roman
all,

ten

ten persons who, as the actual possessors of the government,

by the ten horns, each furnished with a diadem: (1)
Augustus, (2) Tiberius, (3) Caligula, (4) Claudius, (5) Nero, (6) Galba,
Yet the beast, like the
(7) Otho, (8) Vitellius, (9) Vespasian, (10) Titus.^
dragon (xii. 3), has only seven heads, not as though one of these heads bore

are symbolized

all ten horns, or the horns were distributed inequally among the various
heads, 1° but seven heads bore each a coroneted horn, because, in seven of the
persons of rulers mentioned, the actual full possession of the empire was

found, while the three other coroneted horns are to be regarded rather
and that, too, corresponding with the actual state
between the two heads,

—

»

xvii. 12.

2

Alcaa.

Hengsteub., Ebrard, Auberlen.
astern.

France, Spain, Germany, England, Scotland,
Denmark, Sweden, Hungary, Bohemia, Poland.

as " the ordinary

^

Victoriu., Hammond, Grot.,
Hammond, Grot., etc.

exposition of our writers" the view that the

«

Cf. ver. 4.

^

That the tenth, who corresponds

*

Cf. ch. xvii.

E

Cf

.

Vitr.,

who designates

"

seven heads are seven rulers at

Rome

of di-

etc.

to the

while the ten horns designate the ten king-

seventh head, is still future, and that this one
will have a successor who will actually be the
last Roman ruler of the world, does not come

doras, which, according to xvii. 12, are

here into discussion,

verse kinds, viz., kings, consuls, decemviri,
military tribunes, dictators, emperors, popes;

still

future to John, and are to serve the Pope, of

lo

See on

xii. 3.
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and sixth head,

— because

these three horns

represent those persons whose usurped power was not so

much

session of the government, as rather a rebellion through

which the govern-

ment

itself

was

in the highest degree endangered.*

The

ovoixa (SXaafTifjiag.

sing, ovofia

^ is

—

/ca/

the true pos-

eni rug KEcpakdg ahrov

not to be understood as though there

were upon each of the seven heads a letter of the blasphemous name, and
accordingly the entire name was found upon the seven heads taken together,
as Ziill. thinks, since he ascribes golden frontlets to the heads, and, as the
beast

is

the antithesis to the High-Priest, the Messiah, conjectures such an

inscription as there

was on the

frontlet of the high- priest, viz., the designa-

But

tion 1^*^^ ^^p» consisting of seven letters.
superficial determinations; the sing, is

meant

there

is

no need of such

distributively,^

i.e.,

a

name

is

on each of the seven heads, and that is always the same
name of blasphemy, so that thus all the concrete embodiments of the Roman
Empire, signified by the heads of the beast, appear as of the same blasphemous
to be regarded as

nature, as in xvii.

3, also,

dominion, appears

full of

the entire beast, symbolizing the

the names of blasphemy.

blasphemy stands on the seven heads,
answered.

Bengel, in the sense of

world-

neither to be asked nor to be

is

many

Roman

But how the name of

expositors, calls the

name

"

The

Hengstenb. improperly combines the names of blasphemy with
Pope."
the horns and crowns, as though one included the other, and thinks that the
name belonging only to Christ (xix. 16) is usurped by the beast as a blasphemous designation of his world-dominion. But the context * affords only
in general the idea that divine honor is ascribed in a blasphemous way to
the beast, while a more definite name referring to this is not further exServing for the explanation of the subject, in this sense, is the
pressed.
remark already of Beda, although he does not mention Rome: " For they
call their kings gods, as well those that have died and been transferred, as
it were, to heaven and the gods, as those also still on earth, by the name
Augustif vfhich
p. 00.6

["Xote

is,

as they wish, the

LXX.,

name

of deity."

^

See Introduction,

p. 386.]

That the description of the form of the beast has been develvii. 4 sqq., is at once manifest; but it must not be overlooked, that the Apocalyptic portrayal of it has an essentially distinct
conception and purpose. Daniel portrays four worldly kingdoms succeeding one another (the Chaldaean, Medan, Persian, and Greek), and that, too,
in such a way that the forms of beasts which symbolize the first three kingdoms are not only like a lion, a bear, and a leopard, but also bear within
themselves other significative marks, while the fourth worldly kingdom is
represented under the form of a monster, not specifically determined, as, on
the one hand, by the great iron teeth, the power of this kingdom, devouring
and crushing all, and on the other, however, by the ten horns, beneath which
again a small horn comes forth corruptibly, it is symbolized how Antiochus
Ver.

2.

oped from Dan.

s

Introduction, p. 48.

'

Cf. ver. 3.

2

See Critical Notes.

3

De Wette;

*

Cf. ver. 4.

cf.

Ewald, Hengstenb.,

»

etc.

cf. also Ewald, De Wette, Volkm., etc.
Details of various kinds also in Wieder-

meister,

Der Cdsarenwuhnsinn, Hannover,

187.5, p. 106, etc.
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blasphemous usurper of the Greek Empire

finally rises as the

ruled by the ten kings successively.

John, however, describes not four or
more, but in any case one kingdom whether he have in mind the undivided
idea of the world-power in general, which has attained form in many con;

crete empires,

— from the Egyptian to the Roman of that time,^ —

or,

with-

out definite reference to the earlier empires, refer only to the present Roman.

At

all events, it is

incorrect to

mangle the undivided form of the

who

to explain perhaps with Wetst.,

inverts the order: "

beast,

The mouth

and

of the

and avarice of Galba; the form of the leopard,

lion designates the greed

the inconsiderate rashness and in chastity of Otho

;

the feet of the bear,

But it is no less incorrect when
Andreas so interprets the combined form of the beast that he refers the
leopard, etc., to that definite kingdom which he understands by the beast
the ferocity and torpor of Vitellius."

in Dan.

vii.,

but in connection therewith attempts to preserve the unity of

the idea by considering the antichrist, the coming ruler of the
pire, as possessor at the

same time of those three kingdoms

;

^

Roman Emas

it

depends

upon an inaccurate combination with ch. xvii., when in this
passage the beast from the sea is regarded the antichrist himself, or his
kingdom, in the sense that not the present Roman empire, but one not to
be expected until the end of days, is to be understood ^ for the tendency of
the entire statement of ch. xiii.^ pertains not to the pure future, as though
an antichristian efficacy of Satan and the worldly power in his service, as it
will have place only at the end of days, were to be described, but the worldpower already present, ruling over all in blasphemous pride and oppressing
believers,^ appears here in a way that undoubtedly makes us recognize its
in general only

;

antichristian nature as to

how

it

stands in the service of Satan himself.

— and that, in the definite appearance
— John beholds in a form of a beast, whose

This antichristian world-power,
of the present Roman Empire,

too,

threefold composition of the leopard, bear,
little

in the sense of Dan.

and

lion is to be explained as

as the ten horns of ver. 1 are to be com-

vii.,

bined with the fourth beast, which in Daniel bears this number of horns.®
Just as the ten coroneted horns (and the seven heads) serve only to designate

Roman Empire symbolized by the entire
from the fact that in Daniel a fourth empire

a particular individuality of the

form of

beast, entirely apart

symbolized by a monstrous beast with ten horns, so also the combination

is

of the Apocalyptic beast does not have the sense that, in the empire signified

by

this beast, either the definite

inclusive of the present

empire ' of Daniel, or

Roman and

the

still

all

empires in general,

future,^ i.e., the

Germano-

appear combined, and accordingly the beast out of the sea signifies
the world-power only abstractly i° but, on the contrary, the form of a beast
Slavic,^

;

which
^

is

compared as a whole

Hengstenb.,

2 TTapS.

to the leopard,

etc.

designates the Greek, apK. the Per-

eian, Ae. the

Babylonian empire: ^v

6 'AfTixpcCTTos

u>? 'Pdj/u.aiwv

Kparrta-ei

^acriAeus eAeuad/xe-

vo?.
*

Against C. a Lap., Hofra.,

*

Cf. already ch. xii.

etc.

which

is

as rapid in

its

move-

c Which John, of course, considers to be
such as is immediately judged and brought to
naught by the coming of the Lord.
^ Against ZiilL, De Wette.
7 Andr., etc.
8 Hengstenb.
» Auberlen.
^o " The ungodly world-iK)wer as a whole."
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is furnished with feet like the paws of a bear,^ while
jaws of a lion, so that thus the entire monstrous beast,
which unites in itself the most dreadful weapons of the strongest beasts,

ments as

it is

mouth

its

strong,^

like the

is

informs us of the rapacity and power of the

The

same.

Beda:

therefore, arbitrary, as in

is,

Roman Empire

displayed in the

and
"on account of the variety of
and madness;" ;if., "on account of

special interpretation of particular features reaches too far,

nations; "8 apK.,

"on account

nupd.,

of spite

bravery of body and pride of tongue."

Here is shown the reason why the dragon, who in xii. 17
Kal eduKEv, k.tX
has entered into a conflict against believers, has come upon the shore of the
sea (xii. 18) he has called the beast from the sea in order to equip him with
:

own power, and thus to make him an instrument of his wrath. In
what way the dragon accomplished this impartation, IduKev avru, we dare not

his

John does not declare

ask, since

what

made

not

is

visible.

it,

for properly he does not attempt to state

— Worthy of

notice

is

the inner relation of the

and k^ovolav (leyukrjv. The dvvafiig
imparted to the beast, which is expressly marked as diabolical (dvv. avrov), is
shown in his power over freedom and life (ver. 10), and the entire business
But the dragon also, by giving his throne to the. beast,
of men (ver. 17).
three points,

invests

dnovov abr.,

rrjv dvvafj.Lv avr,, t.

:

of that

Finally, the k^ovaia

ytEyakri ^

designates the

and limited, plenitude of power, in order by
to work within the entire sphere of nature and

yet always definite

medium

the

a throne can be ascribed to the

hence the more definite view of the worldly domin-

ion of the beast is here presented.

great,

now

with a ^aaiMa, so that

it

beast himself (xvi. 10)

dvvaiiiq

to serve the purpose of the dragon.

Ver.

3.

kqX /ilav

U

With the

r. ke4).

placed,^ but its idea results^

which

The

is

(jf

repeated besides in

stands just as in v.

accus., an express eUov is, indeed, not
from the connection, since the ehhv, ver. 1,
ver. 2, continues to be effective.
^c ka6ay.

6,

—

only that in this passage the circumstance

which explains how that one head bore the marks
wound, and yet could be represented like the rest in
is

expressly designated

:

kol

tj

tta, t.

dav. avr. edepanevdr).

of

an actual mortal

all

the vigor of

life,

— The more significant

which is said in ver. 3a., and the more this special feature of the
image of the beast from the sea is adapted thereto, in order to adjust
and test the correct interpretation of the whole, the more certain, on the
other hand, to become helpless here, is every exposition that misunderstands
the image of the beast as a whole. Hengstenb., Ebrard, Auberlen, etc.,
who regard the dTjp'iOi^ an image of the world-power in general, infer from
xvii. 10, with entire impropriety, that the head wounded unto death, and
again healed, is the sixth, i.e., that whereby the Roman form of the worldpower is symbolized. But although Hengstenb. further interprets that
that

is,

entire

1 Cf. Jer. V. 6; Hos. xiii. 7; Sir. xxviii. 23,
where, in order to illustrate dreadful strength,
the leopard is compared with the lion and the

wolf.

Var. Lect. ix. 7-9.
is an animal of
various color; thus Roman idolatry had as its
2 Jjc

3

apK.

Cf. iv,

Cf. Grot.

:

"

6, 8.

The leopard

gods, males, females, the greatest, the least,"
Coccejus " Of various color. For to this

etc

:

beast belong Christians serving bishops, and
yet constituting another source of faith, also

Arians, Mussulmans, etc."
*

Cf. vi.

^

Against the false Rec.

Vitr., etc.

8, ix. 3, x. 19.
"

Cf.

iv. 4.

.
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by Christ's atonement " a mortal wound is inflicted upon Roman worldlya wound which, therefore, could appear as again
and heathenism,
healed, because the outward condition of the Roman Empire still continued,
as .John himself must have felt this ungodly power in his banishment to
Ebrard and Auberlen prefer an interpretation expressly rejected
Patmos,
by Hengstenb. They observe, that by the migration of nations the mortal
wound was given the Roman Empire; but that this wound was healed,
because a new " Roman Empire " had arisen, whose chief strength rests just
This Holy Roman Empire, however, appears as
in the Germanic nations.
the sixth head of the beast, healed of its mortal wound, because its Christi"

—

affairs

—

anity

is

secularized, ay, in all Christian appearance, often of a directly anti-

christian activity

;

viz.,

of the beast (ug
(tjg Ea(l>ayiLt., v.

ea(j>ayfi.)

6).

But the Christian aspect

in the Papacy.

form of the world-power

is

of this

positively expressed in the fact that the

bears in itself a certain resemblance to the

The mode

head

Lamb

of exposition thus reverts in essentials to the

old Protestant; only that this was the

more

correct, so far as it did not

acknowledge the vague significance of the dvplov of the world-power in the
Thus Calov.,
abstract, but understood it as a definite reference to Rome.
in dependence on Luther, explains " the beast wounded,' most correctly, of
the Roman Empire, harassed by the invasions of the barbarians, who for
more than three centuries wounded, devastated, and held Rome, so that,,
during that whole time, there was no Western emperor. It was also healed
by the medical aid of Charlemagne and Leo III." Coccejus understood the
'

head as the Grecian part of the

wound

ceived a fatal

Roman Empire

:

" In this part the beast re-

M'hen Julian restored the worship of the gods."

The

and Jovian, the Catholic,
succeeded him." Phil. Nicolai referred the wounding to the dominion of
seven hundred years by the Moors in Spain the healing, to the expulsion
Most consistently Vitringa explains
of the enemy by King Ferdinand.
that the mortal wound is the humiliation of Pope Alexander III. by the
Emperor Frederick in the year 1160, and that the healing is the humiliation of the Emperor by the Pope in the year 1177 ^ on the other hand,
edepaTrevdT} is

interpreted: "Julian was removed,

;

:

Bengel, with his far-reaching interpretation, ^ stands already nearer the
moderns, as Ebrard and Auberlen. But the former, as well as the latter,
interpretation

is

rejected both

by the connection of

The

ch. xii.^

and by the

just as certainly not the
abstract world-power, as the seven heads are not particular " phases of

particular points in xiii.

1,

2

dvp'tov

the world-power," but kings, and that, too,
the quid pro quo which

representing
1

As

"The

a

new

him

is

as describing the

interpretation, Vitr. proposes

first five fallen (xvii. 10)

follow

Paul

III.,

Paul VIII., and
Pope, who shall

finally the eighth, still future

put to death Christ's witnesses "

Roman

kings.

Besides this,

ascribed to the writer of the Apocalypse, by

heads are five
distinguished popes before the Reformation:
Gregory VII., Alexander III., Innocent III.,
Boniface VIII., John XXII.; after the Reforraation

is

(xi. 7).

Holy Roman Empire as the empire of
-

"

You may

see the

wounding and healing in
VII., Paschal

II.,

paroxysms both of
Gregory
II,, Alexander III.,

ihe history of

Calist

and others. Whatever adversity then happened is wounding; and whatever prosperity,
healing."
"

Auberlen

has, indeed,

of nations in xii. 15 sqq.

found the migration

CHAP.
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Rome which

heathen

historical

has been again revived, is compatible neither with
nor with a sound conception of biblical prophecy. In

truth

it is impossible to regard an historical development, which
dependent upon the Christian element, and which
in all its unchristian and antichristian deterioration
yet remains in its entire course
Christian, and has produced truly holy fruit, as a head of this beast of the
dragon. The only indication in the text, which apparently supports such a
misconception, Auberlen, etc., have found in the expression wf fcr^ay/z., as,
from the comparison of v. 6, they have inferred that thereby there is
ascribed to the healed head a Christian, i.e., an apparently Christian, life

both respects,

—

is

—

But supposing, what does not

and nature.

necessarily

that a significant contrast were intended between the

lie in

the expression,

Lamb

standing there

and the head of the beast wounded, as it were, to death is it, then,
not much more correct to explain, as Victorin. already has done,i viz., that
the person represented by the head wounded and again healed is to be
regarded as a pretended Christ in w^hom the sufferings and resurrection
of the Lord appear to be imitated ?
If we turn from such explanations as do not need a special refutation,^
that of Victorin. is first presented, which, being brought again to notice by
Corrodi^ and Eichhorn, has been of late resolutely defended by LUcke,
De Welte, Bleek, Baur, Volkmar, Hilgenf., E. Renan, etc ^ The Roman
historians of the report bruited shortly after Nero's death, that he was still
living, and would again appear,^ are quoted.
This opinion, which was current especially in Asia,® is recognized by the writer of the Apoc. and two
circumstances concur, Which seem to greatly urge the explanation from that
fancy of the enigmatical discourse concerning the head of the beast wounded
to death, and again healed.
On the one hand, it has penetrated Christian
as slain,

:

;

literature, viz., the Apocalyptic:"^

»

"This

God

on the other hand,

one, therefore, viz., Xero, being

send as a king worthy of the
worthy, and a Messiah such as the Jews have
merited." Cf. Beda "Antichrist, pertaining
to the heads of the earthly kingdom, in imraised,

will

:

nation of our true Head, professes
risen again, as though having been

to

have
and

sslain,

presents himself for men's reception, instead
of Christ,
iier,

who

truly did this."

In like man-

Zeger, C. a Lap., etc.

2 Grot, on
w? eo-'/).
"The Capitol was
burned while the Vitellians and Flavians
warred with one another."
eflgpaTr.
"For
the same Vespasian restored the Capitol, who
also restored the Roman Empire, and, indeed,
with great pomp of idolatry." Zullig, who in
ver. 18 finds the name of Balaam " Balaam,
:

—

:

:

slain as anti-Moses, now has returned to life,
with seven heads, as the anti-Messiah, as the
one for whom he will now be regarded returned from death to life."
3

ITrit.

p. 303 sqq.

Gesch.des Chiliasmus,

Ziir., vol.

ii.,

Gerna. ed., Leipz. and

J)er Antichrist,

*

apjDears to give a

it

Paris, 1873, p. 273.
6 Tacit., f/i.ft./ii.S: "About the same time,
Achaia and Asia were terrified by a false rumor, as though Xero were approaching, and a
fluctuating rumor concerning his death, the raajority, on this account, thinking and believing
that he was alive." Cf. Sueton., Xero, c. 57;
Dio Chrys., Or., xxi., ed. Reiske., T. I., p. 504.
c go that a false Xero, who availed himself
of this in a remarkable way, found a following

among
Hint.,

the Parthians.
i.

2:

"War

Sueton.,

1.

also with the

c.

;

Tacit.,

Parthians,

near at hand, was stirred up by the farce of
the pretended Nero."
Sibyll.

^

Orac,

ed. Serv. Gall., L. VIII., p.

orav y €iTaviK9r\ iK nepaTuyv ya.Lri<; 6 ^uyds
ixr)TpoKr6i/o<; eKOu^tv [" When the matricide fugi688

:

live returns from the opposite part of the
earth"]. Cf. p. 716; L. V.,p. 547; Snip. Sev.,
B'i-it.,

s.,

L.

II.,

0pp.

ed.;

G

Ilom., Lugd.

But., 1647, p. 373: "Certainly his body, viz.,
that of Xero, was slain whence it is believed,
;
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definite explanation of xvii.

that Nero, slain by his

viz.,

8,
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and the one best harmonizing with

own hand, appears returning from

ver. 3,

the abyss of

—

But against this mode
and working again as the living antichrist.
it is to be remarked: (1) The writer of the Apocalypse in
no way betrays such impurity and limitation of faith and Christian culture,
that without injustice a superstition dare be ascribed to him which the
Roman authors already had derided. ^ In any case, if John subscribed to
that illusion, nothing more could any longer be said concerning a truly prophetical character of the Apoc, dependent upon inspiration, and concerning
its canonical authority.^
(2) In reference to xvii. 8,^ it must be mentioned
already here, how difficult it is by the Ovplov which is there described, to
understand Nero alone, who is symbolized, just as in ch. xiii., by one
of the seven heads of the beast.
(3) But it is also in the highest degree
doubtful whether the Nero-myth were current already at the close of the
on the contrary, unmistakable
first century, as they try to find it in John
traces indicate that the original Nero-myth received the form in which
it is now by an anachronism, regarded as utilized in the Apoc. only by
combining with it misunderstood passages like Rev. xiii. 3, xvii. 8, and
Sueton., Tacit., and Dio Chryst. by no means say that
2 Thess. ii- 3 sqq.
it was their opinion that the actually dead Nero had returned from the lower
regions to life; but they report that it was not properly known in what way
Nero had died, and that, therefore,^ the report originated that he was not at
all dead, but had escaped to the Parthians, and would return to take vengeance on his enemies.
So it stands in the sibylline books, where Nero
appears as a fugitive,^ who is to return from the ends of the earth, his temporary place of refuge.' That this Nero-myth was diffused among Christians by the authority of the sibylline books, is attested by Lactantius, who

hell,

of exposition

:

'*

he pierced himself with the
Bword, yet that he was restored by the healing
that, although

of his

wound, as

it is

Btroke of his death

written of hira

was healed,

:

And

the

in order that

he

might be sent at the end of the world to exercise the mystery of iniquity."
* Dio Chryst.,
I. c: Tpoirov tivo.
ovx aira^
avTOV Te^i/jjKOTo?, aWa jroA.Aa/ct5 fxeTo. Tdw
(T<i)6Spa olrieivTuiv

avTou

make of

respect to

its

exegetes.

Cf. especially

The Apoc, with

other contents, stands so high

air'

ye SrjKov eo-ric

Dio Chryst.,

avrov

rpoTro) aTroAetrflai

^

Cf. Tacit.,

gesis of

on

Volkm., as well as of Ewald,

this point incorrect,
8

See on the passage.

etc., is

*cai

outwj

(cal

vvv tovto

thus they stood aloof

1.

C.

L. VIII., ver. 71; ed. Friedlieb,

L. V., ver. 364.
In the same sense also is the passage, L.
V., ver. 33, to be understood ea-raL Kal ai<nQ<;
oAot'io?, elr' a.»/a/caju,\//et, where Gallaeus (" will
utterly be destroyed") and Friedlieb ("the
(jtevyuiv,
">

.

i.e.,

thought (also against Weiss., p. 34). But if it
be exegetically proved that this is nevertheless
the case, it appears necessary to surrender the
deutcro-canonical authority of the book. But,
in spite of all its dazzling appearance, the exe-

:

;

tradictory to the simplest Christian faith and

utterly impossible that

c.

manifest"].

pernicious vanishes

it is

1.

rifdyKacrav 6to> nork

avrov ovSenio yap

["And

it should advance any superstitious statement directly con-

that

/cal

from him, and urged the question in what way
he had died for this even now was not as yet

6 (^uya5,

^rjv.

2 This statement is not based on a narrowminded conception of the canon (Volkm.),but
asserts the demands which justice and cau-

tious piety

*

aTrevTriaav

ato-ro?.

away

") mistranslate the

It is said only that the pernicious one,

Nero, will become invisible, viz., by flight,
but will return. It is altogether a perversion
when the sibylline expressions concerning the
return of Nero are compared with the Apoc,
in order to make a Nero redivivus acceptable
here; for in the sibylline books the chief matter is lacking, as, e.g., Hilgenf. himself ae-

knowledges {Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Th.,
39.

Cf. also, 1869, p. 421 sqq.).

1871, p.
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explains it not only as madness, but also indicates its natural origin r^ "Cast
down, therefore, from the head of the government, and fallen from its summit, the impotent tyrant suddenly was nowhere present, so that a place not
even of burial might appear on earth for so wicked a beast. Whence some
madmen believe that he has been translated and reserved alive, the sibyl

saying that the fugitive matricide shall come from the ends of the earth,"
Therefore Lactantius also knows nothing, as yet, of a resurrection and

etc.

return of the dead Nero, but he has in view the faith of some

ported by the sibylline books, that the

somewhere

at the

the antichrist."^

still

living

madmen,

sup-

Nero had found a refuge

ends of the earth, whence he will return as a precursor of

But

this superstition, still diffused at his time, Lact. regards

so senseless, because thereby a life a century long

must be presupposed to
Nero; while the entire fable could be explained without difficulty, from the
fact that the grave of Nero was unknown,
an explanation which is proved
to be right, inasmuch as Nero was actually buried with the greatest silence.^
In Lactantius, therefore, the Nero-myth, designated as senseless, does not
have the form in which they want to find it presented by the writer of the
Apoc.
Augustine is the first to testify to the existence of the expectation
that Nero would arise from the dead, and return as antichrist, since he expressly remarks that this form of the myth, by the side of the older, has
resulted from an interpretation of 2 Thess. ii. 3 sqq. that is as bold as it is

—

—

perverted:"* "

declaration,

— as his

Some think that this^ was said of the Roman Empire,
The mystery of iniquity doth already work,' he wanted

to be
understood of Nero, whose deeds seemed as though of antichrist.
Whence
some suspect that he will rise again, and be the antichrist. But others think
<

that he was not slain, but rather had withdrawn so as to be regarded slain,
and was concealed alive in the vigor of the age, in which he was when he

was believed

to have died, until he would be revealed at his own time, and
be restored to the government. But to me such presumption of those thinking these things is very wonderful."
In this connection, also, Augustine
does not mention the Apoc.^ This is done by Snip. Severus,'' who, however,
does not combine the myth of the revivification ot the dead Nero with Apoc.
xiii. p, but under the presumption that Nero had actually committed suicide ^

records the entirely peculiar turn to the matter

:

It is believed that the

wound

which Nero inflicted upon himself was healed, and that he still lives, and at
the end of the world will return as antichrist. The complete form of the
myth is given first by Victorin., who expressly says that the actually deceased Nero would be again raised by God, and be sent as the pseudo-Messiah for judgment upon the ungodly; but Yictorin.'s own words ^ betray the
1

De Mort. Persec,

2

"

A precursor of

c. 2.

the devil, and going be-

him as he comes to devastate the earth,
and overthrow the human race."
8 Eutrop.jZT/s^^om.vii. 18: "The remains
of Nero, which were buried in a humble way."
« De Civ. D., L. XX., c. 19,
§ 3.
5 1. c, ver. 7.
" That Nero had sometimes been regarded
fore

the antichrist of Daniel, because of his persecution of the Christians (Jerome on Dan. xi.
28: " Whence many of our writers think that

because of the greatness of his cruelty and
baseness, the Domitian Nero would be autichrist "), does not belong here.

M.

c.

8

Etianifii se gfjidis transflxit,

»

Nunc ergo

caetera.
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origin of the

myth thus

fashioned, in the

the origin of another application of the
therefore, in

when he

JOHN.

same wa}^ as Augustine
myth from 2 Thess. ii.

any way be asserted upon an

the Apocalypse,

ST.

^

testifies to

It cannot,

historical basis, that the writer of

represents one of the heads of the beast as

wounded

and again healed, depends upon an idea current at his time, confor such an idea does
cerning the return of Nero raised from the dead,
but it must be asserted that the writer of
not belong as yet to his time,
to death

—

—

the Apoc. has himself fashioned this

No

manner

of expressing the Nero-myth.

one, however, has ventured this.

Any

other explanation of ver. 3

is

therefore hardly possible, than that

By

indicated already in the Introduction. 2

the result

is

attained that the mortal

a combination with xvii. 8-11,

wound cannot be

referred to the sixth,^

but must be referred to the fifth, head of the beast. This is correctly acknowledged by Ewald, Liicke, De Wette, etc., as they are further right in
accounting Nero as the last of the fallen kings. But to proceed from this to
which is proved
the interpretation of xiii. 3, advocated by Ewald, Liicke, etc.,
is not only not demanded by xvii. 8-11, but is
to be just as untenable,
proliibited, because it is not said there that the fifth fallen king, i.e., Nero,
would return as the eighth, but that the future eighth would be the personi-

—

—

fied beast himself.

But

of this nothing whatever

not once to be perceived from ch.
expected, so that
into xiii. 3.

this

xiii.

point (xvii. 11)

The healing

is

said in ch.

that an eighth king

not in any

is

of the mortal

wound

way

(deceased) king will return as the eighth.

the mortal

which

is

wound on

the

of the mortal

wound on

it is

be

it

is

neither said in

the fifth fallen

the contrary, the healing of

head of the beast must correspond to that
so that the beast is not, and yet is; viz., it is in
The existence of the sixth king is the healing

fifth

stated in ch. xvii.,

so far as the sixth king

;

to be introduced

in xiii. 3, that

On

xiii.

at all to

certainly cannot, therefore,

refer to one of the heads of the beast (the fifth), as

ch. xvii., nor agrees with the statement

is

is.

the fifth head, wdiose infliction caused the beast not

and whose healing again caused the beast, nevertheless, to be. Thus
and ch. xiii. 3 the clew whereby the riddle is
solved.
The mortal wound is inflicted upon the (fifth) head of the beast,
and the interregnum innnediately succeeding. It is to be observed, that it
is not at all said that the coroneted horn on the (fifth) head was stricken
off, and grew again,
this would attach the idea expressly to the person of
Nero, and correspond with the opinion of Ewald, Liicke, De Wette, and
Volkm.,
but that, in accordance with the distinction between the heads
and the horns (cf. ver. 1), the idea of the Roman Empire, so far as it was
under the Emperor Nero, is expressed * This empire, designated by the
fifth head of the beast, received a mortal wound when Nero, the bearer of
the empire, and the last of the race of the Caesars which had founded the
empire, committed suicide, and that, too, under the compulsion of the rebellion of a usurper (Galba), who, as little as his two successors (Otho, Vitel-

to be,

ch. xvii. gives the riddle,

—

—

2

1

1.

3

Hengstenb., Auberlen.
Volkm. urges that in xiii.

*

c.

p, 47 eq,

that the beast

But what
3, it is

not said

was wounded on its head, etc.
he is wrong in omitting, is

in ver. 3

correctly said iu ver. 12.

^

CHAP.
lius),

875

XIII. 5-7.

way be regarded the restorer of the empire which was
The healing of that mortal wound did not ensue
Vespasian, the founder of a new dynasty, restored the empire, as its
could in any

destroyed with Nero.
until

actual possessor, to

its

ancient strength and vitality.

Thus, at the founda-

tion of the prophetical enigmatical discourse of the writer of the Apoc. con-

cerning the beast wounded to death and again restored, concerning the three

coroneted horns which, nevertheless, do not stand upon particular heads

and concerning the beast which is not and yet is, there lies the
view which is declared by the Roman historians, in their
representation of the threefold regency between the death of Nero and the
(ver. 1),

same

historical

accession of Vespasian, only as a sad interregnum.^

— bmau tov dripiov. The pregn. construction
how the astonishment at the succession is occasioned.
Beng. also shows how this expression is supported historically in the cruciThe amazement of the whole earth
fixion, e.g., this prophecy is fulfilled.
for thus far the dominion of the beast extends (ver. 2)
may be referred
Ver. 36, ver.

4.

Kal kdaviiaaev

gives the view as to

:

—

—

—

especially to

what

is

said in ver. 3a; for the worship of the dragon, as also

of the beast equipped by him, that which results

But not only

attached as the reason.
inhabitants of the earth

^

from

ver. 2 & is expressly

the npooKwelv on the part of the

is

a robbery, which, in the service of the dragon and

on the one true God, but even the phraseology in
which they express their worship * seems like a blasphemous parody of the
praise with which the O. T. Church celebrated the incomparable glory of
the living God.^ [See Note LXXL, p. 387.] And if the inhabitants of the
earth declare further /cat rig dvvarai, k.t.X, back of this challenging and
triumphing question lies concealed the desire that, in compliance with the
purpose of th« dragon,^ they might begin the conflict with those who do not
his beast, they perpetrate

worship the beast

(cf. ver. 7).

Vv. 5-7. As the conception of the form of the beast in general (vv. 1, 2)
is conditioned by the Danielian prototype, so also the individual chief
features which describe the activity of the beast are in conformity with

what Daniel says

of antichrist.

Not only the schematical determination

of time for the antichristian activity of the beast, forty-two months,'

derived from Dan.

is

but also the characteristic representation of
the presumptuous, blasphemous speech,^ and of his conflict wdth the saints,^
vii. 25, xii.

7

;

makes the beast appear in the same way as the concretion of the antichristian
world-power withstanding the N. T. communion of saints, as in Daniel's view
Antiochus Epiphanes arrayed himself against the O. T. Church. But Ziill.
1

Sueton.,

1.

c.

;

Dio Cass.,

ffist.

Bom.,

ed.

given such power to the Church; but in fact,

Ziill.,

De

the worldly

2

Cf. Acts. V. 37, XX. 30,

Wette,
s

Grot.,

etc.

Cf. ver.

self
8, iii. 10.

Coccejus feels the difficulty of carrying
out here his interpretation of the Oripiov; for, if
the 0r)piov is the papacy, it appears objectionable to represent its adherents as worshippers
*

But he says: "In word, it is
they praised God and Christ, who had

of the dragon.
true,

was not the Church, but a beast, and
power which he claimed for himwas power conceded by the dragon Irans-

because

J. Leuncl., Hanuov., 1606, p. 7353.

it

forming himself into an angel of
whom they adored was the dragon."
^

Cf. Isa. xl. 25, xliv.

10, ciii. 5;
o xji.

8

Mic.

17.

vii. 8;
7

7,

xlvi. 5; Ps.

vii. 8, 20, 25.

he

xxxv.

Coccej., Ewald.

Cf.

xi. 2, xii. 14.

cnojxa \aAouv /xevaAa k.
»

light,

Cf.

fi\a<T<i).

Dan.

Cf.

vii. 21.

Dan.

;
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what

there ascribed to Christ,

is

monarchy

christian universal

for the i^ovaia of the beast,

to

position

its

and

JOHN.

an analogy with Dan.

finds incorrectly also in 76

that

ST.

is

vii. 14, in that the sense
here declared concerning the anti-

of the beast, as the contrary of the Messiah

i.e.,

the definite supreme power thereof, adapted

task, corresponds neither to the kingly glory over all

nations granted to the Son of man,i nor to his peculiar

k^ovala,

which, as the

marked as one that is eternal. ^ The Idddij, vv. 5, 7,^ which
refers to the ultimate ground of divine authority, contains for believers a
consolatory determination which belongs to the eduKev, ver. 2 for only in
accordance with God's order can the dragon equip his beast, and only within
the limits fixed by God can the beast work in virtue of the k^ovaia ascribed to
fiaaiAein itself, is

;

liira.

—

things

arofia 7.alovv (XEyula Koi iilaacprjfuaq.

already in

is

The

supercilious speaking of great

the testimony of an egotistic boasting of one de-

itself

spising the living God, and then becomes openly blasphemous when the presumptuous speeches have such definite reference to God as is expressed, e.g.,
in ver. 6

;

cf

.

also the declaration put, in ver. 4, into the

The

ents of the beast.
is

mouth

of the adher-

historical foundation for the description, ver. 5a,

formed by the declarations repeated in various ways,

Roman

which

in

insolence not only ascribed to itself absolute dominion over the world, but
also expressly gave divine

and the emperor.*
TTotrjaaL

may

—

names and divine honor

be found,^ and with Luther, Ewald,

rendered: Power was given him

manner described

to the city, the empire,

In the following accus., the express object to

noiTjaat.

to

etc.,

the explanation

may

be

bring in forty-two months besides; viz.,

But

mere determination of time
it is explained better by
Vitr., ZiilL, De Wette, Hengstenb., etc., after the analogy of Dan. viii. 24,
xi. 28, 30, 32;' Ps. xxxvii. 5, where the nouiv likewise occurs without any
express designation of the object power was given him to work, to ply his
the

ill

in ver. 5a.

appears too circumstantial for the Apoc.

this

;

hence

:

In connection with this

business, for forty-two months.

it is

that thus the two parts of ver. 5 briefly designate what
scribed in
fi7\,ao(p'niiLag

ver. 6 (cf. ver.

TTpog tov Oeov

5a)

(ver. 6) is

and ver. 7 (cf.
more definitely

ver. 56).

to be observed,®

is

more

— The

fully de-

prefixed

specialized in a threefold

which is here certain,
whereby is designated the calumniation directed immediately against God himself, which is especially fulfilled
by the beast usurping for himself the divine names and honor; secondly,
Kal TTjv anTivriv avTov, i.e., as it is also made manifest from the followingwords,'^ heaven, which, as God's tabernacle, is an object of the blasphemous
way, to which already the plural
points, viz., Jirst,

(ilaac^irififjaai

(i%aa<prj(iiaQ irp. r. 6.,

to ovofia avrov,

speeches of the beast; and, finally,

kol rovg kv

tu ovpavu aKjjvovvrag, because

God's gracious work, that he has opened heaven as his tabernacle for
The two last kinds of blasphemy
those who now dwell with him therein.

it is

are mediate, but they have place just as certainly as the world-power, repre-

1

Kal

eSoflrj

avrtZ

19

/SafftAeta, /cat Trdj'Tes oi

dp^*?

\aol

Kal ^
<|>wAai

i)

3

Qf, yi. 4, 8, vii. 2, ix. 5.

Kal y\ui(TaaL

*

Cf. Introduction, p. 51.

^

Cf. Acts XV. 33; 2 Cor. xi. 25; Jas.

Tiju.rj

Kal

avTiu dov\evaov(Ttv.
2

17

e^.

avToO e^ovaia

Aeuo-erac, k.t.A.

ai<i>vi.o<;, iJTts

ov Trape-

•^

^

Vitr.,

HengHtenb.

Cf. xxi.

3.

iv. 13.

CHAP.
seiited

the

by the

beast, speaks only with

home towards which

their entire

XIII.
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8.

mockery of that which was to believers
hope was directed; and accordingly the

world-power stood in opposition to the inexhaustible source of their consolaTo the instrument of the
ttoAc/zov notr/oai fxera r. ay.
tion and patience.

—
—

on God's part
dragon it is given
Kal
when he prepared the beast.^

—

— to

what the dragon had

fulfil

viK7jaai

avTovg

;

viz., in

mind

in

so far as the saints

must succumb to the power of the beast, and suffer imprisonment, banishment, death, and all kinds of e?dipig.^ Besides, it is just in this that the
true victory of saints consists.^

Ewald, by determining the
ately precedes,
is

**

—

eirl

irdaav

<{n)/ir/v

reaches the erroneous conception that the enl nua.

to be referred to Christians

specifications,® the entire

number

he

is

—

(pvXrjv,

of the inhabitants of the earth

hence the

;

great and sovereign power' which
e^ovaia

koX

But the expression designates, by

^

appear in opposition to the saints

Because of this

uvt. e^ovoia

k. kd.

idvog.

according to the measure of what immedi-

l^ovoia

is

e^ovaia

em

iraa.

0u/l^,

its

who

k.tXj

four

easily

the

k.t.A., is

granted to the beast with his empire.

in a position to

war

victoriously against the

where there

is a definitive designaon which the entire dreadful activity of the beast depends,
the consolatory thought lies in the background, that even though the supreme
power, which the dragon has given (ver. 2) to the beast, is so great that it
extends over the whole world, yet it is at last only by the Divine bestowment, and therefore beneath the Divine order and limitation, that the beast
possesses, and can exercise, his t^ovaia.
Ver. 8. Kal TzpoanwrjaovaLv avrov, k.tX Notwithstanding 5< {avrC)), undoubtedly the correct reading, avrov, cannot be explained by the reference to the
king, of the masc. in which the beast itself, xvii. 11, appears personified;^
for that entirely special idea must be definitely indicated within ch. xiii. if
without any thing further it is thus to be diverted. The avrov pertains, howThe worship of the dragon is here menever, to the chief subject 6 dpwuv.
tioned immediately after the description of the beast, for the same reason
as ver. 4 in connection with ver. 3 the more mightily the instrument of
the dragon is presented to the inhabitants of the earth, the more naturally
they come to the adoration of that which itself only serves the beast. Corresponding with this is also the future form npoaKwrjaovaiv.^ As the activity

saints.

But as

in ver. 5a, so also here,

tion of the e^ovaia

;

of the beast, according to its decisive part,
ration of the

dragon occasioned thereby.

still

—

impends,^'' so also the ado-

ov ov yiypanrac

r. 6v.

avrov.

ThQ

Hebraic way, the demonstr.
is added,i2 jg explained ^^ by the presentation of the details which are comWithout doubt,^'* the
ev rd iiLSliu), K.rX
prised in the entire KarocK. enl r. y.

sing, of the relative,ii to which, according to the

—

1

Cf. xii. 17,

2

Cf. xi.

3

Cf. xii. 11,

"

xiii. 2.

ii.

10 sq.

allowed to perpetrate this slaughter
throughout all lands and nations."
6 •' From the nature of
the topic and
thought, it is apparent that only Christians
dwelling everywhere throughout the world are
*

«
1

7.

It is

to be here understood."

»

»

"

Cf. v. 9, xi. 9, xiv.

6, xvii. 15.

Also Ew. ii.
Hengstenb.
Cf., on the other hand, ver.
Cf. ver.

7,

4.

where it is first given the
what it is to do.

beast,

on God's part,
'^ See Critical Notes,
^^ ijj. g^ xii. 6, 14.

" De

Wette.

"

Cf. xvii. 8.
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concluding clause

a:rd KaTaiio'X.fjg Koofiov

ST.

JOHN.

belongs to yeypanTai} not to the

to<pay-

as neither the explanation of the eternal predestination of the death

ftevov,

of Christ,^ nor that of the sufferings of Christ in his people

from Abel

agrees with the expression and the connection of this passage.

The

on,^

charac-

inhabitants of the earth, in contrast with the saints refusing

teristic of the

to worship the dragon, contains already, in the

most pregnant manner,

all

the points upon which the patience of the saints expressly emphasized
ver. 10, depends.
Those who worship the Lamb
must suffer persecution but just to the Lamb slain belongs
the book of life,^ in which from eternity the names of believers are written
they, therefore, like the Lamb, conquer by their victory,^ and through all
OM^ig pass to the glory of eternal life,^ while the enemy, in spite of his
temporary victory,' incurs sure judgment. [See Note LXXIL, p. 387.]

immediately afterwards,

slain, of course,

;

:

Vv.

9, 10.

This consolatory assurance

tremely important.^
is

—

el

TLQ Etc aix/J^aluaiav,

is

expressly urged as one ex-

exercised by the righteous judgment of God.^

tical expression

corresponds very well with the immutability of the

sentence, in case the second

— On

The jus ialionis
The brevity of the ellip-

e/f alxiJ-aXuaiav .

elq alxf/.aXo)aiav

the two kinds of persecution,

cf.

strict

stands without further definition. ^^

Volkm.
But how is it
Volkmar's interpretation, to Nero ?
10, 13, vi.

ii.

10, xi. 7.

regards the threat of the sword as directed against Nero.
conceivable

—

if ver.

3 refers, according to

The formula ude kanv is in itself so indefinite that
can express both gradations of the idea " Here must the patience, the
wisdom,ii of believers be displayed," ^-^ and " Here patience is present, here
(j^£

eon

rj

vnofiovr/,

k.tX

it

:

foundation and source."

In this passage, and xiv. 12, the latter idea
from the connection; by the wdf, k-.tX, an allusion is made to what
has just been said, ver. 10, yea already in ver. 8; viz., to that in which the
patience of the saints consists, who by their faith lay hold of that divine
consolation.
Otherwise, ver. 18 and xvii. 9.
Vv. 11-17. The second beast, which John sees rising from the earth, is
described as an accomplice of the first beast; by deceitful speeches and

lies its

results

miraculous signs, he leads astray the inhabitants on earth to the worship of
the beast from the sea.

—

—

which appears in this
That this second dripiov
form from the beginning as essentially related to the first beast ^^
is a personification of false prophecy, is correctly recognized already by Irenaeus.^*
John himself gives this interpretation, xvi. 13, xix. 20, xx. 10. But from
the connection with vv. 1-10, the more restricted determination results, that
the subject treated is that form of heathen-Roman prophecy which was
just as magical as mantic; and this peculiarity, with all its auguries, interpretations of omens, etc., formed an important support of the Roman secular

^ Hammond, Beng.,
De Wette, Hengstenb.

1

Cf. C. a Lap.

i.

8

Ver.

»

Cf. xviii.

"
12

* iii. 5.
6

Cf.

iii.

6

Cf.

vii. 14.

21.
T

9.

Cf.
6,

ii.

Ver.

7.

"
"

7, 11.

xix. 2.

lo uTrayet, xvii. 8.

20; Beda, Eichh.

2

3

Pel.

Heinr., Ewald, ZUll.,

—

See Critical Notes.
Ver. 18, xvii. 9.
De Wette, Hengstenb.
See on ver. 1.
L. V., c. 28, 2, ed. Stieren, I., p. 794.

CHAP.

The

power.i

nation of ver.
€K

Tf]g

various references to papal
sqq.

1

[Note LXXIII.,
^ is

prophesied the return of Nero
r. y?}?

stenb., that

Rome ^

are precluded by the expla-

p. 387.]

Incorrectly, Grot.: "private origin."

yfjg.

that the continent of Asia

the idea

379

XIII. 11-17.

— even apart

— has no support

by

ck t. yfjg

Ewald's explanation

who had

to be regarded the theatre for those

m

tCjv dwj,

limitation of

diflftcult

The explanation

in ver. 3.*

in contrast with

from the

U

or

also of

earthly, worldly nature « is indicated, does not lie at all in the context.
Tr/g

f/c

yr/g.

Heng-

tov ovpavoii,^ the

The

has respect, on the contrary, to the idea of the KaTou<obvTE<: km r^g
The beast rises from the earth, because he is to work upon the whole
yfig '

—

and all the inhabitants of the earth ^
KEpara 6vo d/ioia upviu.
The
" compendious comparison " ^ is not acknowledged by Ebrard when he commends the explanation as probable " The beast has two horns, like (ufioiov
earth,

:

a lamb (so that, then, the horns also were like the horns of
Concerning the form of this beast, nothing further is expressed

instead of

dfioia)

the lamb)."
than that it had two horns like the horns of a lamb. The interpretation of
this figure must be mistaken, if, notwithstanding the omission of the art.
before upv'nj, a contrast is immediately found to the Lamb with seven horns,i*>
and it is then declared that the beast which has only two horns is far inferior in fulness of strength to that of the

Christ consists in that the

wisdom

Lamb, although the

similarity to

also of this world is hidden, ^^ or that the

Lamb of God in the manner in which he exerdominion over the Church.
But while it is very difficult to regard
the beast with his two horns of a lamb as in contrast with the Lamb with
seven horns, a comparison with tlje beast out of the sea is readily made. This
had ten horns, which must be further described in another respect but the
beast out of the earth has two horns, whose meaning lies in what is further
said concerning them: they resemble the horns of a lamb,
even in their
number they were no more than those of a lamb. The number has, therefore, in itself no special reference,
possibly in the same way as the ten
horns (ver. I),i3
but only expresses, like the entire form of the horns, the
resemblance to a lamb in the appearance of the beast, and designates the pebeast especially resembles the

^'-^

cises its

;

—

—

—

culiarity of pseudo-prophetism, which, in j\latt. vii. 15,^* is symbolized in

somewhat

different

way.

—

The

Kal cAuAet 6g 6puKuv.

a

precise reference to the

dragon, in whose service also this second beast stands,^^ forbids the omission

1

Victorin., Andr.,

Cf.

Eichh., Ewald,
2

De

Hammond,

Grot.,

AVette; also Hengsteub.

Bengel, in his way, remarks

etc.,

:

is

•

referred."
»

See on that pasfsage.

5

Cf.

John

against Hammond, who explains:
The twofold power of priests, viz., that of

Doraitian

viii. 32.

SK ToO KoafjLov TouToi^
^

Cf. ver.

8

Cf.,

8

As

"

1, cff

ix. 10.

V. 6.

.

T.

;

miracles and of prophecy.

6a\.

immediately afterwards,

Ebrard; who, after the manner of Vitr.,
finds a fulfilment of the prophecy con
cerning the second beast, " in the papacy, with
respect to its spiritual power." Vitr. interprets the two horns a^ referring more definitely to the two monastic orders.
i'^
Agains.t Wetst., who refers to Titus and
'=

Coecej., Calov., Vitr., etc.

The earth
here also Asia, "to which already for a long
time a greater part of the papal views .
.
s

" Hengstenb.

ver. 12.

"

Cf. Beda, Andr., Ewald.

>5

Victorin.

of the devil."

:

"He

spoke, full of the malice

Andr.,

etc.

Cf. also Hengst-

—

—
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of the art.

The

JOHN.

ST.

besides, no speaking of the dragon

;

—

is

at all

mentioned by

An

ug dpdKcjv^ designates the crafty speech of the tempter.^

however, to the relation to the dragon
Ziiil., etc.

—

the fact that he

lies in

The second

Ver. 12.

beast

is

— which also

is

xii. 1.

allusion,

not denied by Ewald,

described not as ug

but as ug

ocpig,

dp ^

expressly designated as standing in the

is

relation of servitude to the first: the entire k^ovaia given, he puts in operation,

and

its lord.*

that, too, hunlov avrov,

—

noiel

— Iva

i

e.,

TrpoaKwrjaovai.

beneath the eyes of the
Cf.

iii.

9.

beast, as

first

This was

ov kOtpa-n., k.tX.

indicated already (ver. 4) as the cause of the astonishing adoration.

Vv.

13, 14.

As, according to

fisyula.

ajjiJiEla

With Beng., Hengstenb.

(3alvEcv kK T. ovp.

ample of the use of the
But, improperly

Iva

conception of the

(isyula,''

is

iva,

which

in this passage, in fact, explains the

^

the ideal statement of the purpose

Apoc,

actually included, while here the writer of the

different

from the elegance of the

a matter of fact.

The words

Iva kuI nip noty Kara-

recognizes here a significant ex-

very strongly distinguished from the style of

the Apostle John, because in the latter
is

—

in the sense of uare peculiar to the Apostle John.

^

the use of

:

xxiv. 24, they belong

ISIatt.

to the seductive activity (ver. 14) of the false prophet.^

apostle, describes

in a

mode widely

something that

iva Kal nvp, k.tX,

simply

is

In such case, the apostle infallibly writes uore^ or

bn.'^^

—

should not be regarded as proving that the false

prophet intends to mimic Pentecost,^! or wishes to represent himself as a
second Solomon. We are much more apt to think of an allusion to the
miracles of Elijah,^^ and thus to regard this false prophet as a forerunner

way similar to that according to which the true Christ
had an Elias ^^ as a forerunner. But the analogy dare not be determined
more specifically than the context itself suggests. It is not the antichrist
of antichrist, in a

in the sense of the Apostle John,^* but the dragon that in the Apoc. stands
opposed to Christ,!^ and it is not the forerunner, but the accomplice, of the

dragon, that
expresses

is

the other beast whose ungodly

and antichristian nature

the fact that in virtue of his demoniacal power he can

itself in

perform miracles, which appear to be counterparts of the miracles of the
true prophets.
Kal n'Aava.
The miracles are an important auxiliary ^^ of
the seduction. 1"
"Ktyuv, without consti'uction, as xi. 1.
noLf/aai eUdva rcj

—

The

dTipcu,K.TX

historical foundation of this description is indicated already

in the Introduction. ^^

All images of deified emperors must have appeared to

more certainly

the Christian conscience as images of the beast, the

enb.

:

"

As

a dragon," in

fact, as well as

"as

the dragon."
1

Cf. Gen.

2

Cf. ver. 14, tt\cxvS,

»

Cf. xii. 9.

iii.

1 sqq.

Ewald, De Wette.
with Gen. iii. 13.

;

Cf. ver. 14,

viii.

2; 1

:

6

The

PaivT}

cf. Winer, p. 430.
cf., e.g., 1

John

iii.

1,

with

variation Kai nijp iva eK t. ovp. Kara-

(Griesb.,

De Wette) would

turn similar to that of ver.
noul) nijfl, ic.T.A.

contain a

12, viz., Acac (sc.

my

note, vol.

p. 49.

ii.,

9

John iii. 16.
John iv. 9.

" Beda.

10 1

Kings x. 8; Num.
iii. 6.
De Wette, Hengstenb.
" These things the Magi do also
6 Victorin
to-day through fallen angels."
*

^

8

as all

"

2

Chron.

C. a Lap.

vli. 1.

is

cf. xi. 3 sqq.

i*

Cf. Introduction, p. 65.

is xii.
i"

3 eqq.,

6id t.

o-.,

xiii. 1

sqq.

because of the miracles.

11.
i'

Matt. xxiv. 24

18

p. 51 gq.

:

oj(7Te Tr^aurjaai.

Cf. xii.

;

CHAP.
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XIII. 15-17.

same antichristian secular
Hence the addition 6 exfi t. ttA., k.t.X.,* is also again in place here
the statues of Augustus and Caligula, erected to them as gods, were also
represented by the beast which received its wound only with Nero's death.
Ver. 15. To the second beast, it was further given {kdodri, cf ver. 7)
those individual emperors were possessors of the

power.

.

dovvai irvevfia r^ eIkovl tov dyplov, i.e., to give that

:

image of the beast a demoni-

acal irvevfia ^u^g,^ and that, too, with the intention (iva kqI AaA.) that this
might thereby speak, and also by this sign of life manifest his usurped
which must be adored (ver. 156). Ver. loa must not be
divine glory

—

understood of a speaking of the spirit of heathen idols

^

;

but this feature

what has been reported concernspeaking;^ and John appears^ to presuppose the

of the description contains a suggestion of

ing divine images actually
reality of such

demoniacal miracles.

that the idol of the

first

— Significant, besides,

is

beast had not the power to speak of

the statement

itself,

nor with

the rough force with which the beast ruled the world, but that the intel-

power of the lying wisdom of the world must give that beast

lectual

The

speech.

living

false prophet with his nXavuv belongs thereto, if that beast is

to find worship.

— Incorrect

cause a golden image

is

"He

will

to be placed in the temple at Jerusalem,

and

the special reference in Victorin.

to antichrist

:

the vanishing angel to enter, and to give thence voices and decisions."
iva

K. KoirjGTi

— unoKTavdCJaL.

On

the construction,

cf.

ver.

On

12.

—

the his-

torical illustration of this testimony, as in the letter of Pliny to Trajan.^

Vv.

16, 17.

first Iva,

Koi

Ttoiel

TTuvTag

— tua

dijatv avTolg x^P-

—

''ot

Iva

The

k.tX.

^f] 7ff,

just as ver. 12; the second Iva (ver. 17) has a different relation to

-noiEL, which is to be regarded as repeated before it, in so far as here an
John describes how the
immediate determination of the object is lacking.
entire number of worshippers of the beast,"^ who recognize one another by a
mark which certifies that they belong to the beast, hinder the intercourse,

the

—

required even in business with respect to their daily

life,

of

saints

who

—

Deceived
duaiv avrolq x^po-yt^have not received that mark of the beast.
by the second beast unto the worship of the first beast (ver. 14), the dwellers
km
on the earth put a mark upon themselves; they receive it willingly. ^
ZUll. and Hengstenb. unjustly
TT]^ X^i-pbg avToiv rr/g de^iag ij em to fiercoTzov avTuv.
resist the acknowledgment ^ that the idea contains an allusion to the heathen

—

custom of branding slaves and

^

Cf

.

2

On

ver. 12.

the neut. o

the

<c.

ex., see Critical

e^ijaev, cf.

soldiers,

ii. 8.

On

Notes.

Cf. xi. 11.

Against Hengstenb., who remarks how
the heathen in his idol objectified his own
views, and that, too, with a vividness which
was attested by the assertions of actual speech
on the part of those images.
3

* Cf.

Grot.,

Ew.

ii.,

who

also recalls the

popular deception of speaking statues of Mary.
5

Cf also
.

ver. 13.

" "When they invoked the
gods, and with wine and frankincense made
Bupplication to your image, which, for that
«

L. X., ep. 97

:

and thus of designating that they

purpose, I had

commanded

to be

brought

to-

gether with the statues of the deities, none of
which things, as is said, those who are really
Christians can be forced to do."

Those who

remain faithful must die "Threatening also
to punish them with death. Such as persisted,
I ordered thera to be led away." Cf., concerning the Neronian persecution. Tacit., Ann.,
:

xv

44.
^

The

»c.t.A.,

specifications t.

exhaust

the ndvTa<;.

niKpov^ k.

in a perceptible

Cf.

way the

vi. 15, xi. 18, xix. 18.

*

Cf. xiv. 9, 11, xvi.

»

Grot., Ebrard, etc.

2,

xix. 20, xx. 4.

t, fiey.,

idea of

.
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belong to the same master. It is just concerning this that the treatment
and not with respect to a counterpart of Deut. vi. 8 for the x^-pay/'tc
of the worshippers of the beast is to mark them as such, and to render them

refers,

;

same nature, but in itself by no means contains an
admonition of a service of the beast to which they are bound. The reminiscence of the Gentile custom is the more natural here, as the worshippers
The xo^payf^a, howof the beast are partners in the Gentile-Roman Empire.
ever, is not the bringing together by a " confession," ^ but it is the definite
distinguishable as of the

mark

external

which is attached either
most readily presented to
intended only for visibility, whether it be attached

indicated in both

its

to the forehead or the right hand,

the eyes

for, since it is

;

to the one or the other place

"The

Hengstenb. says:
sion " (?

Rom.

is

forms in

and thus

ver. 17,

in places

a matter of indifference^

forehead

is

Inappropriately,

the most suitable place for the confes-

and the right hand comes into consideration " as the

X. 10),

instrument for action." But just because the parallel assertion enl r. /lietuttov
avT. does not allow any other reference than to the convenient visibility of the
mark, the em r. xe^p. am. r. de^. also cannot have any deeper reference. The
right

use.

hand

is

— The

mentioned because

this

must manifest

itself especially in daily

nature of the signature contained by the x«pa//"«

expressed in ver. 17

to ovo/ia tov

:

Btjp'lov,

is

definitely

tov upidfj.dv tov ovofiaTog avrov, i.e.,

tj

name by which the beast is known, and therefore written
number which gives the numerical value of the letters con-

either the express
in letters, or the

In every respect perversely, Coccejus says that the

tained in the name.^

xdpayixa is the law, the bvoiia the Catholic

Church, and the

upLd(j..

unwritten

tradition

As John wants to designate the xdpayfia definitely, and that,
form of the apidfidg tov ovofiarog of the beast (ver. 17), he mentions
first of all, that wisdom and understanding are required for the comprehenThe formula ude ao(i>. kanv receives its pesion of this mysterious mark.
culiar meaning* through the context, especially through the express demand
Ver. 18.

too, in the

i]

6 exi^v vovv

A

k.t.X.

ipri(})LauTo),

reckoning

(ipr^cpiadro))

is

properly required,

because the subject has reference to a number, and the value of its letters;
yet the invitation to solve the puzzle intelligibly is supported by the explicit
remark that the solution can actually be found,^ because the number is

way

These words do not
any particular human person,®
in order to express which, John would have had to attach a Tivdg, or, after
but, as also the yap, and the omission of the art.
his way,"^ a evb^, to uvdp.,

meant

in the ordinary

declare that the

—

number

:

upidfibg

yap uvdpunov eoTcv.

describes the

name

of

—

before

human

1

dripiov express the bvo(xa tov driplov in a
way, and therefore according to the value of the letters current with

upidn. indicate,

Against Hengstenb.,

that the upidubg tov

who

yet himself re-

marks that the confession has an impulse for
an external sign.
on the other hand,
Wette, etc.

2

Cf.,

3

Cf.

4

Cf. ver. 10.

6

Against Ireuoeus, L.

p.

7-5.

:

6 xP^fo^ anoica\v\peL.

Hofraann,

Luthardt, etc. Cf. Intro., p. 42.
e Beda, Grot., Ew. i., Ziill., Hofm. (Schri/t-

vii. 3.

De

beiv.,

V., c. 30.

Andr.

who even assumes that John himself did not
know the name signified by the number;

Cf. Intro.,

^

ii.

637),

viii. 13.

Volkm.,

Klief., etc.

CHAP.

readily found

;

That

key properly.

shows, as

which

this is not so easy, the history of the exposition

gives the report of hundreds of attempts to solve the puzzle,

it ^

failed just because it

number
the only

383

18.

The key to the mystery of the numerical name is, therefore,
but wisdom and understanding are necessary in order to use

every one.
this

XIII.

was not understood, on the part of the large

men which may contain the names of
With the statement of
correct name.

of

how

thousands,

—

this riddle

to decipher

John concludes

the description of the beast, which thus reaches the most significant climax:
Kui bapidiJJeU; avTov x^g''
T.

rl]T}(^.

upidubv

T. dijp.

The

avrov belongs to the conception toO

was expressed, yet

in the sense that the

—

Qripiav,^

uptdfi.

just as

tov dvplov is

Without all doubt the
meant as the upid/i. tov dvofiarog tov drjp., ver. 17.
number to be indicated means x^S\ i-^-, 666; for what Irenaeus^ reports of
those who received the number x^'s', 616, is the less applicable for causing
any doubt with respect to the certainty of the received reading x^^% ^-s
Irenaeus himself decidedly advocates the latter reading by asserting for it
the authority of all good and ancient MSS., and an express tradition which
In order to find the
he derived from the author of the Apoc. himself.
interpretation of the enigmatical number commended by John to Christian
understanding, the indications afforded by the nearer and more remote context are certainly to be observed, which show the entire class of attempts at
interpretation to be impossible, and urge the correct interpretation

—

;

—

(1) All expositors enter into an erroneous course who, in spite of the

declaration of the text, understand the
TOV dr/piov, i.e.,

who have held

pressed in numbers.

it

as

number

any thing

Therefore, not only

not as tov upidubv tov ovofmrog

than a definite name ex-

else

such play-work to be rejected

is

itself, as that of Zeger * and of Coccejus,^ but also all Apocalyptic chronology based upon the number 666. With what confidence this was formerly
held, is to be seen from the fact that in the Wittenberg Bible of the year
1661, the note (Luther's gloss) is given " It is 666 years so long does the
worldly papacy stand." The master in the sphere of Apocalyptic arithmetic

of

:

:

—

in

which men even

like Isaac

Newton have erred ^

piety remains worthy of respect because

Wolf, Curae, on this passage; HeinExcursus iv., De antichristo, et imprimis monogrammate illo, cap xiii. 18, numerumexprimente, vol. ii. p. 235. Ziillig, Excurs.
Cf.

1

richs,

232.

ii.,

2

This

reference

is

not,

as

Klief

.

says,

"an

evasion," but a philological necessity,
which, of course, cannot be acknowledged, if,
upon the basis of ver. 18 {ap. y. avdp.), it be
asserted (Klief.) that the beast

the

But

number

is

a man, since

of the beast designates a

man.

in truth, the av9p. is only a qualitative

designation of the api9/ab?, so that

it is

directly

3

— was

Bengel, whose

believed that even in the spaces

it

L. V.,

c.

30:

some have

that

"I do not know how

wishing that only one be instead of six decThis 1 think was the fault of the copy-

ades.

ists," etc.
*

Viz., that the

name Legion, Luke

^

viz., six

Viz., that the Catholic additions to apos-

tolic doctrine are

meant, the jus cftnonicum,

conception which

divided by twelve.

in ver. 17 (t. ip. t. by. avrov)
ap. TOV dtfpiov).

and ver.

18 (t.

viii. 30,

thousand six hundred and
sixty-six, but after a withdrawal of six thousand caused by Christ's victory.
meant,

is

espedialjy the liber sextris, since the

designated by repetition

is

mode of speech, and have vitiated the middle
number in the name, deducting fifty numbers,

impossible to refer the auroO in the closing
words to avGp. It can refer only to the chief
is

it

erred, following the ordinary

six

«

remains

if

Cf Liicke,
.

six

hundred and

p. 1036.

number

sixty-six

be
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Apoc, the holy ways

of time which are regarded as revealed in the

are to be discerned, although not only

JOHN.
of

God

the excessive curiosity which

is

muddled that piety reproved by the wording and spirit of Acts i. 7,
Matt. xxiv. 36,1 \)^^ ajgo the entire theory, as it is built by Bengel upon
this text, is deprived of a foundation and basis by making the text itself
speak of nothing less than of 666 years. Bengel's system of Apocalyptic
chronology depends essentially upon the fact, that, in order to gain first an
arithmetical proportion upon which to work, he combines the 666 years, as
ordinary years, with the 3^ times or 42 "prophetical months," ^ that thereby
he may attain the various chronological determinations,^ which he then
applies to the history of the popes.
(2) Against the method, given in the text, for finding the

number

beast from the

way

666, in such a

the letters forming the concealed

name

name

of the

that the numerical value of

and Hengby Vitr.
a family, Adonikam, with

gives that sum, Vitringa

stenb. object, with their peculiar interpretation, rejected already

Because, in Ezra

and Coccejus.
666 sons,

is

13,

ii.

a head of

mentioned, the Apoc. number

to this name,

Dp''P'?i<

is

therefore regarded as referring

(the Lord sets up), and thus, in the sense of ver. 4,* the

antichristian arrogance of the beast deifying itself

Besides,

indicated.

is

Hengstenb. finds even in the number 666 itself the sign of that which is
contrary to God, because, " as the swollen six," it always remains a worldnumber, and can never be reduced to the godly number seven. ^ But even
apart from this last mode of trifling, and without considering that it yields
while only a Greek name is to be expected,
a mere
a Hebrew name,
play-work would be found therein, entirely spiritless, and not in harmony
with the holy earnestness of John, if, without all inner reference to the supposed name, it would be referred to the number of children of Adonikam.
Yet the name Adonikam could be meant in the assumed sense if that head
of a family had had 777 sons.
(3) We have not only in the wording of vv. 17, 18, the clear direction for
seeking a name in the enigmatical number but the Apoc. as a whole, and
the context of ch. xiii. especially, compel us to reckon that name from no

—

—

;

A scientific expositor at the present day
no longer attempts to introduce the Latin alphabet^ or those of modern
languages.' It is only either the Greek or the Hebrew alphabet that can

other than the Greek alphabet.

1

In

a

remarkable

way, Bengel

C>^en6., p. 1090) attempts to

{Erkl.

prove that Acts

i.

does not testify against his method of ** ApocThe Lord, he says, gave
his apostles " no pure repulse," but only in-

7

alyptic chronology."

formed them that the knowledge of the day
and hour did not belong to the apostolic office.

the serpentine form f occurs between the letmonogram of the name of

ters xs» i.e., the

Christ.
«

Cf.

Bossuet's

interpretation

aVgVstVs = Diodes

:

DIoCLes

or Diocletian Augustus,

by reckoning only one part of the
Similar

artificial

who

letters,

expedients in Vieg. and the
derived the names Martin

2

xii. 6, 14.

Catholics,

8

666V9, 7777/9 years.
2 Thess. ii. 4.
Cf. C. a Lap. and Lnthardt,

Luther, John Calvin, Beza antitheos, and the
like, reckoning sometimes in German, and

*
5

antichristian

the

number

Orac, L. L,

number

who

refer the

666 as in antithesis to

888 with

which

in

the

Sibyll.

p. 176, ed. Serv. Gall., the

lijaowj is described

;

Herd.,

etc.,

name

mention that

sometimes

in

Greek and Hebrew; while, on

the contrary, the old Protestants conjectured
the names of Popes, Jesuits, etc.
^

cf. Gerken, with his

numerous

interpre-

tations with respect to the history of Napoleon.

CHAP.
The

enter into consideration.

XIII.

application of the latter

by the O. T. character of the Apoc.^
the designation of Josh.
of whose

385

18.

apparently urged

is

thus finds the

name Balaam

in

which,^ however, has nothing to do with the

xiii. 33,

name it treats.
Ewald for the

Ziillig

Such interpretations would suit better, as
number 616, no'p Dn, i.e., C?esar at
Rome, or that received by Hilgenf., Renan, etc.,^ nop y^},^ if the presumption that Nero were to be identified with the beast were correct,^ and if the
driptov

that invented by

(false)

Hebrew alphabet were not

introduction of the

Irenaeus, Primas,

arbitrary.

Ew.

Victorin., Beda, Andr., Areth., Wetst., Grot, Calov., Eichh.,

Wette, Stern, Rinck, Lucke, Bleek,

etc.,

i.,

De

are correct in their attempt to find

number indicated by the name in the Greek alphabet for although the
Apoc, in its entire mode of presentation and in its style, shows a strongly

the

;

impressed O. T. type, yet

it is

its

intended for the Greek-speaking reader, and,

A and Q

therefore, takes the formula

references to O. T. passages,

sion of the

LXX.'

But

it is

of the

^

from the Greek alphabet, as

also, in

not altogether independent of the ver-

Greek interpretations that have been

at-

tempted, most miscarry, because they are either in form intolerable, or

without meaning and definite reference.

Here belong the solutions

evuvdag,

uvrefiog,^ upvovfii;,^ Telrav,^^ 6 viKTjr^g,^^ dvn^o/cof,^^ Ov?iiTioc,^^ TMfineTTjg, KOKog odrj-yoCj

QtcM

ufivog adcKoq,

Ingenious

the solution

is

commended by Marcker.^^

He

reckons, according to the Greek alphabet, the numerical value of the initials
of the

names

of the emperors,

from Octavianus

to the tenth following, Ves-

pasian, inclusive of the three emperors of the interregnum,

and

— by

Vitellius,

reckoning the numerical sign

obtaining the letters o, r

— Galba,

as the tenth,

i

Otho,

and so

y\ k', v, y', o', o', o', i, which, according to their
numerical value, give correctly 666, and besides can be combined in the

name

,

of the beast, oyKOToyiov, so that the result

is

an indication of the vast-

ness and pride (oyKog), and of the peculiar garment (toga) in the

Empire.

This solution

counterpart

is

offered.

is

a flagrant act of

trifling, to

It is false, therefore, already,

Roman

which, besides, a

because nothing

justi-

among which the
last is figured only as a numerical sign.
The combined name of the beast
Kienlen, resorting to the Hebrew alphabet, derives the
expresses little.
Kliefoth says that no name whatever is mentioned, but
name of Domitian.
fies

us in taking the names of the ten emperors as a basis,

—

—

only the antichristian character of the beast, which, in every gradation of

number
number seven which symbolizes the

the world-power indicated by the
the

acquainted with that solution of

1

Cf. Intro., p. 63.

2

Only

number
DDipn.
8

Cf.
It

fi

must put

DDP

conform

to the

instead of the

does not, nevertheless, reach

Interpreted " denying."

ought to be "^D'p" J» i-e.. Nero Caesar.
on the other hand, on ver. 3.

Cf.,

Both these

lo

Irenaeus, Beda, Wetst., found therein an

Emperor

Titus.

ii

Stern.

Rinck, who has to reckon the smooth
breathing as 1, in order to avoid the result 665.
^-

is Interpreted "Ulpius Trajan," which must
reckon a? instead of aC.

«

i.

7

Cf. xii. 5.

"

Cf., already,

*

Interpreted as " contrary to honor."

"

Stud. u. Krit., 1868, p. 699.

8, xxii. 13.

in-

terpretations rejected already by Beda.

allusion to the

De Wette.

—

Irenaeus already was
which alone corresponds

divine.

puzzle,

»

that Ziill., in order to

666,

the

six,

Andr.
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30

— Aarelvog,

demands,
+ 300 + 5

all

+

1

+

10

+

i.e.,

50

+

ST.

JOHN.

according to the value of

70

+

200

=

606.

the

letters:

So Calov., Eichh., Ew.

i.,

De Wette, Ebrard, etc. Irenaeus, indeed, preferred the name TetTav, yet
said " But the name Aarelvog also has the number 666, and it is very probFor the Latins are they who
able, since the last kingdom has this name.
now rule." Against this interpretation it dare not be objected, that the
usual form of the name is Aarlvog; for although this is never found in
:

analogous forms, like 2a/3avof, naneipog, etc., the very nature of the case has
determined such a departure from what is usual, for the sake of the riddle.
Yet, e.g., in the sibylline books,i the

name

xp'^f^'^og

because in the acrostic description of the words

is

changed into

xp£l(yTog,

'Irjaovg xpif^Tog^ deov vlog, k.t.X.,

But if the name of the beast be
et, can be introduced.
conveyed by this numerical name the most definite designation of the beast as the Roman Empire, not of any individual emperor, and
the exposition of ch. xiii. 1 sqq., is expressly confirmed.
[See Note
not

f,

but only an

AaTEivog, there is

LXXIV.,

p. 388.]

Notes by the American Editor.

LXX.
On

Yer.

this crux interpj-etum,

1 sqq.

we

will

drjploD uvai3aluov, k.t.I.

attempt only to summarize the results of

the thoughtful and sober discussion of Gebhardt (''The Doctrine of the Apocalypse," E. T., pp. 219-230), who constantly refers to, and often dissents from,
Diisterdieck: There can be

no doubt that the beast stands

in the closest rela-

with xii. 3), and that the latBut
ter is, in the eye of the seer, the antigod, and the former the antichrist.
this antichrist is not a single person; for xiii. 1, 2, shows that the seer had in
mind Dan. vii. 2-7. The beast is accordingly not a person, but an empire, and
that, too, the latest and most extreme, reproducing in itself all earlier phases of
the world's enmity to God. Yet as the individual forms of world-power appear
to the seer to culminate in an empire which he calls " the beast," so he sees
tion of nature to the dragon

(cf. xiii. 1, xvii. 3, 7,

again the particular stages of the development of this empire, the individual
rulers of the same culminate in one prince, whom he also describes as "the
beast" (xvii. 10, 11); as the leopard, the bear, and the lion are contained in
the beast, so are the seven heads of the beast contained in the one head. As he
sees in an individual king the nature of a definite empire, uniting in itself all
earlier empires, personified, so also he sees unfolded in this empire the nature
This empire could not have been any other than the
of that individual king.

one of John's own times, the Roman Empire. [Farrar: " The Roman emperor
could say with truth, ^L'etat c'est inoi.^ ''] The king must be Nero, and not
Domitian, as Diisterdieck argues; " the one who is" of xvii. 10 being Galba,
and not, as Diisterdieck holds, Vespasian. Diisterdieck' s historical application
of the rebellio trium principurn, the incertum et quasi vagum, and the foundation of a new dynasty by Vespasian, is also charged as being seriously at fault.
On the details of the description, the sea is regarded as " the department of
earthly

movement and

earthly occurrences, in distinction from the earth, as the

1

L. VIII., p. 723, ed. Serv. Gall.
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department of earthly being and feeling,"
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i.e.,

the

" arises out
by which Roman
The Nero-legend is

Roman Empire,

names of blasphemy,^' the

'''the

titles

emperors appropriated to themselves divine honors, etc.
form that refers to his withdrawal and abode among the Parthi-

rejected in the

Nero lived, if we may call that a life, in the
and from hell would one day return." Alford argues against any reference to an emperor, and conceives of the whole
representation as signifying the Roman Empire personified; " the wounding of
the head to death " (ver. 3) being interpreted of the downfall of the pagan, and
" the healing of the wound," of the establishment of the Christian Empire.
ans,

"but

in the eye of the seer,

down

abyss; he went alive

to hell,

LXXI.

Ver.

4.

Tig

o/iotoc tC) dvp'^p.

"The seer observes what an imposing, overpowering, transportRoman Empire exercises upon men; how the world is aston-

Gebhardt:

ting impression the

ished at

homage

that

it;

to

it

to the beast,

;

how

is amazed by its greatness, power, and glory, and does
the world worships the dragon, because he has given power

it

— that

is,

imperial power, and in

not consciously worshipping the devil, but perceiving, in
its

individual possessors, supposed manifestations of the

honors to the devil." Carpenter: "The spirit of
adored wherever worldliness prevails. There is nothing so
successful as success, and the homage of men is more often paid to power than
Can you not hear the words coming across the centuries from
to principle.
the lips of two Roman youths, talking with each other as they lounge about the
Forum?' (Maurice.) Can we not hear the echo of the words in the Champs
Elysees, in Piccadilly, in the Broadway, or Unter den Linden, from the lips of
young men who have taken fashion, rank, wealth, world-power in any shape,
divine,

it

really gives divine

the wild beast

is

'

as their

god?"
LXXII.

Ver.

8.

und Kar^aoXf/g

In favor of the translation in our A. V.,

John

is

K6a(xov.

the distance of this clause from

sometimes cited as supporting
" slain from the foundation;" but the shade of meaning there expressed is different.
Rev. xvii. 8 seems to be decisive in favor of the construction advocated
the

yeypaiTTai.

1

Pet.

i.

19, 20,

xvii. 24, are

by Diisterdieck; and it has, on the basis of this passage, been adopted by the
American section of the committee on the R. V.

LXXIII.

Ver. 11 sqq. aAAo dnpcov.

In harmony with Diisterdieck, Gebhardt: " Heathen witchcraft and soothsaying; the heathen religion as divination and magic according to its demoniacal
origin and background, and its demoniacal influence on the mind."
Ver. 12:

" The idolatrous homage by which the empire was consecrated and strengthened,
owed to the demoniacal influence of its religion upon the mind." Ver. 13:
"In its approaching climax of development, it will work wonders which will
compare in appearance with the greatest miracles of the true prophets; for
example, with those of an EHas." Ver. 14: "If the heathen religion, with its
demoniacal power, had already deluded the world, nmch more will it be so in
the expected completion of that power; and as already it consecrated images to
it
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the Caesars for divine homage, as to gods, so with the appearance of the perit will fully bring the world to set him up as God, and to render

sonal antichrist,

"The

knew, and did not doubt, what was

him

divine honors."

said

among the heathen about speaking images and he

Ver. 15:

seer

;

expected, therefore, that

heathen sorcery would succeed in giving life, the spirit of life (cf. xi. 11), to
the image of the beast, so that it would speak, and thus be fully manifested to the
world in its usurped divinity. And, indeed, in his time it had already happened
that Christians were put to death because they refused to pay divine honors to
the emperor; so, naturally, would it be in the future, as John foresaw, that
refusal to worship the speaking image, as in the case of Nebuchadnezzar (Dan.
Vv. 16, 17: "The Christians were already variii. 6), would end in death."
ously and seriously hindered in business, because in the Roman Empire the
heathen religion penetrated and governed all civil relations. Indeed, in this reThere needed only one step more. The worshipspect, they were under a ban.
pers of the beast would willingly place the name, or number of the name, of the
beast upon their right hands, or upon their foreheads, or in the most conspicuous places; and those who would not consent to this. Christians included, would
be able neither to buy nor sell; they would be shutout from intercourse, banned,

marked, and robbed of the

vital air in civil

LXXIV.

Ver.

18.

and

social life."

iiaKocLoi ktTjKovTa e^.

Luthardt: "This number was transmitted also orally from the fathers, but
not its meaning; this is a matter of the future, and all interpretations attempted
are arbitrary. The best is still the ancient one: * The Latin,' i.e., the antichrist,
But the number is intended to designate the
is the ruler of the Roman Empire.
name of a person." Alford {Prolegomena): "Even while I print my note in
favor of the AareLvog of Irenaeus, I feel almost disposed to withdraw it. It is,
beyond question, the best solution that has been given; but that it is not the
solution, I have a persuasion amounting to certainty. It must be considered

merely as worthy to emerge from the thousand and one failures strewed up and
in our books, and to be kept in sight till the challenge ude t) aoipia hariv is
Gebhardt suggests that both fs^areivbc; and Caesar Nero
satisfactorily redeemed."
in Hebrew letters are correct. Farrar (Early Bays of Christianity, pp. 468-474)
argues with much learning and great ingenuity for the latter interpretation.

down
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So A, C, «, al., Erasm., 1, 3, 4, 5. Aid., al., Lach., Tisch.
Ver. 1. ffTTor.
1S59 and IX. [\V. and H.]. Elz. iaTrjKoq, emendation. The fcrrtjf (B., Beng.,
Tisch. 1854) testifies in favor of the correct reading, since only the masc. form
:

expresses the reference to Christ.

—

ovofia avrov kol to

before ovo/xa

r.

narp,

is

—

Ver. 3. Before
omitted in the Rec, in opposition to almost all the witnesses.
tW^v Kaiv., A, C, Vulg., Lach. [W. and H.], have a wf, which is lacking in B, K,

and may have been carried over from

Verss., Elz., Tisch.,

al.,

After the

d//w//ot,

the yap (B,

}«,

ver. 2.

Copt., Syr., Orig., Elz., Tisch.)

is

— Ver.

5.

possibly to

be deleted (A, C, 12, Vulg., Lach. [W. and H.]); cf. ver. 4: irapd. yap etc. Incorrect is the addition at the close in the Rec, humov rov dpovov tov deov.
Ver. 6. em -ovg KadTj/xevovg. So Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.], because the enl, which
stands also directly before -tuv edvog, is supported by A, C, 55, al. (it is lacking in

—

B, Elz., Beng.), while the Rec. t. KaroiKovvTag (A, Lach., small ed.) gives only
the more usual expression (xiii. 8, 12, 14) against B, C, J<, al.
Ver. 8. Instead
of on (Elz.), read ^ with A, C, Lach., Tisch.
Both are lacking in Beng.
Ver.
13. avaKaijaovTat.
So A, C, J{, Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. The form uvanavaav-

—

—

—

Tat (Elz., B: uvaTTavoovrat) is a modification.
tu de epya. So Elz., Beng., Tisch.,
according to B, al., Andr., Areth. The well-attested reading tu yap epya (A, C,
N, al., Vulg., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]) is liable to suspicion as an

—

Ver. 15. The oot after k^dev (Elz.) is incorrect
Beng., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Ver. 18. 6 exuv.
So
Lach., Tisch., according to A, C. The article causing a difficulty is omitted
already in B, X (Elz., Beng., Griesb., Tisch. IX.) [bracketed in W. and H.].

attempt at interpretation.
(A, B, C,

N,

The

Tjxfiaaav

—

—

plural

trro^vAat (Elz.,

Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), is of
course, easier than the sing. (Tisch., according to B), but is defended as adequate by A, C, X, al.— A, C, J<, advocate avT^c (Elz., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and
H.]), while B offers tt/c; -yr/c.
Yer. 19. tov (xeyav. So A, B, C, Tisch., Lach.
al

—

[W. and H.].

The Rec,

ttjv fxeya?,T)v (j<), is

purely an emendation.

After the description of the secular power threatening believers (ch. xiii.,
17) has shown how the proper originator of all the calamity,

cf. also xii. 12,

which has been prepared for

now

follows

which, with

— in
its

believers, is

no

less

than Satan himself, there

consolatory contrast to that terrible picture

two parts

— an account
em-

(vv. 1-5, vv. 6-20), serves essentially to give

phatic force to the thoughts that obtruded themselves already in xiii. 9, 10,
in the midst of the description of the antichristian enemies.
This contrast

between

and xiii.
marked by the

chs. xiv.

expressly

especially ver. 8 sqq.).

lies

not only in the contents in

but

is

also

definite retrospective allusions to ch. xiii.

(cf.

— In

like

manner, just as

itself,

in ch. vii. 9 sqq.,

an

in-

spiriting prospect of the heavenly glory of believers abiding faithful in the

great tribulation

still

impending,

is

afforded before this trouble itself

is

—

—
.
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stated, so also in the first part of ch. xiv. (vv. 1-5), a scene, is represented

which

one hundred and fortyLamb on IMount Zion,
and are described as such as have kept their earthly life free from all defilement of the world, manifests the glorious rewards of the victors.^
In another way the second vision (ver. 6 sqq.) brings the incentive to
patience; 2 viz., by the declaration of the Divine judgment infallibly pertaining to the antichristian secular power.
The latter account is presented
with such elegance that the outline of the entire Apoc, at least seemingly
forgotten, is stated again more definitely.
The nearer we come to the final
catastrophe, the more clearly is the analogy in the appearance of the vision
to be known, as the end is organically developed from the beginning: the
seven vials of wrath (xv. 1 sqq.) appear in the same relation to the trumpets
(viii. 2-xi. 19) as the latter do to the seven seals (v. 1-viii. 1), so that from
the standpoint to which xiv. 6-20 already leads, and which is again expressly
adopted in xv. 1, the apparent chasm between ch. xi. and ch. xii. comin a multitude of departed believers (ver. 1,

four thousand, ver. 4,

inzapxr])-,

"who appear with the

—

pletely vanishes.

Ver.

Koi eUov, koI l6ov.

1.

The formula ^ marks

contrast to the preceding vision.^

—

to upvlov.

the unexpected, forcible

Lamb

Since the

appears as

the leader of the glorified,^ not only does the contrast between Christ and
Satan, with his dragon-form, stand forth in startling relief; but the form of

Lamb

reminds us that the Lord himself has by his sufferings
victory,^ therefore his people must follow him
and
that the redemption of believers (ver. 4), and their glorification, depend
With the abbreviated form of the
eaTog.
upon the blood of the Lamb."^

the

also

and death attained the

;

—

part.,8 cf. the inf. ioTdvac, 1 Cor. x. 12.®

The

ini t6 bpog ^luv.

failure to

acknowledge the proper significance of the entire vision is connected no
less with the arbitrary presumption that Mount Zion is to be regarded in
heaven,
than with the allegorizing interpretation, according to which
Mount Zion is regarded as the Christian Church. ^^ Vitringa unites the
reference of the whole to the true Church, ^^ ^.j^ji the correct acknowledgment 13 that the locality represented in the vision is meant properly. Cf
similar local designations within the vision, which are to be understood
i*^

with absolute literalness, vv.
place named, the

Church,

home

6,

14, xiii.

of the O. T.

1,

11, xii. 1, vii.

— and, therefore, also

1.

The holy

of the N. T.^*

adapted like no other place for that which is displayed to the
With the Lamb there appear one hundred and forty-four

is

gazing John.

thousand who have the name of the Lamb, and the name of his Father,

»

Cf.

2

Cf. ver. 12,

pressly

ii.

11,

lo

12, 21.

iii.

where tbe admonition

made prominent,

3

Cf. ver. 14, vi. 2,

*

Hengstenb.

5

Cf. vii. 17.

6

Cf. v. 5 sqq.,

5, 8.

is

ex-

Grot., Eichh., Stern., Zull.,

eub., Ebrard, etc.

plain:

"The

Ew., Hengst-

Especially does Ziillig ex-

highest mountain-like vault of

the firmament, which corresponded to Mount
Zion, inasmuch as, according to the Israelitic

"

it lay directly beneath the same."
Beda, C. a Lap., Calov., etc.

12

In vv. 1-5

idea,
iii.

'

Cf. V. 9,

8

Matt. xxiv. 15.

9

Winer, p.

21.

vii. 14, xii. 11.

75.

there is a true
»3

it is

stated

Church"

De Wette.

:

"

(cf.

" That in a falee,

Laun.).

Cf. xii.

1, 17.

CHAP. XIV.
written on their foreheads.
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2, 3.

These one hundred and forty-four thousand

according to the usual conception,! identical with those mentioned in
The number is the same; the seal there mentioned on the forech. vii. 4.
are,

may

be combined with the names of God which the followers of the
have written on their foreheads; also the place, Mount Zion, appears
But there are weighty
to apply especially to glorified believers from Israel.
reasons for the distinction of the one hundred and forty-four thousand in
our text from those named in vii. 4.2 [See, for the contrary. Note LIII.,
p 256, on ch. vii. 4.] 1. If John had wished here to designate those
already mentioned in vii. 4, he would have expressed this definitely by the

heads

Lamb

Cf. similar retrospective allusions in ver. 1 (to upv.), ver. 3 (ev tov

article.

was the more necessary, because here a
hundred and forty-four xi-^i^fj-^c^ follows

This
Tuv reaa. C, rwv 'npeo3-).
particular description of the one
ep.,

which could lead to an identity with the sealed only in

{exovaai, k.t.A.),

case

be conceived that the seal had as an inscription the twofold names

it

here designated; a conception which in itself has no difficulty, but

is

remote

therefrom, because the sign of the seal has a designation and significance

from

different

this sign of the

the impending trouble,
eternal

is

name: there the

and blessed belonging of believers

trast with those

fidelity,

sealed, while here the

name

not to be affected by
of

God

expresses the

heavenly Lord,^ in conthemselves bondsmen of the beast.
(Vv.
to their

who have made
2. To this must be added

the fact, which may be decione hundred and forty-four thousand in our passage, which,
according to ver. 3 sqq., do not appear at all as from Israel, can be identi-

16 sq.)

9, 11, xiii.

sive, that the

fied with those
tions,

mentioned

in vii. 4, only in case

with respect to ch.

one of the two false concep-

be sanctioned;

vii.,^

viz., either

that the one

hundred and forty-four thousand (vii. 4) be regarded identical with the
innumerable multitude (vii. 9 sqq.), or this multitude be regarded as a
part of the one hundred and forty-four thousand.
But it is rather to be
said that in this passage only the schematic number, which as a designation
of a mass suits mainly believers out of Israel (cf vii. 4.-8), is transferred to
such as have completed their course, and designates not only the definite
.

description, ver. 3 sqq., but especially also the antithesis lying in the entire

context to the heathen worshippers of the beast, as those springing from
heathen.^

This

select

ical sign of believers

pany,

viz., as

Vv.

heaven to
»

(cf. ver.

out of Israel

it is

contained in

an unapxV'
f/c

TOV ovpavov.

Mount

Cf. x.

Zion, ver.

1,

De Wette, Riuck,

4, 8.

Many

to heaven,

Ew.,

s

Cf.

Hengsleub., Ebrard,

*

See on thai verge.

Grot., Vitr., Beng., Eichh., Heinr.,

Zail.,

;

the

numerthe innumerable com-

4) appears as such in the holy

of the expositors who have
have^ ascribed the voice from
the one hundred and forty-four thousand themselves.
Ew. ii.,

2, 3.

transferred

band

Gebhardt, Hilgenf., Kliefoth.
' Areih., Lauu., C. a Lap., Marck., Bleek,
Beitr.t p. 184 sqq.; Xeander, Ilistory of the
Planting and Trainirig, 3d ed., II., p. 543;
Volkm. Vitr., already, is vacillating: '•The
Bame, or at least those of the same kind."

iii.

12.

s jt is worthy of note, how decidedly this
passage contradicts also the pretended autiPauline Jewish Christianity of the author of
the Apocalypse.
* As C. a Lap., Vitr., Beng., Hengstenb.

—
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as in xii. 10 sqq., xix. 1 sqq., understands the voices as those of the martyrs,

9 sqq.

vii.

—

cif

Cf.

vSutcjv ttoAA.

(buv.

i

15.

—

J>f (puv. iipovrfj^

fiey.

Cf. vi. 1.

sounding at the same
time charmingly, like the melody of players on the harp 6g Kidapuduv, k.t.X}
The £v, which designates the instrument, is here still easier than in vi. 8.
The conception Kaivjjv has nothing to do with the
Cf. v. 9.
(^tjv KaLvriv.
u'Kapxv,'^ VQV. 4; for the one hundred and forty-four thousand do not sing

The

strength of the heavenly voice does not prevent

its

:

In this passage, also, the relation of the

this song.

song

be called because of

is to

its

contents,

is

—

kclvt^v,

as to

to be understood

how

this

from the

The general reference to the work of redemption is not sufbut the subject has reference to that which is displayed to the
gazing prophet, through the vision presented to him, and therefore to

connection.
ficient ;3

the faithfulness of

God and

the

Lamb, whereby

upon the ground
amid all the enticesecular power, and

believers,

of the redemption accomplished by Christ, are preserved

ments or persecutions, on the part of the antichristian
evumov tov dpovov, k.tX There the
brought to victory and eternal glory.'*
song, according to its most inner relation, belongs, because it describes
the blessed goal of God's ways, whose attainment was of itself pledged by
the significant glory of the heavenly scene, ch. iv., upon which the entire

—

The
nal ohddg kdvvaro ixadelv t. d6., k.t.X.
arrangement of God's ways rests.
one hundred and forty-four thousand, however, could learn this new song,
i.e., not merely understand,^ but also appropriate it so as to afterwards sing
it,^ because they alone have the experience of that which is celebrated in
the song.'

—

ol r/yopao/xevoi u-nb

rye y^g.

On

the thought,

cf. 4, v. 9.

The

con-

masc, with al xi'ltudeg, is according to the sense, as v. 13.
John describes the one hundred and forty-four thousand as a

struction of the

Vv.

4, 5.

The underall other believers in moral perfection.
standing of this description depends principally upon the proper arrangement and framing of the individual expressions. At the beginning and at
the close two special points stand (ver. 4 ovtoi elaiv ol (ietu ywatKuv ovk kfio-

number surpassing

select

:

Tivvdrjoctv

;

ver. 5

Kal tv rw aro/xan avruv oi'X evpidrj ^evdog)

:

here,

;

where the

subject pertains to the past earthly life of those who have died, the aor.
In both cases the conclusion is by formulae framed
necessarily stands.

manner (ver. 4 Trapdivot yap elaiv ver. 5 ufiufxot yap eiatv)
but here, where an advance is made from the definite actual preservation of
the deceased, to their proper nature and permanent condition, the present

precisely in like

:

;

:

;

Between the two double-membered sentences, in the
necessarily occurs.
beginning and at the close, there are besides two sentences, which are thereby exhibited as independent of one another and the beginning and closing
sentences, in that they both commence with the special designation of the
subject (pvToi), and that the first expresses something present {ovt. eiatv ol
uKol.),

'

2

but the second something past, completed in the earthly

Cf V. 8.
Against Beng.
first fruits."

3

De Wette.

*

Cf Hengsteub.
.

" No one could
^ Grot., who besides evades
understand the cause of such joy."
^ Ew., De Wette.
:

.

these

life (ovt. ^70-

:

"

A

new song

suits well

'

Cf.

ii.

17, also xix. 12.

—
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pdadrjoav, cf

.

Ilofmann

ver. 3).

^

the

is

first

disposition of vv. 4, 5; but he misjudges

393

4, 5.

The

as immediately attracted to the succeeding words.

now

by Ew.

also

eia.,K.TX',

ii.,

kuI kv

3.

who keeps

expositor

by regarding the

it

whereby three members appear (1.
r.

arofx.,

view the

disposition attempted
ovroi ela.,

/c.r.A.

2.

;

k.tJ.), is in violation of the context.

According to Lev. xv.

yvvaiKuv ovk efxoXvvdvoav.

in

napdivot yap eloiv

sexual union in

18, the

—

ovt.

ol fierd,

itself,

This predicate
nupOtvoi.
even that in wedlock, was regarded as defiling. ^
was not seldom asoi'ibed also to men.^ In order to avoid the thoughts forced
from the word, and not seldom made the best of by Catholic interpreters in
the sense of monastic asceticism,^

and referring
of idols,^ or,

if

we abide by

example of

as an

regarded either directly as figurative,^

from the worship

the proper sense of the words, to sexual purity,

Hofm. attempts

all virtues.'

saying that the declaration

whom

it is

to spiritual purity, especially to abstaining

is

remove the

to

difficulty

by

concerning believers of the last time,^ to

become a moral necessity, because of the special circumBut nothing is said here concerning Christians of
The expedient of Bleek ^ and De Wette, who regard it as referthat time.
ring to abstinence from all lewdness, as it was ordinarily combined with the
worship of idols, is forbidden by the expression fieru r. yvvaiKuv, which is
Nothing else seems to remain than with Augustine,^**
altogether general.
Jerome,ii Beda, Andr., to explain it in the proper sense, and to acknowledge
the idea, to which also other points in the text lead,^^ that entire abstinence
from all sexual intercourse belongs to the distinguished holiness of that one
hundred and forty-four thousand, ^^ because of which they enjoy also distinguished blessedness. [See Note LXXV., p. 404.] This is declared by the
celibacy will

stances of those times.

—

words immediately following ovtol daiv oi ukoXovOovvte^ tu upvlu ottov uv virdyei.
There is generally found here a description of the obedience of believers
who follow the Lamb even to the cross and to death i-* but because of the
:

;

1

*

Schriftbeio., II. 2, p. 392.

*

On

Cor.
3

*

the expression e/jLoKwO.,

cf. Isa, lix. 3;

7; 2 Cor. vii. 1.

viii.

Cf. Fabricius, Cod. apocr. Vet. Test., II.,

pp. 92,9S (where Joseph is called an avTjp Trapsefo?) ; Kypke, Observ. sacr. ad h. I. {napOevou

from Nonnus, on John

vla

xix. 26)

;

Suidas,

see on 'A^eA.

tion above given be acknowledged,

it

must

what

s

Cf. 2 Cor. xi. 2.

32, 34, since here,

«

Victorin., Zeger, Coccejus, Grot., Vitr.,

tion that sexual intercourse in marriage

Wolf;
^

cf.

is

said in Matt. xix. 11 sqq., 1 Cor. vii.

ordinance which

also Ziill.

Eichh., Beng., Hengstenb.,

who

says that

sexual intercourse, as legally defiling,
urative designation of

sinful

is

a

defilement

fig-

in

also

be maintained (against Ew. ii.) that the view,
which, to the writer of the Apoc, is fundamental, of the impurity of all sexual intercourse, is significantly distinguished from

N. de Lyra, Stern.

*

itself

impure,

it

curastances can

under the express presumpis an
divine, and by no means in

is

is

asserted that certJiin cir-

make

a complete abstinence

from marriage possible and necessary.

Possi

bly the too far-reaching statement of the writer

general.
*

Cf. also C. a Lap.

of the Apocalypse

9

Beitr., p. 185.

that he wishes to emphasize in the highest de-

1"

De

fi.

0pp. Antw., 1701, T.

virg., c. 27.

VT., p. 258.
•'

T.

mode of contemplation, properly recognizes a
mark that the writer of the Apoc. is not identical with the Evangelist John. —If the exposi-

Adv. Jovin.,

I. c. 40.

II., p. 34.

13

So also Neander,

0pp. Franeof, 1634,
See above.
543, who, from this
12

p.

is

occasioned by the fact

gree the contrast with the worshippers of the
beast, i.e., the Gentiles, with their sexual

abominations.
'*

Cf. Matt. x. 38.

Wolf, who

Coccej.,

Grot., Vitr.,

recall the fact that the soldiers

were
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present tense, which here expresses the present condition,

manifestation in the earthly

life is

designated

— while the holy
— there can be

the aor.,

b}'

meant only a description of the blessed reward which those who have died
It is meant that everywhere whither the
are enjoying ^ with the Lamb.^
Lamb goes, there that chosen one hundred and forty-four thousand accompany him whether it be that a certain space in heaven remain inaccessible
to other saints, or that the latter do not form the constant retinue of the
Lamb, at least not in the same way as the former.
ovtol rjyopaadnoav uirb tuv
;

—

k.tX What applies to all the redeemed, viz., that they
have been bought unto God by the blood of the Lamb, from among men, of
unapxv

uvdpuTTcjv

rC) 6.,

the earth (ver. 3), or from all nations and kindreds (v. 9), applies in an
eminent sense to the one hundred and forty-four thousand they are bought
They appear, therefore, not as the select first fruits from
as an uirapx?]'
the entire world,^ but from believers, or, at any rate, from the blessed.
:

The

by the context tuv ijyopaaiievuv. As
and forty-four thousand appear, with
peculiar holiness (irapdevoi), and also their peculiar

correlate to the anapxi} is afforded

such select

first fruits

respect both to their

blessedness

(a/voA.

r.

upv., k.t.Ti.).

another peculiar perfection
fested in their earthly life

clouded by a

and not

to

contrast

is

The

lie.

:

the one hundred

is

— Besides

(Evpidrj,

aor.)

expression ^evSoc

be limited to the

distinguished virginity, in ver. 5

mentioned, which that multitude had maniviz.,

;

* is

perfect truthfulness never

to be taken in its general sense,

lies of idolatry,^ heresy,

or denial of Christ.^

easily conceivable to the sphere of falsehood in

A

which the sedu-

cing false prophet' moves, with the worshippers of the beast accepting his
Cf. also, in ix. 22, in

lies.^

an enumeration of the characteristic sins of the

inhabitants of the earth, the juxtaposition of nopvela and KM^fiara.^
yap

The

elaiv.

the immediately preceding special point, as the

immediately preceding

clause,!*^ jg^ nevertheless,

meaning of the predicate
description (vv.

ufiufioi

ufiufiOL,^'^

Tcapd. y. eh.,

ver. 4, to the

because of the comprehensive

especially suitable for rounding the entire

4, 5).

The purpose
i.e.,

—

conclusion which stands especially in analogous relation to

of the entire vision (vv. 1-5), in connection with ch. xiii.,

in contrast with

what

is

there reported,

is,

as the exposition of the

showing how the Church abides in invincible glory
opposed to the dragon,^^ or how in the midst of the corrupt Church (ch. xiii.)
details proves, not that of

accustomed to swear aKo\ov9eiv roi? o-TpaxTjYois ojToi noT av dyuicriv [" to follow the generals whithersoever they would go"]. Beug.,
De Wette, Hengsteab., Ebrard, Ew. ii.
:

1

Cf.

vii. 17.

2 Augustine, 1. c, but he is not consistent;
Andr., Ziill., Stern.
3 Against De Wette, Hengstenb., who improperly appeal to Jas. i. 18, where the express designation anapx' riov avrov (CTio-/xaTwv

is

given

;

cf also Jer.
.

*

Cf. xxi. 27.

6

Grot.:

"They

ii.

3.

g

cf Hengstenb.
.

' xiii.

14.

Ewald, Ebrard.

8

Cf.

»

Cf ., besides,

10

See above.

"

Cf.

Eph.

i.

1

Thess.

4, v.

27; Col.

which are not gods; " Beng.

4 eq.,

i.

aud

ver.

6.

22.

Primas, Beda- "The Church, rejoicing
in her usual glory and number, encouraged
for the conquest of the burdens of her oppression, with sublime joy of contemplation,
12

celebrates at once, both with joy and invitation the conflicts of her

did not involie the gods,

iv.

a Lap.,

etc.

King."

Cf. Calov., C.
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continues,^ or
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6.

Lamb

the

with his hosts stands

but^ the manifestation
ready to help by the side of the oppressed Church
of the blessed with the Lamb in eternal glory is intended to give believers
who are on earth, and exposed to persecution on the part of the dragon, a
pledge inspiring courage and patience (cf. ver. 11), that if they remain faith'^

;

ful they shall also attain to that glory.

In every respect preposterous are the historical explanations in Coccejus,*
Vitr.,5 etc., according to which, especially, the

—

one hundred and forty-four

Christiani has interpreted the
thousand are regarded as the Waldenses.
one hundred and forty-four thousand even as the woman preserved in

The

the wilderness,® and thus as the Church of the last times.

church

final Israelitic

by Luthardt.
visions, whose beginning

also understood

is

'

in each case is marked by the
Vv. 6-20. Two
formula koX eldov (vv. 6, 14), bringing the declarations of the judgment upon
the world paying homage to the beast (ch. xiii.), stand therefore in inner
connection with the vision (vv. 1-5), because they serve in their way for
the encouragement of believers'oppressed by the beast and his worshippers.
The first vision (vv. 6-13). The first vision is concluded with an express

reference to the foundation of the patience for believers lying here (ver. 12),
since a heavenly voice proclaims a glorious promise for those

and expressly enjoins that John should write down

ful,
is

who

are faith-

this assurance that

so important (ver. 13).

as x. 1, in distinction from those that appeared in
Against the idea and phraseology of the Apoc, Hilgenf.^
refers' the aXXov uyy. to the Messiah, designated in ver. 1, w^hom he regards
ntTOfievov
the first with respect to the angel here mentioned (vv. 6, 8, 9).
h neaovpavTJixan. Like the eagle which (viii. 13) flies in the zenith, this
Cf. x. 2, i. 16.
angel is to reach the whole earth with its cry.
exovra.
As the article is lacking, the gospel of God's eternal
evayyiTuov aluvcov.
counsel of salvation cannot be meant. ^ Too generally, and missing the idea
A message which promises eternal blessings
aluvtov, C. a Lap. also explains
This reference De Wette combines, without proper clearness,
in heaven.
with that which is alone correct, to the decree of God from eternity with
It is
respect to the things proclaimed in the gospel which the angel has.

Ver. 6 sq.

a/lAov ayy.,

former scenes.

—

—

—

:

not, however, the summons to repentance sounded forth in ver. 7, that
forms the contents of the message, which is a gospel because of a term being
afforded even enemies for repentance ^^ but the authentic explanation is to
be derived from x. 7,^^ where by the same expression (evrjyyeXiae) reference is
;

»

Vitr.

2

Ewald

seemingly new contents,
"

:

The Messiah with

saints prepared for
3 vii.

his

select

war."

^

Cf.

^

p. 435.

^

This

vii.

4 sqq.

Protestant expositors,

rors.

angel, Luther.

6

etc.

:

The players on
The <LS. Katv.,

the evangelical

^ xii. 14.

9 sqq.

Ver. 4
Voices against the worship of
images, as the Council of Frankfort in the
year 800, and other protests against papal er*

viz.,

confession of the Bohemian brethren,

is

the

same

as the opinion of the old

the harp are Wiclif, Hus,

10

who understand, by the
See also Ebrard.
Hengstenb.; cf. against him, Ebrard.

a confession of

^^

Cf. Ziill.

ver. 3,

is

—

^:
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directly to the eternal counsel of God, with respect to the glorious

end
coming of the Lord. As all patience and victorious fidelity of bedepend upon this message, it also contains the ground for the suc-

at the
lievers

ceeding

The

ST.

upon

repentance in ver.

call to

infin.,

kxovTa to be

vii. 40,

7.

which explains the idea

John

aluv.

in its formal

explained indeed from expressions like Luke
:i

xvi. 12

sage the evayy.

k.tX
dependence

evayye'Aiaai ent tovc Kadrjuivovg,

evayyeliov, is

yet the distinction

is

xii.

50,

to be observed, that in this pas-

appears chiefly as the visible object which the angel has

— possibly in

the form of a little book.^ The
which does not occur elsewhere in such
combination, has a meaning analogous to that of the km with the dative
occurring with npo^rtTEvaai. Not without violence is Ewald's explanation
" Above
because the angel flies above all lands."
To the dwellers on earth
goes forth the evangelical message of the angel in the same sense as in x. 11,
the 7rpo<p')]Tevoat of John, which has indeed also an evangelical import (x. 7).
[See Note LXXVL, p. 000.] To the ungodly dwellers on earth, there proceeds from the message which is to all believers, a true Evayyiliov, but
threatens the Lord's enemies with his coming to judgment, the strongest
admonition to repentance. In ver. 7, therefore, there follows (poiSrjdvTe rbv
debv Kcu doTE avru do^av,^ with the express emphasis of the reason just indicated
They are to worship, not
Kal TtpoaKwrjaare to) "KoirjaavTi, k.tJK.
on jj^dev, K.T.X.^
the beast, but Him who has manifested himself by his work of creation as
the sole true God and Lord of the world, who also will punish his despisers.^
{IX; see above) in his

eTTf

hand

with the ace. following

evayyeliaai,

—

—

:

—

Ver.

every

The

8.

It is

new

point,

angel

a characteristic of the dramatic vividness of the scene, that

which

is

to be proclaimed,

now coming forward

is

is

committed

distinguished by the

—

to a special angel.

compound formula

mentioned in ver. 6.'
eTteaev, eneoev (ia^vT^v
a prophetical way, represents the sure and near
impending judgment as already fulfilled. ^ The name of the O. T. secular
power is transferred to that of the N. T.,!*^ i.e., to Rome,ii by not only indiaXkoQ devrepog

ij

from the

The

Heyakrj.

ulTiog ayy.

cry,^ in

cating by means of this
7]

name

its

especially emphasizing

(lEyakrj,

ungodly

less for the protection of the vain

plete overthrow. 1^

—

r]

nature,i"^

how extent and

ek tov olvov,

but also by the adjective
power ^^ are power-

fulness of

foundation of self-assertion

k.tX

As

^^

from com-

in the ancient prophets, alongside

of the threatenings of punishment, the precise charges on which those threats
rest are generally presented, so also here the guilt of great

The view portrayed

lished.

foundation.

the

wine of

the

:

The

wrath of her fornication^

1

De Wette.

3

Cf. xi. 13.

>o xiii. 1

*

Cf

^^

So

12

Cf. xi. 8.

.

2

x. 2.

xi. 18, vi. 7.

5

Cf. iv. 11; Isa. xl. 12 sqq., xli.

6

"Quot

res nuiiciandae,

1

sqq.

totidem nuncli"

(Grot.).
7

Cf examples in Wetst.
.

8 xviii.

is

Babylon-Rome appears as a harlot who has seduced
commit fornication with her " She made all

dwellers on earth to

drink of

Babylon

2; Isa. xxi. 9; cf. Jer.

I.

estab-

in xvii. 2, 4, xviii. 3, lies here already at the

2, h. 8.

9

all

the

nations

expression in xviii. 3

Cf. xi. 18.
sqq., xviii. 10.

reraarlis

on ch.

xiii. 17.

^3

cf.

>*

Dan.

is

Klief understands " the metropolis of the

last

xiii. 2, 4.

iv. 27.
.

heathen secular power."

—
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10.

be regarded otherwise than in the
According to the linguistic
usage of the Apoc, it is the glow and rage of wratk,^ and not any other
passion, which is designated by dv/ndg. But it is impossible to seek this
wrath in the harlot Babylon herself, and then to understand the itopvda of
cunning arts, dissembling love, with which wrathful Babylon destroys the
incorrectly explained,

is

the

if

dviiov

firmly established sense of "wrath,'' ver. 10.^

With

nations. 8

perfect correctness,

De Wette

says that the entire expres-

sion depends upon a combination of two ideas

the wine of fornication,*
wherewith Babylon has intoxicated the nations, is at the same time characterized as a olvog Tov Qvixui) (viz., of the Divine WTath), and it is, consequently, represented 5 how the wine offered by the harlot Babylon to the
nations, with which she has intoxicated them and led them to fornication
with her, is also a wine which, because of the Divine wrath, has caused that
drunkenness in the nations. It is analogous to what is instructively said in
Rom. i. 21. The nopveia is the idolatry practised with great Babylon, the
:

all-ruling secular power. ^

Vv. 9-11. That the wine of fornication is at the same time a wine of
Divine wrath (ver. 8), follows from the message of the third angel, inasmuch
as this expressly announces to the worshippers of the beast the impending
Divine retribution

:

kuI avrog nierat kx tov olvov tov Ovfxov tov 6eov, k.t.X.j for the

words el Ttg TrpocKwel, k.tX, describe, according to the measure of ch.
the meaning of the figurative expression nopi-eia, ver. 8.
Ver. 10.

The

kuI uvtoc^

represents the details, as well as likewise the

—

harlot herself, incurring the judgment.^

The

olvog tov dv/iov

r. d.

is

xiii.,'

Trierai

represented in the

dreadful power of this wine of wTath

(fut.).

Winer,

p. 84.

but the
rendered conspicuous, since it is

is

noTTipiov Tfjg bpyfjg avTov\

It is meant that in the cup of
found unmixed wine (u/cparof, Ps. Ixxiv. 9, LXX.), i.e.,
not tempered with water, and hence that the wine of wrath, thus set forth,
works with its entire force. The contradiction in the words occurring in
the connection of KEKspaafi. and a/cpur. is without difficulty, because i*^ the
custom of adapting the wine for ordinary use, by mixing it with water, has
brought with it a usage of words in which the Kepdv, without giving prominence to its special signification, attains the further sense of eyxieiv elg K£pac,
didovai melv, etc.^^ So Ewald
"I have drunken wine so prepared (mixed) as
to be pure;" De Wette, Ebrard, etc.
According to ZiilL, the mpuTov is
regarded not as undiluted wine, but as designating the " compounded," i.e.,
itself

designated

:

indignation there

tov KEKepaafiivov uKpciTov.

is

:

* Against Wetst., Grot., V'ho
make Bvfi.f
" poison " cf. also Eicbh. ; and against Ewald,
" Burning wine, intoxicating wine."
Ziill.
;

:

-

xvi. 19, xix. 15.

Cf. xv.

7,

xvi. 1; also

sage the eVl

/oteTcon-.

(cf.

But with respect

"Winer, p. 382),

disregarded that in both places
the genitive precedes.

Cf.

3

nengstenb.

*

Cf. xvii. 2, 4; Jer.

5

Cf. Jer. XXV. 15 sqq., xxvii. sqq.

c

Ver.

9, xiii. 4, 12.

li. 7.

Grot.,

rt SevSpov

eni.

The

Ew., De Wette,

8

16 the eVi

T.

also

xiii. 1)

where, howrecognizable

difference that in

xeip. precedes,

and

in

this

and

(on any tree, against any tree).

accus. occurs twice, xx. 4.
cf. ver. 17.
Cf.

makes ao

is

to

cannot be

in inl t^? y., t^s 0. (on the earth, the sea)

etc.

It really

it

(cf.

vii. 1,

ever, a modification of the idea

xiii. 2.

^

t.

change of case

Ewald.

xiii.

'o

Cf. Wetst.

pas

i'

xviii. 6.

— —
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etc., whereby the Orientals make
and thus it is indicated that the Divine cup of
indignation contains no wine but a pure mixture, "pure essence of mix-

myrrh, opiates,

"with additions, as spices,

their

wine

stronger;

still

Hengstenb. interprets

tures."

XX. 10)

ix. 17,

K. deio),

— ivuniov

science.

a

artificially, in

The punishment

Cf. ix. 5.

(SaaaviodTjaovrat.

different way.

still

of hell here described

with Grotius, to be resolved into pangs of conIncorrectly, De Wette AccordRather, they suffer this their pain before the eyes of

the holy angels, and of the

Lamb

:

despised and persecuted by the worship-

pers of the beast, which appears just on this account to render

—

kui 6 Karn'og tov ^aaaviafiov avTuv, k.t.I.,

Cf. xix. 3.

k.tX,

in their

viz.,

Cf.,

(Suaavog.

3

the

more

passive, in

ovk exovaiv uvu'rravmvy

as iv. 8.

koi

d ng

lafj-id.

this expression, individualizing the general conception,

one

TtpooKwovvTeg, affirms that every

beast

(3aaavLa/j.6g is

ix. 5.

The expression

(Saaaviofiog.'^

With grave emphasis
oi

on the other hand,

it

according to Isa. xxxiv. 10.

be observed, that in this passage

It is to

the sense of

kol

irvpl

is not,

TO)v ayiuif ayy. k. ev r. upviov.

ing to the judgment.

bitter.^

—

(h

who

in

any way resigns himself

to the

incurs that eternal torment.

Here where the declaration of the judgment impending the

Ver. 12.

worshippers of the beast occurs so definitely and solemnly (vv. 6-11),
the encouraging reference to the sources opened thereby to believers for
the patience required of them
nection,

On

xiii. 10.

the thought,

This, in fact,
('1??CT.,

is

—

ol TTjpovvTsg.

(;?

vnofi.) is still easier

The

cf. xii. 17, iii. 10.

construction

manv

t/jv

'Itjcov.

than in a similar conformless, as i. 5, ii. 20.
" The faith in Jesus."

xii. 17, because faith on him
upon the testimony proceeding from Jesus ('Irja.,

parallel with the jiaprvpia

gen. obj.) depends

is

'Iijaov,

gen. subj.).

A

Ver. 13.

what person

heavenly voice,* concerning which

it

belongs,^

commands John

word

just proclaimed as a

it

to write

of revelation of his spirit

is in no way said to
down what was itself

(viz.,

MaKup.

—

fier' avrCyv),

most effectual consolation for
believers who are oppressed by the secular power, and even threatened with
death.' Ziill. is wrong in considering that there are two voices, for the
because

^

word

this

of revelation contains the

voice of the Spirit

{val, ley. t. ttv., iva,

from the "voice from heaven," as

k.tX)

is

distinguished here as

in the epistles, chs.

ii.

and

iii.,

little

what the

be distinguished from what the Lord commands to be
from heaven belongs to a heavenly person, who, as
interpreter of the Spirit, communicates his revelation to the prophet in
The first sentence, which concludes with aif upn, conintelligible words.
Spirit says

written.

to

is

The

voice

main point

tains

what

as

were, the theme, whose meaning (fiamptoi)

it

is

properly the

the following sentence.

of the consolatory declaration, and,
is

Not only by the formal

more

fully explained in

plan, but also in a

still

more inward way, is this latter part of the heavenly discourse to be distinguished from the former the vat already shows us the beginning of a new
;

1

Cf. xi. 12;

Luke

xvi.

23

Hengstenb.
J

XX. 10.

3

De Wette.

sqq.

6
it

* x. 4.

Against Hengstenb., who wants to refer
one of the elders.

to a departed saint, or
6

Cf. xix. 9, xxi. 5.

^

cf.

xiii. 7, x. 16.
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declaration,

and a new declaration

parenthetical words
{vat

— Iva

Af'yei

avanaTjaovTOL,

also actually presented, since

is

rd irvevfia affirm

added

/c.r./l.),
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13.

to

— this confirmation
the

words MaKuptoi

first

•

appear in a definite way as a revelation of the Spirit.

— as the

and exposition

— un'

upri^

It is, therefore, incor-

upn to the latter sentence, whether in the sense of Vitr.,
uprc with dvaTra^cr., or in that of Lamb., Bos., who ^ writes
an7jpna/j£v(jc)i and tries to explain the wonderfully composed for-

rect to refer the

utx'

who combines the dn'
unapTi (i.e.,

mula

of assurance uirapTi vat

of the ut' upTL

by the absolute plane

The

profecto.'^

to the emphatically prefixed conception of /naKupiot

*

By

by the relation of the thought.*
reaches the incorrect interpretation

:

a combination with

" Better

on

reference
is

shown

inrodvTjaK.,

ZUll.

than those wiio

this account

experience the impending time of distress, are the martyrs dj'ing just at the

beginning of this time
differently

from what

;

" ^

but the conception
expresses,

Ziill.

certainly incorrect as anodvTjoKscv

— The dead "who

and

h Kvpiu

is

fiaKupioi

means much more and

to refer it alone to martyrs is as

not " to die for the sake of the

bound wdth him by faith,
and kept in fellowship with him^ by fidelity to the faith even unto death,*
are "blessed from henceforth," because, viz., now the glorious end, which
will bring condemnation to enemies ^^ and complete blessedness to all believers,^^ immediately impends.
This is the eschatological reference of the
ttTr' upn ^2
presented in the connection, in its combination with the idea
fiuKupiot, which in itself points already to the goal of the Christian hope.
Incorrect is the explanation of Stern, who, in uncertainty, refers the a7r' upn
to the entire sentence /za/cap.
anodv., and incorrectly tries to apply what is
said only of the end of time in such sense that then they who die in Christ
immediately enter paradise
with intermission of purgatory, which is,
therefore, indirectly fixed for the dying prior to that final time; while
Lord."^

die"^ in the Lord,'' i.e.,

—

—

—

just as incorrectly, in order to escape the doctrine of purgatory, Calov., etc.,

explain the un' upn by "from the death of every one."

The
The

[See Note

LXXVIL,

formed from
uvaTTavo), just as KUTaKa^aofiui from KaraKaiuM
'iva here can depend as
little upon the parenthetical Uyet r. ttv.^* as the Iva in 2 Cor. viii. 7 upon the
succeeding "keytj. But this passage is not, with Ewald and De Wette, to be
explained from 2 Cor. (above cited) and Eph. v. 33, as an idea lying at the
foundation of a purposive command; but the close analogy of xxii. 14 shows
p. 405.]

iva uvanaTiaovTOL en

that the clause

Iva,

k.tX,

is

tive idea of (lanupioL,^^ that

Koncrv avTuv.

tu)i>

to be elucidated after the
it is

1

Exercit.phil.Francq.,Vl\Z,^.2%9s(l.
i.e.,

3

Matt. xxvi. 64;

i.

8 1

52.

Beda, C. a Lap., Calov., Wolf, Ew., De
Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
5 Isa. hii. 1.
Cf. Coccejus: "The time is
impending, in which it will be better to die
than to live." Hammond.
Also against Grot., Laun., Vitr., etc.
*

•J

^

The

part. pres.

marks the words

ano0v. in relation to the idea
incorrectly

:

oi

oi kv

Kvp,

vsKpoi (Ziill.,

" Those exposed to death "), as a

»

a

9 sqq., xi. 16 sqq., xiv. 1 sqq., xxi.

I

to time.
iv. 16.

10.

^o vi. 10, viii.
^J

the goal of

more accurately than

Cor. xv. 18; 1 Thess.

ii.

of the restric-

how

in

designation given

mode having uo regard

witli unconditional certainty.

is

manner

expressed at the same time

-

John

future

vii.

3 sqq.

sqq.
12

Cf. Matt. xxvi. 64.

"

Winer,

p.

8.3.

"

Ebrard.

(Hengstenb.) Not ano9v., as Winer, p.
297, attempts, who by the partic. underatauds
the temp. tin. airoei/rjcrKova-i..
J5
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blessedness (f^amp.), held forth by the promise, includes that heavenly uvdThe solemn expresnavoig, and is to be afforded those dying in the Lord.^

which designates the blessed rest from all troubles of the earthly life
^ is the more significant, because it sets forth a peculiar opposition
The
ru de epya avruv uKolovdd fier' avTuv.
to the lot of the damned, ver. 11.
dh marks excellently the contrast between the just-mentioned dvinravm^ sk tC>v
This significant
KOTTcjv and tlie epya, to which the kottoi themselves belong.*
contrast becomes uncertain if the idea of the " works " ^ be resolved into that
of the reward itself.® The thought, which occurs in like manner both in the
classics and in the rabbins,"'^ is the profound view that the works wrought by
believers in the Lord (1 Cor. xv. 58) are themselves an eternal good.
The entire section, vv. 6-13, Hammond refers to the times from DomiThe old Lutheran exposition ^ understood by the
tian to Constantine.
Such an interx^retation was made
gospel, Luther.
eternal
the
angel with
already by Michael Stifel, in the year 1522. Bugenhagen took ver. 6 sqq.
as the text for his funeral sermon on Luther.^ A Catholic compositor, who
was engaged in setting up the Lutheran Bible, Wittenberg, 1623, committed
great offence by substituting " neu " (new) for " ewig " (everlasting).'^^ Calov.
understood by the angel (ver. 8), the second Martin, viz., Chemnitz with his
Examen Trid. Cone, (eireaev Baj3.) by the angel (ver. 9), the antagonists of
Bengel preferred to
the Calixtines, among whom he reckons also himself.
Germany. The
refer the angel (ver. 6) to John Arnd the [leaovpdvrma is
sion

2

of conflict

—

—

',

—

—

;

angel (ver. 8)
Vv. 14-20.
in a

new

is

probably Spener.

After the paracletic episode (ver. 12 sq.), there follow again,

vision (ver, 14

kol eUov kol l6ov, cf. ver. 1),

:

symbolical declarations

judgment now impending over the earth. ^^ Cf. ver. 6 sqq.
Vv. 14-16. In the first picture of the ripeness of the earth for judgment,!^
it is the coming Judge himself who appears on a white cloud, with a sharp
It is of like significance, when, from the first of the
sickle in his hand.
The description
seals,!^ the victorious form of the Lord himself proceeds.
of the

—

(ver. 14) allows us to think only of Christ himself,^*

but could not

mean

an angel,^^ who possibly represented Christ,i^ or "the heroes and chiefs who,
armed with zeal for the truth, plead the cause of the Church, and executed
the judgments of God." " Decisive is the solemn designation b/xotov vlu dvdpuTTov ^^ also the appearance on the cloud,!^ and the golden crown indicating a
;

1

Cf. ix. 20.

2

Cf.

3

Kon.,

5

Cf.

6

De Wette;

Heb.
ii.

ii.

iv.

3.

9

9

:

*

Cf. xxi. 4.

5, 19, iii

cf.

jj

2.

12

8.

Grot.:

"The memory

of

Sophael., Philact., 1420: aOavarov aperriv

["immortal virtue"];

v.

jSeia (rvv0vri<TKeL /BpoToi?

1443: ov yap

17

evcre-

["Piety does not die

with mortals "]. Aboth., vi. 9 "At the hour
of man's departure, gold and silver do not accompany him, but the law and good works."
8 " Almost all of our writers " (Wolf).
Cf.
:

also Vitr.

.

joel

iv.

13.

beast, ch. xiii.

Cf. Knobel, Proph.,

I.

S69

sqq.
^^ vi. 2.

deeds."
7

Cf. Bengel, Erkl. Of., p. 753.

Cf Wolf on vor. 6.
" Doing homage to the
'o

KaranavaK;.

>* Beda,
Andr., Eichh., Calov., Ew.
Hengstenb., Ebrard, Volkm.
^^ Grot., Vitr., Beng., ZuU., De Wette.

De Wette, Ew.

lo

Grot.,

'"

Vitr.

^^

Cf.

i.

13;

^^

Cf.

i.

7

;

Dan.
Dan.,

vii. 13.
1.

c.

ii.

i.,

—
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special glory as victor,^
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certain.

here

2

make
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the reference to Christ himself

still

more

expression uXko^ uyy. (ver. 15), besides, does not compel us

to understand an angel also in ver. 14, because the

alludes to

u.'k'Xo<;

the angels mentioned in ver. 6 sqq,* and the objection that Christ himself

command* from an angel, is settled by the fact
command coming from God.^ See,
The accus., as iv. 4. — exuv. Cf. ver. 12, ver. 7,
KaUf/fievov.
Therefore serviceable for use in such a way that this

could not have received a
that the angel
also,

on

2.

X.

ver. 17

only the bearer of the

nothing to stand which

iv.

because the idea

The

presented.

—

kdtpiadr] V yf]'

Kadrjuevoi

—

ek tov vaov, ver. 15,

em

presented that the sickle thrust forth on the earth

is

down

(ver. 16) is to cut
k^rjpdvdr].

ripe for cutting.

is

The angel appears as one immediately sent from God. irifiijjov,
The expression is here especially significant,
13; Mark iv. 29.

cf. xi. 19.

Joel

—

b^v.

dpeiT.

sickle allows

cf.

is

— ^ upa

there.

construed as

depiaat

ix. 10, xi. 16.

sign of the ripeness, since the figure of a field of corn

6 eeptn/id^

The

Tfjq yr/c-

The whole earth
r. y.,

—

here^

authentic explanation follows (ver. 16)
the ripe stalks are those
:

the harvest-field

is

is

;

ver. 6.

Vv. 17-20. Another angel,"^ likewise coming from the heavenly temple,
and therefore from God himself, intrusted with a work symbolizing the final
judgment, has, as one like the Son of man (ver. 14), a sharp sickle, by which
the ripened clusters in the vineyard of the earth are to be harvested.

only does this occur at the

command brought

Not

again by another angel, but

the clusters are also pressed.
Kal avTog.

The formula^ marks only

that the

same thing

is

said

by

this

person as by the person designated in ver. 14 but in other respects the persons are by no means "put on the same level," ^ so that it does not follow from
;

one like the Son of man is an angel. Still less, however, can
be inferred to the contrary, from ver. 14, that the uyyeTioc (ver. 17) is not an
angel, but the Lord himself. i°
The other angel (ver. 18), who brings to

ver. 17 that the
it

—

the one mentioned in ver. 17 the

command

for harvesting the vineyard of the

earth, is in a twofold respect significantly characterized, according to his

place of starting

k^fjldev

:

U

tov evaLaavTjpiov,

power: 6 exo)v Uovalav km tov
This idea is derived from the
little as

the and in ix. 13.

irvpo^.
e/c,

Its

and according to his peculiar
forth "out of the altar.''^!

He came

which

to be rendered here "from,"!"-^ as

is

meaning

is

from the descripwhich

to be derived

tion (viii. 3 sqq.),^2 in connection with the designation of the l^ovala

the angel has over

martyrs

lie,

fire.^*

The same

altar

beneath which the souls of the
fire is taken

crying for vengeance, and from which not only the

which, cast upon the earth, gives the signal in general for the trumpetvisions announcing the beginning of the vengeance, but whence, also, in

the sixth trumpet-vision especially, the voice sounds that calls forth a de1

Cf. vi.

2,

xix. 12.

on the contrary, x. 1, vii. 2.
In ver. 6. also, the dAAo? does not have
reference in what immediately precedes.
* Ver. 15: ne>i//oi', k.t.A.
2

Cf.,

*

Mark

r-

Cf.

s

Cf ., on the other hand,

its

7

Cf. ver. 15.

o

De Wette.

>»

ver. 18 sqq.

cf. ver. 10.

Against Hengstenb.

" Mentioned in viii. 3 sqq., xvi.
" Ew. i., De Wette, Ebrard.
i3

xiii. 32.

8

cf. vi. 9, ix. 13, xvi.

J* cttI t.

nvp., as xi. G

;

7.

cf. vi. 8.

7.

:
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earth, appears significantly in this passage as the

who

command

transmits the

for the execution of

judgment, and who, since he has power over fire,^ manifests himself as one
whose sending brings an answer to the prayers of the martyrs, and thus, by
his entire manner and appearance, recalls the blood-guilt of the enemies

whose blood

now

is

to cover the earth (ver. 20).

—

Luke

Tpvyrjaov.

vi. 44.

Here, however, the figure

Cf. ver. 16.

19.

Kal e(3a2.Ev, k.tX, ver.

is

—

not

limited to the mere cutting-off of the clusters, but the pressing also follows
itjv Arjvbv r. dvii. r. 6.

Kal efSalev elg

combination of the raasc.

who

rdv

In reference to the remarkable
fern, t^v 'krjv,'^ cf. Winer, p. 490,

tov fieyav.

fiey.

with the

explains the masc. by the fact that

6

But a reason why

also occurs.

7^riv.

change of the gen. has happened is scarcely to be found. At all events,
Prov. xviii. 14 should be recalled, where the word nn occurs first as masc.
because the spirit appears in more forcible activity, and afterwards as fem.,
because, since it suffers from disease, it is represented in feminine weakness.
So, too, the masc. t6v fiey. could be attached to the ordinary feminine form ttjv
TiTjv., because this form appears appropriate to the representation of the wrath

this

God

of

sion

as active in the pressing.

cf Joel iv. 13
.

:

—
— l^udev
koL

erraTTjerj

Isa. Ixiii. 2 sq.

;

if

"krjv.

rr^g -noleug.

The standing expres" The city," without

further designation, cannot be Rome,^ but only Jerusalem; yet not the
heavenly Jerusalem, ^ also not Jerusalem so far as the holy city represents

the Church,^ but the real, earthly Jerusalem, against which, as is stated in
XX. 9, the hosts of the world rush, but will be annihilated there before the

holy

Incorrectly, Grotius:

city. ^

there were no

Jews

there."

'

expressly mentioned, which

—

grapes.

"This did not occur

ai^a.

is

properly meant by the figure of the juice of

uxpt ruv xo^ilvuv tuv Iniruv,

by designating

illustrated

in the city, because

—

it

In Isa.

How

k.tX

LXX., the blood

Ixiii. 3,

is

fearful the bloodshed

as a stream of blood w^hich

is

also

is, is

so deep as to

reach to the reins of the horses wading therein, while its extent is given as
sixteen hundred furlongs. ^ In this sense, the first expression, axpL r. x^-"^- ^^^
i'TTTT.,

understood by almost

is

of the stream of blood

two

explanations,!'^ only

1

Viz.,

of

that

altar;

Ewald but not over
;

is

fire in

cf.

all

expositors

not without

Grot.,

general

Vitr.,

(cf. xvi. 5),

of place.^

nor

The MSS. allow neither toi/ Atji/. — tov n.ey.,

tJjv

Atjv.

—

ver. 20, xix. 15.

gards

it

\r)v.

occurs also in

LUcke {EinL,

II., p. 464) re-

rrjv

ixey.

rj

possible, even though very harsh, for

by a construction according lo
the sense, to refer to tov Ovixov t. Q., and to
have the meaning of toO ixeyaKov. Yet he also
recurs to Winer's explanation.

the TOV

3

fj-eyav,

Hammond,

Wetst,, Calov., Hilgenf., Kien-

len, etc.

Beda, Marlorat., who recall that the lost
shall suffer pain outside of heaven, viz., in
*

hell.

but the reference to the extent
Passing by purely arbitrary

^

possibilities are offered

for this general reference is here entirely out

2

;

difficulty.

e

either the designation of

:

Hengstenb.

members

:"

It is

declared that not the

of the Church, but the world outside

the Church, shall be judged,"

De Wette,

6

Cf. Eichh., Zull., Ew.,

'

Cf the close of the verse.

8

On

John
^

etc.

.

the dTrb before

cf.

a-raS.,

Meyer on

xi. 18.

Nevertheless,

many

commenThus Vic-

of the older

tators have allegorized also here.
toriu.

found

princes,"

be exempt.
in the

it

Beda

indicated

who referred
camp on the Po.

Wetst.,

ness of Otho's

" the

would not

Hengstenb., incorrectly, brings
xix. 14. Cf Ebrard.

horsemen of

i" e.g.,

also

that

that even the de%al,

.

it

to the vast-

—
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the measure

must be regarded
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as schematical, whether

it

depend upon the

adoption of an hyperbole not to be urged with respect to details,^ or the num-

ber four- be considered as a root, and then the
4 X 4 X 100,3 or 40 x

x

number

1,600 reduced to

which Vicand Beda already have; or the sixteen hundred furlongs must be
understood accurately and properly, so that the length of Palestine is desig40,"*

or 4

400,^ be taken in the sense

torin.^

nated,

— according

Beersheba, which

to the statement of Jerome,

who'

"From Dan

says:

extended scarcely to the distance of

is

accordance with this are the explanations not only of Eichh., Heinr.,

to

In

clx. miles."

Ziill.,

Ewald, etc., who^ maintained that the scene of ver. 20 is in the Holy Land,
but also of C. a Lap., etc., who understand by the Holy Land the Church;
and of Grot, and Beng., who, in a different respect, wanted to reach the

meaning that the bloodshed occurred even beyond the boundetries of PalesBut the entire explanation, based upon the statement of Jerome, is
hardly tenable, because, if John had wished, by means of a geographical designation of length, to refer to the Holy Land, the number must have been
accurate.
But this is not the case for, as a Roman mile contained eight f urlongs,i° the one hundred and sixty Roman miles of Jerome would correspond
to twelve hundred and eighty, but not to sixteen hundred stadia. ^^
It is
highly probable, therefore, that the schematic number, which is intended
to represent the vast extent of the stream of blood proceeding from the horns
of the altar, has grown in a similar way from the number four, which refers to
all four ends of the earth,i=2 to that in w^hich, in vii. 4, xiv. 1, the number
one hundred and forty-four thousand has been developed from the holy
tine.^

;

radical twelve.

In the systematic connection of the entire Apocalj^tic development,
the vision (vv. 14-20) has the
actual final

judgment

same

relation to the express description of the

(ch. xvii. sqq.), as the sixth seal-vision (vi. 12 sqq.)

has already to the fulfilment of the mystery of God,!^ which does not occur
until in the seventh seal.
Both the sense and the expression ^^ show that
the judgment portrayed in ver. 14 sqq.

is

the final judgment itself; this

indicated also by the appearance on the cloud of one like the Son of

is

man

large round number,

by mentioning at the
same time, that clusters of grapes appear, e.g.,
on coins, as a symbol of the Holy Land. But
he errs in finding a devastation of the Holy Land

1

Zeger.

2

*

Cf vii. 1.
Hengstenb.
Ebrard.

6

Marlorat., Vitr., etc.

here set forth,

8

"Throughout

do with the inhabitants of the earth, whose

8

.

all

the four parts of the

world."

place of execution, as in xx.

^

Ep. ad Dard. 0pp. T.

8

Cf. the ef T. TToAeo)?.

,

city, and, therefore, in the

III., p. 46.

Winer, Ricb., IL 588. Stadium.
Another circumstance is, that the length
of the Holy Land is not sixteen hundred stadia,
i.e., forty German miles, but, as Jerome correctly says, scarcely one hundred and sixty
Cf.

11

Roman miles, i.e., thirty-two German miles.
Ew. ii., indeed, tries to find in the text only

9, is

outside the

Holy Land,— and

in urging the special reference of the " cluster

Grot. refers to the fact that Trajan put to
death .Jews in Syria, Egypt, etc.
9

10

— while the subject has really to

of grapes" to the Holy Land; and thereby injures the parallelism between the " harvest,"

and the "wine harvest," ver. 18
which then affords only a more general

ver. 15 eqq.,
eqq.,

significance.
12

cf.

i3

Cf. x.

iv. 6.

"Ver.
a

7.

16:

e^a\ev; ver. 20

ieepia-9r);
:

errarr/drj.

ver.

19:

erpvyrjae,
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coming Judge himself, besides the

special

comprised in the account of xx. 9. But, on the
other hand, it is to be observed that a complete account of the catastrophe
is not yet given
in what way the various enemies (the secular power, the
false prophet, even the dragon himself) are judged, is not at all described
point in ver. 20

(1^.

r.

ttoA.)

;

here

;

add

to this, that the manifestation of the

at all correspond with

what

Judge

(vv. 14-17) does not

to be expected according to

i. 7,^ and that
immediately afterwards, in ver. 19 sqq., it is an angel, and not the Lord
himself, who appears as executor of the vengeance.
From all this, it is to

is

be inferred that the vision (vv. 14-20)

^

brings,

it

true, a preliminary

is

representation of the final judgment, but, nevertheless, that the systematic

introduction of the complete account

is

not disturbed

;

because of

its

pro-

scheme of the prophetical development does not become apparent, and especially the actual end is not set before us in ver. 20,
in the sense, as though by " recapitulating " in some way with xv. 1,^ it were
again retraced.'*
Vitr. interprets vv. 14-20 of the judgment of the false
(i.e., the Papal) Church.
leptical character, the

—

Notes by the American Editor.

LXXY.
Any

Ver.

4.

ol fieru yvvaiKcJv,

/c.r./l.

interpretation of this passage that teaches a superior holiness

and

blessedness as belonging to the unmarried estate, or attaches any defilement to
is inconsistent with Heb. xiii. 4.
See this passage defended from
such view at some length by Chemnitz already {Examen Concilii Tridentini,
Hence all such attempts at mediation between
Schlawitz ed., 1861, p. 535).
maintaining the sanctity of marriage and the peculiar sanctity of celibacy, like
those of Alford and Luthardt, are ineffectual.
The former says: "In them
that fountain of carnal desire has never been opened, which is so apt to be a
channel for unholy thoughts, and an access for the tempter." [Cf., however,
" The virgins may thus have missed the victory over the lusts of
1 Cor. vii. 2.]
We are,
the flesh; but they have also, in great part, escaped the conflict.
perhaps, more like that which the Lord intended us to be; but they are more
Luthardt proposes another mode of mediation, by
like the Lord himself."
affirming that no special holiness of celibacy is taught, but that under the
peculiar circumstances of the last times it would be the duty of Christians to
remain unmarried, and marriage intercourse would then be only a yielding
to sinful lusts. Gebhardt, on the contrary: "They have, in the most marked
contrast to the world, with its fornications, or idolatrous worship and service of
sin, not defiled themselves with women; that is, in the strongest and fullest
sense, they have not committed fornication, have not been unfaithful to God;
they have not allowed themselves to be tempted by the world, and have not

marriage,

sinned, 'for they are virgins;' that

is,

what they are according

to their nature

as Christians, pure, holy, chaste, has, in their lives, simply perfected itself in
gradual development, or, in the particular case, maintained itself. Certainly

1

Cf. vi. 2, 12 sqq., xi. 15 sqq.

»

Cf. Introduction, p. 13 sq.

2

Cf. also vv. 1-6.

*

Agaiiist Beda, etc.

NOTES.

many
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expositors take the words just explained in a peculiar sense, and deter-

mine the representation

of the seer to be that perfect abstinence

from sexual

intercourse belongs to the distinguished sanctity of the one hundred and forty-

four thousand, and that, on this account, they enjoy peculiar blessedness;
which, as Kostlin observes, is not merely in the spirit of the O. T., but is
Esseno-Ebionitish.

The one hundred and

forty-four thousand are neither

distinguished Christians, nor do they enjoy peculiar happiness; even on this
it
would be wholly inconceivable that the seer should have
imagined one hundred and forty-four thousand unmarried Christians, and,
according to the literal sense, Christians of the male sex; still less would he
have regarded as Christians only those who had not been married. ... I find
that John has spoken of the idolatry and the sin of the world as fornication
with sufficient frequency, and strength, and clearness, to enable us to see in it

supposition,

The

the true interpretation of this imagery.
itself if

tence,

—

we
'

begin, not with the

they are virgins,'

— which

LXXVI.

is

Ver.

true sense

more decidedly presents

but with the second member of the sen-

first,

evidently symbolical."

7.

evayyeTnov aluvcov.

Alford says briefly on Diisterdieck's interpretation: " I should have thought
Ch. x. 7, which
adduced to justify it, is quite beside the purpose." Ebrard really anticipates

that such a rendering only needed mentioning to be repudiated.
is

every objection to the older interpretation here urged:
together with Liicke, are probably right

"The

when they understand

older exegetes,

the contents of

the message in general as the message of the salvation in Christ.

'

An

eternal

message of joy' that is, indeed, which the angel here brings; he brings a
message which is eternal as to its contents, and, therefore, is eternal also,
according to its announcement, as since the foundation of the world there has
been no other message of joy and salvation, and in eternity there will be no
That the definite article does not stand here, is owing to the fact that
other.
the message is to be described, as it appears to the edveai, k.t.X., viz., as one new
to them.
The angel has an eternal message of salvation to bring them.' " So
'

who

our author in conceiving of
something being intended by this proclamation for the ungodly inhabitants of
the earth, that is different from the real contents of the message.
Gebhardt
regards the angel only "an Apocalyptic art-device" to describe vividly "the
publication of Christianity in ever-widening circles," which " is in reality
accomplished by the apostles and other preachers," and coinciding in meaning
with Matt. xxiv. 14.
also Gebhardt,

refers, besides, to the error of

LXXVII.
The

interpretation referred to

Yer.
is

13.

an' apn.

not peculiar to Calov. and the school of

exegetes which he represents; e.g., Ebrard: "utt' apn

fxaKupcoL

elm says rather

simply this (De Wette, etc.), that they who die in Christ need not wait for
blessedness and compensation until, by the return of Christ to earth, an end is
made to the power of the beast hostile to Christ, but, that, immediately after
their deaths, they shall find the most glorious compensation by resting from
their labors, and not losing the fruit of their works accompanying them.
Nothing whatever is said concerning any merit of their works before God as
Judge; for they are the regenerate 'who die in the Lord,' because they have
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ST.

JOHN.

Him, and He in them." Hengstenberg "The dead who die in the
Lord are blessed from now on. This is not contrasted with any former time in
which the dead who died in the Lord were not blessed. The blessedness is as
old as the dying in the Lord, and this dates from the time of Christ's death,
who also already, for the intermediate state, has brought life to light (2 Tim. i.
10), but with a remote future with respect to the completion of the kingdom of
God; not first in the new Jerusalem that is hereafter to be established on the
renewed earth, but already from the moment of their departure into heaven.
This is explained by the conversation between Christ and the penitent thief.
The latter prayed the Lord to remember him when he came into his kingdom at
the establishment of the kingdom of glory on earth. But the Lord assured him
By saying, Lord,
of more than that for which he prayed (Luke xxiii. 43).
remember me,' the thief shows that he is one who is dying in the Lord. For

lived in

:

'

to die in the Lord,

confesses

Him

is

when

one, in the face of death, with complete confidence
Luthardt: " It was expressly revealed to John, in

to be Lord."

order that Christians of all times may
blessed are they who die in the Lord,

know
i.e.,

that from

now on,

i.e.,

now

already,

in fellowship with him, for with their

death they enter into a blessed state; in order, also, that they may be consoled
This toilsome life is
in that they die before the second coming of Christ.
now at an end, and a blessed peaceful rest in tjie bosom of Christ follows, while
the unblessed have no rest day or night (ver. 11)."
Observe the force of the c/c tC)v kottuv, as in note on ch. ii. 2. The promise
avaTTarjoovTai. belongs here only where there have been previously Konoi, viz.,
toilsome exhaustive labors, not for self, but for the Lord.
.

.

.
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CHAPTER XV.
Yer. 2. Toi)c vcKuvrac So here (cf., on the other hand, ii. 7) Lach., Tisch.
1854 and IX. [W. and H.], in accordance with A, C, K, Elz. Tisch. 1859 has
vtKovvT. adopted from C.
The addition derived from xiii. IT, tK rov xo-pfJ-YH-o-rog

—

avTov before

etJ t. upid/J.. (Elz.), is certainly false.
Ver. 3. tuv kdvuv. So A, B,
Compl., Plant., Genev., Beng., Lach., Tisch. The variation r. uluvuv
(cf. 1 Tim. i. 17) occurs in C, X,, 18, Vulg. (van: caelorum) [adopted by W. and
H.].
The rec. r. ayluv is almost without any testimony.
Ver. 4. The ae after
<po3. (Elz., Beng.) is to be erased according to A, B, C (Lach., Tisch. [W. and
H.]).
X has it after nq. The same testimonies require ^o^aaet, instead of do^iiari
So A, C, Vulg., Ambrose, Beda, Andr., al., Lach.
(S, Elz.).— Ver. 6. 7udov.
[W. and H.] The rec. h.vov (Tisch.) seems to be a modification which occurs

2, 4, 6, al.,

—

B

already in

(X: nad. Tuvovg).

and the omission of
(Elz.,

— Ver.

B

Kawvov.

8.

indeed has £k tov

k.

(Tisch.),

was readily suggested; yet the mere Kanvov by
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]) is attested by A, C, X, al.

In a

new

en tov

vision (ver. 1

r

Kal

eld.

akXo

Grjfji.) ^

who

are to bring the last plagues determined

they

who

itself

seven angels are represented,

by the wrath of God.

After

stand, as victors over the beast,^ at God's throne, have celebrated

the wonderful and righteous works and judgments of God, whose end

is

now

by the seven angels (vv. 2-4), these angels, coming into
heaven from the opened temple, receive from one of the four beings (iv. 6
sqq.) seven vials full of the wrath of God, whose pouring-forth is then
to be introduced

described in ch. xvi.

Ver.

uXko

1.

The

GTju.

angelic manifestation
signs.

is

manifestations in ch. xiv., with which the present
contrasted as an uXko

fxiya koL davfiaarov.

The

greatness

—

were also apocalyptic
and marvellousness lies

aij/i.,

(xii. 1)

not only in the fact that seven angels
not archangels^
but also in their peculiar equipage exovrag irlriyaq enTci.
:

wishes, by this expression,* to say
of the plagues to be brought

— appear at once,

Manifestly John

more than that they had a sign

by them,

{^^signatur")

as that possibly their eyes shone like

fire ^ the idea is, that they who have the k^ovaia to bring the
plagues described in ch. xvi.^ have and hold these plagues themselves. In

flames of

what way

;

this is to be understood, is

this vision.

But

it is

not said

;

it

belongs to the davfiaardv of

worthy of notice with what beautiful,

artistic trans-

parency the declaration of the actual ordination of these plagues is communicated,
that (ver. 5 sqq.) the seven angels, who are described again

m

1

Cf. xii. 1.

*

Cf. xvii.

2

Ch.

c

Hengtitenb.

«

Cf. xvi. 9, 21

xiii.

3 Ziill.,

Stern;

cf. also

De

Wette.

6, vi. 5, x. 2.

:

^ nX-qyrj.

—

;
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also in ver. 6 as

ol

exovreg

r.

fTrra nXijj.^

pouring-out of which the plagues can
tation.

— From

where the

ver. 5,

JOHN.

ST.

special vials, through the

receive

first

be brought to plastic represen-

heaven

vaog in

is

opened, and then the

seven angels proceed therefrom, ZUll., De Wette, Ebrard, etc., correctly
infer that in ver. 1 a point cannot be designated lying within the vision
actually before ver.

5,

as

though John in

ver. 1

had only

first

beheld the

seven angels themselves, but in ver. 5 their coming forth from the vadg, etc.
rather in ver. 1, the chief subject of the entire vision extending to xvi. 21,

yea in a certain way embracing the entire final development,^ is first given
more detailed account as to how the seven angels
actually come forth follows then (ver. 5) after the heavenly hymn, vv. 2-4,
during which the angels are to be regarded as in the still closed vaog,

preliminarily, while the

—

—

has praised beforehand the righteousness of the j udgment to be executed by
them; and then they themselves are certainly equipped for (ver. 7) their

work, and directed (xvi. 1) to

Cf. xii. 6 in its relation

fulfil their calling.

Not "the

way,"^ nor the last
which a certain portion of the enemies has to endure,^ but for the reason:
This is misunderstood, however, by
oTi, kv avraig ETeleadn 6 dvfwg tov deov.^
Hengstenb., who concludes that with vi. 21, where the seven plagues are at
as should have been
an end, the entire final judgment has been recounted,
and that then, with xvii. 1,
the case also in xi. 19 and several times before,
a repetition of that final judgment occurs which renders prominent new
Yet not only the very number indicates a meaning analogous to that
sides.
of the seven last plagues, as the plagues described in the seal- and trumpetvisions, which do not contain the final judgment itself, but have only introduced that immediately before which belongs in the seventh trumpet,^ and
consequently in the seventh seal;^ but, in the sense of the Apoc, the judgto xii. 13 sqq.

tuc koxarag.

last in this

—

—

ment cannot occur

at all

under the conception of a plague, since, according
judgment extends infinitely far over

to the description in ch. xvii. sqq., the

The plagues described also in ch. xvi. ,7
is contained up to xvi. 21.
not without a reference to those of Egypt,^ hav^e in themselves something
preparatory to which the final action corresponds. As by the trumpetwhat

plague the dwellers on earth are not brought to repentance,^ so also neither
are they by the vial-plagues.^*^ The more certain and immediate, therefore,
is

the actual final judgment, whose description then also immediately fol-

lows that of the last plagues,^^ and to which, therefore, we are directed in the
midst of the plagues as to something immediately impending.i^ The result
of this is that the fulfilment of the wrath of God (htT^odijy^ is to be understood
only relatively; viz., in so far as it is manifested in the "plagues." No

more plagues will come after the vial-plagues
will come to administer his final judgment.
1

Cf. xvii. 1, xxi. 9.

2

C. a Lap.

" After the fulfilment of the seven
plagues, the holy wrath of God, therefore,
against other enemies does not cease."
* So too, with formal correctness, Beng.
3

6

Beng.

X. 7.

:

but then the Lord himself

;

« vi. 17, vii. 1, viii. 1.
'

Cf. chs.

vi., viii., ix.

« Cf. also ver. 2 sqq.
» ix.
^°

20 eqq.

xvi. 21.

^^ xvii. 1

"

sqq.

xvi. 15.

13

Cf. X.

7.

—
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2-4.

Vv. 2-4. Before the beginning of the last plagues, immediately preceding
itself, yea before the opening of the heavenly mof (ver. 5), and
accordingly even before the actual coming-forth of the seven angels,^ a
song is heard in heaven which proclaims the righteousness of the ways of
God, now near their ultimate goal as worthy of adoration,^ and whose sense
declares that they who, standing by the sea of glass, raise this song of praise,
Ebrard
are the victors over the beast.
uc OuXaaaav vallvTjv fj,e/j.tyfiivT]v nvpi.
is wrong in understanding here a different sea of glass from that in iv. 6
for the article missed by Ebrard must be lacking, because by the expression
tic 6a2.. vaTi., just as in iv. 6, it is chiefly to be indicated that not an actual
It is not
sea of glass, but only something like a sea of glass, is designated.
until at the close of ver. 2, that, since by the first accurate expression recalling iv. 6, o)g Oak. iaX, an end is placed to all misunderstanding, it is expressly
That the addition
said, with a certain want of precision, km tt/v Qak. ttjv vak.
uE[iiyu.iv'ni> nvpi cannot be referred here to any thing else than in iv. 6, follows
likewise from the close of ver. 2, which shows that the essential designation
of what is meant lies in the words dak. vaTuv., while the (xe/iiyf^. irvpl expresses
a more special, although in this place a significant, side-reference. Because
the end

;

of the addition

fiefiiyfi.

nvpl,

the false interpretations of

dak. vallv., iv. 6,

<jg

appear here in new applications. Grot, understands here " the mass of Gentile Christians inflamed with love to God " Coccejus, " the peace of the
;

world, and the operation of the Holy Spirit in the world;" Calov.,

who

"

That

refers the edX. to baptism,

and the

irvp

to God's wrath, interprets

:

grace will not be denied to penitents in the midst of the flames of Divine

wrath " Vitr. explains that the victors stand upon the firm ground of
the allusion to
the truth illumined by the fire of Divine righteousness
the lightning, iv. 5, Eichh. and De Wette interpret as meaning the atmosphere Ziill. and Ewald, the floor of heaven while De Wette, Hengstenb.,
Ebrard, Stern,^ maintain a reference to the Red Sea, at which the children
But it is just this passage ^ which,
of Israel sang their song of praise.
because of its other contents, is adapted for furnishing the correct interpreThat which is like "a sea of glass," by which ^ the
tation also for iv. 6.
;

;

;

;

victors stand, designates, like the river of life,^ the eternal fulness of joy in

God's presence, with which the victors will be rewarded. But if, in this
passage; the sea appears also as " mingled with ^re" thereby the unity of
God's saving grace and judging righteousness

is

designated in like manner;

as already in the fundamental description of the glory of God, iv. 3 sqq.,'

both points are harmoniously ^ presented, and, as in general in prophecy conTovg vcKuvrag.
cerning the end, both parts of the subject belong together.

—

»

Cf. ver. 1.

2

Cf

*

Who

.

xi.

1.5

eqq.

with the scenery of
;

also iv.

8, v. 8

recognizes in the 0aA. uaA.

/xe|u..

nvp.

a symbol of the antichristian persecution.
*

Cf. xxii.

1.

De Wette, etc. Cf. iii. 20, viii. .3.
explanation of the (tti hy super, which is
in itself unnatural, and does not harmonize
6

The

Beng.,

iv. 6,

coheres with the false

allegorizing in Vitr,, etc.

eqq.

"

xxii. 1 sqq.

''

Cf. especially

iv. 5.

harmony, and in violation of taste,
Ew. thinks that by the mingling of sea and
8

fire

Out

"an

of

indescribable boiling foam, a

broth," originated.

fire-

—
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The

On

p. 345,

Cf. V.

eeov.

JOHN.

part.^ designates the idea without regard to time.2

pres.

Winer,

ST.

the subject,

cf. xiii. 7,

The

xiv. 2, 1 Chron. xvi. 42.

8,

serve only for the praise of God.^
Mtjvaeug tov dovAov tov deov kul

15 sqq

— The

dvp.

God"

are such as

characterized as

is

t.

e^. Kiddpar tov

;

r^v (.W^v

two songs that are
the connection between

It is not

tov upvlov.

ttjv d)6rjv

harps of

^^

song

—U

—

xiv. 13.

,

designated * also no allusion whatever is made to
prophecy and the gospel ^ altogether false is every explanation that does
not acknowledge that the song immediately following, introduced by the
XeyovTsg, is at the same time both the song of Moses ^ and the song of the
Lamb. But this does not mean the song wherein these former idol;

;

worshippers declare their conversion to Moses and Jesus, or rather to " the
God of these," nor the song of Moses ^ applied to Christ and the things of
'^

Christ;^ but the song which

taught to the victors. ^^^

is

is

composed alike by

and the Lamb, and

INIoses

By this the same view is significantly expressed,
way also in x. 7, vii. 9 sqq., in combination with

which appears in another
4 sqq. and xiv. 1 viz.,^! that the essential unity of the O. and the N. T.
Church, which collects its victorious members from Jews and Gentiles,
a view which is
is attested and represented in the most definite manner,
absolutely incompatible with the Judaism charged against the Apoc. by
The song has the
Baur, Volkm., etc. [See Note LXXVIIL, p. 413.]
O. T. psalm tone, as what is in clear accord Mith the O. T. manifests itself
everywhere in the details. i- In a more definite form the character of a song

vii.

;

—

Lamb

of the

not distinctly expressed

is

God

the diKaiufiaTa of

Cf. Ps. cxi. 2,

K.T.?,.

Cf.

iv. 8, xi. 17.

4.12

—

6 (3aatlEvg

8.

i.

;

but in fact

serve for the glory of the

cxxxix. 14;

—

1

Chron. xvi.

also such, because

— MsyuAa km

9.

Kvpie

—

Ps. cxlv. 17

SlKaiai Kal uATjdival at 66. a.

Tuv edvuv.

it is

Lamb.

;

davfiaoTu,

iravTOKpuTcop.

Deut. xxxii.

From this passage originate also the
way is the ascription of praise especially

Jer. x. 7.

following words,^* and just in this

appropriate, because treating of the judgments on the Gentile world, which
gives divine honor to the beast.^^

by the on, the

way

its

words

oTi Tu, dtKaiufi. a. ecpav.

—

fiovog oatog.

The

said only (xvi. 5) of God,
'

Incorrectly, Eichh.

2

Cf. xiv. 13,

ii. 7,

:

rig

other, since the former in

— to

is

which the predicate

'vevi.K-qK6Ta<;,

lo

Against Andr., who refers the one to the
O. T. saints, and other to the N. T. believers.
CoccejuB.

.

cf. ZUU.,

'*

L^X.

:

Grot.

;

cf.

Calov.,

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

Vitr.,

De Wette,

Cf.,

on the

D'Di^.

other hand, Rev. iii. 14.
" Only that ae after <f)o^. does not belong to

0eovs

9

N. T.

De Wette.

here the word SouAo?.

Exod. XV.

in the

— Although the words

iKriOLvd for

the correct text.

8

last

also xii. 1, 17.

12

Concerning whose formal designation as
T. Sov\. r. e., cf. Exod. xiv. 31; Num. xii. 7;
Jos. xiv. 7, xxii. 5. The LXX. do not have
6

Ziill.

and the

Ew.

Cf. xiv. 3.

" Cf

11, 17.

which

daiog,

applied to godly men.^^

Beng., etc.

"!

ovofia aov,

variation uyiog arises from the classical lin-

*

5

k.tX Of the three clauses introduced

that for the immediately preceding clause on

guistic prejudice, according to

3

otc,

gives the basis for the interrogatory

TcuvTa, k^.tX

is

—

two are co-ordinated with each

first

"

Cf.

'e

Cf Schol. on Eurip.,

xiii. 4.

.

e^

icaAoOjuev

avdpMTroiv

["We

call

Ilecub. 788: to nphff

yevofxevov

SiKaiov

one among

just with respect to the gods,

'6(xi.ov

men who

oo-ioj/

"J.

is
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5-8.

God simply as the ground because
and the name of God be praised by every
one, the fundamental reference to the succeeding words is not so readily
on

present the alone holiness of

fiovng oaiog

must

of which every one

The

afforded.

fear him,

interposition of the first clause on

(i6v. do.

modifies in a cer-

tain degree the inner connection, in the sense that the words on nuvTa tu iBv%
k.tX,

which express the sum of the O. T. prophecies concerning the converand that, too, in its universality, so that the question

sion of the Gentiles

—

not that in fact only a certain

is

number of the heathen

the foundation for the thought of the question,

who

King

are converted

rig ov /n) <poQ.,

k.tX

:

— give

"Thee,

must and certainly shall fear, for
Thee as their King."
on tu 6iKaiu/iara aov kcpavepCy
For, from the works and judgments which the righteousness of God
dvoav.
has executed, and in which he has been revealed as the (SaaXevg tuv kdvCjv, the
art the

of the nations, every one

—

the nations shall adore

all

know his adorable name,^
Vv. 5-8. After the introductory song kuI hetu ravra (ver. 5),^ the seven
angels which hold the seven plagues come out of the heavenly temple, and
receive seven vials full of the wrath of God.
6 vadg rr/g aKr)vf]q lov naprvplov ev
Cf. xi. 19. It is not the holy of holies ^ that is designated by the entire
T. ovp.
expression, 1but the proper temple ^ in heaven, which is more accurately
nations shall learn to

—

described by the addition of the gen.
to the tabernacle of the testimony,

—

rijg ok. t.

i.e.,

napr.,^ as the vaog

including

it,^

— not

belonging

as existing in

The heavenly 66^a of the seven angels is to be seen from
fiaprJ
adornment one attribute, the golden girdle, they have in common even
with the Lord himself. ^ The first expression h6t6. Tudov KaOapdv lainrphv, in

the

GKriv. T.

their

;

which, considering the manuscript authority for
a clerical error,^
self,

is

by no means

the corner-stone

^^

it,

the Xidov can scarcely be

to be so explained as to refer to Christ

or the " various adornments of virtues,"

"

him-

as the cloth-

however, only a comparison with Ezek. xxviii. 13 {ttuv
an explanation that is at all events satisfactory, a
plural, nevertheless, would possibly be expected, as ttuv "kLd. stands in Ezekiel.
The idea must, then, be that each angel wears a garment set with a pure,
ing of the angel

;

if,

Tudov xpfjOTov kvdedEaaL) give

gem. The later expositors all follow the reading Xivov, according
which the angels appear in sacerdotal garments.^^ Hengstenb. compares
this with xix. 8, where, however, the expression Xlvov does not occur.
Ew.
brilliant

to

refers properly to the fact that the Kadapuv does not appear to require the

ii.

But the weight of the witnesses who advocate the readand yet not to be derived from Ezekiel,!^ is too
great.
appears by its peculiarities to betray with what difficulty
j< also
the attempt was made to explain away the difficult-to-be-understood Xdov.'^^
That one of the four beings (iv. 6) gives ^^ to the angels the vials of wrath,
idea of a garment.

ing which

more

is

difl&cult,

—

»

Mic.

Exod.
vii.

ix. 16,

xiv. 17 eq.;

Pa. cxxvi. 2;

16 sqq.

«

See on ver.

8

Grot., etc.

*

Cf. xi. 1.

B

Cf.,

on

Exod. xxix.
Ewald.

1.

this
10, 11,

desienation, Acts

LXX.

viii.

44;

'

De Wette.

o

Grot.

J"

1 Pet,

"
'2

Andr., Beda.
De Wette.

»3

Volkm.

ii.

26.

"

See Critical Notes.

16

Cf. vi.

1, 3, 5, 7.

8

Cf.

i.

13.
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is significant,

because

it

JOHN.

ST.

has to do with plagues which pertain to

As

creatures whose representatives those beings are.^
praise in

:

earthly

all

song of

in their

they looked towards the end, so also the end does not come

iv. 7,

—

tov ^ljvtoc tig rovg aluvag tuv aluvuv.
The makwithout their participation. ^
kqI £ye/j.cadTi,
ing eternity conspicuous has the same relation as already in i. 8.
The smoke with which the temple is filled, ^ is not the sign of
k.tX, ver. 8.
the incomprehensibility of the Divine judgments,* nor directly of the wrath

of

God

;

but, as the text itself explains, that the

^

proceeding from the glory and power of God
sign of the majesty, actually present in the

smoke is represented as
ml ek t. 6vv. air.), as a

6. r. d.

vadg,

of

God

revealing himself

In the cloud of smoke there the

immediately in his power.

enthroned, which now, as the addition
sizes, will

{ek

be manifested on the side of

«.

ek

its

t.

1133

"H"

omnipotence.

The

6

jg

empha-

dwdfxeuc air. especially

subject,

it is

judgment upon enemies, that is full of grace to
but the interpretation of the smoke fails to be in accordance with

true, refers to a revelation of

believers

the text,

;

if

be regarded

this

as,

on that account, either a sign of Divine wrath,

or even of God's grace working for the good of the godly. ^ Beng. says, cor" The covering of Divine Majesty." ^
Kal ovSeig
rectly, concerning the Kanv.

—

:

EdvvaTo

The

k.tX

EiaeTideiv,

description depends

upon types

like

Exod.

xl.

34;

Kings viii. 10 sq.^ Incorrect are all the allegorical explanations which
depend upon the presumption that the heavenly vadg represents the Church
on earth. i<^ Just as incorrect, and entirely remote, Grot. " God was not
willing to give any other oracles but these." Nothing whatever is said,
also, to the purport that no one could go into the temple, in order by prayer
1

:

to avert the threatening judgments.^^

from the words

uxpL xElEad.,

/t.r.A.,

idea of the inaccessibility of

God

The

correct explanation

derived

is

which, upon the foundation of the general
as present in his personal

<5o^a,^^

suggests

that not until satisfaction shall be rendered his holy wrath, by the full execution of all the plagues
possible.

Hengstenb.

But

also

cf.

Riehm,

1.

c,

p, 24.
s

2

Cf. also xix. 4.

*

C. a Lap., etc.

6

Andr., Grot., Heinr., Hengstenb., Ebrard.

"

Exod.

xl. 34.

LXX.

:

Cf. Isa. vi. 4.

bo^a Kvpiov.

Hengstenb.
* Cf also De Wette.
9 De Wette, Hengstenb.
'»>
Beda: •' No one can be incorpora*.ed among
the members of the Church unless one who
listening learns the mysteries of faith from
'

Ziillig,
.

justice, shall access to

him be

all creatures. ^^

must consume
>

impending from God's

Until then, the immediate presence of his glory and power (ver. 8a)

Coccejus: "Papal human ordinances hinder the faith of the most." Vitr.
" In the time of the plagues
there shall be
such a demonstration of the glorious and gracious presence of God in the Church, as can be
compared with the symbolical demonstration
preachers."

.

.

.

of the Divine presence in the tabernacle under

the old covenant."

" Ewald,

Stern.

Exod.

^2

Cf.

's

Cf. Hengstenb.; likewise also Ziillig,

Wette.

xix. 21; Isa. vi.

5.

De
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Notes by the American Editor.
LXXVIII.

Ver.

3.

t^v

<L6tjv

Uuvaiug^

k.t.I.

So Alford: "It betokens the unity of the O. and N. T. Churches. Their
songs of triumph have become ours; the song of Moses is the song of the
Lamb. In this great victory all the triumphs of God's people are included, and
Gebhardt (p. 255): "That is, Christians above, after
find their fulfilment."
they have overcome all the temptations of antichrist, look upon the holy and
righteous judgments of God, or his works and ways with the world, as once
Israel looked upon the plagues of Egypt and the Red Sea,
indeed, in these
visions, the Egyptian plagues frequently furnish the type,
they sing the song
of the deliverance of their persons, the song of salvation, as the children of
Israel once sung it (Exod. xv.), in its Christian fulfilment.
Christian salvation
is essentially that of the O. T., the completion once prepared, but now begun."
J. Gerhard {L. T., xviii. 17): "Because the Church triumphant consists of
saints of the O. and the N. T. ; and just as the Israelites, after their deliverance
from Pharaonic bondage, praised God in the song of Moses (Exod. xv.), so
the blessed, after their deliverance from the tyranny of persecutors, and all the

—
—

adversities of this

life,

praise

God

in the

song of the Lamb, or Chiist."

:
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CHAPTER
Ver.

Although omitted, possibly because of its seeming
many documents and editions (even by Tisch. 1854
guaranteed by A, C, X, al., and is entirely suitable.
Yer. 2.

contradiction to xv.

and IX.),

it is

Instead of

km

in

8,

—

r.

y.

(Elz., Beng.),

(Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.];

witnesses and N, read
f/c T. d. (Elz.).

3.

The

text easier.

— Ver.

baiog.

lated Kal

K has the

6.

£/c

elg

r.

in accordance with A, B,

y.

art.

Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]), instead of

rec. ypvx. i^joa inred. ev

t. da?..

So

The

aal (Tisch. IX.).

before tov dvaiacT. (Elz.)

in accordance with decisive testimonies.

is

also

(K: enl

So A, B, C, Lach., Tisch.
without the

C

But, according to the same

already, Griesb.).

\pvxv C<^^f "7rf0., rd ev r. da?..

and H.].
5.

cf.,

read

avdp. (Beng.,

ei:! r.

— Ver.

Tisch. [W.

pretation dX/lou

XVI.

Tov vaov.

EK

1.

JOHN.

ST.

A, C, Lach.,

makes the
has interpo-

t. 6.)

rec.

— Ver.

The

7.

inter-

rejected already by Beng., Griesb.,

— Ver.

The

14.

a before eKKopevercu

maintained by A, B. Lach. has deleted it upon
the authority of the Vulg. X has the inf. indorsed by E w. ii. it is corrected
iKTropeveTai, without d.
Ver. 17. The and before tov vaov (B, Elz., Tisch.) is to
be preferred to the eK (A, Beng., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), because the
latter appears to be written in order to mark the ek tov vaov in distinction from
the and tov dpovov. ii has only ek t. vaov tov 6eov.
Ver. 18. uvdpunoc eyevero.
So A, 38, Lach., Tisch. Elz. (Beng., Griesb. [W. and H.]), with B, verss., inter(Elz., Tisch.) is satisfactorily

;

j

—

—

pret:

avdpunot kyivovTO.

oi

At

command

the

of a voice sounding forth from the heavenly temple,

the seven angels pour forth their vials upon the earth; yet the plagues

caused thereby not only work no repentance in the inhabitants of the earth
worshipping the beast, but have rather the effect of leading them to the

open blasphemy of God who has sent these plagues.^ The more certainly,
must these hardened men incur the now immediately impending
final judgment, to which ver. 15 also expressly alludes.
All seven vials are poured forth successively, without interruption for
such does not occur either at vv. 5-7, or at ver. 7. This, as well as the
circumstance also that the number seven of the vials appears to be resolved
therefore,

;

neither into three and four, as the epistles,^ nor into four and three, as the

—

for the separation so
and trumpets,^ nor even into five and two,*
prominent in the former series of visions, which could be found here with
seals

15, nevertheless

dare be exclusively

equal right in ver. 5 sqq., vv.,

9, 11,

sought in none of these passages,

— corresponds to the haste with which now

the end

itself,

before which these last plagues (xv. 1)

J

Vv.

8

Cf. pp. 256,

*

Cf.

2

9, 11, 21.
.315

De Wette.

sq.

So

still lie,

draws on.

Cf. p. 145.

in this passage, Beng., Eichh.,

Ewald,

Ziillig.
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1, 2.

That the vials have their place so directly before the actual end, is expressed
by the fact that the plagues proceeding therefrom are limited no longer
as was the case in the trumto the third of the earth and its inhabitants,
pet-plagues, which, however, were already still more violent than the sealbut they are inflicted upon the entire
plagues pertaining only to a fourth,
also

—

—

number

of the inhabitants of the earth worshipping the beast (vv.

and

the sea, together with all that lives therein.

all

izing of the vials with

The

2,

8 sqq.),

special parallel-

the trumpets, which occurs in the sense of the

recapitulation theory,^ divides the progress, so clearly occurring

and always

accelerated, of the development which presses with great intensity to the

Already the

catastrophe.

with the

The

arbitrary parallelizing.

trumpets

first vial

has in

2, 3, vial

6

no analogy whatever

its effect

trumpet, so that the text of

first

presents an obstacle to

itself

analogies which occur between vials 2,

and trumpet

6, vial

7 and seal

and

3,

give no basis whatever

6,

numbers

for the recapitulation-parallelism, partly because the other

of the

trumpets (and seals) do not agree, partly because the seeming parallels
are essentially distinguished from one another also in individual points ^

vials,

;

because a certain repetition of particular means of plague,
which, however, forms also a gradation of the same, was indeed unavoid-

partly,

also,

able, since, for

a thrice-repeated sevenfold series of visions, the sphere

whence the prophetic contemplation of the plagues must be developed could
not always offer new forms,
and such plagues particularly must appear

—

to be repeated, as presented themselves

plagues to the contemplating

mind

after the

type of the Egyptian

of John.

Ver, 1. fieyuArjg (puvfjc; in tov vaov.
According to xv. 8, the voice sounding
from the heavenly temple can belong only to God himself. ^ This is not
expressed, because John with all fidelity limits himself to that which he
recognized, and as he actually recognizes it.
TTruyerc.
Cf. the imTjldev,
ver. 2, which is understood of itself in ver. 3, etc.
The angels have possibly

—

held themselves in readiness, standing at the gate of the temple (xv. 5 sqq.)
now they come to a place in heaven, whence they can pour forth the destruc;

tive contents of their vials.

gum,

Isa. Ixi.

22:

"The

—

r.

frrra (piuAag tov

vials of the

cup of

my

dvuov

r. d.

wrath."

^

Tar-

Cf. xv. 7.

—

eIq ttjv yfjv.

As

viii. 5.

Ver.
to ver.

2.

as

1,

The

first vial

poured forth upon the earth

viii.

7 to

5) produces a severe ulcer.

viii.

(e/f ttjv yfjv,

—

in relation

D.k(k naKov kol -kovtjpov.

Cf Exod. ix. 10 sqq.; Dent, xxviii. 35.^ The ttovtjpov ^ designates, besides the
which expresses only the evil nature, the virulence, malignity, and
affliction of the ulcer.''
em tovq avdp., k.tX The accus. after km results ^
from the idea that the plague extends to the men.^
t. Ix. to xupayfxa, k.tX
Cf xiii. 15 sqq., xiv. 9 sqq. Of such a pestilence as there was at Rome ^° in
.

KOKov,

—

—

.

Nero*s time, nothing

is

said.

1

Cf. Introduction, p. 13 sq.

2

Cf., e.g., vial 6 with

3

Beng., ZUil.,

*

In Wetet.

6

LXX.

:

trumpet
Hengsteub.

eA*cos novi^pov.

6.

So also Job

ii.

7.

«

SiiidaB: tniirovov.

i

Cf.

my comraenUry

8

cf.

Luke

»

Cf. Winer, p. 3^0.

'<>

Voikm.

1. 6:>, iii.

2.

on

1

De

.John

iii.

Wette.

12.
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Yer. 3. The second vial changes the great sea into blood, as that of a
dead man, so that every thing living therein dies.
kol kytvero alfxa ug vtKpov.
According to the analogy of viii. 8, 11,
dakaaaa is to be regarded as the
subject to kyevero.^ The advance of the present plague, in comparison with
viii. 8, lies not only in that now the entire sea is changed into blood, and
that every thing living therein dies, but also in that the sea becomes " as the
blood of a dead man," i.e., not a great pool of blood, as of many slain,^
but the horribleness of the fact is augmented in that the sea seems like the
clotted and already putrefying blood of a dead man.^
The var.
-^vxh C"W.
The expression originates from Gen.
correctly give the meaning
l^uaa.^
i. 30
Cf. on the gen. limitation ^cjf/g, Winer, p.
6 ix^i- ^v iuvrCj xpvx^v ^u^g.
The tu before h r. f^aA.^ refers, as to meaning, to the individual
177 sq.
KTiajuara comprised in the collective nuaa xpvx-^
Vv. 4-7. The third vial changes all other streams into blood. The
angel of the waters and the heavenly altar praises the righteousness of God's
" And it became blood," i.e., blood came forth.
judgments.
kcI eyiveTo aifia.
It is true, indeed, that, as to the form of the expression, it is not said that
the streams became blood; the reading is not eyevovro.
But the analogy
with viii. 11 ' suggests that the blood entered into the streams into which
the vials were poured. ^
Since the streams are thus affected by the plague,

—

i]

—

xj).

:

:

—

—

—

who

the angel

presides over the waters

is

the

first to

righteousness of this Divine manifestation of wrath.
Incorrectly, Grotius

:

"Because he emptied the

recognize adoringly the

—

tov uyyilov tuv vdaruv.

who is placed over the streams as a special
an analogy not so much in what is presented in vii. 1 and

definite angel is meant,

There

is

— for what
same

sense,

is

said there of the angels of

wind and

fire ^^ is

resentation of angelic princes

Precisely similar

who belong

sphere.*
xiv. 18,

not meant in the

— as rather in the idea of the four beings who appear in

as representatives of earthly creatures. ^^

A

vial into the waters."

^^ jg

iv.

6 sqq.

Daniel's rep-

to particular nations. ^^

Cf. also

Schottgen, Hor. Hebr., on this passage; and Eisenmenger, Enid. Judenth.,

ii.

where a large number of rabbinical expressions concerning earth-,
In Bava
sea-, fire-, and other angels, and their special names, are collected.
Bathra, p. 72, 2,^* the prince of the sea is called ^ni, after Job xxvi. 12; in
another book,i5 he is called Michael, and seven less important angels stand
beneath him.
Cf xv. 4. As the solemn formula 6 uv kol 6 tjv ^^ does
oaioc.
377

sq.,

—

*

Beng., etc.

.

Against

De Wette

:

e»

esiami

Blut.
*

venpov

=

veKpoiv.

Wette, Hengstenb.,

C. a Lap., Eichh.,

De

perity

etc.

8

Beng.,

*

Cf.

5

See Critical Notes.

6

Cf. v. 13.

7

Cf. also ver. 3.

4

Ziill., etc.

viii.

9

:

KTiatiara

to.

exovra

\jjvxa-i.

Against De Wette.
Andr., C. a Lap., Ewald, Ziill., De Wette,
Hengstenb.
'0 De Wette.
" Cf. also viii. 2, where seven angels of special rank are mentioned.
8

9

12 Hengstenb. compares John v. 4. Although
he considers the water in this passage, as also
viii. 10, as an allegorical designation of pros-

is

;

although, further, the passage John

spurious, and nothing whatever

is

v.

said of

an angel placed over the water in general, but
only of one sent for a particular service to a
single pool,
yet he would have us find here
" a delicate and inner bond " between the

—

Apoc. and the Gospel.
is Dan. x. 13, 21, xii. 1.
" Schcittg.
Js Eisenmenger, p. 379.
'6 The koI 6 epxVevo? is absent here, as in
xi. 17, because the coming to judgment is already in process of execution.

—

—
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8, 9.

not allow an immediate combination with

nor

6,

nor

Koi,

kol

b,

dare be

balo^,'^ and as before baio^y neither
and consequently the translation of Hengwe can only, in the sense adopted by Luther,

read,=^

stenb. ( " the godly " ) is false,
who, however, interpolates an " and" regard the botog as placed with dUaioc
by asyndeton, as a predicate belonging to el: "Righteous art thou, which
art, and which wast, holy" [art thou], "because thou hast ordained such
judgments " bn ravra £Kp. The ravra refers to ver. 4, not to ver. 3 for that
which is the subject of treatment (ver. 6) is drinking-water that is changed
:

;

who have shed the blood of
and prophets ^ must drink blood.* The closing words of the angelic
discourse, u^m elctv, whose force is not destroyed by the absence of a connective,
expressly designate that the enemies have merited this judgment.
Upon
into blood, so that the inhabitants of the earth
saints

—

the angel's ascription of praise, there follows yet, in ver.
side of the altar, which, responding to the former

k.tX),

makes a further reference

in general to the

7,

another from the

and confirming it (Nai,
judgments of God, and

—

thus brings the entire ascription of praise from ver. 5 to a conclusion. ^
An attempt has been made to evade the idea of the
Tov dvataarripiov "keyovrog.
text that the words of praise proceed from the altar itself, by the interpolation of dllov

(sc. ayytAov)^ ek

supply of a personality. 8

cant personification of the altar
already by
vi.

10 sqq.,

ix.

before dva.,^ or by allegorizing,' or by the

But De Wette

correctly acknowledges^ the signifi-

some measure prepared for
is to be recognized from
From the same place whence the prayers

itself.

This

is in

13; but the idea embodied therein

viii. 3, ix. 13,

had

xiv. 18.

and already special manifestations of God's wrath
had proceeded, the righteousness of all the judgments of God, whereby the
for vengeance

arisen,

longing of the saints

The

is

fully satisfied,

is

proclaimed.

upon the sun, produces ^^ terrific
Men, however, are not brought by all these plagues to repentance,
but only to blasphemy of God.
edodTj avrib:, viz., to the sun,ii not to the
angel ^^ the meaning is that by the pouring-forth of the vials upon the
sun, this is in like manner made a means of plague, as in ver. 3 the sea,
and in ver. 4 other streams.
The sun receives k^ovala adapted to its
Vv.

8, 9.

fourth vial, poured out

heat.

;

nature for these special plagues. ^^
of the

id.

avTu, that

— Hengstenb.

sun, as well as also the

another

fire,

It

concurs with the false reference

excepted,

allegorically

who wants

— Bengel

to understand the

refers the

than that proceeding from the glowing sun.
the accus. with £Kavfj.aTiadr/aav, cf. Winer, p. 214.
kqI
fire

—

» Against De Wette: "Thou
wast holy."
2 See Critical Notes, p. 414.

3

Cf.

On

Cf. V.

8,

this form, see

Winer,

art

and

xix. 2.

p. 84.

n.1.3, 14.

Luther, Ziill., etc.
Beda " The inner affection of saints, angels, or men, who by teaching rule the people."
«
'

Andr.

:

*'
:

prayers."

The angelic powers

«

irvpl

to

still

On

etSXaoipijfdr/aav,

k.tX

Grot.: " viz., the angel who guards the
martyrs." Cf. vi. 10. Ewald:

spirits of the

xiii. 7, 10, vi. 10, xi. 7, xvii. 6,

jretV.
6

who

h

Kav^a uiya.

as bearers of our

•«
A voice proceeding from an inhabitant of
heaven standing by the divine altar." Cf. also
Ziill., Ebrard, etc.
9 Cf.
also Beng. and Hengstenb., who
nevertheless speak indefinitely of an angel of
i" Cf., on the other hand, viii.
the altar,
12.
" De Wette, Bleek.

12

Beng., Hengstenb.,

»3

Cf. the iSodr),

Ew.

ii.

vi. 4, 8, vii. 2, ix. 3, 5.

—

:
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come from God, before whom
become the more hardened.
Vv. 10, 11. The jifih vial, poured upon the throne of the beast, brings
an eclipse over his entire realm. This increase of sorrows also works upon
the impenitent inhabitants of the earth in such a way that they blaspheme
The throne of the beast beheld in definite
God.
tTu Tov dpovov Toi) dTiplov.
reality (xiii. 2), the actual centre of his entire kingdom, is here meant; incorrect are all interpretations ^ which explain away the concrete clearness
not eyevero
iSaoiXela avrou eaKOTufiivrj, cf. Exod. X. 21 sqq.;
of the presentation.^
Even in this special circumstance is the plague like the EgypPs. cv. 28.
tian, in that this darkness is produced not by an injury to the sun,^ but
by an immediate miraculous act.^ By the expression kcKoruii. an external
eclipse must be considered, so that the plague is homogeneous with those
Just because

men

perceive that the plagues

they, nevertheless, will not bow,i they

—

ff

of the preceding vials.

The

false interpretation of the kaKo-uix. in Grot.,^

Calov., Vitr., Hengstenb., etc., coincides with the allegorical view of the

For the correct understanding of the

whole.'
that

3aoi?.da avr.

37

the beast considered according to
y'kuaaag,

"And

k.tX

"The gnawing
itself gives

follows of itself

koKOTUfi., it

can designate not the rulership,^ but only the kingdom of
its

gnawed

they

of the tongues

the explanation

:

—

geographical extent.

kuI k^ianuvTo toq

Andr., very properly

their tongues."

The

shows the excess of the pain."

The darkness

kn tov novov.^

pain, because of its character as a plague.

text

causes a peculiar

This particular

-novog,

however,

according to ver. 11, to be thought of in connection with the plagues

is,

produced by the preceding vials (ruv novuv avT.), among which the first is
The horrible darkness makes
kuI e/c tuv eT^kuv air.
still expressly emphasized
identified by Hengstenb. w ith the darkness w^hich he
the other sufferings
for the
still more oppressive and comfortless
understands figuratively
last plagues also ^^ are, in comparison with the seal- and trumpet-plagues, so
dreadfully increased, because, while the former plagues came successively,
these vial-plagues occur in such a way that the one is combined with the
During the fifth vial-plague, at all events the first, and without
other.
:

—

—

doubt the second and

;

third, are still continuing.

The

fourth (ver. 8) is
but under the

naturally not to be regarded in connection with the fifth
fourth,

we

irlriy. TavT,').

—

tov deuv tov oi'pavov.

reference as in ver.
ix.

;

are expressly referred to all the preceding plagues (ver, 9

9 the tov

The

Cf. xi. 13.
ex- e^ova.,

k.t.X.

:

tuc

designation has here a

— fUTev.

e/c

t.

Cf.

epy. avT.

20 sq.

Vv. 12-16. The sixth vial is poured upon the Euphrates, and causes it to
dry up, in order that the kings of the East might pass through. Three
spirits, which ii\, the form of frogs issue from the mouths of the
dragon, and the two beasts serving the dragon, gather the inhabitants of

unclean

«

1

ix. 20; cf. xi. 13.

2

In violation also of the analogy of vv.

2, 3,

7

4, 8.
s

Against C. a Lap.

:

•'

Upon

the

kingdom

and subjects of antichrist," etc.
* Cf ver. 8 sqq.
6 De Wette.
.

The Roman dominion

lost

much

of

its

pristine splendor.

«

on ver. 21.
Hengstenb. Cf Grot,
Cf.

.

« Cf.,

"

xv.

on the
1.

€<, vv. 11, 21.

Winer,

p. 347.

CHAP. XVI.
the earth at Armagedon.

—

of ix. 14 the starting-point

coming from the East,

The

the Euphrates.

ing

rdv -KOTafibv tov fxeyav rdv Evtppdrjjv.
is

way by drying up
gained only by consider-

himself makes the

correct estimate of this point

is

in connection with the correct conception of

it

The problem

from "the East."

In the sense

indicated, in a schematic way, for the kings

whom God

for

419

12-16.

in general

is

"the kings" coming

so to understand all the par-

ticular features of the representation (vv. 12-16), especially also the signifi-

cant local designation (ver. 16), that this vial-vision correspond with the
essential meaning of the other vials.
Accordingly, as a whole, nothing else

can be represented than a revelation of judgment pertaining to the inhabitants of the earth, according to the analogy of the plagues proceeding from
By a comparison with ix. 14 sqq., the suggestion is readily
the other vials.
made, that the Eastern kings themselves may be regarded the executors of
the plagues.
So Ewald, who refers to the Parthian allies with whom the
returning Nero ^ would go up against Rome.^ But the kings of the East
belong rather to the (3aaiMg r^f oiKovfxevijc oTojq (ver. 14), and appear as leaders
of the inhabitants of the whole earth, and, accordingly, as instruments of the
dragon and the beast (cf. ver. 13), who go up to war, not against Babylon, but
rather against believers.* The kings of the East are identical with the ten
kings

(xvii.

12 sqq.)

who

give their

power

to the beast.*

Just as in

xi.

7 the

beast from the abyss was mentioned proleptically, which nevertheless does

not enter definitely into the development before ch. xiii.,so here a statement
is

made concerning

cific relation to

but whose fate

definite kings (tCjv Baa. tuv a-nb

is

indicated

first

lie

in the fact that those kings come,

—

Armagedon

;

spe-

this is rather a proof of the

apparently victorious defiance of the secular power,
at

whose more

only in this passage (ver. 16), yet is not
For the plague of the sixth vial does

expressly stated until the actual end.^

not

uv., k.tX'),

the beast ^ does not become clear until from xvii. 12 sqq.,

— but that they assemble

a place where they shall be brought to naught with

i.e.,

their insolent power.'

Bengel

^

has already correctly acknowledged this by

saying very appropriately, even though he very preposterously thinks of the
inroads of the Turks

:

"While in ver. 12 the

"It

is

these very kings

who

coming of the kings was

blindly incur the plagues."
so stated, that thereby the

God leading those enemies to destructive judgment might be
marked;^ on the other hand, in ver. 13 sq., it is emphasized as to how these
Eastern and all kings of the earth in general are gathered together by the
dragon to the conflict against believers. [See Xote LXXIX., p. 425.] Immediately from the mouth of the dragon himself (e/c t. crro/z.),^*> and mediately
from the dragon, from the mouths of the two beasts equipped by the same

purpose of

1

Cf.

xiii. 3.

* In order to sustain Nero, attending antiChrist, they come to destroy the city." Cf. also
2

3

Cf. xii. 17,

*

De Wette.

=

cf. ver. 13.

Ebrard also

c

Cf. xix. 19.

belongs here, in so far as he identifies the

^

kings of the East with the four angels

(ix. 15),

«

and regards their expedition directed first, at
least, against Babylon, and then, of course,

'"

Eichh., Heinr., Volkm., Hiigenf.

also against believers.

;

12 sqq., xix. 19.

See on ver. 16.
De Wette, Hengstenb.
Cf. Mic. iv. 12 sq.
Cf.

'

etc.

xiii. 7, xvii.

Cf. ix. 17, xi. 5.
:

"

At

the

Incorrectly, C. a Lap.,

command."
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for the conflict against believers,^ three unclean spirits are sent forth, of

those which serve the dragon, in order to bring together the kings of the

— uKddapTa.

This formal attribute also^ designates the demoniacal
This addition is not to be referred to
ug (SuTpaxoi.
the mere uKudapTa, but designates, in the sense of the var. bfj.ota ^arpaxoic, the
form in which those spirits appear. It is possible that this form of illustration depends upon an allusion to Exod. viii. 1 sqq.,^ although the batrachian
form of the spirits bears no reference whatever to any peculiar pestilential
nature of frogs, as the spirits are to be regarded only as such as, according
to the wish of the dragon and of the two beasts, by their deceptive persuasion, move the kings to the expedition against Babylon.
But what or who
be meant by these three spirits, is a question originating from the same misunderstanding as that which, e.g., attempts in ix. 14 sqq. to find a supposed
fulfilment of prophecy within the sphere of ecclesiastical or secular-historical
facts.
To the false question, necessarily, the most arbitrary answers are
given.
The three spirits are, according to Grot. " Divination by inspection
of entrails, by the flight of birds, and the sibylline books, in which Maxentius trusted " (for vv. 12-16 refer, according to Grot., Hammond, etc., to
earth.

nature of these

spirits.^

—

:

the rout of Maxentius by Constantine)

;

who

according to Vitr.,

explains the

drying-up of the Euphrates by the circumstance that the kingdom of France,
drained by

its

kings, could send no

more money

to be understood as referring to the Jesuits

;

to the Pope, the spirits are

according to Calov.

:

"

The

;

and Calvinists " according to others,^ " The Jesuits,
Macchiavellians, and Spinozists." Even Luther explains: "The frogs are

Jesuits, Capuchins,

the sophists, like Faber, Eck, Emser,

and yet

gospel,

efltect

etc.,

tion of the seer, the three spirits have the
his

two

beasts,

TzvEviiara

from whose mouths the

daifj.oviuv

who banter much

nothing, and remain frogs."

iroLovvra

against the

to the contempla-

reality as the

spirits actually

dragon and

proceeded.®

—

elal

yap

The parenthesis which designates the
of demons explains their efficacy by the
of demons which could perform miracu-

orj/xela.

unclean spirits expressly as spirits

remembrance that they are

same

But

spirits

Just as the dwellers upon the earth are brought by the false
prophet to the adoration of the beast,"^ not without the working of miracles,
so these three spirits also use their miraculous signs as a means whereby
lous signs.

they attempt to bring together the kings of the earth.
(SaoiTi. rrjc olkovji. oXtjc,

back to what precedes the parenthesis, relatively carry
K. ei.dov

£K T. arofi., k.tX,

they supply in this

km

written in ver. 13.

rovg (iaoik.

the whole earth, the rulers of

all

—a

As the words

ovvayayeiv avrovg, k.tX

way

still

iii.

km

t.

further the clause

the partic.

Cf. xiv. 6; Matt.

EK-mupeveTai

a tKnop. referring

£Knoptvo/j.eva

7.^

not

The kings

of

the inhabitants of the earth worshipping

whom the spirits here take their course. They betake themselves to the kings, " to gather them together " {avvayayelv, inf., as

the beast,® are those to

xii. 17)

"to the battle of that great day of God Almighty."

1

xiii. 1, 11.

2

Matt. X. 1;

3

Ver. 14;

*

Ew.

ii.

Mark

Trj/eu/j..

1.

26.

fiai/utoWwv.
6

Cf. xviii.

Cf. Wolf.

2.

That

this

«

Cf., besides, ix. 17 sq., also ix. 1-11.

^

xiii.

s

Winer,

»

xiv. 6, 11, xiii. 3 sq., 12.

12 sqq.
p. 380.

day

—
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^

in

eschatological definitiveness,

its

future day of final judgment,^
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12-16.

is

owing

the sixth (and seventh) vial to the actual end^

As by the mention

i.e.,^

as the

to the fact that the relation of
is

not properly appreciated.

was comprehended already in
the development of the proper final catastrophe, so ver. 14 also, by the reference to the conflict against the saints to be undertaken by all the kings of
the world combined on the day of final judgment, alludes to a point which
does not actually occur until in the last time of xix. 19.^ But it is just this
which corresponds with the character of the penultimate plagues among
those that are " last,'" ^ that here the demoniacal spirits come forth, who unite
of definite kings, ver. 12

those kings together with their hosts of people in an attack to be completed

which will then result, on that great day, by the judgment
Almighty God (r. deov r. Travr.),' in the complete ruin of the enemies.^
But as thus reference is made from the sphere of the vials to the actual end,
at the actual end,

of

the artistic plan of the Apoc. again stands forth, involving with

nearer the proper final judgment with

its

it

that the

distinct acts occurs, the

more

between it and its various forms of preparations, which have come into view in series of visions that, although they
are distinct, yet interpenetrate one another.
In this also the feeling is
expressed, that the day of judgment is impending so closely, that the comfort which is introduced with such emphasis in ver. 15 is occasioned by the
definitely appears the connection

—

definite allusion to the

same

in ver. 14.^

name

speaks immediately as in the

—

Idui) ^pxofiai, k.t.X,

of the Lord himself. ^^^

The prophet
With formal

Hengstenberg says that Christ himself actually speaks.
ug
3.
On any day, at any hour, therefore, the Lord may come,
and thus that great day of the Lord open. Upon this is based the admonition succeeding without express connection, which, first of all by proffering the blessed reward, ^^ encourages to watchfulness,^'-^ and to the faithful
keeping, by believers, of their garments,^^ but then, also, on the other hand,
does not refrain from threatening disgrace and punishment against the faithincorrectness,

kT^tttijc:^ cf. iii.

After the parenetic interlude, there follows in ver. 16 the conclusion

less.^*

belonging to ver. 14

As

koI avvriyayev avrovg.

:

the subject

we can regard

ther the sixth-vial angel,!^ nor God,!^ nor the dragon," but only the

nei-

irvevfiaTa

Tpia uKad. (ver. 13), ^^ since

the awTjyayev, with the corresponding expression,

designates that which was

named

in ver. 14, as the purpose of those spirits.^^

1 So Beng., De Wette; cf. also Ew.i., who,
however, like Eichh., refers onlj' to the devas-

t

Cf.

*

Cf. ver. 16.
Cf.

8, xi. 17, xvi. 7.

i.

Rome.

8

2

Cf. ver. 15.

">

Cf. xxii.

8

Malt.

"

Cf. xiv. 3, xix. 9, xxii. 7, 14.

tation of

25; Jude,

vii.

22;

Luke

xvii. 24, 31;

Heb.

x.

12 jij.

Cf. 1 Thess. v. 21.

6.

Beda: "The

xiii.

9 eqq., xiv. 12 sqq.
7, 12,

20;

De Wette.

2 sq.

is

Cf.

iii.

18, vii. 14.

from the Lord's passion."
day of God has a comprehensive character,
which unites into one picture all the phases
in it of the judgment of God against ungodly

"

Cf.

iii.

18, also vii. 9, 14.

>6

Beng.

i"

Hengstenb., Ebrard.

wickedness."

^8

*

Cf.

the entire time
Hengstenb. " The

i)>j.€pa

is

:

6

Cf. also

«

XV.

1.

Ew.

ii.

and Volkm.

" Ver.
^^

13;

Ew.

ii.;

Volkm.

:

"The

beast."

Ewald, Bleek, De Wette.
& e/cn-op. o-vi/ayaYeij'. Observe here also

the sing, with the a.

:
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The peculiar point of the entire section (vv. 12-16) lies in the significant
naming of the place of assembling of the antichristian kings of the world
In Hebrew the place is called 'Ap/uayeduv. The name is to be explained
either etymologically, i.e., from the meaning of the Hebrew words contained
therein, or historically, i.e., so that the Hebrew proper name, by its reference
to some fact of the O. T. history, appears characteristically for the present
The etymocase, which is accordingly transferred to that Armagedon.
attempted by

logical explanation is

many

of the older writers without a

proper foundation in a linguistic respect.^ The most admissible is the interpretation of Drusius, who understands the words no'^n "destruction," and

pmj

"army," so that the entire name means "the slaughter of their army."
more correct in a linguistic respect, and as a matter of fact, than
when Rinck makes of it a compound of ]'^i^^^ (which he regards as meaning
"castle") and "^^J "fortress," and thus finds the capital designated; just as
This

is

Grot.,

who

in other respects follows, in etymological explanation, the foot-

steps of Drusius, solves

mind

it

as

"Mons

But

Janiculus."

the obscure verbal interpretation of the

if

John had had

name Arm., he would

in

scarcely

have refrained from giving the Greek explanation to his readers in Asia
Minor; 2 on which account we are the rather directed to the historical interThis has been attempted in various
pretation by a significant prototype.
ways by Tichon., Ribera, Coccejus, Vitr., Bengel, Eichhorn, Ewald, Ziillig,
Hofm., Hengstenb., Ebrard, Bleek, Volkm.,^ in combination with the etymological interpretation.*

The

place at which, in the times of the judges,

King

the Canaanite kings were slaughtered by the Israelites,^ and where

LXX.

Josiah was defeated by the Egyptians,^ the

call

Mayei^u (Mayeddu).

allusion to one of the two events would be liable to no doubt whatever,
John had not named the locality meant by him as 'Ap/xayeduv (^^J? ""?),
i.e., Mount Megiddo, while the more express determinations in the O. T. read
either kv tu -ntdu^ Ma;/.' or km vdan May.^ But this additional circumstance,
which also admits at least of a probable explanation,^ can in no way lead us
Yet the
astray as to the chief reference of the name Megiddo in the O. T.
defeat of the people of God, and of his King Josiah, cannot be the prototype

The

if

for this passage,i° as the subject here has respect to a defeat of antichristian

1 According to Beda, Wpfxay. is meant to be
• a holy city, i.e., the Church." He compares
then XX. 9. Yet he regards also possible " iu-

^

*

:

surrection against

what precedes," " a

spheri-

mountain," so as to designate "a place of
the godless." Andr. interprets, diaKonrj. It
indicates the extermination {eKKonreaOai) oi

cal

enemies.

C. a Lap. explains

:

*'

The

the congregation, because God, as

an

artifice will

to the

same

were, by

one day."

effect in the Crit.

Sacr.

More
Luther

has the gloss " In German, doomed warriors,
accursed equipment, or unsuccessful warriors,
:

from Herem and Gad."
2 Cf. ix, 11; Beng., Hengstenb.

"Wette,

who, however,

vacil-

Vitr., Eichh., Ziillig.

Judg.

«

2 Kings xxiii. 29 eqq.; 2 Chron. xxxv. 22.

v. 19.

xii. 11.

^

2 Chron.,

8

Judg.,

»

gee above.

i" It is

unite those kings with anti-

Christ, so as to destroy all in

De

's

Cf. Zech.

artifice of

it

Cf. also

lates.

1.

1.

c.

c.

said incorrectly (Hengstenb.,

etc.), that the reference to the defeat of

Hofm.,
Josiah

rendered the more probable by the example
of Zech. xii. 11 for if on the one hand the con.
tents of Zech. 1. c. are completely distinct from
those of this passage, it is also to be observed

is

;

that the

LXX.,

of

whom John

is

by no means
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17-21.

enemies ;i but only the victory of Israel,^ as it is described in Judg. v. 19,
won by God's miraculous aid over the BaaiMg Xavauv at ISIegiddo. By designating the place, therefore, where the antichristian kings assemble for battle
against Christ and his Church, by that name,
the antichristian kings shall be the
at

With

Megiddo.

same

it is

this thought, the designation

For as the subject has

also to correspond.

indicated that the fate of

as that of the Canaanites formerly

Mount Megiddo appears

do not with an actual, but
only with an ideal, geographical specification, in the designation Mount Meg.,
there can lie an intimation of the immovableness and victory of the Church
of God. 3 [See Note LXXX., p. 425.]
This ideal character of the geographical designation prevents, however, the explanation that Armagedon is
Rome,^ or the mountains of Judah, where the enemies are to gather until
they are annihilated in the Valley of Jehoshaphat.^ Without any support
whatever in the text is the view of Ew. ii., that since the numerical value of

same

plJD^N

is

"Rome

the great"

the

as that of

to

n^njn Hr^M

(viz., 304),

expressly designated.

is

by hieroglyphic art

Concerning the number of a

name,^ nothing whatever is said in this passage.'
Vv. 17-21. The seventh vial poured into the air brings
after a voice
proceeding from the throne of God has proclaimed the end
unprecedented
plagues upon the chief city of the beast and the entire empire. Yet men
continue their blasphemy of God.
im tov uipa. Cf. ver. 8.
<piov^ (ley. utto
According to this, the voice of God himself is to be understood
Toil vaov.

—
—
—

—

utto tov dpovov shows this with still
pour forth the vials was imparted
by God himself, so there also comes forth from God's own mouth the final
exclamation comprised in otie word: Viyovev. This yiyovev, ^^ factum est"^
refers to ver. 1
now that is done which is there commanded.^ Cf. xxi. 6,

just as in ver. 1

;

greater certainty.

the further designation

As

the

command

to

;

where, likewise, a definite determination of the subject results from the connection.
Thus the explanation of Eichh., Ewald,!*^ is far out of the way,
while that of Grot.,ii which recalls the Virgilian: Fuimus Troes,

—

Kal iyevovTo uaTpaTTnl,

which

also, xi.

The same

K.T.?i.

were described

—

is

independent, do not have there the name MayeSai at all.
The}' explain it aa ew neSito eKKou'

With

Toixivov.

tion of

Andreas

this the above-cited interpretais in

inapposite.

immediately impending entrance of the
as though in vv. 28-21 the end
removed by the text itself, because it treats

19, signalize the

actual end; yet the misunderstanding
itself

is

signs, only extremely heightened,

remarkable agreement.

Possible, and of interesting facility,

—

the ex-

—

that of the Israelites at Megiddo, but

cxxv.

3

Cf. Pa. cxxi.

*

Ewald.

Cf. also

6

ZuUig.

But it is not perceptible why John
would not have abode by the mere name May.,
if he had not wished to give the idea of the

"

Cf.

^

Bleek already has declared against
Vulg.

plauation
'.\p/nav.

of

= "0

Hitzig
n;,»,

i.e.,

(cf.

is

Hilgenf., p. 440)

M.

the city

:

Kienlen.

mountain.
1 Against Ewald, Hengstenb.
also against
Hofm., Sc/i7-i/tbew., II. 2, p. 639, who, however,
;

raakes the alteration, that in the beginning of
the war the experience of the eainia shall be

that

enemies shall be trodden down iu
the Valley of Jehoshaphat.
2 Beng., Ebrard, Klief.
finally the

»

1,

2.

xiii. 18.

Luke

xiv. 22; Beng.,

Ew.

De Wette, Hengst-

enb.
i"

Actum

tion of

est, i.e.,

Rome

is at

" Fuit noma.

the end and sure destruc-

hand,
Cf. also Vitr.

—
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also in ver. 21

JOHN.

which, like the preceding, expressly makes
k.tX), its only preparatory significance

of a particular vial-plague,

known,

ST.

(«. £l3?MG(p.,

with respect to the actual final judgment.
k. tyiv.ij TroXig ^ fieyakr] elg rpia
K.tX From the connection of ch. xiii., as well as from the context,

fiepTj,

undoubtedly follows that "the great city," which was rent into
is identical with "great Babylon," ^ i.e., the metropolis of the
world, which appeared in ch. xiii. in the form of the beast from the sea.^
In addition to the great city divided into three parts, ^ the other " cities of
the nations " which fall down are also mentioned. The great city, or great
Babylon, is, therefore, heathen Rome,* not Jerusalem.^ The heathen metropolis is affected in the same way by the mighty earthquake which the last vial
brings,
but in a heightened degree,
as in xi. 13, the city of Jerusalem is
by the final visitation in the second woe. But there the last plague, which
comes ujwn Jerusalem before the final judgment,^ works repentance in the
rest; while in the heathen metropolis, and in the entire realm of the beast,
all the plagues, even those which are most dreadful, effect nothing but persevering blasphemy of God.'
On the expression,
e/nvrfadij humov r. 0., k.tX.
on the thing designated, Ps. x. 13.
of. Acts X. 31
rd izoTripiov r. olv. r. dvfioi)
eh. xvi., it

three parts,

—

—

—

—

;

Tf]c

The expression ^ is just as full as possible, because it is
state how the wrath {bpyrj) existing in God operates in its entire

bpyjK avTov.

intended to
force.

Vitr. explains

Note LXXXI.,

ev(ib^ r/jg dpyf/g

p. 426.]

strous size of the hail,

On

excellently

by

ver. 20, cf. vi. 14.

whereby the plague

is

excandescejitia irae.^

— wc

TokavTiaia.

[See

The mon-

rendered so dreadful. ^"^

Hail-

stones of the weight of a mina (fivaaiai), Diodor. Sicul., xix. 45, already calls

incredibly great but in this passage hailstones of the weight of a talent,
which contains sixty minae, therefore, designates them as so heavy as
k. €(ilaa(t)r]nr]C!av, k.tX
though thrown, like sling-stones, from catapults. ^^
It dare not be urged ^^ that here also the impenitence is not expressly mentioned, and it is not here stated that this immediately fatal hail left no time
for repentance, that the men thus struck by the same could, only when
dying, still blaspheme ;i3 for it is scarcely the meaning, that those individuals, who have been struck by the dreadful hail, utter their blasphemies
;

—

in the very

moment

pheme,

those not immediately struck by

i.e.,

of death; but rather, while the hail falls, the 7nen blas-

their eyes the plague threatening

it,

who, nevertheless, have before

Some

them every moment.

fall,

struck

dead; others blaspheme.
The vial-visions have received an allegorical interpretation in the same
way as the seal- and trumpet-visions. As an example the following may be

'

Cf. xiv.

2

Cf also

3

The number three

in the sense of xi. 8;

8.

and great Babylon, on the

other hand, according to xiv.

ch. xvii.

has

e

cf. xi. 15 sqq.

possibly a reference to the three chief enemies,
ver. 13 (Ebrard).

'

Ver. 21. Cf. vv. 9, 11.
" Irascibility of anger."

(cf. viii. 7, 8, 11, 18)

* Alcas., Ewald, De Wette, Volkm., Bleek,
Hengstenb.
5 Andreas, C. a Lap., Beng., Zilll., Stern.,
Ebrard, etc., who increase the confusion by
explaining the great city, partly, like Ebrard,

o
'<>

"

Ver. 216.
Cf. Joseph., B.

"

«

Cf. xiv. 10.

J., v. 6, 3: TaAaj/TaZoi

oi /3a\A6/u.evot Trerpot.
12

8.

Beng., Hengstenb.
Hengstenb.

—

^

:

NOTES.
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noticed i Wetst., who in it all saw a representation of the Vitellian war,
explained ver. 2 of diseases in the army of Vitellius, ver. 3 of the treachery
of the fleet, ver. 19 the rpia fiipij (the three parties), as the Vitellian, the
:

Roman

Flavian, and that of the

The

people.

Grot, refers to the fact

last,

that Totila had demolished the third of the walls of

the explanation of three classes of

Rome.

Nevertheless,

men

has found most approval. ^ Vitr.
interprets ver. 2 as referring to the exposure of the corruption of the Church

by the Waldenses;

wars between the Popes and the Emperors
manifested in Castnitz; ver. 10 sq., to the obscuring of the Papacy by the Reformation.
Beng. and Hengstenb. repeat their explanations, known already from the
former visions, that the earth, ver. 2, is Asia the sea, ver. 3, is Europe ^
that ver. 3 refers to the shedding of blood in war, and ver. 4 to the infringement of prosperity. s The islands and mountains, ver. 20, are, according to
(1056-1211)

;

ver. 3, to

ver. 4, to the Church's thirst for blood,

;

;

Andr., churches and church-teachers

;

according to Hengstenb., kingdoms.

Notes by the American Editor.

LXXIX.

Ver.

12.

tuv (SaaiTJu tuv and

uvaTolfj:.

In entire harmony with Diisterdieck, Alford: " In order to understand what
read, we must carefully bear in mind the whole context.
From what
follows under this same vial, we learn that the kings of the whole earth are
about to be gathered to the great battle against God, in which he shall be
victorious, and they shall utterly perish.
The time is now come for this
gathering; and, by the drying-up of the Euphrates, the way of those kings
who are to come from the East is made ready. To suppose the conversion of
Eastern jiations, or the gathering-together of Christian princes, to be meant, or
to regard the words as relating to any auspicious event, is to introduce a totally
incongruous feature into the series of vials which confessedly represent the
sevea last plagues.' "

we here

'

LXXX.

Ver. 16. 'Apfxayeduv,

So also Gebhardt (p. 274): *'It is clear that by this name we are to
understand Megiddo, which Judg. v. 19, 2 Kings xxiii. 29, 2 Chron. xxxv.
20-24 (of. Zech. xii. 10, 11), mention as the great battlefield of the O. T. But
a mere statement of locality cannot be intended, for then it would not be called
Armageddon, but Megiddo or Magedon; nor would it be said that the locality

was so called in the Hebrew. This addition, as well as the compound name,
compels us to notice the verbal meaning, and yet not the etymological meaning
of Magedon, which John, on account of its difficulty, would certainly have
added in Greek (cf. ix. 11), but only that Armageddon in Hebrew means Hill
1

Cf. on ver. 12 sqq.

2

Beda:

"The

lem.

godless state brings

ways upon the Church

war

in

through the
heathen, the Jews, and the heretics." Andr.
Christians, Jews, and Saraaritaus in Jerusathree

;

viz.,

Alcas.

trale in

:

3

cf. Calov., etc.

*

Beng.
Hengstenb.

e

and neutime of Coustautine.

Christians, heathen,

Rome during the
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ST.

JOHN.

It is in the highest degree probable, that, in this designation, the

'in the Valley of Megiddo,'

seer refers to Zeeh. xii. 11:

defeat; hill, of victory,

— and wishes us

— valley,

to understand that

symbol of

what the heathen

once did against Josiah and his people at Megiddo would now find its counterwhat they did against Jesus and his followers but that as once, in the
Valley of Megiddo, the theocracy was borne to the grave with Josiah, so, in
Armageddon, the Hill of Megiddo, the Lord would avenge the crime of the
heathen." The point of comparison here is rather with the battle of Judg. v.
19, as Ebrard shows, and Diisterdieck seems to intimate, than with that of
Thomson {Central Palestine and
2 Kings xxiii. 29, as Gebhardt states.
Phoenicia, p. 213) explains the adoption of the local name for that of the
great prophetic conflict, by the fact that the Apostle John was a native of
Galilee, well acquainted with the natural features and ancient history of the
So, too, Stanley (Sinai and
great plain of Esdraelon to which it belonged.
Palestine, p. 330): "If that mysterious book proceeded from the hands of a
Galilsean fisherman, it is the more easy to understand why, with the scene of
those many battles constantly before him, he should have drawn the figurative
name of the final conflict between the hosts of good and evil from the place
which is called, in the Hebrew tongue, Armageddon,' i.e., the city or mountain of Megiddo." See also Alford.
part in

;

'

LXXXI.
Cremer:

^'6v[i6c

manifestation of
26; 1

Sam.

it;

Ver.

tov dvfxov

19.

ttjc opyfjg.

denotes the inward excitement, and
cf.

xxviii. 18."

Num.

Deut. xxix. 20;

Trench:

"The

opyr/

the outward

xxxii. 14; Isa. ix. 19; Josh.

general result

is,

that in

dv/i6g is

vii.

more

of turbulent commotion, the boiling agitation of the feelings, either presently
to subside

and disappear, or

else to settle

down

into

opyr/,

wherein

is

more

of an

abiding and settled habit of the mind, with the purpose of revenge." Thayer
(Lexicon) : 6v/j.6g, "anger forthwith boiling up, and soon subsiding; opyr/, on the
contrary, denotes indignation which has arisen gradually and become more
settled."
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XVIT.

(3?uiG(p. is certainly false.
It is more probable
with Tisch., according to A, 7, 8, al., yifiov tu dvofiara
/3AaCT9. (.14, 18, al., also have ovofiaTa, but without the art.), than, with Lach.,
Tisch. IX. [W. and H.], yeiiovra bvofiaTa
In the X, the ra has been deleted
by the corrector. But the immediately succeeding defective exovra has conVer. 4. The kol before kexp'^o- (A,
tinued so to stand. W. and H.
f:t<^v.
X, Vulg., Elz., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), which is lacking in B (Tisch.),
may be intei-polated. tu uKadapra. So A, B, K, 2, 4, 6, al., Compl., Genev.,

Ver.

and

3.

rec. yifiov ovofiaruv

intelligible to read,

/3/\,.

:

—

The rec. uKaduprriToq is an interBeng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].
Ver. 8. Instead of vnuyeiv (B, K,
pretation, as the Tuv uKadupruv in Areth.

—

[W. and H.]).
So A, B, 2, 3, 4, al., Compl., Plant., Genev., Beng., Griesb.,
Incorrectly, Elz.: Kalnep eariv.
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].
Ki has kul nuTuv
kuI nupeoTtv).
TTupeare (corr.
The ndliv is an effort at interpretation; the
ndpe/JTe, however, points to the correct reading.
Ver. 11. kqc avrog byd. So A,
Elz., Tisch. IX.), read vnuyEt (A, 12, Andr., Areth., Lach., Tisch.

— Kal

TTopeaTai,

:

—

al.,

edd., interpretations are:

k.

ovtoq 6y6. (B), ovtoq 6 byd. (x), etc.

After the last plagues^ have been
follows,

and

the final judgment itself
whereby the individual chief

inflicted,

that, too, in various chief acts

enemies are judged successively. From eh. xii. on, as such, there are
represented, first, the dragon himself, as the proper old enemy; then the
beast out of the sea, i.e., the heathen-Roman secular power; finally, the
beast out of the earth, serving this beast, or the false prophet.

But while

the description of the enemies of the Lord and his believers properly took

which proceeds from the original author of all antichristian
from Satan himself, to the hostile powers manifesting themselves
in the reality of experience by the shedding of blood and other persecutions
of believers,^ by the seduction of the inhabitants of the earth, and by blas-

this course,
hostility,

phemy
ment.

of

God

;

8

the reverse order follows for the description of the judg-

Satan himself

— even

apart from that which

at last judged,^ and, before him, his instruments,

end;

the beast

viz.,

and the

false prophet.^

lies

who

— But

—

is
beyond xx. 3
him unto the

serve

the description of the

but just that part of the Apocalyptic picture is portrayed in a more detailed way, which refers to the antichristian secular power as in manifest reality arrayed against believers. This
is now brought to view under the two forms (xvii. 3) belonging together, as
they stand there in their entire opposition to God, and incur the Divine

judgment

is

1

Cf. XV. 1.

*

Cf.

not limited to this chief feature

xiii. 7, 10, 15,

xn.

6.

;

4 sqq[., xii. sqq., xiv. 8, xvi. 21.

3

Cf.

*

XX. 1 eqq

xiii.

6 xix.

19 sqq.

—
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judgment.
there

Besides the

Roman Empire

ST.

—

JOHN.

(WeltreicJie) as a whole, the beast,

a particular description of the metropolis of the world (Weltstoc//),

is

the harlot

who

world with

sits

all its

upon the

power of the
now shown
judgment that now

beast, the concrete focus of the

This harlot upon the beast

abominations.

to the projphet^ as the immediate object of the final

is

what John himself beholds (xvii. 1-6), but
which the angel says to him in interpretation of what is beheld

enters; and, indeed, not only
also that

(vv. 7-14, vv. 15-18), serves besides to represent the harlot as the completely

To

worthy object of the judgment.

judgment

the

itself,

then, the section

xviii. 1 sqq. refers.

—

Vv. 1-6. One of the vial-angels allows John to see the harlot.
«a? TjXdeif,
The angel had thus far occupied a standpoint adapted for the business
described in ch. xvi., the pouring-out of his vials; now he comes to John
in order not only to speak with him (ver. 1 sqq.), but also to carry him in
spirit to

another place (ver. 3).
Incorrectly, Eichh.

—

vial-angels.

way

to be conjectured

eig

etc

:

U

t.

is

equivalent to npuTog.^

which of the vial-angels

it

One of the seven
It is in no
but that just by one

k.tX

tnr. ayy.,

was

of these he will be afforded a view of the judgment,

is

;

especially appropriate,

because these angels have brought the last plagues immediately preceding
the judgment, and that, too, without impelling the worldly kingdom to
Aevpo.
Cf. xxi. 9, also vi. 3, 5,7.
dei^u oot to Kpl/xa, k.t.1.

—

repentance.8

The

fulfilment of the promise

even at

all in ch. xvii.

of the ostentatious

is

not immediately presented in ver.

for even though in ver. 3

;

woman,

there

is

an allusion

(IpTjixov),

to the

3,*

nor

in the description

judgment now impend-

as also the interpreting angel, ver. 16, expressly proclaims the future

i7ig,

devastation of the city symbolized by the harlot, yet neither the appearance
of the
of a

woman

herself,

nor the interpreting speech of the angel, gives the idea
But the angel first of all shows

judgment already actually present.

—

which is necessary, because the
from that of the empire as a whole, is,
and not until afterwards does the judg-

the harlot in her antichristian form,
special view of the city, in distinction
at least in this definite form, new,

ment occur

(cf. xviii. 1 sqq.).

—

—

From the entire
T^g /xeyu?iric, k.tX
follows that " the great harlot " is the

rrjc •nopvrjg

presentation, especially from ver. 18,
personification of "the great city,"

it

i.e.,

of heathen

Rome

as the metropolis

heathen-Roman Empire ^ therefore the harlot is designated
in like manner as previously the beast, which symbolizes the entire realm.
The special description of the city is prepared already by such passages as
of the entire

xiv. 8, xvi. 19

;

;

^

but the city appears as a harlot, because to this applies

what has previously been said concerning it as Babylon the great (cf, ver. 2).
km vduTuv ttoXXuv. In this also like Babylon.'' But this sitting on masses
of water, which is regarded as presenting itself to the eye of the seer, has
a symbolical meaning which the angel explains in ver. 15.
fxed' ^g knopvevaav
Of all nations this was said in xiv. 8 for the masses of
ol jSaaiMg Tjjg yfjg.

—

;

the inhabitants of the earth have allowed themselves to be seduced
1

xvii. 1 sqq.

8 xvi. 9, 11, 21.
*

Against Hengstenb.

2

Cf.

vi. 1.

R

See on ver.

f

Cf. ver. 2.

8

Cf. xviii. 3.

18.

«

^

in the

Cf. also xvi. 10.

;::
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same way
wherein

by the

as the kings of the earth

the throne of the beast.^

is

afterwards: koI euedvadijoav
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3-6.

and especially by the

beast,

Accordingly

ol KaroiKovvTsc ttjv

it

k.t.X.

yf/v^

is

city

said immediately

On

the suppression

of the relative constr., cf. Winer, p. 141.

The view

Vv. 3-6.

of the harlot promised John, ver. 1 sq.,

him away in
De Wette explains

after the angel has carried

is

afforded

the spirit into the wilderness.
the idea from

Luke

—

but
the £v TTvevfiari in this passage does not mention so much an actual abandonment of the body,2 as rather that this change of standpoint has been wrought
wTT^rf y/ff

xxi. 10.

f/e.

to the ecstatic consciousness of

the seer by an angel. ^

identification of this wilderness with that

mentioned in

—

xvi. 22

elg eprj/iov.

xii. 6, 14,

;

The

impos-

formal respect, because of the omission of the art., coincides in
Auberlen with the view that the harlot, ch. xvii., is identical with the
woman, ch. xii.* Why the harlot, with all her ostentation, is beheld in a

sible in a

wilderness, the text itself indicates, ver. 16 r^ for complete desolation

is

impending over her.^ Incorrect, therefore, are the explanations of the
wilderness by Beda " The absence of divinity " Coccej. " That part of the
world wherein, at John's time, idolatry and persecution prevailed " Bengel
"Europe, especially Italy." Incorrect also Vitr. "Deserted of nations;"
yet Vitr. has felt that the seeming contradiction between ver. 1 {Kadrjfx. tnl
vSuTuv TToTiX. ) and ver. 3, in the sense of the passage already compared by
him, Isa. xxi. 1, with which he improperly combines Ezek. xx. 35 {Iprjiiog tuv
/lawv), is explained, of course, not by the allegorical exposition that the
;

:

:

;

:

many nations, but so that the sitting
on the waters, i.e., the dominion over the nations (ver. 15) does not exclude
the impending devastation.
That now, since the form of
dvpcov kokkivov.
wilderness, like the waters, designates

—

the harlot,

i.e.,

of the beast,

i

of the metropolis,

e.,

is

from that
some features different

so expressly distinguished

of the empire, this beast appears in

no way destroys the identity of both beasts, clearly
features.''^
This identity is not
definitely marked; it was just the partial change in form of manifestation
that did not permit John to write km to dvp., but he reports his vision which
revealed to him figures in a form such as in fact they had not yet appeared
He saw a woman seated upon a scarlet-colored beast. The kokkivov designates not the color of a covering which is to be ascribed to the beast, ^ but
the color of the beast itself. It is, like the fiery-red color of the dragon
whom the beast serves,^ a sign of the blood shed by it.^** The difference
from the representation, xiii. 2, is, therefore, not a proof of an actual difference of beasts, because in both forms the same thing is brought to sight
only this passage points more definitely to the blood actually shed, while in
xiii. 2, in the form of the O. T. types, the dreadful power of the fierce beast,

from in

ch. xiii., in

designated by the similarity of the chief

1

Cf. xvi. 10.

2

Cf. 2 Cor. xii. 2.

3

Cf. iv. 1 eqq., x. 8 eqq., xi.

«

lect.
<

6

1, xii.

18; var.

Andr.,C.aLap.,Ewald,De Wette, Hofra.

Hengstenb., etc.
^ Against Zull., Ebrard.

De

8 zull.,

See on ver.
Cf. xviii.

18.

2, 16, 19.

o xii. 3
lo

;

Wette.

cf . vi. 4.

Cf. xvi,

6, xi. 7.

:
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was

as that of a monstrous beavSt of prey,

This

fi'kaa<i>.

also, as well as

agrees in essentials with

ST.

JOHN.

—

symbolized.

first

the succeeding description ex^v

xiii. 1

not

;

all of

ytfiov

tu bvoixara

KE<f>a'kaq eittu,

k.tX,

the heads of the beast, however,

name

of blasphemy, but that the whole beast is covered with that
blasphemy is what is now stated. The art. rd dv., which has been
omitted through a misunderstanding,^ refers back to xiii. 1. The accus.
ovouara stands here with yifiov^ for the same reason as possibly with r^enXi^po)fiit^ov;^ yet this construction remains remarkable, since elsewhere in the

bear a

name

of

Apoc. the gen. stands with

ye/xov.^

— The

woman

herself (ver. 4) appears

"arrayed" (nepi0Ei3?i. xii. 1) "in purple and scarlet-colored" garments.^ The
Even the kokklvoi^ could in itself ^
first garment^ indicates royal sovereignty.
but
it
is,
one
hand,
meaning
on
the
superfluous by two emblems
this
have
to designate the same thing on the other hand, from the reference to ver. 3
;

;

{dri().

another significant interpretation of the

KOKK.),

scarlet,

i.e.,

blood-

garment of the woman, excellently agreeing with ver. 6, results
both are indicated; viz., the royal dominion,' and the being stained with
colored,

the blood of the saints. ^

—

feigned dominion."

and most

The

rich display.^

— exovaa

Beda

KExpvaufiEvij

errs in a twofold

—

way

:

"The

purple of

Further description of royal
stands zeugmatically to ?i.id. n/i. and

fxapyaptTai^.

kexpv^.

The

which
"the enticements of feigned
truth," 10 results here in arbitrary explanations: The golden cup, with its
abominable contents,^^ is regai-ded as hypocrisy,!^ n worldly happiness, the
majesty of government," ^^ "the body of words which are read in Scripture, but distorted by wicked interpretations," ^^ "the system of papal docfiapy.

norrjpLov

k.tX

xp^oovv,

could find indicated in the words

precipitate allegoristics,

kexpvo., k.t.X,

cup of the mass." ^^ The text allows us to think only that the
all kings and nations drunk with the wine of her fornication 1® has a cup in her hand which is golden, just as she herself is adorned
with gold and precious jewellery, but is full "of abominations," because the
trine," " the

harlot

who

renders

wine of her fornication
construed

1'

is

therein.

same sense

in the

^^

With

yifiov

the accusat.

k. to.

uKadapra

is

as the genitive ^6e%.; but this harshness,

more remarkable as the genitive limitation is given in a
by the fact ^^ that the threefold genit.
It appears, accordingly, more
aKudapruv ttjq nopv. avr. was to be avoided.

which

the

is

single word, can scarcely be explained
tCjv

correct
K.rXy

^o

to regard the accusat. Kal tu uk. parallel with the accusat.

and

KOI TU UK.,
y£fi. jideA.

make

to

See Critical Notes.
Phil.

3

Ver.

*

Cf. xviii. 16.

5

Cf.

c

Cf. Matt, xxvii. 28.

11

;

Col.

4, iv. 8,

John

i.

xv.

9.

Winer,

still

way

p. 215.

Beda.
pSe\vyn.

13

xix. 2.

Hengstenb., etc.
9 Cf. Ezek. xxviii.

^o

"
^'

7.

Cf ver. 18.
Against Andr.,

Erasm.,
13.

De

ttott^piov,

that the words
noTr^p. xpv(J-

than the corresponding appearance does the

.

8

Ixovna in such a

K.tX, themselves bring later an interpretation of the

2

">

depend upon the

— More expressly

1

i.

it

Wette,

Cf. Lev. xviii. 27.

Beda.
c. a Lap.

" Coccej.
" Ver. 2, xiv. 8.
" Ewald, De Wette,
" cf. ver. 3.
'^

Hengstenb.

*o

Cf. xviii. 12.

's

Calov.

Bleek, Hengsteab., etc.
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3-(>.

name, which stands written on the forehead of the woman, ^ designate her
lewd, abominable nature.
The name runs (3apvXo)v neyulr], htjttjp, k.tX
not the

fivarfjpiov is

ij

i]

:

The name

constituent of the proper name,^ but

first

designates with
^*

a certain parenthetical independence, like a premised
Nota bene," that the name now to be mentioned is meant spiritually,*

manner accordant with revelation, not without the covering; that
beneath the external brilliancy the secret nature, and, in spite of the secular

or in a

dominion presented

to the eyes, the

as an adjective attribute to
fiey.

is

unmistakable corruption of the woman,
/xvoTTjptov dare not be regarded precisely
The mysterious proper name (Safi.rj

Nevertheless, the word

are asserted.'*

expressly the

same

dvo/xa.^

—

as has already designated in xiv. 8, xvi. 9, the

chief city as the concrete representative of the entire empire.

The

further

designation expresses appellatively, by another change of figure, essentially

what was delineated in the manifestation itself (ver. 4, ex. nor. xp^c)i to
which the significant name also is to correspond. As " the mother of harlots," etc., this great Babylon has shown herself by the circumstance that

made her

she has

them

daughters,

i.e.,

own cup

the cities of the Gentiles,^ harlots, given

and filled the whole world
John beholds, ver. 6, the woman
in a condition to which the scarlet color of her garment, and of the beast
whereon she sits, corresponds " Drunken with the blood of the saints and
with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus." On the expression, cf. Plin., H. iV.,
xiv. 28 " Drunken with the blood of citizens, and thirsting the more for
to drink of her

with her

own

abominations.'

of abominations,

— Finally,

:

:

it;

11

"* on the subject

—

r.

fiapTvpuv

'iTjo.

itself, cf. xvi. 6, xviii. 24.

Cf.

ii.

tinguished from the saints

13.

—

The martyrs

ek

t. alfx.

Cf. xvi. 10, viii.

of Jesus are not in kind dis-

but the former designation brings into prominence the fact as to how this testimony of Jesus, which the saints have
given, becomes the cause of their death. ^
koL kdavnaaa, k.tX
The accus.
The ground of John's great astonishment
Oavfia fieya with edav/j.., as xvi. 9.
;

—

woman (Iduv avTijv) but in how
have occasioned such great astonishment? The most
forcible reason would be that named by Auberlen, if he had the right to
recognize again in the harlot the degenerate w^oman of xii. 1.
This would,
in fact, be something completely incomprehensible; but neither the angel
(ver. 7 sqq.) attempts to explain this impossibility, neither does there exist
anywhere else in the text an occasion for the egregious mistake of such a
is

in general the just-described sight of the

far

must

;

this sight

conception.

Arbitrary, because not based upon ver. 7 sqq., are the expla-

nations of Bengel:

"John wondered, because

so mighty a beast has to
" of Hengstenberg, who describes the
astonishment of the seer as " unreasonable, foolish," ^^ because the harlot,
in spite of her dreadful guilt, still maintains her greatness; of Ebrard:
because the beast appears to be entirely different from in ch. xiii. The

serve the

woman

in carrying her

1

Cf.

»

Cf. xi. 8.

4

Cf. C. a Lap., Beng.,

xiii. 16.

etc.
6

Cf. Ilofm., O. S., 644.

2

;

Vitr., etc.

De Wette, Ewald,

6

xvi. 19;

Ew.

-

Cf.

.3

s

More

9

Cf. xi.3,

lo

xiii.

sqq., 14 sqq., xiv. 8 sqq., 11.

illustrations in Wetat.
S.

cf. also on v. 4 sqq.
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angel designates in ver.

7,

entirely in agreement with the

woman, and the beast carrying

the mystery of the

explained by interpretation, of

not understand

^

JOHN.

ST.

the

crj/ielov

tiie

/rfwv

avr^v, ver. 6,

her, as the cause, to be

astonishment of John, who himself did
beheld by him.

davfiaarov ^ thus

Vv. 7-18. The interpretation of the angel (ver. 1) as to how the vision
1, 6) has manifested two chief figures, follows in two paragraphs (vv.
7-14 and vv. 15-18), which are separated by the formula Kal liyu //Pt,^
(vv.

repeated in ver. 15.
Vv. 7-14. The question of the angel, hh

ri edavfiaaac,

introduces the in-

tended interpretation just as the question of the elders (vii. 13), only that
here the angel expects no answer whatever of John, but immediately himThis announcement marks that
eyu kpu am rb fivarrjpLov, k.tXself promises
the two chief fornix, the woman and the beast, which of course are explained
:

— as they symbolize subjects that are actually different,
— nevertheless belong together essen-

each by themselves,

the world-c% and the wovld-kingdojn,
tially; there is

beast."

but one mystery, the mystery "of the

Although the

woman and

woman and

of the

the beast are distinguished, the present

description remains, therefore, in essential agreement with that of ch.

Nevertheless, the inner connection between the

expressed by the fact that the
avT., cf. ver. 3.)

woman

woman and

seated upon the beast,

is

In perfect harmony with this

is

xiii.

the beast
(r.

is

(3aaTaC

the circumstance that the

and only then, that which is more special,
which is first received from that further conception, the form of the woman.
Of the beast which John saw (ver. 3 sqq.), it is said: r^v kuI ovk lanv koI
fiiTikei uva^aivnv c/c rfjc u3vaaov, k.tX, and this is again expressed as a founda-

beast

is first (ver.

8) explained,

—

tion for the astonishment of the inhabitants of the earth :* ^v Kal ovk Iotlv kol

—

which simply means " shall be," but in
This summary mipeoraL
'nup':aTai.
which an intimation of a parousia of the beast, to be opposed to the parousia
of the Lord,5 dare be sought the less as the expression napovala

the Apoc.

way

is

lacking in

— briefly

that also

comprehends what was previously described in such a
the last end of the beast again coming forth might be desig-

nated therewith

Finally, the important point of

(kqI iiilleL uvafS.—vTrayei).

the interpretation

— which, of

given after the manner of

course, is not itself without mystery, but

xiii. 18,

because of which,

allusion (ver. 9) is justified, in that

it

also, just as. there,

is

the

here pertains to an understanding

—

recurs for the third time in ver.
endowed with wisdom
standing the more minute determination that the beast

11,

where, notwith-

is

to return in the

unmistakably desigThat
explanation, therefore, is utterly mistaken, which understands the beast
(ver. 11) differently from in ver. 8 (and ver. 3); in no way is the distinction
possible that to erjpiov is at one time Satan himself, and directly afterwards
antichrist.^
For the more accurate explanation of the subjectj see on vv.

person of a true king, yet the identity of the subject

nated by the formulas

10 and 18.

S yv Kal ovk

ianv and Kal

In phraseology, the genitive

De Wette.

1

Cf.

2

Cf. XV.

1.

3

Cf. the

/cai etTrev

is

uiruleiav vnuyei.

iSIettovtuv in ver.

*
5

moi o 077.. ver. 7.

elg

"

8

Cf xiii. 3, 8, 12.
Beng.
Against Beda, Andr.,

is

.

etc.

remarkable.

;
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is
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Luke

the construction neither of

20,

viii.

— where

the

meaning construed with the impersonal uirriyyi'kr],
nor of Matt. i. 18,^ where the absolute genitive construction fivTjaTmdelcTj^
TTjc iiVTpoq precedes, and then, by a variation of construction, the subject is
derived entirely from the first member (tvpedv ev yaarpl exovaa), which is not
modified by the parenthetical limitation -rrplv avvEkdelv avrovg. In this passage, however, the definite subject oi KaroiKovvTe^ precedes, and the clause ,3Ae7r.
T. dnp. explains what is predicated of those KaroiKovvieg (dnvfinadrjoovTat), so
that, according to the symmetry of the construction, only the nom. (STieTrovrec
can be expected; but the gen. is occasioned by the gen. parenthetical clause
absolute gen. Xeyovruv

in

is

—

tj

uv, k.tX,

even though

dare not also be said that the (SlenovTuv^ k.tX,

it

expressly construed into the relative clause. ^

within ch. xvii.,

— which

standing of what

is

is

also in

The

harmony wdth

is

nearest indication given

ch. xiii.,

— for the

under-

said concerning the beast in ver. 8 (and ver. 11), lies in

where the seven heads of the beast are interpreted: "The seven
heads are seven mountains on which the woman sitteth, and there are seven
kings." ^ The seven heads, therefore, which in xii. 3, xiii. 1 sqq.,
w'here
ver. 9 sq.,

they appeared adorned with crowns,
here a twofold reference

:

*

— indicated

—

royal sovereigns, receive

thereby both seven mountains and seven kings

In connection with the heads appealing here without

are to be understood.

is without difficulty; w^hile the other to the seven
not indicated here by crowns, nevertheless finds an
essentially identical foundation wdth xiii. 1 sqq. in the description of the

crowns, the

first

reference

kings, which indeed

is

who sits upon the beast with seven heads.
same time, the reference to the seven mountains on which the
woman sits serves to interpret the mystery of the woman and of the beast
for if, by the woman, the city mistress of the world (ver. 8), of the Gentile
empire forcing all inhabitants of the earth beneath her, be meant, and this
regal magnificence of the w^oman

But

at the

city is designated as lying

on seven

hills, this significant

point of the inter-

Rome,

pretation can be referred only to "the seven-hilled city," to

what

is

said (vv.

just as

11) concerning the relations of the BaaiMc, in com-

8, 10,

harmony with

xii. 3, xiii. 1 sqq., applies only to the Roman rulers
Mysterioush% therefore, as this interpretation sounds, yet
the first reference of the seven heads to the seven well-known mountains
has been made prominent w^ith the manifest intent to actually attest the

plete

of the world.

—

interpretation promised in ver. 7.
Accordingly the seven hills are not
themselves taken into further consideration the interpretation stops (ver.
10 sq.) with the seven kings. The transferal, already mentioned on xii. 3
;

and

who

xiii. 1 sqq.,

of the textual idea of seven

j3aci?.eig, i.e.,

of seven persons

possess a kingdom, and that, too, the dominion of the world, to that of

seven kingdoms or phases of the dominion of the world, depends, in Andr.

De

1

Cf.

Winer,

3

On

the Hebraistic combination of the rela-

tive oTTou

p. 195.

'

Cf.

with the demonstrative

"Wette.

€n-' aiiTiir,

cf.

Incorrectly, Hengstenb.

kingdoms or

reigns; so that consequently,

the one sym-

:

"

The mountains
Apoc, meant

are here, as everywhere in the

l)y

another symbol,
symbolized, and so

bol, that of the heads, only

that of the mountains,

xii. 6, 14.
*

syrabolically, as a designation of

is

what is properly meant,
should be designated.
that

viz., ^atriAei? enrd,
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ST.

as well as in Hofmann, Ebrard, Ilengstenb., and Auberlen,i upon
the presumption that the " temporal-historical " explanation of Hammond,

and Beda,

Grot., AV^etstein, Eichhorn, Ewald, Liicke,

De Wette,

Bleek, etc., removes

the biblical conception of Apocalyptic prophecy. 2 That this opposition is
justified in one chief point, has been already referred to on xiii. 3; but

and without foundation

exegetically incorrect,

respect to the idea of prophetical inspiration,

knowledgment of the
ii3a(TfX«f

in

is

a further theological

the opposition to the ac-

fact that the entire force of the context allows the

to be regarded only as concrete personalities,

in general of the antichristian

and then, that the form

world-power hovering before the prophetic gaze

The first has been correctly underAuberlen certainly will not accuse of the
"temporal-historical" exposition of the Apoc, and has turned it to the advantage of his " ecclesiastical-historical " exposition " The seven kings," says
Coccejus, "are the primates of the churches of Alexandria, Jerusalem, AnOn the other hand, howtioch, Constantinople, Rome, France, and Spain."
is

that of the heathen-Roman Empire.

stood, e.g.,

by Coccejus,

whom

:

ever,

many

"temporal-historical" expositors cross over into the sphere of

the "ecclesiastical-historical," by finding, especially in vv. 12, 16, predictions

concerning the incursions of the Goths, etc.^ That the jSaaileic inTu. are
actually, as the expression declares,^ seven persons invested with the (3aaiMa,
results especially

most of

all

that the

from the description,

from

still

—

—

6 nc
6 uTiXo^), and
depends upon the fact

ver. 10 (ol nivTe

ver. 11, since here the entire sense

future eight kings are contemplated as the human-personal

—

Five of the seven kings " are fallen,"
dead; "the one," therefore the sixth in the series, "is," i.e., he at
present possesses the (3aaiMa', "the other," therefore the last of the seven,
" is not yet come," he is not yet in possession of the ,3am?i,eia, he has not yet
manifestation of the whole beast.

i.e.,

made his appearance as (iaaikevg but he shall come as
when he cometh,^ he must continue a short space;" i.e.,
:

soon come to an end.^

But the seventh

is

the seventh, " and
his

dominion shall

followed by yet another, the

eighth (ver. 11), who cannot be symbolized by a particular head on the
beast,"^ because, although connected with the seven (f/c ruv knrd kariv), yet he

has a different position from

all

those

1 Hofm. and
Ebrard enumerate Assyria,
Babylon, Persia, Macedonia.AntiochusEpiph.,

as the five fallen, the

Roman

as the present

kingdom. Hengstenb. and Auberlen
enumerate as fallen, Egypt, Assyiia, Babylon,
Persia, Greece; they also regard the present
sixth

8ixth

kingdom

as the

Roman.

At

all

events,

order to correspond somewhat better with
the text (LuthardL), besides the first five kingdoms, their representative sovereigns may also

in

be named (Sennacherib, Nebuchadnezzar, Cj'rus, Alexander the Great, Antiochus Epiphanes). But already in the sixth place, Luth.
does not mention a definite person, but only
•*
the Roman emperor," and then in the seventh period necessarily finds prefigured " the
present period of the European systetu of gov-

;

he

is

not as one in their

—

series,

but

Klief explains upon the basis of
ernments."
Auberlen and Hengstenb., interpreting according to Daniel, the seven reigns as the kingdom
of ten, with antichrist arising therefrom. This
is the Germauo-Christian kingdom of ten, by
which the Roman Empire, wounded to death,
is dissolved, from whose dismemberment then
.

antichrist develops,
2

cf. Introduction, p. 32 sqq.

3

cf. Grot., etc.

*

Cf. also ver. 12 sqq.: 6eKa /3a<7iAets.

^

brav;

«

On

cf. xii. 4.

the

Sel, cf. i. 1.

Against Vitr., who maintains that there is
a true head of a beast, and against Hengstenb.,
who (as also Klief., p. 218) in the seventh head
finds at the same time the eighth.
'

"
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in

is

embodiment
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of the beast himself; he himself

the beast rising out of the abyss,^ which

appeiar, of

which

also

now

is

the one

"is not," shall again

shall then be said, just as ver. 8 of the beast as

it

by the judgment at the Lord's coming, he shall
be delivered to everlasting destruction, and thus with him, then, the beast
himself shall perish.
Before the expressions made in vv. 8-11 concerning
the beast and the seven (eight) kings are explained by their combination
with one another, and with what is contained in xiii. 1 sqq., the meaning of
the phrase Kai e/c tuv iizTu eartv must be established. Hengstenb.'s explanasuch

:

elg

a-nulnav vnuyei,

i.e.,

—

tion

is

"His
Too general

incorrect:

to ruin."

dom, as

it is

said

—

fate
is

is

that of the seven, viz., he

the explanation that the eighth

to be of the

is

same nature

must

fall,

he goes

— the eighth king-

as the seven. ^

But, on the

other hand, the explanation which forms a decisive point in Ewald,

De Wette,

Volkm., Hilgenf., and the other expositors, who in the eighth king recognize the returned Nero,^ is not compatible with the words of the text. The
formula f/c tuv e-rrrd kanv is supposed to declare " He is one of the seven."
He has thus, and that, too, as one of the five fallen, already once existed, and
shall return as a true king.^ But the more peculiar the idea, the more necesand this w^ould have
sary would its unambiguous expression have been
been very easy to John; he would have written, according to the linguistic
usage altogether customary with him,^ koI uq t/c tCjv eitTu eariv. The fable of
the return of Nero, w^hich, in its actual foundations, must be regarded as far
removed from xiii. 3, is also here unjustified in a simply exegetical respect.
Grot, has shown the correct way,^ by explaining the sk tuv emd kanv with a
comparison of Rora. ix. 10 Matt. i. 3, 5, 6 Luke i. 27: " The son of one of
them." It is noticeable also that Andr. was led by his cultivated Greek taste
to what is at least in a formal respect a similar explanation ug ek fiiuQ avTuv
Yet both explanations attempt too much by presupposing a text
fiXacTuvuv.
which must read i^ hog tuv etttu, tanv. All that is correct is the acknowledgment that the formula ek. tuv kTcrd laTw expresses "descent from the seven."
John does not lay emphasis upon the circumstance that the eighth arose
from one of the seven,
but that he who
although this is in fact correct,
:

;

;

;

:

:

—

—

to a certain extent, as the personification of the entire beast, corresponds to

has himself his human-personal origin from these seven.

all seven,

The

seven in their entirety are therefore contrasted with the eighth, which
the

embodiment

of the entire beast.

is

''^

The historical illustration of vv. 8-11 depends upon the presumption
undoubtedly given by the context from ch. xiii., ay, already from ch. xii.,
that the beast is a symbol of the heathen-Roman secular power, and that
the (Saaildg symbolized by the heads of the beast are not kingdoms, but royal
persons, viz., Roman emperors.
How these are to be reckoned, is shown
^

Cf. xi.

*

Primas

class,

it

Beng.

press personality, eubstilnte the restoration of

7.
:

" Lest you regard hira of another

has been added,

'

He

is

of the seven.'

Cf. also Vitr., etc.

Hofm., who refers it to the return
of Antiochus Epiphanes; also Lulhardt and
Ebrard, who, abandoning the idea of any ex3

Cf.

the dynasty of the Seleucidae.
*

Cf. xiii. 3.

«

Cf. v.

Cf. also

5, vi. 1, vii. 13, xiii. 3, xvii. 1,

John

xi. 49, xiii. 21.

8

Cf. also Hanxraond.

'

Also against Hilgenf.

xxi. 9.
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ver. 8

ST.

with a comparison of

ver. 10,

JOHN.
Ch.

xiii. 3.

xvii. (vv. 3, 7)

between the numbers seven of the
heads and ten of the horns, even though a new application be made here
Ch. xvii., however, perfectly harmonizes with ch. xiii.
of the ten horns.
in the description of the seven heads in themselves, and their relation to
That the beast "that was," at present "is not,"i and yet is, in
the beast.
also recalls the significant distinction

so far as at present one of his heads,

the sixth

i.e.,

(iaotlevg^

"is," after the

"are fallen," harmonizes with what is said in xiii. 3, that one
But hereby
of the heads was w'ounded to death, but w^as again healed.
we reach the standpoint from which, looking backward, we enumerate the
five fallen rulers with certainty, and at the same time, looking forward,

five i3aaiMg

The enumerations

can recognize the seventh and eighth rulers.

mond and

Grotius,2 of Wetst.,^

and of

incorrect, partly because the subject considered

individual emperor the

Roman

secular

of

Ham-

from other reasons,
no way, under what

Rinck,'* are, apart
is,

in

shall for the first time be hos-

power

opposed to the Christians,^ and partly because among the seven heads,
the three usurpers, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, indicated by horns,*' dare not
The enumeration of Roman secular rulers, intended by the
be reckoned
tilely

—

—

so that it
is not to be determined from the first,
could be doubtful whether the series is to be begun with Caesar" or with
but from the fifth and sixth, i.e., from the point of time desigAugustus,^
nated as present, in which the mortal wound of one head (viz., the fifth)

writer of the Apocalypse,

—

appears healed, or in which, after five sovereigns have fallen, the sixth is
But this description ^ corresponds with the situation in which
there.
was when Vespasian undertook its control, although he
Empire
the Roman

now

was not yet
.

in indisputable possession of

Vespasian

it.

is

therefore the sixth

—

Augustus, Tiberius,
him five have fallen,
Titus follows as the seventh the eighth,
Claudius, and Nero

sovereign

;

before

;

;

the beast himself

is

embodied,

Caligula,
in

whom

Domitian.

is

There is presented, therefore, in ver. 10 sqq. a prediction, which definitely
announces beforehand certain historical circumstances. For its understand-

1 Incorrect are all interpretations whereby
the concrete historical references to the relations of the Roman Empire are avoided as,
e.g., Andr., who by the Oripiov (ver. 8) under;

stands Satan, and explains by the manifestation, especially by the death, of Christ, the
:

not being, by the designation of the antichristian nature and power, whence then what is

erroneous is inferred."
2 1. Claudius.
2. Nero. 3. Galba. 4. Otho.
7. Titus.
8. Do6. Vespasian.
5. Vitellius.
mitian.

beastisannihilaied. Cf.Beda,C.aLap.,Zeger,

— Marlorat.

3 1,

Caesar.

and other Protestants interpret " Heathen Rome is gone Papal Rome is
here, but its secular dominion is in itself nothing" (ovic eo-Tiv). Cf. Luther's gloss: "The
Roman Empire is, and yet is not; for it is not

Calig-ula.

its fall, has been reproduced by the Pope." He interprets the " one"

definite

etc.

;

:

the whole, but, since

(ver. 10) as referring to

Germany

;

the " short

Rome;

8.

2.

Augustus. S.Tiberius. 4.
6. Nero.
7. Galba.

Claudius.

5.

Otho.

* 1. Caligula.
4.
3. Nero.
2. Claudius.
Vespasian. 5. Titus. 6. Domitian. 7. Nero.
" And this applies likewise as a prophetic in-

one to the succeeding emperors until
Roman Empire."
Against Hamm., Grot., Rinck.
'

'

the downfall of the
^
^

Cf. xii. 3,

etc.

'

Cf. Sueton., Viiae XII.

In violation of the context, Weiss, p. 44, explains the idea of the being, with respect to the

«

Cf. Tacit., Ann.,

space," to Spain

;

and the ten kings

the beast (ver. 11), to
(ver. 12), to

Hungary,

p. 839.

xiii. 1.

I. i.;

»

Caesarum.

Hist., I.

Cf. on

i.

Lilcke,

xiii. 3.

—
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ing,i it is to

be remarked:

1.

The
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—

chief points of the prediction

viz.,

that Vespasian should be succeeded by his two sons, Titus as the seventh,

Domitian as the eighth ruler that Titus will remain for a short time and
have
that Domitian will come forth as a personification of the entire beast
developed upon the basis of temporal relations present in the prophet in
such a way that the prophecy directed to special facts has yet nothing
magical or mantic, but remains of an ethical nature. The natural presupposition and accommodation for the ethical genesis of the prophecy was
in John the same as in Josephus, as the latter promised the government
to Vespasian and his son Tiberius, even before Vespasian had decided to
assume the empire.^ How extraordinarily Vespasian, and the sons of such
men like Otho and Vitellius, were esteemed in every respect, was manifest
already ever since the expedition to Britain ^ the Syrian expedition had
But
still further increased the reputation and authority of the Flavians.
for the points of the prophecy that Titus, as successor of his father, would
reign but for a short time, and that Domitian, proceeding from the seven,
would come forth from the abyss as an incarnation of
a son of Vespasian,
the beast, the natural foundation was already present. Domitian 's insolent,
;

;

—

:

—

barbarous, and imperious disposition manifested
Vitellian

war:*

was naturally

it

already during the

itself

to be expected that he

would be

just such a
John, in proph-

sovereign as he actually afterwards showed himself to be.^

esying a short reign for Titus, possibly expected what was always impending
during his reign;® viz., that Domitian would soon dethrone his brother
Titus,

—

2. John erred in the expectaand assume the government himself.
with Domitian, the Roman Empire would perish. The singular

tion, that,

error proves, of course, a certain imperfection of prophetic character in the

writer of the Apocalypse, yet by no njeans entirely annihilates

it.

[See

Note LXX., p. 386, on ch. xiii. 2.]
Vv. 12-17. The interpretation of the ten horns, also (ver. 15) of the
In conclusion, the interpretation of
waters, on which the harlot sits.
the harlot herself, ver. 18, follows the interpretation of the special points.
Hengstenb. errs in two ways by regarding the number /en,
SeKa (3aai?iEig.

—

analogous to the number seven, ver. 9 sqq., as inaccurate, and the
The limSee, besides, on ver. 18.
olnvec
dvpiov.
itation of ovTTcj eXaiSov in Grot., viz., " in the parts of the Roman Empire," is
more explicit than the closing words of ver. 12. The text says that the
ten kings in general have received no dominion at all but they obtained

which

is

(3aai?id^,

—

again, as reigns.

—

;

authority as kings, and that, too, as associates and aids of the beast

1

Cf. Introduction, p. 33 sqq., 39 sqq.

2

Josephus, Jewish War,

s

Cf.

Dio Cassius,

iii.

«

8.

^i«f. i?07«., ed. Jo.

Leun-

clav., p. 736.

Cf. Sueton., Domit., I.

:

" But he exercised

theentirepowerof

his

as then already to

show what he was

8

««

Vni.

dominion so

licentiously,
to be."

A pernicious tyrant," Eutrop., //. Rom.,
1;

"

A portion

of

Tertullian, Apolog., a.

Nero

as to cruelty,"

Sueton., Tit., 9

:

•'

His brother,

(fieru r.

i.e.,

Do-

miliau, not ceasing to lay plots for him, but
alnoosl avowedly inciting the army, he did

venture meditating flight, either to slay or to
banish, or to have even in less honor, but, as
from the first day of his reign, continued to

he was his associate and successor,
sometimes beseeching him secretly with tears
and prayers, that he at length wished to live la
mutual affection with him."

attest that
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13 sq.), for "one hour; " for they shall be immediately abanThe very brief duration (fiiav ijp. accus., as ix. 5) of

doned by the Lord.

their rule, designated in a schematic way,^ appears to correspond with the

circumstance that of one of these kings it is said i^uva. (if pact?.. The
(SaoiMa of these (SaoiMg would then appear, not as a complete sovereignty,
but as a quickly evanescent power, which, however, because of its temporary
:

—

The
fiiav yvu/irjv Ixovav.
is represented as one that is royal. ^
words immediately following give^ the statement that the unanimity of
these kings is intended to act in concert with the beast, and that, too, first

greatness,

of

against the Lord (ver. 14), but then also against the harlot (ver. 16).
Here, however, there immediately follows
Tov apviov no'kEfiTjaovai.

all,

—

— HETu

as the reverse of xi.

7,

xiii.

is the Lord of
conquer those kings.

because he
shall

tion of subject, Koi

oi fief

all

— the

statement that not only the Lamb,
lords and King of kings,'' but even believers,

7

The

vlktjgu avr.

avrov, k.tX,^ the

suggests for the further designa-

idea of a

The

vtKTjaovai.^

three-

which the saints ' appear as those who have
been called and chosen on the part of their Lord, and have, on their part,
maintained their fidelity,^ emphasizes the inner foundation of the victory,
confirming the promise, and likewise calling to mind the condition of the

fold designation, according to

victory.

By

a continuation of his discourse (kuI ley. fi.), the angel
where John beheld the harlot, and announces then the judgment impending over the harlot, which, according
to God's decree, is to be executed by the ten kings in confederacy with the
Then, finally, the chief figure in the vision, ch xvii., the harlot herbeast.

Vv. 15-18.

interprets first of all the waters

self, is

expressly explained.

— rd vdara, k.tX

The waters form

the

sum

total

of inhabitants of the earth, for they all belong to the dominion of the harlot,*

which also corresponds the accumulation of the four expressions, Tiaol,
But in spite of her wide dominion ^^ and all her glory,
the harlot is ruined in a manner the least to be expected, but which only

to

—

ox^ni, edvT], ylCyaaai}^

the more clearly manifests the judgment of God the ten kings, together
with the beast, shall hate the harlot and annihilate all her glory. The ovtql
:

uia.,

as to its meaning, belongs to the kings to be understood

horns (vv.

13, 14)

among

the

these are the decisive chief subject, so that the deter-

;

mination of subject, besides presented in the /cat to drjpiov, does not come
further into consideration with respect to the form of the expression.

—

iroiTjc.

j]pi]fiufxev7]v

avr. koI yvfivr/v.

GupKug avTfjg (pdyovrai.

A

striking antithesis to ver. 4.^^

Here the idea of the form of woman

is

tained, ^^ while in the following expression, Koi avrfjv KaraKavaovatv

—

still

h

tuq

k.

main-

rcvpi,

the

—

Ver. 17 explains what is anfundamental idea of the city is asserted.
nounced in ver. 16, by the reference to God who in this way will destroy
1

Cf

">

Cf

«

Cf. ix. 3.

8

Cf.

3

Cf. also ver. 17

»

Ver.

*

Cf. xix. 16.

5

The

6

Unnaturally, Beng.

.

xviii. 10.

(TTparevfiaTa of the Lord, xix. 14, 19.

him are the

elect,"

who

" Those who are with
are only to look on.

:

.

xiii. 7.
ii.

10.

Cf.

18.

^^

Cf. V. 9,

"

Cf. ver. 1

"
"

Cf. xviii. 16.

xiii. 3, 8, 12, 16.

vii. 9.
:

t. /xeyaAijs.

cf. Ps. xxvii. 2; Mic.

xiv. 8, xvi. 19.

iii.

2 sqq.
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the harlot

6 yup eebg eduKsv,

:

to that of xvi. 14, 16

earth together

:

The view

K.r.Ti.
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here presented

very similar

is

there the spirits from hell bring the kings of the

— for the day of judgment — at Armagedon;

in this passage,

He it is who
make an alliance with,
blunted when the cvtov with Trot^d. t.

the purpose and work, on God's part, are definitely expressed.

has put

and

it

into their hearts to execute the will of, to

to serve the beast.

yvcjix. is

The thought

is

In the connection this

referred to God,^ instead of to the beast. ^

determination of subject

is

not absolutely too remote. ^

— To

the

6

yap debc

corresponds at the conclusion the uxpi TETieadnoovrai ol XoyoL rov
the work intended by God, for the kings confederated with the beast,

eduKEv, k.tX,
deoi)

;

has in the fulfilment (cf. x. 7) of the words, i.e., of the prophecies of God,
not only its goal, but also its limits. When those kings have done what they
are to do, they are done away with.*

Now

(ver. 18),

upon the basis of

woman

"the great

preceding individual statements,

all

the precise meaning of the harlot, which

is

treated of especially in ver.

1, is

which has royal dominion over the
kings of the earth, i.e., Rome, the metropolis, lying on seven hills, of
the heathen-Roman Empire symbolized by the beast.
This exegetical result so undoubtedly forces itself upon us,^ that neither
the misunderstanding of Auberlen, who regards the harlot as the woman of
given: the

is

city,"

ch. xii. degenerated, nor the old Protestant explanation, which, in a

direct way, found here a reference to the

more
Pope and Papal Rome,^ nor the

singular opinion of Ziillig, w^ho regards the city, ver. 18, as Jerusalem,*^

needs any further refutation than that furnished by the exposition of ch.
xvii. in connection with ch. xii. sqq.
Especially, also, that ver. 12 sqq.

cannot refer to the pressure of the Goths or other Germano-Sclavic nations,
as Auberlen, in agreement this time with Grot., interprets, results already

from the connection with

The

ver. 11.

as identified with the seven heads,

and

xiii.

if

—

whom Ebrard regards
our exposition of ver. 10 sqq.

ten kings,

— even

3 be correct, can be understood neither of "the ten leaders of the
^ nor of the Parthian confederates of Nero.^
But after, in vv,

Flavians,"
3, 7,

he has mentioned the ten horns, as in chs.

xii.

and

xiii.,

besides the

seven heads of the beast, and has also designated thereby the identity of
the beast, ch. xvii., with that previously described, John now follows Dan.

24 in his interpretation of the ten horns as ten ''future " kings {kol tu
But thereby every concrete historical relation is surrendered
just because the reference in ch. xiii. to the
tenfold number of the horns is actually historical, no other can enter, and,

vii.

dsKa KEpara avrov, 6iKa (SamTiel^ ayaarTjaovTat).
;

least of all, that

which actually occurs

in Daniel.

What

is

said, therefore

concerning the ten kings, forms a feature in the Apocalyptic
picture, derived from the Danielian model, which divests the number ten of
(ver. 12 sqq.),

J

Vulg., Hengstenb., etc.

2

Beng.,

De

Wette,

Ew.

">

ii.,

Volkm

thardt.

,

Lu-

In ch.

xvii.,

Babylon; while

Jeruealem is regarded as
Judaism, under the eym-

false

bol of the beast, is stated to be

Edom.

8

Against Hengstenb.

5

Cf. also Hengptenb. on ver. 18.

who understands

"

Coccejus, Calov., Vitr., Beng.

fects as in alliance with the returned

Cf. ver. 12.

8

Wetst.

»

Eichh., Bleek,

De Wette. Cf. Ewald,
Roman provincial pre-

the

Nero.
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definite historical relation, as

it

makes

it

ST.

JOHN.

appear purely schematical, while
with respect,

the general historical presumption of John's prophetic view
on the other side, to the relative fulfilment of his prophecy

—

—

lies in

the fact

that the emperors, usurping authority against and after one another, could
gain possession of the government only through conflicts which turned to

they were with the beast, and yet desolated the licenthe rulers of the last time " ^ are not so certainly the ten

the ruin of the city
tious city.

— But

''

:

kings as the heathen- Roman -world-emph-e and vforld-city are symbolized in
the beast and the harlot; and it is impossible for sound exegesis to put
under inspection a fulfilment of the prophecies in ch. xvii. still to occur at
the end of the world.

—

If the ten

kings be regarded more definitely and in

we may, with Weiss,^ refer them to the
ten " regents " of the sovereign obtaining the government by the revolution
combination with the eight

rulers,

of prefects (vv. 13, 17).

J

Luthardt.

^

p. 52.
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CHAPTER
Yer.

1.

The
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XVIII.

kqI before fieru ravra (Elz.)

is,

according to A, B, X,

—

al.

(Lach.,

and H.]), to be deleted; cf. vii. 1.
Ver. 2. Instead of h iaxvi, (pui^T^
fj-eyukri (Elz., Ew. ii.), read h Icxvpa (pcovy, according to decisive witnesses (Lach.,
Tisch. [W. and H.]).— Ver. 4. In favor of HiXdare, A testifies (Lach. 1846,
Tisch.; X: e^iXdeTat; Elz.: e^iTideTs); but the plural may have been written
because of what follows. According to B, C, £^e2.de (Lach. 1850) has at least
equal authority, although even this sing, may be an emendation because of the
Tisch. [W.

—

X. fi.
Ver. 5. Instead of the interpretation ^KoTiovdvoav (Elz.), Beng.
already wrote, according to A, B, C: haoklridrjoav (j^).
Ver. 6. The viuv after

address, 6

—

accordance with A, B, C, K, to be deleted (Lach., Tisch.
[W. and H.]). Likewise the avr^ after (JiTr^wcr.
Ver. 7. Before Kadvfiai, there
is lacking, in the Rec, an on (A, B, C, X, Lach., Tisch.).
Ver. 8. Kplvac. So
A, B, C, X,, al., Beng., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. The Kplviov (Elz.)
is a poor effort at interpretation.
Ver. 13. Kal ufiufiov. So A, C, >5, Beng.,
Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.].
Already, in B, there is the error of an
omission (Elz.).
Ver. 14. The oov belongs probably after orrupa (A, C, K,
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]), and not after rpvxvc (B, al., Elz.). The avru must
stand between ovketl and ov //^ (B, C, Lach., Tisch.), not at the close (Elz.).
N has it before evpTja. (Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]). Instead of the modification
evprjarj^ (Elz.), read, not tvprig (B, Tisch.), but evphoovaiv (A, C, J<, al., Lach.
[W. and H.]).
Ver. 17. fTrt tottov ttUuv. So A, B, C, Griesb., Lach., Tisch. [W.
and H.]. x: e. tov tott. The Rec. kT^i tuv ttTmIuv 6 biiCkoq is an unauthorized
ciTzeduKEv (Elz.) is, in

—

—

—

—

—

intei-pretation.

After, in ch. xvii., the great city has been brought to view under the
(TTjuEiov

of the great harlot, as the immediate object of God's judgment,

execution

But
the

is

now impending,^

this is shoivn^ to John, not in the

Lamb was shown

him,

—

i.e.,

way,

as, e.g., xxi. 9 sqq.,

is

communicated

brated as actually completed.

the bride of

the judicial act itself whereby the city

effaced, is not presented to the gazing prophet,

judgment

whose

there follows a description of this judgment.

— but

in another form.

On

is

the description of the

In xix.

1 sqq., this is cele-

the other hand, at the close of ch. xviii.,

there impends the actual execution (vv. 21-24) ;3 also in the centre

4-20), the keynote of the description

is

future,^

which

is

(w.

directed also here

to the actually still-impending judgment.

Accordingly, vv. 1-3 dare not
be so understood as though the completion of the judgment were presupposed, as a matter of fact, and accordingly, that the same reference must
be made also between xvii. 18 and xviii. 1; but after a mighty angel has
1

Cf. xvii.l, XV.

2

xvii. 1.

1,

xvi. 21.

3

Notice the future
Cf. vv. 4, 6, 8, 9.

/BATi^jjo-eTai,

ver. 21.

^
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proleptically

^

JOHN.

ST.

proclaimed the judgment now immediately impending over
done, another voice sounds from heaven

the city, as has already been

(vv. 4-20), which first of all commands believers to flee out of the city,
whose destruction is now to be accomplished (ver. 5 sqq.), and then describes
how the fall of the city will be lamented by the inhabitants of the earth.
Finally, another angel (vv. 21-24) shows, by a significant act, how quickly
and completely the fall of the city shall be. The proper act of judgment
upon the city, which is to be regarded as afterwards between xviii. 24 sq.
and xix. 1, John therefore does not see ; but the more complete and manifest the statement in ch. xviii., the more certainly is the promise of the

angel in xvii.

1 fulfilled.

scription (ch= xviii.),

—

how

It is to

be observed in all three parts of the deis penetrated by an agreement

not only the whole

also, especially, how, after the manner of the ancient
judgment is not expressed without repeated allusion
whereby the just wrath of God is called forth.

with O. T. models, but
prophets, the threat of
to the guilt of sin,

Vv. 1-3. okTuov uyy. icaTa(3aivovTa, k.tX The d2.?iov distinguishes this angel
can be neither Christ,^ nor the Holy Ghost,* nor Luther ^
from
the one mentioned last.^ Beng. improperly refers the uTiXov also to Kara(3ahovTa, as though this angel, coming from heaven, were contrasted with
the one mentioned in x. 1 but there, as here, the KcralS. is an attributive

—

— which

;

determination to the idea of the subject

The

a/l/l.

visible sign of this great plenitude of

uyy.

power

— exovTa

k^ovalav neydlrjv.

described immediately

is

without any more specific statecome to manifestation.' But for the
exceedingly important proclamation which is announced in ver. 2 sqq., an
afterwards

ment

:

K.ijyT] e<po)Tlad7j e« r^f do^ij^ avrov,

as to in

exalted angel

what way

this do^a has

prepared, who, with the brilliancy of his heavenly glory,

is

shines forth over the whole earth (ver. 2:

l/cp.

ev laxvpa ^wvj?),^

and

cries with

such a mighty voice that his message resounds throughout the whole earth,^
as far as the dominion of the city that has incurred the judgment extends.

—

eneaev, cf. xiv. 8.

—

kyevero KaTaKOLjrjpLov daifiovuv

of Isa. xiii. 22, xxxiv. 14 sqq.,

and Bar.

stately city shall be entirely desolated.

Jer.

1.

39; Zeph.

ii.

14; Ps.

cii.

7.

—

fiefiiaijfiivov.

In the sense

rendered

clear, that the

iv. 35, it is

On

the

Even

<pv?i..

navr. dpveov, k.tX, cf.

in respect to the description

even Ebrard under(ver. 2), the allegorical exposition has been attempted
The expression (pvlaKTj signifies that the
stands the " birds " spiritually.
;

—

desolated

KaroiKTTjpLov

is

one received involuntarily, a prison. ^^

— on,
—

Declaration of the guilt of sin as the foundation of the judgment. ^^

k.tX
koX ol

luTTopoL, K.tX
Not only is the sin of godless, gluttonous, and arrogant wantonness punished,^^ but at the same time the contrast is marked between the
complete desolation and the former wantonness which had within reach such

means that the merchants

of the whole earth were thereby enriched. ^^

7

Cf. X. 1,

"

Ver. 2:

14 sqq.

1

Cf. x1. 15-19, xiv.

8.

2

Cf., already, xiv.

8,

3

Calov., Hengetenb.

»" ii.

*

Coccejue, Vitr.

"

Cf. xiv.

5

Nieolai, etc.

12

Cf

"

Cf. vv. 11, 23

6 xvii. 1, 7, 15.

15 sqq., xvi.

Cf Calov.
.

5, 19.

10,

.

i.

e/cp.

kv l<Txvpa

«
(fxavfi.

Cf. v. 2.

Cf. v.

xx. 7; Beng., Hengetenb.

vv.

8, xvli. 2.
7, 9.

The

2.

^
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6-8.

t. arpijv. does not mean "because of the abundance of luxury," ^
"because of their great wantonness," ^ but refers to the wantonness
exercised with respect to the vast resources of the state.

T^g dwd/xEug

e/c

also not

Another voice from heaven

Vv. 4-20.

— scarcely that of

God

or Christ,*

because the discourse extending until ver. 20, and even presenting from
ver. 9 the grievance of another, is not appropriate to the mouth of God or

—

who ^ speaks in the name of God first of all comwho belong to the people of God to leave the city given over
The ufiapTtaig avTf/g"^ is not to be
to destruction: Iva htj avyKOLvuvfjaare, K.r.7\..^
taken by metonymy for the punishments of sin ^ but the idea is,® that fellowChrist, but of an angel,

mands

those

;

ship in the sins of the city, which indeed

be a fellowship of punishments

is

not a fellowship of guilt, yet

[See Note
-nl-^yuv, k.tX)For the idea that God's believers, whether under compulsion,!^ or in consequence of an increased temptation, i^ could actually share
in the sins of the great city, is here scarcely justified, since the judgment
unmistakably befalls them. Believers would share in the destruction occurring because of the sins of the city, which now (ver. 5) have reached the
highest limit: on eKoTiTir/dTjoav, k.t2., i.e., the sins
not the cry thereof
have accumulated to so monstrous a degree that they reach even to heaven. ^^
will

LXXXII.,

(a.

kK

r.

p. 449.]

—

—

On

the expression KoXModac

Bar.

20, ^^ Ps. Ixiii. 9,^*

i.

— uxpi

r.

belong even to heaven, cf.

ovp., literally

and similar examples

in Biel, Thes.

—

t/zvT//x6vEvaEv,

cf. xvi. 9.

Vv. 6-8.

Now

the one speaking in God's

name ^^

turns to those

who

are

judgment of wrath upon the great city: dnodoTe avrf], k.tX
She is to be rewarded, ^^ and that, too, doubly;
i.e., she is to suffer for her
sins, now the corresponding, entirely complete punishment; and just as she
had glorified herself, and lived in arrogant wantonness, so is there now
much pain and sorrow to be given her.^^ The determination of the degree
(ver. 7), baa
tocovtov}^ which expresses the idea of strict justice, throws the
true light upon the more rhetorical presentation in dmTiuaaTE, 6l-1u, 6lt:1ovv.
Even at the beginning {unodoTE, «:.r.A.), the equality of guilt and punishment
was designated ^o the very expression inridoKEv is explained by the fact that
it is to correspond to the inzodoTE avrrj.
The transformation of proud security
to execute his

^'^

—

;

—

into the deepest sorrow represented in striking antithesis (ver. 7a)
intensified

by what succeeds

the oaa tdo^aoEv,
stated

:

»

Ewald.

12

De Wette, Hengstenb.

is cxoAAjj^t/ ei? r)fia^ to. KaKo.,

3

Cf. also Andr., Grot., Vitr.

^*

*

Beng., Hengstenb.

's

5 xi. 3.
6

Cf. Jer.

li.

">

Cf. ver.

5, ai i/aapr.

*

Beng.,

9

Cf. Gen. xix. 15.

11

further

she boasts, because of her sovereignty over the world,-^ that " she

2

" Ew.

is

and ver. 8. As the foundation of
the arrogant speech which the woman carries in her heart, is
in ver. 7b

De

ii.

Luthardt.

6, 9, 45.

and

t. iSt/c^/x.

"Wette.

Hengstenb.

avf.

Cf. Ez. ix. 6.

eVoAA. ^ ^vxv t^ov biriata aov.
Cf. the final formula, ver. 8.

10

Cf. xvi.

"

Cf. Isa. xl.

18

Cf. Ana.

i''

On

vi.

20 j,5

.5

sqq., xiv. 8 sqq., xi. 18.
2.

viii. 10.

the forno of the expression,

10; Gal.

21

Beng.

ii.

20.

^ai avrri ineS.

Cf. xvii. 18.

Cf. xiv. 10.

cf.

Rom.

—

—
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ST.

,;:

JOHN.

enthroned as a queen,i not as a widow," but, as a

is

many

prolific

mother, she

is

and nations,^ and is confident that she "shall
never see sorrow," i.e., learn to know it by experience,^ especially by the
death of her children.^ But in sharp contrast with this confident pride is
opposed the threatening occasioned by it:^ on ''one day'"' shall her plagues
come, and that, too, not only " death" which makes her a widow, but also
"mourining" which she thought that she would never experience, and hunger
koI hv nvpl KaraK.
Cf. xvii. 16.
instead of her inordinate luxury.
on
the mistress of

cities ^

—

laxvpdg,

—

The pledge

k.tX

by the poor

Incorrectly interpreted

6 Kplvag avTTjv.

judgment

for the infallible execution of the threat; cf.

8.^

i.

For the

var., Kpivuv.

already fulfilled to such an extent that in the threat just

is

expressed, the punishment on the part of the judge

Now

Vv. 9-20.

already determined.

is

the kings and other inhabitants of the earth lament for

the rash pride of the great city, whereby they also are painfully affected.^

and 17, a similar change in form of statement occurs, as in
compared with xi. 7.
Ver. 9 sq. The lament of the kings of the earth. lo Cf. xiv. 11. The
iSaaavianog of the city, through which they are affected by the judgment, is
Yet

in vv. 11

xi. 11

its

Accordingly the lamenting kings stand at a distance

actual Trvpucig^'^

they dread the conflagration in which the city perishes. ^^
the

(kTrXcjoaTE,

to the extremity of the pain,i^ has nothing to do.^*

The

allusion to the greatness

forcible the impression of its

— Ovat,

oval.

With

which corresponds only

ver. 6, the repetition of the cry of woe,

—

iroTug

ij

tj

[leyakq,

k.tX

and power of the city ^^ makes still more
destruction, which is expressly designated as

the reason for the lamentation (on,

k.t.1.^.

—

By
KlalovaLv koX irevdovaLv.
Vv. 11-16. The lament of the merchants.
the present, John passes over to the tone of narration ^^ but does not choose
here as yet the preterite, so that he still does not express the idea that he
himself had observed the destruction of the city, or the accompanying lamen;

^"^

The

tations.

easier afterwards

is

the return to the original course (ver. 15)

but the recent transition to the narrative brings finally with
terites (ver. 17 sq.).

many

— rov

The

yofiov.

cargo. ^^

precious things, for which the merchants can no

more

gives a view of the previous necessities of the luxurious
different things are

mentioned with suitable grouping

Kul TTav ^vlov dvivov, K.T.I.

ent upon the rbv
1

Cf. Isa. xlvii.

2

Cf. xvii.

yofiov

The

alternation of accusatives

until the close of ver. 13,

7.

5.

it

which

"

Cf.

12

Cf. ver. 15.

i.

^^

—

find purchasers,

The mass

city.

here presented very

15.

Cf. Isa. xvii. 8.

"

Cf. vv. 16, 19.

John

i*

Against Hengstenb.

5

7rev0os,

i-^

cf. ver. 11 sqq., xix. 21 sq.

xxvii. 41,
6

e.g.,
"^

1.

lamentation for the dead. Cf. Gen.
10 sqq.

;

viii. 10.

Ew.

Mic.

ii.

2, iii.

61

;

Cf. Isa. xlvii. 9.

Am.

9

Cf. Ezeb. xxvii.

iv. 13, V. 27.

Cf. xvii. 2.

Am.

iii.

De Wette.
" Cf xi. 11.
" Acts xxi. 3.
is

ii.

6ia TouTo, like the ancient prophetical

8

"

Am.

of

—

and genitives dependis

*

51 sqq.

Silk.^o

(jrjpiKov.

3

viii.

also the pre-

— The entire description of the

pSi

11, v. 13, 16.

^

.

tos V1765, o

"

Cf. Eustath. in Wetst.

Ver. 3:

t.

o-rp^vous avr,;

w.

xvii. 4.
20

Cf.

:

^6p-

9.

Cf.

/cat yofxos.

Winer, Rwb., on

this

word.

7,

"

'
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may

definitely,
xvii. 4.

— The

serve as an explanation

with the white cedar (cupressus
first

of

OK.

EK ^vXov

ambiguous construction,

71/j.

—

dvovj dva, dviat

thyioides).^

which

— The

made from

'^

citreum" of the

possibly identical

;

^

upon

Qh,

^v7i.

this follows

the precious material, under which

—
—

Ciunamou.'*

Kivdfiufiov.

is

expression ndv

the collected precious material

all,

the enumeration of the vessels
is

of the

precious, sweet-scented thyine wood,^ the

Koraans, comes from the tree called
designates,

445

11-16.

uixufiov.

The

precious hair-

Finest wheat-flour,
aenldaTitv.
ointment procured from an Asiatic shrub. ^
The general expression, which includes
KTTjvr).
"siwfVa"^ or ^^ simllago.'^''
(ieSuv.
A kind of four-wheeled vehicle.^
also horned cattle,^ precedes.
Alexander Sev. furnished the Roman senators with such vehicles, decorated
" thinking that it pertained to the Roman dignity, that senawith silver,
'^^
ffw/zdrwv, i.e., slaves,
tors of so great a city should be carried therein."
See examples from the LXX. in Biel.^^ "Yho, following excCinara dovla "
pression ipvxug dvdpciTTcjv ^3 also points to the slaves, and because of the differit
the ydfiov being understood with the genitive
ence in the construction
seems that a distinction is intended to be made." The most probable ^^

—

—

—

—

—

explanation

is

—

that which understands the

as belong to the horses

and

chariots,

referring to slaves in general.

the last place, female slaves.
before

as referring to such slaves

latter expression,

So, too, in ver. 17,

Volkm., who gives a

finds here the

rpvx. avdp.,^^

oufz.

and the

Ew.
false

ii.

\pvx. avdp.y

as

understands, in

emphasis to the

judgment given by the Christian

koI

spirit,

that transactions in the slave-trade are not concerning the " bodies," but
the " souls," of men.

But

it is

nevertheless correct, that, according to the

heathen view, the slaves are considered only as au^ara; the tpvx. uvdp. also
receives a certain importance from the fact that it concludes a short paragraph. Yet the explanation of Volkmar, with respect to the change of construction,

seems to

me

impossible.

— The lamentation in ver. 14

Luther.
Cf. Wetst. and Winer, Rwb., on the word.
3 Against De Wette
"All sorts of vessels
made therefrom." Cf. Hengstenb.
* Luth.
Cf. Winer, Rwb., on this word, and
»

2

:

Zimmt.
6 Piin., IT.

N., xii.28.

Cf. Martial,

viii.

77:

Aesyrio semper tibi crinis amorao splendeat
[May thy hair always shine with the Assyrian
umomus]. See Wetst.
Vulg.
7 Cf. Plin., H. K., xviii. 20: •' Similago ex
«*

fi

tritico
«

fit

laudatissima."

III. 71.

13

Cf. Wetst., Wolf, etc.
Ezek. xxvii. 13. Cf. 1 Chron.

1*

Cf. Wetst.,

12

gladiators;

v. 21.

who refers the ^vx. avQp. to
Zvill., who refers auifi. to proper

slaves, \^vx. avOp. to such as are hired

for lust.

Ewald, Hengstenl.
" Aye, souls of men."
" Vitr. has thought, with Beza and Laun.,
that ver. 14 belongs not to this place, but between vv. 23 and 24. Ew. i. regards the verse
as a marginal note of John, who did not immediately find a suitable place for the thought.
Ew. ii. concedes it to be possible, that the verse
i"

Cf. Beng.,

J"

here derived from an entirely different book;
but if it belong to the Apoc, he would introCf. also
duce it in the midst of ver. 23.
Volkm. But even though the form of the
address giving offence could not be underthis
stood as the lament of the merchants,
does not follow until ver. 15 sqq., in a manner
it must be decided,
corresponding to ver. 10,
Interpreting angel
nevertheless, that the
(Bleek), or the voices interposed in ver. 4,
directly address the city now lamented and
is

—

Laraprid. in Wetst.

" Pollux,

turns to

—

See lexicons.

» Isidor., XX. 17.
10

^"^

aUo

threatened.

A similar alternation in the form

of description occurs also in ver. 22 sqq., iu

comparison with vv. 21 and
ii. 8.

24.

Cf. also

Hoe,

;
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ST.

JOHN.

the objects that have served another chief class of the

and gluttony

city, daintiness

of the punishment, calls to
GOV

mind

who

— umjldtv

u-nb oov.

description

—

fj

dnupa

also describes, with cor-

:

LXX. —

Cf. Ps. cxlii. 5.

uird aov.

of the great

its

das Obst, da Deine Seele
In the same sense as the parallel andXeio
Properly "the fat," but its
tu h-napu.

rect meaning, the genitive limitation to ^ onupa

Lust dran hatted

by

the corresponding guilt of sin.

Excellently, Luther,

eTndvfxiac Tfjq rpvxrjg-

TfjQ

arpr/vog

this part of the description,

;

combination with rd "kainrpd points to the fact that the expression is to be
taken 2 in the ordinary improper sense. ^ Every thing pre-eminent and
The two last verses,
glorious, in its class, is finally grouped together.

—

which refer

to the lamentation of the merchants, establish the conformity

with ver. 9 sqq., which could not as yet be attained because of vv. 11-14
also in the two points that the merchants appear standing at a distance and
raising the express cry of lamentation.

The

rovrcov, ver. 15,

corresponding

by
no reason to censure the discourse for inconcinnity.^
That the scarlet raiment here,'' like the purple, indicates the

to this, refers not only to those of ver. 14,* but to all things mentioned
ver. 11,^ so that there is

—

KUKKivov.

royal glory of the city,

By

who

those

idea of the

self-evident in the impression of the merchants.

is

neither see nor understand the scarlet beast, only such an

woman

is

presupposed, as she corresponds in harmonious con-

nection with the view of the luxurious glory of the city granted the prophet
in ch. xvii.

Vv. 17-19. The lament of the shipmasters, which likewise contains the
three points of ver. 9 sq. and

w.

11-16: the standing afar

those

off of

lamenting, the remembrance of the city's former glory, and the cry of woe
On the preterite forms of statement (eaTTjaav, ver. 17,
over its destruction.

—

from which, however, according to the plan of the entire
xviii., it is not to be inferred that John actually beheld the
cf. on ver. 11, and the preliminary note on ch. xviii.

hpa^ov, vv. 18, 19),

description, ch.
fall of the city,

All classes of mariners are mentioned, just as, ver. 11 sqq., all classes of
merchants were indicated " pilots," and ttuj- 6 em tottov nleuv, i.e., not exactly
the " coasters," ^ but those who regularly sailed to a definite harbor ^ and
yavTai, i.e., "mariners" in general; and, as it is finally said, "as many as
:

;

work the sea," i.e., all those for whom the sea is the sphere of their calling
and the source of livelihood fishermen also belong to this category. On
the expression common in the classics, t^v du2.. epyui^eadai, "to work the sea,"
The question of
Cf. ver. 9.
cf. many examples in Wetst.
Ka-nvbv r. -nvp.
;

—

lamentation,

former

rig dfiola

r?)

ttoXei t^ fxeyuX^

—

;

is

likewise a sarcastic allusion to the

self-deification of the metropolis of the empire. ^*^

—

ejSalov xoi>v,

k.tX

Concerning this sign of grief, cf. Winer, Rwb., on the
The city was the place where all marineii
ETTlovTTiaav, K.tX

Cf. Ezek. xxvii. 30.

word.

1

["

—h

The

7/

fruit in

which thy soul had pieaa-

*

Luther, Bengel, Hengsteiib.

3

Isa.

XXX.

km.: Kak6v,
etc.].

*

6

ure."]

23.

Cf. Hesych.,

e\a(})pov,

De Wette.
Against De

6

Beng.

"Wette.

on the other hand, xvii. 4.
Wette.
Beng., Hengstenb., etc. Cf. Acts xxvii.

' Cf.,

who

explains

k.t.A. [beautiful, easy,

8

&
10

De

Cf.

xiii. 4.

2.

;
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20-24.

with their manifold wares had found a rich and productive market;
because of
wealth te

all dealers.

adapted^

— in

LXXXIIL,

The heavenly

Ver. 20.
well

{enXovr.

[See Note

Cf. xvii. 3.

for,

precious treasures,* the city was able to become the source of

its

— exhorts

voice

Cf. ver. 3.

air.

ttj^ TifiioTTjTog

—

TjpTj/Liudrj.)

p. 449.]

— not John,^ to whom

demand is not
all who dwell

this

not only heaven (together with

who on earth belong to the Lord, to joy over
Earthly believers
who are exhaustively enumer-

therein, xii. 12), but also all

the city thus perishing.

ated by the three categories

—

and oi irpo<p7jTai^^ in which the
most general conception precedes, and then two particular classes are mentioned, because they, being first attacked by the hatred of the secular power,^
have an especial reason to rejoice over the vengeance inflicted by God's
judgment
are mentioned besides "heaven," because it is intended to
oi uyioi, ol

uKoaroXoi,

—

express that to the entire
of their God.

—

number

of those

who belong

to the Lord,^ the

a joyful proof of the righteousness and glory
on Upivtv, k.t.Tl. This fact, upon which the lamentation of

destruction of the city

is

the inhabitants of the earth

is

based,'

is

t^e foundation of the joy of

But also in the phraseology, this
the judgment of God, which the city has
saints.

diversity of relation

is

all

the

marked

incurred,^ has brought about a
by the Kplveiv, which ^ is called a judgment of
believers («p. vfiuv), since this judgment executed in the city, taken upon
her (e^ avr^g),^'^ is the justification and satisfaction of those believers persecuted by the worldly city, but now avenged on it.
Vv. 21-24. Finally, a mighty angel in representing the impending sudden destruction of the great city, by casting a great stone into the sea, not
only in his speech explaining this symbolical act, describes, by individual
vivid features, the transformation into desolate silence of the pleasure and
magnificence that have hitherto prevailed, but also points definitely to the
guilt of the city as the ground of the judgment.
On eig in the indefinite sense, cf. viii. 13. The might
eig dyyeTiog iaxvooci.e.,

Kpifia,

an act

of the angel
action. 11

—

is

Tildov

of the stone

fulfilled

especially emphasized, because this
ug fivAivov

is

demanded

is illustrated.^^

Andr., since he holds to the literal interpretation of the angel
6 uvTiog Karadvei op^fjfian elg t^v dd?.aaaav, ovtu kuI
earai Kadaipeaig, tjare

ixtjte

fj

Cf ver.
ZUn.

3

Cf. xii. 12.

*

Cf. xi. 18.

5

Cf. ver. 24.

6

For

1

*

.

rfjg

16.

«

Ver. 8

harlot

Kadunep,

<prjalvy

Here

it is like-

led to substitute for the

is

KpiVas avriqv ; the aor., as in this

:

Ver. 10 ij Kpiats crov.
on the other hand, xvii. 1, where the

passage, iKpivey.
» Cf.,

:

(ia^vAuvog ravr/jg udpoov

Ixvog avrfjg <pv2.ax0^vai elg rd fxeTiireiTa. ^^

wise remarkable that Andr. does not see that he

2

for his

By the comparison ug fivTi. fiey., the greatness
The meaning of the act ^^ is described well by

pLsyav.

;

was designated as the

direct object.

lo

Cf. vi. 10.

not

"

Cf. v.

With the same justice with which it
would be inferred that John does not belong

'^

cf. xi.

'^

cf. Jer.

"

[" Just as, he says, the millstone sinks by

critical inferences this

passage

is

adapted.

to the apostles,

we may

also conclude that he

—

does not belong to the prophets.
The state of
the case is different, however, in xxi. 14.
^

Vv.

10, 16, 19.

its

2, xviii.
1, viii. 8.
li.

63sqq.

impulse into the

sea, so also the destruction

of this Babylon shall be

a trace of

it

all

at once, so that not

shall be preserved for posterity."]
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expression 6 nvlo^, which

which

is

ST.

JOHN.

unusual as a designation of a millstone, that
how he correctly paraphrases the opfirjinaTi'^
fi^ with aor. subj., ver. 21 sqq.,^ see Winer, p. 471.

is

ordinarily employed, and

— Concerning
by
— The description, 22
ov

udpoov.

sqq., which refers not only to objects of pleasure
and luxury, but also to daily wants and natural relations of life, has the
model of Ezek. xxvi. 13, Jer. xxv. 10,^ as its foundation; the epfjfiuaic of
ver.

the city (vv. 16, 19, xvii. 16)

^

is illustrated in

The exhaustive conclusion

Tzaa. TExvr/g.

individual examples are mentioned. ^

a concrete way.

—

Traf Texvirijg

of the category, of which several

— on

ol efinopoi gov,

Very

k.tX

suitably,

the discourse of the angel concludes with a definite presentation of the guilt
This, however, is stated in a threefold way from ver. 1 on ^
unprecedented
luxury in which the city had indulged, because of
first, the
its wealth;' then the licentiousness into which she had led astray all nations
and kings, as she brought all the world thither to her service and to acknowlof the city.

:

edge her as the divine queen
^^

All three points

judgment with

of

^

finally,

her bloody hostility to the saints.^

this establishment of guilt

eunopoi gov rjoav ol fieytaruveg

men

;

the angel emphasizes, sealing, as

Trjg

yfjg,^^

;

it

the

were, his announcement
first,

in the words on

ol

" because thy merchants w^ere the great

i.e., because they who brought thee the objects of thy
found in thy wealth and extravagance a source of their own

of the earth,"

luxurious

life

made them the

wealth, which

great

men

of the earth ;^2 the second, in the

which cannot be understood as a foundation of what immediately precedes,^^ but are co-ordinate with the first expression on ol euTTopoi, k.tX, since here the same object is described as in xvii.
2, 4, and the seductive sorcery i* is in fact nothing else than the intoxicating
wine of the harlot. The most important third point of the guilt is finally
emphasized with especial force, ver. 24, by the change in the form of the
Not in an apostrophe to the city, but in a judgment of firm
discourse.
words on

kv

^apuaKeia aov, k.tX-,

rfi

objectivity, it is here finally established that in the city the blood of prophets

and of

saints,

found."

and of

all

has been shed "upon the
the capital of the entire

matter of fact
of its empire.
£(7^.,

"was
manner the eiped-n indicates how the blood, which
earth," was reckoned "to the city." The city is
empire, hating and murdering believers; as a

those slain upon earth (for Christ's sake),

In an exquisite

also, in the

Neronian universal persecution,

— In violation

of the context,

Ew.

ii.

it

took the lead

understands the

ttuvt. r.

K.tX, of those not Christians.

1

Cf. Matt.

viii.

2

Also ver.

7.

3

Cf.

32 with

its parallels.

"

Cf. Isa. xxiii. 8.

<

Cf. Jer.

B

Cf. vv. 14, 17.

So Ewald, De Wette, HengstEichh. improperly regards the oi
eiuTr. aou as the predicate, as he besides regards
" the merchandise " as a figurative designation

«

Cf. eh. xvii.

for " fornication."

7

Vv.

8

Cf. vv. 3, 6 sq., 9, xvii. 2.

a

Cf. xvii. 6.

harlot.

10

Cf. Ewald.

Wette.

vii, 34,

12

xiv. 9, xxxiii. 11.

vii. 34.

3, 7, 11

sqq.

cf. vi. 15.

enb., etc.

"
"

Against Hengstenb.
(ftapfxaKeia refers to

the love-potions of the

Cf. Isa. xlvii. 9, 11 sqq.

Ewald,

De

;

NOTES.
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Notes by the American Editor.

LXXXII.

Ver.

4.

avvKoivuvrjaaTe ralg ufxapTiatc.

Participation both in the sins, i.e., in the guilt, and in the punishment, is,
however, expressly mentioned. As Ebrard and Hengstenberg note, there is an
explicit antithesis between ralg u/iaprlaic and tuv nXriycJv.
Besides, where there
is no guilt, there is no real punishment, except in that one case of the vicarious
suffering of Him who assumed our guilt. The chastisements of the believer
are not punishments, but blessings.
Lange is therefore right when he takes
exception to our author's interpretation, and adds: *'A guiltless participation
in punishment would certainly be akin to propitiatory suffering. Fellowship
with the sinner, however, on an equal moral footing, without the re-action of
discipline, chastisement, excommunication, is fellowship in his guilt.
Hence
the nlTjyai are not simply strokes they are deserved strokes. See Josh. vii.
:

Num.

xvi. 21-24.

LXXXIII.

Vv.

11-16.

Alford suggests a difficulty which he confesses himself unable to answer,
Rome never has been, nor can be, a great commercial city and that this
description, based on the lament over Tyre in Ezek. xxvii., would be better
adapted to London than to Rome. Contrast Rome, however, with Jerusalem,
and its relative pertinency becomes manifest. In addition, the metropolis may
be here regarded as the impersonation of all the luxury of the whole empire.
The reading of chapter i. of Farrar's Early Days of Christianity will throw

that

light

;

upon

this point.

—
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CHAPTER
Ver.
ijfiuv

(Elz.:

Ver.

5.

(Rec.)

So

eted by

deC)

T(j

Kvplif}

a modification.

W. and

XIX.
So already Beng., Griesb., according

also Aeyovrwv (Elz.

:

The reading

leyovTog).

rov deov

also indisputable (Griesb., Lach., Tisch.).

is

7]fi.)

So A, B, C,

Tu deu.
is

ttoaIov.

cjf (puvTfv fieydTiTjv ox?i.ov

1.

to decisive witnesses.

JOHN.

ST.

[W. and H.]. The accus.
Rec. Zeyovrcjv (Lach., Tisch. IX.) [brack-

X, Beng., Lach., Tisch.

— Yer.

H.] has, indeed

The

6.

A and other witnesses

in

its

favor, but

is

subject

More probable is the reading
Beng.); but what commends itself to most, just because

to suspicion as a modification (X: Xeyovauv).
?£yovTac (2, 12, 16, al.,

of

its

incorrectness,

is

the nom.

— Ver.

duowfiev in 11 (Wetst.).

(B, 4, 7, 8, Tich., Tisch.); cf. the

/lej-orref

The

9.

art. ol

before

akrjQivol

(A, Beng., Lach.,

Ni has ovt. ol "Xoy.
Ver. 12. The (if
but corr. Tioy. t. d. oA. ela; so Tisch. IX.
before ^Ao^ (Elz., Lach.) is indorsed by A, al., Vulg., but may have been
It is wanting in B, N, al. (Beng.,
interpolated as a modification; cf. i. 14.
The addition between €X(jv and ovo/xa of ovofiara yeypa/^fiiva
Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Kai, adopted by Tisch. 1859, and not by IX., has too little authorization from B,
min., Syr. (against A, min., Vulg., Orig., al.). The plural alone also occurs
(X corr.; cf. also Wetst.). Why it has sometimes been regarded more suitable,
is to be seen in Andr., who presupposes the sing, (to uyvucrov rov ovofiaTog), and
remarks Christ has many names if the subject be with respect to his various
revelations; but, as to his nature, he is ineffable (rale yap olKovofilatg uv noXvuwfxo^y

Tisch.)

probable; certainly the

is

fiov dXrjd.

da.

eloLv

belongs to the close.

—

r. 0.,

—

:

(if

uyadog,

(jf

TTOifi^v,

^Xio^-,

tjf

/c.r./l.

;

[For

ry ovaia earlv uvuvvfiog Kal dvicpiKTOc.

being in his administrations many-named, as Good, Shepherd, Sun, etc., but in
Ver. 13. Instead of KaMrat (Elz.,
essence without name and beyond reach]).

—

Beng.), read

KCKTivrai

Before noXefiov, the
[W. andH.]).

art. rdv is

The judgment over

—

Ver. 19.
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
to be inserted in the Rec. (A, B, 5<, Lach., Tisch.

(A, B, X,

al.,

the great harlot,

i.e.,

the great

city, is

now

actually

arch-enemy from heaven, the first
proof of the Divine victory over antichrist, was celebrated with a loud song
of praise,2 so now also heavenly hallelujahs resound, since the first act of the
final judgment over the antichristian powers in the service of Satan has
fulfilled.!

But

just as the casting of the

been accomplished (vv. 1-8).

A

direct reference to the blessed fulfilment

of the mystery of God,^ the glory prepared for believers,

is

immediately

connected with this (ver. 9 sq., cf. ver. 7); for the pre-requisite for the
entrance of that glory, the conquest of the antichristian enemies, is comThe development of a catastrophe so long
prised already in the fulfilment.

—

prepared, once begun, now, however, proceeds quickly to a
1

Cf. the preliminary

remarks on ch.

xviii.

2

xii. 10.

still

s

greater

Cf. x.

7.

CHAP. XIX.
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1-5.

extent: the Lord himself, a just Judge and almighty Victor, goes forth
with his heavenly hosts to the annihilation of the entire antichristian
empire, besides all kings and nations belonging thereto; the beast from
the sea, and the false prophet, are cast alive into the lake of fire, and the
inhabitants of the earth are slain with the sword which proceeds out of

mouth of the Lord, and serve as food for fowls.
Vv. 1-8. The ascription of praise to God on the part of those who dwell
in heaven is made in songs, which properly now change to a far richer fulness (ver. 1 sq., ver. 3, ver. 4, ver. 5, ver. 6 sq.) than previously.^
Vv. 1,2. TJKovaa ug (puvTjv (xtyulnv ox^ov iroTCkov. "I heard" (something)
"like a great voice of a large multitude," The uq, /c.t.X.,^ states, by way of
comparison, that the sound perceived by John became as loud as though a
the

great multitude of

men had made

their voice

Incorrectly, Beng., Hengstenb., etc.,

who by

sound powerfully (cf. ver. 6).
bx'>^. t^oII. wish those named

the

Ew. ii. refers it, just as xii. 10-12, to the
The leading tone of this song, resounding
marked from the very beginning as that of an

in xviii. 20 to be recognized.

glorified martyrs. —"AAAT/Aouia.

repeatedly (vv. 3,

4, 6), is

It is certainly not unintentional, that just here,

exalted ascription of praise.

judgment upon the enemies of God and of his believers
has already begun, the express hallelujah is found, which does not occur
after the complete

elsewhere in the Apoc.^ The /ourfold repetition, however, is not to be
pressed, at least in the sense of Hengstenb.,* because it is not the victory
ij aurripia, k.tX
over the earth, but that over the harlot, that is celebrated.

—

—on

Foundation of the praise in the
k.tX
righteousness of the Divine judgments in general ^ there follows ^ the concrete foundation in the judgment just fulfilled, whose justice is expressly
Cf. vii.

xii.

10,

10.

uAvd.,

;

emphasized.*^

Ver. 3. Further raising of the song of praise on the part of those who
have sung in ver. 1 sqq., a sort of antistrophe to the preceding strophe. s
The point in the ascription of praise, referring to xviii. 8
Kol 6 /cuTTvof, K.tX
(KaraKavd.., cf. xviii 9, 18), may accordingly enter in the form of the con-

—

nective

(/cai),

because the song, ver.

3, is

an amplification of the ascription

of praise, ver. 1 sq.
4. The twenty-four elders and the four beings, responding first of
by the 'A/iTjVy confirming the ascription of praise just proclaimed, then
aXA??X.^
also, on their part, expressly continue the same

Ver.

all

:

Ver.

and tov dpovov.

5.

the voice

is

that of Christ

"Out of the
who sits upon

throne."

It

does not follow that

the throne. i^'

Beng. writes that

belongs to the four beasts; Zull. and De Wette, to one of them.
be referred also to the elders, because of the form of the summons (r.
1

Cf.

iv. 8 sqq., V.

9 sqq., xi. 15 sqq., xv. 3,
2

xvi. 5 sqq.

Cf. iv.

Nor does it occur in the rest of the N. T.
With reference to the victory of God over
the earth, whose sign is four.
3

*

5

Cf. xvi.

6

Cf. xviii. 23,

7.

where there are

ordinated clauses with on.

also

^ ^jri?,

cf. xviii.

6.

two

co-

»

Cf.

k.t.X.

xii. 13.

23 sq., also xi. 18,

De Wette, who

is

On

It

it

may

6. tjiiuv)?-^

the subject,

vi. 10.

right in rejecting the

arbitrary assumption of Ewald, to connect ver.

3 to ver. 2.
" Cf. V. 8, 14,

iv. 11.

^0

Against Ewald, Hengstenb.

^^

Cf. also v. 9.

;
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— Tu

The

JOHN.

ST.

which is regarded as though it were 6i66vai
Comparison with the Hebrew text shows
not only that the expression alvehe rw deu says precisely the same as the
aklr(kovLa retained in the Hebrew form,^ but also that the construction of
aivElv with the dat. has occurred where the 77n was combined with ?.
In
OeC).

dat. with alvelv,

occurs also in the

alvov^^

LXX.^

Jer. XX. 13, a clause so construed at

—

Cf. Ps. cxxxv. 1.

The

Vv. 6-8.

ol <po(3ovfievoi,

final chorus,

—

any rate precedes.

k.tX

Cf. Ps. cxv. 13.

which

is

-niwrzq ol doiloi avTov.

likewise opened with hallelujah,

passing by the judgment in which already the adorable glory of

God has
been occupied, points forward especially to the marriage of the Lamb, and,

—

God, whereby
after all enemies
Thus, therefore, the point
the pause in the Apocalyptic development

therefore, to the revelation of the glory of

— believers are to be beatified.

have been judged

carried to the full end appears in

marked by the

ascriptions of praise (ver. 1 sqq.).

explanation given at ver. 1
parison
in the

is satisfied

same

sense.'*

xi. 17.

—

See Critical Notes, and

As

oTL TjTidev 6 ya/iog tov upvlov.

cf. iv. 1, v. 13.

On

2.

that

TO delTTvov tov yufiov

6tl k^aailevaev.
ijSacll., cf.

the foundation of the present joy,

r.

TjXdev, xi. 18.^

So, cor-

yufcog tov upviov is

may in

order that both

apv., in

Church

still

In the directly opposite interest,

life.

—

Vitr. is mistaken in his opinion of the state of affairs

refer to the glorious state of the

temporal

other things

the conception

described, as he even states that the expression 6

mous with

still

more out of construc-

still

be understood proleptically, like the

De Wette.^

The

^uvfjv, k.t.I.

but introduces

t:o7J\..,

specifying the reason as in ver.

this is likewise to
rectly,

6xk.

The nom. stands

leyovrec.

— 6c

here established by the fact that the com-

not with the

—

tion than the ace.

The on

is

6 yiifiog tov upvlov is like to delnv. r. yufi.

synony-

same way

"^

to be expected within this

reaches the statement

Ziill.

upv.,

r.

the

and that both expressions

designate, not the future marriage itself,^ but " the preliminary festival of

the Messiah's marriage,"
riage of the

Lamb

i.e.,

But the mar-

the one thousand years' reign. ^

with his bride,

i.e.,

the entire assembly of believers,^"

is,

in fact, nothing else than the distribution of the eternal reward of grace

on the part of the coming Lord
epistles, chs.

ii.

and

iii.,

who then

to his believers,

What

into the full glory of the heavenly life."

Him

enter with

the final promises of the

proclaim under various figures with respect to
Church as the bride

individuals,^^ is represented as pertaining to the entire

coming Lord, under the figure of the marriage of the Lamb, and,
most intimate and eternally uninterrupted fellowship with
who has redeemed the Church with his own blood. ^^ j^^i application to

of the

therefore, as the

Him

individuals follows also in ver.

19

1

Luke

2

1

;

3

9.

;

Cf. also Hengstenb.

Cf

«

xxi. 9 sqq.

who very accurately explains

"

xx. 4 sqq.

tov Kvpiou

"

2 Chron. xx.

aivos rti

6i/ti

flew, aiveZre

him

that

is

[" Praise to

Lord"].
*

Cf.

6

Cf. xiv.

i.

15.
7.

(jjIOev,

^

36, xxiii. 5;

Jer. xx. 13.

Cf. Hesych.,

proleptical

«

xviii. 43.

Chron. xvi.

(xAAtjA,

The

God, praise ye the

Hos.

,

xxi. 9 6qq.

xxi. 9, xxii. 17.
ii.

ifToifiaaev, kdodrf)

19 sq.;

Cf. xii.l; Isa.

Ezek.

xvi. 7 sqq.;

"

Cf. xi. 18, xxii. 12.

"
"

Cf. especially

Cf. V.

iii.

20.

6, 9, vii. 17, xiv. 1.

liv. 1

Eph.

sqq.

v. 2o.

—

—
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9, 10.

allusion to the blessed fulfilment of the mystery of God,^ that has
yet, in fact, occurred, is here the

more

now

not

mouths of the heavenly
judgment
viz., the destruc-

suitable in the

—
— has been executed, and, consequently, the actual
fulfilment has been made. —
The expression

beings, since, in fact, an act already of the final
tion of the great harlot

beginning of that

ij

entirely appropriate

is

—

appears groundless.

ver. 8, in

An

the bride

rd yap iSvaaivov,

Excellently, Grot.

k,t.?..
:

"

— On

You

vv^Kb-n

abr.^

who with

important part of her

conformity with the figure

then interpreted by John,
^vaa. ^a/nrpov Kadapov.

As becomes

TjTolfianev eavr^v.

awaits the coming of her bridegroom.^

emphasized in

yvvri air.

the bride,^ so that the alteration ^

to

is

kuI kdodTj avr^,

joy

expressly
k.tX,

and

edodn avrf/ Iva, cf . vi. 4.

—

see here the dignified garb,

as that of a matron, not ostentatious, like that of the harlot previously

That

described."

lows.

really distinct references are intended

not to be inferred at

Kadapov,^ is

Cf. also vii. 14.

all

Meanwhile,

negative innocency of the

life

the expression,^ and the real

from the

parallel,"^

Gn
Rom.

The form

the contrary,
v.

rd.

of

Ew.

:

ii.

But the plural form

which the saints have received.

'

decla-

16: the divine sentence of

of exposition, which, so far as the subject itself

refers to the writer of the

fol-

suggest only just deeds in which the

ration of righteousness; also Meyer, on

mode

and

positive practice of virtue.

saints have maintained their fidelity.

this

2.afx7rp6v

in itself correct to distinguish the

it is

Cf. a similar interpretation, v. 8.

dLKatufiara tuv ayicjv kariv.

justification

by

events from the interpretation that

is

resists

concerned,

Apocalypse a thought of so peculiarly a Pauline

stamp as does not occur elsewhere in the Apoc. Of course, an allusion to
the grace bestowed by God, as the ground and source of the dLKatcjfiara
belonging to the saints, is contained in a delicate way in the kdodv avr^ iva,
but just this reference to the Divine giving prevents us, on the other

K.tX

;

hand, from defining the SiKatufiaTa as a Divine activity, but allows us to
think only of the just deeds of saints.^ In this result Gebhardt^ and Klief.
also harmonize.
[See Note LXXXIV., p. 461.]

Vv.

The

9, 10.

significance of the short interlude lies in

what the angel

says to John (ver. 9), by applying in express exhortation,^'' the reference
contained already in the ascription of praise of the heavenly beings, to the
goal of

the hopes of believers, and emphatically confirming the consola-

all

tory certainty of the hope thus set before believers, by the assurance that

word

God

Also to the prophetical declaration of this glois given in ver. 10, which must confirm
believers ^^ receiving the testimony of the prophet in the hope and patience
upon which their victory depends.
The one speaking is, at all
Tiiyei fzoi.
events, according to ver. 10, an angel; but not "an interpreting angel," such
as Ewald and Ebrard think was the constant attendant of John,i2 but the
this

of

rious hope

is

»

Cf. X.

2

Gen. xxix. 20; Deut.

3 >?.
*

true.

by John, an

attestation

Cf. XV. 4.

7.

xxii. 24; Matt.

i.

20.

Cf. xxi. 9.

Cf. xxii. 17, xxi. 2; Matt. xxv. 10: al

€Toi/m.oi.

"Hengstenb.
"The brilliant glory of a
virtuous life, and epotlesa purity from eias."
:

*

Cf. xiv. 4 sq.

8

Cf. the dScxTj/aaTa, sviii.

»

p. 176.

'0

Cf. xiv. 13.

"

Cf.

i.

3, xxii.

J-

Cf.

i.

1.

18 sqq.

5.
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who from
To this

angel
tion.^

same angel
the final

on serves John as the communicator of the revela-

xvii. 1

points also the immediately succeeding declaration of

{ovtol ol loyoi, k.t.X.).

—

Vputpov fiaKupioi,

k.t.2..).

Cf. xiv. 13.

tht»

—

to

more concrete way than ver. 7 (6 yanog r. upv.)
Moreover the
blessed communion with the Lord illustrated.
In a

deiTTvov Tov ydfi. r. upv.
is

JOHN.

ST.

still

paracletic pertinence of the discourse brings with

it

also the fact that

it is

not the idea of the Church as the bride of the Lamb, but that of individual
believers as

wedding

guests,

By

which enters here.^

the repetition of the

formula nal TJiyei not, the succeeding speech of the angel is especially separated from his preceding words, and thus receives a peculiar importance.
which certainly
If we suppose that the art. is to be read before Q.riQivol^
w^e must translate with
does not serve to facilitate the construction,^
Beng., Ebrard, Bleek, and Ew. ii. "These are the true words of God."
The ingenious explanation of Hengstenb. (" These words are true, they are
M^ords of God "), even apart from the art. before a>.riQ., is refuted by the fact
that the zlaiv^ in any case, belongs not before, but after, the tov deov. De Wette,
who translates " These words are the true (words) of God," ^ appeals, in oppo-

—

—

:

:

sition to Beng., to the parallel, xxi. 5.

tence

is

But there the construction

extremely simple, since to the subj.

predicate

is

added,

By means

aA;?0.,

effects

of the sen-

the definition of the

but here not only the

ttlotoI koI ukridivoi elaiv,

especially the art. before

ovtoi ol loyoi

-ov dtov,

but

another relation in the entire statement.

becomes far simpler to bring together ol Tioyoi ol
words combined with mv deov as a predicate
to the subject ovtoi.^ But the sense is by no means that which Bengel's
explanation suggests to De Wette,' but after the angel has afforded John
the revelation of the judgment upon the harlot, and, from this beginning of
the final judgment, has given an intimation concerning the blessed mystery
of God, which lies back of the entire judgment, he reviews all the words of
revelation, of which he had served as the interpreter to the prophet from
xvii. 1 on.
These, he says, are the true, i.e., the genuine and right, words
of God.
The ulrjOivol here mentions not the truth or the correctness of the
contents, but the reality of the correlated statement tov deov. This explanawhich
tion is afforded, on the one hand, by the plural oi luyoi alone,
Hengstenb., as well as Klief., refers to 5-8, Ebrard to 6-8 and 9, but the
and, on the other hand, also
most do not take into further consideration,
by what is reported in ver. 10. Ebrard was on the right track when he
alluded to the expression ol loyoL tov deov, xvii. 17 but he wanders from it
again, when, just as he understands those Idyoi tov deov as promises concerning the final redemption of the Church, so, in this passage, he limits the
The latter is not entirely correct; for
?Myot ol ak-nd. T. d. to vv. 6-8 and 9.
there is no reason for excluding the songs of vv. 1-5, which also refer to
olrjeivol,

of this art.,

and

it

to understand these

:

—

—

;

the goal presented in ver.

'

Beng., ZUll.,

2

Cf.

iii.

*

in a

manner

De Wette, Hengstenb.

20; Matt. xxii.

Beng., Hengstenb.
3

9,

See Critical Notes.
Against Hengstenb.

]

eqq., xxv.

^

1

sqq.

precisely identical with vv. 6-8.

Cf. Ziill.

:

" These true words are God's

words."
6

Cf. xx. 5;

"<

Now

Luke

xxiv. 44.

the truth of God's

itself, viz., iu its

immediate

word manifests

results.

—
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9, 10.

concerning the now-iropending glorification

ver. 1 on,

of the Church, has to do with but one side of the subject, with only one

mystery of God, announced by
This one point is made prominent also in the songs
from ver. 1 on, only upon the ground of the judgment lying before the same,
which is now already fulfilled in an act. As now (xvii. 17) the Tidyot t. deov
contain both, viz., the proclamation of the Divine judgment against every
thing antichristian,
the kings of the world, with the beast of the world,
are to rule only until the words of God, which proclaim the destruction
part of the

tov deov (xvii. 17), or of the

"koyoi

the ancient prophets.^

—

same powers,

of these

shall find their fulfilment,

until the

i.e.,

dominion of

those antichristian powers shall be annihilated according to God's declara-

— and the promise

tion,

the XSyoL

;

ol ulrjd. r. d.,

in this passage, refer to all the

revelations which the prophet has received, as the fulfilment of the promise

the angel even

(xvii. 1) of
rr]g

mpvTjg

7joyoL ol

r. fiey.)-, i.e.,

iiTiTjd.,

now

a review

is

made

him

also speaking with

they refer to

xviii. 1-xix. 9.

By

of that entire section

(dei^u ooc to Kpiiia

the expression ovtol

— in

ol

which the expres-

sions referring to the glorification of believers, xix. 1-9, are represented in

most immediate combination with judgment upon the antichristian powers

— in a way precisely analogous to that of xxii.

6,

where, at the conclusion of the entire revelation, a confirmatory reference

is

already fulfilled in one act

made

to all that

was disclosed

to the gazing prophet,

from

iv. 1 on, as

about

But in this passage, also, such a conclusion is entirely justified,
because here an important part of what was to happen had already happened,
to happen.

viz.,

the

judgment upon the great harlot; and therewith the fulfilment of

Now

the words,2 or of the mystery,^ of God, had already begun.
is

also there

given to the prophet the direct pledge of the certainty of what he has be-

held

;

that these words which he has received are the actual

God

of

himself.

From this the explanation
falls down before the angel

John (ver. 10)^
Ebrard is wrong
occurrence;

viz.,

why

it

is

that

worship" him.

in order "to

in his attempt to attach a prophetic significance to this

God are to be warned
who have brought about

that the children of

temptation of worshipping angels, "
over antichrist."
etc.,

and true words

follows as to

The

last

is

against the

the victory

Grot., Yitr., Beng.,

here entirely foreign.

recognize in the adoring prostration an excessive token of gratitude,

and therefore forbidden

also

by the angel. ^

De Wette,

in accordance

with

his exposition of 96, finds here an expression of joyful astonishment at

prophecies so confirmed (?). But partly from what precedes (2,6y. ol ukT]d.
70V dtov), and partly from the manner in which the angel rejects the adoration as not due him, as a fellow-servant of John,

it

may

be

first

of all

John regarded the angel thus addressing him, not as a fellowservant, but as the Lord himself.^ At first,'^ John had a proper estimate of
the angel; but just by what was said (ver. 9b), John could attain the suppoThe aposiopesis^ is
sition that the Lord himself spoke to him.
opa {itjinferred that

1

X. 7.

2 xvii. 17.

3

X. 7.

*

5

Cf. alsoHengstenb.,

As

aleo xxii. S.

who, however, praises

the humility of John as well as of the augel.

Laun.

6

cf.

'

xvii. 1, xv. 6, xvi. 1 sqq.

*

Cf. Winer, p. 558.
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ST.

JOHN.

" See that thou dost it not "
Ay, do it
Because the angel serves the same Lord^ as John and all
his brethren, "who have the testimony of Jesus," i.e., all believers. ^ The
Lord is God ^ to him, therefore, belongs the adoration which John intended
The "entire repulse by the angel
to offer to the angel (tu deu npoaKvv7]aoi>).
does not therefore sound " as tender as possible, almost having the tone of
The closing words of ver. 10
intercession,"* but is throughout decided.
belong not to the address of the angel, but are a remark of John, whereby
he establishes and explains (yap) what has just been said by the angel. It

self-evident

not!

—

from what precedes

:

!

avvdov?iOc.

;

—

incorrect to explain the gen. tov 'Itjoov as subjective, "the testimony proceeding from Jesus " ^ for if, on the one hand, reference to the expression
ixovTuv TTjv fiapT. TOV 'l7}aov require this explanation,^ on the other hand the

is

;

intelligible only by defining the fiaprvpla tov 'Ivo. as to Trvevfia rfjg
This cannot mean " He who confesses Christ as thou dost has
also the spirit of prophecy,"' but designates, in the sense of 1 Pet. i. 11,
and in thorough agreement with what is indicated in i. 1 and xxii. 6, 16,

declaration

is

7rpo(pr}rEiac.

:

concerning the nature and the origin of prophecy, that Christ, by himself
imparting his testimony of revelation to a man, fills him ^ with the spirit of
prophecy,

— who now speaks from and through the prophets.^

coming One,

From the
who have

is

the goal of

all

Christian prophecy,^^ so

closing words of the verse,

it

might be

is

He

As

Christ, the

also its author.

inferred,^! that " they

the testimony of Jesus" are not believers in general, but only

the prophets, so that the angel would call himself a fellow-servant only
of the prophets

as Hengstenb. also (xxii. 6) understands

;

by the

dov2.occ

avrov

are
But as (xxii. 6), on the contrary, the servants of God
distinguished from the prophets, and considered as the believers for whose
^'^

only prophets.

instruction the prophets receive their revelations,^^ so also in this passage.^*

Believers do not have the testimony proceeding from Jesus without the ser-

John himself is one but they are prophets because
communicated to them by the Lord, which testimony in
them is the spirit of prophecy. Thus there is in ver. 106 an attestation
to the prophetical book of John, similar to that which was emphatically
maintained in the beginning ^^ and at the close. ^^ [Note LXXXV., p. 461.]
vice of the prophets, as

;

of the testimony

Yv. 11-21. Christ himself, as the already triumphant

1

-

Cf. vi. 11.

we

Cf. vi. 9.

Ziill.

5

Against Ewald

:

•'

If

any one with conDe Wette;

etancy maintain faith in Christ; "

Hengstenb., Ebrard, not clear.
6

are accordingly called, as fellow-servants,

unequal honor." But it would
be impossible for the concluding words of ver.
10 to belong to the angel (cf ver. 8, v. 8) ; and
the explanation of t. exofTwf Trjv fxapTvpiav t.
'I»jcr., which forms its basis, is false.
* Cf. ii. 7, 11, 17, iii. 22, with ii. 1, 8, 12, iii.
to offices of not

8 xxii. 6.
4

victor, goes forth

Cf. vi. 9, xii. 17.

1

De

8

Vitr. paraphrases

Wette, Ewald.

.

14.

who

lo

speaks and acts through those who proclaim
the testimony of Christ (which the apostles
did), is the very one who speaks through me,
who am sent by the Lord to declare to thee
the things of the time to come. Thy affairs,
therefore, are as important as my dignity, and

"

Also of that of O. T.,
Hengstenb.; cf. Vitr.

12

cf.

'^

cf. xxii. 16.

^*

Cf., besides, xxii. 9.

:

"

The same

Spirit

^^ \. 1
'«

i.

1.

sqq.

xxii. 6 sqq.

s. 7.

— —
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11-16.

with his heavenly hosts to destroy the secular powers

still

remaining;

viz.,

that of the beast and false prophet (ver. 19 sq.), and the inhabitants of the
earth rendering allegiance to the beast (ver. 21).

Yv. 11-16. The going forth of Christ and his followers from heaven to
the judgment.

—

tov ovpavdv rjveuyfiivov, of. iv.

was carried

spirit

to the earth. ^

The

Tnardg nat uXTjdivd^.

The

1.

seer, at xvii. 3, in

koi Idov InKog ?.evKbg, cf. vi. 2.

KuAovfievog

construction of the individual expressions

entirely similar to that of vi. 2.

kind of apposition to

—

The

KuAov/uevog

is

also

placed without earlv in a

6 mdi^fi. in' avTov effects a transition to the description

h 6lk.

Kplvei., k.tX).
Concerning the idea of marog and
There is a significant prominence given to the
circumstance that the one now going forth to most complete final victory is

in the finite tense (kqI

of

alrteivog^ of. iii. 7, 14.

called not only " faithful," with respect to his promises to his believers

now

;

by himself, but also " true " for it is just by his present
triumphal march against his enemies, that he proves himself to be the ^lessiah announced from olden time.
Hence the entire description is filled with
tones harmonizing with the O. T. prophecies; the Lord now manifests himself as the One who was truly meant in all those prophecies.
koX h diKaioavv^
The kqI 'iTo?^fiel added in this passage expresses
Kpivei.
Cf. Isa. xi. 3 sqq.
the meaning of the Kpivet in a way corresponding to the nature of the descripto be fulfilled

—

tion here presented.^

—

ol Se o(pBakiioi

many diadems upon

If the

his

avr., k.t.X.

head are

Cf.

i.

14.

6ia6fjij.aTa izoTi'/.u.

to be regarded trophies of victories

already won,^ the kings, possibly the ten kings of ch. xvii.,* must at all
events be regarded as vanquished.
But the judgment upon these is not yet

might

also be said that the Lord, going forth as

triumphant
from the very beginning a victor's garland,
appears here already adorned with the crowns of the kings to be judged by
him. But the reference to ver. 16, where Christ is called the {Saat/uvc f3aai?^uv,
is more probable. ^
The explanation of Andr., that the dominion of Christ
over all who are in heaven and on earth is indicated, is too indefinite.
Either the name mentioned in ver. 13 is meant,^ or
extjv ovofia
aviog.
although it was "written,"
possibly on the Lord's forehead,' but not,
indeed, upon his vesture,^ or on the many diadems,®
and therefore was
fulfilled.

victor,

It

who

also (vi. 2) receives

—

—

—

visible to John, the

was inscrutable ^^
(ver. 13), and to attempt

it

for even if the S ovdelg

name

6 9i6yog tov deov,^^

the assertion Kai

1

De Wette.

2

Ver. 14

3

Cf. 2

:

el^ev,

K£K?<.TjTai

Sam.
;

:

t. iroXe/oiov.

13; 1 Mace. xi. 13.

Grot.,

cf . also Vitr.

Zullig.

Calov., Vitr., etc.

that designated

an undertaking
is

in violation of

the more probable

makes the impression, particularly as
separated from ver. 12 by a

rb ovo/ia avrov, k.t2., is

6 Ewald, De Wette, Hengstenb.,
Bleek,
Volkm., Luthardt.
6

to him, because

k.tX, be explained by the mj'stery lying in the

Cf. xxii. 10.

xii.

it, is

of the two possible views

yet the context

arpaTeviiaTa; ver. 19

Wetst., Beng.
*

to conjecture

The second

the context."

—

name remained, nevertheless, unknown
To think of any definite name besides

^

Ewald, Bleek, Hengstenb.

*

Calov.

»

Eichh.

Grot., Beng., De Wette, Hengstenb.,
Ebrard.
" Against Ewald, Volkmar, etc., who understand the name mri'.
lo

"

Vitr.

:
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special item of the description

(k. izepiiS.,

ST.

JOHN.

name

k.tX), that a

is

intended to

Lord himself, since He alone has
and knows what is designated in the name.^ But in accordance with iii. 12,
it may be thought that the complete blessedness of believers in immediate
communion with the Lord (ver. 9) will disclose also the mystery of this
After the manner of the
name. 2
Kai TzepLJ^e^lr](j.Evog 1/j.utiov ^ejiaufiivov ai/iaTi.
victor, Isa. Ixiii. 1 sqq.,^ whose prophetic description finds its true fulfilThe form of
ment in the Lord.^
Kal KeKTiTjrai to dvofia avrov oXoyo^Tov deov.
the expression KEK?i7]Tai t. ov. avr. shows that here^ the definite name, familiar
to believers, which the Lord has received as a significant proper name,^ and
be indicated, which

is

known only

to the

—

—

continues to bear,

is

The name corresponds

intended to be designated.

the position of the Lord as Mediator, as described

— Tu

duction, p. 66.

the hosts of angels

i.

to

Cf. also Intro-

1 sqq.'^

The armies of the Lord ^ are not only
arpareviuaTa, k.t.1.
who appear elsewhere as attendants of the Lord coming

to judgment,^ but departed believers are also to be regarded

as referred

This is indicated not only by the comprehensive expression rd aTpar. ru
cf. ver. 8).
()0(i(paia b^sla.
kv TU ovp., but also by the vesture (i3vaa. Ievk. Kad.
The sharp sword proceeding from the mouth of the Lord designates here,
to.^o

—

;

where, besides,

it

is

attached to statements recalling ancient prophetical

descriptions {Iva kv avT.

iraTu^ri

tu eOvv),^^ still

One who

thus appearing as the true and real
naTci,

tion,

more
to

is

clearly than

come

i.

16,

(ver. 11).

—

the Lord
Kal avrdg

Cf. also, on this definitive and, therefore, so full-toned descrip-

K.tX

which gives assurance
with xiv.

Isa. Ixiii. 2 sq.

^'^

of the certainty of the threat

10, 19.

The expression

by r.

dtov - TravTOKp.,

t^v Irjvhv tov olvov,

Hengst-

enb. explains, not, indeed, accurately, by saying that the wine-press

is

the

wrath of God, and the wine flowing from it is the blood of enemies. The
form of the idea in which the two figures of the wine-press ^^ and the cup of
wrath 1* are combined, ^^ affirms, however, that from the wine-press trodden
by the Lord, the wine of God's anger flows, with which his enemies are to be
The name, which (ver. 16) is written on the vesture and on
made drunk.
as is made prominent at
the thigh, f3acilevg iSaatTiiuv Kal Kvptog Kvptuv, gives

—

—

the conclusion of this entire description, ver. 11 sqq.
of that

Lord;

which

viz.,

is

distinctly

that the Lord

marked already

who now

— the

express pledge

appearance of the
goes forth to the conflict with the kings
in the entire

—

show himself to be the King of all kings.
kuI em tov (irjpbv
The meaning cannot be that the name stood not only on the vesture,
avT.
but also on the actual thigh, so that, after laying aside the bloody garment,
of the earth, will

»

Cf.

*

The

ii.

T

17.

names indicated

several

least uncertain

In

the

at

reading (see Critical Notes)

Perhaps also the plural
has had much to do with the origin

give no clear idea.
SiaS. TToAA.

3

Beng.,

<Cf.
6 Cf.,
6 Cf.,

Ziill.,

cf., on the other hand, ver. 19.
Matt. xvi. 27, xxv. 31; 2 Thess.
Wette, Hengstenb., Bleek, Luthardt.
9

i"

The

of the reading.

De

"Wette, Hengstenb., etc.

ver. 11.

on the other hand, ver. 12.
on the other hand, the several appel-

lative designations of vv. 11, 16.

Cf. also xix. 10, Hi. 14.

^

i'

Cf

.

also

Ew.

ii.

i.

^*

De

Incorrectly, Volkra.

earthly.
Cf. Isa. xi. 4.

k, avr.

noinavei, k.t.X.

ii.27, xii. 5.

"
"

7.

Cf.

i.

8, xi. 17,

xv. 3.

xiv. 19.

xiv. 10.

'^

De Wette

Cf.

—

—
CHAP. XIX.

name could appear in
De Wette, Bleek,

the

Eichh.,

accustomed to

fix

the

same

etc.,

who
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17-21.

But the explanation of Wetst.,

place. ^

allude to the fact that, e.g., sculptors are

name on the body of the statue in the
opposed by the preceding im rd l/iunov, in connection
km top fiTjpdv avT. has the force, tliat the name, at all events,
the stamp of their

region of the thighs,

is

with which the kuI
must be regarded as on the

vesture, and that, too, where the thigh is.
The
name is, therefore, not to be sought upon an imaginary ^ sword-handle,* but
we must regard it as being upon the girdle, although this, however, does not

come into consideration as the sword-belt,* but as a girdle which holds the
tucked-up vesture of one advancing to battle.^ In violation of the context,

Ew.

ii.

From the shoulders to the thighs."
An angel standing in the sun summons

"

:

Vv.

17, 18.

bodies of kings, and of

the inhabitants of the earth,

all

by the Lord.^ §va ayy. Cf. viii.
because from this standpoint, and

13, xviii. 21.

iv

tcj

all

fowls to eat the

who

are to be slain

'rfkijui,

"in the sun,"

same time with the glory

at the

suitable

to an angel, he can best call to the fowls flying kv fieaovpavT/fj-auJ
GvvuxdT]Te,

k.tX

The punishment

Cf. Ezek. xxxix. 17 sqq.

is,

— AeOre

as it corre-

sponds to the idea of the final judgment, one that is absolutely relentless;
on the slaying, the consumption of the corpses by all the fowls under

since

the heaven follows.

The exhaustive

adpKag jiaaLkeuv, k.tX

expressly declares, what

is

specification

^

from the connection, that the

self-evident also

TmltioI (ver. 21) are the entire mass of inhabitants of the earth.®
Vv. 19-21. The Lord's judgment and war are accomplished. This act
of judgment John beholds, as it proceeds not only from the kol eldov (ver. 19),
but also from the mode of representation itself {k-nLuadrj, ver. 20 kxopTuadTjnav,
ver. 21).
Cf., on the other hand, ch. xviii.
to dTjptov kol rovg ^aaiMg, k.tX

slain

;

—

With

the beast, representing the secular power,!**

j^js

confederates appear, the

kings of the earth,!! and their armies, consisting of the entire
the dwellers on earth, ^^
already in xvi. 14;

way

!*

who now

its result,

however,

as to correspond to the significant

which

is to

be described

is

number

not one that

is

described in ver. 20 sq., in such a

name

of xvi. 16.

For the

doubtful, but the result of an unconditional victory over enemies,

Christ, in contrast with the rent

The

Trpo<}>f}Tijg,

mark

—

k. pLeru

his enemies. !5

1

Against Beng..

Volkm.

*

And

sun."

3

Grot.

that, too, against ver. 15.

8

Against Vitr., also against Hengstenb.,
who, on account of ver. 15, explains that the
name appears here in the place of the engirded
*

5

;

Volkm.

6

Cf. ver. 21.

'

Ew.

i.,

De Wette,

Ilpngatenb., Ebrard,

(xiii.

The

11 sqq.).

Incorrectly,

Cf. vl. 15.

lo xiii. 1

9

Ew.
Cf.

ii.,

allusion

p. 334:

"by

the

xiii. 4, 8, 14, 16.

sqq.

i^

xvi. 12 sqq., xvii. 12 sqq.

^^

xiii. 4, 8, 16.

Notice the art. toc iroKefi, ; also the
neva here repeated.
" Cf., on the other hand, ver. 14.
^5 Beng., Hengstenb.
^3

cf . Ps. xlv. 4 sq.

Ziill.,

kol 6 fzer' avrov xpevdo-

position of the false prophet as the auxiliary of the beast is

designated in harmony with the description

sword

won by
The
army of

tov oTpaTEviiaroc avrov.

the holy unity of the entire

body of

conflict

painful, or as to its issue possibly

is

the justice and omnipotence of the Lord.
sing, is chosen here,!* in order to

of

carry into effect the conflict proclaimed

o-vvrjy*

——

:
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also to the peculiar function of the false prophet (6
to xiii. 13 sqq.

— The manner in which the

formity with the nature of the enemies
prophet,

"was

:

noirjaac,

judgment

is

k.tX) points back

fulfilled is in con-

the beast, together with the false

^

taken, and both were cast alive into the lake of

with brimstone."

Who

fire

burning

not said; but the act dare not be referred to Christ, for the reason that he does not execute his various acts of
does this,

is

judgment by his own hand.^ It is evident that the victorious result of the
war of judgment ^ is determined by Christ's power but according to the
analogy of xii. 7 sqq., we must regard the arparci'/zara of the Lord, as
^uvreg.
the executors of the judgment.^
For only human enemies could
suffer bodily death (ver. 21) before the eternally condemning judgment of
;

—

the world. ^

on

ttjv

ver. 17 sq.

Xtfivriv, k.t.X.

unrKTuvdrjaav

Cf. xx. 10, 14 sq., xxi. 8.

h t^

k.t2.

po/icpala,

To

seize

—

oi

lomol.

See

the enemies, and

thus to cast them into hell (ver. 20), is not befitting the Lord himself; but
it is something else, when the sword which proceeds from his mouth slays the

This gives the idea of the victory entirely without laborious effort,
conflict of Him who, according to the prediction
of the ancient prophets, destroys his enemies with the breath of his lips.®
enemies.

and presupposing no proper
K.

TzdvTa

opvea, k.t.X.

TO,

—

Cf. ver. 17 sq.

The allegorical exposition, when applied with consistency to ch. xix.,
must be regarded untenable in the degree that it arrays itself against the
context.

The fowls

(ver. 17 sq., 21) are,

according to

Hammond,

and Vandals, who desolated the Roman Empire; according

the Goths

to Coccejus, the

Turks, who, after the capture of Constantinople, afflicted the Catholic "West;
according to Hengstenb., the Huns, who prepared grievous calamities for
the Germanic nations, the destroyers of the

Roman Empire.

Wetst. found

the prophecy fulfilled in the assassination of Domitian, the last of the
Flavians,' and
by the 8actMc

Grot, understands
with his nobles," and remarks on ver. 20

in the conquest of his soldiers (ver. 21).
(ver. 19), " Julian

" Theodosius the Great abolished the public sacrifices of the heathen," and
on ver. 21 " By the decree of Christ, who used Justinian for this purpose,
Others, as C. a Lap., have thought that
to punish idolaters with death."
the fulfiment of the prophecy could be shown by the horrible death and
burial of many heretics.
So C. a Lap. cites authors who report of Luther
that he committed suicide, and that at his burial not only a multitude of
Luther,
ravens, but also the Devil, who had come from Holland, appeared.
gloss on ver. 11: " The word of God is opposed to the defenders of the
Pope, and none of their defence is of any avail."
:

—

De

Wette, Hengstenb.

1

Cf. Beng,,

*

Cf. xx. 9 Bqq., xiv. sq.

2

Cf. XX. 2.

6

Cf

3

Cf. ver. 11.

^

V. 20.

.

Isa. xi. 4.

^

xx. 14 sqq.

NOTES.
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Notes by the American Editor.

LXXXIV.
Some

Ver.

8.

to.

(VnaLufiaTa tuv uyiuv.

of the older Protestant interpreters explain the plural diKaiufiara, as

determined by the fact that it comprises the two righteousnesses of the believer,
the imputed righteousness of Christ and his own inherent righteousness. So
Forbes in Poole's Synopsis. Calov. also, upon the ground that the imputation
of Christ's righteousness to the believer will never cease. Others, like Cluverus,
maintain that each saint has a SiKaiufia; and, therefore, there are 6tKaiufj.aTa,
because there are many saints. So Alford: "The plural is probably distributive, implying not many SiKaiu/iaTa to each one, as if they were m'erely good
deeds, but one 6iKai(j/j.a to each of the saints, enveloping him as in a pure white
robe of righteousness." John Gerhard (L. C, viii. 167) also adopts the distributive use of the plural, although referring it to imputed righteousness. Philippi
{Kirch. Glaubenslehre, \. 1, 252), however, concurs with Diisterdieck: "The
right deeds of the saints are the robe of fine linen, to be clothed in which is
granted them (xix. 8)."

LXXXY.

Ver.

10.

v

y"-P (J-aprvpia 'Irjaov.

Luthardt paraphrases this clause: "He who has this testimony of Jesus
who works prophecy, and teaches how it is to be
understood, because all prophecy has Jesus Christ as its contents; and, therefore, the knowledge and confession of Jesus Christ is the key of the future."
participates also in the Spirit

Cremer accordingly infers that exeiv ttjv fiapr. 'Irjaov (xii. 17, xix. 10, vi. 9) is
synonymous with Ix^lv to nv. rfiq TTpo<p.
Gebhard also insists on the subjective
meaning of 'It/ctoi) here, and says that wherever "the testimony of Jesus"
occurs, it is synonymous with "the word of God."
Alford, dissenting from
Diisterdieck's construction of

'l??aoi)

as subjective, says:

"What

the angel says

'Thou, and I, and our brethren are all ex^vreg tt/v iiaprvpiav 'lT]aov\ and
the way in which we bear this witness, the substance and essence of this testimony, is the spirit of prophecy; hv nvevfia enonad7]/iEi>. This spirit, given to me
in that I show thee these things, given to thee in that thou seest and art to write
them, is the token that we are fellow-servants and brethren.' "
is

this:
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CHAPTER XX.
So A, Lacli., Tisch. The accus. (B, 5<, Elz.)
Ver. 2. 6 6<pig 6 apxalog.
According to A, B, min., the art., which is
appears to be a modification.
wanting in the Rec. before 6ia(3., and before oar,, but occurs in X in both these
Ver. 3.
places (so Tisch. IX.), belongs only in the latter place (Lach., Tisch.).
Tlie avTuv after kKXeirrev (Elz.) is spurious (A, B, K, al., Verss., Beng., Lach.,

—

—

Tisch. [W. and H.]).

The

present rtXavd (jGriesb., Tisch.)

an

attested by B, and, besides, appears suspicious as

is

not sufficiently

interpretation.

Lach.,
H.] have properly maintained the Rec. TrXav^oj?
Ver. 4. The art. ra before x'l^. hi] (Elz.) is
according to
(X: Tr?\.avTjcei).
Ver. 8. tov ttoA. So A, B, X,
properly (A, H, min.) deleted already by Beng.
Ver. 9. utto tov Beov, which occurs also
7, 8, 9, al., Lach., Tisch.; cf. xix. 19.
in N,, al., before e/c tov ovpavov (Elz.), but in other witnesses stands last (Beng.),
also Tisch. IX. [and

A

W. and

—

—

—

still others transpose the positions of tlie prepositions cnru and ck, belongs
probably (cf. xxi. 2) in no way to the text (A, 12, al., Lach., Tisch. [W. and
Ver. 14. Read ovTog 6 Oav. 6 devTspog eaTtp, ij llfivrj tov Trvpoc, (A, B, al.,
H.]).
Verss., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]). The last words are lacking in the Rec.

while

—

K

modifies: ovt. 6 devT. Oav. eoT.,

r/

/\.,

/c.t.A.

Already has judgment been executed upor^ the harlot,^ upon the beast
and his accomplice the false prophet,^ and upon the dwellers on earth who
worshipped the beast; now follows the judgment upon the proper first
enemy, Satan himself, who ^ has used all those antichristian powers only as
The judgment upon Satan, decreed from all eternity, is
his instruments.
executed in ver. 10. But previous to this, there is the binding of Satan for
one thousand years (vv. 1-3), during which time they who are to partake of
the first resurrection are to reign with Christ (vv. 4-6), and an attack upon
the camp of the saints on the part of Gog and Magog, excited by Satan, who
is let loose again for a short time, which is terminated by fire falling from
heaven and consuming those nations (vv. 7-9) but, on the other hand,
;

there

is, afte?-

the final casting of Satan into the lake of

fire,

the proper judg-

men appear, and they who are
not written in the book of life are cast into the same lake of fire as that
wherein are the beast and the false prophet already since xix. 20, into which
Satan also has been eternally cast (ver. 10) before the final judgment of the
world, and wherein now also at that final judgment death and hell are cast

ment

which

of the world (ver. 11 sqq.) at

(ver. 14).

—

It is, therefore, to

be noted

the individual judgments, that this

is

the antichristian forms are presented
(ch. xii.)
1

;

:

alf

(1)

with respect to the succession of

the reverse oi the succession in which
for the description of the latter begins

with the original enemy, then proceeds to the beast and his accom-

Cf. ch8. xvii.-xix.

2

xix. 20.

s

Cf, on ch. xii.

CHAP. XX.

1-3.

second beast or the false prophet (ch.

plice, viz., the

shows the woman carried by the
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.

xiii.),i

and

finally

beast, i.e., the definite city of the world

whom the beast is embodied
on the contrary, the judgment descends first upon the
city (xviii. 1, xix. 10), then upon the beast, together with the false prophet,
and the mass of dwellers on earth worshipping the beast (xix. 11-21), and,
finally, upon Satan (xx. 10, cf. xx. 4 sqq.).
(2) Nor is the kind of judg(ch. xvii.), ay, the individual sovereigns in
(xvii. 11); while,

ment without natural distinctions the city perishes in a terrible
tion, and the beast and false prophet, as well as Satan, are cast
:

the lake of

fire

of hell

bodily death (xix. 21,

while the dwellers on earth, after having suffered

;

cf.

and not

(xx. 11 sqq.),

conflagraalive into

xx. 9), are again awakened at the final judgment
until then cast into the lake of fire for eternal

torment.

Vv. 1-3. An angel, descending from heaven, binds Satan with a great
and casts him into the abyss for one thousand years.
ayyelov.
The
comparison of i. 18 cannot prove that the arlgel ^ is Christ^
t?/v kXuv r^g
The key of the abyss
which, according to the analogy of the
u,3vacov.
in other respects not entirely conformable presentation, i. 18, is to be
regarded as being in the hands of Christ
was "given," ix. 1, under particular circumstances, for a definite purpose to another in this passage the
angel, who likewise needed the key for a definite purpose (ver. 2 sq.),
brought it from heaven, where he, therefore, had received it when he was

—

chain,

—

—

—

;

sent.

Ew.

ii. is

accordingly incorrect in identifying the angel in this pas-

sage with the one
Cf.

Mark

3

v.

sq.'*

who

—

enl

represented as being active in

is
rfjv

x^ipa avrov.

Cf. v.

"

1.

ix.

1-11.

uXvatv.

7n" the hand,^ the chain
lies " on " the hand, and

could not be held because of its great weight it
Vivid representation of the event.
hangs down on both sides.
eKpuTTjasv.
The nominative of apposition, without construcCf xix. 20.
6 o^/f, K.T.X.
;

—

—

.

tion, is like

i.

5.

On

the designation, cf

.

xii.

9

the complete

;

harmony

in

shows that now that original enemy was bound, who, after he
had been cast from heaven to earth, became the proper originator of every
thing antichristian in the world. [See Note LXXXVI., p. 472.] x^lui eT-q.
The accus.® designates the length of the time during which Satan is to be
Cf. ver. 1, ix. 1,
bound. Cf. in other respects on ver. 10.
f/f rrfv u^vanov.
xi. 7, xvii. 8.
The abyss of hell is the place where Satan properly belongs,
and whence he himself, like the demoniacal powers, has proceeded in order
to work upon earth.
But since for a thousand years he will be confined
against his will to one place,' so long is his agency on earth interrupted
this passage

—

(ij^a (i^ nTuiv., /c.t.A.).

object

TTjv

—

uiSvaaov is

koi €K?ieiaev koi ko<{>puyiaev

inuvu

With

ai'Tov.

understood; but just because this

is

iKkeiaev

the

not expressly

added, the limitation knuvu ahrov can the more readily qualify the ia(ppu}'taEv:
" upon him," i.e., Satan, who has been cast into the bottomless pit, the angel
1

Where also

on
shown.
Beng., De Wette, etc.
Against Hengstenb., Alcas., Calov., Vitr.
the relation of the dwellers

earth to the beast
2

3

Cf. also Coccej.,

Holy Ghost.

is

who

again understands the

*
f)

is

Etym., M.

apyvpiov

rj

:

aAvo-i?,

f)

€k

xo^f ou

xpvcrov n-en-ATjvueVTj

tj

o-eipoL

criSrjpov

[oiAvcris

a chain forced either from brass, or iron, or

silver,

or gold].

«

Ew.

«

Cf

.

ii.

ix. 5.

J<

reads even ev
^

Cf

.

r. x-

ver. 7

:

<^vAaK^.
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" set a seal," in order to give the greater assurance of the secure guarding of

the one imprisoned. ^

—

Iva

As he had previously done,^
The subj. aor.,

//^ nlavijari etl to. Idvrj.

as long as unbound, he could exercise his wrath on earth. ^

with a future meaning,* presupposes that during the one thousand years,
and, therefore, after the act of judgment, xix. 21, there would still be

who

the end of the one thousand years, would be actually
This seeming difficulty would be avoided by the reading Trlava^
which depends upon the view customary in the Church fathers, but absolutely in violation of the context, that the worldly period of one thousand
years began with the birth or death of Christ, and, therefore, is the present.^

nations

also, at

led astray. 5

—

IMBTu

Tavra; viz., ra Xi-^M ^^v-

ately precedes,
^povov.

— Sd.

and

Cf.

i.

to

it

The

definite numerical specification

immedi-

corresponds also the temporal statement:

fj.tKpdv

1, iv. 1.

Vv. 4-6. The one thousand years reign which begins with the first
The allusion to the glory to be expected in the same, which
is at the same time the pledge of participation in the blessedness of the
eternity to be opened with the second resurrection, is made not wdthout an
express emphasis of the paracletic point which lies in this goal of Christian
The prototype of Dan. vii. 9, 22, and the Kpl/j.a,
Kal eldov dpovovc.
hope."^
expressly mentioned in this passage, show that the dpovoi come into consideration not as thrones of kings,^ but only as seats of judges.^ The interchange
of the definite idea of a j udicial session with that of further dominion
coheres with the decided misunderstandpossibly also manifested in judging
ings that the izEne'keK.LafjLEvoL and ohiveq oh TrpoaeKvvTjaav are to be regarded as the

resurrection.

—

—

—

subjects of EKudioav

ctt*

avTovg, that

the

ffaaiTievaai fisTu. tov

xpiorov ascribed to

these must be esteemed synonymous with the assumed sitting of the same

on thrones, and thus belongs to a conception of the whole, vv. 4-6, that is in
Thus, especially, Augustine and his successors.-^*^
violation of the context.
Who they are that sit upon thrones, and to whom judgment is given, is not
said, and hence scarcely any thing except a negative determination is posAccording to what follows, they are not the martyrs and the other
sible.
faithful believers who rather, by the judgment, become partakers of the
one thousand years reign. ^^ The iSodr} avrot^ forbids us to refer it to God
himself and Christ. ^^ g^, j. refers it to the apostles,!^ ^^^ ^t the same time
and Beng. to the
to martyrs and Christians in other respects distinguished
The most plausible explanation, if the idea is at all to
uyioi, Dan. vii. 22.
be made more definite than is presented in the text, is to refer it to the
twenty-four elders ;i* for it is especially appropriate to ascribe the reward
of victors to these representatives of the Church, who offer the prayers of
the saints to God,i^and repeatedly testify to their blessed hope.^^ [See Note
;

»

Cf. Matt, xxvii. 66.

2

Cf.

xiii, 14,

xvi. 13.

*

Cf.

Winer,

p. 472.

5

Cf. ver. 8 sq.

7

Ver.

8

Eichh., Zu!I.

6,

Ileinr.,

" Against Augustine,
s xii. 12.

Ziill., ete.

Against Grot., who, however, comprises

the angels.
e

See on ver.

10.

Cf. xiv. 13, xvi. 15.

Ewald, De AVette, Hengstenb.,
i" See on ver. 10.

Ebrard, Bleek, Volkra.

12

"

Cf. Matt. xix. 28.

" De

Wette, Ew.

ii.;

cf.

Hengstenb., who,

besides the twelve apostles, understands the

twelve patriarchs.

"

y. 8.

«

v. 9, vii. 13 sqq., xi. 16 sqq.

—
CHAP. XX.

LXXXVII.,
Kpifia refers,

p. 473.]

Kal Tuc

\}jvxa(:

are represented in

two

— i:m
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7-10.

They, to

xdpa avruv.

rfjv

whom

the

classes: the martyrs, viz., not only those

whose souls already cry for vengeance, vi. 9, but also tho.se additional ones ^
who have been slain throughout the whole earth by the beast, and with
whose blood the harlot was drunken ^ and all other believers who, notwithstanding the persecution and threatening death, have not rendered homage
;

to the beast

The

^

last class of believers also (oinvec ov npoasKv^, k.tX) is to

be regarded, at the point of time fixed in ver. 4, as dead ; ^ partly because of
the explicit sl^jjaav^^ partly because of the contrast ol 6k Xoinol tuv veKpuv, and
the expression ovk

upon the

tl^rjaav,

first i^rjoav

;

applied to this death, from which a clear light falls

partly also because of the definite

gorical designation 7 uvdaTanLqi]

expressed regularly in

npC.Tr].

The meaning

these points

all

and

in

no way

alle-

of the text which

is

therefore, manifestly this, that

is,

while " the rest of the dead " are not revived until the second resurrection
(ver. 12 sqq.), in the first resurrection only the two classes of dead believers

take part,

viz., in

order to reign with Christ during the one thousand years.

It is just

by the

KpifMa (ver.

[See Note

promised them.^

4a) that this

first

LXXXVIII.,

especial reward of victors is

p. 473.]

But the description

of

mystery of God, which is fulfilled
now for believers ' after the judgment already executed upon their enemies,
John cannot give without repeating with especial emphasis the consolation
(ver. 6) which was united previously already,^ with the references to the
The item of holiness here
future reward of fidelity (laKdpio^ nal aytog, k.tX
this glory, of this first part of the blessed

:

emphasized has a reference to the priestly dignity («:. iaovrai lEpEic,
^ then the
A. -A.) of those who particifjate in the one thousand years reign
priestly, as well as the royal, character of believers comes forth in complete

especially

;

glory. ^"^

— uepog

ver. 14, xxi.

the

first

ev.

8.

— are

xxi. 8.

Cf.

They who

John

— after

revived at the

first

8

—

6 divrepog duvarog.

Cf.

they have suffered bodily death,

viz.,

xiii.

(fiCTu).

resurrection, intended only for believers,

withdrawn from the power of the second death; for them the
judgment of the world impending at the end of the one thousand years
are thereby

(ver. 11 sqq.) brings only the eternally valid confirmation of the priestly

and kingly glory which, during the former period, had formed for believers
the beginning of the blessedness to be bestowed upon them eternally.
Vv. 7-10. After the completion of the one thousand years, Satan is let
loose then he leads the heathen nations, Gog and Magog, to an attack upon
But fire from heaven consumes those nations, and Satan is cast
the saints.
Here and in ver. 8 (k^eXEvoETai)
eternally into the lake of fire.
IvdrjaeTai.
the statement has the express form of prophecy, which also is repeated in
in ver. 9 and ver. 10a, however, the prophet
ver. lOh (iSafTaviadrjaovTai)
;

;

speaks so as to report the revelation imparted to him concerning the events
The difficulty that here the heathen
impending at the end.^^
rd iQvrj.

—

1

vi. 11.

*

xiii. 7, 10, 1.5,

3

Cf., especially, xiii. 15 sqq.

*

Ewald, De Wette, Ebrard; against Heng-

Btenb., etc.

xvi. 5 aq., xvii. 6, xviii. 24.

6

Cf.

ii.

8.

«

Cf.

^

Cf. x.

7.

»

Cf. xix.

»

Beng., etc.

"

Cf. xix. 9 eq., 17 sq.

>«

Cf.

ii.

i.

11.
9, xiv. 13.

6, v. 10.
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nations once again enter into conflicts against the saints, after, xix. 21,

all

nations and kings (rendering allegiance to the beast) have been annihilated,

— to which

also the other difficulty is added, that enemies to be

the earthly

life

resurrection, 1
EdvT],

—

found in
contend against believers who are partakers in the first
is not explained fully by emphasizing ^ the fact that these

Gog and Magog,

De Wette,

etc.,

xxxviii. 39,3

dwell at the extreme ends of the earth.

are indeed right

and the idea of

when

ver. 9

Vitr.,

Ewald,

harmony with the prototype, Ezek.
{avi,3rjaav km rb nlaTog Tfjg yf)g), they regard
in

the farthest ends of the earth as the abode of these nations

;

^

but in the

was presupposed that all unbelieving inhabitants of the earth without exception, all kings and nations, had served
It is also to be acknowledged that the
the beast, and with him had perished.
introduction of Idvrj in this passage is a similar inconsistency as was previously shown in that the winds prepared at vii. 1 for destruction do not
afterwards come into activity; but this inconsistency
which is in general
a material, and that, too, an inexplicable difficulty, only when the entire
entire description of

cli. xiii. it

—

description, vv. 1-10,

is

regarded in

all

individual parts as a prophecy

its

to be thus actually fulfilled, instead of distinguishing the ideal character

of the Apocalyptic

mode

of representation,

and the actual contents of the

—

prophecy to be determined from the analogy of the Holy Scriptures
is
modified by the fact that the nations here presented, Gog and Magog, stand
in no relation whatever to the beast, and dwell at such a distance that also, in
this respect, they

may

appear with the dwellers on earth formerly found

For it is also in harmony with this, that these
heathen nations are led to the conflict against the saints immediately by
Satan himself.^
rbv Vuy Kai rbv ^Jlayuy.
Even in Jewish theology these two
names occur, of which the first in Ezekiel, 1. c, designates the king of the
land and people of Magog ^ as names of nations belonging together.' Already, in Ezek., Magog appears, whose ethnographical determination,^ of
course, nevertheless, lies in the background of the description^ as the representative and leader of the heathen nations in general, w-ho rage against the
in the empire of the beast.

—

»

See on ver.

3

Cf. especially xxxviii.

10.

2

15

.

an

Vitr.

eaxdrov

Against Hengstenb. " The corners comprise whatever lies within the corners," so that
*

:

the four corners of the eaj-th designate, in fact,

the same as to TrAaros t^? y^s.

on the other hand, xvi. 13 sq.
6 Gen. X. 2.
Cf Winer, Ricb., on this word.
" At the end of the extremity of the days
shall Gog and Magog, and their army, come up
against Jerusalem; but by the hand of King
Messiah shall they fall, and seven years of
days shall the children of Israel kindle their
fire with their weapons of war" (Targ. of
Jerusaleni on Num. xi. 27). Avoda Sara I.:
"When Gog and Magog shall see war, the
Messiah will say to them, Why hast thou come
hither? They will reply. Against the Lord
and his Christ." Cf. Wetst.
Cf.,

.

">

Cf. Joseph., Ant. Jud.,

I.

6: Mava>v»?s

an ainov Mayuiyas oyoixaaOevTa^

I.KvOai

/Soppa.

s

«

tous

Se

iin

avTwv

(sc.

'EAA^vwc)

fie

wKicre,
Trpotr-

[Magog colonized those named
from him Mavwyat, but called by them (sc. the
Greeks) Scythians]. M. Uhlemann (ZeiYscAr.
ayopevofjievov?

/iir Wissie7ischaftL
genfelO., 1862, p. 265

instructive

Theol. herausg. von HilfL.)

way shown

has in an exceedingly
that

Magog

originally

meant nothing but "dwelling-place, the laud
of Gog." But the name of the people, Gog,
means "mountain." All etymological and
geographical marks show that we are to recognize the actual people of

Gog

in the inhabit-

Greek KauHerodotus really says nothing

ants of the Caucasus, as also the

Kaaiov

ovpo<;

m

"the Asiatic Kauk (Gog), or the
Asiatic high mountain " (p. 283).
else than

»

Cf. xxxviii. 15.
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are then destroyed

by God.

use of already at xix. 17 sqq.

;

^

This
but only in

this passage is it expressly interwoven in the description of the final catas-

the rbv no^cfiov refers to the final attack to be

trophe.

Therefore the

made on

the part of those heathen nations, as a conflict which

[See Note

to be expected.^

From

art. of

LXXXIX.,

the ends of the earth (ver. 8) those nations

of the earth,3

camped.

come up

is

to be

the going
eKVKXevaav

up

confessedly

irldTog

t?/^ yr^g.

to the broad plain

which

uva^aiveiv,

is

a

common

expression for military expe-

ditions,^ because the position of the attacked is naturally

that

is

order thus to reach the city in which the saints are en-

ii^

The

uvi^qaavd^ to

p. 473.]

found at an elevation,^
of the nations

is

is

properly regarded against Jerusalem.^

tuv ay'nov kol t^v m?itv

ttjv iraptfiiSoXTiv

regarded as one

here the more appropriate, because

rrjv ijyaTrTjfievTjv.

—

between the camp of the saints and the beloved

first

of all distinguishes

i.e.,

Jerusalem, of course not in the ^ense wherein,

e.g.,

nal

The expression
city,

Grot, understands

chs. i.-iii., and by the beloved city, Conbut the saints are to be regarded as gathered in the camp, in
order to defend the holy city against the attacks of the heathen.' The
camp possibly surrounds the city, so that enemies at the same time enclose

by the camp, the seven churches,
stantinople

;

—

both.s
not the new JeruThat the beloved city is the earthly Jerusalem,
salem^ coming from heaven only at xxi. 1 sqq., after the judgment of the
is acknowledged with substantial unanimity; but it is an
world (ver. 15),
ordinary eluding of the context when Jerusalem is regarded as having the
kuI KariiSj] mp, k.tX
force only of a symbolical designation of the Church. ^^
Already, even in Ezekiel (xxxix. 6), this means of destruction alone is mentioned, ^^ because it is represented in the most terrible manner as an immedi^ nxXavuv avrovg.
Here,
ate instrument of the Divine judgment of wrath. ^^
where, with the final judgment upon the Devil, there is an allusion to his

—

—

—

peculiar guilt, the pres.^^
fiaaavcodf/GovTai,

With

marks

in a general

Eternal torture;

k.tX

respect to

what

is

way

his seductive influence.

—

cf. xiv. 11.

we must

said vv. 1-10,

distinguish between the

unprejudiced establishment of the exegetical results, and the theological
judgment of what is found based upon the analogy of Scripture; and only
from the former can we arrive at the latter. The exegetical comprehension

and

of vv. 1-10, as a whole

in its details, has its

in the recognition of the fact that

what

judgment of the world

before the proper

most essential condition
lies immediately
11 sqq.) and after those

here described

is

(ver.

judicial acts of the entire final catastrophe which are described in xix. 19J

Cf. xvi. 13 sqq.

2

Cf. xvi.l4: TOf

3

Cf.

*
6

T^s>3/u,e'pa?€<etc, (c.T.A.

Hab. i. 6.
1 Kings xxii. 4; Judg.
Hengstenb.

Luke

6

Cf.

8

eKVK\.

9

Cf. Andr.,

rect,

'o
jroA..

Cf.

and

Luke

">

says expressly

De

"Wette.

T~r,u

if

the text

is

cor-

veav Upova., but iu his

other remarks presupposes the earthly Jeruealem,

"The

essential

meaning

is

his people,

and that thereby,

at

some

place,

the Divinejudgraenl of destruction shall occur"
(p. 280).

xix. 43.

who, indeed,

:

" that finally also the peripheral nations shall
in a naass arise somewhere against the Lord

1.

i.

xviii. 31.

AuEfUstine, Beda, Andr., Vitr.,Heng8tenb.

Likewi.se Klief.

"
"

Cf.,

"

Cf. xiv. 13.

on the other hand, xxxviii. 22.
Gen. xix. 24; Lev. x. 2; Num. xvi. 35;
Lukeix. 54.
Cf.

:
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21 i.e., in other words, every exposition must utterly fail which in vv. 1-10
maintains a recapitulatio,'^ which can occur only if the interpretation here
be also allegorical. This false mode of exposition is expressly applied by
Augustine, 2 and that, too, from polemical interests against the Chiliasts.^
;

But the

it is followed also by all those
whose fulfilment could be recognized in certain historical events and states of the Church or the world,
i.e., such as still occur within the present development of time.
That mode
of exposition must be comprehended as allegorizing, which necessarily is
most arbitrary in points of the text that most clearly demand another mode
of explanation.
Augustine, e.g., in order to be able to recognize the one
thousand years reign in the present state of the Church,^ must find its beginning, viz., t"he binding of Satan, in the earthly life of Christ, and interpret the
ejiakev avrbv eig ttjv ujSvaov: "The innumerable multitude of the godless is signified, whose hearts are very deep in malignity towards the Church of God."
The resurrection, ver. 5, he interprets in the sense of Col. iii. 1 and on ver. 4
remarks: "It must not be thought that he speaks concerning the final judgment, but the thrones of rulers and the rulers themselves, by whom the Church

exegetical principle determining

who * have found

in vv. 1-10 predictions

;

now governed, are to be understood." He accordingly explains ver. 8 sq.,
Gog means " roof," and Magog "from a roof: " " They are, therefore,
nations in which we understand the Devil enclosed, as it were, from above,
and he himself proceeding in some way from them, as they are the roof and
is

since

he,

As

from the roof."

to the declaration also: "

They went up on the breadth

of the earth," they are indicated not at all as having come, or about to come,

though the camp of the saints and the beloved city were in
one place, although this is nothing but the Church of Christ spread abroad
throughout the whole world. Similar misconceptions occur in Victorin.,^
to one place, as

Hammond,

Beda,' Luther,^
1

Grot., etc.,^ Wetst.,i*^

poeed of 10 which

Introduction, p. 13 sq.

Be

XX.

"Afterwards by
recapitulating what the Church is doing in
those thousand years." Cf. Beda: "Recapitulating from the origin, he explains more fully
2

Civ. D.,

as he said above
3

Id.,

acTTa?

XX.

The

:

c.

c. 9,

7,

1

:

may

2:

beast," etc.

"They

from a Greek word,

eral rendering,

Cf. xvii. 8.

them xtAi.
we, by a lit-

call

whom

call millenarians.

It is

tedious, however, to give a refutation in details,

As

show how

rather to

this

i.e.,

in the sixth

sixth day,

millennium of years, as on the

whose

later spaces are

now

passing,

and finally on the sabbath that shall follow,
which has no evening, viz., during the repose
of the saints which has no end or he certainly
represented the one thousand years as all the
;

years of this age."
«

Who,

regarding the

to be interpreted as indi-

uarian number, is believed to reign with Christ,
and for him the Devil is bound aright."
'

Who,

eg., refers the

first

resurrection, to

baptism.

Who reckons from the time of John

»

:

as com-

to the

Who

put the binding of Satan in the time
by Gog and Magog understand, like Luther, the Turks,
i" Who understands the thousand years
as
" the times of the Messiah," whose duration
also is specified as forty years, occurring in the
forty years from the death of Domitian, and,
by Gog and Magog, understands Barcocheba.
ii Who finds the beginning of the thousand
»

of Constantine, and

years' reign in the coronation of

number 1000

others.

:

Turks.

s 1. c,
" The thousand years,
c.
2
7,
moreover, may be understood in two ways,
either because in those last years, this is done

and

has maintained with integrity his purpose of
virginity, and has faithfully fulfilled the comraandraents of the Decalogue, is a true priest of
Christ, and, perfecting with integrity the mille-

be received."

is to

is

,^1

eating the Decalogue, and 100 as intended for
" the crown of virginity," explains "He who

especially also Hengstenb.

scripture
*

we ought

but

Hengstenb

in the year 800.

Charlemagne
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correct than the interpretations of all these allegorists

that of

is

the chiliasts, inasmuch as they do not maintain the recapitulation, so greatly

cherished by the former, but rather leave the thousand-year^' reign in the
place in which

Nor have

all

it

occurs in the Apocalyptic description of the entire end.

who upon

the basis of the Apoc. seriously believed in the future

entrance of the thousand-years' reign,i indulged in such sensuous portrayals of the Apocalyptic picture, as were peculiar to Cerinthus ^ and
Papias,^

with the

In accordance

and in general to heretics regarded as chiliasts.
text, Justin and Irenaeus especially maintain the

thousand-years' reign follows the

and that

it

first

points, that the

resurrection, that of the righteous,

occurs upon earth, as they properly regard the beloved city

The thousand years, both these Fathers take literally.'*
Jerusalem.
Their interpretation of the former reference is more correct than that of
Auberlen, who upon the presumption that " the earth, as yet not glorified,
could not be the place for the glorified Church," ^ infers that believers coming forth with Christ from the invisibility of heaven shall be invested with
glorified bodies (7 avdar. n 7rp., ver. 5), and then are to return with Christ to
in connection wdth which
heaven, in order thence to rule over the earth ^
In regard
the contradictory ver. 9 is not at all taken into consideration.
as

—

more
Ben gel, who even traced two periods of one thousand years
each, of which the former was to begin in the year 1836, with the destruction of the beast (xix. 20) and the binding of Satan, and the second was to
begin with the loosing of the Devil, and to cease immediately before the end

to the second, viz., the chronological reference, the ancients have seen

correctly than

of the world (xx. 11).
6, which John Gerhard"^
by recalling the fact that the expressions of the Apoc. must be explained the more certainly from the analogy
of Holy Scripture, for the reason that it is a deutero-canonical book. Moreover, from this analogy it is maintained,^ first, that the kingdom of Christ
on earth never, even not at the end of days, is to be one that is to prevail
externally then that all the dead are to arise on ojie day that there will
be only one general resurrection of the dead at the coming of the Lord;
therefore
so Gerhard evades by incorrectly interpreting what stands writ-

The

biblical-theological discussion of Rev. xx.

directs against the chiliasts,^ he opens

;

;

—

—

the beginning of the thousand-years' reign is probably to
be discerned in the time of Constantine, Gog and Magog are to be taken as
Turks, etc. It is, however, rather to be decided, that neither the distinction
made by the writer of the Apoc. between a first and a second resurrection,
nor the insertion of a thousand-years' reign in the space of time thus ob-

ten, vv. 1-10

tained, nor the binding

JustJn, Dialogue loith Trypho,e.%\.

1

lutroduction, p. 74 eq.

V. c 36
eaw the

:

c.

of Satan,

See

Cf. Iren., Adv. ITaer.,

" John, therefore, with delight foreresurrection of the just, and their

first

inheritance in the

V.

and loosing

kingdom

of the earth."

Cf.

34 sq.

2

Euseb., H. E., IH. 28.

3

Iren.,

V.

33.

«

Cf. Ps. xc. 4; Gen.

ii.

of the heathen,

Adam

17, v. 5.

is

regarded as dying " on the day " of his eating,
because he was not fully a thousand years old.
e p.

e p.

331.

Loci TheoL, T. XX., p.
Tub., 1781.
^

8
,

and the attack

cf. also

» 1.

373 gqq.

,124.

Ed. Cotta,

Aug. Conf., Art. XVII.

c, p. 121.
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coincide with the eschatological statements of the Holy Scriptures in such a
that this Apocalyptic description could be understood in dogmatical

way

but the text itself makes us acquainted with an ideal descripwhose particular features appear in harmonious connection only when

seriousness
tion,

;

the ideal character of the entire poetical picture is correctly estimated.
What according to the real doctrinal prophecy of Scripture fall upon one

—

viz., the resurrection of all the dead
day of the coming of the Lord,
(among whom believers have indeed the priority,^ but in no way in the sense
as though a special period of time, as the thousand-years' reign, intervened
between the resurrection of believers and that of other men) and the judg-

ment

of the world,

— appears in the Apocalyptic description distributed into

Upon this depends the vivid
a long series of special, but coherent, acts.
beauty of the Apocalyptic drama; but this poetical beauty is not only
destroyed, but also perverted to a chiliastic

want

of judgment,

representation be taken as a theological statement of doctrine.

if

the ideal

The

ideal

unambiguously presented, especially in
that the risen saints have their camp in the earthly Jerusalem, and are
attacked by eoo-^AZ^ heathen nations; and yet the presence of heathen enemies, after all the dwellers on earth have been slain (xix. 21), is an inoffencharacter of the entire description

is

be neither in the one case nor the
approximates this view by avoiding
the extension of time, and finding in the symbolical number only the idea
A vain attempt
indicated that the Lord's victory is one that is absolute.
to put in a favorable light chiliasm, supposed to be based upon the analogy
sive inconsistency, only if the treatment

other of actual things.

Klief.

also

—

Scriptures, has recently been

Holy

of the

made by

says

:

^

"

The

is

indicated,

and

—

God and with God, that is
But by thus ascribing to the righteous a twofold

souls of the righteous live before

their first resurrection."

He

L. Kraussold.^

denies that in vv. 4 and 5 a resurrection of dead believers

"resurrection," he emphatically asserts that the souls of the righteous, after
the

first

resurrection, are

still

without glorified bodies, and at the same time

understands the thousand-years' reign
participants

— as

— of which these

righteous souls are

referring to a finally impending, actually historical time

of God on earth.'*
agreement with the text, when correctly estimating vv. 4, 5, he finds the hope pledged of the future dominion
of Christ and his glorified Church, over the rest of mankind, but is content
with not being able to determine that which lies beyond the present order

of the peaceful development of the

At

all

events, Luthardt

of things.

[See Note

XC,

is

kingdom

in better

p. 474.]

H

the ideal character of the entire

description be acknowledged, the numerical designation of a thousand years

can be stated only in a schematical sense,^ and can give no occasion, as even
For there is no reason for
in Hengstenb., for an Apocalyptic reckoning.
ascribing to

John the play-work by which the Talmudists and the Church

Fathers, combining such passages as Isa.

1

1

Cor. XV. 23; 1 These,

iv.

16; cf. Intro-

duction, p. 85.
2

Das Tnusend-jahrige Reich u.die

Joh. ErL, 1863.

Offenb.

Ixiii. 4,

Zech. xiv.

3 p. 72.
*

p. 75.

^

Ci. Ps. xc. 4.

7,

Gen.

i.,

with

—
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have inferred that the Messianic reign

4,

Nvill

last a

thousand years,^

or that the worhi will stand for six millenniums, and in the seventh millen-

nium

the eternal sabbath will follow. ^ [See Note XCI., p. 474.]
Vv. 11-15. The judgment of the world. All the dead appear before the
enthroned God as Judge. They who are not written in the book of life
together with Death and Hades
into the lake of fire.
are cast

—
— epuvov

—

Kal

el6ov.

new

vision. 3

The

fieyav XevKdv.

great-

well as the whiteness, corresponding to the glory and holiness of the

ness, as

Judge

Designation of a

sitting thereon, distinguishes this throne

(ver. 4).

from that beheld previously
is not the Messiah,^ but

The one meant

Tbv KadT)(j.tvov kn' avTov.

God speaking (xxi. 5, 6),^ and designated at iv. 3.^ Ew. ii. understands
God and Christ.' t(pvyev, cf. xvi. 20. Beng. explains the visible representation excellently "Not from one place to another, but so that it has no
A new part of the
longer a place." Cf. xxi. 1. dnj/ldav, 2 Pet. iii. 10.

—
:

—

the view thereof,
dead^ stand before the throne, and receive their sentence.
The

vision proceeding
as all the

further (kui

still

ioTtJTag Evtjniov tov dpovov (ver. 12), in

eldov, ver. 12), attests

cisely similar relation to the description ver. 13
ver. 1

has to ver.

who

the dead

6,

since

it is

—

the connection of the whole, has a pre{k. 16dkev,

k.tX), as in ch. xv.

not reported more definitely (ver. 13) whence

stand before the judgment-seat have come.^

properly regards the vtKpovg (ver. 12) as those

who

Bengel imday of the

live to see the

parousia,^^ by understanding the vsKpovg figuratively,!^ and distinguishing this
from the resurrection of those actually dead (ver. 13).
Kai (3Lj3?iia rjvoixdnaav.
In these books the epya are to be regarded as written, in
Cf. Dan. vii. 10.
accordance with which men are judged. ^^
^al uaXo piiSl'tov.
This book, *' the
book of life," is only one it contains the names of all those who ^^ will be
partakers of the eternal blessed life in the new Jerusalem. i* According to
the ethical fundamental view, which is supported especially by the promises,
ch. ii., iii., both kinds of books are to be received in their inner relation to
one another, that always according to the works which stand indicated
in the 3i3?uoig, the names of men are, or are not, found in the (SilSTilov r^g ^cjr/g.
[See Note XCII., p. 474.] As in ver. 12 the entire number of the dead
was designated by a natural specification referring to their personality, so
in ver. 13 this idea is presented by a specification of another sort; every
place where there are any dead, gives them back.
The more manifest this
is as an exhaustive designation of all places of concealment of the dead, the
more perverted appears the assertion of Hengstenberg and Ebrard,!^ that
the duXaaaa means not the actual sea, but only " the sea of nations " ^^ but

—

—

;

;

De

vfKp. tov? fxeyaXov<;

*

Cf.

2

Barnab., Epistl.

"Wette.

3

Vv.

*

Matt. xxvi. 31.

B

Cf.i.

«

Cf. alBO

1, 4,

c.

» Zull.,

xix. 11, xvii. 19.

Beng, Eichh., Ew.

i.,

etc.

Hengstenb.
T " One of two

in

Cf. also Hengstenb.

Matt.

^^

complete uiidividedncse "

"
"

Ver. 126, 13. Cf ii.
Ver. 15. Cf. iii. 5.

9.

/xi»cpoi/?, cf. xi. 18,

De Wette.

'<>

"
vii.

Zull.,

(?).
8

tou?

De Wette,

8.

Dan.

Koi.

xiii. 16.

15.

Concerning the exhaustive specification

t.

viii. 22.
.

xxi. 1 eqq.

1'

Cf. Augustine, etc.

lo

Hengstenb.

1, 5, 19,

iii.

1, 8, 15.
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from the text (kqi 6 ddv. k. 6 uSijc, K.rTi,., cf. ver. 14), it does not, therefore,
follow that John seriously advocated the view according to which those
contained in the sea had not reached Hades. ^ John does not indeed refer
to a wandering of souls in a watery grave, but simply represents those lying
dead in the sea as coming forth from the same. Thus, in ver. 13, that is
described which, according to the analogy of ver. 5, may be termed the
Since ver. 5

second resurrection.
to the second death,

i.e.,

understood as applying to

is

who

those

this is only the resurrection of

all believers,

are to be delivered (ver. 15)

to eternal torture in the lake of

But from

fire.

this it does not follow that ver. 12, in its clearly designated entirety of all

the (risen, vv. 5 and 13) dead, does not comprise those saints

general judgment of the world, that

is

;

^

but in the

expressly affirmed of those saints

which was already guaranteed to them by the

reswrection and their

first

thousand-years' reign,^ because their names were found written in the book

But that the statement

of life.*

of the unbelieving,

is

(ver. 15) expressly describes the fate only

natural for the reason that in this passage the entire

judgment of condemnation

is

concluded, in connection with which, then, the

description of the eternal glory of believers, to which the entire Apocalypse
is

directed, 5

agement.

—

given the more fully for their consolation and encour-

may be

Kot 6 duvuTo^ Kal 6 ddijc kiHTjOrjaav,

powers, whose eternal removal
glorified

death

The

Death and Hades, which

k.tX

13)^ are locally represented here,' appear personified as demoniacal

(ver.

is

^

the second " (death).

apposition

elq

Tilfivij

ij

the second death
(3?iTi07ivat

^ is

a presupposition to the eternal

[See Note XCHI., p. 474.]

— which

r. Tdfiv. r. irvp.

the end of the earthly

Thus

tov irvpog,
is

life of

the correct reading

is

the

" This

ovroc 6 euvaroc 6 devrepog kcriv.

to be translated. ^"^

construed according to sense, declares that

followed by no resurrection

(xxi. 8).

The

first

death

is

— consists

in the

easily understood as

life.

Notes by the American Editor.

LXXXYI.

Yer.

2.

6 b<pig 6 upxalog,

k.tX

Luthardt calls attention to the accumulation here of names of Satan as
being for the purpose of showing how necessary it is that he should be bound,
the various names expressing different aspects of his character. He interprets
the one thousand years as "a long period of the world, a day of God, with
whom a thousand years are as one day." The binding is referred to his complete banishment from earth, so, that, while sin is still to exist in individuals,
it is no longer to be a power forming a fellowship, and thus making a kingdom
of sin and Satan.
»

Cf. Achilles, Tat.,

Iv OSacri avjjprjfJ-eva^
6A.a)?,
[*'

aK\' avTov

They say

irepl

V. 313

/^i75e

eis

Aevovo-t he ra?

3

Cf. ver. 6 with ver. 14 sq.

aSov KarajSaiVeiv

*

Cf. xxi, 21.

:

to uSwp ex^iv rriv nXdvrjv

that those swallowed

up

^ xxi. 1

in the

waters do not entirely descend to Hades, but
Wetst., De
Wette.
2 Against Hengstenb., etc.

'

wander there about the water "].

^

Cf.

8

Cf. Isa. xxv. 8; 1 Cor, xv. 26.
Cf, xxi, 4,

Cf the
,

i.

18.

8.

»
10

is

sqq.

Cf. ^^.

Critical Notes.

the second death.

The

t?

gives

:

This

NOTES.

LXXXVII.

Ver.

473

Kplfxa edudr] avToi^.

4.

Gebhardt suggests, that, by atrotf, either no definite persons are intended,
it was simply intended to express tlie idea, "there was a judgment;"
as he thinks more probable, believers alive at the coming of Christ.

so that
or,

LXXXVIII.

"The

Gebhardt:

who

4.

rug rpvxug tuv neneTuafievuv, k.t.K

seer had, in his eye,

two

classes of the dead:

have, for the gospel, surrendered their lives,

special sense (xvii. 6);

but those also
24);

Ver.

the full

not only those whose souls

who come

number

—

tlie

first,

those

witnesses of Jesus in a
are under the altar,

(vi. 9)

after (vi. 11; cf. xiii. 7, x. 15, xvi. 5, 6, xvii. 6, viii.

of those who, according to the will of God, should die;

must

until the completion of wliicli, those already killed

rest in

heaven

(vi.

other believers who, notwithstanding affliction and threatened
death, remain faithful, and have died in the Lord (xiv. 13, xiii. 15, 16); in a
9-11); then,

all

word, all real Christians who have died either a violent or a natural death."
The second resurrection he regards as including not only the condemned, but
The emphasis here is sometimes thrown on ^vxa^,
also the godly of the O. T.
as though tliis were sufficient to prove that the first resurrection of this chapter
But, in this sense, had the souls of the martyrs ever died ?
is spiritual.
How could they be said to live again, for that is the clear implication of ver. 5,
if nothing more than a continuance of their spiritual life were indicated ?
Alford: " If in a passage where two resurrections are mentioned, where certain
ypvxal iC,r)aav at the first, and tlie rest of the vEKpol il^r}aav only at the end of a
specified period after that first,
if, in sucli a passage, the first resurrection
may be understood to mean spiritual rising with Christ, while the second means
literal rising from tlie grave, then there is an end of all significance in language,
and Scripture is wiped out as a definite testimony to any tiling.
If the first
resurrection is spiritual, then so is the second, which, I suppose, none will be
hardy enougli to maintain; but, if the second is literal, so is the first." On the
other hand, the difficulty must not be ignored, wliich is stated by Carpenter:
" There will be faitliless people during the millennium,
the nations to be
deceived (ver. 8). Are we then to picture saints with glorified bodies living on
the earth, which, at the same time, is tenanted by men and women still in the

—

—

natural

body?"

LXXXIX.

Yer.

8.

rdv

Tuy

Kal

Mayuy.

Gebhardt: "Christianity has a period before it, and, indeed, a long one, of
unimpeded, powerful, and blissful extension and authority in tliis present
world but this period must one day come to an end the eaith, in its present
sin-ruined form, or rather state, cannot become the eternal or absolute state
or manifestation of the Christian ideal world.
Evil, though so long and so
extensively kept in abeyance, will once more arouse itself for the struggle with
the kingdom of God.
After the course of a thousand years, the personal
principle of all ungodliness will be loosed from his prison, and, according to the
purpose of God, will again become active on earth; the Devil has still a footing
there; evil yet exists, and must show its activity in opposition to God and his
kingdom. Christianity has spread and triumphed even to the end of the earth;
but there are yet heathens who are not subject to it, but who, enslaved and led
by the Devil, seek to destroy it."
;

;

;;
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Luthardt's very words, in the passage here alluded to by Diisterdieck, are
important: "Not a carnal dominion (cf. Augsburg Conf., xvii.), but a spiritual
heavenly dominion of peace, and state of blessedness on earth, whereof, since it
does not belong to the present order of things, we neither have nor can frame
any idea, but should be content in that we shall always be with Christ, and this
his Church shall be glorified before the world."

XCI.

A condensed summary of

the

Vv.

modem

1-10.

historical relations of this doctrine is

Cremer and Zockler's Dogmatik (in Zockler's Handbuch, vol. ii. p. 762
sq.): " Neither Roman nor Greek Catholicism acknowledges a thousand-years'
reign as still impending. In the grosser Judaizing sense in which the Anabap-

found

tists

in

(Denk, Hetzer, Miinzer,

etc.,

recurring to the sensuous, voluptuous ideas

chiliastic idea, it is rejected by the
fundamental confession of the Reformation (see Augsburg Confession, art. xvii.
also the Helvetic Confession, ii. 11). The orthodoxy of the seventeenth century,
as well as, in modern times, Hengstenberg (who makes the spiritually interpreted millennium coincide with the period 800-1806), Althaus, H. O. Koliler,
Thomasius, Diedrich, Philippi, Kahnis, the " Missourians," consider each and
every form of chiliasm incompatible with Scripture and Church doctrine. To

of a Cerinthus, etc.)

comprehended the

all such doctrines are to be condemned: the chiliasmus crassus of the
Anabaptists, as well as the moderate and refined types of doctrine of the two
last centuries, viz., the chiliasmus subtilissiinus of a Spener ("the hope of
better times"), Vitringa, A. Hahn, Rothe, Lobe, Vilmar, v. Hofmann, Florcke,
Schoeberlein, Volck, Auberlen, Beck, Franck, Dorner, etc. [post-millennarians]

them,

and the chiliasmus

subtilior of a Petersen, Bengel, Crusius, Oetinger [pre-mil-

lennarians]."

XCII.

As Hengstenberg
the

(SiiSlta

and the

Yer.

12.

notes, there

uTiXo Sl^Ilov.

(3ii3?ua

is

When

— uno

a contrast.

SiiSriov.

No name

can be both in

erased from the one, by the blood of the

Rev. xiii. 8), it is inserted in the other. Luthardt: "He
standing in life enters into eternal life." Thus the idea of
not restricted to future life, but comprehends that also which then is

Lamb (1 John
whom God finds

i.

9;

the C^^f is
both present and past.

XCIII.

Yer. 14. koX

6 ddvarog Koi 6 adi^^, k.t.^.

Luthardt: " Death and the state of death that have hitherto prevailed have
first for the Church,
not judged, but annihilated (1 Cor. xv. 26),
end,
then for humanity; but for unbelieving humanity, to give place to eternal fire."
Gebhardt: "Death is not simply destroyed; but as a diaboUcal power, the
auxiliary or instrument of the evil one (cf. Heb. ii. 14, 15), it is abolished

now an

forever,

—

—

made innocuous, condemned, and

annihilated

(cf. 1

Cor. xv. 26)."
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read inzfjT^av (A, B, «, Lach., Tisch. [W.
addition kyd 'ludwriq to kui d6Qv (Elz. is here incorrect.
Ver. 3. The sing, "kabq (Beng., Tisch.) is sufficiently supported by B, 2, 4, 7,
The plur. 'Kaol (A, K, Elz., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]), which
al., Verss.
does not belong in the O. T. tone of description, may, indeed, have been occa-

Ver.

1.

and H.] ).

—

Instead of

— Ver.

2.

Trapr/lde (Elz.),

The

)

—

Ver. 6. Viyovav. So A, Iren., Lach., Tisch. [W.
sioned by the preceding avrol.
and H.]. To this also leads the erroneous text-recension yeyova iyu to A Kat r. Q

—

Ver. 9.
in B, Nr, while the yiyove iyu elfit, /c.t.A. (Rec), originate in xvi. 17.
Read, with A, X, Verss., Beng., Lach., Tisch., t^v vvf^priv, t^v yvvalKa rov apviov.
various transpositions (Rec: r. vvfKp.
pose of combining the r. iwfup. with r. upv.

The

r.
;

apv.

r,

yvv.)

xix. 7.

cf.

depend upon the pur16. Undoubtedly

— Ver.

kanv before oaov (Elz., rejected already
is, according to A, B, Xi, al., to
Rec. Kat tu edvri tuv ou^o/xevuv kv tu (purl

false is the effort at interpretation, tooovtov

by Beng.).

— Ver. 23.

be deleted (Beng.,

The

d. N.).

ev before avry (Rec.)

— Ver. 24.

The

—

Beng. already has the correct text.
Ver. 27. Instead of koivovv (Elz.), read koivov (A, B, «, al., Beng., Griesb.,
The neuter ttoww (B, Elz.) has been written
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]).
Before the correct rrotuv (A,
because of the immediately preceding Ttdv kolv.
probably
55 1, Beng., Lach., Tisch.), however, the article (7, 8, 13, al., Tisch.) is

avrfjg nepiTiarijaovac is

an

interpretation.

not justified (A, Xi, Beng., Lach.).

Xow, finally, after all the enemies of the Lamb, and his believers, have
been eternally removed, there appears (xxi. 1-xxii. 5) the final and supreme
goal of all Apocalyptic prophecy, the eternal completion of the promised
mystery of God,i that wherein all the promises which the Lord had caused
to be declared to his Church are fulfilled, and to which he had directed all
the hopes of his people in the midst of the afflictions of the world, and
towards which, accordingly, 'also the deepest longing of believers ext^nds.^*

Augustine already » remarks correctly: "When the judgment is finished,
whereby he announced beforehand that the wicked are to be judged, it

The result of ver. 4, with
the good."
that the subject of treatment here is the
Nevertheless, individual expositors have
eternal ble-sedness of the godly.*
remains for him

to

speak also concerning

complete clearness to him,

is

—

ruined also the description of eh. xxi. by allegorizing-^
1

X. 7.

Holy

*

Cf. xxii. 17, 20.

obscure."

3

1.

c,
c,

c. 17.

" Things are said with such
clearness concerning the future world and
*

1.

c.

iraraortality,

we ought

14

:

and the eternity of the

to seek for

saints, that

nothing manifest in the

Scriptures,

if

we suppose

these to be

* Cf., e.g., Grot., who again stops with the
times after Constantine, when the first earth
no longer existed, because the earth no longer
drank the blood of the martyrs, etc. Even
Vitr. understands •• a sUte of the Church to be

.
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Vv. 1-8. John beholds a new heaven and a new earth, and the new
Jerusalem when it descends from heaven. At this a mighty voice from
heaven proclaims that this is the place where God will dwell with glorified
men (vv. 1-4). The enthroned God himself testifies to this, by declaring
at the same time the eternal ruin awarded to the godless and, meanwhile,
an angel commissions John to write down the present words of Divine
;

revelation (vv. 5-8).

Ovpavov natvov kol

yfiv

kulv^,

The

Cf. Isa. Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22.

K.T.Ti.

theo-

whether the old world will pass away in such a manner, that from it, as a seed, the new will arise, or whether an absolutely new
creation, after the entire annihilation of the old world, be refened to, is
indeed to be decided least of all from the Apocalyptic description; yet
this description ^ is not opposed to the former view, which, according to
Scripture,^ is more probable than the latter.^
koI 57 dakaaca ovk lanv en.
If
the question be raised, why in the new world there will be no sea, such
answers result
even though no allusion to the sea of nations be made
here*
as that by Andreas, that the cessation of earthly separations renders also navigation, together with the sea, unnecessary by Beda, that by
the conflagration of the world the sea may be dried up by De Wette and
Luthardt, that the new world will be formed by fire, as the old world issued
from the water by Ewald " This opinion seems to have been derived
peculiarly from the horror of the deep sea which the Israelites, Egyptians,
and ancient Indians had derived from love of the land, confined within
which they lived; " by Zull., that also in paradise there would be no sea, in
connection with which Ew. ii. and Volkm. besides remark that the sea and
the abyss of hell belong together, and that, therefore, in the new world, the
one can no more have a place than the other. But every combination of sea
and hell is incorrect,^ and according to xx. 10, 15, the writer of the Apocalypse actually refers to an abyss of hell eternally existing with the new
heaven and the new earth.
The form of these answers of itself shows
that the question is only put improperly. The text has the words referring
to the sea in the place where the passing away of the entire old world is
logical question as to

—

—

—

;

;

;

:

—

recalled; here that

is

expressly said which, xx. 11,

dered prominent, that the sea also
thinking also of a

The
new

'lepovaaTififi kgivt/v.

Also in Gal.

the old heaven.

dvcj 'lepavc,
'lepovG.f

is

tenor of the text, accordingly, does not forbid us
sea with the

new

iv. 26,

Church of
;

Cf also

2 Pet.

iii.

Cor. XV. 42 sqq.;

Cf Andr.
.

[See Note XCIV., p. 485.]
a statement concerning the

Rom.

rij?

["

John the matter

is

different

he regards the new Jerusalem

KTt'crew?,

And

a\K' avaKaiviafiov inl ro

/Se'ATioi'

here he does not reveal a non-existence

of the creation, but a renewal to

viii.

21; Matt.

*

3
:

in

what

is

bet-

ter "]

10 sqq.

xix. 28.
3

is

But

believers.

since, in the first place,

presented on earth at the last times," which
he expects even before the judgment of the
world.
2 1

earth. ^

there

but SO that this idea, proceeding from the contrast to the vvv

in a twofold respect

.

was not expressly renand

just as also the old earth

only gives concretely the ideal view of the heavenly, spiritual, and

free character of the

1

no more,

KavravOa ovk awirap^iav

dr]\ol

^

Augustine, Hengstenb.
Cf. xiii. 1 with xiii. 11,
Cf. also Beda.

xi. 7

with

ix. 2.
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only after the history of the world, when the heaven and earth also are made
new, and then regards the new Jerusalem as descending from heaven to
The several prepositions, as iii. 12, mark,
earth. 1— KaTa,3. iK t. ovp.and r. 6.

T. 6.,

all, what is purely local, then (and) the idea resulting to the personal
that the holy city descends " from God," as God has prepared it and

sent

it

of

first

The

down.

variation

is different, e. g., in

John

In the expres-

xi. 1.

sion xxi. 10, the local idea appears to prevail even in the

e/c r.

e.—vroc/^aaniv

r}v.

adorned for her husband." Here already (cf. ver. 9)
the idea, according to which the new Jerusalem is regarded as the dwelling" Prepared

2

as a bride

place (cf. ver. 3) of the Lamb's bride,

of the Church of glorified
which the new Jerusalem itself

i.e.,

believers,^ passes over to that according to

— together with
John

those dwelling therein

—

is

While

regarded as the bride.

new Jerusalem descending from

sees the

heaven, he hears a strong

voice from heaven,* which immediately interprets this introductory vision
(cf. ver. 9 sqq.) to

tabernacle of

the effect that this city descending from heaven

is "the
which God himself shall dwell with men,
the sorrow they have experienced on earth, as this

God with men,"

in

and refresh them after all
henceforth no longer possible. ^ From the very beginning, therefore, the
blessed mystery of the new Jerusalem is so interpreted that here the fulfilment is manifest (x. 7) of all that God had previously promised to his
is

people through the prophets,^ as

it

communion between God and

the

—
— Kpavy^.

is,

in truth, the complete realization of

his people existing already in time (cf.

Cf. xx. 14.

—

particular of lamentation for the dead

is

ver. 7).

6 edvaTo^,

6 d'lvaTog.

k.tX

The vehement

-nevdog.

earthly

life

was endured with every form of
all (cf. vv. 1, 5).

upon the throne,^ and

sits

is

10.^

ii.

dhrpig.

— What

ing the vision of John has announced,

who

in xviii.

8,

the special

cry, possibly, at the experience of

acts of violence as are indicated at xiii. 10, 17,

reason conditioning

As

here presented, in connection with

—

— on

As

ndvog.

such

in the

The

Trpura u-n/jldav.

the heavenly voice interpret-

now confirmed by

that, too, in a

the

One himself

double declaration

(«. dTrev,

what
John beheld in ver. 1,^ and had understood in ver. 4 {on r. irpura unTjldav)
from the heavenly voice to be the presupposition of the blessedness of
after the angel, meanwhile,io had
believers indicated in vv. 3, 4, but then
expressly commanded John (/c. Itya, ver. 56) to write down these trustworthy
vv.

5, 6),

since he proclaims as his

work

('Mov, Kuivd ttolu ndvra, ver. 5),

—

words of God himself, which contain the highest pledge of the future hope ^^
promise mentioned already in ver. 3 sq. is expressed in the most

— the

manner

definite

occurs in such a

Cf.

1

iii.

12.

The latter, however,
('Eyw tu dtxpuvn, k.tX, ver. 6 sqq.)
that, in this declaration of God himself, there is found,

way

Cf. Sobar, Gen., p. 69

:

"

God

and build up Jerusalem,
BO as to make it descend into his midst, that it
may never be destroyed." See Wetst. on Gal.,
1. c.
Schottgen, Diss, de Uieros. coelest.; Hor.

renew

•will

his world,

;

Hebr.,

I.

1205 sqq.

«

Cf. xiv. 13.
14-17.

°

Cf.

«

Cf. Ezek. xxxvii. 27; lea. xxv.

"i

Bleek,

*

Cf. xx. 11.

»

Cf. xx. 11.

vii.

Ew.

Cf.

2

Cf. xix. 7.

"

xix. 9, xxii. 6.

8

xix. 7 sq.

"

Cf. also xiv. 13.

Exod.

Beng.,

iii.

7,

8,

Ixv. 19.

9; Esth. iv. 2.

Zilll.,

Hengstenb.

—

"
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besides the promise to the victor,^ also the corresponding threatening of the

unbelieving (ver. 8) and that this announcement, looking towards both
sides, is introduced with an allusion to the majesty of the eternal God,
;

because just upon this does the eternal end of all temporal development
depend.^ The ytyovav, however,^ which opens this entire declaration, puts

immediate connection with the vision for that which John had beheld,
the perishing of the old and the existence of the new world, is here
By this such Christians are meant
deilolg.
proclaimed as having happened.
as, in contrast with u vlkCjv, shun the sorrowful struggle with the world by
The unbelieving are not
denying the truth of the faith.*
umoroLQ, k.tX
Christians who have fallen from faith,^ but the dwellers on earth hostilely
it

in

;

viz.,

—

—

disposed to the Christian faith, ^ to
tions pertain.

4

sq.

—
is

whom

who have

Cf. ver. 27, xxii. 15.

r. rpevdiai.

possibly

there

k^deTivyfievotg^

also

"^

all

the succeeding designa-

in themselves the

—

to fiepoq avrCJv, k.t.I.

/3(5f;\v)'/zara,

With

xvii.

the dat.,

is to be expected; from this construction, however,
ij Titfj-vr}, k.t.X,
a departure by the interposition ^ of the formula to fiipog (sc. laTai),

which then brings with
Ver. 9-xxii.

5.

the genitive avTuv.^

it

One

of

shown John the judgment

the seven vial-angels, another of

whom had

now carries the seer to a high
view of the new Jerusalem. Then

of the great harlot,^^

mountain, in order to afford him a close
there follows the special description which portrays in brightest colors the
final goal of Christian hope, and thus puts the glorious end of what is to

happen ^^

at the close of the peculiarly revealed visions.

Vv. 9, 10. ^Evpo, k.tX The uniformity of the description makes promi7-^^
nent the contrast with the judgment presented to view (xvii. I).i2
It belongs to the contrast with the woman
vv(i<pr)v, TT)v yvvcuKa tov apviov.
representing the worldly city, that here the holy city, wherein the holy

—

Church of God dwells, appears as the bride, the wife belonging to the
" Great
Ezek. xl. 2.
Cf. xvii. 3
(leya koX v\I)1]7mv.
Lamb.^^
uTTTjveyKiv (le.
in circumference must the mountain be in proportion to its height but the
height assures the seer of the complete view of the city spread out before
KaTajSaivovaav^
him, which at all events does not lie upon the mountain. ^^
K.tX Hengstenb.i^ finds that described here for the first time in proper
terms which previously designated, by way of introduction, ver. 2; but
ver. 10 cannot have the same relation to ver. 2 as, e.g., ch. xv. ver. 5 has
to ver. 1, for, in this connection, already at ver. 2 reference was made to
the descending Jerusalem. The scene is thus to be regarded in the way
that the descending of the city (ver. 2), which gives occasion for the
speeches of vv. 3-8, has already begun, but ver. 10 proceeds further, so that,
while the city is sinking down from heaven to earth, and here finds its place,

—

—

;

;

—

1

The expression

in itself

marks already the

parenelic intention.
2

Cf.

i.

3

Cf. xvi. 17.

*

Beng.,

6

Ewald

De Wette, Hengstenb.
cf . also

6

Cf.

xiii. 8,

»

Cf

ix. 21.

.

Cf xx.

^

Matt. xxiv. 51.

6.

.

De Wette.

10 xvii. 1.

8.

;

«

Beng.

xvi. 2, 21.

»i

Cf. iv. 1.

12

Ewald.
and xix. V.
Against Hengstenb. and Luthardt.

"
»*

Cf.

Cf

.

ver. 2

" On ver.

1.
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12-21.

to the mountain,

and thence gazes upon the

earth.

Ver. 11 begins the description itself^ which first of all states its gleamWhat is most important, most
ing appearance.
exovaav ttjv 66^av tov dsov.
peculiar, and what at the same time captivates the eye of the seer above all

—

" it has " in itself,
is the brilliancy which irradiates the whole city
comprehends as dwelling and abiding within it,^ the present glory of God
himself. 3 The concrete character of this presentation is eifaced by the readThe description now proceeds further
ing of the N uTzd t. d.
r. (fujar^p, k.tX

things,

:

it

—

:

independently of the Uel^ev only the first item of the description {Ixf^vaav r.
66^. T. d.) had been given in the formal connection of the original construc;

From

tion.*

do^a TOV Oeov

;

ver. 23,^ it follows, that 6 (puar^p avT^g^ is not distinct
'

the source of light for the city

present therein. ^
similarly.

—

—

dfioiog Xidu,

KpvaTaTCki^ovTi.

k.tX

the 66^a

is

The appearance

Of. Psellus in Wetst.

Vv. 12-21. The wall and the gates of the

:

rj

of"

God was

of

luani^

from the

God

himself

illustrated

<pvciei KpruaTaTJvoEuVTjr.^

The harmonious

city.

pro-

number twelve of the O. T. people
Bengel " They keep watch, and serve

portions are given, i<^ according to the holy
of God.

—

ayyETiovq 6u6eKa.

Correctly,

:

More definite references dare not be sought as soon as
we reflect that the new Jerusalem is no longer threatened by enemies, and
therefore needs no watchmen of its gates, explanations result like that of
as an ornament.

;

Hengstenb., viz., that these angels symbolize the Divine protection against
enemies " which could be conceived of only by an imagination filled with
dvofiara ETnyeypafifuva, k.tX
terrors, proceeding from the Church militant."
It does not follow that^ John w anted this idea, based upon Ezek. xlviii. 31
sqq., to be understood as it occurs in Jewish theology,ii viz., that members of
As the walls on all four sides
one tribe could make use of only one door.

—

—

have each three gates (ver. 13), it follows (ver. 14) that there are twelve
sections 6f the wall, each of w^hich is supported by a d£fu?uog; four of these
are to be regarded as massive corner-stones, since these support the cornerpieces which extend from the third gate of the one side to the first gate of
The twelve corner-stones lie open to view, at least so
the following side.
far that their splendor can be perceived,^^ and the inscriptions found thereon,
In explanaviz., the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb, can be read.
tion of the latter idea, Calov., etc., have properly appealed to Eph. ii. 20.
[See Note

XC v.,

p. 485.]

Vv. 15-17. The angel who shows John the city ^^ gives him a clear view
of its dimensions by ^* actually measuring them before the eyes of the seer.^^

—

/xirpov Kukaiiov xpvaovv.

designated as

/lirpov.'^^

1

Cf. Ezek. xl. eqq.

3

Ver.

2

Cf. xi. 1, where, however, the

The measuring-reed

Winer,

*

Cf.

5

Cf. also Ezek.

e

Cf. Gen.

i.

p. 499.
xliii. 2.

14.

Against Ziill., according to whom
Messiah is irradiated in the <|>u(7-TJjp.
8 De Welte, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
">

["

Cf. ver. 3.

23, xv. 8.

the

is

KuAxifiog is

not expressly

"golden" because

The jasper,

in

nature crystalline."]

'"

Cf. Ezek. xlviii. 30 sqq.

i'

Cf.

>2

cf. ver. 19 sq.

"

cf. ver. 9.

'*

Cf. Ezek. xl. 5 sqq.

i"

Bengel, Ewald,

"

Ezek.

De Wette.

xlii.

of the

De Wette.

16 sqq.

;
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ST.

JOHN.

measuring angel, ^ but of the objects to be measured
These are presented in the series designated in ver. 15; viz., the

glory, not indeed of the
(ver. 18).

city (ver. 16), the walls (vv. 17-20), the gates (ver. 21).
(Keirai, cf.

That the city lies
and equal

2) four-cornered, and, indeed, with right angles

iv.

length and breadth, and, therefore, that its outline forms a perfect square,^
John recognizes already (ver. 16a) even before the angel begins to measure.
But the angel also establishes the length of the particular sides Kal knETprjaev
The words by themselves might signify that the
TTjv tt67uv, k.tX (ver. 166).
entire circuit of the city ^ amounted to twelve thousand stadia (ini aradlov^),*
so that each of the four equal sides would measure three thousand stadia
but as the equality of the length and the breadth has been designated from
the very beginning, it is more probable that the twelve thousand stadia
which were actually measured are meant as the mass lying at the founda:

tion of the entire building, which, according to ver. 16c, applies also to the

height of the city; for that by the closing words

(kqI to fir/Kog

— laa

egtIv),

dimensions actually identical are given for the length, breadth, and height
of the city, is to be denied neither on account of ver. 17, nor on account of

a monan enormous cube, which measures
in length, breadth, and height, each, twelve thousand stadia."^ [See Note
XCVI., p. 000.] The height "of the city" (ver. 16c) is not the height of
the walls (ver. 17), as Bengel also admits, who affirms, on this account, that
the one hundred and forty-four cubits (ver. 17) are equal to the twelve hundred stadia (ver. 16) but the idea of the height of the city as a whole, i.e.,
of the mass of houses contained in it, is given, ver. 16c. ^
In ver. 17 there
follows the measuring of the walls, viz., of their height, since the length of
the walls is identical with the length and breadth of the city ^ (ver. 16). The
specification of one hundred and forty-four cubits ^^ is to be understood according to the common " measure of a man " (fxerpov a.vdpconuv),^'^ " which is
the measure of the angel." The words 6 eonv uyyilov caniiot say that, in the
xxii. 2,5 for the reason that the idea of the city thus resulting is

The

strosity.®

city appears, therefore, as

;

—

present case, the angel has

made

human measure,^^ j^^t
made equal,^^ without ven-

use of the ordinary

the measurements of the angel and of

man

are

!* that the measure
comparison with the height of the
16), the wall appears very low, even though this is extraordinarily

turing, against the expression nhpov uvdpcjnov, to declare

of glorified
city (ver.

1

2

men

Hengstenb.
Cf. Ezek. xlviii.

3

Vitr., Eichh.,

*

Cf-

Winer,

Where

here regarded. ^^

is

— In

Beng., Zull., Hengstenb., Rinck; also Ew. ii.,
at the same time alludes to the fact that
this uniformity was found in the ancient Moeaic sanctuary only in the holy of holies. Cf.

who

16.

Ew.

i.,

Volkm.

p. 381.

the streets are spoken of.

De Wette, who

also Luthardt.

explains the laa

8

Hengstenb.

in reference to the height, viz., of the walls,

»

If the thickness of the walls

"

Against

according to his misconception of ver. 16c, as
" uniform," because the walls are everywhere
144, i.e., 12 X 12 cubits high.
' i.e.,

300

German

miles [a

German

mile

being equal to 4.611 English and American statule miles, the measure would be, according to
our computation, nearly 1,400 miles]. Andr.,

(Luther, gloss),

it

were meant
would necessarily be ex-

pressed.

Not 144,000, Ew.
" Cf xiii. 18.
lo

ii.,

p. 349.

.

'2

De Wette.

^^

Hengstenb.

'^

Matt. xxii. 30.

" Ebrard.
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high when compared with earthly relations. ^ The reason is not that the
walls are to form only a bulwark put about the city like a temple,^ and,
besides, that the light proceeding from the city is not to be obstructed by a
high wall ;3 but it may be indicated that for keeping off every thing relatively unclean (cf. ver. 27) the relatively low walls are sufficient, because,
indeed, a violent attack

The splendor

is

perfectly inconceivable.

of the wall of the city itself (ver. 18), of the twelve foun-

dation stones (ver. 19), and of the twelve gates (ver. 21), is described with
human fantasy is capable. rj tvdufirini^ t. mx. avr.

—

the greatest glory whereof

In Josephus,* a stone mole built in the sea, which
force of the waves,
far as

it

thus named.^

is

Here the proper wall

stands upon the foundation stones

compounded with

^

;

is

designated, so

but the technical expression

tv' has its justification here, because the higher

were, in the ground.

is rooted, as it

intended to break the

is

— Beside

masonry

the wall, in ver. 186, the city

i.e., the mass of houses,^ whose height was given, ver. 16c, is
mentioned, because this enormous mass, projecting above the walls, must
now first be described before the individual parts (vv. 19-21) can come

as a whole,

more accurately into consideration. The city consists of " pure gold, like
Already Andreas has correctly remarked that the addition, ouoiov vu7i(f) KadapC).,^ represents the gold as " transparent," which had
been already sufficiently designated by Kadapov as free from every mixture,
unto clear glass."

so that in this respect

it

did not require any special comparison with the

purity of glass,^^ although Andreas makes a mistake in referring this to

the diavyeg kuI

of

?ia[nTpdv

the inhabitants of the city.^^

But

it

is

incon-

ceivable that John, in order to illustrate the inexpressible glory of the city

descending from heaven, transgresses the natural limits of the earthly, and
therefore here,

represents a transparent gold as the material whereof

e.g.,

the houses of the

new Jerusalem

consist, as

unjustifiable to pervert

it is

the beautiful pictures which spring from the sanctified fantasy of the
seer into

theological

now opaque

propositions, and, accordingly, to expect that gold

shall actually, in the world to come, receive " the nature of a

precious stone, transparency."^"^
ticular details,

and

— The

that, too, to the

precious stones are they " adorned,"

^^

description, ver. 19, turns to par-

foundations of the walls.

to be set with precious stones, but^^ every individual

enormous precious

number

the

stone.^^

— As

With

all

but not in such a way as possibly only
(fe/ieXio^

consists of

an

the twelve ef^fA^of have nothing to do with

of the Israelitish tribes,i^ so that artificial expedient

whereby

the stones mentioned in ver. 19 sq. are brought into an assumed relation
»

Cf also

ver. 21.

»

Cf. ver. 12.

-

Cf. Ezek. xl. 5.

'"

Against Beng., Hengsteub.

»

Ziill.

'1

Cf. aleo Vitr., etc.

*

Ant., XV. 9.

^-

Ebrard.

5

17

6e ei'6d/bn)(rt9, o<Tr)v

^aAao-o-T)?, k.t.\.

["The

evffiaXero Kara

building, as

much

ttj?

^^

navTi,

Cf. xviii. 12.

as

'«

Cf. lea.

liv.

is

Andr.,

Beng.,

he cast into the sea"].
6 Wetst., De Wette, Hengstenb., Bleek.
1

Instead of this, another, possibly

not afforded.
Hengstenb., Ebrard,

MT)o-ts, is
8

Ew.

it.

.

e7ri66-

"

11 sq.

De Wette,

Hengstenb.,

Ebrard.
i"

Cf. ver. 14.

"

Cf. especially

aqq-J also

Ew.

ii.,

Ziill., Excurs. IT., p. 456
Luthardt, Volkm.
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which the high priest wore

to those

—

—

—

JOHN.

ST.

be discarded as

in his breastplate, is to

decidedly as the vain attempt to assign individual jewels to the individual

De Wette and Hengstenb.

apostles.^

intentional order

is

with propriety, deny that an

also,

to be sought in the precious stones here mentioned,

which, according to Ebrard, will not become clear until in eternity.

Like the entire

laamC'

Exod. xxiv.

10, xxviii.

of Pliny,3 apply not so

of the walls.

evSofXTjaig

The

18.

much

name

xa^nv^'^v does not occur,

On

with the name chalcedony.
compositions,

LXX

,5 ofiap.

Pliny,

cf.

H.

aun(peipog,

—

*T3D,

descriptions of the ancients,^ especially

to our azure, transparent sapphire, as rather

to our dark-blue opaque lazuli,
sponding to the 1312^, Exod. xxviii.

the

Cf. iv. 3.

iV.,

lapis lazuli.^

—

have

Possibly corre-

;^;a/lK7(5a)v.

where, however, the

19,

LXX., with whom

Even Pliny

uxdTijg.

is

not acquainted

the agate occurring in various forms and
xxxvii. 54.

stands for the Hebr.

—

Cf

rip.-):i.

.

o/iupaydog.

Plin.,

1.

c,

Cf. iv. 3.
c.

xvi.

"

:

In the

The

third

rank is ascribed to emeralds for reason.
The appearance of no color
is more pleasing, since there is nothing whatever greener than they."^
D^lI', Exod. xxxix. 11; Ezek. xxviii. 13.
Plin., 1. c, c. 23:
oapdovv^.

—

"Formerly by sardonyx, as appears from the name, was understood the
that in the flesh beneath man's finger-nail, and
Exod. xxviii.
translucent on both sides."
aupdiov.
Cf. iv. 3.
xp^^^oAtdog.
The chrys. of the ancients, which Plin., 1. c, c. 42,
20, LXX., for \l^'W^n.

brilliancy in the sard, i.e

,

—

describes as golden-yellow,'

LXX., Exod.

by

12 renders

ii.

Pliny,

1.

c,

c.

LXX.,

probably identical with our topaz.

The

6 Xidog 6 Trpdaivog.

stone

is

in color

—

iSrjpvWlog.

which Gen.

yTuivKli^cjv,^

or, as

most appropriately: "They imitate the greenness of
Tonu^iov.
Exod. xxviii. 17 Ezek. xxviii. 13 Job xxviii.
niips.
Our topaz is yellow and transparent, so as to corre-

20, says,

—

the pure sea."
19,

is

xxviii. 20; Ezek. xxviii. 13 (jSr/pvXAiov) for ontl',

for

;

;

spond with the description of Strabo ^ while the declarations of Pliny, 1. c,
c. 32, refer to our chrysolite.
This does not occur in the
;tpwCT(>7rpaaof.
;

—

LXX. Pliny, 1. c, c. 20, presents the chrysoprasus with the chrysoberyl,
but ascribes to it a paler golden color than to the latter.
In the
vuKivdoq.
LXX. the Cod. Alex, has this name, where Cod. Vat. gives liyvptov ^° for D^!?.

—

Pliny,

1.

c,

c.

jacinth."

compares

41,

the difference,

viz.,

it

with the amethyst, and remarks: "This

that the violet shining in the amethyst

uLtidvaro^.

Exod.

LXX.,

xxviii. 19,

for

is

is

diluted in the

HDSnx.

Pliny, I.e.,

amethyst as a purple gem he says especially of the Indian
amethysts, the most distinguished " They have the absolute color purpurae
felicis;" but, even to the inferior kinds, he ascribes a similar color and
transparency. 11
The twelve gates consist each (uvu eIc iKaarog)'^'^ of one

c.

40, reckons the

;

:

—

*

«

Andr., Beng.,
Cf Wetst.

8

etc.

" For in sapphires the
3 ff. N., xxxvii. 39
gold shines with azure points. Of sapphires,
:

white with purp'e, yet
*

6

among

the

Medes the

nowhere transparent."
Winer, Ricb., ii. 3-50 sqq.
Exod. xxviii. 17; Ezek. xxviii 13.

best are

Cf., in general,

gee also Wetst.
Shining with golden brilliancy."
Bluish-green, Epiphan. in Wetst.

T •«

.

^

» 6ia(/)aj'r}s,

xP^'^°^'-^^'>

ano\dfj.nbiv

(^evyos

["diaphanous, emitting a radiance like gold
^o Exod. xxviii. 19; Ezek. xxviii. 13.
ii "
violet color shines through all."
^- Cf. Winer, p. 234.

A

"J.
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Bava Bathra., p. 75, 1: "God will give gems and pearls thirty
and just as broad, and will hollow them to the depth of twentycubits and the breadth of ten, and place them in the gates of Jerusalem," etc.^
Cf.

pearl.

cubits long

— The

—

streets of the city

ij

nXareia

r. ttoA.

designates in general

all

the streets

of the city,2 not the market-place,* also not the chief street leading into the

nothing is said of what
which rise from the streets
(ver. 18), of pure gold, which is as transparent "as transparent glass."
Ver. 22 sq. The proper glory of the city is further described. It has no
temple, because there is no need of one for its temple is God himself and
the Lamb. Nor does God, together with the Lamb, have a special dwellingplace in the city, but it is filled with the do^a of God, everywhere present in
it,5 and the city itself is indeed the bride of the Lamb ® who is immediately
They, therefore, need not the
present to all the inhabitants of the city.'
light of sun and moon; for^ the 66^a of God and the Lamb itself fill them
with light. 9 Here where, indeed, the description implies that the 66^a rob
deoi) corresponds to the sun, and that of the Lamb to the moonj^"^ it does not
city,^ because, in the entire description of the city,

outside the walls

lies

—

consist, like the houses

;

—

follow that the same distinction

only a

(jtuaTTjp

that

is

is

mentioned,

made

viz.,

also in ver. 11,^^ because there it is

the do^a

t. d.

appears as

(puarrjp,

because

(ver. 23).

it (puTi^ei

—

The description is based
Vv. 24-27. The men who enter into the city.
throughout upon O. T. prophecies,^^ so that it definitely marks how the
mystery of God, which He had long since promised through the prophets,
finds then its fulfilment.^*

John,

is

Hereby the future expression, now employed by

explained, while the aor., written besides in ver. 2Bb, reports what

In the tone and language of the ancient prophets, John
who are to find entrance into the future city. In
general, as has been said, ver. 27, in a decisive way, they are only such as
has been beheld. ^^

describes the people

are written in the

book of

life

;

^^

but in vv. 24-26, the Gentiles are expressly

designated as those who, according to the ancient prophecies, are to find

admission into the

city.

Thus by

this statement, derived

from the ancient

prophetical declarations, the ideas of those expositors are not justified

conceive of the "heathen " and "kings," as dwelling outside of the

who even attempt

to determine

their earthly

of the heathen admitted

The

essentially parallel

believers

1
3

life,

Cf. vv.
6

Ver.

^

Cf. xxii. 3 sq.,

9.

now

Cf. xix. 9.
iii.

8

Cf. ver. 11.

6

Cf. Isa. Ix. 19 sq.

20.

De Wette.

leads to the fact that

an abode in

Cf. x.

"

Cf. xxii. 3 sqq. with ver. 1 sq.; also xviii.

9, 15,

with

"
"

7.

xviii. 17.

XX. 15.

Ewald, De "Wette, Bleek,
Storr., /)/«?. II. in

etc.

Apoc. quaedam loca,

p. 355: " Provided, according to the measure
of their ability and knowledge, they were de-

voted to godliness, truth, and right."

Grot., Ewald,
ZUll.

Comment,

lea. Ix. 3, 11

Rup.,

Ps. Ixxii. 10.

i"

"

»

;

new Jerusalem.

to be regarded as entitled to

10

^

into the

9 sqq.,

description, vii.

16 jCf.

3, 11.

or

what had been the moral condition, during

from the heathen are

See Wetst.
De Wette, Hengstenb., Ebrard.
4 ZUll.
Beng.

who

city,^^

See

theolog. edit, a Velthus., Kiiin. et

vol. v.

Likewise Ebrard.
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new Jerusalem; but

the

ditioned by the

— as

JOHN.

the peculiar character of the description

T. prototypes, upon which John

O.

in its perspective, that

time

ST.

con-

in the earthly period of the Messianic

which occurs

the heathen, which

the conversion of

is

depends, although
represented by the

is

—

does not
heathen coming to the earthly Jerusalem, and bringing presents
appear definitely separated from that which, to N. T. prophecy, having
the first appearance of the Lord back of it, lies only on the other side of the
the remark made
announces his antiPauline-Judaizing view, by making the distinction between heathen and
Jews continue, even at the completion of the kingdom of God, in oppo-

Altogether inapplicable

second coming of the Lord.

is

in critical interests,^ that the writer of the Apocalypse

sition to Gal.

iii.

28, 1 Cor. xv. 28.

natural distinction

is

It

indeed, directly stated

is,

how

the

no longer applicable, since the heathen, just as the

Jews, receive full citizenship in the new Jerusalem, and, in like manner,
Cf xxii. 2. Emphasis on
participate in the blessed glory of the holy city.
.

works also in the Apoc.^
Cf.
ing,

Rom.

ii.

9 sqq.

2 Cor.

;

Andr. explains

is

not intensified to a bold opposition to Paul.^

—

v. 10.

h tw (purl

;

6iu.

tov

With

(jxjtoc avrrjc.

correct

mean-

but the expression gives rather the pictorial

view as to how the heathen pursue their way through the light that radiates
ttjv ddtav avruv, viz.,
from the city shining in the 66^a of God (cf. ver. 23).'*
Tuv j3aot?i£(l)v.^ Not until ver. 26 is any thing said of the 66^a k. ufi. ruv kdvuv.^

—

—

Kol ol KvXuve^,

k.tX

The constant standing-open

of the gates

is

admissible,

no night, and therefore the bringing-in of glorious gifts (ver. 26) need not be interrupted.' To oiaovoi,^ an impersonal subCf. Acts x. 14.
ttuv koivov.
ject is to be supplied,^ and not ol (SaotTieic-'^^
The more defiCf. xvii. 4 sq., xxi. 8, xxii. 15.
-^otovv pdDivyfza Kal TpevSo^.

for the reason that there

is

—

—

nitely the sins of the heathen are mentioned as the reason for their exclusion

from the holy city, the more significant it is to reckon the heathen nations
^nd kings of the earth designated, ver. 24 sqq., among those who are written
For they also enter into the city, bringing gifts, and
in the book of life.
Thus the innate universalthat, too, as citizens who are to remain therein.
ism of the genuine ancient-prophetic Apocalyptics which lies at the foundation also of passages like v. 9, vii. 9, is expressed the more pregnantly,
because the heathen, received into the new Jerusalem, are designated in the

same words

(ra

levrj,

ol

^aaiMg

Trig

were employed by

ynq) as

ch. xiii. in

the expression standing for the heathen world worshipping the beast.

1

Hilgenfeld, Introduction, p. 449.

e

2

XX. 12, etc.

'

Cf

3

Hilgenfeld ut supra.

8

Cf. xii. 6, x. 11.

*

Hengstenb. Cf., on the other hand,
" By means of its light."

»

Luther, Bengel,

Wette
5

:

De Welte,

Bleek.

De

Ew.

cf. Isa. Ixvi. 12.
.

ii.,

Isa. Ix. 11.

etc.

" Ew.

1.,

Zull.

De

Wette, Hengstenb.,
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Notes by the American Editor.
XCIV.

Ver.

1.

rj

ddlaaaa ovk eoriv hi.

Carpenter: " The sea has played an important part

in the

symbolism of the

Out of the sea, rose the wild beast (xiii. 1); the purple-clad Babylon sat
enthroned upon many waters (xvil. 1); the restless, tumultuous ocean, now dis-

book.

cordant with

its

clamorous waves,

— the troubled sea

now

flooding the earth in confederate force,

of evil, which cannot rest, and which casts

up but mire and
nevermore to be found on the face of that earth, or near
that city, whose peace is as a river, and whose righteousness as the waves of the
sea (Isa. xlviii 18), and whose inhabitants are delivered from the waves of this
troublesome world.'" Gebhardt: "Most probably, by leaving out the sea, he
dirt (Isa. Ivii. 21), is

'

simply wishes to express the new in the fuller sense of the word, the ideal or
new world; inasmuch as, on account of its dangers, and
the many deaths in it (cf. xx. 13), but chiefly because of its being repugnant to
all the ancients, he regarded the sea an unpleasant feature, and a prominent
imperfection of the present state." Diisterdieck's idea of a new sea with the
new earth has been poetically expressed by Bonar:
the perfection of the

—

" Only

all

of

gloom and horror,

Idle wastes of endless brine.

Haunts of darkness, storm, and danger,
These shall be no longer thine.
Backward ebbing, wave and ripple,

Wondrous
And,

scenes shall then disclose;

wastes of ocean
blossom as the rose."

like earth's, the

Then

XCV.

—

shall

Yer.

14.

bvojiara tuv 6u6eKa airoaTokuv,

Calov.
"The apostles, who, by their living voice and literary records,
founded the Church, and upon whose doctrine and writings it rests as on an
immovable foundation." Hengstenberg: "The twelve apostles are the most
noble bulwark of the Church, the chief channel through which the preserving
grace of God flows forth to it. If, even in the new Jerusalem, they are the
foundation on which the security of the Church against all conceivable dangers
depends, they must also be the bulwark through all periods of the Church
militant.
But this passage, and that of Matt. xix. 28, where the twelve apostles
as the heads of the Church,
appear in the regeneration,'
the new Jerusalem,
:

'

—

—

are a sufficient answer to those

who maintain

that the apostolate

is

a continuous

and expect salvation for the Church by subjection to pretended new
apostles.
The Lord himself, and the disciple whom he loved, knew only of
twelve apostles. The twelve apostles are forever. That in the corner-stone,
besides the apostles, there are also prophets, is only a seeming variation. For
T., and personally
that the prophets are not those of the O. T., but of the
identical with the apostles, is clear from the parallel passages iii. 5, iv. 11."
institution,

K

XCVI.

Ver.

16.

loa

ktrriv.

Alford: " Diisterdieck's idea that the houses were three thousand stadii in
was only one hundred and forty-four cubits, is too absurd

height, while the wall
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come at all into question. The words are open, this last consideration being
taken into account, to two interpretations: (1), That the city, including the hill
or rock on which it was placed, and which may be imagined as descending with
it, formed such a cube as seems here described; or (2), That there is some looseness of use in the word ioa, and that we must understand that the length and
Of these
breadth were equal to each other, and the height equal all round.
two, I prefer the former, as doing no violence to the words, and, at the same
time, recalling somewhat the form of the earthly Jerusalem on its escarpment
above the valley of the Kedron." On the other hand, Gebhardt: "According
to Diisterdieck, the relative lowness of the wall is indicative of the security
of the city (comp. Isa. liv. 74); and very justly do we see in the size of the
city, and the height of the walls, so prominently expressed, a symbol of its
safety from every danger." Heugstenberg "Manifestly the height, and the
and nothing is said concerning the relation
length, and the breadth are equal
of the houses to one another. For, according to this conception, the height of
the city would be altogether undetermined."
to

:

;
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XXir.

Ver. 1. iroTafjbv v6. C Tuifiirpdv ug Kp. So A, B, X, al., Verss., Beng., Griesb.,
Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]. The Kadapdv, which the Rec. has before TTorafi., is
Ver. 2. Instead of evTsvOev kol hrevdev (Elz., Beng.; cf.
without attestation.
John xix. 18), read hr. k. eKeidev (A, B, al., Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]). The

—

iva before eKaarov (Elz., Beng.)

So A, B,

J<,,

al.,

rightly deleted by Griesb.

is

Beng., Griesb., the moderns.

— Ver.

Incorrectly, Elz.

KaTuOefia.

3.
:

Karavudtfia;

—

Ver. 5. The IksI after eorai (Elz., Beng.) is without attestaAccording to A, K, al., Griesb., Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.] have
written en; Tisch. has written this also after B. /cat ov xp^'t-o "kvxvov kol (purog.
So Tisch., according to B. This appears to be the mater lectionis ; yet Lach.,
who writes nal ovx e^ovaiv (X: ovk exovaiv) xp^i^o.^ (puToq Xvxvov koi ({xjTdg 7]?uov, has
in his favor the testimony of A and K; while the rec. k. ;tp«"v ovk exovac Ivxvov
Kol <l>cjTdg fjTuov is unattested.
Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]: k. ovk ex. ,tpemv ^wrdf
(punaei.
The fut. is certain, although the discrimination as to the
Tivxv. K.
form (poTtaei (A, al., Beng., Lach.), or (puTiei, is difficult. The pres. (Elz.) has
only unimportant witnesses, e^r' avrovg. So A, t<, Beng., Griesb., the moderns.
cf.

Matt. XX vi. 74.

tion.

—

The

£ttI is

(A, B,

t<,

lacking in B, Elz.
al.)

— Ver.

6.

twv nvevuuTcjv tuv

already, Beng., Griesb.

—

The

So, correctly

npo(prjTCjv.

modification

ayiuv

r.

-npocp.

(Elz.) is

without critical value.
Ver. 8. After k. ore rjKOvaa, Tisch. has koI ore Idov B,
This is, at all events, more correct than the Rec. kuI ii3?i£rpa (so X), which
al.).
Lach., Tisch. IX., have indorsed, although A has k. q3?iEnov, But even this form
is liable to suspicion because of its correspondence with the preceding P'Aenov.
Ver. 10. The on before 6 Kaipog (Rec, Beng.) is certainly a proposed interpretation; as such, the yap also, after 6 Kucp., appears suspicious, although its
(

—

omission (Griesb., Tisch.) is forbidden by A, B, N, al., Verss. (Lach., Tisch.
Ver. 11. 6 /ivnapdc /5v7rapn;(?^rcj. So A, al., Beng., Griesb., Tisch. The
IX.).
form, supported by Orig. and N, ^v7ravdf}T(j (Lach., Tisch. IX. [W. and H.]) is
the more usual, and may accordingly indeed have the force of an explanation.
The Rec. 6 pvnuv (jviruauTu is feebly attested. Instead of diKauodvru (Elz.), Beng.

—

already wrote diKatocvvijp

iroirjeruTu

X, 21, Syr., Lach., Tisch.

eoToi (Elz., Beng.), is

(A, B, X,

[W. and H.].

not established;

al.

).

— Ver.

Wliether

cf.

Tisch.

B

12.

earlv avToii.

So A,

thus read, or have avrov

— Ver.

14.

The

Rec. ttoiovvtec

De Wette)

because the reading
n?ivvovTeg Tiig aToTiag avTuv (Lach., Tisch. [W. and H.]), advocated by A, N, 7, 38,
the text of
Verss., appears to have the purpose which is clearly expressed
Andr. (r. evr. e^ov)-^ viz., not to allow the speech of Christ (vv. 13, 16) to be
Tag evToXug avTov is therefore to be preferred

(cf.

m

interrupted by an intervening speech of John.

— Ver.

IG.

ralg EKKlrjaiaig.

(cf.

also

certain that this reading, supported by Beng., Tisch.

depends only upon the witnesses

km

4, 11, 12, 47, 48,

Arm.,

al.

;

De

Wette,

while the

It is
etc.),

h (A,

al.,

IX. [W. and H.]),
was apparently interpolated because the address of Christ to the churches was
Ver. 21. The additions vjiuv and ruv ayiuv
not understood. So the exposition.
Verss., Lach.), as well as the

(B, «,

—

al.,

Syr., Elz., Tisch.
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(B, al.) to nuvTcjv,

The

by Beng.

lacking in B,

and the

'A/j,tjv

subscription,

at the close (Elz.

which in

A

JOHN.

ST.

),

runs

were properly rejected already

anoKuTivxptg 'luuvvov, is entirely

al.

Vv. 1-5. The continuation

{kuI eSei^ev

cf.

fioi,

sq) and completion

xxi. 9

new Jerusalem.

of the description of the glory prepared for believers in the

connection with the statement of what John beheld, the express
admonition occurs corresponding to the paracletic purpose of the entire revelation (cf. ver. 12 sqq.), that only the servants of God, the victors (chs. ii., iii.),

Here,

also,^ in

can attain that blessedness.
In this paradise of God,^ there is a stream ^
TTOTafxov v6aToq l^ufjg, k.tX
whose water is " water of life," so that they who drink thereof * receive life
through this water. The description depends, as already Ezek. xlvii. 1 sqq.,

—

Cf. iv. 6.
eKnopevofievov, k.tX
upon the prototype. Gen. ii. 10.
to God and the Lamb ^ is the source of this stream,
for only through the mediation of Christ as the Lamb, is the participation
[See Note XCVIL, p. 494.]
of believers in the eternal life of God inferred.

Zech. xiv.

8,

The throne which belongs

—

Iv [xeau

Tfi^

TTlaTEtagy

be referred only to
ing kvrevdev km

and

avT.

kKeldev

k. t. ttot.,

rately declares

r.

k.tX

It is, in

a formal respect, very harsh

;

it

is

if

the iv

fxeau

depends upon the succeedmore natural"^ to refer the kv uiau) to both r. irXar.

nXar. avr.,^ while the

k. t. -kot.

so that the additional designation

kvr. k. kKdd.

more accu-

that the trees, on both sides of the river, stand on the

space lying between the street and the river, i.e., on the right and the left
John has in view a particular street, the main
banks. ^
t^^- -nlaTeiag.

—

through which flows the one particular

street

river.

— ^vlov

C^z/f.

Cf.

expression designates the entire mass of trees in general.^

The

KapTTovg dcjdeiia, k.t.I.

Cf. Ezek. xlvii. 12.

scribed already by Andr.

:

The meaning

udiakeL'KTov t^v tuv Kap-Kuv

the continually growing fruits of the tree of

—

life

—

ii.

7.

-notovv

correctly de-

is

In eternity,

sKcpvaiv.^^

serve the blessed for

—

Kal ra 0vA;ia,
See similar descriptions of the rabbins in Wetst.
is to be referred to the heathen ^^ dwelling outside of the city,
But against the context also is the explanation
as little as xxi. 23 sqq.
of Hengstenb., that, in the present period, the life-forces arising from

food.

This

K.tX

the Jerusalem, even
i.e.,

now

in heaven, are to heal the sickness of the heathen,

to effect their conversion

;

what is expressed concerning the leaves
same time as that which is said of the
acknowledged by those who have thought

for

of the tree of life refers to the
fruits.

This has been correctly

of the conversion, in the future world, of heathen to

whom

in this life the

gospel has not been preached,!^ or of the full development of the weak faith
of the heathen. 13 But both are contrary to the purpose of the context, which,
just because of their faith,

makes the heathen

i-*

share in the glory of the city.
Ewald.

1

Cf. xxi. 27.

'

Cf. V.

2

Cf.

8

Cf. Ezek. xlvii.

3

Cf. iv.

»

Beng.,

*

Cf. ver. 17.

ii. 7.

6, vii. 17.

6.

De

7,

12.

Wette, Ew.,

5

Cf.

vii. 17, V. 13.

Andr., Vitr., Beng., Ziill.,
Hengstenb., Ebrard, Bleek.
6

De

Wette,

["

^^

Ewald, Ziill.;
Beng.
Ebrard.

'^
^^

etc.

The perpetual growth

^°
*

cf. also

De

"

of fruits."]

Wette.

xxi. 23 sqq.
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6-21.

the words kcI tu (pvXXa.K.rX, in an entirely similar

ment and

preceding words

^{»Aov ^wz/f

—

t.

is

mentioned.

new Jerusalem,

whom

of

no special class

In connection with this, the expression

as little to be pressed, in the sense that a

T. edv. is

the eternal refresh-

Kapndv avr. indicate in general the blessed

satiety of the inhabitants of the

whatever

way

glorification of believing heathen are especially emphasized, as the

still

elg depa-neiav

present sickness of

the heathen were presupposed, since

it might possibly be inferred from
which God will wipe away from the blessed are the
sign of pains still endured; but as the tears which are wept because of
earthly sorrow are wiped away in eternal life, so the healing leaves of the

xxi. 4, that the tears

from which the heathen
but shall suffer no longer in the new

tree of life serve for the healing of the sickness

have suffered
Jerusalem.

in their earthly life,

they were previously hungry and thirsty,

If

to be satisfied

;

^

if

now they

are also

they were previously blind, miserable, and without the
they are to share in the enjoyment of all glory, holiness,

power of life,=2 now
and blessedness.
Kal nuv Karudeiia ovk eamt en. Cf, Zech. xiv. 11.
After all
upon which God's curse rests has reached its own place, and been eternally
separated from the blessed communion of saints,^ nothing of the kind can
any longer be found in the city, wherein, now, also,^ are the throne of God
and of the Lamb, and that, too, immediately near, so that all servants of

—

God,

all

upon

their foreheads,^ see his face.^

—

inhabitants of the city, who, as belonging to God, bear his

Kai vv^,

k.tX

Only by an

— avrov belongs to the chief subject

artificial

expedient does

thing entirely new," in comparison with what
0aai?ievaovniv, k.t.?^.

With

is

Ziill.

name
6 diog

"some25.
ml

find here

said at xxi. 23,

—

the richest and, at least, a figurative expression,

John concludes his announcement of the future glory of believers, by at the
same time emphasizing the eternal duration of that happy state as explicitly
as in the description of the judgment upon enemies.'
Vv. 6-21. The Epilogue, which naturally contains two parts, since it
first (vv. 6-17) comprises the revelations which John had received, and then
also (vv. 18-21) the prophetical book in which John had written the revelations received for the service of the churches, comes to a close.
In both
respects this conclusion corresponds to the introduction of the whole (chs.
i.-iii.),

in

which likewise the double purpose

enters, viz., that of

communi-

cating the prophetical scriptures to the churches, and that of designating
the contents of revelation as such from the very beginning.
Kal eliriv uoi, viz.,

also

who spoke

the angel,

by Ebrard, who, however,

This

at xxi. 9.^

posed anew, but a repetition of the account of John,
recalls the angelic declaration
ally,

acknowledged

is

who now once more

Ebrard decides,

previously received.

that in ver. 8 sqq. there

is

finds here not an angelic declaration inter-

logic-

presented not a repetition of the event

actually occurring, xix. 10, but only a repetition of the account of the same.

1

Cf. ver. 17, vil.l6.

3

XX. 10, 15, xxi. 27.

*

Cf.

"

xiv. 1,

e

Cf. xxi.

12; Beug.) the inner

7

x. lo; cf. xx. 14 eq.

connection with what follows, which, however,
appears to be formally annexed by the /cai.

»

De Wetle,

This

is (cf.

Jos.

vii.

iii.

17.

.

iii.

12.

3, vii. 15.

Bleek, Volkm.
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This conception, however, is not only in conflict with the mode of statement
is also improper for the reason that thereby the return, indis-

in the text, but

pensable to the harmony of the entire Apoc, from the series of visions,
revealing the future^ to the standpoint of the introductory

iv. 1-xxii. 5,

Cf also

vision,^ is cut off.

.

ver. 16.

—

ovtoi ol loyoi,

Cf xxi.

k.tX

.

The

5.

angel looks back to the entire revelation communicated to John.

18

np.

(r. Tidy. t.

r. (31J3X.

So also Klief

tovt.).

Cf. vv. 7,
tuv ttvevhutov t&v TzpotpTjriJv. " The

—

.

spirits " of the

prophets are here no more than in 1 Cor. xiv. 32, the effects
of the Spirit present in the prophets, ^ but are the spirits belonging to the
different prophets,

by

his

own

which God subjects to himself, and inspires and instructs

Thus the Lord, who

Spirit.

God of the spirits of all the
now in the spirit of John this

the

is

prophets, has especially manifested himself

God has communicated

John *

;

words of revelation by signifying
to him, through the ministry of the angel, the things which are to come, in
order that he may proclaim them to his servants.
toI^ 6ov?ioig avrov, i.e.,
to

believers in general, ral^

eKKTiTjolatc,

his true

ver. 16.^

—

—

koc

idoi),

epxo/xat raxv.

As

the

Divine authority, so also especially the chief contents of the now completed
revelation are again made prominent,
this occurs by the angel speaking

—

directly in the

name

coming Lord

of the

inference which this affords {fiampLog,
ver. 8 sqq., cf. xix. 10.

—

h

—

and then the parenetic
added by the angel.
On

himself,^

k.t.I.)"^

6 ukovuv kgi I3?[£7tuv ravra.

—

The

part, pres.^ marks,

without regard to time, the idea of (ecstatic) hearing and seeing of these
things, and accordingly the prophetic dignity of John, who just by hearing

and seeing

all

that has been "

shown " him

for eye

and

ear,

Divinely-appointed interpreter of the Divine mysteries.
particularly shows that the Tdvra

^

refers not only to

ver. 6 sq., but also to the entire revelation of

God.

has become the
Thus the pres.

what has been reported,

On

the other hand, the

where that which is special, ver. 6 sq., is treated.
The variations, consequently, which by additions to the mere ^kovgu recur to
the first clause of ver. S,^^ yield an absolutely false interpretation for John
falls down before the angel, because he thinks that in the speech heard
(oTf TiKcwaa), vv. 6, 7 (consider especially ver. 7), he recognizes the Lord himThat the prophets are here especially
self, -i—xai Tihv d(5eX^6Jv cov tuv npo(^7]TC)v.
emphasized as the brethren of John, distinguished from the rest of believers,^^
aor. occurs («. ore ^Kovaa)

;

is

natural, because

it is

now

the intention to assert the prophetical authority

which the rest of believers are to receive and keep as
a testimony of the Lord. Corresponding also with this, is the fact that the
angel immediately imparts the command ^^ not to seaP^ the revelations
6 Katpbg yap
written in this book, but to communicate them to believers.
Cf i. 3. The nearer the time is, the more the churches need
kyyvg konv.
warning and consolation with respect to what is contained in this revelation.

of

John and

his book,

—

.

»

tt

Sel yeve<T0at. iv Tax-, ver. 6.

2 i. 9-iii. 22.
3

De Wette.

*
6

Cf
Cf

c

Cf. ver. 12, xi. 3.

»

Cf. xiv. 13, xix. 9.

.

i.

1 sqq.

.

i.

1.

Cf. iv.

1.

»

Cf. XX. 10.

»

Notice the plural, which recurs also in the

correl., t. Scikv. moi ravra, ver. 8.
»o

"
"
"

See Critical Notes.
on the other hand, xix.

Cf.,

Cf.

i.

10.

11, 19.

Cf. x. 4; Dan.

viii. 26, xii. 4, 9.

—

.
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k.tX The practical result afforded by this revelation is expressed,
by the angel himself in a parenetic address ^ which, recurring to what
the former visions proclaimed, as well concerning the eternal ruin of the
afitKuv,

ver. 11,

godless as also the eternal glory of the righteous, applies

In connection with

of men.

the filthy (6

the

this,

summons

to both classes

and
and thus to hasten
[See Note XCVIII., p. 494.]

to continue in their godless course,

i^ivnapog) ^

to sure ruin, is not without a certain irony.*

The purpose

it

to those doing wrong,

is the less to be mistaken, as the allusion to the reLord not only immediately precedes (6 Kaip. y. tyyvq etrrtv,
ver. 10), but also is added directly afterwards (ver. 12 sq.), and here the
impending righteous retribution is expressly emphasized 6 fiiado^ fiov, k.t.I.

of ver. 11

tributive advent of the

:

Cf. xi. 18; Isa. xl. 10, Ixii. 11.

Cf. xx. 12.

uq rd ipyov iarlv avrov.

— The

words, ver. 12, read like a speech out of Christ's own mouth, those of ver.
13* like one of God himself; but, just because of this alternation, it is

unnatural to ascribe both declarations to the angel, speaking in the name of
Christ and God. On the other hand, the alternation of speakers appears
too confused, if Christ himself and God be regarded as actually speaking,
particularly since ver. 14 sq.

(r.

hr. avTov)

most easily regarded a parenetic

is

of vv. 12 and 13, at the close of

Hence the speeches

digression of John.

the book, must be conceived of here in the same

God

entire speech of

way

as the keynote of the

given from the very beginning in the introduction,

In the ancient prophetic way, John, who shows himself to be a true
Divine revelation, in two compendious Divine declarations,
the
fixes the fundamental thoughts of this entire prophecy (cf. ver. 20)
very abruptness of these expressions is an indication that Christ and God
do not actually enter into the scene as themselves speaking. The speech,
ver. 12 sq., thus understood, forms then the transition from the speech of

i.

8.

interpreter of

;

the angel actually present to the parenetic words of John, ver. 14 sq.
T.

Of God,^ not

evToX. ai'Tov.

of Christ.®

rXvvovTeg, k.tX, see Critical Kotes.

bility

by the correct estimate of

On

the reading advocated by

This reading

vv. 12, 13.

is

deprived of

— tva earac

its

Ew.

—

ii.,

plausi-

Cf. Winer, p. 271.

— ^ e^(wala avTcjv knl rd ^vlov

The purpose of the godly who endeavor,
r. ^.
according to the promised reward, to eat of the fruits of the tree of life,'
Cf.
kuI rolq TrvTuJaiv, k.tX
hence the beatitude.
shall certainly be attained

—

;

xxi. 27.

— £|w ol Kvveg,

pressed by the annexed
beatitude, ver. 14,

The ordinary

k.tX

more

de,

idea in the declarative sense, ex-

appears too feeble; the inner opposition to the

readily suggests the conceiving of the words, ver. 15,

command, so that e^w, etc., does not mean ^'foris sc. sunt" ["without
o/ /civef.
are dogs"], but ''forassc.sunto" ["let dogs be without"], etc. ^
as a

—

General designation of moral impurity; cf. j!)vnap6c, ver. 11.® A special referCf
k. ol (pap/mKol, k.tX
ence to Sodomites ^** does not lie in the context.

—

1 According to Klief., an exhortation, added
by John, is contaiDed in vv. 11-15.

2

Cf. xxi. 27

»

Cf.

Ezek.

;

fiSikvyixa; Jas.
iii.

27.

Ebrard, Kienlen.
'

Cf. xxi. 5, 6,

i.

8.

i.

Aodr.,

21

:

De

«

Cf. xii. 17, xiv. 12.

ZUllig,

De

Wctte,

Hengetenb.
Beug., etc.

Ver.

7.

pvirapia.

e

cirot.,

Wette,

8

Cf. Matt. v. 13,

®

Phil. iil. 2; Matt. vil. 6.
Eichh., vfho compareB Deut. xxiii. 18.

***

'

2,

ii.

xiii. 48.
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xxi. 8.

—

ST.

once more there follows, ver.

Still

18,

JOHN.

a concluding certification of

the prophet, which in a double respect comprehends the introduction of the
whole, since Christ, as the

One

revealing his

own coming, not only maintains

that he himself has given this revelation through the angel sent by him,i

but also expressly emphasizes the determination of the same for the
The latter occurs in an address to the churches themselves, v/ilv
Toi^ eKKKrjaiai.q, which is then the more applicable if the words, ver. 16, be

churches.^

—

regarded not as an actual speech coming from the Lord's mouth, but ^ as
spoken in the name of Christ. The reading km t. ekkI.,
i.e., "over," in
reference to the churches,* not " to " the churches,^ nor " in ^ the churches,"
nor with the gen., as Beng. explains,'^ since he refers the vfuv as dative to

—

the angels of the churches, but regards the

without a preposition, as an ablative
that the speech of the Lord

is

which he also reads

kKKTirjaimg,

— avoids indeed

the seeming difficulty

directly applied to the churches, but creates a
viilv, which then can
But the idea that the Lord had the

far greater difficulty with respect to the relation of the
refer only to the prophets in general.^

mystery of his advent proclaimed by
only impertinent, but

which

definitely

marks the present

application of this to the churches

AavM.

What

the

iiTe/xxpa

is

throughout appropriate.
[See Note

XCIX.,

XLV.,

p. 216.]

Cf. also
ij

plCa

6 aar^p 6 Kafnrpag 6 irpuivdc.

called the bright morning-star;

^^

for

the Son.^*^

:

In

be rejected, according to which the

that " in Christ alone the family of David stands and

[See Note
is

iiov,

but the

;

p. 494.]

ing to the O. T. prototype,^ the second says more properly

is

here not

expression means figuratively, and accord-

first

this passage the interpretation is also to

sense

is

r.ayytlJbv

John

revelation to the prophet

the answer of the churches, ver. 17.
Kol TO yevog

the Christian prophets

all

expressly rejected by the words

is

from him

is

preserved."

^^

Here Christ himself

issues the light of eternal

day. 13

To the message announced several times from ver. 6,
own mouth, about which the entire revelation revolves,
Thus speak

the answer: 'Epxov.

"/7<e Spirit,"

from the Lord's

as

there

now

follows

who, on the one hand, qualifies

the prophets for announcing the future to the churches, and, on the other

hand, also works faith in the churches, and thus inspires them also with
hopeful longing for the coming of the Lord,i* ''and the Bride," i.e., the assembly of believers

who

are

moved by the

also every individual is to speak

of the

Lord

coming Lord

6

Spirit i^ [see Note C, p. 494] and thus
hears the joyful promise of the coming
;

In connection with the latter summons, John

6iipcoi>) ^^

life, which the
had gratuitously by every one who

that the eternal blessings of

will distribute, are to be

^0

1

Cf.

i.

1.

2

Cf

i.

3 sqq.

3

Cf. ver. 12 eq.

.

k.tX

(kqI 6 uk.,

expressly adds {kuI

who

12:

Andr., Ewald,
Credo equidem

"

Vitr., etc.

12

Cf.,

13

Cf. xxi. 23.

8

Luth.
Vulg.

1*

Cf. xix. 10,

7

Cf. also Wolf.

»6

Cf. xxi. 9.

*

Cf. ver.

16

Cf. xxi. 6;

»

Cf. V.

4 Zull.,
6

Hengstenb.

6.

9.

Cf. x. 11.

Heiigetenb.

etc.

Cf. Virg., Aen., IV.

— genus esse deorum.

on the other hand,
ii. 7,

11.

Ifca. Iv. 1.

ii.

28.

—
CHAP. XXII.

^
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18-21.

This pertains only to the desire that is authentiThe dupeiiv placed with great emphasis

desires to receive them.^

cated by the fidelity of obedience.
at the close,

is

and energetically defends

truly of an evangelical character,

the book against the charge of anti-Pauline Judaism.

Vv. 18-21. The close of the book

which the prophet has communi-

in

Instead of the commen-

cated to the churches the revelation given to him.

accompanied by rich promises, of the prophetical book, which stood

dation,

in the beginning,^ there appears here likewise

to its Divine authority against all

who

corrupt

a threatening corresponding
it

The prophet
sum of

(ver. 18 sq.).

then once more declares, as a word of the Lord himself, the chief

the entire revelation, by, on his part, meeting this promise of the Lord with
the believing prayer for

its

fulfilment (ver. 20), and then concludes with the

Christian farewell greeting, corresponding to the address to the churches
4).

(i.

— The

Deut.

iv. 2,*

ucpeTiei

6

d.

threatening (ver. 18 sq.) has developed from the allusion in

but has been shaped

rd fxepog avr. unb

of the preceding descriptions,

ver.

— the

19), according to the standard

threatened "plagues" being not only

those described in ch. xvi., which indeed in xv.

former

last described in the

visions,^

— and

by the paronomastic mode of expression
d(/)£Aa).^

The threatening

is

is

1, 8,

are co-ordinated as the

marked

(kuv Tig kitLdy

in its righteousness

— emdfjaei

presented in the most formal way,

rovgloyov^, k.tX, i.e., to e\ery

ver. 18;

(crndTioei 6 6. en' avr. tu^ nXTjyug, k.t.Tl.,

r. ^vTiov, k.t.a..,

6 deoc

TTavrl

a<pelri

—

tu ukovovtl

one who, through the reading in the church,

hears the prophetic discourses written in the present book.''

From

sonal designation

with the curse

it

results, at all events, that the threatening

not directed against inconsiderate transcribers

is

;

^

this per-

but on the other hand,

and De Wette improperly press the expression t. ukovovu, when they
refer the threat to the danger that what is received only with the ear in oral
communication is easily falsified, and thus a distraction of Christian hope
could be produced. Then the threatening must by its injustice create
offence. 9
But the uKovovrec come into consideration, not as mediators of the
literary tradition, but as those who are to appropriate "the contents" of
notice that edv ng eniOy hif
the prophetical book, revealed to them by God,
for their own warning and encouragement, and are to
avTu, is first said,
maintain it in its purity, and to act accordingly. These fall under the curse

Ew.

i.

—

—

when they arbitrarily falsify the revelation of God that has been given,
because they will not approve the righteous ways of God, which are here
described, 10 and consequently call down upon themselves the wrathful judg6 fiaprvpCw ravra, Christ.
ments of God, which impend over unbelievers.
With a w^ord of the coming Lord himself, which contains
Cf. i. 2, xix. 10.

the very
1

Cf.

*

LXX.

i.

marrow
2

3.
:

oi>

Cf.

of the entire revealed testimony given to the prophet, ^^ he

Rom.

npoae^veTe

iii.

24.

— Kal

»

* i. 3.

ovk

a<f>e\e'iT€,

too

K.T.A.
6

On

T. jme'po? avT., (C.T.A., cf.

" Shall withdraw fellowship."
8

Cf. xi. 18.

T

Cf.

•

Vitr.,

1.

Ew., Dc Wette.
ZuU., Bleek, etc.

3.

xxi.

8.

Ewald

:

De Wette.

Cf. also Luther, Introduction

of 1522: "Besides, I think that

much

that he

severely

it

is

entirely

commends and

book of his
own, more thau other holy books, as though it
were of much more importance."

threatens with respect to such a

i"

Cf. xv. 3 sq., xi. 17 sqq.

"

Cf. Introduction, p. 28.
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ST.

JOHN.

concludes his book, not, however, without sealing with his

'kfirjv

ing acceptance of the Lord's promise,^ and expressing his

own longing

his believ-

for

the Lord's coming, in the sense of ver. 17.

The
(i.

epistolary closing wish

4 sqq.)

whence

(ver.

21) corresponds to the dedication

also the ttuvtuv obtains its limitation.

incorrectly in the addition

but correctly in the

ayiuv,

tCjv

This

is

expressed

vfjuM.^

Notes by the American Editor.
XCYII.

Ver.

1.

Trora/idv

vScto^

l^ofjc.

This has often been interpreted as referring to the Holy Spirit (Gerhard,
Thus Calov. "By the river of water of life
etc.).
EKnopevofievov from the throne of God and of the Lamb, we understand the
Holy Spirit, whose 'personal characteristic,' as they say, is eKnopevaic (John xv.
26), from the Son, no less than from the Father, the throne of majesty."
Lightfoot, Calov., Philippi,

:

XCVIII.

Ver.

11.

6 {ivnapoq (yvwavdfjTu^ K.r.A.

Alford finds a parallel in our Lord's saying. Matt. xxvi. 45: " * Sleep on now,
rest;' also Ezek. xx. 39;" and interprets the irony: "'The

and take your
time

is

in

depth being,

its

is hardly room for change;' the lesson conveyed
Change while there is time.' "

so short that there
'

XCIX.

Ver.

16.

enl ral^ iKK?itiaccuc.

"A congregational

Luthardt:
small circle,

is

the fact that

it is

book; not a book merely for a few, and for a
book of prophecy. And Jesus himself expressly confirms
from Him. Who will venture to contradict Him ? "

this

"The

Luthardt:

C

Ver.

Spirit,

who

that lives in the Spirit, say

17.

Td

-rrvevfia

Koi

tj

vvfKprj.

Church, and the Bride, the Church,
This is all her sighing and longing."

lives in the

'Come!'

Hengstenberg, however, qualifies this: "Not the Spirit who dwells .in all
(Rom. viii. 26), but the Spirit of prophecy (xix. 10); the Spirit of the
prophets (xxii. 6), in which John was on the Lord's Day (i. 10, iv. 2), who also
speaks through John in cli. xiv. 13, who proclaims the promises in the seven
believers

The Spirit, and John his organ, as the representative of the Bride,
This Come,' spoken in her name by the organ of the
proclaim ' Come.'
Church, is a fact; they speak, and hence there follows the summons to all the
individual members of the Church to join in this Come.' "
epistles.

'

'

»

fr^A

Cf. V. 14, xix. 4.

»

Rec, Luth.

minmiiri

1

Im?.'.??.!?^'
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